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The Power Of Imagination 
Redefine the meaning of 

work and play. The 

Micron Home MPC 

presents the most complete 

multimedia experience in 

a single package. 

Designed for 

MB 
Microsoft* 

Windows“95 

PB3 Home MPC Pro 
• Intel 133MHz Pentium* processor 

• 256K pipelined burst cache, flash BIOS 

• 16MB EDO RAM • 1.2GB EIDE hard drive 

• 4X EIDE CD-ROM drive, 3.5" floppy drive 

• SoundBlaster " 16 stereo sound & speakers 

• 14.4 fax/modem, speakerphone, voice mail 

• PCI 64-bit graphics accelerator (2MB) 

• 17" Micron 17FGx, 1280NI, .26mm monitor 

• Tool-free mini tower or desktop 

• Microsoft Mouse, 104-key keyboard 

• Microsoft Windows 95 CD 

• Microsoft Office Pro 95 & Bookshelf 95 CDs 

• Microsoft Scenes: Sports Extremes; Microsoft 

Bob" CD; Microsoft Encarta“ 95 CD; Quicken* 

Deluxe Edition CD; Microsoft Dangerous 

Creatures CD; Microsoft Golf Multimedia CD; 

Trial subscriptions for CompuServe", Prodigyw 

and America On-Line'“. 

s3,299 

May 16,1995 

P90 Homi MPC 

Pentium 

P75 Home MPC 
• Intel 75MHz Pentium processor 

• 256K write-back cache, flash BIOS 

• 8MB EDO RAM • 850MB EIDE hard drive 

• 4X EIDE CD-ROM drive, 3.5" floppy drive 

• SoundBlaster 16 stereo sound & speakers 

• 14.4 fax/modem, speakerphone, voice mail 

• PCI 64-bit graphics accelerator (2MB) 

• 15" Micron 15FGx, 1280NI, .28mm monitor 

• Tool-free mini-tower or desktop 

• Microsoft Mouse, 104-key keyboard 

• Microsoft Windows 95 CD 

• Microsoft Works 95 CD 

• Microsoft Scenes: Sports Extremes; Microsoft 

Bob CD; Microsoft Encarta 95 CD; Quicken 

Deluxe Edition CD; Microsoft Dangerous 

Creatures CD; Microsoft Golf Multimedia CD; 

Trial subscriptions for CompuServe, Prodigy 

and America On-Line. 

s1,999 
• With 100MHz Pentium processor..add SI00 
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PC MAGAZINE LABS BENCHMARK TESTS 

Minutes: Seconds 

32-Bit IDE Full-Debug 

Symantec C+ + 

Microsoft Visual C+ ♦ 

32-Bit Executable 

Symantec C m 

Watcom C/C 

Bytes 

32-Bit Executable 

Symantec C++ 

Microsoft Visual C+ + 

0:00 0:30 1:00 130 

0:38 

1:19 

0:53 

0:54 

250,000 

204,288 

214,040 

Symantec C++7.0 achieved a clean sweep on our 32-hit C+ + compiler tests. '/ he sample 

application that we created in Symantec C++ 7.0 was smaller and faster than those produced 

hy the best products in our last C-compiler roundup (April 11, 1995). ” 

- PC MAGAZINE - August 1995 

iii background and allows you to 

go anywhere in your program 

instantly — even before compiling. 

It also lets you graphically view 

your class hierarchy and add new 

classes simply by dragging and 

dropping. You can also modify 

any class’s inheritance hierarchy 

graphically. And you have the abil¬ 

ity to automatically locate any class 

When It Comes To Fast Windows Development, One Chart I: 

he word is out on Symantec 

C++ Version 7. PC Magazine: 

“This programming package is not 

only the fastest C-bascd applica- 

tions-development environment 

we’ve seen, it offers unprecedented 

tools for creating and maintaining 

code, eases the transition to 32-bit 

programming, and addresses sever¬ 

al weaknesses* found in Microsoft 

Visual ( ...” PC Week calls it 

"A i tools Im ( m design . And 

IuloWtn Id i milium u \ .1 llm 

Pi< k You’ll pn k Symantec ( • 1 

too, if you want the fastest way to 

develop for Windows 95, 

Windows NT 3.51, Windows 3.1 

and DOS. 

The First 
Object Programming 

Environment. 

Symantec C++ Version 7 

lets you quickly architect and 

navigate your application with 

a dynamic ( Hass Editor and 

graphic.al I lierarchy l .ditor. 

Symantec < u iiuremen 

ially parses youi t and < m 

implementation, plus much more! 

The NetBuild Revolution. 

Build applications faster than 

you’ve ever imagined with new 

NetBuild™. It lets you automatically 

distribute the build process over 

- lioCo Midi 
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multiple computers on your LAN, 

dramatically reducing build times, 

In addition, the Wizard-like 

AppExpress™, Cl ass Express'”, and 

ProjectExpress,M boost productivity 

by letting you easily generate and 

extend MFC applications. 

And to make your link-cycle 

lightning-fast, there’s new multi¬ 

threaded 32-bit OPTLINK® - 

High Compatibility. 

Symantec C++ is highly com¬ 

patible with Microsoft 

C/C++, and shares most 

of the same formats, 

object model, and nam¬ 

ing conventions. You can 

seamlessly mix Symantec 

and Microsoft DLLs and executa 

hies. Furthermore, Symantec 

f* 

m 

SYMANTEC. 

C++ 

C++ automatically migrates all 

your Borland and Microsoft 

project files. 

To case your transi¬ 

tion, we also provide a 

white paper and migra¬ 

tion utility on our web 

site that allows you to 

move your OWI, applications to 

Symantec C++. 

i Worth A Million Words. New Symantec C++ Version 7. 

written in assembly language for 

11 n matched performance. 

For building great Windows 

lilillir 

PC LABS 

ANALYST’S 
^Choice 
r ^ APRIL II.IMS 

Get More Facts 
On The Web. 

PC Magazines benchmark is 

resources easily, we’ve added 

KesourceStudio'M — which sup¬ 

ports the widest range of 

Windows resources including 

Windows 95 controls. 

/. Simply select a class name... 

2. ... then select a method... 

i ...and the Class Editor will instantly 

take you there to view or edit the method, 

The Class Editor lets you easily locate, view, 

tnd edit individual methods in a three-pane 

browser rather than searching through 

numerous files for the desired source code. 

SUPPORTS 16-ANl) 
32-BIT PLAT FORMS 

EXCEPTION I 1ANDL1NG 
RTTI and template support. 

LATEST MULTTSCOPE DEBUGGER 
with sub-project and file-level options support. 

NEW SUPPORT FOR 
LONG FILENAMES 

and l INC notation. 

WIN 32 SDK HEADERS 
libraries and sample files included fire. 

NEW CLASS EXPRESS 

to customize your MFCJOLE applications. 

NEW PROJECTEXPRESS 

for easily creating new or moving existing 

projects into the /DDE. 

NEW OBJECT’ ORIENTED Cl ASS 
AND HIERARCHY EDI TORS 

NEW NEXBUILD 
firrdislribused builds ofyour ap/tlications. 

NEW RESOURCESTUDIO 
state of the art mo tore editors for 16- and 

32-bit resource editings. 

proof that Symantec C++ is the 

fastest C++ out there. So what are 

you waiting for? To find out more, 

call the toll-free number below. Or 

contact us on the World Wide Web: 

http://www^ymanteccom/lit/dev/dcv.luml. 

Act fast and get your hands on Symantec 

C++, the fastest C++, and get $50 

hack. See store for details. Hut 

hurry. (Jffer expires January 31, 

1996. For more information call 

J-tiQQ-62ti:AZ77. Ext. 9AP13. 

SYMANTEC. 
All imIici trademark* ««• the |ii«i|w-My of ihclr ro|*cttive holder*. All iig|»ik re»ervcd. 0199? SjuniWK < ‘orporarkm, 

Circle 108 on Inquiry Card. 
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Cover Story 

How Software Doesn’t Work.. 
BY ALANJOCH 

Bad code can lead to disaster. Here’s why there’s a software 
crisis. And here’s what you can do about it. 

How to Build Reliable Code—50 

Make Quality Job 1—54 

BYTE Guide to Games 

3-D Action. 
BY REX BALDAZO 
Three-dimensional games have changed enormously since 
the days of Atari Battlez.one. 

Multimedia Masterpieces.129 
BY TOM K. HALFHILL 
A look at the technology behind the scenes of two dazzling, 
movie-like adventures: Phantasmagoria and Buried in Time. 

The Games People Write.135 
BY JOHN MONTGOMERY 

Microsoft’s Win32 development kit will help make designing 
games for Windows 95 a less-scary adventure. 

Pin Game .139 
BY JERRY POURNELLE 

All work and no play at Chaos Manor? Not hardly. 

Perl Magic.115 
HY JON UDELL 

Our Webmeister 
explains the Perl 
and HTML program¬ 
ming tricks under 
the hood of the new 

Virtual Press Room. 

NETWORK 
PROJECT 

Features 

Talking to Machines.97 
BY JUDITH MARKOWITZ 
Star Trek officers talk to their 
computers. Here’s how we can, too. 

Speech-Recognition Products—98 

Hidden Markov Models—100 

Solutions Focus: 
DragNET.106 
BY PETER WAYNER 
G-men get a new weapon. The 
FBI’s l)NA database is helping 
police nab suspects. 

DNA by the Numbers—110 

State of the Art News & Views 

t OMI'I i 11 It < < )NTI« >1 I I I * MANUI A< I OKINC1 

Manufacturing Data .63 
BY EDMUND X. 
Di ll SI IS 

Big changes on the 
luclniy llooi New 
let Imology Ini data 
ac<|iiisilion is 
changing the way 
ili.ii mannlm tmmg 
works 

If Al Ran the Zoo 
BY i AWRBNCB 
GOULD 
Ready to turn your 
operation over to a 
hunch of 
algorithms? Neural 
networks ami fuzzy 
logic aie helping lo 
«ontiul complex 
timnilliii Iiiimg plot esses 

ON I.INB COLLABORATION 

Groupware Taps the Internet.24 

The planned merger between Netscape and Collabra will 
result in a Notes-killer of an application, some say. 

WINDOWS ON Till-: WEB 

New Suites Embrace the Web.25 

Software houses are adding much more to their Windows 
communications programs than just data comm and tax. 

A Finn MI S 67 
BY JIM I S< II 
Manufacturing execution systems unite 
factory computeis horn the planning level to 

the machine level 

A Now Dimension in liar Codes (»H 

Keep the Data Moving K/ 

BV < i MRI m i .in \M 
With ruggedi/ed computers ami P(' < aids 
you ean computerize colled ion ol data m the 
factory or field. 

Buying Rugged Hand-Hold Computers 90 

|’|<< M iHAMMINl I t ool S 

CotleTalk: New Micro Focus Tool Converts 

^ 00H0I into Conipoiiciits.36 

< hgunizations with hcuucoup lines of 
( ()H( >1 code can now wrap it all in OLE 

controls and bring it into the world of Windows. 

4 IIY I’K 1)1 < I Mlil.K l«>o*> 



Reviews 11 Kill SIM'I.I) DESKTOPS 

NH TWORK SOPTWARIi 

Virtual CDs on the LAN.153 

BY REX BALDAZO 

CD-QuickShare speeds up your shared network 
CD-ROM drives. 

NI-.W Mlil>lA root s 

Software Roundup: 

Web Publishing Made Easier.170 

BY REX BALDAZO AND STEVEN J. VAUGHAN-NK’HOLS 

HTML authoring and editing tools promise to make 
your documents Web-ready in no time, lint lew live up 
to their claims. 

|*R<>DUt*TIVITY s<JKI'WARH 

The Penthouse Suite.179 

BYSTANMIASTKOWSKI 

Microsoft Office 95 moves up to true 32-hitncss, 
provides full OLE 2 support, and introduces the 
Bindery for mixing data from different applications. 

DATABASE NorrWAKi : 

Access 95 Advances 

Database Design.181 

BY KICK DOBSON 

Microsoft’s new version of Access gets more than just 
the Windows 95 look. Replication technology helps 
coordinate changes. 

l'RO(iKAMMIN( i TO< >1 .S 

Symantec C++ Differences.183 
BY RAYMOND GAC6Tfi 

Symantec’s new object-oriented compiler lets you 
distribute compilation jobs across the network. 

PROGRAMMINO IX >OI .S 

Systems Design in ObjecTime.189 

BY MIKE BIENVENU 

ObjecTime can reduce development time. 

MEMORY MANAGERS 

More RAM for Win 3 Holdouts.191 

BY JOHN M. GOODMAN 

Some RAM doublers can help Windows 3.x manage 
physical and virtual RAM. And some can’t. 

INI O ANALYST 

Data to the Nth Dimension.193 

BY EDMUND X. DEJESUS 

Arbor Software’s Essbase adds multidimensional 
analysis to familiar front ends, such as Lotus 1-2-3. 

Lab Report: 16 Pentiums 
High on Win 95.156 

BY ANTHONY J. LENNON AND 

JOHN MCDONOUGH 

Can’t get enough speed? We test 
the latest 120- and 133-MH/. 
Pentium machines using new 
Windows 95-buscd benchmarks. 

120 MH/Pentiums- 158 

32-Bit Performance 
Advantages 158 

OS EMULATOR 

The Better Virtual PC.195 

BY TOM THOMPSON 

SoftWindows 2.0 puts a 33-MI 1/ 480 inside your 
Power Macintosh. 

133 MHz Pentiums—160 

Triton Based Pentiums 161 

Honorable Mentions -161 

How Wo Tested -164 

Core Technologies 

01*1'.RATING SYSTLMS 

Not Just Another Free Unix. 
BY JORDAN HUBBARD 

FreeBSD is fast and open, it runs powerful 
applications, and it won’t cost you a cent. 

PROGRAMMING \ t f 
... 207 How to Build an Internet App..... 211 

BY BRETT GLASS 

Willi a bit of Visual Basic code, the author builds his 
own weather channel in a flash. 

International Section.40IS1 

READER SERVICE 

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers 262 

Editorial Index by Company 266 

Index to Advertisers by 

Product Category 264 
Inquiry Reply (’aids: 134A, 264A 

CPUS 

Two Turbocharged PowerPCs.209 
BY TOM THOMPSON 

IHM and Motorola rev up the 603 and 604 and reduce 
their chips’ hunger for power. 

NETWORKS 

Untangling Fast Ethernet Cables.213 

BY PAUL CUNNINGHAM 

The Past Ethernet standard specifies a variety of 
cabling types used in 100-Mbps networks. 

lil'NC 'IIMARKS 

BYTEmark Bug Bashed.25 

An update to our tests of the P6 chip. 

MEDIA PROCESSORS 

Multimedia x86 CPUs Coming in 1996.30 

New x86 microprocessors will integrate DSP functions. 

< ’< >MPKESSK >N 

Wavelets Challenge MPEG, Fractals.34 

Developers claim 300-to-l compression. 

NEW PRODUCTS 

What’s New. 216 

Previews of HP’s CopyJet color printcr/copier and 
Deliina’s WinFax Pro for Windows 95. 

Opinions 

Pournelle: A New Mutation .197 
BY JERRY POURNELLE 

Jerry provides advice for dodging a new breed of 
virus and then returns to his explorations of 
Windows 95. 

Books and CD-ROMs: How Microsoft Works 41 
A wealth of detail on bow Microsoft operates; plus, 
a CD-ROM satire on bad art. 

Commentary: CyberDavid Rocks Goliath ... 268 
BY JAMES MARTIN 

You don’t have to be a giant to succeed. 

Editorial: The Butterfly Effect.10 
BY RAPHAEL NEEDLEMAN 

Letters.18 

BUYER’S GUIDE 225 

Mailorder 
I lardwurc/Soliwute Showcase 

Buyer’s Mart 

PROGRAM LISTINGS 

FTP; ftp.bytc.com 
From BIX: Join “listings/ 
fmmbyle95” and select the 
appropriate subarea (i.c., “dcc95.”) 

From the BYTE BBS at 1200-9600 
bps: Dial (603) 924-9820 and 
follow instructions at the prompt. 

THE BYTE WEB SITE 

http://www.byte.com 
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EVTEl Contents by Platform Index 

DOS/WINDOWS 

New Suites Embrace 
the Web.25 
Terminal emulation is dead. Well, not 

quite. Bui vendors are adding much 

more to Windows communications pro 

grams than just data comm and lax. 

Multimedia x86 CPUs Coming 

in 1996.30 
Thanks to upcoming chips with integrat¬ 

ed D.SP functions, your next PC could 

be a real smoker when it comes to run¬ 

ning mixed-media applications. 

Memory Price Relief to Come 

in Late 1996.34 
If you’ve been holding out for lower 

prices before buying more memory, that 

hungry little toastie inside your Win¬ 

dows P(* will have to wait a while for its 

next feeding. 

CodeTalk: New Micro Focus 

Tool Converts COBOL into 
Components.36 
Something old—COBOL—meets some¬ 

thing new—Windows 95—in Micro Fo¬ 

cus’s Visual Object COBOL for Win 95. 

Keep the Data Moving.87 
Handy Intel-based computers and PC 

Cards are helping mobile data collectors 

who work in rugged environments. Plus, 

tips on buying a hand-held computer. 

Talking to Machines.97 
“Wuzzntdooncar?” Your PC might not 

understand that question, but some 

speech-recognition products would rec¬ 

ognize *'What’s that doing here?” 

3-D Action.123 
The latest DOS and Windows shoot - 

'(‘iii up games show how far we’ve 

come since Bnttlczone. 

The Games People Write.135 
Microsoft's new < inine SDK takes some 

horror out ol designing lor Windows 95 

16 Pentiums Hii’.h on 
Win 95.156 
If you've upgraded to Windows 95, you 

might want one ol these speed demons 

to go along with it We test the latest 

120 and I t' Mil/ Pentium P< V 

The Penthouse Suite.179 
Forget the Windows 95 hype lot a 

while. Office 95 really delivers true 

hit code, full Ol I 2 sup|>orl, hotter into 

gration, and a great way to mix liles 

from different applications. 

Access 95 Advances Database 

Design.181 
Combine the Windows 95 Briefcase 

with Access 95's powerful replication 

features and you can take your corporate 

databases to the remotest places. 

Symantec C++ 
Differences.183 
The latest edition of Symantec’s C++ 

package adds network-distributable 

compiling and an object-oriented editor. 

Version 7.2 ensures Windows compati¬ 

bility via MFC 3.0. ODBC, and OLE 2. 

More RAM for Win 3 
Holdouts.191 
If you like Windows 3.x but not its 

memory confusion, maybe it’s time to 

buy one of these RAM doublers. 

Data to the Nth 
Dimension.193 
lliis drill-down info analyzer works 

with a variety of DOS and Windows 

front ends, including Excel and 1-2-3. 

The Better Virtual PC.195 
If you need to run Windows applications 

hut would rather use a Power Mac. Soft¬ 

Windows 2.0 will lei you do it. 

Pournelle: A New 
Mutation.197 
Jerry gets a hesitation problem in his 

DOS word processor. To solve it, he de¬ 

cides to install his shrink-wrapped copy 

of Windows 95. Adventure ensues. 

How to Build an 
Internet App.211 
Brett CJIass explains how to lake a hit of 

Visual Basic code, some knowledge of 

Internet protocols, and build an on-line 

application- during your lunch break. 

MACINTOSH 

3-D Action.123 
A look at the making of two slick games 

for the Mac: Dark Forces and Marathon. 

Symantec C++ 
Differences.183 

I Ik new edition ol Symantec's C++ for 

the Macintosh supports the Power It 

Data to the Nth 
Dimension ..193 
You can soup up Excel lor the Mac with 

the high-end data analysis and develop 

inent capabilities ol Arbor's Fssbase 

Analysis Server 3.2. 

The Better Virtual PC.195 
Insignia Solutions’ SoftWindows 2.0 

lets you run DOS and Windows applica¬ 

tions on your Power Mae in a networked 

PC environment. 

NETWORKS 

Tools Cover Big and 

Little Iron.26 
New enterprise client/server programs 

provide tools for writing applications 

that span mainframes, workstations, and 

personal computers. 

Web Publishing Made 
Easier.170 
A review of Cyberleaf, HotMetuI Pro. 

HTML Assistant Pro, and Spider. 

The Better Virtual PC.195 
SoftWindows 2.0 not only puts a 48(> in¬ 

side a Power Mac; it gives DOS and 

Windows programs access to the Mac’s 

Ethernet port. 

How to Build an Internet 
App.211 
Thanks to the Net’s protocol suite, it's 

not as hard as you might think 

Untangling Fast Ethernet 

Cables.213 
I bis luster standard will run over a vari¬ 

ety of wires. We help you sort them out. 

Al.79 

Bar codes.68 

C/C++.183, 189 

CD-ROM.38, 153, 197 

Emulation.195 

Ethernet.2 13 

Fuzzy logic.79 

Games .123, 129, 135, 139 

Groupware.24 

Neural nets.79 

OLE.179 

PCI.156 

Perl.115 

P6.25 

PowerPC.209 

Programming.26, 36, 48, 

I 15, 123, 129, 135, 

170, 181, 183, 189, 21 I 

Speech recognition.97 

3-D.30, 123, 129, 135 

World Wide Web.24. 40, 
I 15, 170 

Systems Design in 
ObjecTime.189 
With this modeling program, you can 

huild an object-oriented system from the 

top down. ObjecTime runs on worksta¬ 

tions from Sun and Hewlett-Packard and 

the IBM RS/6000. 

Not Just Another Free 
Unix.207 
FreeBSD can he used for everything 

from commercial Internet service to a 

home-desktop solution, running on rela¬ 

tively inexpensive PC equipment. 

Chips.30, 40, 79, 209 

Client/server.26 

Communications.24, 25 

Compression.34 

Control systems.67, 79 

Data acquisition.87 

Data analysis.193 

Databases .. 36, 67, 106, 181 

Desktop PCs .156, 195, 216 

E-mall.106 

DragNET.106 
G-men use a network of databases and 

POTS to track down public enemies. 

The BYTE Network Project: 

Perl Magic.115 
Have you visited BYTE's Virtual Press 

Room and wondered how we built it? 

Virtual CDs on the LAN.153 
CD-QuickSharc offers a cost-effective 

alternative to hanging gangs of CD- 

R( )M drives off your network. 

HTML.I 15, 170 

Internet.24, 25, 40, 115, 

170, 2 1 I 

Memory.34, 191 

Mobile computers.87, 216 

Modems.40 

Multimedia.30, 129 

Networks.106, 115, 124. 

153, 184. 195, 211, 213 
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The best in business graphics 

• Includes 2,000 symbols (more than twice as many as Vislo) 
• 100 fonts and thousands of clipart Images and photos 
• "Drag and drop" drawing, multiple stencils and 

90 Smart Symbol Libraries 
• Flexible object manipulation and automatic shape connectors 
• OLE 2.0 support, direct text editing and diagram and application linking 

CorelFLOW helps you communicate your information 

in a simple, effective way! 

Compare the Con11 value! 
r- 

(ofi-uitm IVwo 10 

Symbols 2,mm 750 

hints 100 0 

Photos 1,000 0 

Clipart 1,000 0 

Jipcll (‘livelier yes no 

The world's best-selling clipart 

ITS GaTTfx’Y 

— «*>•*' r 
- ■ » 

• 10,000 professionally-designed 
clipart images (6,000 images in color) 

• Select images from over 50 categories 
• Includes a full-color reference guide 

(O 

• 15,000 clipart images (5,000 new images 
plus 10,000 from Corel GALLERY 1) 

• 500 photos and 500 fonts 
• 10 video clips and 75 sound clips 
• A powerful multimedia file manager 
• Includes a full-color reference guide 

Corel GALLERY is the ideal partner for all of your 
word processing, presentation, desktop publishing and 
graphics applications! 

Mitclnlnsh versions iiImi iivullabk. 

The best in graphics | The best CD to complete your office suite 

COREL DRAM 

• The ideal entry-level graphics package 
• Includes precision type control, superb drawing 

power and amazing special effects 
• Over 14,000 clipart images and symbols and 

250 fonts 
This award-winning software is 
celebrated worldwide for its ease 
of use, incredible value and 
outstanding features! 

$69""' 
t PROM Version 

Enter the Corel $3,000,000 World Doslgn Contest and win! 
(September '95 to April * *96) To receive a taxod copy of the 
rules and an entry form please call: 1-613-728-0826 
ext. 3080. Document ft 1125 To leavo a message please 
call: 1-613-728-0826 oxt 81609 

MALWare 
1 -800-449-3355 
_L__1st 

* US$ plus applicable taxes, 

OIT’K K 

• Powerful applications: business graphics, 
Personal Information Manager, an Internet 
Web Browser and fax software 

• Electronic encyclopedia, dictionary, 
contemporary quotations, plus business, 
general and sports almanacs 

• Over 15,000 clipart images, 500 fonts, 
200 photos and 75 sound clips 

Incredible power and value all 
on one convenient CD-ROM! 

COREL 
imp //www.cowl.corn 

Call now for faxod llloratorel 
1-613-728-0826 oxt 30«O 
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On most machines, Microsoft00 Windows NT™ Workstation is a 

pretty darn nice operating system.. On these, its a deadline- 

devouring, math-bashing, graphics-spewing, ravening jungle beast. 

t hese aren't off-the-shelf PCs with Windows I 

NT tossed into the carton. They re tweaked, honed ] 

and buffed to extract every List ounce from 

Windows NT—without 

doing the same to 

your bank account. 

You get maximum 

productivity. No more two-computer 

desktops. The rock-ribbed reliability 

of Digital hardware. And the expert 

THE NEW PERSONAL 

WORKSTATIONS 

FROM DIGITAL. 

CELEBRIS XL 
100, 12 0, 133 MHz 

Hi 

■ 
Memory: 16MB to 384MB 

Dish: 0.5. I. 2. 4GB SCSI 

I/O: 2 PCI, / PC I/ISA, 3 ISA 

Storage: 5 bays for peripherals 

(Graphics: 3D Matrox Millennium 

./////] 
A L P H A XL 
23 3,266MHz 

support of Digital's \ 

history-making alliance 

with Microsoft. Choose from a full line of Pentium" 

processor or Alpha based models. Either way, the | 

performance is just slightly to the left of Beyond Your Wildest Dreams. For details, 

nnnn call 1-800-DIGITAL, e-mail to rnoreinfo@digital.com or set your 
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browser for http://www.digital.com. You've seen Windows NT run. Now watch it fly. 

ABE 
©1996 Digital Equipment Corporation. Dmitnl end tho DIGITAL logo are triidonuirki of Digital Equipment Corp. Microsoft Ik a reglulored trademark and Wind own N! Is a 
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EDITORIAL Raphael Needleman 

The Butterfly Effect 
The foundations 

off hypertext and 

multimedia 

computing go 

back to a paper 

published by an 

atomic scientist 

In 1945 

I began this column on a sunny Sunday afternoon in a cof¬ 
feehouse in Cambridge, Massachusetts. No ordinary cof¬ 
feehouse, this is the Cybersmith Cafd, one of the strange 
keyboard-and-coffeehouses that are springing up around 
the world. I came to have lunch and cheek out the emerg¬ 
ing cyberscene. I also got in a few rounds of the addictive 
virtual-reality game Virtuality. 

Who could have predicted this fantastic world, a world 
in which you can connect to a worldwide hive-mind Irom 
a coffeehouse or play a game that places your eyes and 
ears in a completely synthetic but convincing universe? 
As it turns out, there was such a man, Vannevar Bush, sci¬ 
ence advisor to President Franklin Roosevelt. In 1945, he 
published an article in the Atlantic Monthly called “As We 
May Think.” In this work, Bush foresaw a lot of tech¬ 
nology we take for granted today: Hypertext and multi- 
media are the most important, but there were also pen- 
based computing, microcamcras, and high-density optical 

storage. 
Bush’s broad vision was amazingly astute, but he got 

the details wrong. None of his predictions were based 
on digital technology, for example. Bush, the inventor 
nl an analog differential-equation solver, saw a techno¬ 
logical future made up of microfilm-based hypertext and 

mechanical retrieval engines. 
Isn’t it interesting how easy it is to predict the far fu¬ 

ture and how difficult it is to get the details even close 
to correct? I he way things are going, can you imagine a 
future 10 to ?() years from now where we’ll type on com¬ 
puters instead ol speak to them ot use archaic glass tubes 

as display devices? 
But what ol the next six months? < )i the next year? 
Big parts of the future are obvious It’s the details that 

stymie us and that make out jobs so interesting. I .very 
small decision a company makes to invest in one tech 
nology over another can inlluence the Inline in a small 
way or a big way. It’s the bullet I ly et fleet ol technology. 
l;or example, early windowing interfaces were not the 
simple one-click wonders we use today. Instead, they 

$ 
y 

were complicated marvels of efficiency, and they con¬ 
tained hyperlinks between windows to keep information 
references alive. The Mac and Windows systems we use 
today are, in fact, descendants of a simplified windowing 
system based on an experiment Alan Kay designed to 
make computers easier for children to use. His educa¬ 
tional experiment helped the windowed interface find 
the level that got it the acceptance it has today. 

In broad strokes, everybody seems to be convinced 
that the convergence of telecommunications and com¬ 
puting will change our lives and our businesses dramat¬ 
ically. No one is quite sure about the details, though. Ex- 
actly when will the changes happen? And how? Where 
are the seeds of the next important technologies? Where 
is the next student whose simple vision will change the 
world? Those are the important details, the answers to 
which make some graduate students billionaires or push 

a global corporation into bankruptcy. 
The fiftieth anniversary of Bush’s vision was cele¬ 

brated in October at an MIT symposium. Speaking there, 
and showing us their visions of the future and their vi¬ 
sions’ linkages back to Bush, were several architects of 
the computer revolution: Tim Berners-Lee, Alan Kay, 

Doug Engelbart, and others. 
Space won’t permit me to list all the current tech¬ 

nologies that can be traeed back to Bush s visions. But 
you might be interested to know that several technologies 
you might have thought of as completely fictional are, in 
fact, close to reality. At the symposium, Raj Reddy, dean 
of the school of computer science at Carnegie Mellon 
University, showed demonstrations of speaker-indepen¬ 
dent continuous-speech voice recognition, as well as 
technology that can create models of the 3-D physical 
world the same way we humans do: from visual input. 

I’m pretty sure that technology in the next 50 years is 
going to progress at the same breakneck pace it has in the 
past 50. It may even accelerate. But I have absolutely 
no idea which of today’s technologies will be the build¬ 
ing blocks of tomorrow and which will become merely 

quaint. Do you? ■ 
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Don’t compromise 

your work by compromising 

on your monitor. 

BRILLIANCE 

MONITORS 

ISA I7A 21A 

Choose from the Philips Brilliance range. The highest 

resolutions available (up to 1600 x 1280) plus flat 

square screens give you totally accurate, pin sharp 

graphics, colours and contrasts. And for the ulti¬ 

mate in Brilliance, try the 21A with CyberScreen' 

Technology, the worlds first BRIUlAJKl 
fully digitalized monitor. high resolution monitors 

PHILIPS 
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Olivetti Ink-jet Printers 

Before choosing any other 
printer, count to ten. 

IThe best 
of Olivetti 
know-how. 

With 9()(),()()() printers produced in 

1994, Olivetti has confirmed its 

position as the biggest Kuropean 

mainline hirer. Olivetti printers are 

the result of 2() years' experience and 

researc h in t his sec lot and are 

produced with produclion processes 

and in plants whie h have ieceived tin1 

ISO WK)() tolal quality i erlil a at ion. 

2JP 450: maximum 

speed and flexibility. 

The IP 450 is the fastest ink 

jet printer in its class wit h a 

productivity of up to 5 pages per 

minute in black and white, with a 

resolution of 600x300 dpi in text 

mode. Silent and powerful, it offers 

perfect print quality and can be 

outfitted with a second sheet 

feeder, a sprocket for continuous 

sheets and the special MPD feeder 

for envelopes, cards and 

transparencies, making it a highly 

flexible tool, even for automatic 

mailing. 

The IP 450 also excels at colour 

printing with its special <. olour kit. 

I he IP -ISO's I eat tires make it t he 

ideal printei lor professional duties 

and sophisticated paper handling. 

JP 370: high 
performance 

at a low price. 

The JP 370, which is already set up for 

colour printing, offers the best 

price/performance ratio. 

At a lower cost it manages to give you 

the same print quality as the JP 450, 

both in black and white and in colour, 

by using the same print heads. It can 

print up to 3 pages per minute in 

black and white. 4JP 170: colour, even at 

home. 

With tlu* brand new JP 170 

model, Olivetti brings professional 



colour printing even more within 

reach. With its highly competitive 

price, small size (20x38 cm) and 

spectacular performance (300 dpi, 

200 characters per second, 30 resident 

fonts, incorporated 40 sheet feeder, 

3 pages per minute in black and white 

and optional colour kit), the JP 170 is 

the ideal printer for those who work 

with a PC even at home, and who are 

not prepared to do without 

maximum print quality. 

into an exceptionally compact size 

(30x I3x(> cm) and light weight 

(1,1 kg). The JP 70 works when 

and where you want it, running 

either off the mains via the 

standard power adapter (which 

doubles as a battery charger), or 

off common or rechargeable 

(optional) batteries, or off the 

optional car adapter. The JP 70 

will print up to 140 pages on one 

set of Ni-MI I batteries. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 

JP 70 JP 170 JP 370 JP 450 

Max 
n*5olutHm (Dll) 300 3(K) 301) 600x300 

Max. S|hxiI (< ps) 171) .NX) ISO 400 

CpS 111 I.Q HMH.lt- |(X) ISO 120 160 

Max. pages 
prr min. (b/w) 3 3 3 5 

Emulations k:i> 
him it 

EPSON UJ 

IN lit 
HIM IT 

1X1.3* 
IHM IT 

PCL3+ 
IHM IT loot.) 

EPSON IQ (opt.) 

ASI; Capacity 15 40 70 150 

TrueType Hunts 25 25 25 

Resident lunts 31) 30 <u 30 

Refilling System Yes Y« Yes Yes 

Colour Kit (opt.) Yes Yes Yes 9 Design and ergonomics. 

In the Olivetti tradition, 

design is to the fore and the 

softly rounded, exclusive and 

attractive shapes of these printers 

are the result of rigorous, 

in-depth ergonomic research 

guaranteeing their easy, safe and 

dependable use. 

5 The best colour 

when you need it. 

The optional colour kit for 

the JP 170, JP 370 and JP 450 opens 

the door to high-quality printing. 

While the kit is inexpensive, you're 

the one to decide when to get into 

colour, knowing that your 

printer is already set up 

for it. The kit 

contains a 

manual with 

lots of tips l or 

creating the best colour 

documents, the print head plus the 

powerful Olichrome driver for 

high-fidelity chromatics. 

6JP 70: portable high 

technology. 

The JP 70 concentrates 

desktop printer performance 

(300 dpi resolution, 3 pages per 

minute and incorporated ASP) 

7 Low running cost. 

All printers in the JP series 

use a patented "Olivetti 

Refilling System" that 

allows a significant 

running cost saving over 

traditional ink-jet 

printers. The print head 

itself is reused several times, only 

the ink cartridge being recharged. 

All models automatically signal 

when the refill is running out so 

the head doesn't run dry, protecting 

it from possible damage. They also 

give you economy or draft print 

choices, saving around 50% ink. 

8 Fonts for free 

expression. 

Olivetti ink-jet printers give 

you the utmost freedom of 

expression, thanks to their wide 

range of fonts, character sets and 

emulations. 

Customer care: 

15,000 specialists. 

Those selecting Olivetti JP 

printers find an international network 

of 5,500 Dealers and Systems Partners 

and 15,000 specialists to provide 

companies with all the assistance, 

support and advice they need. This, 

like the others listed above, is only one 

of the many reasons for relying on 

Olivetti. And for counting to ten 

before choosing any other printer. 

For further information, phone : 

Austria (I) 86694-0 - Belgium (2) 2299111 

Denmark (31 > 70203070 

Finland (0) 88741 

France (1) 490671 I I 

Germany (69) 66922755 

Greece (I) 9373800 - Holland (71) 319931 

Israel (3) 7516879 - Italy (167) 012587 

Norway 2218 6100 - Portugal (I) 3558260 

Spain (900) 370370 

Sweden (8) 59005200 

Switzerland (I) 8391565 

Turkey (212) 2750810 - U.K. (800) 447799. 
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NASA 
launches FCMTtlTdll 

PowerStation 
Alabama desktop - No, it isn’t science fiction; 

the folks at NASA really do run compute-intensive 

programs on their PCs. The secret is new 

Microsoft* Fortran PowerStation 4.0. It brings 

UNIX workstation-caliber performance to the 

desktop without workstation premiums. 

Each day, Dr. Stephens (seen below) and his 

colleagues at the NASA Marshall Space Flight 

Center download terabytes of data from orbiting 

satellites. The data is then fed into PCs for 

analysis, using massive models written in 

Fortran. This helps them make the cosmos, 

well, less cosmic. It also helps them make 

their operating budget less of a black hole. 

A small Step for 
mankind 

Hosts! targets 
Windows 95 

& Windows NT 
Workstation 

“Fortran PowerStation 4.0 
allows ns to downsize. Now we 
can use lower-cost Intel*-based 
PCs to solve complex problems 
that previously required UNIX* 
workstations or even a Cray* 
supercomputer.” 

Since it’s built expressly for 32-bit platforms 

like Microsoft Windows* 95 and Windows NT'M 

operating systems, Fortran PowerStation 4.0 

delivers true multithreading, preemptive multi¬ 

tasking, and symmetrical multi-processing. And 

with language extensions for IBM,W DEC,"and 

Cray, migrating legacy code is never a problem. 

As you would expect, Fortran PowerStation 4.0, 

Professional Edition, comes with the Microsoft 

IMSL" library of nearly 1,000 mainframe-class 

mathematical and statistical functions. It also 

comes with the same Microsoft Developer Studio 

that ships with the Visual C++ development 

system 4.0. Developer Studio is an integrated 

development environment that includes an editor, 

debugger, browser, and profiler, as well as 

complete online documentation. Which makes 

building and debugging applications a lot easier 

even if you’re not a rocket scientist. 

Dr. Briscoe Stephens 

Adv. Scientific Systems Coordinator 

Space Science Laboratory 

NASA Mar stud! Space Flight ('enter 

Huntsville, A lahama 

To learn more about Fortran PowerStation 4.0, 

visit us at http://www.microsoft.com/fortran. 

To order a free Test Drive CD-ROM, or to locate a 

reseller near you, call (800) 899-0435, Dept. YU6.‘ 

32-bit compiler 
& linker with 

4 (III addressable 
memory 

☆ 

Language 
extensions for 

easy code 

migration 

☆ 
Interoperable 
with Microsoft 

Visual C++w4.0 and 
Visual Basic9 4.0 

* 

Full support 
for Fortran 90 

+ <>nly in the 50 United Stales and Canada. Test Drive CD ROM offer expires 4/.»l /%. Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. OI‘W Microsoft 
Corporation. All rights reserved, Microsoft. Visual Basic, and Windows are registered trademarks and Visual Or k Where do von 

won! to K<> today?, and Windows NT arc trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Cray is a registered trademark of Cray Research Inc. 
I>IIC is a trademark of Digital lu|uipnicrtt Corporation. IHM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
IMSI. is a registered trademark of Visual Numerics, Inc. Intel and Pentium are registered trademarks of Intel Carp. UNIX is a 
registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries, licensed exclusively through X/opcn Company, l.td. 

Microsoft 
WHERI DO YOU WANT TO GO TODAY lm 



RECORDABLE CD 
FOR ONLY $995!' 

TO REACH THE PINNACLE CALL: 800-553-7070 

#1 Selling Recordable CD Systems 

By Pinnacle Micro Are 3 Drives in 1! 

Tel: 714-789-3000 Fax: 714-789-3150 
Circle 89 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 90). 

1.2X Recordable CD System 

2. Double-speed CD-ROM Player 

3. Microsoft® Backup Compatible 

(Tape Drive Replacement) 
RCD 5020“ PC/MAC fx!mirtl$l295 ♦RCD 50201*'** PC inlernnl $905 

The RCD 5020 is the easiest way to create your own CD of multimedia 

ties, interactive games, or even master your own audio CD of your favorite 

ines. You can backup accounting records, business plans, charts, and 

r;iphs, or confidential information on CDs for decades - safe and secure. 

The RCD 5020 system is simply the best way to store, archive, distribute 

nd create information. Best of all, it's now affordable - it's recordable^ 

Pinnacle Micro. The Optical Storage Leader. 
Call to receive your free 

Guide To Compact 
«... . n_JAU/rn Dl 

Pinnacle's new RCD 5020'“ is the first CD-R system priced below $1000. As 

a 2x Recorder, it can create custom audio, video, or data CDs up to 650MB. As 

a CD-ROM Player it can read thousands of educational, multimedia and audio 

CDs. And with the industry’s only software connect to Microsoft' Backup it 

offers fast, reliable, archiving of compressed data up to 1.3 GB on a single CD. 

Each blank RCD is only $19.00. 

VALUE-PACKED COMPLETE SYSTEM 

► Pinnacle CD Recorder/Player 

• Adaptec 1535 Bus Master SCSI Card 

» Microsoft Backup Compatible 

• Corel CD Creator 2 

- Data Recording 
- Audio Recording 
• Audio Editing Application 
- Photo CD Viewer/Recorder 
- Best Of Corel Stock Photos 
- Corel Gallery Clip Art Images 

• Extreme Software's UP! 

.100 Digital Video Startup Clips 

• 2 Pieces of Recordable CD Media 

MSRP S995 $1249 

SCSI Host Adapter Bus Master Adaptec 1535 AdvanSys 

CD Recording Application software Corel CD Creator Incat 

Windows 95 32 bit mode included Yes No 

Windows NT 32 bit mode included Yes No 

Microsoft MS Backup compatibility included Yes No 

Kodak PhotoCD creation software included Yes No 

Audio Editing utility included Yes No 

Disc at Once recording software included Yes No 

Caddy based system Yes No 

$1795 $1695 

None None 

Personal RomMakor Corel 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No Yes 

No Yes 

Yes Yes 

Source pricing and information obtained directly from manufacturers on M2/95 





LETTERS 

Death to the PC 

To those of us who have been making a 
living on mainframes and minis for the 
past 25 years, your October |cover] head¬ 
line “The PC Is Dead” was quite amus¬ 
ing. I can’t count the times I’ve read that 
the mainframe is dead, or the 
AS/400 is dead, or an oper¬ 
ating system is dead, or a pro¬ 
gramming language is dead. 
Meanwhile, our business just 
continues to grow and grow 
among all these technologies 
tech writers have written oil. 

Hank I loath 

Medco Systems Inc., Marlton, NJ 

HankHeathGPaol.com 

The inside headline ("The New PC') is 
not quite as sensational; neither is my sto¬ 
ry. However, if prodded (not very hard), I 
would say that the PC should he dead. To¬ 
day's PCs are a shameful hodgepodge of 
clumsy technologies that waste untold 
hours of users' time and soak up produc¬ 
tivity like a sponge. If BYTE made Jun of 
this situation by indulging in a little hy¬ 
perbole, then I plead guilty and throw my¬ 
self on the mercy of the court. 

—Tom R. Halfhill senior editor 

Web Crawl 

nection to the Internet could provide 
users with problems simply connecting 
(as do the Big Three at some hours in 
some locations) or with slowness born of 
bandwidth congestion. Perhaps instead 
of a reference ISP we need a true bend- 
mark for evaluating real-world bit- 

transfer rates, something that 
would take into account local 
conditions as well as general In¬ 
ternet conditions. 

—George Bond 

Macs Serve the Web 

Jon Udell’s response to Mark 
Baton's letter in the September is¬ 
sue revealed his naivete when it 

comes to Mac-based Web servers. I can 
accept that he’s more comfortable with 
other OSes—but it’s not fair for him to 
imply that Mac servers are useful only on 
modestly trafficked Web sites. I refer him 
to http://brad.net/webstar fora list of sev¬ 
eral hundred Mac Web servers. And I rec¬ 
ommend that he try Apple (http://www.ap- 
ple.com and http://quicktime.apple.com), 
Warner Brothers Records (http://www.wbr 
.com), and other sites for examples of Mac 
Web servers that gel pounded by thou¬ 
sands of hits every hour. 

Charles Wiltgcn 
cwiltgenGPfancymedia.com 

Your review of World Wide Web/Inter¬ 
net access from the Big Three on-line ser¬ 
vice providers (“Gateways to the Inter¬ 
net,” September) had one blind spot: a 
“reference” direct Internet service provider. 
You would have found that such direct 
service is much faster than the fastest of the 
Big Three. I have accounts with a local 
Internet service provider and with Ameri¬ 
ca Online. I find the latter unworkably 
slow when poking around on the Net. 
Thanks otherwise for your high standard of 
technical journalism. 

Tony Unison 

tony GP (ft<lnit k. row. < om 

A reference Internet servin’ provider to 
compart' with the Big Three information 
services would be great, but it \v a little 
nunc complicated than just looking at 
speed. I can counci l to America (inline 
via a I I link and it ips along as fast as 
any ISP I've used. ('ompuScrve anil 
Prodigy probably would be screamers 
over I -1, too. On the other hand, an ISP 
with too Jew modems or too small a con 

Pair comment. We have an Apple Work¬ 
group Server 6150/66 in-house now, so 
we can find out firsthand. 

—Jon Udell, executive editor 

Linux Please 

While BYTE seems to cover OS/2 in pro¬ 
portion to its market share, you don’t cov¬ 
er Linux at all. With all the trash talk the 
Internet is getting regarding pornography, 
some coverage of Linux would be good. 
Linux is being developed by people all 
around the world using the Internet as a 
forum for discussion and distribution. It 
demonstrates the true spirit and power of 

the Internet. 
Nathan C. Burnett 

Portales, NM 

We V<* scheduled a feature story on the 
technical underpinnings of Linux for the 
first <punter of llA)6. Also sec the article 
"OS Paradise, " part of the special re¬ 
port in our November issue, and our re¬ 

view " Power of Cooperation '' in the 
September 'V4 issue. —Eds. 

P6 Revisited 

When is someone going to write an “em¬ 
peror’s new clothes” story about Intel’s 
P6 chip? If I compile a word processor 
with a 32-bit compiler, it still does byte 
manipulation, and if it uses the string ma¬ 
nipulation instructions for string search¬ 
es, it will have target bytes in registers, 
etc. Why should such software speed up on 
a P6 if compiled with a 32-bit compiler as 
compared to a 16-bit compiler? 

I think the P6 team really blew it. The 
Pentium is the last xK6 chip to give great 
gains in existing software without recom¬ 
pilation. It will be interesting to see if In¬ 
tel can convince people to drop their Pen¬ 
tiums for P6s. I wouldn’t. 

Bob Morris 
morris @ see. ca rl eton. ca 

We've published two stories (plus a si de¬ 
bar) on the P6's problems with 16-bit 
software (September and October 
B YTE). The fact is, our own bench¬ 
marks—as well as other widely used 
benchmarks, such as SysMark—confirm 
that the l}6 does a very good job of run¬ 
ning 32-bit software. I don 't think the P6 
team "blew it. " I do think that Intel mis¬ 
judged how long it would take for Mi¬ 
crosoft to ship a mainstream 32-bit OS, 
and also how much old 16-bit code 
would be left in that "32-bit" OS. 

The P6 is optimized for 32-bit code, 
not a specific flavor of 32-bit code, and 
the software industry—pushed by Mi¬ 
crosoft's Win32 API—is moving to 32 
bits independently of the P6's character¬ 
istics. The P6'sproduct life will proba¬ 
bly extend to the end of this decade. I 
can't fault Intel for designing the chip 
with the future in mind. 

—Tom R. Halfhill, senior editor 

For an update on BYTE benchmarks and 
the P6 chip, see "BYTEmark Bug 
Bashed" in this issue's News & Views 
section, page 25. Eds. 

We want to hear from you Address correspond 
deuce to letters Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix 

Milt Lane. Peterborough, NH 03458; or you 

con send I moil via the Internet or BIX to edi¬ 

tors GPhix.com. Inters may he edited. 
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FIRST YOU 

RAN OUT of 

CAPACITY. 

THEN YOU RAN OUT 

of PATIENCE. 

NOW, YOU’VE RUN 

OUT OF TIME. 

hilnxiuciny the 

Each day, an irreplaceable data stream flows through your company. And each night it’s backed up. 

Until your storage system runs out of room. And you begin a life of quiet desperation. • Never again, 

you say. And if you choose Exabyte’s new EXB-8700, you’ll be right. Because it’s more than just an 

8mm tape drive; it’s now an affordable alternative to DDS-2 for the smaller PC LAN environment. 

The EXB-8700 holds 14 gigabytes of data with a transfer rate of 60 megabytes per minute.- 

Compatibility with over one million existing 8mm devices and ease of upward migration instill 

HX&-H70O, the cotn/f/ck1 

dud (iffiH'tlohU' hiyb < a/HH itv 

(t/tormi/itv to / >1 as j. 

confidence that competitive technologies can’t equal. • Beyond its superior technology, the 

EXB-8700 comes with an unprecedented bundle of hardware, software and accessories. In fact, it's 

a turnkey system with everything you need, including a host adapter, SCSI utilities, and our CD-ROM 

with popular software from Arcada, Cheyenne and Palindrome. Your choice. And all at no additional 

cost, an industry first. • So call us at 1-800-EXABYTE. We’ll show you how 8mm technology 

EXAIBWE* r can increase your storage capacity, as well as your peace of mind. 

comprcmskjn © tons Exabyte Corporation Exabyte tn a roglatorod Iradamar* ol Exabyte Corporation, Exabyte Corporation, tons 88th Slroot. Uouldor. Colorado HO30t USA Plumo 1 000-EXABYTE. 
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LETTERS 

“It Was 20 Years Ago Today.. 

I thought you might like to know what 
happened to the first copy ol the lirst edi¬ 
tion of BYTE. Editor Carl Helmets had 
brought a few copies with him to an ama¬ 
teur radio meeting in Virginia. At 
the meeting, Carl announced the 
launch of BYTE and gave me 
the first copy because I had 
designed and built the Mark- 
8 computer, which had got¬ 
ten many of the hams started 
using their own computers. 
Several years ago, my collection 
of the first 10 years of BYTE went 
to the Smithsonian Institution, along with 
the original Mark-8 and many long-for¬ 
gotten publications that contributed a great 
deal to the early development of what we 
now know as the PC. 

Jonathan Titus 
Editorial director. Test & Measurement World 

Newton, MA 

jontitus @ < (diners.com 

notebook.” The mathematical facility was 
extensive and accurate. It had a macro lan¬ 
guage, and it produced graphical output. In 
short, it had all the attributes of the modern 
spreadsheet program. 

Steve Tedder 
stedder@ tulsi.x. and so. edit 

It Keeps licking... 

Where was the Timex Sinclair 
in your Anniversary list of top 

20 systems? Many of us cut out- 
teeth on a TX-80, and I still 

haven’t seen another system with 
more elegant syntax. For three years I did 
all the word processing, spreadsheets, and 
accounting for my consulting business on 
my Timex. Thousands of people were do¬ 
ing similar things long before many of the 
systems you highlighted. 

Bruce W. Heckman 
Troy, Ml 

pital in Boston). Of course, today it's hard 
to be taken seriously when the entire M 
language and its integrated hierarchical 
database management take up only about 

512 KB. 
Board of Directors 

M Technology Association, Europe 
l 00332.670@ (otnpuse n*e. (om 

More Weird Error Messages 

I came across this error message when at¬ 
tempting to compile a Clipper program: 
Control level closure leaves gaping wound 
in control stack. 

All for the want of an ENDIF. 
D’Arey Craig 

Ottawa, Ontario 

FIXES 

The caption for the Panda Technologies 
system on our October cover should have 
read “Panda’s Archistrat.” 

Not the First Spreadsheet 

You keep printing the statement that Dan 
Bricklin wrote the first spreadsheet pro¬ 
gram (‘The 20 Most Important People,” 
September). No doubt VisiCalc was the 
first successful commercial spreadsheet, 
but hardly the first spreadsheet. In the ear¬ 
ly ’70s, I used a mainframe program called 
Omnitab II, from what was then the Na¬ 
tional Bureau of Standards. It used a fully 
developed spreadsheet metaphor, but giv¬ 
en the scientific and engineering emphasis 
of the program, it was referred to as a “lab 

Re:M 

Wow—finally a little respect for M! We 
were truly gratified to have this ANSI 
(1977) and ISO (1993) standard language 
“consecrated” by a mainstream publica¬ 
tion (“A Brief History of Programming 
Languages,” September). Today M is in¬ 
stalled in tens of thousands of sites world¬ 
wide and is available on platforms ranging 
from Windows to Unix and mainframes. 
BYTE itself has indirectly featured the 
language twice in the last 18 months (in 
both cases spotlighting the 4000-node in¬ 
stallation at Brigham and Women’s llos- 

In our September review “Gateways to the 
Internet,” we said that Microsoft had li¬ 
censed NCSA Mosaic from Spry Interna¬ 
tional. In fact, Microsoft licensed En¬ 
hanced Mosaic from Spyglass. 

In our 20th Anniversary Issue (“A Brief 
I listory of Programming Languages”), we 
incorrectly identified FI71 as FI71. It was 
not formally announced until late 1965. 
APL\36() was launched within IBM in 
1966, not in 1964, but was not made avail¬ 
able to customers until 1968. 

In our 20th Anniversary Issue (“The 20 
Most Important People”), we incorrectly 
identified Philippe Kahn as the creator of 
Turbo Pascal. According to Borland and a 
few readers, the true creator was Anders 
Hejlsberg. 

In the list of telephony application gener¬ 
ators in the September State of the Art 
(page 213), we listed Voice Information 
Systems’ VFEdit. We should have listed 
the application generator Tl/F DLL, lor 
Windows 3.1 or Windows 95/Visual Basic, 

priced at $195. 

The correct IJRL for Steve Mann’s Web 
page (cited in the October Editorial) is: 
http://www-white.media.mit.edu/ 
~slevc7netcam.html. We inadvertently sub¬ 
stituted a space for the hyphen between 
“www” and “white.” ■ 

COMING UP IN JANUARY 
• SI JIMKIU OMIMJTKRS 

Slimmed down machines sporting commodity processors and 
popular operating systems are replacing the liquid-cooled brutes of 
yesteryeai We tell you how Convex, ('ray Research, IBM, and 
others build today's big iron, who buys it, and why. 

• IIOTJAVA 
Distributed applications for the Internet? BY I h looks at a new kind 
of Web browser, one that can download programs and run them on a Web page. 

• AMI)-Kft 
An inside look at the architecture of AMD’s new acquisition: an answer to the P6? 

• WHICKK'N THAT I4’AX? 
We deploy fax on demand soltwaie to lest support lot document catalogs, lax-back services, 

and multilevel mailboxes 

• ART95 
A design professional tests the creative capabilities ol ( orcll )raw (> .0 and Mlciogialx AIR 

Graphics Suite under Windows 

• COMPONKNTWAKK 
HYTF lakes a State of the Art view of real life application development, tips and traps, and 

evolving standards. 
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What happens 

when awesome geo¬ 

thermal forces vent 

through a typical sound card? 

Not nearly enough. 

What happens when the 

same forces vent through a 

next generation Sound 

Blaster*? 

You mop up the magma 

and start over. 

'The profession¬ 

al, affordable 

Sound Blaster 32’** from 

Creative I .abs. Centime Sound 

Blaster with next generation 

wave-table synthesis, Cl>- 

cpiality digital audio, upgrade- 

ability and some of the hottest 

new games on the planet. 

And, because its a Sound 

Blaster, you know it works 

with all your favorite games 

and multimedia applications. 

Sound Blaster 32 is the 

right choice, ’lb experience 

Sound Blaster 32 for yourself, 

see your local Creative Labs 

dealer today. 

|| 
V ' / 

^BLASTER 32 PnP 

Real Instruments. 

Real Sounds. Real Value:, 

creative: 
creative; LAua, inc. 

■BWWifflHHH.-M.BiM THe Next Generation Sound Blaster 
Circle 109 on Inquiry Card. 

C /9SH Crtaiior Tttknthu 1 '•* Wwwi/ Blatlrr h a rrghlrrrd trademark and Sound Hlaurr U, multi modi* n Crtaiior and thr < Irrativt Ink t logo at* iradrmarki ofCrratior Irthnulog,y Ltd. U.S. int/uirin tax Hark Seroitr 40H-428-2389, 
World Wid* Wrk (huptfhowut.trtafram), (traitor lain Cuuomrr Hnpouit Crnler I-800-998-1227. All othrr iradrmarki arr the property of that rnpmior holdrn All righlt mrrotd. 



EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS 

.Data . .. 
Communications 

ASIA-PACIFIC 



NETWORK WITH ASIA It’s no secret that the Asia-Pacific market is about to 

reach critical mass. Multinational companies, large end-user organizations, 

PTTs, VARs, and distributors throughout the region arc in a hurry to find new 

technology. They’ve already seen what enterprise networks and applications 

have done for their counterparts in the U.S. and Europe. And many don’t have 

a legacy infrastructure to protect. ▼ Now there’s a simple, cost-effective way 

to get your product message to the industry’s top networking talent In the 

more than 20 national markets that make up this hotbed of opportunity—Data 

Communications Asia-Pacific. WE’LL TAKE YOU THERE Since 1972, Data Com¬ 

munications magazine has been making a name for itself in the Asia-Pacific 

region, establishing its reputation as required reading among technical net¬ 

working professionals from Australia to New Zealand and Bangladesh to 

Thailand. ▼ Now we’ve expanded our coverage of this critical marketplace 

with Data Communications Asia-Pacific. Each month, this regularly scheduled 

editorial package emphasizes regional products and services and investigates 

national regulatory environments. TUNE INTO THE CHANNEL Doing business 

in Asia means reaching vendors and customers through distribution channels. 

And Data Communications Asia-Pacific can put you right in the pipeline. A full 

25 percent of our Asia-Pacific readers work at VARs, distributors, systems inte¬ 

grators, and outsourcers. TRAVEL FIRST CLASS Data Communications Asia- 

Pacific delivers all the award-winning editorial included in our regular issues. 

It’s written and published in English, the language that Asian nctworkers use 

to discuss technology and talk to their suppliers. And it's headed up by To 

Chee Eng, our full-time Asia-Pacific editor working out of our new Singapore 

bureau. ▼ If you’re targeting Asia-Pacific, go with the magazine that corporate 

networkers across Asia and the Pacific Rim count on for the global perspective 

on today's networking technology. For information about advertising rates in 

Data Communications Asia-Pacific, just contact your local sales representative. 



BUSINESS COMMUNICA T IONS 

Groupware Taps 

the Internet 
New groupware products that run on the World Wide Web enable businesses to maximize 

their Internet investment 

Netscape Navigator product, 
we’ll move to an open-systems 
store,” says Boh Lisbonne, viee 
president of marketing for Col- 
labra. 

Other companies are bring¬ 
ing groupware to the Web. For 
example. Digital Equipment’s 
((800) 344-4825; fax (800) 
723-4431; Internet http://www 
.digital.com) $1995 Work¬ 
group Web Forum adds basic 
conferencing capabilities to 
Web browsers. Infinite Tech¬ 
nologies’ ((800) 678-1097; fax 
(410) 363-3779; E-mail info® 
infinitc.ihub.com) new Web- 
Mail software lets remote us¬ 
ers connect to their Microsoft 
Mail, cc:Mail, and other mail 
systems over the Web. 

In addition, Lotus Develop¬ 
ment’s ((800) 343-5414; fax 
(415) 335-2280; Internet http:// 
www.lotus.com) $195 cc:Mail 
for the Web is similar to Infi¬ 
nite’s WebMail but supports 
only cc:Mail. Insitu ((617) 
720-0821; fax (617) 279-4436; 
E-mail sales®insitu.com) sells 

PETER JERRAM 

I early every aspect of the computer in¬ 
dustry has been influenced by the un¬ 

checked growth of the Internet. The latest 

beneficiary may be groupware, a market that the 
Gartner Group predicts will top 50 million users in 

the next four years. 
Many corporations have quietly invested in TCP/IP intranets, 

which are corporate networks based on open Internet protocols for 
E-mail, discussion forums, and file transfer. The World Wide 
Web’s strengths in document publishing have especially spurred 
the growth of intranets. “We get more than 70 percent of our 
revenue from internal corporate networks,” says Mike Homer, vice 
president of marketing for Netscape Communications (Moun¬ 
tain View, (’A), publisher of the popular Netscape Navigator 

Web browser. 
Analysts sec these basic protocols 

and the intranets themselves as an ide¬ 
al and largely untapped —platform 
for groupware applications. “Many 
Fortune 500 companies are asking 
themselves, ‘Why should I invest in a 
new infrastructure like Lotus Notes 
when I can leverage what I already 
have?,”’ says I lal Bennett, an Internet 
commerce consultant in Menlo Park, 
California. 

Acting on that premise, soltu aie mak Morw businesses will use the Internet ill the future, according to the 

ers are developing integrated Internet based Yankee Group's recent survey of 200 companies. However, the results 

packages with groupware features. The most of the survey also indicate that security is a big concern. 

prominent indication of this 
trend is Netscape’s recent ac¬ 
quisition of Collabra Software 
and its Collabra Share work¬ 
group-conferencing software. 
Executives from both compa¬ 
nies say Collabra Share will be 
fully integrated with Netscape 
Navigator sometime in 1996. 

Collabra Share’s discussion- 
group features are based on a 
proprietary protocol (called the 
Collaborative Object Store) 
rather than the Internet’s Net¬ 
work News Transport Proto¬ 
col. “As part of the merged 

Business Flocks to the Net 
1995 

Not using 
the Internet 

Using the Internet 
in some form 

Using the 
Internet 

Svtirai: 
I tm Ymkuo Group 
(Hosfo/i, MA) 

Not using 
the Internet 

Windows application-sharing 
products for the Web. 

Also, White Pine ((603) 
886-9050; fax ((>03) 886-9051; 
E-mail info@wpine.com) plans 
on releasing an enhanced ver¬ 
sion of the CUSeeMe video- 
conferencing and whiteboard 
software for the Internet by the 
end of the year. Officials at 
White Pine say about 500,000 
copies of the public domain 
version of CUSeeMe have al¬ 
ready been downloaded. 

For certain types of group¬ 
ware, however, products like 
Lotus Notes, which offer so¬ 
phisticated work-flow features, 
have advantages over current 
Internet-based E-mail, discus¬ 
sion groups, and document 
publishing. “On an informa- 
lion-exchange level, the Web 
is very good,” comments Da¬ 

vid Marshak of the Patricia 
Seybold Group in Boston. 
“However, it’s in the sup¬ 
port of business processes 

that products like Notes re¬ 
ally show their strengths.” 

Business processes are key 
corporate functions, such as 
product development, sales, 
order processing, and techni¬ 
cal support. Work-flow soft¬ 
ware can meet the demands of 
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BENCHMARKS 

BYTEmark Bug Bashed 
A problem with the BYTEmark benchmarks 

has been located and corrected. Specifi¬ 
cally, the logical unit (LU) decomposition test— 
a component of the FPU benchmark portion of 
BYTEmark—behaved erratically under certain 
OSes. One unfortunate outcome of this problem 
resulted in BYTE’s publishing low benchmark 
numbers for Intel P6 processors. 

The BYTEmark’s component tests are all run 
multiple times by the benchmark, and the pro¬ 
gram passes the results through statistical cal¬ 
culations to yield the filial indexes. In the case 
of the erratic LU decomposition test, the result¬ 
ing scores for the P6 were sometimes low 
(which yielded an index of about 1.7) and some¬ 
times high (yielding an index of about 3.6). The 
test showed its worst behavior under Win¬ 
dows NT. 

The problem concerned data alignment. The 
LU decomposition algorithm solves linear equa¬ 
tions, which are represented by coefficients 
stored as doubles (an 8-byte floating-point data 
type) in a 2-D array. As the LU decomposition 
algorithm does its work, it quickly processes 
data in the array while making numerous 8-byte 
fetches. 

Because the BYTEmark is self-adjusting (i.e., 
each test component makes proportionally 
more or less work for itself, depending on the 
power of the system under test), the array is not 
statically allocated. The LU decomposition test 
calls the library routine nia 11 oc (J to allocate 

space for the array. 
Under the Windows NT compilers we tested— 

Visual C++ and Watcom C++, the latter being 
the compiler used to generate the release ver¬ 
sion of the BYTEmark—ma I) oc ( ) always re¬ 
turns data that’s aligned to 4-byte boundaries. 
(This makes perfect sense, since NT is a 32-bit 
OS.) However, it doesn’t always return data 
aligned to 8-byte boundaries. 

Nonaligned memory accesses on Intel proces¬ 
sors are always slower than aligned accesses. 
Consequently, whenever ma 11 oc () returned a 
non-8-byte-aligned array to LU decomposition, 
the algorithm proceeded much more slowly than 
when it received an aligned array. 

A modified version of the benchmarks run on 
an Intergraph 150-MHz P6 machine scored 2.1 
on the integer test and 2.6 on the floating-point 
test. (This was a dual-processor machine, but 
the current BYTEmark tests are single-threaded 
only.) 

By the time you read this, an update to the 
BYTEmark will be on the BYTE World Wide Web 
page. In addition, for Intel P6 processors, we’ll 
be reporting the proper numbers as returned by 
the aligned accesses. 

We apologize for the confusion this has 
caused. We would like to thank the people at 
Geodesic Systems, Intel, Watcom, and—in par¬ 
ticular—Rob Barris of Quicksilver Software for 
their help in tracking down and correcting this 
problem. —Rick Grelian 

these complex processes by, 
for example, routing informa- 
lion through discrete phases 
and to multiple individuals. 
“The Web is great for broad¬ 
casting information, but work 
flow requires interaction,” says 
David Coleman, the author of 
Groupware: Technologies and 
Applications. 

Many groupware products 
can also synchronize shared in¬ 
formation, and security tends 
to be stronger than it is in In¬ 
ternet-based products. I bis was 
amply demonstrated this fall 
by several high-profile Net¬ 
scape security breaches. 

Netscape is addressing the 
security problems, but many 
businesses apparently think the 
Internet is an inherently inse¬ 
cure medium. A recent poll by 
The Yankee Group, a Boston- 
based data communications 
and computing consultancy, in¬ 
dicates that security is the main 
concern of corporations with 
regard to using the Internet. 
When asked to rate issues de¬ 
laying implementation, secu¬ 
rity scored a 4.8 (on a scale of 
I to 5), while support capabil¬ 
ities (3.37) and cost (3.34) 
ranked lower. 

Iajuis Development and oth¬ 
er companies have strength¬ 
ened Web/Notes interoperabil¬ 
ity with the release of Internet 
publishing tools, such as Inter- 
Notes (see “Notes Meets the 
Internet,” July BYTE). But Lo¬ 
tus officials say groupware en¬ 
compasses much more than 
software: It also requires a se¬ 

cure, reliable network that you 
get in platforms like Notes. 
“We look at groupware as in¬ 
frastructure rather than as sim¬ 
ply a collection of applica¬ 
tions,” says Andrew Mahon, 

manager of I .olus’s communi¬ 
cations product marketing. 

Netscape and other Internet 
players are mounting a serious 
challenge to proprietary sys¬ 
tems, but long-term success is 

less certain. Says Karl Wong, 
a groupware analyst at Data- 
qucst (San Jose, CA), “We have 
a way to go before we see the 
features of a product like Notes 
showing up in Web browsers.” 

WINDOWS COMMUNICA T IONS 

New Suites Embrace the Web 
Windows communications software 

developers are preparing new 
communications suites that integrate data 
communications, fax, and Internet con¬ 
nectivity. In addition to providing more 
robust multitasking support, these appli¬ 
cations are targeted to capitalize on the 
current interest in the World Wide Web. 

“Our product has certainly been evolv¬ 
ing,” says Howard Myers, senior product 
manager of the Procomm Plus line at 
Datastorm Technologies ((314)443-3282; 
fax (314) 875-0595). Procomm Plus was 
formerly a public domain program pri¬ 

marily used for data communications and 
terminal emulation. The Windows 95 ver¬ 
sion, which is slated for release in the first 
half of 1996, will offer a Web browser, a 
news reader, telnet, and FTP, plus data 
communications and fax. 

Mustang Software (Bakersfield, CA, 
(805) 873-2500; fax (805) 873-2599) has 
already released a Windows 95 commu¬ 
nications program, called QmodcmPro, 
which offers terminal emulation; the abil¬ 
ity to view GIF, JPEG, and BMP files; an 
Internet telnet client; and support for TAPI 
and OLE 2.0 drag and drop. Company of¬ 

ficials say a future version might have a 
Web browser. 

Meanwhile, Delrina ((416) 441-3676; 
fax (416) 441-0333), publisher of the pop¬ 
ular WinFax program, says that a new 
version should be available this month 
for Windows 95 (see the What’s New Pre¬ 
view on page 220). Delrina is also working 
on a suite, called CommSuite 95. Along 
with the new version of WinFax, Comm¬ 
Suite 95 offers general-purpose commu¬ 
nications software, built-in links to Inter¬ 
net sites, a Web browser, FTP, Internet 
Relay chat, telnet, and other features. 
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Tools Cover Big and Little Iron 
ENTERPRISE CLIENT/SERVER TOOLS AT A GLANCE 

• Antares Alliance Group (Dallas, TX, (214) 447-5500; (ax (214) 447 5783): Huron ObjectStar re¬ 
lease 3 ($8000 and up) supports more platforms and standards. 

• Compuware (Farmington Hills, Ml, (810) 737-7300; fax (810) 737-7513); Uniface ($4000 and 
up) and Uniface Distributed Computing Manager 1.0 support mainframe-transaction monitors. 

• Dynasty Technologies (Lisle, IL. (708) 769-8500; fax (708) 769-9903): Dynasty 2 ($7995 and 
up) supports auto-partitioning and now works with Tuxedo, Oracle 7, Sybase 10, and DB2/2. 

• Forte Software (Oakland, CA, (510) 869 3400; fax (510) 834-1508): Forte 2 ($225 to $6000 
per seat), which already supported partitioning and platforms, ranging from VAX and Data General 
to Windows and Macs, adds support for NT; applications can communicate with Forte through 

DCE RPC or CORBA. 

• Four Seasons Software (Edison, NJ, (908) 248-6667; fax (908) 248-6675): SuperNova 5.0 
($990 to $2490) adds dynamic partitioning, new objects, and new support for 16- and 32-bit 

Windows and other platforms. 

• InSync Software (Ronkonkoma, NY, (516) 981-3000; fax (516) 981-3082): Passport 8 ($3995 
and up) adds dynamic partitioning; still supports Unix and offers new support for Windows 95, 
NT, and MVS in October; will add OS/2 and Mac support in 1996. 

• Progress Software (Bedford, MA, (617) 280 4000; fax (617) 280-4095): Progress 8 (price not 

available) supports reusable objects. 

• Texas Instruments Software Business (Plano, TX, (214) 575-3758; fax (214) 575-4144): Ar 
ranger 1.0 ($495 and up) and Composer Version 3 ($11,000 and up) support application assem 

bly with reusable objects. 

• Unify (Sacramento, CA, (916) 928-6400; fax (916) 928-6406): Unify Vision 2 ($4995 and up) 
offers auto-partitioning and an object repository and supports Unix, adding Windows 95 and NT 

in 1996. 

it y where parts of the application will run. 

Enterprise client/server tools are ex¬ 
panding their coverage to all plat¬ 

forms found in an organization, from main¬ 
frames to PC’s. Now into their second or 
third generation, many new client/server 
tools let users use one environment to de¬ 
velop custom applications that can run on 
a variety of platforms and hook into most 
of their databases. 

Over the next several months, nine lead¬ 
ing vendors will update their software to 
work across three tiers: PC’s, workstations, 
and mainframes. All nine vendors are add¬ 
ing or improving their software’s object- 
oriented capabilities. Most already offer 
fourth-generation language (4GL) coding, 
which lets users develop applications in a 
graphical environment without having to 
do any actual programming. 

Particularly important this year has been 
the addition of partitioning to tools from 
the PC and Unix arenas. Partitioning al¬ 
lows users to write one application and 
later break it up into client/business log¬ 
ic/server components to run in a distrib¬ 
uted fashion on systems ranging from PC’s 
to mainframes. 

Several vendors are adding drag-and- 
drop application partitioning. Dynasty 
Technologies has updated its partitioning 
with a graphical tool (see the screen be¬ 
low) that lets users specify on which ma¬ 
chines certain parts of applications will 
run by dragging and dropping them on¬ 
screen, rather than having to write code. 

Four Seasons Software offers a similar 
drag-and-drop configuration and, like In- 
Sync Software, offers a feature that lets 
users move partitions around while an ap¬ 
plication is running. This feature is useful 
for on-the-fly load balancing and moving 
an application to another server when the 

support third-party design and analysis 
tools). For example, the new version of 
the Antares Alliance Group’s Huron Ob¬ 
jectStar lets you develop applications that 
support OLE 2.0 and Open Database Con¬ 
nectivity (ODBC) and can run on Win¬ 
dows 3.1, NT, and OS/2. Compuware, 
whose strength is in databases (its tools 
work with at least 24), has improved its 
mainframe connectivity with support for 
CICS and Tuxedo transaction monitors. 
Other vendors are also improving the 
breadth of platforms that they support (see 
the text box “Enterprise Client/server 
Tools at a Glance” above). 

On the object front, Four Seasons Soft¬ 
ware has developed its own distributed 
file-object support, which enables users 
to access files anywhere in an organiza¬ 
tion. Progress is adding object orientation 
to its Progress 8.0 through reusable appli¬ 
cations components. And Texas Instru¬ 
ments’ new Arranger product lets non¬ 
programmers assemble applications using 
objects that have been created by a more 
technical programmer using TI’s Com¬ 
poser software development tool. 

—Cate T. Corcoran 

The tool also supports automatic partition¬ 
ing, which lets the software spec- 

primary server goes down. Unify added 
partitioning to its soft¬ 
ware earlier this year. 

To address users’ het¬ 
erogeneous environ¬ 
ments, every tool com¬ 
pany is extending its 
support for new plat¬ 
forms, messaging stan¬ 
dards, and database 
formats (most already 

Dynasty's partitioning editor 
shows the result of automated 
partitioning performed by the 
program’s partitioning 
assistant. The original client 
application is shown at top left 
(HQOffice); locations of 
partitioned server objects are 

indicated. 
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Watcom C/C++ 
/Vb. 

Increase Your Competitive Advantage with New 
Version of Award-Winning Development System 
Watcom C/C++ increases your competitve advantage in the 

development of high-performance, multi-platform 16 and 32 bit 
applications. The integrated development environment simplifies 

application development and makes it easy to exploit the power of 

Watcom C/C++. In a single package, Watcom C/C++ provides a 

comprehensive development environment with the tools, SDKs 

anti libraries you need to create powerful 16 and 32 bit 

applications for popular PC platforms. 

Leverage Your Hme and Cede Investment 
Watcom C/C++ supports a wide range of host and target platforms 

including Windows*J95*. Reliable, high-performance code 

generation and consistent C and C++ language implementation 

arc delivered across all supported platforms, making it easy to 

develop applications for several targets from a single source 

code base. For example, C++ templates and exception 

handling are provided on all supported platforms 

including 16-bit Windows. 

r .. 

Host Platforms: Windows 95, Windows NT, Windows 3.x, OS/2 Warp, OS/2 2.x, DOS 

Target Platforms: Windows 95, Windows NT, Windows 3.x, Win32s, OS/2 Warp, OS/2 2.x, 
Extended DOS, Novell NLM, OS/21.x, DOS 

Accelerate Your Mews Development 
[for rapid 16 and 32 bit Windows development, Watcom C/C++ includes the 

Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) libraries and Visual Programmer (VP) by 

lilue Sky Software. VP is a fast MFC code generator for quick, easy and 

intuitive development of Windows applications. With VP, application user 

interfaces are designed visually using point-and-click interaction. 
(functional preview mode allows for quick testing of the user interface. 

High Performance 
Watcom’s advanced compiler technology generates fast, tight code, optimizing your 

application’s performance. Superscalar optimization strategy uses “riscification” 

gnd instruction scheduling to deliver optimum performance on 486 and 

Pentium processors. 

Watcom C/C++ 10.5. Isn’t it time you increased your competitive advantage? 

Call Watcom NOW on +441494 555599 
OP lax +44 1494 555595 

Limited lime Competitive Advantage Offer: 
Watcom C/C++ vlO.5 CD-ROM Edition.... 

April 11, 1995 
Watcom C/C++ 10.0 

Watcom C/C++ vlO.5 CD-ROM Edition.$350 
(All prices quoted in US dollars and exclude tax and shipping.) 

watcom 
A Powersoft Company fMilcom Europe Ltd. Kingsmcad Business Park. High Wycombe. Bucks. UK Phone +44 1494 555599 Fux +44 1494 555595 

ifotcom International Corp. 415 Phillip Street. Waterloo, Ontario. Canada N2L 3X2 Phone (519) 886-3700 Fax (519) 747-4'1 l 

ttotcom and ihc Lightning Device are trademarks of Watcom International Corp. Windows is a registered trademark of Mi. i. .still In the U.S. and other countries, BLUE SKY SOI ' 

harks or registered trademarks owned by Blue Sky Software Corporation. Other trademarks arc the properties of their, olive owners. OCopyrighl 1995 Watcom International C 

Get started with Windows 95 development using Watcom C/C++ and the pre-release version of Windows 95. All re i. red Watcom C/C++ 10.5 developers are entitled to receive 

her Windows 95 is relouscd, 

Circle 103 on Inquiry Card. 

TWARE mid VISUAL PROGRAMMER arc trade- 

'orp, 

a free version 10.6 upgrade, 



Pentium OverDrive processor 

L now nvsiiliihle. 
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* Is your P(' 

stuck iu the slow 

ii® lane? A Pentium® 

()vcrl >rivc"" processor cun dramatically 

boost youi current ( PI J’s performance 

and get your software really moving. 

So, if you’re not planning to move up to 

a Pentium processor-based PC just yet. 

then diis is a good alternative for you. 

As our fastest single-chip processor 

upgrade, the Pentium OverDrive proces¬ 

sor is a very affordable way to upgrade 

many Intel486,M processor-based PCs. 
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grade. Shift your PC into high gear. 
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For more information, contact your http://www. intcl.com/procs/ovrdrive/ 

local PC dealer. Or you can dial our to learn more. 

Fax Back* number at l-8(X)-525-30l9, 

doc. #8739; call 1-800-538-3373, 

ext. 2%; or visit our Web site at 
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Multimedia x86 CPUs Coming in 1996 

CYRIX 

INTEL 

Er£«S.!° MA»*<ET THE 
NEXQEN NX686 AS rue 
AMD-K6 INUTEmf 

NEXGEN has been ACQ01red 

®Y AMO (SEE BELOW). 

L(X)k lor new x86 microprocessors that 
integrate digital signal processor 

(DSP) functionality to arrive next year. 
These chips, some of which may ship as 
early as the first half of 19%, will perform 
some high-speed operations typically done 
by DSPs. Thus, they will give PC manu¬ 
facturers a more integrated appoaeh to im¬ 
plementing such capabilities as software 
modems and MPEG playback than rely¬ 
ing on separate, more expensive add-in 

cards. 
Details were sketchy at press time, but 

three major x86 vendors—Intel (Santa 
Clara, CA) Cyrix (Richardson, TX), and 
NexGen (Milpitas, CA)—are reportedly 
going to announce “multimedia” CPUs in 
the coming months (see the box “Likely 
Multimedia x86 Road Map”). 

DSP functionality is one intriguing new 
feature of a forthcoming processor from 
NexGen, which at press time announced 
that it will merge with Advanced Micro 
Devices (Austin, TX). The company is de¬ 
veloping a new x86-compatible micro¬ 

processor that it says combines the best 
features of Inters Pentium Pro (aka the 
P6) and a rumored “multimedia Pentium” 
(code-named the P55C). According to 
NexGen, the upcoming Nx686 chip will 
recognize a new subset of extended x86 
instructions that mimic DSP operations, 
thus bridging the gap between CPUs and 
DSPs. 

NcxGen’s chip integrates a DSP-like 
execution unit that’s designed to great¬ 
ly accelerate such multimedia functions 
as MPEG video decoding, audio play¬ 
back, and 3-D graphics rendering. To 
make this practical, however, the ex- i 
tended instructions will require indus- | 
trywide support from chip manufac¬ 
turers, compiler vendors, and software 
developers. NexGen hints that a group of 
companies has been quietly working lor 
months to gather that support and to stan¬ 
dardize the extended instructions. Numer¬ 
ous compiler and OS vendors that BYTE 
contacted declined to comment. 

The Nx686 implements the new in¬ 

structions 
within a special DSP-like execution unit 
that uses a single-instruction/multiple-data 
(S1MD) architecture. The instructions are 
fairly general in nature, so they will work 
with a wide variety of algorithms. One ex¬ 
ample is multiply/accumulate (MAC’), a 
common DSP instruction that repeatedly 
multiplies and adds a series of integers. Nex¬ 
Gen says the Nx686 can execute as many 
as 6 billion of these operations per sec¬ 
ond, which is an impressive level of perfor¬ 
mance, even when compared to dedicat¬ 

ed DSPs. 
These chips won’t be the first processors 

to marry DSP and C’PU functionality: Cur¬ 
rent PowerPC processors, including the 
601,603, and 604, already implement DSP 
instructions, including MAC. And adding 
DSP functions to a CPU is not without 
controversy. DSP proponents caution that 
you can bring a C’PU to its knees when 
you overload it with too many tasks. 

AMD agrees. “1 ligh-performance CPUs 
combined with low-cost DSPs is not a bad 
approach,” an AMD representative says. 
“That’s why we don’t have a CPU that 
combines DSP functionality on our road 
map.” However, with NexGen in the fold, 
AMD’s position may now change. 

One source that BYTE contacted, who 
wished to remain anonymous, says chip 
vendors might encourage applications de¬ 
velopers to implement a few DSP oper¬ 
ations that the CPU will handle well. In 
addition, the source says, other, more in¬ 
tensive DSP operations will be off-loaded 
to fixed-1 unction or programmable DSPs. 

—Tom R. Halffliill 

AMD ACQUIRES NEXCEN’S NX686 

AMD’s surprise acquisition of NexGen should give a significant boost to both com¬ 

panies. NexGen will become a subsidiary of AMD and will continue designing new 

x86 microprocessors. NexGen’s latest CPU, the Nx686, has been renamed the AMD-K6 

and will be marketed as a sixth-generation competitor to Intel’s Pentium Pro. AMD says 

it has halted its own K6 project and is reassigning that project's engineers to help Nex¬ 

Gen finish the Nx686/K6. Their goal is to ship the CPU in late 1996, ramping up to vol¬ 

ume production in 1997. 
Thanks to the merger, AMD will manufacture the K6 at its new wafer-fabrication plant 

In Texas. Until now, NexGen was a so-called fabless company whose chips were manu¬ 

factured by IBM Microelectronics. NexGen also stands to gain from AMD’s superior mar¬ 

keting muscle and established customers. 
AMD wins, too. In October, AMD admitted that its long-delayed K5 processor would be 

stalled anolher three months, pushing volume shipments back to late 1996. Mean¬ 

while, AMD’s own K6 project was falling behind schedule. By acquiring NexGen, AMD 

gets a nearly complete sixth generation design and some breathing room to finish the 

K5, which will be positioned as a lower-cost alternative. 
The new K6 Introduces several improvements over NexGen's Nx586. It has an inte¬ 

grated FPU, better branch prediction, two x86 instruction decoders, more registers, 

larger caches, more execution units, and the ability to retire up to four instructions per 

cycle Instead of three. Like Its predecessor, it executes instructions speculatively and 

out of order. 
Two important features of the Nx586 that won't be carried forward are an integrated 

cache controller and a dedicated I/O bus lor the secondary cache. NexGen has decided 

to make the K6 pin-compatible with Intel's Pentiums. That means discarding the high 

speed cache bus. 
NexGen says that the K6 will debut at 180 MH/ and will roughly match the perfor¬ 

mance of a similarly clocked Pentium Pro when running 32 bit software. However, Ncx 

Gen also says the K6 will not suffer the Pentium Pro’s loss of performance when run 

ning 16-bit code. T.R.H. 
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And they’re all dropping by for a conversation. 

| h«p: //w w w.sof l wa re. i bm. com 0 

No hype. INo rules. Just person-to-person 

dialogue with the HIM researchers who have helped 

make C++ what it is today - and who are working on 

even hotter products for tomorrow. They’ll be 

appearing at our web site in monthly forums 

devoted to the edgiest topics in the object-oriented 

world. So bring your ideas and, of course, those 

burning questions. Our people are eager to talk. 

Ibo registered Minium,irk and Solutions lor a small plnnot In n tmdomnrk ol Intomational Bunlnosn 
Jitchlnes Corporation. Thu HIM homo pngo Is locator! al http ,7wwwil>m.com, Plclurod, trom loll to nphl Loo, 

' 'ob rind Kcrvln. John, Rod. Christina and John Marion (Loos co-writer) worn being consumod by codo and 
ad lo pass on Iho photo opportunity 199S IMM Corporation All rlglHs rosorvod. 

October Design Patterns 

Visual Programming 

John VI insides 

Itoil Smith 

November Writing Efficient C++ Code 

Class Library Design 

Kevin Stood Icy 

Hoh Love 

December Incremental C++ 

SOM Programming 

Lee Nackman 

Christina Lau 

Solutions for a small planet" 



New Back-UPS': $II9 
blackouts, brownouts 

m a Just don’t have the time for power problems on 

your PC]? Don’t worry. They’ll always make the 

MlCRGSOH time for you. It’s not if a power problem will 
WINDOWS 7 , 
COMBWIB1F occur, hut when. Due to household appliances, 

poor wiring, had weather or even other office equipment, 

power problems are as inevitable as death and taxes. 

You can’t run, but you can hide, behind APC protection. 

That’s why we’ve just introduced new models in our 

award-winning Back-UPS line, now delivering reliable 

protection for just $119. 

Sourco: Contingency Planning 

FREQUENCY OF 
POWER PROBLEMS 

Sags & 
Blackouts 

91.7% 

In the next three months, more 

THAN 30,000,000 PCs WILL BE HIT BY 

POWER PROBLEMS... 

Who needs power protection? If you use a 

computer, you do. A study in a recent PCWeek 

showed that the largest single cause of data loss is had 

power, accounting for almost as much data loss as all 

other causes combined. Every PC] plugged into an 

outlet is vulnerable. In fact, you have better odds of 

winning the lottery than of escaping the sting of 

power problems. One study found a typical PC is hit 

over 100 times a month, causing keyboard lockups, 

hard drive damage, and worse. 

Simply put, if power problems are the least of your 

troubles, you’ve got one chance to keep it that way. 

You insure your car and home with the best policy 

you can afford. It just doesn’t make sense to leave 

your PC (which is at far greater statistical risk) 

vulnerable to loss or damage. 

Why a $119 APC UPS costs less 

THAN A $9." “SURGE PROTECTOR”... 

Contrary to most people’s belief, a PC alone already has 

more protection built into it than a low- 

end “surge suppressor,” which is 

usually nothing more than a well- ^ 

packaged extension cord. In other 

words, going without any protection 

is just as good as underspending on 

one of the most important PC] 

decisions you’ll make. 

And since sags and blackouts 

represent more than 90% of power problems likely to hit your 

computer, even quality, high-performance surge suppressors arc 

literally powerless to protect you from data loss. 

That’s why you need instantaneous battery backup power 

from an APC] Uninterruptible Power Supply to prevent 

For extended 
brownout protection 

for advanced PC 
workstations call 

about APC’s New 
Back-UPS Pro! 

PC World 
Top 20 

Upgrade 

“Don V take chances. Get the 
ultimate protection... from APC. 
-PC] World 

“ ★ ★ ★ ★ Back-UPS should he standard on 
every desktop... effective, affordable, designed to 
last... ” -PC Computing 

“/l UPS can pay for itself the first time it saves 
your data. " -MacUser 

“The clear winner in price performance., 
it's unbeatable..." -PC Magazine UK 

ura 



protection against 
i.nd other trials by fire 

\ 

I More than 3,000,000 satisfied customers count on APC reliability that goes above and beyond the call of duty 

After a raging fire which took 18 trucks to 

subdue, Michael llcnolkin, director of the 

Systems Division at ( 'orrev P.nterprises, 

Inc. didn't expect much. "While 

rummaging through the ashes, we heard 

something beeping. Our jour APC. units 

were still in action, while two UPSes from 

another brand ivere hist (try. We're still 

using these same APC units at our new 

office location they still work like a 

charm! We’re impressed with the 

ruggedness, reliability, and product support 

offered by APC." 

Doug Welch learns his reliability lessons 

well: "While still a Computer Science 

student, I was at home preparing a targe 

spreadsheet for a final protect when 

Anchorage experienced an all too common 

U Richter earthquake. If not for my Hack 

UPS 400 it would have been back to square 

one! I'm now the Network Systems 

Manager at Charter College, in charge of 

three networks. I learned my UPS lesson 

well hack in my student days. I've never 

been disappointed with APC. and the 

product has had quite a work out." 

llrian Krause, Network Manager for 

Goodyear Airship Operations, knows how 

critical APC protection can he." The night 

of the All-star game a tornado came 

through our blimp hanger and took out our 

roof, Our airships demand absolute 

communication so I protect our local and 

remote servers with the most reliable 

protection I can find: APC. A PC’s 

PowerC.hute software shut our server down 

in an orderly way... closed out all files nice 

and neatly. When we reconnected, 

everything came hack up perfectly, without 

a bitch." 

Paced with a water main break, Mark 

Conley, Regional Manager of Novell's 

remote sates office in Detroit was amazed 

at A PC’s reliability. "I he APC unit was 

sitting in an inch and a half of water, 

working just fine, as though nothing was 

unusual and we lost no data to this 

disaster. We’ve used AP( ■ here now for at 

least four years ■ more than a dozen units 

are all around the office, and we're well 

satisfied, so we were even more impressed 

to learn that the units are amphibious!" 

Trial by Water 

. _ «l 1 Jl , 
keyboard lockups, data loss, and crashes. 

With an APC UPS, you get six times the 

protection of a high-end surge protector 
J■ F ~ SL 

for little more than twice the price. And 

Visit APC*s 
NEW 
PowerPage on 
the Internet 

www.apcc.com 

Unmatched surge/lightning protection for 
maximum hardware safety 

Site diagnostics automatically spot missing 
ground and reversed polarity 

LAN signaling allows simple shutdown with 
interface kits for automatic data protection 
(400 and above) 

User replaceable, hot swappable batteries 
insure uptime safe disposal. Batteries will 
last 3-5 years under normal use. 

peace of mind. APC UPSs carry up to a 

$25,000 lifetime guarantee against surge 

damage to your properly connected equip¬ 

ment, and are available to suit any 

application, from network servers and 

PCs, to fax and satellite systems. 

APC has won more awards for reliability 
than all other UPS vendors combined... 

RiiAiMS 
CHOK’H 

1*4 

Ito-sHkrNrws 

witty 

$25,000 lifetime Lquipmcnt Protection 

10 minute runtime with specified applications. 
For longer runtimes choose next largest unit. 

Model Application Sugg, list 

200 NEW “Green" PCs $1 19 

280 NEW LAN Nodes $ 139 

400 Desktop 486/386 systems $199 

450 Lower 486/386 systems $254 

600 CAD/C]AM workstations $359 

900 Longer runtime $529 

12.50 Multiple systems $689 

Protect yourself or 

KICK YOURSELF... 

It's been said that there are two types 

of computer users: those who have lost 

data, and those who are about to. Prevent the 

single largest cause of computer problems and 

join a fast-growing third category: those who 

protect their PC’s with the most reliable 

protection they can buy: APC UPSes. So ask 

for APC at your favorite reseller. At just $119 

an APC UPS is serious protection no serious 

computer user should be without. 

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 

Call 800-800-4APC 
Tel: (401)789-5735 
Fax: (401)788-2797 

CompuServe: CO APCSUPPOR1 
Internet: apctech@apcc.com 

please reference Dept. A2 

I ranee: (♦33)1.64.62.59.00 Germany: (+49)89 958 23-5 UK: (+44) 753 511022 Ireland: (♦35)391 702000 Latin America: (+1)401.789.5735 Japan: (+83)5295 1988 
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Wavelets Challenge MPEG, Fractals 
The Houston Advanced Research Center says its 
wavelet-based HARC-C compression algorithm can 
take an original photo (left) and achieve a 300-to-l 
image-compression ratio with little quality 

degradation. 

I ew compression products 
I based on wavelet technolo¬ 

gies will soon challenge MPEG- 
and JPEG-based products. By de¬ 
livering higher compression ra¬ 
tios and better encoding tech¬ 
niques, wavelet technology could 
impact the retrieval and trans¬ 
mission of still and video im¬ 
ages by allowing faster trans¬ 
mission speeds and clearer 
pictures. Users of the Internet, 
CD-ROMs, interactive TV, ar¬ 
chive libraries, telemedicine, 
and other applications could 
all benefit. 

Today’s mainstream MPEG 
standard is geared toward 
transmission of sequences of 
images, such as videos, while 
JPEG concentrates on still 
images. These algorithms use 
a type of compression known as discrete co 
sine transform (DCT). 

'Hie idea behind DCT is to represent the detail of an image as 
a series of mathematical terms. Image areas containing very fine 
detail or sharp edges have higher spatial frequencies than areas that 
are rather course in detail. The goal is to get a high compression 
ratio so that images transfer faster or take up less storage space. 
But compress it too much, and annoying artifacts appear. 

Wavelet-based compression is based on mathematical theo¬ 
ries that are over 100 years old. This technology has recently 
made news due to the combination of improved algorithms and 

more powerful computers. 

Memory Price Relief to Come in Late 1996 

Strong demand for DRAM mem¬ 

ory, driven in part by users up¬ 

grading for Windows 95, will 

keep DRAM prices high until 

the second half of 1996, ac¬ 

cording to Semico Research 

(Phoenix, AZ, (602) 942- 

8020). But in the second half 

of the year, prices should start 

to come down, and throughout 

1996, the price premium for 

DIMMs over SIMMs should dis¬ 

appear. Average selling prices 

are for OEMs in U.S. dollars; 

prices for 4Q95 are estimates. 

Actual retail prices will be 

higher. 

Digital signal processor (DSP) 
vendor Analog Devices (Norwood, MA) says one 
advantage of wavelet compression is that, unlike 
MPEG, it requires about the same processing pow¬ 
er to encode as it does to decode. Because MPEG re¬ 
quires much more processing power to encode a 

movie, MPEG compression solutions are far more expensive 
(over $5000) than decoders, which sell for about $70 or less. 

Analog says that it will release in early 1996 a wavelet encod¬ 
er/decoder chip that will sell for under $50. Other companies 
that are planning to bring wavelet-based products to market soon 
include Microsoft, which will use wavelet compression in the 
Microsoft Network and in its Blackbird on-line content devel¬ 
opment software, and Intel, which will use it in its next version 

ofIndeo. 
Another company making wavelet news is the Houston Ad¬ 

vanced Research Center (Houston, TX). 11 ARC claims its wavelet 
compression algorithm, called HARC-C, can achieve still-im¬ 
age compression ratios of about 300 to I and video-compres¬ 
sion ratios up to 480 to I. The highest MPEG video compression 

is about 200 to I. 
“HARC-C gives very good performance in high-end applica¬ 

tions, such as HDTV or navigation of 3-D volumetric data sets,” 
saysTom Linehan, a researcher at HARC. But Linchan says it's 
too early to compare 11ARC-C to established products, or even to 
Intel’s Indeo wavelet-compression technology. 

Richard Doherty, an analyst at the Envisionecring Group 
(Seaford, NY), a technology performance and assessment con¬ 
sultancy, cautions that HARC-C has not yet been proven com¬ 
mercially. However, Doherty adds (hat the commercial arrival ol 
wavelets will trigger a review of video-compression alternatives, 
forcing MPEG and fractal proponents to evolve and improve 
their systems. “Sony is introducing a smart MPEG encoder, and 
Iterated Systems is focusing on fractal video at more economical 
compression ratios than MPEG or wavelets,” he adds. Iterated is 
also investigating the ability of fractals to encode images with 
added intelligence for use in image searching. —Chris Chinnock 
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The new Olivetti Notebook line 

wrth the first 11.8 -inch* 
king-size Display. 

Global connectivity with 
PCMCIA, Infra-red subsystem, 

and Docking Station. 

Maximum power with Pentium® 
processor 90 MHz. 

49 mm slim. 

Totally multi-media 
with CD-ROM and 

Stereo Sound System. 

Pentium 

(vt(MM) colours TIT Display up to 11.8". Pentium processor 90 and 75 MI 1/ with PCI Bus. Infra-red subsystem, 2 I’CMCIA, 

1 )ix king Station. Cl)-R()M,and Stereo Sound System. Pre-loaded Windows*0 95 and Windows** for Workgroup. 

Up to 1.2 GB "Fast IDE" IIIXJ. Standard 8 MB RAM expandable up to 40 MB. Maximum 

data security with Freeze/Suspend functionality. Less energy consumption with a no 

fan Cooling Technology. Minimum si/.e and weight: 2S(> x 228 x 49 mm - 2.9 kg. pOPSOiial computer's 
Circle 714 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 715). 

Name Title Company Address City State 

/.i|>/l\)stal Code Country Plume Fax 

For further ini brmation: Olivetti IVrsonal Computers Marketing and silk’s Koom4SO-IHJ2 Via Jervis, 77 10015 I viva 'IX) Italy l*hotu,OI25/52.(X) Internet: http://www.ollvetti.it 
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NEWS & VIEWS 
l> A T ABASE M A N A G E M E N T 

Swiss Army Knife 

for Data Replication 
Replication is becoming 

a popular technology 
among database vendors. Most 
current databases, however, re¬ 
quire identical source and tar¬ 
get file structures when they 
replicate. 

Some databases can repli¬ 
cate to a limited number of oth¬ 
er vendors' databases, hut most 
of the time you have to pur¬ 
chase a software-gateway prod¬ 
uct. These products can cost 
$ I ()(),()()() or more, and they 
don’t typically support bidi¬ 
rectional replication. Praxis 
(Framingham, MA, (508) 270- 
6666; fax (508) 270-6688) has 
released a new product, called 
Omni Replicator. 

“()mn i Replicator’s strengt h 
is its ability to replicate among 
multiple environments, and we 
have clients that are struggling 
with this on a day-to-day ba¬ 
sis," explains Cathy I lirsh, vice 

president at American Man¬ 
agement Systems (Fairfax, 
VA), a systems development 
consultancy. 

Omni Replicator supports 
asynchronous replication and 
a variety of replication strate¬ 
gies, including master/slave, 
bidirectional, broadcast, and 
store and forward. Praxis says 
its program works efficiently 
with transaction databases. The 
package can also “massage” 
data, performing the necessary 
conversions (e.g., currency and 
time/date) as it replicates data. 

OmniReplicator currently 
supports a variety of OSes, but 
its support is not as strong for 
desktop databases. However, 
Praxis officials say the compa¬ 
ny plans on adding support for 
more databases, including 
desktop databases and possi¬ 
bly Lotus Notes, in 1996. 

—Dave Andrews 

Heterogeneous Database Support 
Availability Two-way Enhancement 
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Praxis’s OmniRoplicntor supports bidirectional replication among the databases 
shown at left, and each database at left can update every database shown at rich!. 

New Micro Focus Tool Converts COBOL into Components 

I am now convinced that my great-grandchildren, should they choose to 

become programmers, will at least encounter—and may possibly use— 

some recognizable descendant of COBOL. Micro Focus ((800) 872- 

6265 or (415) 856-4161, or contact http://www.nifftd.co.uk/win95.html 

on the Internet) has helped ensure COBOL's long life with its new Visual 

Object COBOL for Windows 95. This $499 product brings interesting OLE 

Automation capabilities to legacy COBOL code. From one who does 

most of his work in C and C++: I am impressed. 

I've already written about ANSI's efforts to bring about an object- 

oriented COBOL (see “Object-Oriented COBOL," September 1994 BYTE). 

Micro Focus's object COBOL is a “snapshot" of the draft standard, 

which is not slated for adoption until 1997. With Visual Object COBOL, 

Micro Focus has 

inserted its object 

COBOL compiler 

into an integrated 

development en¬ 

vironment. And its 

IDE looks as ro¬ 

bust as many I've 

seen elsewhere. 

One intriguing 

capability of this 

product is its sup¬ 

port for OLE Auto¬ 

mation. You can 

use Visual Object 

COBOL to write a program that can control other programs with OLE Au¬ 

tomation server capabilities (e.g., Excel). More intriguing: You can use 

Visual Object COBOL to convert COBOL programs into OLE Automation 

servers. This means you can bring business logic that’s currently writ¬ 

ten in COBOL into the new world of OLE and componentware. 

Visual Object COBOL for Windows 95 will produce 32-bit execut¬ 

ables. It can also generate multithreaded applications. Objects within 

Visual Object COBOL support inheritance (albeit single inheritance), 

polymorphism, and late binding. 

When I first considered that last fact, I guessed that Object COBOL 

used late binding only because the syntactical changes necessary for ear¬ 

ly-binding support would be horrendous. However, Gary Crook, Visual Ob¬ 

ject COBOL’s project development manager, pointed out that late bind¬ 

ing is actually an advantage with large-scale development projects. If you 

make an alteration to an object's method that's early-bound, it's like¬ 

ly you’ll have to recompile the entire application. With late-bound meth¬ 

ods, you need only recompile the module that's been altered. 

Visual Object COBOL arrives with an extensive class library that sup¬ 

ports (among other things) all the significant Windows GUI objects: 

dialog boxes, push buttons, scroll bars, and other controls. What's 

missing (and what I anticipate in an upcoming release) is a visual 

builder extension to the IDE that lets you drag and drop your controls 

into place and automatically backfills your project files with COBOL 

source code (a la Visual Basic). 

Micro Focus's Visual Object COBOL includes an 
integrated development environment that includes 
a class browser and an editor. 
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CorelDRAW 6 is here!!! With awesome speed, power and 

accuracy plus hundreds of enhancements, CorelDRAW 6 is the 

most robust graphics software suite available. 

CorelDRAW 6 offers fully-featured software 

applications for illustration, photo-editing and 

bitmap creation, business and multimedia 

presentations, 3D rendering and animation. Also 

includes eight great utilities and incredible libraries. 

Call now lor faxod literature! 
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DVD May Eventually Threaten VCRs 
Two opposingindustry fac¬ 

tions have reached a com¬ 
promise on the standard for fu¬ 
ture Digital Videodisc (DVD) 
devices, which arc expected 
to replace today’s CD-ROM 
drives. The new standard is tar¬ 
geted to ultimately replace the 
VCR as an in-home video- 
playback device. 

But don’t throw out 
your VCR just yet: 
The first DVD tie 
vices won't ap¬ 
pear until late 
1996. And it 
may take years 
before real-time 
com p less ion, 
which will be 
required to 
record TV 
programming, will be avail¬ 
able for DVD at consumer- 
level prices. 

The new standard combines 
elements of two different pro¬ 
posals. A proposal from Philips 
and Sony, called Multimedia 
CD-ROM (MMCD), specifies 
that future DVD devices will 
be able to play current CD- 
ROM discs. A consortium led 
by Matsushita, Time Warner, 
and Toshiba favors a higher- 
capacity specification, called 
Super Density (SD), that’s in¬ 
compatible with current CD- 
ROM discs. 

Backward compatibility has 

been incorporated into the new 
standard: All DVD devices, in¬ 
cluding TV set-top boxes and 
computer drives, will be able 
to read regular CD-ROMs. 
Also, discs for the new stan¬ 
dard will be the same 
si/e as current CD- 
ROM discs. 
The uni- 

i e d 
specifica¬ 

tion allows for 
4.7 GB of space 
on one side of 
a disc—which 
is enough to hold 
133 minutes of 

MPEG-2 video. 
But that capacity 

can potentially be 
quadrupled to about 

IS GB, because the new 
standard incorporates double¬ 
sided and double-layer options. 

The specification calls for 
four formats in all. Philips and 
Toshiba officials say the sin¬ 
gle-sided, single-layer ap¬ 
proach will likely dominate as 
the preferred medium for the 
first DVD titles, because 4.7 
GB is enough to satisfy most 
computer applications and to 
run many movies. The other 
formats are single-sided, dual¬ 
layer (about 9.4 GB); double¬ 
sided, with single-layer on one 
side and dual-layer on the oth¬ 
er (about 14.1 GB); and dou¬ 

11m* iiiiifioil OVD specification allows the option of bonding two translucent data 
layers together to allow about 9 GB of data storage per side. The DVD reader merely 
adjusts the focus of the laser to read a ipven layer. 

ble-sided, with dual-layer on 
both side's (about 18.8 GB)* 
The double-sided option, pro¬ 
posed by the Toshiba consor¬ 
tium, requires you to manually 
flip the disc. 

Double-sided and double¬ 
layer technologies are not new, 
but neither has ever been pro¬ 
duced in mass quantities. But 
neither group anticipates prob¬ 
lems with manufacturing the 
new media. Rob van Eijk, di¬ 
rector of recordable products 
at Philips Key Modules (San 
Jose, CA), expects the cost of 
single-sided, single-layer DVD 
media to be comparable to that 
for CD-ROMs, lie dismisses 
as pessimistic estimates that 
double-sided or double-layer 
discs could cost about twice the 
price of CD-ROMs. 

Performance will be another 
DVD benefit. No benchmarks 
exist as yet for the new unified 
format, but van Eijk says that 
Philips/Sony MMC'I) drives 
have a 1.4-MBps data transfer 
rate (roughly equivalent to a 
x8 or xl() speed), versus about 
0.6 MBps for a quad-speed 
CD-ROM drive. 

DVD computer drives will 
probably arrive in late 1996, 
shortly after the first DVD TV 
set-top boxes are released. Of¬ 
ficials at Philips wouldn’t pro¬ 
vide pricing estimates for the 
first DVD devices, but Toshiba 
says its eventual target price 
for a set-top box is $500. 

Infotech (Woodstock, VT), a 
CD-ROM research firm, pre¬ 
dicts that more than 2 million 
high-density C'D drives will be 
sold in 1997, the first full year 
the technology will be avail¬ 
able. The firm also predicts that 
60 percent (1.2 million) of 
those drives will be used in per¬ 
sonal computers, primarily for 
games and reference titles that 
often require more than one 
CD-ROM now. 

—Michael Nadeau 

The Soldier’s PC? 
(see “Proposed ‘Soldier’s 

Computer’ Holds Commer¬ 

cial Promise,” August 1991 

Microbytes, page 30) 

Texas Microsystems original¬ 

ly envisioned a computer 

that would let foot soldiers 

view images on a heads-up 

display. That vision evolved 

into a rugged, 3 pound, 

hand-held PC. Company offi¬ 

cials say they will continue to 

investigate new head-mount¬ 

ed-display technologies. 

However, they add that tech¬ 

nologies such as Reflection 

Technology’s Private Eye dis¬ 

play don’t support high- 

enough resolutions and 

couldn’t withstand the ex¬ 

treme environmental condi¬ 

tions of a battlefield. 

Texas Microsystems ((713) 

541-8200; E-mail sales# 

texmicro.com) plans to re¬ 

lease a Windows-based com¬ 

mercial version of the sys¬ 

tem (see the photo) this 

year. Initial plans called for a 

486DX2 processor running 

at 75 MHz on nickel-metal- 

hydride batteries with 8 to 

10 hours of battery life. 

BYTE saw a preliminary ver¬ 

sion of the unit, and its 

transflective 6-inch VGA LCD 

display was easily readable 

in sunlight. For global posi¬ 

tioning and other applica¬ 

tions, the system provides 

two PC Card slots. Shock re¬ 

sistance is rated at 20 g’s 

(about a 3-foot drop). —D. A. 
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TCP/IP CONNECTIVITY, 

AS DESIGNED BY 

NETWORK PROFESSIONALS. %.* 
Now, Windows users move freely wherever they need 
to go with the Reflection Network Series® version 5.0 
from WRQ. 

This is TCP/IP connectivity created with your needs 
in mind, from providing smooth access to corporate 
computers to touring global information networks. 
This enhanced new version offers all the transport 
protocols, powerful applications, and an exceptionally 
reliable TCP/IP stack. 

It even includes management and diagnostic tools that 
put you in control, and specialized features for mobile/ 
wireless computing. 

REFLECTION NETWORK SERIES* 
▲ PROTOCOLS: TCP/IP, UDP/IP. NS/VI, I Al, IPX/SPX, N« I BIOS. SUP/CSLIP 

A APPLICATIONS: NFS WITH OLE SUPPORT, T TP, TETP, LPfVlPD, FINGER, PING, INTERNET 

APPLICATIONS 

A NETWORK MANAGEMENT TOOLS: SNMP Mlli II, PRIVATE MIB, EVENT LOG/VIEWER, 

TRACE ROUTE, DHCP, BOOT!*, RARP 

A COOPERATIVE VXD/DLL DESIGN WITH 100% WINDOWS SOCKETS COMPATIBILITY 

WRQ OFFERS REFLECTION PC-TO-HOST CONNECTIVITY FOR UNIX, X, DIGITAL, 

HP. AND IBM SYSTEMS 
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Call today and try it. Your network 
performance could rise to a whole new level 
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Cable TV Meets the Internet 
Cable-'TV providers,hop¬ 

ing to make money on 
something besides TV pro¬ 
gramming, are looking at ways 
to offer users 1()-Mbps access 
rates into on-line databases or 
the Internet. The results of 
these efforts might make 1996 
the year of the cable modem. 

Cable modems are devices 
that offer l()-Mbps data-dc- 
livery rates over existing ca- 
ble-TV wiring. Such devices, 
which include an Ethernet con¬ 
nection to which you attach 
your PC’, connect to the coaxi¬ 
al wiring that delivers yourca- 
ble-TV signal. 

Several cable modems are 
on the market today, and many 
more are coming from vendors 
such as Digital Equipment, In¬ 
tel, Hewlett-Packard, LANcity, 
Motorola, and Zenith Elec¬ 
tronics. Typically, these mo¬ 
dems offer two Ethernet con¬ 
nectivity choices (lOBase-T 
and 802.3) and require an 
Ethernet adapter card to be 
installed in the desktop com¬ 
puter. Several of the modems, 
such as the CyberSurfcr, from 
Motorola, and the LANcity 
workgroup cable modem, of¬ 
fer advanced features, such as 

V R O C E S S C) R S 

support for SNMP manage¬ 
ment. 

Before you can use these 
cable modems, your cable-TV 
provider needs to deliver the 
appropriate service. Although 
most cable companies don’t 
currently provide this service, 
the situation should be rem¬ 
edied soon. Virtually all the 
large cable-'TV providers, in¬ 
cluding Continental Cablevi- 
sion, Rogers Communications, 
Tele-Communications, Inc. 
(TCI), and Time Warner, ei¬ 
ther have already launched proj¬ 
ects or are currently conduct¬ 
ing pilot projects that will 
deliver high-speed data ser¬ 
vices to personal computers. 

Once these services get 
launched, power users work¬ 
ing from home will be able to 
enjoy a new level of remote 
connectivity. For example, ac¬ 
cess to the Internet at Ethernet 
rates would far exceed any¬ 
thing most users would ever 
have available in their office. 
Anyone who has browsed 
World Wide Web sites via a 
14.4-Kbps modem can under¬ 
stand the appeal of cable mo¬ 
dems, which would offer near¬ 
ly 7(H) times the delivery rate of 

High-Speed Data over Cable 
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Cable modems, which include an Ethernet connection to which you attach a PC, 
connect to the coaxial wiring: that delivers your cable-TV service. In systems that 
don’t have the infrastructure to support two-way service, existing phone lines can 

be used for the return signal. 

current devices. 
In addition to Web brows¬ 

ing, another application for 
these devices is the delivery of 
high-speed on-line services. In¬ 
tel estimated that in 1994, 26 
million homes already had both 
a PC’ and cable service. 

Today, the bulk of the ex¬ 
changes on commercial on-line 
services and the Internet are E- 
mail messages. With 1()-Mbps 
bandwidth, service providers 
could start delivering multi- 
media applications into the 
home. Such systems would be 
capable of, for example, deliv¬ 
ering virtual reality and 3-1) 

Coming: More-Powerful Notebooks 
The performance gap between Pentium desk¬ 

tops and mobile Pentium notebooks should 
shrink this fall, thanks to Intel’s new 120-MII/ 
Pentium for mobile computers. 

Like Intel’s other mobile Pentiums, which 
run at 73 and 90 Mil/, the 120-MHz Pentium 
employs voltage-reduction technology to run at 
2.9 V internally as it talks to other components 
ai 1 V externally. However, the 120-MHz ver¬ 
sion is the first mobile processor to be built on 
Intel’s 0.33-micron manufacturing process, 
which allows for a 3.3-million-transistor chip 
that’s about the size of your pinkie fingernail. 

The new chip has a typical power dissipation 
of 2.5 to 3.5 W while in use, and less than I W 
while idle. Vendors (e.g., Intel) have developed 
new, complementary, high-performance Periph¬ 
eral Component Interconnect (PCI) chip sets. 

l/x>k for many noteb<x>k vendors to announce 
120-MII/ Pentium-based portables this fall. 
‘The 120-MI 1/ Pentium brings mobile systems 
closer to being true desktop replacements,” says 
Jason Glover, portable marketing manager at 
Gateway 2000. "It delivers better performance 
at equivalent heat and power dissipation as pre¬ 
vious mobile Pentiums.” 

entertainment. 
Or the additional bandwidth 

could be used to enhance the 
types of information common¬ 
ly available today. For instance, 
a cable-TV provider might of¬ 
fer a live shot of a location linked 
to a weather report instead of 
a static, four-year-old photo of 
a city center with the tempera¬ 
ture superimposed over it. 

While the appeal of higher- 
speed access to on-line services 
is high, there arc several road¬ 
blocks that might limit deploy¬ 
ment of such systems. First, ca¬ 
ble-'TV providers must support 
such equipment. Not all cable 
systems are set up to provide 
two-way service; some are de¬ 
signed for broadcast only. Such 
systems will require you to use 
an existing telephone line for 
the return signal. 

Second, they must partner 
with Internet-service providers 
and other information providers 
to make the system work. To 
ensure that equipment from 
different vendors and service 
providers offers a common way 
to connect and use high-speed 
services, CableLabs, an R&D 
consortium of cablc-TV sys¬ 
tem operators, will help these 
operators to test and evaluate 
different vendors’ equipment. 

—Salvatore Salamone 
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Snap into the future with the LEO DESIGNote 
which provides full flexibility and upgradeabili- 
ty in a modular package. The interchangeable 
LCD allows effortless upgrades from a mono 
STN display to either a color dual-scan STN 
or color TFT display. The removable HDD 
lets you swap drives with up to 500 MB of 

storage, and you can also replace the 3.5“ 
FDD with additional modules. Intergrated 

with VESA local bus VGA Graphics, a 
built-in trackball, a built-in micro¬ 

phone and speaker for on-board 
audio, ports for PCMCIA type 

II or III, a choice from a full 
line of CPUs, and a host of 

other innovative features, 
the LEO DESIGNote is the most 

powerful and versatile notebook 
solution around. 
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NEIMEWS 
New Tools Pump 
Life into MSF 
RAINER MAUTH 

icrosoft Solution Framework (MSF) is the compa¬ 
ny’s answer to the requirements of large-enterprise 

I computing. It’s a reference guide to three-tier client/ 
server development and a concept of building distributed appli¬ 
cations using OLE controls. Until now, MSF has been a frame¬ 
work without concrete design rules and basic components. This 
situation is changing now that vendors are starting to build en¬ 
terprise applications based on Windows NT and Windows 95. 

“MSF doesn’t unveil how to implement business processes 
or how to design components,” says Michael Engel, product 
manager at Siemens Nixdorf, Inc.’s (SNI) applications software 
unit (Paderborn, Germany). “However, in the real world, devel¬ 

opers need design standards.” 
SNI is now porting its business 
management platform Alx- 
Comet from its proprietary and 
Unix systems to Windows NT. 

To implement the Alx-Com- 
et business model, the compa¬ 
ny had to render the 
MSF skeleton. “Our 
goal was to create a 
cookbook for de¬ 
velopers rather than 
a framework,” ex¬ 
plains Engel. SNI 
designed a library 
of OLE automation 
components for Vi¬ 
sual Basic 4.0, in¬ 
cluding a code gen¬ 
erator and a data 
dictionary. 

The new SNI en¬ 
vironment, code- 
named Merlin, al¬ 
lows developers to 
create a Visual Ba¬ 
sic code skeleton 
with standardized event and er¬ 
ror handling, user-interface 
(Ul) properties, and Open 
I database Connectivity (()I )BC). 

Thus, they can focus on imple¬ 
menting their business models. 
Merlin contains reference code 
and specifies how to tie UIs 
and underlying data services to 
a business management layer. 

Beyond third-party devel¬ 

Europe’s Telecommunications Market 

Mobile communications is one of the fastest-growing sectors of the European 

telecommunications market. Services and equipment are expected to show a com¬ 

pound annual growth rate of 30 percent and 15 percent, respectively. In 1998, mobile- 

communications services in Europe will reach almost $29 billion, according to BIS Strategic 

Decisions. The European cellular market is expected to in¬ 

crease from 14.1 million customers to over 44.5 million cus 

tomers by the end of the year 2000. The combined German 

and U.K. markets will then account for 39 percent of Euro¬ 

pean cellular customers. However, wired voice services will 

still remain the largest sector of the telecommunications 

market. 

Total Cost of Telephone Service i» im«) 

|: i Telecommunications Service Mark) 

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Sowt»: BIS Strategic Dociiiont 

SMI's tools mnke it easier to develop MSF-compatible 
client/server applications for large enterprises. Tlie tools 
automatically generate a Visual Basic code skeleton with 
event and error handling, Ul properties, and database 
connectivity. 

opers of Alx-Comct branch so¬ 
lutions, Merlin will also be 
available to others. Microsoft 
plans to establish the SNI ar¬ 
chitecture as a standard for 
building large-scale business 
applications under Windows 
and to sell it with MSF. 

On the data-modeling side, 
there is another approach to 
give more life to MSF. Select 
Software Tools’ (Cheltenham, 
U.K.) new rapid application de¬ 
velopment (RAD) tool. Select 

Enterprise for Visual 
Basic, combines Rum- 
baugh/OMT modeling 
and Jacobsen ease 
techniques with OLE 
2.0 and remote au¬ 
tomation to design 
M S F - e o m p a t i b I e 
client/server architec¬ 
tures. Select product 
manager Edward I loll 
says the modeling tool 
adds greater detail to 
the architectural and 
process frameworks of 
MSF and supports 
separate object mod¬ 
els for each tier of a 
multitier application. 
It generates Visual 
Basic code. 

SNI and Select plan 
to release their tools in 

the first quarter of next year. 
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Believe It: ATM Is Coming 
FRANK BOOTY 

Asynchronous transfer mode 
(ATM) is a great technolo¬ 
gy. It promises responsive, 

high-quality voice, video, and data ser¬ 
vices over a single network. ATM will 
enable new applications and reduce 
bandwidth costs. So why hasn’t ATM 
become popular yet? 

Simply put, today’s applications can¬ 
not take advantage of ATM's capabil¬ 
ities. ATM switches have problems 
shunting bursty 100-Mbps local traffic 
onto 34-Mbps (E3) WAN links. Also, 
current LAN protocols like TCP/IP and 
IPX cannot take advantage of the band¬ 
width offered by ATM. The ATM stan¬ 
dards bodies are starting to remodel 
legacy protocols, such as TCP/IP and 
IPX, to bring them up to scratch for 
high-speed cell switching, but this will 
take time to implement. 

So if you want to be an early ATM 
pioneer, you currently have only one 
option: Install single-vendor solutions 
based on native ATM links between 
workstations and switches. And you 
must rely on proprietary software for 
it to work. 

A key hurdle in the ATM interoper¬ 
ability race is the need for the LAN and 
WAN industry, plus the ATM Forum 
and the International Telecommunica¬ 
tions Union (ITU), to come to a real 
agreement over the details of the stan¬ 
dard. The ATM Forum is not a stan¬ 
dards body, but it makes recommendations and sets guidelines. 
There are over 650 members, with that number expected to top 
1000 next year. Clout, yes. But universal agreement? No. Yet it 
has to be acknowledged that the forum has made enormous strides 
in getting standards ratified. 

Ask major European buyers of network products what they 
want and the usual reply is frame relay and ATM. But when it 
comes to relating the technology to the aims of their businesses, 
it’s a different story. To the guy who signs the check, the business 
needs do not relate to the hype about frame relay and ATM. 

Misconceptions abound over ATM. There has been a lot of 
debate over whether you should run 155-Mbps ATM over Cate¬ 
gory 3 untwisted pair (IJTP) wiring, the most common kind of ca¬ 

Europe has some 

hot irons in the 

broadband 

networking fire 

bling in corporate networks. You can bring syn¬ 
chronous-digital-hierarchy (SDH) technology to the 
desktop without having to pull new cables. How¬ 
ever, certain technical difficulties argue against bring¬ 
ing 155-Mbps ATM to the desktop over Category 3 
cabling. There could be problems with transmission- 
signal strength, crosstalk, and radio-frequency inter¬ 

ference. Also, ordinary PCs would have trouble coping with 155- 
Mbps traffic, and the necessary adapters would need extensive and 
expensive buffers. 

For the backbone (Category 5 and fiber cabling), 155-Mbps 
ATM is the logical choice. For the desktop, 25-Mbps ATM— 
which runs over Category 3 UTP without special technology— 
is the most technically sound and cost-efficient way to deliver 
ATM to your site. 

Another concern about ATM is that there may be some new 
technology waiting in the wings to take its place. The fact is, all 
the PTOs and carriers arc busy setting up pilot ATM networks and 
building cross-connect overlays. The commitment is there, and 
A TM handles both WANs and LANs. 
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Though some analysts say that ATM 
switches will replace routers, it is not true. 
11ub vendors relish the thought that the in¬ 
herently higher performance of emerging 
switching architectures tolls the death knell 
for routers. But this is correct only if a 
company can afford to completely upgrade 
its entire network and applications in one 
go to achieve a clean ATM base. Switch¬ 
es and routers will coexist for a long time. 
Businesses will not dump their legacy sys¬ 
tems all at once. 

Another rumor says, “ATM is not the 
only real choice for switching.” This is not 
true, since ATM specifies how cells are 
to be assembled but does not define a prod¬ 
uct’s internal switching architecture. So, 
anyone looking at switching technologies 
needs to consider throughput rates, con¬ 
gestion control, standardized interfaces, 
and network management. 

Furthermore, it is not true that the bigger 
a switch, the better its performance. The 
best metrics for a proper assessment are 
LAN adaptation software, virtual LAN 
support, video compression, bandwidth 
reservation, and priority queuing. 

On the other hand, some network ex¬ 
perts predict that Switched Multimegabit 
Data Service (SMDS) will knock ATM 
out of serious contention. (SMDS is called 
Connectionless Broadband Data Service 
(CBDS) in the European definition made 
by the ETSI.) The fact is, however, that 
SMDS has been around a long enough 
time to acquire the unflattering moniker 
of “somebody might deploy someday” 
technology. SMDS was defined by Bell 
Core before the arrival of ATM and was 
developed for data transmission. Its com¬ 
mercial success is poor. According to 
OST’s Sylvie Ritzenlhaler, a member of 
the ATM Forum, SMDS has no chance in 
a face-off against ATM. 

Extending ATM 
Much of the work now under way in the 
standards camp will extend ATM to nar¬ 
rowband speeds, enhancing LAN-WAN 
internetworking, providing high-speed 
LAN connectivity over ATM, and ex¬ 
panding voice-compression options. Cell- 
based ATM standards apply now to broad- 

Europe’s ATM Pioneers 
Scotland: Daily News 

k ;jg - kj Caledonian Publishing 
claims the first end-user 
working implementation 
of ATM in Europe. 

Caledonian, which publishes two daily 
newspapers. The Herald and Evening Times, 
is running its Cabletron ATM backbone 
parallel with its existing FDDI network. 
Desktop publishing is done on Apple Power 
Macs linked to Unix-based Sun Sparc 
servers. Cabletron hubs provide ATM uplinks 
directly from switched Ethernet in a central 
Fore Systems backbone switch. 

Contact: Caledonian Publishing (Glasgow) 
phone: + 44 141 552 6255 
fax: + 44 141 553 3457 

U.K.: It's Academic 

SuperJANET (JANET is the 
Joint Academic NETwork), 
using a backbone of 16 
General DataComm 

switches, interconnects 15 academic sites 
in the U.K. The project's main aim is to 
support the networking requirements of the 
higher-education and research communities. 
Real time simultaneous transmission of 
audio, video, and traditional data traffic 
(multimedia networking) is handled over a 
mix of 34-Mbps plesiochronous-digital- 
hierarchy (PDH) circuits and 155-Mbps 
synchronous-digital-hierarchy (SDH) circuits. 
Applications are many and varied: Students 
at different locations can watch a surgeon 
performing a live operation, and students 
can access manuscripts and books over long 
distances. 

Contact: The U.K. Education and Research 
Networking Association (Didcot) 
phone: + 44 1235 822 200 
fax: + 44 1235 822 399 

Finland: Nice Price 

Telecom Finland is one 
of the first public network 
operators to offer long¬ 
distance commercial ATM 

services. It’s particularly noteworthy for its 
price structure being an order of magnitude 
lower than service charges imposed by U.S. 
providers. For example: $3800 a month gets 
a 10-Mbps ATM connection between sites up 
to 250 km apart. Move up to distances of 
600 km and the monthly charge is $6900. 
The Datanet service, which links Finland’s 10 
largest cities, uses Apex ATM switches from 
General DataComm linked by 155-Mbps SDH 
lines. There are plans to link to Stockholm 
and St. Petersburg soon. 

Contact: Telecom Finland (Helsinki) 
phone: + 358 2040 2964 
fax: + 358 2040 5767 

Poland: First in the East 

I Schrack-Erlcsson set up the 
first ATM network in Eastern 

I Europe. It’s based on 
HI General DataComm Apex 

switches and 2 Mbps SDH lines. Run by 
Nask/Warman (Nask is the Research and 
Academic Computer Network), the network is 
centered in Warsaw, from where there are 
two international lines to Stockholm and 
Vienna. By the end of the year, says Nask's 
Roman Adamiec, there will be 48 regional 
nodes, more than 8000 computers, and over 
50,000 users. Warsaw will eventually have 
10 nodes, 50 hubs, and 500 LANs in the 
network. 

Contact: Warman (Warsaw) 
phono: + 48 22 41 41 15 
fax: + 48 22 41 0047 

Germany: User’s Choice 

Deutsche Telekom is 
operating a pilot service 
providing users with an 
easy way to set up and take 

down high-bandwidth ATM connections. It’s 
the closest thing so far to switched ATM 
service. It is available In 13 Gorman cities 
and supports international connections via a 
pan-European pilot ATM network jointly 
operated by 18 countries. Users schedule a 
connection at bandwidths up to 155 Mbps. 
The PTO believes ATM will be successful only 
when switched virtual circuits become 
available. Four classes of service are offered 
(2- to 155-Mbps access lines). Monthly 
charges start at under $2000. International 
connections are possible. 

Contact: Deutsche Telekom AG (Bonn) 
Phone: 4 49 228 181 9419 
Fax: 4 49 228 181 8603 

France: Distributed Design 

II Environment for Distributed 
Integrated Design (EDID) is 
an initiative to develop a 
broadband network that can 

be used by collaborating designers of 
satellites. Although physically located 
throughout Europe, several engineers work 
simultaneously on a data processing 
workstation using CAD technology. The 
broadband network can transport the 
enormous quantities of data needed to 
describe a satellite. The network also lets 
the engineers simultaneously transmit voice 
and image via videoconferencing. Sites are at 
Cranfield, Ipswich, and London in the U.K. 
and at Paris, Chatillon, and Cannes in 
France. The EDID consortium consists of 
Aerospatiale, Alcatel CIT, AQL, BT, Cranfield 
University, France Telecom CNET, IBM 
France, and OST. 

Contact: OST (Cosson Sevigne Cedex) 
Phone: +33 99 32 50 50 
Fax: +33 99 41 71 75 
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ATM Testing Sites in Europe 
In Europe there are a few sites where potential ATM users can test equipment for 
conformance to specifications, signaling, and interoperability. Projects have to be 
approved by a panel of members from a research organization, the European 
Commission, or an outside agency. Some costs may be involved, too, although 
prices will be low compared to what you would pay to use a private laboratory. 

The UK Education and Research Networking 
Association (UKERNA) site (Didcot, U.K). 
has a 34-Mbps set-up, with links to other 
ATM test-beds available. 
phone:*44 1235 822 200 
fax: +44 1235 822 399 

The Institute of Computer Science (Kista, 
Sweden) offers testing at 155 and 622 Mbps. 
phone: +46 8 752 1527 
fax: +46 8 752 7230 

Deutsche Telekom’s Deteberkom site (Berlin) 
offers 155-Mbps testing. 
phone: +49 30 46701 213 
fax: +49 30 46701 444 

band infrastructures from speeds of 34 
Mbps (E3) upward. For narrowband 
speeds, only the frame-based data ex¬ 
change interface (DXI) standard applies. 
But DXI lacks the key flexibility and per¬ 
formance benefits of cell-based ATM. 

Standards arc progressing for ATM at 
narrowband speeds using the Fixed-length 
53-byte cell format. These standards, 
which analysts expect will be ratified 
soon, open the door for more broadly ap¬ 
plicable narrowband AT M services from 
carriers. Standards for ATM at TI/EI 
speeds (2 Mbps) and below will accelerate 
the migration from private networking 
based on time division multiplexing 
(TDM) to ATM-based hybrid network¬ 
ing, as users look to increase the perfor¬ 
mance and control the costs of their com¬ 
munications. 

Work is also under way on the Private 
Network to Network Interface (PNNI) for 
LAN-to-WAN internetworking, multi¬ 
protocol transport over AT M (MPOA), 
and LAN emulation for high-speed LAN 
connectivity over AT M. 

Voice Compression Standards 
Having approved the G.728 standard for 

low-delay Codebook Excited Linear Pre¬ 
diction (LD-CELP) compression at 16 
Kbps, the ITU is now working to ratify a 
standard for CELP-based compression at 

8 Kbps. Results are expected early next 
year. Meanwhile, the ITU has standards 
for Adaptive Differential Pulse Code 
Modulation (ADPCM) voice compression 

Broadband ISDN 
There is common confusion about the distinction between 

ATM and broadband ISDN (BISDN)—in fact, the terms are 
sometimes used synonymously. The latter is a set of services be¬ 
ing defined for the transport of all types of data at speeds start¬ 
ing at about 150 Mbps. The transport backbone for BISDN 

will be an optical time-division-multiplexed network based on 
synchronous-optical-network (SONET) technology in the Unit¬ 
ed States and on synchronous-digital-hierarchy (SDH) tech¬ 

nology in Europe. 

It is based on fiber and provides much higher capacities 
than the current copper equivalent, as well as having a greatly 

reduced average bit error rate. The SONET/SDH backbone 
will provide the transport for services in much the same way ex¬ 
isting facilities provide the fundamental structure for packet¬ 
switching systems today. 

BISDN comprises synchronous and asynchronous transfer 

modes. Synchronous here refers to a constant stream of data, as 
is associated with time division multiplexing and circuit switch¬ 

ing. Asynchronous refers to a dis¬ 

continuous stream of data, as is found 
with statistical multiplexing and pack¬ 
et switching. 

ATM has come to refer to cell- 
based packetized data transfer, usu¬ 
ally below the speeds dictated by 

BISDN. As the meaning of X.25 has 
been expanded to represent both tech¬ 
nologies and services, the terms frame 

relay and ATM represent both the ser¬ 
vices and the technology used to im¬ 
plement the services. For example, 
in the future, ATM will run in the 
network but not as a service to the 
end user. Frame relay services will 
be offered to users, and the underly¬ 
ing transport will be AT M. 

BISDN Protocol Reference Model 
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at 32, 24, and 16 Kbps. 
Voice transport over frame relay and 

ATM has been the topic of much discus¬ 
sion. It appears that no standard for voice 
over frame relay will be ratified, since 
most frame relay products have delay and 
discard characteristics that are inappro¬ 
priate for reliable transport of voice sam¬ 
ples. StrataCoin’s FastPad, however, is a 
backbone access device that effectively 
uses the frame relay protocol to carry 
voice. This is made possible by the low- 
delay, low-discard cell-based character¬ 

istics of the company's implementation 
of frame relay technology. 

Voice over ATM is currently defined 
using uncompressed PCM at 64 Kbps per 
channel, streaming into cells using the sim¬ 
plest ATM adaptation layer, AAL1 (see 
the figure on page 40IS 6). However, 
there’s a lot of interest in compressed voice 
over ATM using ADPCM and LD-CELP, 
together with adaptation that does not gen¬ 
erate cells during silence. While no stan¬ 
dards bodies are doing specific work on 
this issue, expect it to be raised once the 

more fundamental PNNI and LAN emu¬ 
lation issues have been addressed. 

According to Sylvie Ritzcnthaler, the 
ATM Forum is studying “legacy voice at 
a native ATM terminal.” One of the as¬ 
pects of this new service will be an inter¬ 
networking link between ATM networks 
and public or private ISDN. 

The European WAN market is driven 
by value-added-service providers and 
PNOs. Pricing is a major issue, since El 
leased lines cost four times as much as T1 
lines. Separation of LAN and WAN envi¬ 
ronments is expected to continue in Eu¬ 
rope. For this reason, data and voice ser¬ 
vices are usually offered on different 
networks in Europe, which is likely to re¬ 
main so until providers of alternative in¬ 
frastructures emerge. 

ATM Must Deliver the Goods 
Users are not going to shoulder the ex¬ 
pense and trouble of installing ATM mere¬ 
ly to run low-end voice and video appli¬ 
cations. ATM is going to have to deliver 
higher-quality voice and video service than 

■o 
e 
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+ 44 1252 815554 
fax: + 44 1252 815428 

standard multimedia applications offer to¬ 
day. For example, videoconferencing, even 
at 128 Kbps, is not brilliant, particularly 
when one looks at video and audio syn¬ 
chronization and even when the latency is 
within a tolerable limit. 

Although its availability is scarce to¬ 
day, ATM has a lot going for it. It’s more 
scalable in terms of speed and network 
size than competing technologies (switched 
Ethernet and Fast Ethernet). Most impor¬ 
tant of all, it can bridge the LAN and WAN 
worlds, which really does set it apart from 
its LAN-based rivals. ■ 

Frank Booty is a U.K.-based writer who cov¬ 
ers technology for several networking and 
communications publications. You can con¬ 
tact him by sending E-mail to this address: 
/00044.3643® t ompuserve.com. 
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[Mobile Communications 
Options 
BOB EMMERSON AND 
DAVID GREETHAM 

The Digital European Cordless 
Telecommunications (DECT) 
standard is a pan-European stan¬ 

dard for digital, cordless communications. 
Unlike the Global System for Mobile Com¬ 
munications (GSM) standard, it covers net¬ 
work-access technology rather than the spec- 
ification of a complete network. DECTcan 
provide access to virtually any type of net¬ 
work: voice (PBX), data (X.25), wireless 
(GSM), wired Public Switched Telephone 
Network (PSTN)/ISDN, or LANs. 

As with GSM, DECT solutions were 
originally developed for voice transmis¬ 
sions: for example, a PBX with a number 
of cordless extensions. But DECT is start¬ 
ing to take off as a means for accessing 
data networks from mobile computers, 
Wireless extensions are being added to 
Ethernet LANs, and small DECT-based 
systems for simultaneous voice and data 
made an appearance at Telecom *95 in Ge¬ 
neva in November. 

The anytime/anywhere paradigm of 
mobile communications says that a mo¬ 
bile computer should give you the same 
communications channels on the road 
that are available in the office—and 
without hassles. But in the wireless 
world of today’s road warriors, note¬ 
books have to be cabled to cellular tele¬ 
phones before GSM data services can be used. While this isn't a 
bad solution, it doesn’t match the paradigm, particularly fordata- 
based users. The paradigm also presents a problem when moving 
from a LAN to a WAN, because the mobile user must switch 
from a DECT device lo a (ISM PC’ Card. 

Combining DECT and GSM 

Most vendors see a combination of DECT and GSM on a single 
card as the optimal solution, although separate cards will be 
around for some time to come. Indeed, a dual-mode card with a 
DECT air interface and a GSM fax modem would give note¬ 
book users both LAN and WAN access to corporate resources. A 
DECT- and GSM-enabled phone or notebook PC would be able 

Shrinking DSPs and 

embedded RISC chips 

enable combined DECT 

and GSM PC Cards 

to seamlessly switch from the home or of¬ 
fice to rural environments, and it would make 
an ideal anywhere/anytime device as long as 
one number could be shared between differ¬ 
ent networks (e.g., PSTN, GSM, and DECT). 

The key to this solution is developing com¬ 
munications chips that are smaller, less ex¬ 

pensive, and, most important, consume less energy—battery life¬ 
time is a key issue. A DECT/GSM marriage requires a powerful 
combination of a digital signal processor (DSP) and a RISC pro¬ 
cessor to detect and process a multitude of different signals. 

This technology will first come to phones. Olivetti, however, 
introduced in mid-1995 the Net3, a DECT-based PC Card with a 
small stub antenna for use with wireless LANs (see the photo 
on page 40IS 14), and the company plans to introduce a combi¬ 
nation DECT/GSM PC Card by next year. 

DECT is currently being used in three main applications areas: 
business communications, including the provision of cordless 
PBXes and LANs and add-ons to regular wired PBXes; systems 
for small business and home use, where one or more handsets or 
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terminals use a com¬ 
mon base station; and 
public-access telepoint- 
type systems, where 
DECT is taking over 
from CT2 (for mobile- 
originated calls only). 
DECT can be used as 
a front end to GSM 
networks for high-den¬ 
sity, metropolitan mi- 
crocellular infrastruc¬ 
tures, and it is also a 
suitable technology in 
developing countries 
for wireless local-loop 
applications. 

DECT technology is 
also scalable. It has been 
assigned 20 MM/, of spectrum in the 1.8- 
GHz band; this is divided into 10 carriers 
with a transfer rate of 32 Kbps. Time divi¬ 
sion multiple access (TDMA) technology 
is used to make a further lime-domain di¬ 
vision into 24 time slots, which provide 12 
duplex (i.e., two-way) channels. A 32-Kbps 
transmission channel is therefore formed 
by the combination of a time slot and a car¬ 
rier frequency, and these 12 channels can 
be aggregated on the tly. Therefore, it’s pos¬ 
sible to establish high transmission rates 
up to 384 Kbps, which is the 11.320 stan¬ 
dard for desktop duplex video. 

A look even further ahead reveals high- 
performance LAN, or HIPERLAN, an¬ 
other cordless technology that could pro- 

Philips’s Two-Chip DECT Solution 

Traffic Characteristics of Different Data Types 

Peak sorvice bit rote 

Wireless data is bursty, but the carriers can increasingly support high bit rates. 
Voice and data are continuous, but compressed voice and video includes bursty 
data with a predictable pattern. This allows the data to be compressed in a variety 
of ways (e.g., empty slots can be filled with storc-and-forward mail). 

vide 20 Mbps and thereby enable mobile 
access to multimedia services. Should this 
technology come to the office environ¬ 
ment, the LAN/WAN mobility paradigm 
presents another problem: Second-gener¬ 
ation systems carrying voice and data, such 
as GSM, will get faster and use packet 
switching, but they won’t have the capac¬ 
ity needed for mobile multimedia. 

For this, an ATM-based broadband 
ISDN solution is needed. This develop¬ 
ment is clearly way off; however, by the 
end of the decade, there will be more than 
50 million powerful, portable devices, and 
multimedia communications will be the 
norm. 

The North American equivalent of 
DECT is known as spread- 
spectrum. Wireless LAN so¬ 
lutions using this technology 
are employed on both sides 
of the Atlantic, although the 
technology isn’t used for 
voice in Europe. In large- 
size companies that have 
wired Ethernet or Token 
Ring LANs, wireless sys¬ 
tems are used for flexible 
workgroup applications. 
DECT and spread-spectrum 
are the number-one candi¬ 
dates for this portion of the 
market, but DECT’s many 
unique features make it bet¬ 
ter-suited for small, inte¬ 
grated voice/data solutions. 

A typical GSM handset 
today comprises six chips: 
three RF ICs and three base¬ 
band processing ICs. The 
equivalent for DECT is sim¬ 
ilar: Three devices are used 
to amplify, modulate, and 
demodulate the RF signal, 
and the other three ICs per- 

Fonning the core of Philips’s two-chip DECT solution are tho ABC chip that 
handles ADPCM codec, burst-mode control, and microcontroller functions. 
The system converts the 1.9-GHz antenna--input signal into two IF signals 
centered around zero (known as ’’zero IF chip”). This signal goes to the IF 
baseband receiver, which converts the analog signal generated by the front- 
end receiver into the data stream required by the burst-mode controller. 

Circle 705 on Inquiry Card. 
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form baseband functions. According to 
()livcr Gunasekara of Advanced RISC Ma¬ 
chines, by 1997 the semiconductor indus¬ 
try will be shipping a three-chip solution, 
which will be reduced to just two chips 
by the end of the decade—one for RF and 
the other for baseband. 

Smaller Die Sizes 
Powerful 32-bit RISC processors can share 
their silicon substrate with DSPs and oth¬ 
er circuitry. The ARM7 chip, from the 
U.K. semiconductor firm Advanced RISC 
Machines and one of the leading RISC 
architectures for deeply embedded appli¬ 
cations, has a die si/e of just 3.88 square 
millimeters (compared to 169 mm2 for a 
486SL). The chip’s performance/powcr 
consumption, a key parameter for battery 
life, is a staggering 580 MIPS per watt 
(versus 32 MPW for the 486SL). 

In 1993, Siemens introduced Gold, the 
first chip set to gain full GSM approval. 
Today, Siemens’s new Goldplus GSM cir¬ 
cuitry is implemented in 3-V technology 
for low power consumption, and it already 
has data-service capability. The 16-bit mi¬ 
crocontroller has an address space of 2 
MB and a system-interface block that com¬ 
prises a series of GSM-specific interfaces 
and control functions. 

The chip set’s signal-processing cir¬ 
cuitry contains two 16-bit DSP kernels for 
implementing the speech codec, channel 
codec, and other complex tasks—all as 
DSP firmware. This means that the same 
baseband chip can be used for 900-MHz 
GSM as well as for the 18(X)-MHz Digital 
Cellular System (DCS) standard, although 
the RF portion clearly must be different. 
DCS, which is derived from GSM, is ba¬ 
sically designed for urban applications and 
employs a smaller cell size, offering high¬ 
er densities of subscribers. 

Philips Semiconductors introduced the 
first dedicated chip sets for DECT in 1992; 
the company now has an elegant two-chip 
solution. Its ABC chip (see the figure 
“Philips’s Two-Chip DFXT Solution” on 
page 40IS 10) performs all the baseband 
functions. The A in the chip’s name indi¬ 
cates that it contains circuits for the adap¬ 
tive differential pulse-code modulation 
(ADPCM) codec, the li refers to burst- 
mode control, and the C indicates that the 
microcontroller functions are fully inte¬ 
grated. The ABC’ chip uses Philips’s own 
DSP core together with an 8051 micro¬ 
controller running at 14 MU/. 

Different Frequencies 
The ability to handle the widely different 
frequencies that exist today is the most 
significant technical problem presented by 

a dual-standard solution. It implies the de¬ 
sign of a sensitive, tunable front end that 
avoids interference from the adjacent dig¬ 
ital circuitry. 

However, according to industry experts, 
there is no technical reason why there 
shouldn’t be two RF front ends to the same 
baseband IC. Thus, a dual-standard device 
could be made using just three chips. Al¬ 
though DECT and GSM have a number 
of different technical requirements, such 
as channel spacing, modulation, transmit- 
power range and control, speech coding 
and bit rates, channel rate and coding, and 

frame duration, embedded RISC and DSP 
systems are capable of handling them all. 

Scientific Generics, a technical consul¬ 
tancy based in Cambridge, U.K., is cur¬ 
rently engaged in the development of an 
advanced dual-mode GSM/DECT RF 
module that’s based on today’s technol¬ 
ogy and uses state-of-the-art chip sets. 
Behrooz Rashidzadeh, mobile communi¬ 
cations manager with the company, sees 
a clear trend toward further integration and 
anticipates that data-products manufac¬ 
turers will concentrate on the development 
of dual-mode GSM/DECT data modems. 

continued 
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Why? 

Because they want to know their customers’ data 

is secure and can be restored quickly. 
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performance and reliability are second to none. 
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GSM and DECT 
The Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) has es¬ 

tablished itself as the de facto global standard for digital cellu¬ 

lar communications. It fully specifies the cellular network as well 

as access to it. 

GSM base stations enable communications with mobile termi¬ 

nals. Each base station forms a cell; a network of overlapping cells 

constitutes a WAN. These networks are currently associated with 

voice communications and GSM phones, but data services are now 

available in many countries. 

The first service started in Denmark in July 1994 and operated over 

a Nokia cellular data card (a PC Card) and a Nokia phone; thus, it was 

a proprietary solution. In a move toward standardization, Ericsson, 

Hewlett-Packard, and Nokia have formulated a wireless AT command 

set, which is likely to be incorporated in a revised GSM standard. 

Digital European Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) is well 

placed to become the leading standard for digital cordless commu¬ 

nications. It defines the interface between mobile cordless terminals 

(i.e., phones and notebook PCs) and a fixed base station. DECT is 

independent of the type of network being accessed. 

Both GSM and DECT use Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

technology to form a communications channel as a combination of 

a particular carrier frequency and a time slot. Each duplex (i.e., two- 

way) speech channel is compressed in time so that several channels 

can be multiplexed into a single frequency. 

GSM operates in the frequency range of 890 to 960 MHz and 

has 125 duplex carriers (i.e., 250 carriers total) with eight chan¬ 

nels per carrier; the bit rate is 270.8 Kbps. DECT operates in the 

1880- to 1900-MHz range and has 10 carriers with 12 duplex chan¬ 

nels per carrier; the bit rate is 1152 Kbps. 

Code division multiple access (CDMA) is a competing technology that 

has been zealously promoted in the U.S. for use in the new personal 

communications services (PCS) networks. It has variable bit rates up 

to 1230 Kbps. Practical network experience of CDMA is still very lim¬ 

ited, while TDMA on GSM has been in place for several years. 

CDMA operates in the frequency range of 824 to 894 MHz and has 

20 duplex frequencies. These are spaced six times farther apart than 

in GSM, and instead of being divided into a fixed number of time slots, 

they carry a variable number of spread-spectrum channels. 

In CDMA spread-spectrum technology, the digital data stream is 

modulated by a pseudo-random code sequence to expand the signal 

over the full bandwidth. This allows multiple conversations to si¬ 

multaneously share the same carrier frequency (each one using a dif¬ 

ferent code) and thereby use the entire 1.25-MHz spectrum. The 

base station reconstructs a particular data stream from the code used 

by the terminal and sees all other channels as background noise. 

First-generation DSPs were used for the 
detection of a single-baseband signal, and 
programs were stored in a PROM, but sta¬ 
tic RAM (SRAM) memory is now used. 
This lets vendors continue to use the same 
basic chip set and merely change the in¬ 
structions. 

Third-generation DSPs, in combination 
with RISC processors, are able to detect 
and process different incoming signals. 
Since GSM is the most likely signal to be 
encountered, the DSP core is set to run 
this algorithm, but the microcontroller can 
periodically instruct the DSP to run the 
code for simultaneously detecting DCS 
1800 or DECT. If either of these inputs is 
found, the processor changes over to man¬ 
age this new signal (see the figure “A 
Third-Generation DSP/RISC Processor 
Combination” below). 

A RISC processor’s strength is its abil¬ 
ity to process a relatively limited number 
of instructions extremely quickly in order 
to carry out a complex task. An ultrasmall, 
low-power RISC processor, such as the 
ARM7, is therefore ideal for processing 
the instructions needed to turn a raw stream 
of digital data into speech or a fax. 

A future processor, the ARM7T, will 
offer the same basic capabilities but will 
come with an additional instruction set to 
allow for 30 percent more program code 
in the same-size memory, This, in turn, 
can be used to implement dual-standard 
operation and provide a more advanced 
man/machine interface. 

For its Spider communications micro¬ 
controller, GEC Plessy incorporated the 
32-bit RISC engine of the ARM7 and added 
a serial I/O, power-control circuitry, a PC 

An .iniplifiiHl RF signal is ntixml down to an IF signal using a local oscillator (depending on carrier frequency) anil 
then band-pass-littered and undcrsampled. The sample values are processed within the DSP to produce partial 
results. The RISC processor, tightly coupled to the DSP by a high-speed bus, integrates these results to recover 
the digital data stream. 

Card slave interface with 16-bit data, and 
a programmable memory interface. Further 
on-chip features include DMA and inter¬ 
rupt-control circuitry to provide a highly in¬ 
tegrated communications controller. 

GEC Plessy’s Mantis, which is an en¬ 
hanced version of the Spider, has 16-bit¬ 
wide parallel I/O, a second universal asyn¬ 
chronous receiver/transmit ter (l) AR'T), and 
a 32-bit-wide external data bus. Note that 
both microcontrollers use embedded cell 
technology, which means that all this func¬ 
tionality is contained in separate areas of 
silicon, but (hey are all on the same sub¬ 
strate and are connected by a common bus 
architecture. 

A Range of Products 
These developments are significant be¬ 
cause they will enable PC Card vendors 
to create a range of products based on the 
same architectural platform. Moreover, 
the semiconductor industry is working its 
way toward an open architecture that will 
enable the fabrication of different vendors’ 
circuitries on the same substrate. There¬ 
fore, in the future, it will be possible to 
put the circuitry needed for GSM/DECT/ 
DCS alongside that of, say, the Spider. 
Today, the Spider, a 144-pin 1C, connects 
to the six ICs needed for GSM on the PC’ 
Card’s printed circuit board. 

On display at Telecom *95 were proto¬ 
types that enabled the following scenario: An 
ISDN line comes into a small office. This 
line connects to a fully featured DECT base 
station that enables up to six simultaneous 
wireless calls—either voice or data. Pocket - 
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C Si C++ IOR WINDOWS 

Comma 
sync Pro for Win 

COMM-DRV/LIB 16.0 
Qroonlonl CommLib 5.2 

Comprossion 
Cruslwr! Win DLL w/Sourco 
Groonlonl ArchiveLib 
PKWare Dala Comp Lib for Win 
TCOMP/Multi Platform 2.12 

Database 
Borland Database Engino 2.0 
CodoBaso 5.1 
CXBaso Pro 
DataBoss lor Windows 
DBTools.h++ lor ODBC 
Greonloaf Database Library 4.0 
I isl A labels frx Win (Pro) 
POET Personal SDK 3.0 
Raima Database Manager 
Sproad/VBX++ 
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Graphics • Charting 
Charting Tools for Win 2,0 
Essential Chart for Win 
Graphic Win 7.0 
Graphics Sorvor 4 0 
Real-Time Graphics Tools 

Graphics • Imago Filos 
AccuSoft Image Lib/Win 5.0 
Ad Ocillos (Image Analysis) 2.0 
ImageKnife lYo 2.0 
ImagoMan 
LEADTOOI S Prof 5.0 
Light Lib Images Pro 

Graphics & GUI 
3d Graphics Tools 4.0 
ProtoGom 
RWConvas h++ 
WinGKS 
WmMakoi Pro 6.0 
Zinc Engino A Win 16/32 Koy 

Maths & Stats 
£135 IMSL C Numerical Libraries £495 
£105 IMSI Math Module lor C++ £495 
£235 Math.h++ 4.1 £340 

Monoy,h++ £340 

£235 Sundry Compononts 
£210 HeapAgent £420 
£175 TG CAD Prol 5.5 £770 
£105 Tools h++ 6.1 £340 

WinWidgolsr + £240 

£205 Tools 
£248 CC-RIDER for Win 16 £250 
£500 KPWin+ • £600 
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£340 Visual Parae++ £289 
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£340 
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£360 
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£360 

£610 
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£280 
£399 
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£315 
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£340 
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MATTER 

Prices do not include VAT or other local taxes 
but do Include delivery in mainland UK. 

Please check prices at time of order as ads are 
preperod some weeks beloro publication. 

This page lists some ol our products - 
call us for a complete price list 

ORDER BY PHONE WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD 

(01364)654100 
FAX:(01364) 654200 
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Comms 
Essential Comm 5 ,0 £265 
MagnaComm/DOS £205 
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c-troo Plus 6,4b £566 
D ISAM £495 
SoMFocus Btroe/ISAM £75 

Graphics & GUI 
3D Warn Prol £99 
Fastgraph 4 0 (Tod Gruber) £166 
GX Graphics 3.0 £155 
Mut.iWINDOW DOS 4 4 £199 
Zinc Engino A DOS Key 4.1 £634 

Maths A Scientific 
('./Math loolcluml A Grafix £45 
I luge Virtual Array A NAT 3.0 £215 
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Scroon 
C/Windows Toolchest £45 
Groonkml Datawindows 3.0 £225 
TCXL Ul lor DOS/Win 6.2 £136 
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GX Sounds £200 
M1ASK £215 
TTSR Ram Ros Dov Sys 2.03 £100 

Tools 
C DOC Pro 6.0 £275 
C-Vision lor C/C++ 4.0 £145 
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PC Linl lor C/C+ + £135 
Source Print + 5.5 £235 

Comms - Async 
£175 

3D Graphics Tools 4 .0 
EDI-VBX 1.0 

£130 
£705 

Fox Plus lor Win Ganlt/VBX £196 
FaxMan SDK £390 ModinKnife/VBX £290 

Comms • Network VBX Artist £240 
Apiary Dov Suilo lor NolWaro £156 Visual Instrument Panel Cnlrls £150 
Distinct TCP/IP VibubI Edition £265 VSVIew/VBX £105 
dsSockot 1.1 (Inlio) £65 Text Editor Controls 

Database 
£350 

HlghEdit 3.0 £199 
ADE/VBX TX Toxl-Conlrol Standard £180 
CodoBasrc 5.1 
List A 1 abets lor VR 

£140 
£279 Tools 

VI i/ISAM MU £150 JET Inspoclor 2.0 £475 

Graphics - Charting SpyWorks-VB 2,0 £100 

Char! FX 3 0 (16-bit only) £210 I MS Tools 1.1 £99 

Charting Tools for Win VH £180 VB Compross £99 
Real Time Graphics Tods VH £:KX) VH Assisi 3,5 £140 
VBGraphix £270 VB/DLL 2.05 £165 

Graphics • Imago Filos VERSIONS/VB 1.1 £135 

Imago SDK Plus/VBX 2.0 £250 
ImagoKniloA/BX Sid 2.0 £200 
ImagcMiin/vi' i £239 

Grid Controls 
Data Widgets £99 
Grid/VHX £75 
Sproad/VBX £171 

Multi-Function 
Borland Visual Solutions Pack £59 
Designer Widgets 2.0 £99 
Muscle* (Win) £125 
VBIito 1.0 £130 
VBTtxils 4 0 £115 
Visual Developer's Suilo £216 
WinWidgots/VBX £160 

Sundry Compononts 
CADConlrol £365 
d Barcode VBX/DLL £94 

in < ■<min 'I;. £120 
Visual CAD Dev Kit £520 

i il li.iMi: loi DOS St<! 
MS Visual Basic lor DOS Pro! 
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0 

NelPak Pro lor DOS £135 
PDQComm 2 62 £65 

db/Lib Prof 3.0 £195 
VB/ISAMMU £150 

Graphics Workslsop £105 
(kaphl >ak Pro 
Compression Plus £79 
Printer Pint £130 
ProBas 7.1 £210 
QuickPak Prol 4 19 £145 
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News & Views 

NEXT LEVEL RAD? 
I low would you like to generate an entire 
application at tho touch of a button? 

i; Comptoto with Browse. Form A Roixxl 
j procedures for every selected lilo! 

Wouldn’t il be nice il you could produce 
versions for Windows 3 x. Windows 95 A 
Windows NT. all using the same VBXs. It 
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wore multi-threadod A fully compiled with 
small executables. 
Can your present tool do all this? Of course 
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CLARION FOR WINDOWS 1.5 
All you hnvo to do Is define tho data 
dictionary containing file A relationship 
definitions, with optional pre-formatting 
preferences for window A report controls. 
Then tho Wizard of Wizards the Af)f) Wizard 

generates complex applications will) no 
intervention, including multiple order browse •, 
lists selectable by tab, synchronised parent- 

' child dialogs with a form lor iho parent on 
* ono tab, and a lislbox displaying related child 

tocords on another, etc 
Unlike most Wizards, changes in tlio data 
dictionary migrate via live links to the 
application lilo. You can concentrate on the i 
dala model and business rules, and lei 
Clarion do tho grunt work. This is real RADI 

< The best news Is that wo are virtually giving It 
away at only £189 until the end ol Iho year 
Call us right now lor further details. 

ODBC DRIVERS FOR 
WINDOWS 95 

SPECIAL OFFER 
The Visiyomc ODBC DrivorSel includes 
(Jrivors frx Windows 3.x. Window?; 06 A 
Windows NT. Databases include Informix, 
Sybase, Oracle, Ingres A Microsoft SOI 
Server. Available lor only £85 until the end of 
lire year (on line docs, limit of 5 copies per 
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XY-QUERY FOR OS/2 
is Hk) fastest and easiest tool for accessing 
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| Borland C++4.5 £280 
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EXTRA INTERNATIONAL mi 

Instant 
Internet tools 

for your 
business 

Pro-Connect Is our Internet 

installation package for PCs. Within 

minutes, you will be accessing the 

Internet, using a range of professional 

software solutions supplied on disk. 

Soft&Net makes the 
Internet work for you: 

• helping you connect to the 
Internet quickly and easily 

• managing and 
integrating information 

• improving communication 
with your customers 

• enhancing your 
in-house communication 

• marketing your software 

So/v 7M.WA yfW//OA/ 
THE INTERNET PEOPLE 

Email: info@soft-net.co.uk 

WW W: http://www.soft-net.co.uk/ 

Germany: 
tel: +49 171 851 2 851 
fax: +49 6034 8371 

Switzerland: 
tel: +4122 360 3100 
fax: +41 22 360 1061 

UK: 
tel: *44 151 794 3700 
fax: +44 151 794 3684 

browse, try, buy, get 
on the internet 

size phones are used for voice, and PC Cards 
are used for data. Calls can be internal or 
external; external calls can be switched (via 
a small PBX or key system) or pul on hold, 
and additional parties can be brought into 
a conversation. The ISDN line offers PC 
faxing and other data communications at 
the same time as voice communications. 
This scenario comprises a de facto com¬ 
bined voice-switch and wireless-LAN so¬ 
lution that’s being regarded as a communi¬ 
cations “killer app.” 

Two-chip DECT solutions are state of 
the art. The big breakthrough on the ISDN 
side of this development comes from VLSI 
Technology (Munich, Germany) and Ha- 
genuk (Kiel, Germany), who have jointly 
developed the first single-chip solution for 
Euro-ISDN terminal equipment. Their new 
VLSI ISDN Processor (VIP) offers a pro¬ 
grammable engine for ISDN communica¬ 
tions, and it’s being used as the ISDN in¬ 
terface and control component in Deutsche 
Telekom’s new range of Europa phones. 

The heart of this new chip is the ARM7 
processor. The platform will be able to ac¬ 
commodate future ISDN services while 
maintaining the existing hardware config¬ 
uration. The VIP also benefits from other 
on-chip features, such as a pulse code mod- 
ii Lit ion (PCM) codec, a UART, a PCM/ 
DSP interface, a keyboard scanner, a D- 
channel data-link controller, and a pro¬ 
grammable memory interface. 

VLSI has also introduced a complete 
software/hardware development system 
that runs on Unix workstations as well as 
on PCs. This will assist developers in port¬ 
ing their existing software and in devel¬ 
oping new features for the VIP. 

Although the chances for realization of 
the mobile communications paradigm are 
good, it still has a number of hurdles to 
overcome. According to Hakan Mitts of 
the Technical Research Centre of Finland 
(VTT), it will be hampered by the fact 
that public networks and communications 
services are mostly based on circuit- 
switched technology, while private LAN 
networks use packet transmission. 

Consequently, the integration of the two 
environments will be difficult. The tech- 

Olivetti lias developed a DECT-based PC Card witli a 
small-stub antenna for use with wireless LANs. The 
Net3 clients use a PC Card that emulates an Ethernet 
or Token Ring card and a detachable aerial that can be 
positioned apart from the notebook. 

nology that can change this situation is 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), the 
networking technology that will be used 
in public and private networks alike. 

“Another key issue is the freeing up of 
precious radio resources as a result of de¬ 
regulation and technology advances,” adds 
Mitts. So far, radio-spectrum has been 
largely owned or controlled by public op¬ 
erators, but today more of the spectrum is 
being opened up for competition and pri¬ 
vate use. This means that radio-spectrum 
could be available for sharing among pri¬ 
vate and public environments. As a result, 
in the near future there will be less need to 
use different radio frequencies for private 
and public communications, and therefore 
less need for dual-mode equipment in the 
new frequency bands. 

More Competition After Deregulation 
Europe will become a more competitive 
telecommunications marketplace after de¬ 
regulation occurs in 1998. At that time, 
multimedia notebooks will start to become 
commonplace business tools, and they will 
employ multistandard wireless communi¬ 
cations enabling data communications 
among office, public, and private envi¬ 
ronments. They will also be able to handle 
voice. 

Today, notebooks such as IBM's Think¬ 
Pad employ an advanced system-on-a-chip 
DSP (the MDSP2780), which has tele¬ 
phony interfaces that let PCs replicate and 
improve the functionality of phones. What 

will hinder the realization of the para¬ 
digm is the fact that a mobile PC’ be¬ 
comes a de facto phone that needs tele¬ 
communications approval—and that 
will remain a hassle for vendors. ■ 

Bob Emmerson is a telecommunications 
journalist based in Eindhoven, the 
Netherlands. David Greetham is a con¬ 
sultant with Greetham Associates (Turn- 
hout, Belgium). You can reach them on 
the Internet or BIX at editors@bix.com. 

Advanced RISC Machines 
Cambridge, U.K. 
+44 1223 400449 
fax: +44 1223 400410 

GEC Ptessy 
Swindon. U.K. 
+44 1793 518255 
fax: +44 1793 518198 

Hagenuk 
Kiel, Germany 
+49 431 8818373 
fax: +49 431 8818374 

Philips Semiconductors 
Zurich. Switzerland 
+41 1 4651389 
fax: +41 1 4621006 

Siemens 
Nuremberg, Germany 
fax: +49 911 9873321 

VLSI Technology 
Munich, Germany 
+49 89 67206364 
fax: +49 89 67206101 

Circle 738 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 739). 



Hardware 
VIDEO-CAPTURING ON 
PORTABLES 
Image Wizard is a new Windows 
imaging system that lets home 
users capture and manipulate 
high-quality color images from 
video sources. The system con¬ 

sists of a PC Card and software 
for color correction and retouch¬ 
ing. The system lets you import 
and merge TV and camcorder 
images via cut-and-paste proce¬ 
dures. Image Wizard features a 
maximum image resolution of 
511 by 511 pixels and supports 
Photo CD as well as several 
scanners. 
Price: £310. 
Contact: MRT Micro, Strom- 
men, Norway. 
Phone: +47 63 89 20 20. 
Fax: +4763 80 12 12. 
Circle 1066 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

MITAC’S PENTIUM NOTEBOOKS 
The Mitac 5021 is a new Pen¬ 
tium-based notebook that comes 
with a dual speed ( l) ROM 
drive and audio features. An 
MPEG module and a TV tuner 
are available as options. A built- 
in microphone and speakers, plus 
line-in and line-out jacks, make 
the 5021 ready to use with au¬ 
dio applications. Both the floppy 
and hard drives are removable. 
Price: Call for price. 
Contact: Mi tat' Europe, 
Telford, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1952 207200. 
Fax: +44 1952 201216. 
Clrclo 1067 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

INTEGRATED LAN/WAN 
COMMUNICATIONS SERVER 
The MultiCom l ower is a fully 
integrated LAN/WAN commu¬ 
nications system for dial-in, 
dial-out, fax-in, and fax-out over 
Novell and NetBIOS LANs. 
Working with NetWare Connect 
or MultiComKNGateway, the 
MultiComTower’s components 
can include 48 modems mounted 
in a standard 19-inch rack with a 

1250-V A UPS, 486 single-board 
computers, and an Ethernet con¬ 
centrator. A video/keyboard 
switch allows the sharing of a sin¬ 
gle monitor and keyboard among 
up to nine single-board computers. 
I*rice: Call for price. 
Contact: MultiTech 
Computers, Ascot, U.K. 
Phone: ¥44 1144891266. 
Fax: +44 1344 891215. 
Clrclo 1068 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

BIGGER SCREENS 
FOR MOBILE PRESENTERS ▲ 
The Voyager PC1 Card adapter 
lets you connect a laptop to one 
or two external monitors to cre¬ 
ate a virtual display with resolu¬ 
tions up to 1024 by 768 pixels 
at 16 colors per screen. It dra¬ 
matically increases the impact 
of a sales presentation run from 
a portable computer. Software 
drivers are supplied for MS- 
DOS, OS/2, Unix, Windows 3.x, 
and Windows NT. 
Price: Call for price. 
Contact: Colorsraphic Commu¬ 
nications, Bournemouth, U.K. 
Plume: ¥44 1202 299048. 
Fax: +44 1202 299192. 
Circle 1070 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

KEYBOARD WITH 
PROGRAMMABLE LCD KEYS 
A new point-of-sales keyboard, 
the Pas-Keyboard features illu¬ 
minated LCD keys with two 
lines of five characters on each 
key. Text can be scrolled on a 
single key or across multiple 
keys, allowing the display of de¬ 
tailed product descriptions and 
messages. In addition, you can 
use simple pictogrnms on the 
keys. The device is programma¬ 
ble via a flexible API and your 

Scalable Optical Storage 

The acp Archive/CD system offers a complete solution for 
optical storage on a LAN. It comprises several CD recorders, 
such as Yamaha’s CD-Expert, and can be integrated with CD 
jukeboxes. The system supports BS 2000, HP-UX, IBM AIX, 
NextStep, NFS, Sun Solaris, VMS, and Windows NT. The 
combination and daisy-chaining of several components en¬ 
able individual and scalable adoptions. 

Price: Call for price. 
Contact: acp, Cera, Germany. 
Phone: +49 365 7349350; fax: +49 365 7349359. 
Clrclo 1065 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

PC’s serial or parallel port. 
Price: Call for price. 
Contact: Kassen-Dietrich 
Data, Freiburg, Germany. 
Phone: +49 761 504260. 
Fax: ¥4976156881. 
Clrclo 1072 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

PC CARD COMBINES ETHERNET 
AND FAX/MODEM 
The Trumpcard PC’ Card adapter 
combines 16-bit Ethernet and 
V.34or V.32bis fax/modem. Both 
sections are functionally inde¬ 
pendent, but they can also oper¬ 
ate simultaneously. The system is 
compatible with MS-DOS, 
OS/2, SCO Unix, Unix, 
Windows, and Win¬ 
dows NT and supports 
Banyan Vines, LAN 
Manager, NetWare, 
and Windows for 
Workgroups. Com¬ 
munications with 
mainframes and minicom 
puters can also be established. 
Price: Starts at £439. 
Contact: Portable Add-ons, 
(iuddford. /1 K. 

Phone: +44 1483 306078. 
Fax: +44 1483 452302. 
Clrclo 1071 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

NEW 21-INCH MONITOR 
The Ranger 21 FI is a 21-inch 
monitor that boasts an operating 
frequency of 90 kHz and offers 
72-1 Iz Hicker-free operation at 
1600- by 1200-pixel resolution. 
The PC-, Unix workstation-, and 

Macintosh-compatible system 
includes microprocessor control 
and a high-contrast tube. In ad¬ 
dition, the device is CE and TCO 
’92 compliant. 
Price: Call for price. 
Contact: Aydin Controls, 
Hitchin, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1462 458804. 
Fax: +44 1462 456761. 
Circle 1073 on Inquiry Cnrd. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

SMALL-FOOTPRINT PC 
The ID-45 is a small-footprint 
486-based PC designed for the 
retail point-of-service market. It 
features an infrared serial com¬ 
munications link, an on-board 
I Ethernet connector, 8 to 64 MB 
of RAM, a 256-KB cache, a stereo 
jack for headphones, and two PC 
Card slots. 
Price: Call for price. 
Contact: Tulip Computers, 
Crawley, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1293420200. 
Fax: +44 1293 555307. 

Intelligent Interface Converter for RS-232 Devices 
The KD485 intelligent RS-232/RS-422/RS-485 
converter interfaces dumb RS-232 devices to an 
RS-484 multidrop bus. For RS-232 devices with 
no tristate driver-control function, it offers an 
automatic driver-enable option. The system is 
user-programmable in ANSI C via an optional 
PC-based compiler. You can port up to 10,000 
lines of C code to the converter. 

Price: Starts at £79. 
Contact: KK Systems, Shoreham by Sea, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1273 452357. 
Fax: +44 1273 440535. 
Clrclo 1.079 on Inquiry Card. 

Clrclo 1069 on Inquiry Card. 

NEW MODEM FOR HAND-HELD 
COMPUTERS 
Husky Computers now 
offers an internal modem 
option for its FS/2 line of 
rugged hand-held com¬ 
puters. Featuring a fully 
sealed RJ-11 socket 
and an internal line 
interface, the modem of¬ 
fers auto-dial and auto¬ 

answer, bell-tinkle suppres¬ 
sion, and call-progress 

monitoring via a 
built-in speaker. 

Access to com¬ 
munications soft¬ 
ware packages is 
provided through 
built-in support for 
the Hayes AT com¬ 
mand set. 
Price: £350. 
Contact: Husky 

Computers, Coventry, U.K. 
Phone: ¥44 1203604040. 
Fax: ¥44 1203603060■ 
Clrclo 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

REAL-TIME VIDEO 
FOR POWER MACS 
Media 100 is a nonlinear digital- 
video system for use with PCI 
Power Macintosh systems. The 
latest version, 2.5, includes in¬ 
creased multitrack audio, a wave¬ 

form monitor/vectorscope, and 
real-time editing capabilities. The 
system enables you to edit on a 
frame-accuracy level and sort 
and list clips according to key 
frames, name, in and out time, I 
quality, or color. 
Price: Starts at £8795. 
Contact: Data 'Translation, 
Wokingham, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1734 793838. 
Fax: +44 1 734 776670. 
Circle 1074 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

E V 0 N C 0 M DTE 

PROTECTING SOFTWARE 
THE SAFE WAY 

SMARTKEY PLUS is the professional protection 

system against illicit duplication of software. 

The intelligent hardware key is plugged into the 
PCs parallel port: protected programs cannot 
be run without it. 

Using programmable security codes, 

SMARTKEY PLUS protects software running under 

DOS, WINDOWS, WINDOWS95, WINDOWS/NT, 
OS/2, UNIX, AUTOCAD, NOVELL. 

SMARTKEY PLUS comes in different models to 

protect any type of environment, from PC to LAN, 
whatever the application, from the simplest to the 

most sophisticated and demanding. 

Unique personal code 

Memory up to 448 bytes 

Programmable algorithms 

Protection through linkable drivers or 
automatic .EXE files protection technology 

LAN license control 

High security ASIC technology 

Fully transparent to parallel port use for 
printers, pocket network adapters, SCSI 
adapters, etc. 

► Daisy-chainable 

EUTRON 24048 Treviolo Bergamo Italy - Via Gandhi, 12 • Tel. +39-35-201003 - Fax +39-35-201277 - BBS +39-35-201144 

■ Belgium: Vicking 011-431272 ■ Finland: Dalma 90-271 1800 b France: Logidata 1-46454546 B Slovenia: Stubelj 065-63215 
b Sweden: JM Data 042-123145 B Spain: Larcu 91-7952413 B The Netherlands: Akkermans 045-241444 
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USE A SINGLE CONSOLE 
FOR MULTIPLE PCS 
MasterConsole allows a single 
monitor, keyboard, and mouse to 
control up to 16 PCs. It provides 
intelligent processors at each port 
for flawless keyboard and mouse 
emulation in booting and opera¬ 
tion. An available Autoscan pro¬ 
gram lets you monitor the activity 
of each IK" on the link. 

Price: Call for price. 
Contact: Mine Chip 
Technology, Clwyd, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1244 520222. 
Fax: +441244531043. 
Circle 1075 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

ISDN INTERNET-ACCESS 
ROUTER WITH IP FILTERING 
Aimed at connecting small satel¬ 
lite offices to a central site, the 
latest version of the Spiderlnte- 
grator Atto ISDN router features 
enhanced SNMPcapabilities and 
IP-protocol filtering. The device 
comes with a special command 
set that makes installation of an 
Internet point of presence simple. 
It allows a network manager to 
log call details and specify an up¬ 
per limit for ISDN calls and issue 
a trap if the limit is exceeded. 
Price: Starts at £995. 
Contact: Spider Systems, 
Edinburgh, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1744 774747. 
Fax: +44 131 554 0649. 
Clrclo 1076 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

NOTEBOOK WITH HEAT PIPE 
The Opti 751 incorporates an in¬ 
telligent answer to the problem 
of heat dissipation in Pentium 
notebooks. Rather than using a 
traditional fan solution, the note¬ 
book system features a heat pipe 
with a heat sink to ventilate the 
computer and save battery pow¬ 
er. The Opti 751 system is avail¬ 
able with a 75-, 90-, or IOO-MI Iz 

CPU and a 256-KB L2 cache. 
Price: Call for price. 
Contact: Opti International, 
Parking, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1X1 507 IXIX. 
Fax: +44 IXI 594 2236. 
Clrclo 1081 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

SERIAL I/O SUBSYSTEM 
FOR INDUSTRIAL PC 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Offering eight independently 
configurable serial channels, the 
PCSHR8 high-density communi¬ 
cations board supports asynchro¬ 
nous data transfer rates up to 115 
Kbps; a maximum synchronous 
data transfer rate of 2 Mbps; two 
50-way connectors to route the 
I/O channels; and software drivers 
compatible with l .abView, Visual 
Basic, or Windows C. The board 
plugs into standard PC bus ex¬ 
pansion slots and features registers 
that generate an ID code and con¬ 
trol an on-board 1 ,ED. The board’s 
drivers are optimized for real-time 
and industrial applications. 
Price: £2X5. 
Contact: Arcom Control Sys¬ 
tems, Cambridge, U.K. 
Phorn \3 411200. 
Fax: +44 1773410457. 
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

WIRELESS 3-D MOUSE 
CAN CONTROL GAMES 
The Owl, a wireless 3-D pointing 
and input device, comes bundled 
with new 3-D games. According 
to Pegasus, using the Owl for 
controlling games such as Dark 
Forces, Descent, and Doom adds 
new dimension to these games by 
allowing baseless 3-D control. 
The mouse-compatible device 
consists of an ultrasonic trans¬ 
mitter that wraps with Velcro 
around your index finger, featur¬ 
ing buttons that are accessible to 
the thumb and a design that allows 
natural hand movements. With 
this device, DOS, Unix, Macin¬ 
tosh, and Windows users can nav¬ 
igate around 3-D cyberspace with¬ 
out having their hands touch any 
other input device. 
Price: US$119. 
Contact: Pegasus Technolo¬ 
gies, Tel Aviv, Israel. 
Phone: +972 3 51X2422. 
Fax: +972 3 51X2423. 
Clrclo 1082 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

BET YOU'VE 

GOT A FILE 

that takes 

2 0 minutes 

to Ac CEss 

Oh yes you have. It's not in a 

buffer. It's in a buff folder, 

in the drawer of someone 

who shouldn't have 

taken it out of the filing 

cabinet in the first place. 

Why, oh why, are you still working 

with paper filing ? Look at EasiFile: the plug and 

play, network ready, electronic filing system. 

Starting at just £5,750, 

including Pentium PC, 
f* —* 

scanner and optical 7P[ 

disk storage, it's about 

half the price of other DIP 

systems. And makes file access quick and easy. 

For further information - and a free guide to 

Electronic Filing - return the coupon or call free 

on 0800 37 11 86. Reseller enquiries welcome. 

BE A WELL DOCUMENTED SUCCESS 

i-1 

Yes, please send me details of EasiFile * and MDi's free Guide to 
Electronic Filing. 

Send to: MDi Systems Ltd., Newmains, Stenton, Dunbar EH42 1TQ UK. 

Name_ 

Position _ 

Company 

Address _ 

email: ortilflloGtfmdisystcim.co.uk Internet: httpV/www.mdisystcms,co.uk/easlflle 
snailmail: MDi Systems Ltd, Newmains, Stenton, Dunbar, Scotland, EH42 1TQ UK, 

Telephone: Asia/Pacific Rim (852) 2545 0567 Holland: (43) 672192 
USA: East Coast (703) 356 9803 West Coast (415) 655 3765 Central (214) 387 2855 

Overseas enquiries to UK: Telephone (44) 1368 850 650 Facsimile (44) 1368 850 679 
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WHATS NEW Software 
MOVE FROM COBOL TO WINDOWS 
Circa User Interface enables 
developers to convert COBOL 
code into Windows DLLs. To¬ 
gether with the new Nexus mid¬ 
dleware, the system supports on¬ 
line help and multiple languages 
and brings multimedia to char¬ 
acter-oriented terminals. The 
package lets you convert all ter¬ 
minal masks automatically to 
Windows or other GUIs, such as 
I LOG Views and Open Interlace. 

Price: Call for price. 

Contact: Nexus, Dortmund, 

Germany. 

Phone: +40 231 75 44201. 

Fax: +40 231 75 442/1. 

Circle ±087 on Inquiry Card. 

MIGRATION TOOL FOR 
AUTODESK WORKCENTER 
I vCgend for Workcenter automates 
the input of existing technical- 
document data into Autodesk’s 
Workcenter system. The package 
allows you to extract text, attrib¬ 
utes, and file-system data and 
place it in fields previously de¬ 
fined by a template. I-egend seam¬ 
lessly integrates into Workcenter 
and offers batch and interactive 
modes. It also allows you to au¬ 
tomatically attach additional in¬ 
formation, such as revision dates, 
project names, and material spec¬ 
ifications. 
Price: £1300. 

Contact: Datech, Sidcup, IJ.K. 

Phone: +490181 308 18(H). 

Fax: +40 0181 308 0802. 

Clrclo ±089 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

IMAGE VIEWER 
Scntfactor Image Viewer tries to 
solve the problem of finding the 
digital image you want by dis¬ 
playing thumbnail versions of 

every image on your hard disk. 
It presents an on-screen proof 
sheet, letting you visually scan 
the graphical contents of each 
directory. To see an image in its 
full si/e, you just point and click. 
The program also converts to and 
from several graphics formats, 
including BMP, CALS, CMP, 
BPS,MSP, RAS.andWPO 
Price: £10.00. 

Contact: Sentfator. Cal way, U.K. 

Phone: +353 01 04303. 

Fax: +353 01 00644. 

Clrclo ±092 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

OPTICAL STORAGE DRIVER 
FOR WINDOWS NT 

OptiServer/NT supports large- 
scale optical storage on Windows 
NT platforms, providing trans¬ 
parent and seamless integration 
of peripherals. It uses the standard 
Windows interface to optimize 
storage throughput and perfor¬ 
mance for NT and other platforms. 
OptiServer/NT uses dedicated 
magnetic disk caching for stag¬ 
ing data requests to and from op¬ 
tical storage devices, offering vir¬ 
tual device-mapping for various 
optical jukeboxes. The system 
supports Windows NT and the 
FAT file system. 
Price: Starts at £630. 

Contact: Autodata, London, U.K. 

Phone: +44 171 7304282. 

Fax: +44 171 7306200. 

Clrclo ±085 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

RESOLVE EXTENDS UTOPIA 
HELPDESK 
Resolve is a suite of three soft¬ 
ware modules—Textractor, I lelp- 
IX\sk Advisor, and Tree Builder— 
that extends the Utopia I lelpDesk 
system. Textractor provides help¬ 
desk analysts with access to on¬ 
line documentation. I lelpDesk 
Advisor is a procedural-based 
aid for problem diagnosis. Tree 
Builder enables the development 
of troubleshooting decision trees. 
Resolve supports Banyan Vines, 
I .AN Manager, NetWare 3.11 or 
higher, and Windows NT Server. 
Price: £4005 for one license: 

£705for an update. 

Contact: Utopia Technology 

Partners, Maidenhead, U. K. 

Phone: +44 1628 20001. 

Fax: +44 1628 20(H)2. 

Clrclo ±090 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

CREATE PROFESSIONAL¬ 
LOOKING FORMS 
Fastforms lets you create profes¬ 
sional-looking forms for both 
home and office. The package en¬ 
ables you to customize text fields 
with fonts, styles, and colors and 
align, group, and size data fields. 
Fastforms also offers automatic 
calculations and creation of mul¬ 
ti page forms, including applica¬ 
tions, staff appraisals, and sales- 
inquiry and expense records. 
Price: £20.00. 

Contact: Toplevel Computing, 

Gloucestershire, U. K. 

Phone: \ I f /•/.53 753055. 
Fax: +44 1453 753033. 

Circle ±09± on Inquiry Cnrd. 

BETTER PC-TO-UNIX 
CONNECTIVITY 
TUN Plus 8.0 is a client/server 
solution for integrating PCs with 
Unix and IBM servers, offering 
TCP/IP with advanced terminal 

emulation. It also provides data¬ 
base access, E-mail, fax messag¬ 
ing, Internet tools, and various 
network utilities that let develop¬ 
ers bring remote data to Windows 
clients. 
Price: Call for price. 

Contact: Esker, Derbyshire, U.K. 

Phone: +44 1332 700622. 

Fax: +44 1332 700633. 

Clrclo ±±02 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

HTML FOR WORD PROCESSORS 
Software Compatibility Center’s 
HTML add-on lets you convert 
documents between HTML and 
more than 60 word processor for¬ 
mats, including Word for Win¬ 
dows 6.0, WordPerfect 6.1, and 
Word Pro 3.1 (formerly Ami Pro). 
It allows you to not only generate 
Internet home pages with your 
word processor of choice but also 

manipulate existing IITML doc¬ 
uments. The system supports all 
versions of HTML, including 
Netscape extensions. 
Price: £50. 

Contact: Software Compatibil¬ 

ity Center, Ascot, U.K. 

Phone: +44 1344 885224. 

Fax: +44 1344 885238. 

Circle ±083 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

Integrate CAD Drawings into Adobe Acrobat 
With AutoSet 2.1, you can produce PDF output directly from a 
CAD package, preview your work with Adobe Acrobat Reader, and 
generate color separa¬ 

tions. The program gives a _iffl.WAutoSETl 
CAD users complete con- ™ ' ■ 
trol over line widths and 
the filling of objects in 
color or gray scales with¬ 
out using hatching or lay¬ 
er ordering. The package 
allows you to send files 
directly to a color printer, 
an imagesetter, or a film 
recorder. AutoSet is avail¬ 
able in four versions offering different numbers of output layers. 

Price: Starts at US$105. 
(’ontact: John Walker Graphics, Melbourne, Australia. 

Phone: +6/3 0870 4388; fax: +613 0870 7074. 

Clrclo ±095 on Inquiry Cnrd. 
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Circle 718 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 719). 

New CGI Print Manager for Xll 
With Ematek’s CGI Print Manager, Unix developers can sup¬ 
port multiple input and output devices with a single block of 
code. CGI defines a virtual graphical device that directs the 
data flow between hardware and Xll applications. The CGI 
Print Manager allows users to set up and activate a device driv¬ 
er under Unix in the same manner as under Windows. Dis¬ 
tributed environments and RPCs are also supported. 
Price: ('all for prk e. 
Contact: Ematek, Cologne, Germany. 
Phone: +40 22/ 5/20 74: fax: +49 22/ 5296 66. 
Clrclo 1088 on Inquiry Card. 

TYLEWRITER FOR 
BETTER ENGLISH 
SlyleWriler helps you lo write 
better and clearer English. The 
software scans your business 
documents and highlights poor¬ 
ly constructed sentences. Work¬ 
ing like an editor, the software 
picks up complex words, abstract 
phrases, redundancies, cliches, 
and other common writing faults. 
This Windows-based checker 
also flags confused and misused 
words and incorrect word hy¬ 
phenation and word divisions. 
Price: £125. 
Contact: Editor Software, 
Dursley, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1455 54X400. 
Eax: +44 1455 544717. 
Clrclo 1093 on Inquiry Card. 

CROSS-PLATFORM 3-D 
AUTHORING SYSTEM 
Extreme 31) is targeted at graph¬ 
ic artists, multimedia develop¬ 

ers, and video professionals. This 
3-1) authoring solution includes 
post-production functionality on 
Windows and Macintosh desk¬ 
tops, with the same file format 
on both platforms. It features a 
spline-based modeler, an anima¬ 
tion module, and high-quality 
procedural-rendering facilities. 
The program supports mixed- 
media data in a single environ¬ 
ment. 
Price: £525. 
Contai t: Mat romedia, 
Bracknell, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1544 76/1II. 
Eax: +44 1544 761/40. 
Clrclo 1086 on Inquiry Card. 

WINDOWS DLL FOR 
FORMS PROCESSING 
PrintForm is a module for print¬ 
ing and previewing structured 
documents. You can use it to gen¬ 
erate multipage documents or 
database reports, complete with 
headers, footnotes, and page num¬ 
bers. The system is available as a 
16- or 32-bit DLL for Windows. 
Price: Starts at US$140. 
Contact: KWG Software, 
Braunst 7/ weig, (Germany. 
Phone: +49 53/ 729<S*2. 
Fax: +49 53/ 74501. 
E-mail: kwg@assi.s-link.de. 
Clrclo 1094 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

LPA-PR0L0C5 puts 
you in the limelight! 
5ulW Windows 95 

applications that 

really shlnel 

Genuine 32-blt 

applications on 

today's PCs. 

LPA-PROLOG lets you 

build them the easy way: high level 
handling of dialogs, menus, 

graphics; Oil, OOE and 0P15C 
Interfaces; compact, fast 

and royalty-free runtime 
system. 

Not to mention the source level 

debugger, multi file editor, Incremental 

and optimising compilers and Prolog library. 

Let LPA-PROLOG put you in the limelight! 

Logic Programming Associates Ltd 
Phone (US Toll Free): 1-300-949-7567 
Phone: +44101 071 2016 - Fax: +44101 074 0449 
Crnall: lpfld5Dcix.compullnk.co.uk Web: http://www.lpa.co.uk 

For Borland C/C++, Microsoft C/C++, Borland Pascal 

RTKernel 
Real-Time Multitasking for DOS 

RTKernel 11 a professional, high-performance, real-time 
multitasking system (or MS-DOS and Embedded 
Systems. It can use DOS device drivers and BIOS, and 
runs other DOS applications as a task - even Windows! 

RTKernel is loaded with features: an unlimited 
number of tasks, excellent performance, a full set of 
inter-task communication functions (semaphores, mailboxes, 
synchronous message-passing!, real and protected mode 
support, drivers lor up to s8 CON ports and Novell’s IPX 
services, and lots more... 

It s ROMablc and very compact /about I6K code, 
6K data), making it ideally suited for Embedded Systems. 

RTKernel is well-documented and easy to use. All hardware 
drivers always come with source code; kernel source 
code available at extra charge. No run-time 
royalties. 

Join thousands of satisfied customers! 

o Q o 

Use RTKernel for: 
► process control 
► data acquisition 
► real-time simulations 
► background processing 

Free demo disk! 
Please request Info Kit B 

http://www.on-tlme.com 
internet. ftp.on-tlme.com 

lnfoiqjon-tlme.com 

Australia 
Denmark 
France 
Italy 
Malaysia 
Russia 
Sweden 
Sweden 
USA 

Microway 
Raven holm Computing 
Technology Rescue 
Silicon Valley 
Pentatronlcs Technology 
ProSoft 
Datablten 
Linsoft 
On Time Marketing 

[03) 589-1333 

I 30660136 
[049) 871 3444 
04) 642-2595 
095) 971-2059 
026 256493 
013) 111588 
516) 689-6654 

Libraries: DM 795 
Source Code: add DM 695 

(SJI 

On Time 
MARKETING 

Profowlonol Proorammlno tools 

On Time Marketing • Karolinenstrasse 32 • 20357 Hamburg • GERMANY 
Phone +49-40-437472 • Fax +49-40-435196 • CompuServe 100140,633 
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To Subscribe to BYTE magazine, or 
for Customer Service, contact your 
local BYTE Subscription 
Representative: 

Benelux 

(Jerry Westerhof 

Phone: 31 72 509 1855 

Fax: 31 72 509 I145 

Prance 

Eric l.c Quinio 

Phone: 33 1 49770306 

l ax: 33 1 43 76 74 29 

Germany, Austria, 
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Enrico Canipia 

Phone: 39 11 8127656 
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/afar Inamdar 

Phone: 971 4 666788 

Fax: 971 4 621149 

Poland 

Wlodek Bincyzk 

Phone/Fax: 48 2 625 2275 

Portugal 

Manuel Neves 

Phone: 351 I 3479301 

Fax: 351 l 3475127 

Scandinavia 

Lmge Dehn 

Phone: 45 86 223188 

Fax: 45 86 228159 
or Gunnar Sandbjerg 

Phone: 45 3314 2226 

Fax: 45 3314 2218 

South Africa 

Cape Town:)Trisos 

Phone: 27 21 24 4094 

Fax: 27 21 24 8581 

Durban: 7 Tyson 

lei: 27 31 216066 

Fax: 27 31 217396 
Johannesburg: M Kendrick 

Tel: 27 I I 8804988 

Fax: 27 11 4428327 

Spain 

Eduardo Montojo 

Phone/Fax: 

34 1 5716685 

or Publitradc 

Phone: 34 1 733 7346 

Fax: 34 I 733 8970 

ftirkey 

Cengiz Eren 

Phone: 

90 216 345 3473 

Fax: 90 216 346 2464 

United Kingdom 

Peter (Jregson 

Phone: 44 1 61 430 3423 

Fax: 44 I 61 494 6976 

or John Luker 

Phone: 44 1 258 821114 

Fax: 44 1 258 82 III 5 

If there is no BYTE 

representative listed above for 

your country, please contact: 

BYTE Subscriber Services: 
PO Box 72, Galway, 
Ireland. 

Fax: 
+1 353 91 752793. 
Phone: 
+ 1 353 91 752792. 

\ / >irision of The McGrow Hill Companies 

NEW RELEASE OF ESPERANT 
SQL QUERY TOOL 
The Esperant 3.0 SQL query 
tool is now available in German, 
English, French, Spanish, and 
Japanese versions. Flic latest re¬ 
lease includes additional report¬ 
ing and batch-scheduling features, 
as well as an Executive Desktop. 
According to the company, the 
new version’s performance is 
significantly higher than that of 
other versions due to transparent 
queries. Esperant supports many 
network APIs, including Entire 
Access, ODBC, Oracle SQI, Net, 
and Sybase DBLIB. 
Trice: DM 1000for a single 
license: DM /300for an 
administrator license. 
Contact: Software AC, Darm¬ 
stadt, Germany. 
Phone: +49 6)51 92 4459. 
Fax: +49 615/ 92 4613. 
Clrclo 1096 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

MATHCAD LINKS TO THE WWW 
Mnthcad 6.0 integrates WWW 
and Lotus Notes connectivity, 
messaging, and enhanced au¬ 
thoring features. New features of 
this 32-bit Windows version in¬ 
clude a visual programming en¬ 
vironment and an animation mod- 
ule for producing live graphs and 
data. I lot-link capabilities let you 
embed and follow links between 
WWW documents and Notes da¬ 
tabases to share function libraries 
or other information. 
Price: £395. 
Contact: Adept Scientific, 
Letch worth, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1462 480055. 
Fax: +44 1462 480213. 
E-mail: http://www 
. adeptscience.co. nk. 
Circle 1097 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

DATA-ACCESS AND 
REPORTING TOOL 
Crystal Reports 4.5 is a data- 
aeeess and reporting tool for de¬ 
velopers and end users. In ad¬ 
dition to existing VBXes, it of¬ 
fers 16- and 32-hit OCXes, plus 
support for Borland’s Delphi. 
The package, which runs under 
Windows 3.1, Windows 95, and 
NT, comes with customizable 
graph types, import /export fa¬ 

cilities for Lotus Notes, and sup¬ 
port for Microsoft Access. 
Price: £299. 
Contact: Contemporary Soft¬ 
ware, St. AI bans, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1727 81/999. 
Fax: +44 1727848991. 
Clrclo HOI on Inquiry Cnrd. 

HP OPENVIEW NETWORK 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
OpenView for Windows Work¬ 
group Node Manager is now 
available in Europe. This latest 
version of the I IP OpenView for ' 
Windows network management 
platform provides monitoring and 
control from a single console for 
SMNP devices in IPX, TCP/IP, 
and Vincs/IP networks. New fea¬ 
tures include multilevel security, 
status polling, trap management, 
an applications builder, and a 
bundledTCP/DP stack. 

Price: £1020. 
Contact: HP Customer Infor¬ 
mation Centre. Bracknell, U.K. 
Phone: +44 1344 369 222. 
Fax: +44 1344 361 081. 
Clrclo 1084 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

WAN/LAN PROTOCOLS ANALYZER 
The latest releases of the RC- 
88WL and RC-IOOWL WAN/ 
I .AN analyzers support over 140 
protocols, including AppleTalk, 
DECnet, Ethernet, Frame Relay, 
IPX, ISDN, SMDS, TCP/IP, To¬ 
ken Ring, and X.25. With these 
programs, you can monitor both 
sides of the network simultane¬ 
ously. This software is pari of the 
Encapsulation Protocol Analysis 
package, which can operate with 
bandwidths between 256 Kbps 
and 2 Mbps. 
Price: £850. 
Contact: Radcom, Pel Aviv, Israel. 
Plume: +972 3 6455055. 
Fax: +972 3 6474681. 
Clrclo 1099 on Inquiry Cnrd. 
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BOOKS & CD-ROMs 

flow Microsoft Works 
RUSSELL KAY 

icrosoft Sends is just like one of Microsoft's own software applica¬ 
tions: It tries to say everything there is about its subject, it’s full of in¬ 

teresting ideas implemented with varying degrees of success, and it’s so big that 
it sometimes gets in its own way. Just look at the subtitle. 

Cusumano and Selby document what's responsible for Microsoft's commer- 
ial success, describe its procedures for developing software, and discuss how Mi¬ 

crosoft manages its people and periodically restructures itself. There’s a wealth 
of detail on how Microsoft operates. 

Perhaps the most revealing segment describes the synch- 
and-stabili/e process by which Microsoft controls soft¬ 
ware development. If you’ve never worked on a mam¬ 
moth programming team (and I haven't), this is an eye¬ 
opening look at how to schedule, organize, and track a 
big, multipcrson, multilayer, multiyear project. 

The heart of the process lies in integrating, every day for 
applications and slightly less often for system software, all 
newly completed and debugged program modules into the 
existing code base. The idea is that on any given day, a 
product team always has a working code base that could 

conceivably ship. The product may not yet have all its planned features, some sec¬ 
tions might not run efficiently, and parts of the program may not work together 
as well as desired. But this process gives Microsoft a complete, up-to-the-minute 
snapshot of the product in process—and it's tested code that runs. 

To make such frequent builds possible, every programmer works one-on-one 
with a tester to find bugs before checking code back into the master library. As 
an incentive to keep new code bug-free, Microsoft teams impose penalties for 
‘breaking the build"—ranging from a $5 fine to wearing goat horns to taking over 
responsibility for creating the daily builds until someone else breaks it. 

My major criticism is that the authors fail to recognize Microsoft’s unique 
nature. Instead, they attempt to use Microsoft as a model for what every software 
company could and should be. They extract strategies and guiding principles 
from Microsoft's success that sometimes sound downright silly. Their very first 
principle is: "Hire a CKO with a deep understanding of the technology and the 
business." It's not exactly earthshaking advice, and it bears no relation to how 
Microsoft's CEO got where he is—the company has never hired a CEO. 

The book also points out many Microsoft mistakes: a preoccupation with fea¬ 
tures over architecture, too many specification changes, a focus on user activities 
rather than behavior, and too little appreciation of product interdependencies. 
These have led to such miscues as the massive underestimates of development time 
for successive Windows versions and the failure to anticipate problems with 
MS-DOS 6’s SmartDrive caching and DoubleSpace compression. The authors note 
organizational deficiencies, including weak middle management and an over¬ 
dependence on Bill Gates’s leadership and vision. 

But Microsoft has its strengths, too: compre¬ 
hensive testing, a willingness to reexamine goals 
and change course, and a dogged pursuit of new 
markets. These will be crucial in a future where 
OSes disappear from view, customers are less tech¬ 
nical and more consumer-oriented, and growth will 
come largely in global markets. ■ 

Russell Kay is a BYTE technical editor. You can 
reach him on the Internet or BIX at russellk 
@ bix.com. 

MICROSOFT SECRETS: HOW THE 
WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL SOFTWARE 
COMPANY CREATES TECHNOLOGY, 
SHAPES MARKETS, AND MANAGES 
PEOPLE 

Miclmcl A. Cusumano ami 
Richard W. Selby 

The Free Pross 

ISBN 0-02-874048-3 

$28 

TOUR THE MUSEUM 
OF BAD ART 

VIRTUAL MUSEUM OF BAD ART Backyard 

Computing, 73 Parker Rd., Needham, MA 02194, 

(617) 444-6757, lsacco@world.std.com, $19.95 

You’ve probably never set foot inside the 
Museum of Bad An, possibly because it 

doesn’t exist. But that little technicality cer¬ 
tainly won’t stop you from enjoying the Vir¬ 
tual Museum of Bad Art t MOB A), the fun¬ 
niest CD-ROM satire I’ve ever seen. Using a 
mouse, you can wander from room to room, 
eavesdrop on staff and visitors, and view the 
artwork itself (which is not a particularly rec¬ 
ommended option). 

There’s a guy bemoaning having been 
stood up on a blind date at the museum and 
gradually becoming aware of the painting 
that’s in front of him ("This 
is really bad."). A connois¬ 
seur extolling the virtues of 
the frames ("A good frame, 
and you’re halfway there.’’). 
Some pseudointellectuals 
discussing the remarkable 
variety of styles by Un¬ 
known (the artist who has 
the most pictures hung at 
MOBA). There’s even a gift 
shop, where clicking on an item produces an 
order form to t ill out. 

Is the merchandise real? Is any of it real? 
How do you create a tour of someplace that 
doesn’t exist? The art is definitely real- 
plucked from various trash heaps over the 
years by curator Scott Wilson and director 
Jerry Reilly and usually on display in Reilly’s 
basement—and hung temporarily in various 
Boston locations to be photographed along 
with visitors and staff played by the “Kricnds 
of MOBA." 

I had to fiddle around a good bit to set up 
and run the CD-ROM, and the graphics were 
sometimes posterized—all of which seemed 
to blend with the charm of MOBA itself. Do 
you expect perfection at MOBA? This is the 
perfect gift for that artsy—or antiartsy 
friend. Real or imaginary or somewhere in 
between, MOBA is a hoot. 

—Edmund X. Dejesus 
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You need to locate a bottle desig 

Your database has 40,000 bottles 



Perfect. 

The human mind has the ability to recall 

information visually. But can a client/server 

database advance that far? 

Well, IBM’s exclusive Query By Image 

Content (QBIC) technology for l)B2 should 

open your eyes. It actually lets you locate a 

range of records based on shape. Or colour. 

Or even texture. 

Which means faster C (i n your s o f t 

access to the data 

you need—including multimedia—to make better 

business decisions. 

Not that such advances should surprise 

you. IBM has led the way in databases as long 

as there have been databases. (Indeed, l)B2 is 

at work in over 90% of the IXMIVNE ,r><)().) 

I)B2 has a history of offering 

useful innovations lor information 

management—with tools that let 

you do everything from managing 

your database remotely to setting 

up a database to exist in several places at once. 

And while l)B2 stands out from other data¬ 

bases, we designed it to lit very comfortably 

into any business environment. 

I)B2 meets open industry standards, so it 

will run on many popular systems. And it’s 

been engineered so your database will deliver 

both speed and 

w a r e d o i h i. s ? efficiency from 

any size server, 

from two users to more than 100,000. From 

megabytes of information to terabytes. 

To make your business information more 

accessible, just contact your local IBM 

office (or visit our web site at http://www. 

software.ibm.com/software/data.html). 

You’ll find out why DB2 is the 

shape of things to come. 

Solutions lor a small planrt 

IHM is tin n'ljislmeil tiarionviik o( kitni national Business Machmns Coiixw.aiim Otar company, product and soivico names may tx> lr.Kkant.wksot service marks ol Kiwis. 



If if a a critical critical 

hardware hardware component component 

in in your your storage storage 

system system fails fails,, will will 

there there be be a a backup backup?? 



With backup after backup 

in IBM RAMAC, the answer is a 

resounding yes yes. 

Iii the event of an actual emergency, it’s quite 

comforting that the RAMAC Array Family of disk stor¬ 

age systems provides multiple levels of hardware backup 

to help keep your data safe and available. In fact, its 

data availability is the best of any DASI) storage system. 

For instance, RAMAC lias redundant power 

and cooling systems. If one fails, the other keeps 

running. If the power goes out entirely, a battery in 

each drawer enables data in cache to be written onto 

disk so it’s not lost. 

Even when C a n y o u r star a # e 

things aren’t life- 

threatening, the RAMAC Array keeps copies of data 

in both a cache and nonvolatile storage, protecting 

your data from cache failures. 

At another level, self-diagnosis corrects problems 

protection. RAID !> saves data across multiple drives. So 

if one fails, data is regenerated, without interrupting 

your applications. RAMAC is also (In' only system with 

a tri-level cache. It offsets the performance penalty 

once associated wiili RAID f> protection. 

Rehind all this fault-tolerant technology are 

backups of the human kind. Namely, a worldwide 

network of storage experts. 

Protection like this is why RAMAC is the fastest 

sidling new high 

s y s t e m <1 o l h i s ? end storage system 

in history. And now 

with special leasing options, IRV1 can protect your 

future as well, making it easy to upgrade to future 

technologies when they’re available. 

Call your local IRM dealer, or visit our Internet 

automatically or alerts you and IRM if 

something needs attention. Even then, most 

parts can be changed and data recovered 

without taking you off-line. 

site at http://www.storagc.ibm.com/storage for 

more (but not redundant) information. 

Solutions for a small planet RAMAC then goes further with RAID 5 



You’re finishing a presentation 

v NS 

on Lotus Freelance Graphics 

printing a report on your boss’ desk 

and browsing the Internet 

all at the same time 



Is it the espresso or OS/2 
Warp Connect? 

While OS/2 Warp Connect may not come 

with a tw ist of lemon, it can do something that’s 

nothing less than extraordinary. 

It will let yon access multiple servers on 

multiple networks at the same time, wherever 

you might happen to he. 

Just make one phone (tall and enter your 

password. That’s 

all it lakes to con- C a n your soft 

nect into Internet, 

Windows NT, UNIX, NetWare, Windows for Work¬ 

groups and HIM servers. And that’s all it takes 

to share drives and printers, graphics files and 

databases. Kven applications. It’s amazing, really. 

And because there are separate memory 

address spaces built in, it’s crash-protected. So 

a problem with one program won’t crash 

everything you’re running. 

With OS/2 Warp Connect, you can 

create Person to Person connections 

with up to eight people, whether they’re 

four floors away or four time zones. So you can 

conference by video. Collaborate by chalkboard. 

Communicate. 

And you can do it all with the speed and 

ndiahility oI OS/2, the software that readers ol 

ln/bltbrl<l voted Product of the Year for three 

consecutive years. If you're looking for network 

connectivity, com- 

w a r e d o t h i s ? palihility and true 

multitasking, you 

should remember one important thing: it’s not 

only where the working world is headed, it’s where 

it is right now. 

'lb find out how OS/2 Warp Connect can 

help your business, call your local IBM office. 

Or visit our web site at http://www. austin.ihm. 

com/pspinfo/os2.h(ml. You’ll find it 

<|iiitc stimulating. 

Solutions for a small planet 

IttM is Mm raglMarad trademark ol International Busmom Machines Corporation Windows is a Irademaafc ol Microsotl Corixsalion UNIX «a reflislored haifcmaik hi ilm llmlml Slates anil olher oountrlM iKoined oxchnuvnly through X/Open Company Untied CMhor company, 
pnxluct anti veivice namm may Im trademarks <h miivIch marks ol olheis 
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Nine ways to 

make your code 

more reliable 

The next time you board a plane, try 
not to think about this: Might Sim¬ 
ulator running on your notebook 
may be more reliable than the soft¬ 
ware that keeps planes from collid¬ 
ing in midair. That’s because the 
FAA’s air-traffic-control system still 

uses software from the 1 c^7()s. It runs on a 
vacuum-tube I MM 9020c mainframe that 
dates back a decade earlier. This system 
contributed to almost a dozen failures at 
air-traffic-control centers in the past year, 
including unnerving back-to-back break¬ 
downs on July 23 and 24 in Chicago, the 
Santa Monica Freeway of the skies. 

For more than a decade, the FAA has 
been working to replace this antiquated 
system. Sadly, the alternative, the Ad¬ 
vanced Automation System with its mil- 
lion-plus lines of code written since the 
early 1980s, is riddled with bugs. And six 
years late. Computer scientists from two 
leading universities have had to comb 

Alan Joch 
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How to Build Reliable Code 
OLIVER SHARP 

The first thing to under¬ 
stand: It is hard to build 
complex software that 

works well. In the search for 
salvation, or what software en¬ 
gineer and author Fred Brooks 
calls the silver bullet, many 
people look to models, tech¬ 
niques, and tools. Once upon 
a time, the solutions were 
structured programming and 
high-level languages; now, 
they’re applications builders, 
componcntware, and object- 
oriented-programming (OOP) 
techniques. However, evange¬ 
lists for all these solutions ig¬ 
nore an uncomfortable truth: 
Reliable software can be writ¬ 
ten using gotos and assembly 
language, and truly dismal 
code has been produced using 
impeccably modern tools and 
techniques. 

The reality is that one fac¬ 
tor completely dominates every 
other in determining software 
quality: how well the project 
is managed. The development 
team must know what code it 
is supposed to build, must test 
the software constantly as it 
evolves, and must be willing 
to sacrifice some development 
speed on the altar of reliability. 
The leaders of the team need 
to establish a policy for how 
code is built and tested. Tools 
are valuable because they make 
it easier to implement a policy, 
but they can’t define it. That is 
the job of the team leaders, and 

if they fail to do it, no tool or 
technique will save them. 

One reason that quality often 
takes a backseat is that it is not 
free. Reliable software often 
has fewer features and takes 
longer to produce. No trick or 
technique will eliminate the 
complexity of a modern appli¬ 
cation, but here are a few ideas 
that can help. 

Fight for a Stable Design 
One of the worst obstacles to 
building a good system is a de¬ 
sign that keeps changing. Each 
change means redoing code 
that has already been written, 
shifting plans in midstream, 
and corrupting the internal con¬ 
sistency of the system. 

The problem is that often 
nobody knows what the pro¬ 
gram should do until there is a 
preliminary version to run. An 
excellent strategy is to build 
mock-ups and prototypes that 
potential users can start work¬ 
ing with early, so that the de¬ 
sign settles down as soon as 
possible. Once designers ham¬ 
mer out the basic structure of 
the system, any changes that 
aren't critical should wait until 
the next version. This is a hard 
line to hold, but the closer de¬ 
velopers can come to it, the 
better off the code will be. 

Cleanly Divide Up Tasks 
When designing a complex 
system, divide the work into 
smaller pieces that have good 
interfaces and share the appro¬ 

priate data structures. If you 
get that right, you can make 
many bad implementation de¬ 
cisions without ruining the 
overall design and performance 
of the system. 

Object-oriented languages 
can be a useful way to express 
and enforce the decomposition 
strategy, but they don’t tell the 
designer how to do the job. It is 
infinitely better to have a good 
design implemented in C than 
a poor one in C++. 

Avoid Shortcuts 
Programmers often don’t take 
time to 11 x a design error as the 
code evolves. Those decisions 
can come back to haunt every¬ 
one. Avoid shortcuts by insist¬ 
ing that each one is carefully 
documented. The pain of writ¬ 
ing something up can act as a 
useful deterrent. 

Use Assertions 
Liberally 
An assertion is sim¬ 
ply a line of code that 
says, “I think this is 
true. If it isn’t, some¬ 
thing is wrong, so 
stop execution and 
let me know right 
away.” If a value is 
supposed to be with¬ 
in a certain range, 
check first. Make 
sure that pointers 
point somewhere and 
that internal data 
structures are consis¬ 
tent. 

Just like other debugging 
code, you can compile asser¬ 
tions out of production code 
before it enters final testing 
stages. There is every reason 
to litter your code with asser¬ 
tions. You will find problems 
quickly, making them much 
easier to track down. 

Use Tools Judiciously 
Tools are not a panacea—they 
can’t help you fix a project that 
is being administered badly. 
But tools can make it easier for 
development teams to put gix>d 
policies into effect. Source 
code management tools, such 
as the public domain RCS or 
PVCS from Intcrsolv, help you 
coordinate modules being used 
by multiple developers. 

There are also some tools 
that can find certain errors in 
your code instead of forcing 
you to do it. The Unix utility 

through it to sec if any code is salvage¬ 
able. Faced with software that’s too unre¬ 
liable to trust in life-and-dcath situations, 
the I 'AA must rely instead on its old and 
collapsing—but well-understood—air- 
traffic-control system. 

Unfortunately, this isn’t the only ex¬ 
ample of unreliable software: 

Item: In the summer of 1991, telephone 
outages occurred in local telephone sys¬ 
tems in California and along the Eastern 
seaboard. These breakdowns were all the 
fault of an error in signaling software. 
Right before the outages, DSC Commu¬ 

nications (Plano, TX) introduced a bug 
when it changed three lines of code in the 
several-million-line signaling program. 
After this tiny change, nobody thought it 
necessary to retest the program. 

Item: In 1986, two cancer patients at 
the East Texas Cancer Center in Tyler re¬ 
ceived fatal radiation overdoses from the 
Therac-25, a computer-controlled radia¬ 
tion-therapy machine. There were several 
errors, among them the failure of the pro¬ 
grammer to detect a race condition (i.e., 
miscoordination between concurrent tasks). 

Item: A New Jersey inmate escaped 

9 
Ways to Write 
More-Reliable 
Software 

✓ Fight for a Stable Design 

✓ Cleanly Divide Up Tasks 

✓ Avoid Shortcuts 

✓ Use Assertions Liberally 

✓ Use Tools Judiciously 

%/ Rely on Fewer Programmers 

✓ Diligently Fight Featuritus 

✓ Use Formal Methods Where 
Appropriate 

✓ Begin Testing Once You Write the 
First Line of Code 

from computer-monitored house arrest in 
the spring of 1992. He simply removed 
the rivets holding his electronic anklet to¬ 
gether and went off to commit a murder. A 
computer detected the tampering. How¬ 
ever, when it called a second computer to 
report the incident, the first computer re¬ 
ceived a busy signal and never called back. 

We’ve known for decades that software 
is too complex to develop without ade¬ 
quate quality control. Books, conferences, 
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Five Easy Steps Toward Disaster 
Although there are an unlimited number of 
ways you can Ibul up a programming proj¬ 
ect, here are a few particularly popular 
ones: 

1: Pile on the Features 
The easiest way to ruin a program is to 
add a whole series of features to it without 
enough time to integrate them properly. 
Under heavy time pressure, the natural 
tendency is to glue the new functionality 
anywhere you can, without thinking about 
how you’re affecting the core design of 
the program. 

After you have done this several times, 
the resulting program becomes a diffuse 
and unwieldy collection of modules, and 
nobody understands how they interact. 
Making any further changes requires an 

act of faith. 

2: Target Heterogeneous 
Environments 
It is hard to support the kind 
of hardware and software 
variations that are common 
in the PC industry. Because 
no organization can 
try every possible 
system configura¬ 
tion, programs re¬ 
fuse to install, run 
poorly or not at all, 
and interact unpre¬ 
dictably with other 
applications. 

Here are two ways to make the prob¬ 
lems worse. Hirst, take undocumented 
shortcuts that probably will not be sup¬ 
ported in future releases. Second, don’t 
bother to follow the standard interface 

guidelines of the system. This ensures that 
users and other programmers are confused. 

3: Test Inadequately 
Because formal proofs won’t eliminate 
bugs anytime soon, careful testing is the 
only way to be sure that a program works 
correctly. Consequently, disaster afi¬ 
cionados should delay systematic product 
testing until coding is almost finished. At 
that point, programmers can’t easily undo 
faulty design decisions, and it's hard to 
isolate bugs. 

4: Document Poorly 
Most programmers don’t like to write 
documentation. This is a real aid to dis¬ 
aster because good notes on the basic in¬ 
ternal systems design are valuable when 
it's time to update. Reliability will result 

if development team leaders 
make sure programmers write 
the documentation and keep 

it up to date. 
If the documents do go 

out of date, whatever 
you do, don’t schedule 

^ extra time to clean 
them up at the end of the 

project. If you’re a disas¬ 
ter seeker, you can take 
comfort in the fact that 
memories will fade 

quickly when program¬ 
mers move on to a new task. 

5: When In Doubt, Vacillate 
The team leaders should avoid clearly de¬ 
fined project specifications and change 
specifications whenever pressure to do so 
strikes. 

nt (or the turbo-charged ver¬ 
sion offered in Centerline's 
( ode Center) will find syntax 
errors and mismatches between 
i fferent source code files. Pu¬ 
rify, from Pure Software, and 
BoundsChecker, from Nu- 
Mega Technologies, catch a 
w ide variety of memory errors 
v, hen they occur, rather than 

hen they manifest themselves 
later on. Other tools perform 
i gression tests or do code-cov- 
i rage analysis to see if there are 
dusty corners of your program 
i hat are not being exercised. 

ely on Fewer Programmers 
An easy way to reduce the 
number of bugs in a project is to 

ut down on the number of peo¬ 
ple who are involved in it. The 
dvantages are less manage¬ 

ment overhead, less need for 
coordination, and more contact 
among the team members who 

re building the system. 
You can reduce the number 

>f people by having individual 
programmers produce code 
more quickly or by reducing the 
amount of code that needs to 
he written. CASE tools, appli- 
ations builders, and code reuse 
ire all attempts to meet one or 
totli of these goals. While these 
noduets don’t always live up 

u> their promise, they can sim- 
>lify a project so that a smaller 
earn can handle it. 

Oliver Sharp is the director of 
consulting services at Colusa 
Software (Berkeley, CA). You can 
contact him on the Internet at 
oli ver. sharp (fP colusa. < am. 

and formal methods prescribe ways of cop¬ 
ing with the complexities of software de¬ 
velopment: Plan. Sweat over the design 
specification. Isolate critical functions. 
Document the development process. Com¬ 
ment your code, lest extensively, both the 
individual components and the interwork¬ 
ings of the entire system. Independently 
validate the product. Include backup sys¬ 
tems. Eat your vegetables. 

Why don’t we do all this? Because it's 
expensive. Each line of the space shuttle's 
flight-control software costs NASA con¬ 
tractor Loral about $1000, or 10 times 

more than for typical commercial soft¬ 
ware. Would you buy a word processor or 
a spreadsheet for $5000, no matter how 
bug-free it was? Or would you rather pay 
90 percent less and live with the bugs? 

Clearly, the commercial market has spo¬ 
ken. But users of business-critical soft¬ 
ware demand that we carefully weigh the 
trade-offs between delivering a program 
and assuring reliability. Software devel¬ 
opers will always make mistakes, but a 
slow, careful—and costly—development 
process can minimize them (see the text 
boxes “How to Build Reliable Code” and 

“Five Easy Steps Toward Disaster”). 
There are three important battles devel¬ 

opers must fight. Managers and customers 
often find it extraordinarily difficult to 
specify how a proposed program is sup¬ 
posed to perform. Second, commercial 
pressures and tight deadlines practically 
guarantee chaos during the development 
process. Third, no program is immune 
from fcaturitus. Even if the drive for high 
quality motivates managers and program¬ 
mers, an ever-expanding features list keeps 
program specifications in flux and com¬ 
pounds the chances for introducing bugs. 

continued 
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Often, the first breakdown in quality 
control occurs before developers write a 
single line of code. The New Jersey mur¬ 
der ease illustrates how hard it is to write 
a comprehensive specification. The com¬ 
puter that detected the inmate's tamper 
ing correctly reported the action to the sec¬ 
ond computer. But no one responsible for 
the software required that the call had to be 
redialed if there was a busy signal. 

SGI’s schedule imposed a code freeze 
before code was stable, which resulted in 
a familiar problem. “We’re trying to wrap 
up the box before the stuff inside is fin¬ 
ished, and then trying to fix things inside 
the box without undoing the wrapping,” 
the memo said. Energies are diverted at a 
key moment, as everyone looks for ways 
around the rule that says they can't change 
things anymore. But sometimes they must 

neering, management, testing, marketing, 
manufacturing, documentation, and field 
service. It invested in integrated measure¬ 
ment tools and ensured they’d be docu¬ 
mented and always available. The com¬ 
pany identified process bottlenecks and 
u pg raded equipment. 

Librarians came on-board to ensure that 
project documentation was up to date. 
Managers received software-development 

books. SGI sought ways to 
integrate quality assurance 
throughout the development 
process. The direct costs: tens 
of thousands of dollars for 
new tools, hundreds of thou¬ 
sands of dollars yearly for 
new staff, and inestimable 
millions of dollars in addi¬ 
tional engineering time. 

What SCil did not do in the 
aftermath is also interesting. 
It didn't mandate any specific 
new type of development 
process. Instead, the groups 
chose the tools and methods 
they thought best. The result: 
Version 5.2 fixed bugs, im¬ 
proved performance, and 
added no new features. Ver¬ 
sion 5.3 added a few strate¬ 
gically chosen features. 

■m 

“Tools are so 

volatile, and plat¬ 

forms are moving 

all the time,” says 

Roger Blais, man¬ 

ager of software 

process improve¬ 

ment at Tasc,a 

systems integrator. 

“But if you have a 

process in place, 

you have a glue 

When commercial pressures produce 
crises that masquerade as projects, people 
often cut corners by skimping on testing. 
This was the case with the telephone ex¬ 
ample. DSC Communications chose not 
to retest because it wanted to give cus¬ 
tomers a new feature right now. 

One of the most celebrated cases of fea- 
t u lit us happened in 1993, when Silicon 
Graphics, Inc. (SGI) released version 5.1 of 
Irix with over 500 serious bugs. Manage¬ 
ment had pushed for a new OS, a new user 
interface (UI), better compilers and tools, 
and new multimedia features—everything 
in version 5.1 was supposed to be better. 
No sacrifices were to be made. But nine 
months before the release, when morale 
was low and the bug count high, two senior 
engineers pointed out the impossibility of 
the task. Management responded by hiring 
two contractors who were strangers to 
SCil's software and organization. 

“The desperate attempt to do everything 
caused programmers to cut corners, with 
disastrous effects on the bug count,” said 
Tom Davis, principal scientist, in an in¬ 
ternal company memo. It described the 
struggle and lamented the OS's bloated 
code, sluggish performance, and unreal¬ 
istic memory requirements. 

make changes. 
Either way leads to a fa¬ 

miliar crisis: the meeting 
in which features are cast 
out of the release. In the SGI ease, the 
company exiled entire applications whole¬ 
sale, but it was too late to do much good. 
“We bit off more than we could chew,” 
Davis concluded. “As a company, we still 
don’t understand how difficult software 
is.” 

Adding to SCil’s problems, the memo 
leaked to the Internet. The response was re¬ 
vealing: fan mail. Davis received scores 
of messages from similarly beleaguered 
developers, and the software community as 
a whole tacitly owned up to the problem. 
This reaction helped remind salespeople 
at SCil's competitors that they were not 
immune to similar charges. 

Despite the embarrassment, the memo 
may ultimately prove a boon to SGI be¬ 
cause the author spoke so passionately 
about quality. And support came from a 
key corner. “The instant the {software) re¬ 
lease hit the street, customers started 
screaming.... It helped management read 
the memo with an open mind,” says Davis. 

SCil responded with a six-week soft¬ 
ware summit for all departments: engi- 

Managing Chaos 
While SCil learned its lessons 
the hard way, other compa¬ 
nies look to a variety of tech¬ 

niques and tools to save them from bug-in¬ 
fested nightmares. Most business software 
isn't as life-critical as the digital flight- 
control system in Boeing's 777. Never¬ 
theless, Boeing's development process il¬ 
lustrates how a firm managerial hand can 
help every company fight featuritus. 

About 400 people spent five years work¬ 
ing on the Boeing 777's flight-control soft¬ 
ware. Jim McWha, the Boeing Commer¬ 
cial Airplane Group’s chief engineer for 
flight-control systems, worked hard to 
make sure the 777 team got the require¬ 
ments right. To ensure that errors were 
caught early, when they're cheaper to fix, 
the 111 team solicited input from all the 
key people in the life of a jet—everyone 
from pilots to manufacturing personnel. 
They evaluated the results of simulations 
for a year in the laboratory and another 
year in the “iron bird,” a full-scale mock- 
up of the airplane. Boeing's goal was to 
have a complete specification before de¬ 
velopers wrote any code. 

McWha also resisted cancerous growth 
of the wish list once coding started. To 

that you can al¬ 

ways count on.” 
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You’re ready to make the move to 

Microsoft’s new 32-bit Windows 

95 operating system. 

The most powerful PC 

operating ^ 

systcm am 
, /A 

you ve 

background, monitoring your system 

and automatically launching tools 

Norton Utilities for Windows 95 

keeps running to help you recover. 

That’s the beauty of our 

native, 32-bit utilities. 

No other 

utilities 

can 

ever 

experienced. 

But before 

you do, 

NORTON UTILITIES PROVIDES THE ONLY 
AUTOMATIC DATA RECOVERY AND CONTINUOUS 

SYSTEM PROTECTION FOR WINDOWS 95. 

upgrade your utilities to Norton 

Utilities for Windows 95. 

IT’S A 32-BIT WORLD OUT THERE. 
You already know Norton 

Utilities is the best set of tools for 

system protection, hard disk 

optimization and data recovery. 

What you may not realize is 

that your current 16-bit utilities 

won’t run under Windows 95. 

And the simple utilities found 

in Windows 95 itself don’t offer 

sufficient data protection for life 

in a 32-bit world. 

Which is why you need the new 

Norton Utilities for Windows 95. 

The first thing Norton Utilities 

for Windows 95 will do for you is 

tune up your system for Windows 

95 by optimizing your hard drive 

and cleaning out all of the files 

you no longer need. 

Then Norton Utilities runs in the 

crash or you accidentally erase a 

file, Norton Utilities for Windows 95 

gives you the data recovery tools 

users have relied on from day one. 

Even if other applications crash, 

NORTON UTILITIES 
FOR WINDOWS 95 

PRE-INSTALLATION TUNK-UP 
Frets up disk spurt uud provides u 

comprehensive pre-installation physical. 

Norton system doctor 
Continuously monitors all vita! resources 

and data integrity Alerts you to impending 

disaster and recommends action or fixes 

problems auto matit ally 

Nor ion disk Dot i oic 

Automatically diagnoses and repairs 

file system problems using the speed and 

utfety of 32-bit technology. 

Unerase* 
100% protection of erased files. 

The new wizard-like interface leads you 

through file recotrry step by step, 

SYSTEM INFORMATION 
/diagnoses potential conflicts and 

configuration problems with detailed system 

in formation and perf ormance testing. 

NORTON SPEED DISK"* 

Automatically optimizes drills 

and reduces future fragmentation 

using 32-bit technology. 

1 
SYMANTEC. 

continuous, real-time protection 

and data recovery in the brave new 

world of Windows 95. 

PROTECT YOUR DATA 
FROM DAY ONE. 

And like every software product 

from Symantec, Norton Utilities for 

Windows 95 comes with a full 

sixty-day money-back guarantee. 

So you’ve got nothing to lose. 

Except your data. Get your trade- 

up edition of Norton Utilities for 

Windows 95 today. 

If you own Norton 

l h Hi ties, Norton 

I desktop for Windows 

or PC fools, get 

your $ 59.95 

trade-up edition' * 

of Norton l Jtilities 

for Windom 95 today la purchase, 

visit your software state or call us at 

I-8(Xh450-9760, ext. 9AP9. 

/ up "ilium ulU not iui/i utwt ipii t/MS/mutta <mi (/mmi l\»ml pnutm fMnr dimly imuitni (Jotk until pur wfntsur (Prr ft* ijmtifinp irntmt /Vrrr An m0 in butt AffWf & tuiuttmg ur 4*1 dppihMr uitt Ux. Vwwuftv. Atotu* I Hihnn, Nairn I kklknhudni TWwv ,w nyMrmt itnirmirh 
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Make Quality Job 1 
JOHN MONTGOMERY 

Creating reliable soft¬ 
ware is hard. Creating 
it consistently sounds 

like something you do with 
eye of newt and a bubbling 
caldron. But it’s not: It's a 
product of the management of 
process, methods, and tools— 
basic quality management. 
Applying concepts from total 
quality management to soft¬ 
ware engineering isn't new, 
but adopting a complete struc¬ 
ture for this application is just 
becoming popular. 

Supermodel 
One of the leading structures 
comes from the Software En¬ 
gineering Institute (SHI) at 
Carnegie Mellon University 
(http://www.sci.cmu.edu/). 
The Department of Defense 
sponsored the SEI with a 
charter to “advance the prac¬ 
tice of software engineering." 
One of the prime areas of 
SETs focus is process, and the 
lens it uses is the Capability 
Maturity Model (CMM). 

The CMM has five levels 
that describe advances in the 
software engineering process 
The first level, according to 
Dave Zubrow, leader of 
the Software Engineer¬ 
ing Measurement and 
Analysis Team at 
SEI, "is really no 
level—there's no 

The fourth level focuses on 
product and process quality— 
being able to take measure¬ 
ments about what’s happen¬ 
ing and feed that information 
back in a way that project 
leaders can react to it and use 
it to make improvements 
across the organization. At 
this level, project manage¬ 
ment can set targets, plan 
ahead for desired quality, and 
create a process to meet 
those targets. In quality 
management terms, this 
is the level for elimi¬ 
nating the unique 
happenings that im 
pact quality. 

The fifth and 
final level is an 
ongoing im 
provement 

LEVEL 5: 
Ongoing improve 

ment. Key focus areas 
include defect prevention, 

technology-change manage¬ 
ment, and process-change 

management. 

been working on improving 
software quality. Where SEI’s 
('MM takes a top-down ap¬ 
proach and works with 
processes and practices, SEL 
assumes "that each organiza¬ 
tion is unique, and because of 
that, we don't think there is a 
set of universal practices," ac¬ 
cording to Rose Pajerski, di¬ 
rector of SEL. "There are lots 
of lists of ‘best practices.’ 

You have to weigh that 
against what you want to 

sec in your environ¬ 
ment." 

SEL's system has 
three basic steps. 

The first step is to 
understand the 

baseline by 

process. It 
works/ LEVEL 4: 
on dc- / Measures project status and feeds that 
I cct / ',,^ormaI‘on project leaders. Project 

managers set targets, plan ahead for desired 
quality, and create a process to meet those targets. 

pre¬ 

Meeting 
ro duct 
and pro- 

c e s s 
data 

such 
a s 

LEVEL 3: 
Processes become documented and standardized. Includes 

requirements management, project planning, and project tracking 
across the organization. 

LEVEL 2: 
Introduces project planning and tracking and puts project management in placed 

LEVEL 1: 
No processes in place; ad hoc management is the driving force. 

CAPABILITY MATURITY MODEL 

real process at 
all, and everything is pretty 
much done ad hoc." 

The second level imple¬ 
ments processes that make 
software engineering repeat¬ 
able. It introduces project 
planning and tracking, and, 
most important, it gets project 
management in place. 

The third level documents 
and standardizes processes at 
an organizational level. The 
keys of this level are require¬ 
ments management, project 
planning, and project track¬ 
ing across the organization. 

vent ion, technology-change 
management, and process- 
change management. Says 
Zubrow, "The idea is to pro¬ 
actively make changes to your 
software engineering envi¬ 
ronment to become more ef¬ 
ficient and effective." 

NASA’s Three Rules 
SETs model isn't the only 
one. For 20 years, the Soft¬ 
ware Engineering Lab (SHI,) 
at NASA's Goddard Space 
Flight Center (http://fdd.gsfc 
.nasa.gov/seltext.html) has 

error characteristics and also 
more subjective information 
(e.g., what mangers think). 
This step culminates with 
identifying improvement op¬ 
portunities and setting clear, 
measurable product goals. 
The second step is to experi 
ment with the process and as¬ 
sess the impact of the experi¬ 
ments on the product. The 
third step is packaging, where 
SHI. pushes the baseline data, 
experiment results, and up¬ 
dated process into the organi¬ 
zation. 

SHI, has applied its method 
to itself. Its business goals 
were to improve software-de¬ 
velopment and testing pro¬ 
cesses and reduce its budget. 
The practice it employed was 
a software clean room. The 
clean room’s goal is to build 
error-free software through 
statistical quality control. 

This means, among other 
things, that development and 
testing occur separately—de¬ 
velopers rely on peer review 
and code reading to ensure 
that the code does what it's 
supposed to. Testing concerns 
itself with quality assessment 
(not debugging). These two 
departments pass information 
back and forth frequently, re¬ 
sulting in an iterative devel¬ 
opment process. According to 
Pajerski, SEL reached its 
goals: The developers are pro¬ 
viding high-quality code, and 
it's costing less. 

A Quality Attitude 
The two methods are more 
similar than different. Both of 
them emphasize quality man¬ 
agement concepts, such as 
implementing repeatable 
processes, gathering hard sta¬ 
tistics about elements such as 
failure rates, and working 

^ with the process to reach 
your goals. And both 

stress setting goals and 
V adapting the method 
\ to meet them. 
\ These ideas 
\ aren't new— 

they’ve been 
around at least since Philip 
Crosby penned Quality Is 
Free in 1979. So why isn't 
everyone implementing them? 
The answer is attitude. An un¬ 
derstanding of how to achieve 
quality must permeate an or¬ 
ganization. "People are look¬ 
ing for silver bullets.... But 
it’s about instilling a new dis¬ 
cipline," Zubrow concludes. 

John Montgomery is BYTE's 
features editor You ran reach 
him on the Internet or IUX at 
jmontgomery OP hix. < om. 
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w indows 95 is here. And its 

really terrific. 

Except for one thing: it doesn't 

include any anti-virus protection. 

And your old anti-virus software 

won't work in Windows 95 either, 

hut thousands of old viruses will. 

So that leaves you with a choice. 

Do nothing and hope you never 

come across an infected floppy or 

download an infected file. Or buy a 

new anti-virus software product that 

from the viruses 

everybody alread 

knows about, 

but also from 

the new 

more, you get 

all this ironclad 

DETECTION, PREVENTION, DESTRUCTION. 
IF YOOR ANTI-VIRUS SOFTWARE DOESN’T HAVE ALL THREE, YOU’LL 

DE COMPLETELY EXPOSED TO VIRUSES IN WINDOWS 95. 

can work in this new environment. 

but which anti-virus product 

should you buy? Norton AntiVirus 

for Windows 95. 

NCSA CERTIFIED SO 
YOU CAN REST EASY. 

Norton AntiVirus for Windows 

95 is certified by the National 

Computer Security Association. 

And recent independent tests* 

conclusively demonstrate that 

Norton AntiVirus lor Windows 95 

detects and destroys as many or 

more known viruses 

as any other anti¬ 

virus product, but 

our virus protection 

doesn’t stop there. 

The new Norton AntiVirus for 

Windows 95 also protects you from 

new, unknown viruses. Thanks to 

a unique virus detection technology 

that allows us to spot any suspicious 

activity, no matter where it’s lurking. 

So your system is safe. Not just 

Norton AmiVinn 
capturn top rating by 

Nat tonal So/iu\ire 
Influx I aboialoriei. 

protection without a host of long worry every time you put a floppy 

annoying disruptions to your work. in your disk drive. 

Because Norton AntiVirus Desl*"^L^ THE NO RISK 
for Windows 95 scans files fast. ANTI-VIRUS SOLUTION. 
Even compressed files. Needless to say, Norton 

And Norton AntiVirus works Windows‘95 AntiVirus for Windows 95 

in the background, continuously 

monitoring file access and usage. So 

it can stop viruses in their tracks. 

Which means you don't have to 

NORTON ANTIVIRUS 
FOR WINDOWS 95 

windows 95 Compliant 
full. 52-bit application. Support long file 

names nnd l htiverml Naming Conventions. 

AUTOMATIC 
BACKGROUND MONITORING 

Virtual device dritrr urwbt naively checks 

for viruses in the background, {insures 

backups and files transferred are virus free. 

Past Scanning 
Provides ironclad virus protection 

without affecting productivity. 

Scans even compressed files fast. 

EXCLUSIVE VIRUS SENSOR 
{provides continuous, transparent protection 

against new unknown viruses. 

comes with our standard sixty-day 

money-back guarantee. 

So why gamble on running 

Windows 95 without all the virus 

protection you can get. Get your 

trade-up edition of Norton AntiVirus 

for Windows 95 today. 

TRADE-UP « 
EDITION 

NOW ON SALE. I 

NORTON 
^ ANTIVIRUS 

If you own Norton 

AntiVirus, Central 

Point Anti-Virus, 

Norton Desktop for 

Windows, or PC 

Tools, get your 

$29. 95 trade-up edition" of Norton 

AntiVirus for Windows 95 today 

McAfee VirnsScan and Dr. Solomons 

Anti- Virus owners also eligible. To 

purchase, visit your software stotr or 

call us at 1-800-450-9760 ext. DAP11. 
************ 

SYMANTEC. 
tew tout!tut ft! by NCSA amt Patricia St Hoffman(\'SUM), Aug. 1995. "trade up editions nail run only udien ipecified Symantee.Centwl hum, McAfee or Dr. Solomoni products air already inuatted. Check with your tofiuutre 
tore for tfua/ifyinx versions. Price doei not include dnppinx & handling or any apph, aide ndei tax. Symantec and Norton AntiVirus are irxiaeirtl trademark* of 'Symantec Corp. AH oilter brand name* or trademarkt are the property of 

their rape* lire owners, 0/995 Symantec Carp. All right* reserved. Vint in on thr Internet at http://u>WUK%ymantei,com, In Canada, call I HOO MtS HCt it In Anuiaha. call 2H79-6577. In Pumpe, call M-7I-A5.ilIt 
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hold ilk* liik\ Boeing set up review hoards 
to evaluate every change request; it re¬ 
fused about: hall of them, hut credit un¬ 
doubtedly goes to McWha's air of au¬ 
thority. lie’s a no nonsense guy; a large 
sign on lus desk reads: NO! ( What pail of 
this don't you understand?). 

Most educational was the approach it 

abandoned. Boeing contracted with GEC 
Marconi Avionics to write three versions 
of the flight-control software, each to ex¬ 
ecute in its own lane. Working from the 
same requirements, three groups (who 
were not supposed to communicate with 
each other) coded in Ada, C, and PL/M. 

The strategy, called n-version pro¬ 
gramming, is that if each lane executes 
code written by different minds, errors in 
one lane will be eliminated by the other 
two lanes. In practice, n-version program¬ 
ming is no magic bullet; independently 
written programs tend to have trouble in 
the same spots. The hard parts are hard for 
everybody. Boeing eventually decided to 
refocus its resources on these areas. 

The three groups proceeded indepen¬ 
dently for about 18 months before the ap¬ 
proach became more pain than it was 
worth. The systems people had to com¬ 
municate continually with three software 
teams without influencing their directions. 
Developers found it almost impossible to 
keep code in the three lanes synchronized, 
leading to nuisance disconnects. 

I inally, expertise became too valuable 
to squander skilled people needed to be 
working together, not separately. So mem¬ 
bers of the (' and PL/M teams joined the 
Ada team or took on testing or verifica¬ 
tion chores. The three lanes now use dis¬ 

similar processors and different compil¬ 
ers, but one group produced the code. 

Formal Methods 
Some developers address reliability with 
the Capability Maturity Model ((’MM) 
from Carnegie Mellon University's Soft¬ 
ware Engineering Institute. The C'MM 

sidered in the C’MM range from how un¬ 
ambiguous specifications are to whether 
a program’s reliability receives indepen¬ 
dent verification. A level I rating means 
the organization practices ad hoc chaos; 
level 5 identifies superlative discipline 
from management and engineering. 

“It's hard to argue with the C’MM,’’ says 
Roger Blais, manager of software process 
improvement for Tasc, a government and 
private-sector systems integrator in Read¬ 
ing, Massachusetts. The company has used 
the model for five years and is in the pro¬ 
cess of being CMM-certified by a Soft¬ 
ware Engineering Institute-accredited 
evaluator. Blais believes the C'MM is valu¬ 
able because it puts importance on the pro¬ 
cess of software development. “Tools are 
so volatile, and platforms are moving all 
the time," he says. “But if you have a pro¬ 
cess in place, you have a glue that you can 
always count on." 

But nothing is perfect. Space-shuttle 
software developers claim to be doing 
everything recommended by the C’MM. 
Even so, the program has experienced nu¬ 

merous software problems, including er¬ 
rors on Discovery that made it improperly 
position itself for a laser-beam experiment 
over an observatory in Hawaii. 

Additional help against development 
chaos comes from formal methods de¬ 
signed to bring scientific principles to a 
largely creative process. Blais says formal 

methodologies play key roles 
in helping Tasc make prod¬ 
ucts ranging from document 
management to avionics sys¬ 
tems. The company builds 
most of its applications for 
Windows and Unix using C, 
C++, or Visual Basic. 

Customers sometimes 
specify that a formal method- 
ology be used. Other times, 
Tasc uses a variant of (lie spi¬ 
ral-development life-cycle 
methodology, a model for it¬ 
eratively combining pieces 
of a project as they evolve. 
Blais says spiral develop¬ 
ment is valuable for its abil¬ 
ity to provide a framework 
for each project. The frame¬ 
work helps when requests 
surface for changes to the de¬ 
sign specification. 

Tasc also relies on Atria's 
ClearCase, a software-con¬ 
figuration management tool, 
which Blais calls the core of 
Tasc’s development efforts. 

It tracks changes to code, records which 
programmers made the changes, and ana¬ 
lyzes how the changes impact other areas 
of the program. This information helps the 
company manage releases and “keeps 
everyone honest," according to Blais. 

Testing Is Everything 
Other companies use quality assurance as 
the key tool for producing reliable soft¬ 
ware. It’s never too early to think about 
testing, according to Tom Milkowski, a 
manager of software development at Dow 
Jones Telerate, a financial-services com¬ 
pany in Jersey City, New Jersey. “As 
you’re writing code, you should be creat¬ 
ing tests. If you put an IE statement in the 
code, you should make a note to test this 
call while it’s fresh in your mind," he says. 

Milkowski helps manage 35 develop¬ 
ers who are building a real-time system 
based on HP-UX to deliver financial in¬ 
formation to the company’s clients over a 
private WAN. In the past 18 months, the 
development staff has written about 
800,000 lines of C and C++ code. At the 
system’s rollout, slated for next April, the 

rates software-develop¬ 
ment processes on a five- 
level scale (for details on 
this and a NASA quality 
model, see the text box 
“Make Quality Job I"). Items that are con¬ 

“It’s the minor 

changes that can 

come back to bite 

you,” says Tom 

Milkowski, a man¬ 

ager of software 

development at 

Dow Jones Tele¬ 

rate. He expects a 

code review every 

time a programmer 

makes a change, 

no matter how mi¬ 

nor, to the code. 
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Congratulations! You re the proud 

owner of Microsoft’s Windows 

95 operating system. Working on a 

PC has never been easier. 

Now try these ten easy exercises 

and see how you can work even 

better and faster in Windows 95 

with the all new Norton Navigator.™ 

ladefei1 ;irst, copy a file from one 

^ mu directory to another. Okay, 

(-TklCIC now copy another file. On 

average, it takes about eleven 

steps per file. Now copy a 

file with Norton Navigator. 

51 ry a word search for 

■ “profits” or any other 

text string within files. 

Its at least ten times 

faster on average with 

Norton Navigator. No 

matter how many files 

you have. Or how big 

they are. In fact, the 

bigger the files, the 

more time you'll save. B Save another minute 

■ every time you 

delete, move, zip, or encrypt from 

9 With Norton 

■ Navigator, you 

can create a different 

desktop for each 

project. So you 

can find your work 

more easily. And 

save even more time. 

Windows 95 

i supports long 

file names for all 

of your new 32-hit 

applications. Norton 

Navigator supports long file names 

the top 10 reasons why Norton navigator users 
WORK FASTER IN WINDOWS 95. 

Mission accomplished. One step. 2()peninga folder in Windows 95 

■ takes a full five 

clicks of your trusty 

mouse. But with 

Norton Navigator, 

you can open any 

folder with just one 

simple click. 3 Compress a file. Our built-in 

■ PK-Zip compatible compression 

saves you a minute every time. 4 Use Norton Navigator to plug 

■ into your Internet connection 

right from the 

Pile Manager. 

You can be out 

there using FTP 

to get files 

in one 

third 

the 

time it would take you* 

with a separate application. 

any applicat ion’s ()pen or Save dialog 

box. (Are you keeping count?) 7 One click is all it takes to access 

i recently opened files or folders 

from any application. Now isn’t that 

better than wading through folders? 

■con ; Q launch your favorite 

Ob files, folders, or 

applications simply by pushing a 

button on the Norton Taskbar. No 

more going up and down to and from 

the Start menu over and over again. 

NORTON NAVIGATOR 
FOR WINDOWS 95 
NORTON NAVICATOK 

Act i i i ha 11 s Your I ii i 
MANAUI Ml N I IN WINDOWS ‘)5. 

Norton Navigator putt file management 
at your fingertips with Norton l ife Manager, 

/xplorer lx tension and /• i/eAssist. 

Norton holder Navigator lets yon open, 

ropy, move or create a shortcut for any folder 
with just one mouse click. 

Norton Taskhar fra turn multiple 
desktops that let you organise your files 

and find your work faster. 

Norton Fast Find performs specific 
text string searches at least ten times faster 

than Windows 95. 

for most 16-hit applications, too. 

So you’ll never again have to 

remember what “billgbox” means. 

MAKE WINDOWS 95 AN EVEN 
BETTER PLACE TO BE. 

Well, there you have it. Our 

♦ lop Ten. But try Norton Navigator 

for yourself and we re sure you’ll 

find your own favorites. Because 

one of the greatest things about 

Norton Navigator is it lets you 

work the way you want to work. 

Needless to say, it comes with our 

standard 60-day money-hack 

guarantee. So get your trade-up 

edition today. 

♦ If you own Norton 
♦ 

♦ Desktop, PC Tools, 

J A’Tree, or Norton 

♦ Commander, 
♦ 

♦ get your $39.95 

I trade up edition4 of 

♦ Norton Navigator for Windows *15 

l today. To purchase, visit your 

l software stotr or call us at 

♦ 1-800-450-9760 ext. *)AP!2. 

SYMANTEC. 
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Aviation Week Group publications and 
electronic products comprise the most extensive 
family of leading information services in the 
global aviation and aerospace industry. bvery 
publication is the leader in its markWH 

Whatever your professional affiliation with 
aerospace, you’ll find magazines, newsletters, 
directories, conferences and electronic media 
ready-made to serve^your specific information 
needs. Information when you want it, ah the 
format of your choice. 

If you are an advertiser, you’ll find the Aviation 
Week Group has the media to match your 
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COVER STORY 

Reference Shelf 
Code Complete: 
A Practical Handbook of 
Software Construction 
by Steve McConnell. A 
comprehensive overview 
of software-development 
techniques that help 
produce robust and reli¬ 
able code. 

Computer-Related Risks 
by Peter G. Neumann. 
An excellent discussion 
of why computer pro¬ 
grams often fail. It is 
filled with anecdotes 

from Neumann's tenure 
as the moderator of the 
Usenet Risks group. 

Fatal Defect: Chasing 
Killer Computer Bugs 
by Ivars Peterson. A 
comprehensive look at 
real-life cases when life- 
critical computer sys¬ 
tems failed. 

Safeware: System 
Safety and Computers 
by Nancy Leveson. A 
thorough introduction to 

risk analysis and other 
techniques for building 
programs that can en¬ 
danger lives or cause a 
great deal of damage if 
they fail. 

Wicked Problems, 
Righteous Solutions 
by Peter DeGrace and 
Leslie Hulet Stahl. An ir¬ 
reverent look at soft¬ 
ware development mod¬ 
els such as the waterfall 
and the spiral. The book 
is seasoned with critical 
comments on how they 
work in practice. 

program will consist of about a million 
lines of code. 

When Telerate developers finish each 
component in the program, they’re ex¬ 
pected to review their work for errors. 
Next, each module undergoes a code re¬ 
view, where other developers evaluate the 
code. Milkowski wants subsequent code 
reviews if any changes, even minor ones, 
are made. "It’s the minor changes that can 
come back to bite you.” he says. 

But the complexity of Telerate's finan¬ 
cial-information system makes testing a 
challenge, l or example, Telerate designed 
one of the four servers to handle 120 or 
more concurrent clients at a transaction 
rate of 1000 per second. Some of the 
servers in the system have I GB of RAM. 
Developers can write code that accesses 
memory anywhere in that gigabyte of 
space. “Everything is potentially so inter¬ 
connected through RAM, there's almost 
a limitless opportunity for problems,” says 
Milkowski. 

He relies on his “tool bag” to reduce 
these opportunities. Hewlett-Packard’s 
SoftBcnch and the Discover Development 
Information System, from Software I {man¬ 
cipation Technology, analyze legacy code 
to build structure diagrams and help the 
staff decide what code is reusable. If a 
module's call functions are longer than a 
page or two. Telerate developers start to 
worry. The more complex the code is. the 
greater the likelihood of a defect. “The 
tools help us focus our attention on the ap¬ 
propriate modules during our code re¬ 
views," Milkowski says. 

To find memory and resource leaks, the 
staff uses Purify, from Pure Software, and 
Sentinel, from AIB Software. Also im¬ 
portant are test-coverage analyzers, which 
help make sure that the tests Telerate cre¬ 
ates exercise all the code. Iterative tests 
of each program component give useful 
feedback on the quality of the code, but 
developers still won't know how well the 
entire system will work under real-world 
pressures. When it’s time to simulate 
heavy-load conditions. Telerate uses client¬ 
loading tools such as Empower, from Per- 
formix, and LoadRunner, from Mercury 
Interactive, to run multiple clients and 
processes according to preset schedules. 

Tools such as these make the testing of 
complex programs possible, but the tools 
are not problem-free. It takes a lot of work 
to get them running right, Milkowski con¬ 

cedes. Also, managers 
must budget for addi¬ 
tional support costs in the 
form of systems-admin- 
istration staff and train¬ 
ing for the people who 
use the tools. “But in 
most organizations, it's 
easier to get money for 
tools than for more pro¬ 
grammers,” he says. 

Adobe Systems 
(Mountain View, CA) 
also uses testing as an 
early-warning system. 
Marc Aronson, the di¬ 
rector of Adobe's Soft¬ 
ware Productivity Group, 
established a testing strat¬ 
egy that builds the inter¬ 
preter every night and 
runs it on several print 
engines that Adobe de¬ 
signed for testing. The 
system uses a subset of 

the standard QA test suite, and it logs er¬ 
rors. Because the programming environ¬ 
ment tracks code changes made since the 
previous day, programmers know where 
to look when a new problem crops up. 

Although in-house testing is the first 
line of defense, a thorough beta-testing 
program can be invaluable. Some pro¬ 
grams, like Windows 95, attract enough 
interest that there is no shortage of testers. 

America Online also finds it easy to get 
volunteers. Mike Pairbarns coordinated 
the beta-test process for the Macintosh 
version of the code. The company catego¬ 
rizes each user response depending on 
whether it is a suggested improvement or 
a bug catch. It further divides the bugs into 
types and sets priorities to identify the ones 
to address most urgently. 

The Cost of Complexity 
No tool or methodology provides the per¬ 
fect answer to creating great code in an 
imperfect world. But legal and ethical con- 
sideraations aside, making software as re¬ 
liable as possible from the beginning has 
become a mantra among developers. It's 
good business. As Dow Jones Telerate's 
Milkowski points out, if a bug costs a dol¬ 
lar to fix when it's discovered by a pro¬ 
grammer during code generation, it will 
cost $1000 if no one finds it until the pro¬ 
gram ships to the end user. 

Still unclear, however, is whether qual 
ity-from-the start programming means soft¬ 
ware will become more reliable or whether 
developers will merely keep from falling 
backward in the face of ever-ensnarling 
complexity. ■ 

Oliver Sharp also contributed to this article. 

Alan Jodi is a BYTE senior editor. You can 
reach him on the Internet or ll/X at 
ajoch@bix.com. 
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(800) 296-3000 (800) 837-8911 
(703) 787 7700 (408) 523-9900 
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Natick, MA Nashua, NH 
(800) 522-8742 (603) 889-2386 
(508) 650-5100 fax: (603) 8891135 
fax: (508) 650 3573 info@nurnega.com 

http://www.numega.com/ 
Centerline Software, Inc. 
Cambridge, MA Perfonnix, Inc. 
(617) 498 3000 McLean, VA 
fax: (617) 868 6655 (703) 448-6606 
info@centcrllne.com 
http://www.conterline.com 

fax: (703) 893-1939 

Pure Software, Inc. 
Hewlett-Packard Co. Sunnyvale, CA 

inta Cli ii (408) 720-1600 
(800) 752 0900 fax: (408) 720-9200 
(408) 246 4300 lnfo@pure.com 
tax: (800) 3331917 

Software Emancipation 
Intorsolv, Inc. Technology 
Rockville. MD Waltham, MA 
(800) 54 7 4000 (800) 372-7738 
(301) 230 3200 (617) 466 8600 
lax: (301) 231 7813 fax: (617)466-9845 
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STOP! 
Have Your Windows 95 Applications 

Been Checked For Quality? 

With the advent of Windows 95, 

new applications are coming with increased 

complexity and sophistication. As is true of all 

complex products ... whether it's a car or a software 

package ... the bugs need to be worked out. 

Nu-Mega Technologies pioneered automatic error detection. As the industry leader, we 

are now introducing the next generation ... BoundsChecker1* Professional Edition. It revolutionizes 

automatic bug finding and takes it to new depths. In the next few months, you'll see the 

BoundsChecker Professional Edition difference. Some of the largest software development companies 

are using BoundsChecker for their Windows 95 applications. Wouldn't you like know who? 

Nu-Mega: Improving Software Quality ... 

If You're An End-User, We'll Tell You Why. 
And If You're A Developer, We'll Show You How. 

Call 1 -800-4-NU-MEGA US OnlY 
For International Calls (country code) + 603-889-2386 

p Nu-Mega M 
W TECHNOLOGIES INC 

P.O.Box 7780 Nashua, NH 03060-7780 
Tel (603) 889-2386 • Fax (603) 889-1135 • info@numega.com • http://www.numega.com 
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how you did it! 
Illumine having the power of a from MKT. The video capture system consists of a PCMCIA c Sggt Illumine having tlio power of a 

g wizard. Being able to give a 
/ 4 niagie touch to wluit you see 

■ l^nHnul you! Do you really 
want to turn the world mp- 

J/L side down, - or just eluinge 
the colour of a friend’s face? 

Well, it’s all here: The Image 
Wizard™ imaging system lets you capture high quali¬ 
ty colour video images with a simple Click & Freeze. 
Then it gives you the power to manipulate the ^I 
image to the limits of your imagination, all with jfl 
easy-to-use Wizard software. 

A complete imaging system 
If you have a desktop or portable PC wilh a PCMCIA card H 
slot and access to video sources such as V( Ks, camcorders, 
TVs, laser discs etc., then all you need is the Image Wizard 

.. ._npture system consists of a PCMCIA card 
type I, a video adaptor cable, the Image Wisard software package 
and an easy-to-follow user manual. 

What you see is wlial you can j>ct! 
The Image Wizard software is a powerful Windows-based image 
enhancement tool which allows colour correction and retouching in 
an amazingly easy-to-use package. You can blend, lighten, darken, 
sharpen, remove blemishes, change colours and cut-and-paste to 
your heart's content. Combine your own video images with the 
sample images included on the diskettes. In addition to video sour- 

ces, Image Wizard also pro- 
sides 

■ scanners and Pholo( 1). II 
you can see it, you can pas 

tc it into your document with a 
I resolution of 511 .\5II pixels and 2-1 
I hit line eolour. Best of all: The pmeess 

is exceptionally quick and easy. 

Check (ml I maw 
Wizard at your nearest 
PC store. It cannot Jail 
to impress yon. 

MK T micro as. 
Str0msvn. 74, N-2010 Strpminen, Norway 
IbL * 1763892020 Fax: 11763801212 

USA Tel.: +1 603 465 2830 Fax: +1 603 465 2680 
Germany Tel.: +49 8092 880 77 Fax: +49 8092 880 76 

All trademark* in this ikH'Hiiiiitl arv the propciiy of their respective owners 
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Manufacturing Data 
New systems for data acquisition supply the senses, nervous systems, and brains needed 

to monitor and control manufacturing operations 

s£3 SS*) S5) 
jvjJT wyr/ 4 LHvRf 

ata acquisition is the sensory input to the nervous 
^system and the brain of the modern automated fac¬ 
tory. The greatest productivity gains from the on¬ 
going computer revolution have been in factories. 

Computers now span the factory from top to bottom, from per¬ 
forming high-level planning and scheduling to controlling the 
actual machines of production. 

Although computers are everywhere within a factory, that 
doesn’t mean they can all communicate with each other, or even 
that there are necessarily connections between them. Rather, 
computers in a manufacturing environment are like a chain of 
disconnected islands. The milling machines don’t talk to shipping; 
planning doesn’t talk to the warehouse. 

A manufacturing execution system (MES) provides the nerve 
connections among several levels of factory computing, includ¬ 
ing machine-level data acquisition and high-level planning and 
scheduling. In “A Fine MES,” Jim Esch shows how systems that 
bridge this existing gap can provide information that is valu¬ 
able—some would say indispensable—to the factory as a whole. 
These systems have open architectures and mesh with many ex¬ 
isting software solutions. 

Manufacturing often means dealing with hundreds, even thou¬ 
sands, of separate parts. How can we automate the process of 
keeping track of the technical specifications of so many compo¬ 
nents? One solution is the use of barcodes. But these aren’t just 
the little lines on your package of waffles from the grocery store. 
The new generation of barcodes is two-dimensional and packed 
with information about each component. Bert Moore gives a 
brief tour of these 2-D wonders in the text box ”A New Dimen¬ 
sion in Bar Codes.” 

Data acquisition methods are the senses of the factory. To 
gain full use of this sensor data, we have to channel it from its 
source to a database or a network. This becomes a problem with 
mile-long factories or remote facilities. It would be a tail expen¬ 
sive to string miles of cable to some remote site just to gather sen¬ 
sor data, as valuable as that data might be. That’s why some new 
techniques of mobile data acquisition are becoming so popular. 

Data acquisition cards are now available in the PC’ Card form 
factor. Pairing such miniature input ports with rugged notebooks 
running ordinary DOS and Windows—or with specialized hand¬ 
held computers—yields a mobile data acquisition platform of 
great flexibility. In “Keep the Data Moving,” Claire Tristram 
traces each link in the chain, from sensors to factory database. 

If MES is the nervous system, and data acquisition is the sen¬ 
sory apparatus, then Al is the brain of a factory. For many com¬ 
plex industrial processes, including chemical and petrochemi¬ 
cal operations, situations change too rapidly and unpredictably for 
mere humans to keep track of and control them. 

Fortunately, several types of Al, including expert systems, 
fuzzy logic, and neural networks, are proving able to handle such 
control tasks. By learning what to do in various circumstances, 
monitoring conditions using data acquisition, and responding 
with the speed of modern computers, Al systems are controlling 
many of the most complex industrial operations. In “If Al Ran the 
Zoo,” Lawrence Gould shows us how. 

With such smart and feeling factories, manufacturers fully ex¬ 
pect to continue the quest for more efficient and consumer-re¬ 
sponsive operations. ■ —Edmund X. DeJesus, Senior Editor 

A Fine MES 

Manufacturing execution 
systems unite factory com¬ 
puters from planning level 
to machine level.67 

If Al Ran the Zoo 
Al techniques have the ability 
to monitor and control 
complex manufacturing 
processes_79 

Keep the Data Moving 
Rugged mobile computers 
and PC Cards simplify data 
acquisition in factories and 
remote sites.87 
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Think Big. Start Small. 

Introducing BayStack. Because you don't have to be big to need bl 

10/tasc I' Hub. Up to 10 segments and 260 ports 
in each managed stack. 

r: m 
lOOItasc i Hub. Urea ter bandwidth to servers 

and high-power workstations. 
liihernet Workgroup Switch. Increased through 

put for existing lOliaseT lANs. 

SynOpHcs & Wellfleet 



199 5 Bay Networks. Inc, WHj sltr http://www.baynctworks.com 

u;twork technology. 

? ■maun-.Trr.T.-.-w.-wr.n BH if, 

A i cess Noth' Router, hull protocol support tint I 
high tmiiltibility for remote offices. 

BayStack. Big. Small. No matter what size 

your network, it has a lot riding on it. So to 

be certain it can handie the load, build it 

with BayStack. 

BayStack has it all: routing, switching, 

1 0 B a s e - T hubs, I 0 0 B a s e - T h u b s and network 

m a n a g e m e n t — all in o n e s tack a b 1 e s y s t e m, a 11 

based on open standards. You can put together 

exactly what you need, using the same technology 

we build into the world’s largest networks. 

It’s the perfect way to build a robust network, 

because all BayStack products are scalable, both 

within the stack and through high-speed uplinks. 

Plus BayStack has big-network reliability, 

with redundant links, Dial Back-up a nd 

redundant power. And with Optivity® you can 

manage all the c o m p o n e n t s a s a single unit — 

even remote sites. Even with optional RMON. 

And get this: it costs less than you*d 

expect. FAX to 51 2-218-3868 

for a free BayStack vide o a n d b r o c h u r e. 

Because when you build with BayStack, your 

network has the potential to really take off. 

Bay Networks 
I he Merged Company ol bynOptics and Wdlflcot 
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Hath year, the illegal use of software 
consumes nearly 50% of your potential 
revenues. With the flames of piracy 
eating away at your profits, can you 
afford not to protect your software? 

If Alric.wMKkllo East 

$666,440,105 
392.687,055 

— $3,963,527,364 

vz- 
4,350,981,640 

$4,900,882,960 
©J>6,0O2.G81,255 

fee, 

$821,992,751 
1,334,894,665 

- 
r9 

$2,487,360,944 
3,131.456,600 

Granada 

Total for 1993: $12,840,204,124 
ToUtl for 199 1 $15,212,700,215 Source: USA 

HASP® is widely acclaimed as the 
world’s most advanced software 
protection solution. Since I9S4, 
thousands of leading developers have 
used nearly two million 
IIASP keys to 
protect billions 

of dollars worth 
of software. 
Why? Because 
HASP’S security, 
reliability, and 
ease-of-use led them to a 
simple conclusion: I IASP is the most 
effective software protection system 

available. 

T<xlay, more developers are choosing 
I IASP than any other software 
protection method. To learn why, and 
to see how easily you can increase your 
revenues, call now to order your 1 IASP 
Developer’s Kit. 

1-800-223-4277 
http://www.aks. c o in 
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A Fine MES 
Real-time manufacturing execution systems bridge the gap between planning and the plant floor 

JIM ESCH 

Welcome to a typical day on ihe 
factory floor: Chris went home 

sick. The red-widget bin is empty. Jan 
can’t find the all-important metric pliers. 
Hey, wasn’t this run supposed to come out 
larger than the others? Piece by piece, a 
carefully constructed production schedule 
is coming apart. Again. And poor, unsus¬ 
pecting Lee up in Planning is already hard 
at work on tomorrow’s plan. 

Planning systems arc good at accounting 
functions. But in the real world, we know 
what happens to the best-laid plans: They 
gang aft agley. Sometimes way agley. Nei¬ 
ther material-resource planning (MRP) nor 
manufacturing-resource planning (MRP 
II) were designed to respond to real-time 
data as it happens on a shop floor. 

Although enterprise or material plan¬ 
ning systems could create a shop sched¬ 
ule weekly or even daily, as the workday 
wears on and nothing goes as planned, you 
wind up tracking all the variables on wall 
charts, notepads, or departmental PCs. 
“| As a result,] people were just juggling 
balls,” says Tom Allen, vice president of 
sales and marketing at Effective Manage¬ 
ment Systems. “So, there’s always been 
an informal system to do this—but the in¬ 
formal system by definition doesn't have 
everybody in the loop, and it can’t possibly 
react on a timely basis.” 

Thus, a rift opens between the planning 
and production stages. What’s needed is 
an execution layer to ensure that the plans 
coming from planning systems actually 
get done and, if they don’t, to make sure 
that the planning systems are notified and 
updated. That’s where a manufacturing 
execution system fits in. 

An MES manages the key elements of 
production—materials, equipment, per- 

o sonnel, process instructions, and facilities. 
2 An elaborate tracking system, it bridges 
| a company’s planning layer with its shop- 
® floor-control layer. An MES distinguishes 
$ itself by its underlying attitude to the data 
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i( receives: It focuses on the product rather 
than on materials or processes. While it 
gathers data on all productive resources, 
its purpose is to historically track how 
products are being made on the floor. 

Core Technology 
The heart of an MES is typically a SQL-ca¬ 
pable relational database. Such a database 
stores several types of information: mate¬ 
rial-tracking data, statistical quality-control 
data, equipment- and labor-tracking data, 
product and raw-material inventory data, 
laboratory data, process data, and plant 
documents. The MES adds computer-aid¬ 
ed systems-engineering tools and often 
supplements them with document man¬ 

agement tools, statistical process-control 
tools, and statistical quality-control tools. 

An MILS usually employs a standard 
GUI. For example, Consilium's Flow- 
Stream uses OSF/Motif, and Georgetown 
Systems’ Lookout uses Windows. MES 
interfaces tend to be highly customizable, 
and therefore well-suited to their hetero¬ 
geneous users. 

An MLS typically builds on an open 
client/server architecture to enable it to sit 
comfortably amid the systems already in¬ 
stalled. The most common networking 
topology is Ethernet running TCP/IP, es¬ 
pecially at mid- to large-size plants. High- 
volume MLSes, managing plants that em¬ 
ploy hundreds of workers or more, usually 

run on Unix servers, such as the IIP 9000 
series. Sun SparcStations, and Digital Al¬ 
pha-based systems—with either X Win¬ 
dow System or PC clients. Windows NT 
is also emerging as a viable MILS platform. 

MES in the Middle 
Acting as a sort of “niiddleperson,” an 
MLS interfaces to a distributed control 
system (DCS), a supervisory control and 
data acquisition (SCADA) system, or a 
process-control system, as well as plan¬ 
ning systems—all in real time (see the fig¬ 
ure “Data Flow from MILS to Shop Floor” 
on page 70). The IX ’S feeds data (via SQL) 
to the MILS about the status of job com¬ 
pletion, raw-material performance, labor. 

A New Dimension in Bar Codes 
Bert Moore 

ven the most powerful 
process-control com¬ 
puters can’t control what 

they don’t know about. Hut the 
traditional method of tagging 
pieces and parts as they wend 
their way through the manu¬ 
facturing process the vener¬ 
able bar code- doesn't work 
when the size of the bar code is 
substantially larger than the part 
itself. 

Enter 2-1) bar code symbolo¬ 
gies. Able to encode up to 2000 
characters in a single symbol 
measuring no more than a few 
square inches, these efficient 
symbologies offer new possibili¬ 
ties for automated data collection 
in manufacturing. Companies arc 
currently exploring and imple¬ 
menting 2-1) symbols for item 
identification, lot/batch tracking, 
production history, safety infor¬ 
mation, and even machine pro¬ 
gramming. 

For manufacturing-data col¬ 
lection, the two leading symbol¬ 
ogies are Data Matrix (developed 
by International Data Matrix) and 
IM)F'417 (developed by Symbol 
Technologies). Both symbologies 
are already in use, are in the pub¬ 
lic domain, and have recommen¬ 
dations from draft industry or na¬ 
tional standards. 

SmilhKIein Beechnut is using 
Data Matrix to comply with new 
I DA regulations that require ver¬ 

ification of label content for all 
pharmaceuticals, including over- 
the-counter medications. The 
UPC’ bar code on such a product 
identifies the product but does 
not indicate the label content. The 
Data Matrix symbol, meanwhile, 
has both. 

The semiconductor industry 
has selected Data Matrix for 
wafer tracking during production. 
In addition, a draft Electronics 
Industry Association (ElA) stan¬ 
dard recommends it for compo¬ 
nent marking and Automotive In- 

Despite obvious damage, this 
PDF417 symbol is still readable. 

dustry Action Group (AIAG) 
production history. Data Matrix 
may become the symbology of 
choice for all small-parts identi¬ 
fication. 

The automotive industry is 
also interested in PDF417 for pro¬ 
duction-history documentation. 
A single PDF4I7 symbol can 
contain up to 2000 data charac¬ 
ters and still take up no more than 

a few square inches (the actual 
size depends on the options se¬ 
lected). Volvo is using this sym¬ 
bology in Sweden to program 
manufacturing-testing equipment, 
and Casappa S.p.A. in Italy uses 
it to enter data into automatic en¬ 
graving equipment. In addition, 
the U.S. Department of Energy 
uses PDF4I7 for Material Safety 
Data Sheet information on drums 
of hazardous waste. 

Data Matrix is an example of a 
matrix symbology (see the photo 
at right), which uses fixed-size 
light and dark elements (typical¬ 
ly squares) to represent data char¬ 
acters in a predetermined arrange¬ 
ment. Matrix symbols require 
special imaging readers (typically 
linear or 2-1) charge-coupled de¬ 
vices | CCDs |) hut need less con¬ 
trast, which makes them ideal for 
molding, etching, or casting into 
an item. 

PDF4I7 is an example of a 
stacked bar code, which is just 
that: short bar codes stacked on 
top of each other, with special 
bar code characters in each row 
to indicate its sequence within 
the symbol. As with regular bar 
codes, symbols can vary in length 
and height. Stacked bar codes of¬ 
fer the advantage of being read¬ 
able with many existing barcode 
readers and CCD imagers. 

The major 2-1) symbologies 
all provide special features, such 
as full ASCII encoding, multiple 
ISO code page selection, the abil¬ 
ity to append data from multiple 

symbols in the correct order, and 
user-selectable levels of Reed- 
Solomon or convolution codes 
for error detection and erasure 

The Data Matrix symbol on Smith- 
Klein Beeclianrs Tunis label, for 
FDA compliance. 

correction to read even badly 
damaged symbols (see the pho¬ 
to at left). 

It’s true that 2-D symbologies 
won’t replace UPC symbols in 
the supermarket or in many other 
existing applications. Yet for 
manufacturing-data collection, 
they offer tremendous opportu¬ 
nities for marking small items or 
conveying large amounts of data 
efficiently. 

Bert Moore is director oj7DAT 
Consulting & Education, a Pitts¬ 
burgh-based firm specializing in 
automatic data-collection tech¬ 
nologies. You can reach him at 
72620.1677UP CompuServe.com 
or IDATconslt@aol.com, or on 
BIX c/o "editors. ” 
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materials, and equipment; the MHS then 
feeds data to the planning system regard¬ 
ing job completion, inventory, regula¬ 
tory/quality compliance, and operating 
performance. 

Here’s a look at the flow of data as it 
travels through an MHS system. For 
starters, the MHS receives its demands 
from the planning system—a customer or¬ 
ders something or the MRP expresses the 
need to make more of a certain part, for 
example. The MHS transmits the work or¬ 
der to the shop floor immediately. 

At a work center on the shop floor, a 
terminal instructs a worker to begin the 
task. The worker logs the start by scan¬ 
ning in a work order’s bar code (called 
wanding—see the text box “A New Di¬ 
mension in Bar Codes” on page 68) or by 
selecting on-screen the job that is starting. 
Some MESes include process-control soft¬ 
ware, while others sit on top of the pro¬ 
cess-control system. When the task com¬ 
pletes, the worker wands-off a bar-coded 
work order (or selects it on-screen) to in¬ 
dicate that the operation is completed and 
to report how many units were completed, 
scrapped, or sent back for rework. 

As the worker inputs this information 
at the terminal, the MHS database updates 
automatically. That information is then 
available across the plant, and the MHS 
can direct production to continue on the 
next operation. At some point, data must 
cross over to the higher-level planning sys¬ 
tems. To do this, the MHS employs a gate¬ 
way—software that allows data to cross 
the interface, ensures consistent data flow, 
and backs up data in case of failure. 

At the operator level—which is closest 
to the factory equipment—there may be 
a man-machine interface. This MM I inte¬ 
grates the functions of DCSes and pro¬ 
grammable logic controllers (PLCs). Opto 
22’s Mistic Automation system, for ex¬ 
ample, gives process engineers an object- 
oriented, fourth-generation language 
(4GL), flowchart-based control tool called 
Cyrano. Linked to Cyrano are Mistic’s I/O 
bricks, which perform control functions 
such as high-speed counting, temperature 
lincari/ation, and analog alarming. 

Integrating the MES 
Many companies, especially those in the 
chemical industry, already have SCADA 
systems in place, because the processing of 
chemicals demands a high degree of recipe 
management and machine-control preci¬ 
sion. In such cases, an MHS system sits 
on top of the SCAI )A system, and the two 
interoperate. The SCADA system initiates 

Interface (MMI) 

Machine-level data, interface information, and process-control data all flow to the 
MES for processing and distribution to other information systems. 

The Case for Object Orientation: Tl+00=MES More and more MES ven¬ 
dors are positioning 
their products under 

the object-oriented rubric. This 
definition includes a host of ca¬ 
pabilities: distributed systems, 
standardized applications tools 
for user interfaces and database 
connections, C++ objects that 
are transportable across archi¬ 
tectures, and the use of third- 
party development tools that are 
easily extensible rather than pro¬ 
prietary user interfaces. 

Take Texas Instruments, for 
instance. As part of a federally 
funded research program, the 
company experimented with ob¬ 
ject-oriented manufacturing ap¬ 
plications. It was so encouraged 
by the results of the experiments 
that it applied the ideas to its 
larger semiconductor facilities in 
Dallas, Sherman, North Texas, 
Houston, and Lubbock. The re¬ 
sult: an in-house MES called 
Works MES, comprising seven 
distinct systems that manage 

process, planning, scheduling, 
specifications, materials, equip¬ 
ment, and tracking. 

According to Jack Mahaffey, 
Works product development 
manager at Tl in Plano, Texas, 
it comes down to one issue: If 
you’re really committed to using 
the object paradigm to the great¬ 
est extent, then “you don’t want 
to distort the designs by forcing 
a separation of data and meth¬ 
ods on your objects,” he ex¬ 
plains. 

Staying true to form, Tl se¬ 
lected the GemStone applications 
server from GemStone Systems 
to handle the object base. Gem¬ 
Stone transparently stores com¬ 
plete Smalltalk objects in the 
database. “Most of the other ob¬ 
ject-oriented databases offer 
some level, some variant to that 
approach, but none of them is as 
pure as GemStone,” explains Ma¬ 
haffey. One way to look at it is 
obvious: In a manufacturing en¬ 
vironment, where you’re moving 

products through the factory, the 
products themselves are the ob¬ 
jects. 

In a semiconductor-fabrica¬ 
tion facility, for instance, the 
wafer objects, lot objects, and 
carrier objects contain the com¬ 
plete history of the processing 
that occurred on each wafer from 
every manufacturing step. To 
build a semiconductor device, a 
wafer will travel through 250 
to 400 individual operations or 
steps where something on that 
wafer is transformed. “That gives 
you 400 opportunities to scrap 
the wafer,” says Mahaffey. “It’s 
worth it to maintain a very accu¬ 
rate history of what happened 
during the manufacturing pro¬ 
cess.” 

As the actual wafers move 
through production, there’s a vir¬ 
tual wafer moving through the 
MES. So, there’s a one-to-one 
mapping between objects in the 
real world and the objects that 
your system comprehends. 

automation and controls the equipment, 
and it passes process-control data up to 
the MHS system, which maps the data 
against the current hatch. 

Some products blend process control, 
MMI, and SCADA. For instance, Look¬ 
out, from Georgetown Systems, offers an 
object-oriented, event-driven package for 
PC’s that employs a distributed database. 
Each object monitors incoming signals 
and sends out signals according to an ob¬ 
ject’s definition, much like the physical 
controls that it models—switches, push 
buttons, sliders, and drivers. It logs his¬ 
torical data via SQL to Lookout’s Citadel 
historical database. 

Inlcllution’s Fix family of automation 
software also attempts to cover all bases. 

After starting with the baseline Fix MMI 
package, you move up to a networked 
SCADA product—Fix DM AC’S (Distrib¬ 
uted Manufacturing Automation and Con¬ 
trol Software). From there, you migrate 
up to Fix BOS, a plantwide integration of 
SCADA and MHS. From there, you chan¬ 
nel data via SQL interfaces up to the cor¬ 
porate-planning-system layer using ODBC. 

The Real-Time Data Challenge 
Without reliable, real-time data to work 
with, however, an MHS is useless. The 
ideal real-time application gathers data 
from physical sensors, not manual input. 
It’s able to handle data at variable rates. 
It has many inputs and outputs, which 
operate independently. And, finally, the 
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Introducing the ViewSonic 17PS. 

Hie first 17" monitor (15.7" diagonal viewable area) with an Ultra Fine 0.25mm dot 
The ultimate in sharpness... precisely what you need! 

,25mm Zlftra !Fine 

Our new Ultra Fine monitor truly defines sharpness. With its ultra 
crisp, ultra brilliant image this powerful monitor is the intelligent 
choice lor your business and graphics applications. Ultra Fine images 
are nothing new from V iewSonic. The ViewSonic 21 PS was the first 
21" monitor (I4).?" diagonal viewable area) available with a 0.25mm 
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tion of 1,600 x 1,280 and a 7711/ refresh rate at 1,280 x 1,024. The 
remarkably quick refresh rates and high resolutions offer you crystal 
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T(ay+* for automatic graphic card configuration with 

Microsoft Windows" 95, plus TCO certification, the strictest Swedish 

safety standard. 

Designed for your critical desktop publishing, business graphics and 
CAD/CAM applications, the ViewSonic I7PS is an example of our 
on going commitment to offer you the best monitor at the best price. 
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ViewSonic* 
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MES Fits Between Planning and Control Systems 

MES handles the information flow between manufacturing-level distributed control 
systems (DCSes) and high-level planning systems. 

system must perform both responsively 
and reliably. 

Workstream MES, from Consilium, 
bases its real-time data transfer on a pub¬ 
lish/subscribe mechanism: ()ne server pub¬ 
lishes a transaction to the message bus, 
and any other server lhat subscribes to this 
message picks ii up. This type of system is 
more efficient than having multiple trans¬ 
actions with the same information sub¬ 
mitted to multiple nodes. 

What if one of the nodes goes down? 
A “guaranteed execution” feature ensures 
that the message is delivered to the target 
location. "In most manufacturing systems, 
this is critical. Unfortunately, most man¬ 
ufacturing systems do not have it,” says 
Doug Christensen, technical marketing 
manager at Consilium. 

MES Messages 
With so many real-time messages flying 
around, MES needs a traffic cop. There 
are several to choose from. Workstream 
MES’s real-time data transfer uses an 
Equipment Communications server, which 
exchanges messages between the equip¬ 

ment and WorkstreanTs Script Controller. 
This, in turn, defines the How, control, and 
interaction among host systems, such as 
the Recipe Management Server and the 
Quality Server. This is all based on busi¬ 
ness rules defined by Semateeh, which is 
the government-funded consortium that 
supports semiconductor-manufacturing re¬ 
search. 

You can find another contribution to in¬ 
teroperability in USData’s FactoryLink 
IV software. With FactoryLink, you build 
multiplatform applications that pull data 
from all layers of an enterprise through its 

Open Software Bus architecture. This ar¬ 
chitecture, analogous to IBM’s Open PC 
Bus, enables you to group application 
functions into modules. 

Uileo Technologies, which sells an MES 
called real-time Production Management, 
or rtPM, is addressing the problem of re¬ 
dundant communications between device 
handlers and MES applications with up¬ 
dated device communications handlers that 
poll data themselves. The handlers return 
data that has changed to the applications 
only. The effect is enhanced communica¬ 
tions throughput. continued 

E-Mail Made Easy. 
E-conomical too. 

For just $49 you 
can step up from the 
“beginners” software 
provided with your 
Internet account to 
our feature-rich 
EMBLA Lite. 

Email couldn’t he 
made easier. 

• It’s Windows “drag &c drop” simple 
• Provides automatic MIME encoding 

(or select UUENCODE) 
• “Prep” folder for draft messages 
• Supports SMTP, POP3 and standard 

Winsock API. 
• IMAP version available 

=■ View [^'j Move 
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Addr. 
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Try EMBLA Lite for Free. Download a free 
evaluation copy from our Web 
site at: http://www.pro.icl.se 
Or for more information 
email ICL ProSystems at: | 
marcomms@pro.icl.sc ' 

To order, contact the 
resellers listed below. 

wap 

f EMBLA 
UniDireg^ software.net j.p. Browno-c™.,.!,) 

800-755-8649 800-617-SOFT 416-494-0472 
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Is it better to be 
all knowing or all powerful? 

Try both, 
and get the complete network solution. 

Optiquest proudly introduces our new 
OI'TI-SAFE+,M UPS Communications Software. 

Designed specifically lor sophisticated power man¬ 
agement, OPTI-SAFE+™ software provides com¬ 
plete power event data and analysis. With practi¬ 
cally unlimited remote network monitoring capabil¬ 
ities and a wide selection of customizable warning 
and shutdown parameters, OPTl-SAFE+,M is both 

powerful and user-friendly. SNMP-ready and com¬ 
patible with IX3S, Windows' and Novell', no other 

UPS Communications Software even comes close to 
this level of intelligence. The combination of 
the OITI-UI’S E-Series and OPTI-SAFE+,M UPS 
Communications Software creates the OPTI-UPS 
power management system...the most advanced 
system available. In fact, we stand behind it with a 
$25,000 guarantee and three year limited warranty* 

Be a part of the smartest, most complete power 
management solution available. Oill 1-800-888-8583; 
Product Cxle 523 today lor more information. 

BEiH ups 
Power Products 

By ViewSonic 

© 1995 ViewSonic Corp. 20490 Butlnoan Parkway, Walnut, California 91789 USA 
T«* (909) 869-7958 • Fax: (909) 889-7958 
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Benefits of IVIES 
When ii works properly, MHS directly im¬ 
proves yields, equipment utilization, and 
sc hedule performance. Customers talk 

Consilium, Inc. 
Mountain View, CA 
(415) 691-6100 
fax: (415) 691-6130 

■o 
E 

ii 
o 
* 

Effective Management 
Systems 
Milwaukee, Wl 
(800) 962-1279 
(414) 359-9800 

GemStone 
Systems, Inc. 
Beaverton, OR 
(503) 629 8383 
fax: (503) 629-8556 

Georgetown 
Systems, Inc. 
Georgetown, TX 
(512) 869 5065 
fax: (512) 869-5388 

Hilco Technologies, Inc. 
Earth City, MO 
(800) 334-4526 

(314) 298-9100 
fax: (314) 298-1729 
info@hilco.com 

Intellution, Inc. 
Norwood, MA 
(800) 526-3486 
(617) 769 8878 
fax: (617) 769 1990 
info@intellution.com 

Mesa International 
Pittsburgh, PA 
(412) 781-2871 
fax: (412) 781-2871 

Opto 22 
Temecula, CA 
(800) 321-6786 
(909) 695 3000 
fax: (909) 695-3095 

USOata 

Richardson, TX 
(214) 680-9700 
fax: (214) 669-831 

about shortened lead times, higher returns 
on investments, and reduction of work-in- 
process inventories. Manufacturers that 
are adopting make-to-order, just-in-time, 

and ISO 9000 methods need to have 
all the needed information at hand. 
MHS can help. 

Still, despite its benefits, MHS re¬ 
mains a rather small market. According 
to Advanced Manufacturing Research 

I (AMR), the integrated MES market 
was $150 million in 1993, with a pro¬ 
jected 40 percent growth in 1995. 

One explanation for this might be 
the fear of complexity on the part of 
adopters. If you’re using scheduling 
modules on top of an MHS, the number 
of calculations increases as it analyzes 

j cycle times, process times, setup times, 
equipment-throughput times, product 
yields, and quantities. Still, the greatest 

I complexity you’re likely to encounter 
is the daunting task of analyzing how 
your manufacturing process actually 
works. That’s the model on which you 
build your MES. 

In addition, implementation of an MHS 
can be expensive. It's not unusual to en¬ 
counter costs of $200,000 for a depart¬ 
ment and $5 million to $6 million for sev¬ 
eral plants, including hardware, software, 
maintenance, and training. 

Still, maybe it isn’t that MES systems 
are complex or expensive, but only that 
they’re new. These systems are currently 
where MRP systems were about 10 to 15 
years ago. And although MliS has offi¬ 
cially been around for five years, people 
are just beginning to accept the term. 

Nonetheless, you can be sure that the 
demand for savings and higher profits, 
combined with the emerging standards in 
object-oriented programming and inter¬ 
operability, will drive future growth in this 
market. Whether we'll be calling it MI’S 
or something else, it’s certain that some¬ 
thing will be performing these functions. ■ 

Jim Esvh is a freelance writer living in St. 
Louis, Missouri. You can reach him on the 
Internet at jmesi li@artsci. wustl. edu or on 
IIIX c/o “editors. ” 
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When it comes to protecting valuable data, only Kingston’s rugged 
storage devices have shown they can brave the elements. 
Though they were designed to perform in the most demanding 
commercial environments, they’re also tough enough to sur¬ 
vive in army bunkers, submarines, and even in spacecraft. Our 
Data Silo" enclosures and Data Express" removables are con¬ 
st meted of rugged steel with a carefully designed and tested 

ventilation system for cooling today’s high-performance drives. 
Used in computer rooms, workstations, and network servers, they 
support more SCSI connections and have more options than any 

other storage subsystem on the market. If that doesn’t impress 
you, our unbeatable five-year warranty will. So call Kingston 
or your nearest dealer for more information. Because in the 
world of storage systems, only the strong survive. 

KilKIStOII 
1 m Ti chnokJRy coupon a? ion 

Call (800) 4 J 5-0670 or find us at http://www.kingston.com 

Kington Tcchnulniw ('orrtti.iiion, 17600 Ncwhopc Street, 1‘ountain Viillcy, l A 9270N USA, (714)4 M-IH50, ftix (714)4 W-IH47. 
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A Minuteman UPS Can Save 
More Than Your... 

Equipment. 
Spikes, surges, brownouts and blackouts—they're 
all disasters waiting to attack. It's not if your network 
will get hit, it's a question of when. Without a 
complete power protection strategy, your entire 
network is at risk. 

What happens when servers go down? What about 
bridges, routers and hubs? Each component on the 
network that relies on AC can cause havoc. 

When you choose a brand of power protection, you 
put your reputation, even your job on the line, and 
you've got to make sure your back-side is covered. 
Minuteman has a comprehensive line of power 
protection products ranging from UPSs for worksta¬ 
tions and servers, to total SNMP solutions. 
We understand that if you lose yours, we lose ours, 

and that's why we take extra care in designing and manufacturing our UPSs to the highest quality stan¬ 
dards. After all, reliability is why you buy power protection, and that's exactly why more and more network 
administrators and hardware specialists are choosing Minuteman UPSs. 

Our power protection specialists are trained to assist you in configuring the right protection strategy that fits ] 
your needs and your budget. You can't buy better power protection for your mission critical applications. 
Make sure you're covered. Rely on Minuteman. We'll save more than your... equipment. 

Minuteman Has The Solutions For All Power Requirements 

Alliance Series 
300VA to 2000VA 

Feature-rich, 
Aggressively-priced 

$139 to $1059 

XRT Series 
600VA to 2000VA 

Intelligent, Line-interactive, 
True sinewave. Extended Runtime 

$799 to $1799 

Powermind Series 
600VA to 2000VA 

Intelligent. Lino-interactive, 
True sinewave 
$499 to $1499 

Continuous Power 
Series 

500VA to 10.000VA 
True On-line, Intelligent, 

$799 to $9999 

SNMP Solutions 
From single-port to 

4-port systems, 
IO-base-2, 10-base-T 

and Token Ring, MIB Agent 
$169 to $999 

Power Management 
Software 

From single-user to 
Large Networks 

$69 to $299 

MINUIBMUN 
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES 

1455 LeMay Dr. 
Carrollton, TX 75007 
(214) 446-7363 Voice 
(214)446-9011 Fax 

Call Today For 
A Special Offer 

1 -800-238-727: 
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STATE OF THE ART 

If AI Ran the Zoo 
Hybrid systems with neural nets and fuzzy logic are controlling complex manufacturing processes 

LAWRENCE GOULD 

Machines break. Chemicals react. 
Devices get stuck. Feed stocks 

change. Face it: Manufacturing is nonlin¬ 
ear. Interruptions occur randomly. 

Controlling—let alone scheduling— 
processes in the face of such non linearities 
taxes conventional manufacturing control 
systems. At the same time, products and 
processes are becoming increasingly com¬ 
plex. cycle times and time-to-market are 
contracting, and product quality require¬ 
ments get more demanding every day. 

“Using classic linear-control techniques 
does not yield adequate results, especially 
in this era of extreme competition,’* says 
Mohamad Ali. director of new business 
development at Neural Applications Corp. 
“This justifies moving away from tradi¬ 
tional linear algorithms and looking to¬ 
ward novel, intelligent strategies capable of 
coping with such non linearities.” 

Enter artificial intelligence. Vendors of 
process-control equipment are developing 
hybrid AI systems that bundle a variety of 
AI techniques, including fuzzy logic, neur¬ 
al networks, genetic algorithms, and ex¬ 
pert systems. AI is being applied to situa¬ 
tions that have resisted control by 
conventional approaches that use binary 
logic or proportional, integral, derivative 
(PID) control, or both. 

AI Meets Traditional Systems 
The conventional approach to process con¬ 
trol uses PID components. These compo¬ 
nents compare measurement and set-point 
(desired) values. The difference between 
measured and desired—error—is the in¬ 
put to the controller. The proportional or 
integral components respond to the error, 
while the derivative component usually 
responds directly to the measurement. The 
proportional component varies the output 
percentage, depending on the amount of 
deviation from a set point. The integral 
component checks for these offsets and 
then compensates for them by shifting the 
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Combined Effects of Fuzzy Adjustments 
Omron’s E5AF temperature controllers combine advanced PID (proportional, integral, derivative) 
control with fuzzy-logic control. User-controlled fuzzy parameters improve the response to external 
process disturbances. Fuzzy intensity governs the magnitude of the fuzzy-logic effects on the final 
output. Fuzzy scale 1 governs how big the “error” range is. 

Disturbance Disturbance 

Increase fuzzy intensity 

♦ 

Decrease fuzzy scale 1 Fuzzy intensity and fuzzy scale 1 

♦ 

Increasing the fuzzy 
intensity can rapidly 
correct for large 
overshoots while 
minimizing oscillations. 

Decreasing fuzzy scale 1 
makes the controller more 
sensitive to error, correcting 
small disturbances and 
decreasing time to stabilize. 

Combining both parameters 
corrects large overshoots and 
quickly stabilizes disturbances. 

proportional hand up or down. The derivJ 
ative component increases or decreaseJ 
the output based on the rate of change on 
the controlled variables. The sum of the] 
individual P, I. and D coefficients yieldsl 
the control output. 

Now. AI is complementing, and some! 
times replacing, PID control. According! 
to Howard Roscnof, manager of process 
and utilities marketing for Gensym Corp.J 
there are two broad uses of AI in manu-1 
facturing. In control and optimization, thel 
plant is working correctly, but the process-! 
control engineer is lcx)king to increase pro-1 
duction, speed up operations, and cut costs.! 
In diagnostics, the process-control engi¬ 
neer wants to know, at the earliest instant,] 
when the plant is not operating correctly! 
and how to resolve the problem quickly. I 

The right AI approach depends on thel 
specific application. Diagnostics typically] 
make use of backward chaining searches] 
(reasoning from the conclusion backward! 
using subgoals) in expert systems. Pre-J 
diction uses forward chaining (reasoning! 
from the known toward a solution). Rule-| 
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•iiul case-based logic (expert systems) are 
usually not suitable to combinatorial prob¬ 
lems, such as planning and scheduling 
problems. Human knowledge is not broad 
enough for such huge problems, so the re¬ 
sulting expert systems are too slow. 

huzzy logic mathematically models the 
world in the vague, subjective way popu¬ 
lar!/ed by human beings: It can handle 
"hot,” “cold," “early," “late," and shades of 
gray, then convert them into numbers sup¬ 
porting conclusions. According to Glenn 
Anderson, engineering services manager 
for Omron Electronics Inc., fuzzy logic is 
well-suited for applications requiring track¬ 
ing (e.g., set-point control in noisy, non¬ 
linear, and time-variant systems), tuning 
(handling conflicting constraints), and in¬ 
terpolating (dealing with multiple-input, 
multiple-processing levels). 

Neural networks are a step up from 
fuzzy logic systems. Neural nets are based 
on mathematical models that not only col¬ 
lect information but “learn" (adapt to 
changes) from actual system operations. 
Neural networks help to identify patterns: 

If a process engineer knows what works 
but not necessarily why it works, neural 
networks can help. Neural network appli¬ 
cations include forecasting, quality con¬ 
trol, and production control. 

Then there are genetic algorithms. They 
not only adapt, they optimize. Genetic al¬ 
gorithms are good “for tasks where train¬ 
ing data is not available at each step and 
where it is not feasible to analytically de¬ 
rive a control rule, such as in an unstable 
system," says Casey Klimasauskas, prod¬ 
uct manager for NeuralWare Inc. “It is 
valuable for back-propagation when gra¬ 
dient information is not available at each 
feed-forward pass, and it is applicable to 
networks with unorthodox architectures, 
for example, cascaded connections." 

Fuzzy Chips 
Silicon AI comes as dedicated micro¬ 
processors (custom ASICs) with, typical¬ 
ly, fuzzy logic in firmware. These chips 
arc fast. For example, Omron Electronics 
used to sell a fuzzy processor with rea¬ 
soning speeds of about 10 megaflips (10 

million fuzzy logic processes per sec¬ 
ond)—K).(KK) times faster than a conven¬ 
tional 8-bit microprocessor. (Omron Elec¬ 
tronics no longer markets circuit-level 
components in the U.S.) 

The NLX22x family of fuzzy logic con¬ 
trollers from NeuroLogix covers all the 
bases in manufacturing control. The 
NEX220, for example, has four 8-bit ana¬ 
log inputs and four 8-bit analog outputs. It 
also has six types of membership func¬ 
tions, 111 fuzzy variables, and up to 50 
rules. These customizable microproces¬ 
sors can directly perform such calculations 
as derivatives and integrals. 

Embedded fuzzy systems can enhance 
PID control. Omron*s E5AF temperature 
controller, for example, is a hybrid device 
containing two modules: a conventional, 
feed-forward PID controller and an Omron 
fuzzy processor. The output of the E5AF is 
the sum of the PID and fuzzy outputs. 

The controller’s response is based on 
size-of-error information and the error's 
rate of change, which can be altered by 
adjusting three fuzzy parameters (see the 
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figure “Combined Effects of Fuzzy Ad¬ 
justments'* on page 80). 

Soft Al 
The more common form of AI is in man¬ 
ufacturing software running on general- 
purpose computers, especially for the many 
production processes involving low-level 
dynamics that are not well understood, 
such as catalytic reactions in distillation 

columns. These multivariable, nonlinear 
processes run continuously, but no ana¬ 
lytic model fully describes their underlying 
dynamics. Neural nets can formulate the 
underlying connections needed to create 
a robust model of these production process¬ 
es. With such models, users can intelli¬ 
gently change an operating variable in or¬ 
der to reach some process objective. 

Neural-based control systems are avail¬ 

able for specific manufacturing applica¬ 
tions. For example, Texaco uses the Neur¬ 
al Control and Optimization Package (Neu- 
COP) it developed with NeuralWare to 
generate petrochemical products, cut costs] 
and meet environmental standards. 

NeuCOP* s identification subsystem cap¬ 
tures and stores “interesting** process 
events while on-line. These events go into 
a database that becomes the training file 
for the secondary neural-network model. 

The control subsystem has three mod¬ 
ules: target optimization computes opti¬ 
mal steady-state set-points (targets) based 
on economic and time factors; path opti\ 
mization drives the process from its current 
state toward the target, while rejecting dis-j 
turbances; and error feedback manages 
prediction errors during sampling. 

NeuCOP uses the G2 Real-Time Expert 
System from Gensym as the controller’s 
operator interface to provide dynamic test¬ 
ing and on-line monitoring. G2 also acts as 
a diagnostic tool for when NeuCOP can’t 
solve a problem effectively—because the 
limits predefined in NeuCOP are too tight, 

Hybrid Control System 

A hybrid system to control manufacturing processes employs classical methods and a variety of 
Al techniques, including neural networks, expert systems, and genetic algorithms. 
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or because the problem is im¬ 
possible for NeuCOP to solve. 

G2 models heuristic and 
neural-network reasoning in the 
form of rules, procedures, ob¬ 
jects, and relationships between 
objects. You write G2 rules in a 
structured natural-language 
syntax. The rules can be spe¬ 
cific or generic, applying either 
to a particular object or to an 
entire range of objects within 
an object class. Moreover, G2 
rules can be event-driven 
(through forward chaining) to 
automatically respond whenever new data 
arrives. They can also be data-sceking 
(through backward chaining) to automat¬ 
ically invoke other rules, procedures, or 
formulas. Rules can determine the values 
of referenced variables, or values checked 
at regular user-specified time intervals can 
trigger rules. 

G2 uses object-oriented technology: 
Graphical objects representing production 
components can inherit properties and be¬ 

haviors from multiple 
classes. Object libraries 
help quickly generate 
graphs, charts, dials, and 
tables of real-time data. 
Generic rules and heuris¬ 
tic procedures represent 
knowledge (e.g., the 
“Acidity Rule”) that ap¬ 
plies to all objects of the 
same class. New in¬ 
stances of these objects 
automatically inherit the 
specified behavior. The 
AI system is built on top 

of a client/server architecture that can in¬ 
voke access privileges to the application 
for various levels of developers and users. 

Interprocess communications between 
NeuCOP, G2, and other plant-wide infor¬ 
mation, data-collection, and control sys¬ 
tems is through the G2 Standard Interface 
(GSI), a separate process from G2. The 
resulting API manages protocol handling, 
data buffering, initial communications 
handshaking, and restoring after break. 

Al Can Do It 
Besides all the benefits to the manufac¬ 
turing application itself, such as increased 
throughput, optimized production, reduced 
waste, and faster response, advances in AI 
benefit overall system implementation. At 
one steel plant, the engineers wanted their 
Intelligent Are Furnace (IAF) controller, 
from Neural Applications, to adapt to an 
incremental change by adding new hy¬ 
draulic back-pressure inputs. “The inputs 
were simply wired in. and the system 
adapted quickly on-line to the new inputs,” 
says Neural Applications' Ali. “No 
changes were necessary in the system hard¬ 
ware or software configurations.” 

So, are you ready to hand over control of 
your factory to a bunch of algorithms? 
With manufacturing processes getting 
more complex, you might have no choice. 
But don’t worry. AI is proving it can han¬ 
dle the job. ■ 

Lawrence Gould specializes in advanced 
manufacturing technologies. You can reach 
him at 254l345@mcimail.com. 

Gensym Corp. 
Cambridge, MA 
(617) 547 2500 ext. 241 

*3 Neural Applications Corp. 

Z Coralville, IA 
!■ 
Ih (319) 626-5000 

0 NeuralWare Inc. 
* Pittsburgh, PA 

2! 
(412) 787-8222 

NeuroLogix 
z San Jose, CA 

£ (408) 383 7200 

Omron Electronics Inc. 
Schaumburg. IL 
(708)843 7900 
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INTRODUCING THE NEW SATELLITE PRO SERIES. The Satellite Pm" offers superfast 90MHz Pentium* performance 

with modular QuadSpeed CD-ROM. Pull up masses of information from laige databases and develop sophisticated multimedia presentations. For real 

drama, a giant 11.3" display provides a stunning show of realistic images and color. And the sound is exceptional, with its crisp, dear stereo capabilities. 

V >u also get two stacked PC Card (PCMCIA) slots for maximum expandability, a staggering 810 million byte hard drive, and the ease of Plug and Play 

connectivity. The Satellite Pro offers the best of multimedia and portability in living color. But when you check the price, you won’t believe your eyes. 

Call 1*800*457*7777 for more information or a dealer near you. 
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Keep the Data Moving 
Hand-held computers and PC cards make mobile data acquisition in the factoiy or field possible— 

but be aware of the trade-offs and pitfalls 

CLAIRE TRISTRAM 

Niels Anderson regularly drives into 
the heart of the Mojave Desert over 

unpaved, washboarded tracks that barely 
count as roads. He travels to the Reaction 
Research Society rocket-launch site, where 
he tests rocket engines in temperatures that 
frequently top I20°F. 

Until only a few months ago, Anderson 
carefully loaded his car with bulky, ex¬ 
pensive, and hard-to-transport test equip¬ 
ment before he drove to the site. He just 
hoped the equipment would survive the 
trip. But now, thanks to the development of 
ruggedized mobile computers and PC 
cards for data acquisition, he merely 
throws his laptop in the backseat before 
he heads off. 

“I tried everything else, but I still ended 
up with huge, heavy, problematic equip¬ 
ment that wasn’t meant to go over these 
kinds of roads,” says Anderson. “The 
boards would get unseated on the way, or 
something would fail when I got there be¬ 
cause of the heat. Now I slide a PC card 
into my notebook. I take a little black bag 
with me that’s smaller than my briefcase. 
The convenience is incomparable.” Still, 
not just any notebook will survive the de¬ 
mands of field and factory, not every OS 
provides the no-fail stability required for 
data acquisition, and matching specialized 
sensors with the right PC cards can be a job 
in itself. 

All the trends that are revolutionizing 
desktop computing—smaller form factors, 
cheaper components, faster processing, 
and sturdier designs—are also making data 
collection in factory or field environments 
much easier than ever before. But there 
arc still plenty of chances to stumble when 
you’re putting together a mobile data ac¬ 
quisition plan for your business. 

There are, for instance, “standards” that 
are less than standard and inflated vendor 
claims on just how rugged their systems 
are. You should also watch out for the 
costs of specialized software development 
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and for peripherals that are available from 
only one vendor. In fact, for most data ac¬ 
quisition needs, PC-based mobile solu¬ 
tions should still be marked with a big sign 
that says. “Warning—Still Under Con¬ 
struction/' 

The Mobile Revolution 
Data acquisition systems—ways to mea¬ 
sure pressure, temperature, or vibration in 
factory or field settings, or ways to keep 
track of the movement of inventory or 
physical assets—are as old as the industrial 
revolution. Many companies are still get¬ 
ting by with the same old technologies— 
programmable logic controllers embed¬ 
ded into on-site equipment or inspectors 
armed with a clipboard. Getting factory 
or field managers to move from embed¬ 
ded, proprietary systems that have worked 
fine for years to mobile, PC-based solu¬ 
tions that are just coming into their own 
is sometimes a tough sale. 

But once managers get used to the B 
idea of mobile data acquisition sys¬ 
tems, the advantages of moving are 
many. Intel-based hardware running 
DOS or Windows allows for cheaper 
software development than embedded, i 
proprietary systems. I land-held or lap- j 
top devices are far more flexible, 
lighter in weight, and easier to move 
than alternatives, allowing for less 
equipment redundancy. GUIs boost 
the ability of field workers to interpret 
data on-site and to make corrections 
as needed. 

The ability to aggregate data across 
a shop floor or from multiple geo¬ 
graphic locations, sometimes by wire¬ 
less connections, lets companies im¬ 
prove productivity and lower their 
costs. “We’re hearing from our clients 
that mobile data collection has im¬ 
proved productivity by as much as 25 
percent and has reduced costs by about 
25 percent, as well,” says Jeff Lohr- 
mann, analyst for the San Francisco 
office of the research firm World Mar- ft 
ket Strategies. ^ 

Standard PC technology just doesn't cut 
it in the mobile data acquisition field, how¬ 
ever. General-use laptop designs are not 
up to the rigors of a shop floor or field en¬ 
vironment. Latest-issue CPUs and OSes 
are also problematic. While ordinary busi¬ 
ness users can get by with just rebooting 
when their laptops freeze, that won't wash 
in a data acquisition system, where the 
loss of even a few minutes' worth of data 
can be critical and costly. 

nology gives you a range of well-under¬ 
stood choices. Physical assets can be 
tracked with barcode inputs, RFidentifi¬ 
cation tags, keyboard inputs, or pen-based 
inputs. The choice you make will depend 
on how you balance your need for accu¬ 
racy with your need for flexible input sys¬ 
tems. 

Bar code and RF identification are close 
to fail-safe in accuracy, but they require 
specialized detectors; keyboards and pen- 

Computer Boards has a full line of PC cards for data 
acquisition, including a 16-channel analog-to-digital 
interface with software-selectable signal gains. 

based systems are far more flexible but 
are also more prone to error. Although 
none of these technologies offer the ideal 
solution, each one is appropriate for given 
applications. All of them have well-un- 
derstcxxl standards that allow you to mix I 
and match vendor products with a fair de- I 
gree of ease. 

This is not so with the measurement of I 
physical systems, such as temperature, I 
pressure, or vibration, where older sensor I 
technologies such as thermocouples are I 
being wedded to PC acquisition devices, I 
and standards are still far in the future. 
“Except for basic temperature, pressure, I 
and strain sensors, there are massive com- I 
patibilily issues,” says Kevin Sharp, pres- I 
ident of the consulting firm Accurate In- I 
formation. “There are 22(X) or more sensor 
manufacturers, and who knows how many I 
different signal-conditioning circuits. To I 
get a standard output, one that a normal I 
PC card will recognize every time, is still 
a large, unresolved problem.” 

Thus, if you plan to use a mobile data 
acquisition system for collecting physical I 

Badger’s GT-110 weighs 30 ounces, uses several 
battery types, has a PC Card Type I slot, is PC- 
compatible, and satisfies military specifications for 
temperature, rain, vibration, and other challenging 
environments. 

Most mobile data acquisition 
systems, therefore, are based 
on older CPUs and OSes that 
are more stable . They use hard¬ 
ware engineered to withstand 
far more abuse than any gen¬ 
eral-use laptop and are loaded 
with applications that are fail¬ 
safe. 

Desperately Seeking Input 
The first link in any mobile data 
acquisition system is between 
what’s being measured—be it 
the number of tablecloths in a 
storage room or the tempera¬ 
ture at the center of a vol¬ 
cano—and a data acquisition 
device that can read and inter¬ 
pret the measurement. 

Data collection for inventory 
and asset management tech- 

125 High Street, Mansfield, MA 02048 
(508)261-1123 FAX 261-1094 
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Reliability you can depend on 
In 1994, Sentinel Improved Its 
leading reliability to am ^>vhs% - 
far more reliable than any other 
software protection product. 

// 
\e\s^ 

(Compatible with your software 
Our partnerships with Apple, 

Microsoft and IBM mean Sentinel 
protects software for any hardware 

or operating system. 

> Total security & flex ibi Iity 
Sentinel keys are available with 

proprietary ASIC technology, multiple 
EEPROM cells or even a microcontroller - 

giving you the world's best software protection. 

The industry's highest quality 
Rainlxnv is the world's only software 

protection supplier with ISO 9002 
certified quality standards. 

ISO 9002 

— Truly transparent protection 
Designed to go unnoticed by your 

customers, Sentinel does not 
interfere with hardware, peripherals 

or other software programs. 

Global service & support 
Rainbow supports its customers 
with offices and distributors 
in more than 40 countries. 

A substantial investment in R&D 
in alone, Rainbow invested ovei 
$4,MX),000 in Rfcl) to make the world's 
leading software protection even better. 

Manage network licenses 
NetSentinel"* is the only protection 
to undergo rigorous testing by and 
receive approval from Novell. 

Why this dongle protects more 
j oftware than all others combined! 

Over 6,S(K),(KK) Sentinel" keys 
protect software worldwide. 
In fact, 55% of all protected 
software has a Sentinel key, 
I rom Rainbow l ech oologies. 

Today, software piracy is at an 
all-time high. If you're selling 
software without protection, 
you're losing sales and revenue. 

Start protecting your software 
investment. Stop software piracy 

with Sentinel, then watch your 
sales and profits increase. 

Discover the Sentinel difference 
Sentinel is easy to implement, 
transparent to your end-users, and 
backed by the world leader. When 
you need on-time delivery and 
global support, you need Sentinel. 

Only Sentinel gives you leading- 
edge technology, ISO certified 
quality and over 999HS% reliability. 

Protect your software investment 
Order a Sentinel Developer's Kit now. 
lurch kit comes complete with 
technical documentation, 
software drivers, utilities, 
and a Sentinel key. 

Call the Rainbow 
office or distributor 
nearest you today. —, 

SEfUlllEL 
Software Protection 

^RAINBOW 
I E C H N 0 L 0 G i 8 

WORLD HEADQUARTERS: 50 Technology Drive, Irvine, CA 92718 ■ Tel: 714/450-7300 ■ Fax: 714/450-7450 
ASIA/LATIN AMERICA: 714/450-7300 ■ U.K.: (44) 1932 570066 ■ FRANCE: (33) 1 41 43 2900 ■ GERMANY: (49) 89 32 17 98 0 
VISIT THE RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES HOME PAGE AT: http://www.RNBO.COM 
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CHINA (Northern): CS&S 86 10 8316524 
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GREECE: Byte ( ompulet S A 301 924 17 78 
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Buying Rugged Hand-Held Computers 
ii tf us! don’t call our com- 

1 puters PDAs," bogs 
Mike Colwell, director of 

product marketing for Norand. 
While his company has been 
manufacturing rugged hand¬ 
held computers for very spe¬ 
cific industrial applications 
since 1968, personal digital 
assistants (PDAs) as a con¬ 
cept are only a few years old, 
are typically classified as gen¬ 
eral-use computers for per¬ 
sonal-productivity applica¬ 
tions, and just as typically 
don’t hold up well in the harsh 
computing environments that 
Norand sells to. They’ve given 
the whole hand-held-computer 
industry something of a bad 
name, one that’s not neces¬ 
sarily deserved. 

Because hand-held comput¬ 
ers in industrial markets are 
constantly in operation during 
a workday as an employee 
moves through a factory floor 
or from one field location to 
another, their durability re¬ 
quirements are very different 
from a typical laptop or even a 
PDA. Hand-held computers 
get bumped. They constantly 
have their circuitry under 
much more stress than usual. 

There aren’t any industry¬ 
wide certification processes 
for ruggedized computers, 
making it hard to compare 
systems. But all vendors will 
have test results from either 
their own labs or third-party 
test facilities. To make mean¬ 
ingful evaluations, ask for 
hard copies of the drop tests. 
Maybe your equipment will 

never be subjected to 200 
drops from 6 feet, but you’ll 
have a margin of safety if you 
choose a system that has. 
Vendors should also make 
available what the industry 
calls "shake-and-bake” 
tests—high- and low-tempera¬ 
ture variations, plus vibration- 
test results. All this durability 
comes at a price, but it will be 
worth it if your application re¬ 
quires computers to work in 
harsh environments. 

“A lot of companies look at 
a rugged platform and then 
decide that they don’t want to 
spend 10 percent or 15 per¬ 
cent more for it,’’ says Tim 
Schmidt, principal for Encore 
Consulting Group. "But what’s 
the return on the $150 to 
$300 you saved on the com¬ 
puter if you’re down for the 
day because the system you 
bought failed?” 

If the system has external 
PC Card slots, ask the vendor 
if the connectors are truly 
waterproof or only have rub¬ 
ber caps that your users will 
lose the first day out in the 
field. Just as critical is having 
enough expansion slots, so 
that users don't need to 
change cards (from loss or 
damage) in the field. 

Extra batteries are another 
point of failure for rugged sys¬ 
tems—look for lithium-ion 
units, and make sure the ven¬ 
dor provides simple charging 
units for multiple batteries. 

Be prepared to trade dura¬ 
bility for weight. Schmidt puts 
the weight limit on a hand¬ 

held device at 4 pounds. 
“Telxon has just released a 
new rugged unit that weighs 
in at 4.8 pounds without 
mass storage,” he notes. 
“I’m sorry, but people will 
complain.” 

Other systems will compro¬ 
mise usability for increased 
ruggedness. Make sure that 
the hand-held device you se¬ 
lect offers access to 
the peripherals you 
need—for example, a 
standard keyboard at a 
decent price for diag¬ 
nostics or standard 
floppy drives for down¬ 
loading information. 

Schmidt notes that 
just three manufactur¬ 
ers of rugged hand held 
computers (Norand, 
Symbol, and Kalidor) 
have provided their cus¬ 
tomers with a conve¬ 
nient way to download 
information from a 
hand-held computer to 
a back-end database. 
All three companies 
provide what Schmidt 
calls depot docking stations, 
which let users dock hand¬ 
held computers overnight and 
have the data collected during 
the day be automatically 
transferred to a server. "The 
other companies still don’t 
seem to realize that cus¬ 
tomers are crying for this ca¬ 
pability,” says Schmidt. 

Some systems might be 
more rugged than you need, 
forcing you to make choices 
that don’t make sense for 

your business. "Some manu¬ 
facturers make a totally en¬ 
closed case,” says Schmidt. 
“But you need to ship the 
computer back to the manu¬ 
facturer to add new PC cards. 
Do you really need that level 
of reliability?” 

"My advice is to really put 
your specs together on what 
you want the equipment to 
do," says Schmidt. “All ven¬ 
dors will tell you that their sys¬ 
tems are rugged. But is it 

easy to upload and download 
information? Do you have ac¬ 
cess to a keyboard when you 
need it? Can you connect eas¬ 
ily with the network and with 
PC cards? Does the device 
give you enough expansion 
slots for the next two to three 
years? And can it do every¬ 
thing you need it to and still 
hold up to what your users will 
put it through? Act like you’re 
from Missouri and say, ‘Show 
me.’” 

Shopping List 
▲ Lithium-ion batteries 

▲ Simple recharging units for 
extra batteries 

▲ Acceptable weight 

▲ Waterproof external PC Card slots 

A Extra expansion slots 

A Optional peripherals: keyboard, 
floppy drives, docking stations 

A Ease of upgrade/maintenance 

A Easy mounting on vehicle 

A Written proof of ruggedness, 
temperature, and vibration testing 

data, you can’t use a standard solution yet. 
Instead, you will need to work through a 
reseller or do a lot of homework to find 
out which sensors work with which boards. 
“You don’t go down to Kgghcad and Iniy 
these solutions,” says Sharp. “You’ll end 
up working with a reseller that specializes 
in a particular vertical market. Before you 
buy, get a demonstration that proves to 
you it will work.” 

The Right Hardware Platform 
Once you choose the input technology 
that’s appropriate for your data acquisi¬ 
tion application, you then need to find the 
mobile computing device that will support 
that input technology. It must be able to 
withstand the rigors of your environment. 

“If you’re dealing with multiple sensor 
input, by the time you’re set up, you’re 
not mobile anymore anyway,” notes Sharp. 

“You’ll have 18 to 20 sensors hard-wired 
to your data acquisition device. In that 
kind of application, you only need to have 
a system that’s tough enough to survive 
the rigors of transport while off. It’s a com¬ 
pletely different problem if you need a 
computer it) survive the rigors of a work¬ 
day while operating." 

If you’re running a typical notebook 
system and drop it, for example, the disk 
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Color is color? Compare the best. 
(ompare the color printers of Tektronix, the world's liest. Whatever your business, you’ll find a Phaser® Printer that 

fits your work and your workload. Superior imaging, brilliance, economy and speed make our award-winning Phaser 

line the most practical for everyday business as well as high-end applications. Each offers multi-platform compatibility, 

lull network connectivity and PostScript.™ All carry the quality, reliability and legendary support of Tektronix, a 

fortune 5(X) manufacturer of the world's highest valued color printers. Starting at only $1395. Tektronix Phaser Printers 

Phaser 140 NEW Phaser 240 NEW f,haser 340 NEW Phaser 540 Phis Phaser 440 NEWf'hascr 480X rhasam 

Tektronix 
/ 

Call 800-835-6100, Ext. 1240. 
http://www. tek. com/CPad?1240 
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Norand's rugged Pen‘Key 6600 wireless mobile 
computer is powerful enough to support advanced 
graphics displays, runs DOS/Windows, and has two 
PC Card Type II slots and one Type III slot. 

PC cards, such as the OaqCard line from National 
Instruments, provide data acquisition options in form 
factors to fit notebook slots. The OaqCard line has a 
power-down mode to draw less power. 

pic data collection applications. 
You can move acquired data off the I 

hand-held unit in a number of ways. For I 
example. Norand offers lOBase-T con- I 
nectivity directly to the network. Wireless I 
units can make wireless network connec- I 
tions, also. One important consideration I 
is the ability to efficiently handle multi- I 
pie simultaneous downloads from different I 
users (e.g., reporting delivery informa- I 
lion). There are many software solutions to I 
the data transfer problem. They range from 
proprietary software to off-the-shelf soft- I 
ware to Oracle or Sybase applications. 

Keep Software Simple 
Some design engineers looking for mo- I 
bile data acquisition solutions may wonder I 
why they should spend extra money on I 
ruggedized hardware, only to operate that I 
hardware with DOS or Windows 3.1, OSes I 
not known for their crashproof qualities. I 
But there are ways to design your system I 
software so that you get the advantages of I 
easy-to-use development environments, I 
while minimizing the risk. 

“To be honest, we don’t have too much I 
of a problem with our systems being IX)S- I 
or Windows-based,” says Mike Colwell, I 
director of product marketing at Norand, a I 
leading manufacturer of hand-held devices. I 
“Most crashes are associated with task I 

will tend to twist directly into the read 
head and destroy your data. Vendors have 
developed solutions that let you drop your 
computer with impunity (see the text box 
“Buying Rugged Hand-Held Computers”). 
However, because increased ruggedness 
often means compromising on weight, 
flexibility, or cost, be sure you know your 
needs before you select your hardware. 

Some systems, for example, come with 
shockproof cases, but those systems are 
so specialized that you need to send them 
back to the manufacturer if you want to 
add a board. Other vendors might require 
that you buy all your peripherals from the 
same vendor to keep the warranty protec¬ 
tion active. 

Incredible Shrinking 
Data Acquisition Cards 
Much of the excitement surround¬ 
ing mobile data acquisition relates 
to the introduction of PC cards 
based on PC Card Type II stan¬ 
dards, which make the form factor 
for collecting data smaller than 
ever. “We’re extremely excited 
about PC Card,” says Ed Mc¬ 
Connell, marketing manager for 
National Instruments. “Our com¬ 
pany has always leveraged off of 
the PC, where customers can create 
their own industrial monitoring de¬ 
vices with our tools. But with PC 
cards, engineers can walk up to a 
unit anywhere, hook up a couple 
of probes, and immediately make 
their tests.” 

Like everything else in mobile 
data acquisition, however, the use 
of PC cards demands a trade-off. 
Even the most expensive cards top 
out at a sampling rate of l(M) kHz, 
while a plug-in board can easily 
provide sampling rates of I MHz. The PC 
Card standard in current use also has yet to 
provide DMA, and CardBus, PC Card's 
32-bit standard, is still part of an un¬ 
scheduled future plan. 

Then there are more mundane issues— 
like power. “Some PC’ cards require more 
power than portables put out,” notes Tim 
Schmidt, principal for Orlando-based En¬ 
core Consulting Group and a specialist in 
hand-held-computing technologies. “You 
may have a system that’s designed for 7 
hours continual use and suddenly find 
you’re getting only half an hour.” 

Although PC cards themselves are hard 
to break, add them to a rugged computer 
and what you get is less rugged than what 

This requires designers to add waterproof 
connections (and higher costs) to their mo¬ 
bile devices. 

Solutions to these problems are being 
devised. CardBus will give PC Card the 
same performance levels as Peripheral 
Component Interconnect (PCI). The move 
from a 5.5-V to a 3.3-V standard will ease 
the power drain (as will the use of lithi¬ 
um-ion batteries.) Until these technolo¬ 
gies arc standard issue on the mobile com¬ 
puter you choose, however, you’ll need to 
make sure that the current IX’ Card bus 
can handle your performance requirements 
before you commit to a mobile data ac¬ 
quisition solution. And you’ll need a back¬ 
up power supply for even the most sim- 

you had before. “Take a 
look at the PC cards you’re 
buying,” says Schmidt. 
“Some need antennas or 
other devices to operate. 
What happens if these get 
dropped? Keep in mind, 
also, that you’ve got 64 little 
pins on each card. What 
happens if you need to use 
three cards in two slots, and 
you’re constantly inserting 
and removing these cards? 
Those pins can bend off.” 

External PC Card slots 
also add more points of fail¬ 
ure to a rugged computer. 
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Take MITAC’s 5024, for example. Turn 
CD-ROM drive. Put in a floppy disk drive. Or an extra 

animation, music or communication centre. Relish in spec 
computing simplified by Windows” 95. Sit back and enjoy. 
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And then roll if you sho 

ularise.Take out the 
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i * on. Or simply do your conventional 
d. The choice is yours to make. 

That’s what you’ll get from a MITAC notebook powered with the latest Intel * Pentium* microprocessor and equipped with a 
10.4" TFT LCD, CD-ROM drive, sound and PCMCIA cards, a built-in stereo speaker, microphone and much more. 

So, come and choose one for yourself. Give yourself a treat and you’ll never stop rocking ’n’ rolling. 
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- Rugged all-steel construction 
- Designed for FCC certification 
- Hasy assembly and service 
- Full line of models and sizes 
- Competitive prices 

- American made redundant power 

supplies, removable disk drive 
modules, RAID controllers. 
Passive Back Planes in stock! 

See us at COMDEX Booth #S7049 

Call NOW for information 
and FREE color catalog 

1-800-394-4122 
VISA & MasterCard accepted 

Same day shipment! 

Designed. (CALIFORNIA 
M.mill.u Kuril. 
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408-638-9460 
205 Apollo Way - Hollister, CA 95023 
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Measure for Windows, from National Instruments, is a spreadsheet add-in for direct data acquisition and serial 
control from Excel. Using Measure, scientists and engineers can take single-point, low-speed readings for 
temperature and pressure or process monitoring applications using a PC card. 

switching, and our systems aren’t being 
used in a multiapplication environment. 
All we're doing is using basic Windows to 
run a specific data collection application. 
We find Windows to be quite good in our 
environment, even though rule number 1 
for us is, ‘don’t lose the data.’" Many peo¬ 
ple choose Windows simply for the ease of 
using off-the-shelf applications and al¬ 
ready-written device drivers. 

"In a specific application, it I DOS) can 
be a stable environment," concurs Schmidt. 
"The key is to keep users as focused as 
possible in the specific application they 
need to do their job. Any time you let users 
go off and use other pieces of the OS, even 
to play solitaire, you’re creating a lot more 
support calls." 

Choosing DOS or Windows as your OS 
can help deflate the costs of developing 
your application, the most expensive fac¬ 
tor in putting a data acquisition system in 
place. "With desktop systems, there’s not 
much custom development," says Sharp. 
"But with data acquisition running on re¬ 
mote devices, custom development of soft¬ 
ware dominates the equation. Remote 
analysis of geological information isn’t 
going to be available in a $2(X) software 
package. You’ll need to write it yourself or 
have someone else write it. Your costs are 
strongly affected by the availability of stan¬ 
dard development tools.” 

Do You Need It? 
Despite plenty of progress, designing a 
mobile data acquisition system still re¬ 

quires you to test input devices for com¬ 
patibility, to work with hardware that may 
spend more time in the shop than in the 
field, to put up with inadequate power, and 
to write custom software. In other words, 
the state of the art in mobile data acquisi¬ 
tion systems still leaves a lot to be desired, 
so much so that some analysts and resellers 
are advising their clients to forget it and 
move straight to emerging wireless tech¬ 
nologies to solve the same problems. 

"It’s not a good business case to go out 
on-site if you can perform the same func¬ 
tion through an automatic process," says 
Steve Gurley, national director for wire¬ 
less data at Electronic Data Systems. "In 
general terms, data collection will be much 
more cost-effective if done on an auto¬ 
mated basis instead of physical inspection. 
There are wireless alternatives for most 
applications that lower costs and improve 
efficiency. I see the trend away from peo¬ 
ple having to go out on-site as much as 
possible." 

Others dismiss this wireless argument 
as more infohighway hype and insist that, 
although there are still problems with hand¬ 
held mobile data acquisition systems, none 
of these problems are insurmountable. 

"Why should you run your data acqui¬ 
sition systems on PCs? Because everyone 
decided that was what a computer looks 
like," says Ben Bailey, cofounder of Com¬ 
puter Boards, which makes PC-based data 
acquisition boards and PC cards. “Other 
solutions, including wireless solutions, get 
expensive very quickly." continued 
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The Complete TCP/IP Applications Suite 
That’s Changing The Way You Conduct Business 

With NFS Maestro. Hummingbird brings 

together all the components you need for 

seamless sharing of network resources. 

All in perfect arrangement. Which is exactly 

what you would expect from the company 

whose internetworking connectivity expertise 
FnoiKiratcisoiEned |las ||,c tempo j„ (he industry for years. 

NFS Maestro debuts with the highest performance NFS 

client on the market today. Plus numerous other essential TCP/IP 

applications. And Maestro is the only NFS suite available for all 

So if you have high expectations for NFS. get NFS Maestro 

from Hummingbird. And get all your desktop users working 

in concert again. For more information on NT'S Maestro or the 

name of the reseller serving you. call M16-496-2200. 
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1 Spartis A«enue. NortcXbrk, Ontano. Canada M2H 2W1 W:(416) 496-2200 Fax (016) 496-2207 •OllcesnVttasr«igteOCUou(«anV)e»(>&Rale^NC.USA*GenetAS«<zertanj*Rar&Fianoe*Uhnch.Gennariy*MaKfenhead.UK. 
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AnthroCarts! 

AnthroCarts are so flexible. You have 
dozens of shapes and sizes to choose, 
plus over 50 accessories to configure 
your cart exactly the way you want. r-i 

And they have a Lifetime Warranty! 
Made of steel and high density particle 
board, these AnthroCarts are as tough as nails. { 

_ See them all in our catalog, then 
_ _call us direct to order. We’ll 

Up| I ship to you the very next 
— business day! k # * . 

Call for your 
free catalog: 

800-325-3841 
6:00 AM to 6 (H) PM PST, M-F 

ANTHRO 

Andiro Corporation 

Technology Furniture* 

10450SW Manhassct l)r. 

lii.il.itin, OR97062 
Fax: 800-325-0045 

E-mail: sales^panthro.com 

Since 1984. Prices from $299. For a lower cost line for the home, 

ask for our SOIIO catalog. (iSA contract. Available for OEM applications. 

Anthro, AnthroCart and Technology Furniture are registered trademarks of Anthro. 

STATE OF THE ART 

The reality of mobile data acquisition 
in the next several years is probably evolv¬ 
ing to a hybrid system, where companies 
gain the advantages of on-site mobile data 
acquisition and use hand-held computers as 
wireless terminals to relay information to 

Accurate 
Information, Inc. 
Tucson, A2 
(520) 326-2244 

Badger Computers 
Tampa, FL 
(800) 322-3437 

Computer 
Boards, Inc. 
Mansfield. MA 
(508) 2611123 
fax: (508) 261 
1094 

Electronic Data 
Systems, Inc. 
Plano, TX 
(214) 604-6000 

Encore Consulting 
Group, Inc. 
Orlando, FL 
(407) 291-0194 

Husky 
Computers, Inc. 
Clearwater. FL 
(813) 530-4141 

Kalidor 
Upland, CA 
(800) 252-5436 

Microslate 
Brossard. Quebec. 
Canada 
(514) 444 8680 

National 
Instruments Corp. 
Austin. TX 
(800) 433 3488 
(512) 794-0100 

Norand Corp. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
(800) 553-597lH 

Symbol 
Technologies, Inc. 
Bohemia. NY 
(800) 927 9626 

Telxon Corp. 
Akron. OH 
(800) 800 8008 

Tusk,Inc. 
Palm Beach 
Gardens. FL 
(800) 275 8875 

World Market 
Strategies, Ltd. 
San Francisco, CA 
(415) 252 8008 

central locations. All vendors of hand-held 
computers are busy forging deals with 
wireless LAN and WAN providers. 

Their sales pitches to you will no doubt 
stress the advantages of spread-spectrum 
technology over infrared, or Cellular Dig¬ 
ital Packet Data (CDPD) over cellular cir¬ 
cuit-switched data (CCSD)—or they will 
tell you the opposite, depending on the al¬ 
liances they have forged. With such a 
range of partial answers available to you, 
it’s easy to forget which problem it is 
you’re trying to solve. Don’t do that. 

“In data collection, stay focused on the 
process that you’re trying to automate,’’ 
says Sharp. “Don’t specify the platform. 
Specify the result. Then li>ok at strategies 
to accomplish that result. Only then should 
you decide what technology will give you 
the results you need.” ■ 

Claire Tristram is a contributing editor at 
McGraw-Hill's Open Computing and also 
writes for Wired. New Media, and other 
technology publications. You can reach her 
at claire <d> netcont. com. 



Talking to Machines 
JUDITH MARKOWITZ 

You don't see the crew of the 
Starship Enterprise fussing 
much with keyboards. When 

someone wants to ask the computer a 
question, he or she normally just speaks 
to it. It’s fast, efficient, and natural—in 
Star Trek's twenty-fourth-century uni¬ 
verse. In our own time, however, key¬ 
boards and mice are a lot more impor¬ 
tant for computing than our voices are. 

But talking to machines is too good 
an idea to ignore. Speech is such a ba¬ 
sic and universal mode of communi¬ 
cation that it’s natural to want to talk to 
machines, such as computers and tele¬ 
phones. 

What Did You Say? 
Whether we use it to dial a telephone, 
navigate through Windows, dictate a 
letter, or enter data, speech recogni¬ 
tion’s basic job remains the same: to 
identify what a person has said, and to 
do so quickly, accurately, and seam¬ 
lessly. It has to identify features from a 
continuous blast of speech and noise 
that spans the entire spectrum of audi¬ 
ble frequencies. 

The task is complicated by regional 
accents and speech habits (see the text 
box “Wuzzatdoonear? Idano” on page 
102). We rarely notice them because 
we use nonverbal and situational cues 
to help us. Speech-recognition systems 
depend almost exclusively on acoustic 
data, yet we still expect them to perform as accurately as we do. 

Several features influence the accuracy and speed of a speech- 
recognition system: the recognition algorithms used, the size and 
nature of the vocabulary, the grammar, whether speech is con¬ 
tinuous or discrete, and the speaker model. These are summa¬ 
rized in the table “Speech-Recognition Features” on page 104. 

I Recognize that Algorithm 
Speech-recognition systems compare stored vocabulary models 
with spoken input according to specified recognition algorithms. 
No match will be exact, because slight differences in speed, em¬ 
phasis, emotion, and other details change a word’s acoustic pat¬ 
terns and length, even with just one speaker. 

Speech-recognition systems represent words in different ways. 

The ultimate computer 

input device may be 

right under your nose 

Some systems use templates, which encode 
acoustic patterns from one or more samples 
and then compare acoustic patterns with spo¬ 
ken input, frame by frame. Most products, 
however, use hidden Markov models, or 
HMMs (see the text box “Hidden Markov 

Models” on page l(M)). Two recognition algorithms commonly 
used with HMMs are the Baum-Welch maximum likelihood 
(“best match”) algorithm and the Viterbi (“best path”) algorithm. 
Both process the input through an HMM and produce a probabil¬ 
ity rating. 

HMMs are fast, efficient, and accurate, but the industry and the 
technology are evolving rapidly, and developers are investigating 
alternative approaches. One option, auditory modeling, attempts 
to reproduce operations of the inner ear and auditory nerve. Test 
systems have improved accuracy, speaker mtxleling, and noise 
rejection. Unfortunately, human auditory behavior is p<x>rly un¬ 
derstood, and full auditory nuxlels remain a long-range goal. 

Artificial neural networks have begun to appear in commercial 
speech recognition. Neural nets can extract complex patterns 

§ 
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TALKING TO MACHINES 
from large quantities of messy 
data, which makes them well- 
suited for speech. 

Speech Recognition’s Four Main Uses 

COMMAND AND CONTROL 

How Many Words Is Enough? 
Even dictionaries with l(X),000 
words can’t meet all needs, so 
some products allow users and 
developers to add words. The 
newest tools create new vocabu¬ 
lary items by combining HMMs. 
A system could construct the 
word unbirthday, for example, by assem¬ 
bling HMMs for each of its sounds. Or it 
could extract un from unbolt and attach it 
to birthday. 

But large vocabularies can reduce per¬ 
formance or increase complexity. Search¬ 
ing a large vocabulary for every word takes 
time and increases the likclihotxl that sim¬ 
ilar-sounding words will produce errors. 
Acoustics alone can’t prevent a system from 
recognizing to when a user means two, or 
from selecting write instead of right. 

Grammar Knows Best 
Position and context can help in picking 
the right word. Language has an internal 
structure, which we refer to as grammar. 
For English, that structure limits word se¬ 
quencing. Speech-recognition systems also 
use grammars to reduce or eliminate un¬ 
acceptable word sequences. 

Voice 
control of machine 

operations. 

Voice activated 
dialing nav^ation 

of GUIs. 

DATA ENTRY 

Input of data to quality control 
systems, databases, or other 

software. 

Inspection data; 
forms completion; 

order entry. 

DICTATION 

Creation of letters and other 
documents using free form or 

structured dictation. 

General dictation; 
structured report 

generation. 

DATA ACCESS/ 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

Search and retrieval 
of oftkne data. 

Banking by phone; 
directory assistance. 

The most common grammar for speech 
recognition is the finite-state grammar, 
which consists of a set of states connected 
by transitions, like HMMs without the 
probabilities. A finite-state grammar de¬ 
fines the paths a user can take through the 
application and specifies what words are 
acceptable at each state (known as its ac¬ 
tive vocabulary). Limiting the active vo¬ 
cabulary speeds processing and helps min¬ 
imize errors. Consider the figure “Who’s 
on First?” on page 100. This finite-state 
grammar has 14 words or phrases anti spec¬ 
ifies the active vocabulary. 

Finite-state grammars are excellent for 
highly structured applications, such as in¬ 
spections in manufacturing and voice con¬ 
trol of a GUI, but they don’t allow the free¬ 
dom needed for unstructured dictation. For 
that application, statistical language mod¬ 
els work better. These models contain prob¬ 

abilities about how likely it is that a par¬ 
ticular word was uttered, given the identi 
ty of the preceding word (bigram model) 
or two words (trigram model). 

Many telephone applications have to 
deal with unpredictable input. For example, 
a bank customer looking for a home loan 
might say something like: “I want to find 
out about mortgages” or “I wanna buy a 
home, and I need a loan.” Such applica 
lions need what's called keyword spotting. 
This procedure doesn’t try to identify every 
word but instead looks for patterns that 
match specified keywords (e.g., mortgage 
or loan). If the system hears one of those 
words, it takes a programmed action. 

Talkus Interraptus 
In normal speech, we run words together, 
This so-called continuous speech can be 
difficult for a speech-recognition system to 

SPEECH-RECOGNITION PRODUCTS 
_c 

Primary 
Functions 

Continuous (C) 
or Discrete (0) 

Speaker 
Dependent (0) 
Independent (1) 
Adaptive (A) 

Dictionary 
Size (maxi¬ 
mum words 
per appfcation) 

Features 

Target 
Systems Price 

Target 
Customer Product Vendor Inquiry No. 

B6N Hark Systems Corp. Hark Recognizer IBM compatible PCs; 5400 per port o.©,« C 1 L (100K; 2K ESC. HMM A.P 991 
Cambridge, MA Unix workstations (telephony) active) 
(617) 873-4636; fax (617) 873-2473 
hark mfo«bbn.com 
http://www.bbn.com 

Dragon Systems, Inc. DragonDidate IBM compatible PCs 5395 (5K words), 0,0 0 A L(60K) HMM.S U. OEM 992 
Newton, MA (486/33 and up) 5695 (30ft) 
(800) 825 5897 or (617) 965 5200 51695 (60K) 
fax: (617) 527*0372 

IBM Corp. VoiceType IBM compatible PCs Starts at 5999 0,0 0 A L(22ft) HMM, S U 993 
Boca Raton, FL 
(407) 443 80U; fax (407)448-6549 

Kurzweil Applied Intelligence Kurzweil Voice IBM compatible PCs $995 0,0 C (for digits), A L (30K or 60K) Undisclosed; u 9St 
Waltham, MA for Windows (486/33 and up) (includes sound 0 thought to be FSC. 
(800) 380 1234 or (617) 893 5151 release L5 hoard and HMM.S 
fax: (617) 893 76S3 microphone) 

Philips Dictation Systems SpeechMagic, IBM compatible PCs Consult vendor o C A L (50K and up) HMM.S A.P 995 
San Irancisco, CA SpeechPro (486 and up) 
(415)434 7715 (language de 
fax: (415) 434 7729 vetopment tool) 

Sensory Circuits RSC 164 Series Chip-level Under 55 o 0 0,1 s FSC, neural network; P 996 
San Jose, CA per chip (also does speech 
(408) 452 1000; fax (408)452 1025 in quantity and musk synthesis. 
http://www.sefaoryc.com/ yoke recording) 

Speech Systems, Inc. PE500 IBM compatible PCs 5995 o.o,e C 1 U4W) FSC phoneme model A, OEM 997 
Boulder. CO (486 and up) 
(303) 9381110 
fax:(303)938 1874 

O (OMMiund jndcontrot M djlintry Sc fell IS C * fiate state bjwmjt A-tofteitmel erdof* 
4) diU KcrWfwtp* © fetJtiM/rtpwt t*m jtmi N Mrdum HMM KddMlUbvMdtfc P = Product dmJofKT 

-1 
l s Large $: - Statntkjl Impute mM H = U«ur 1 
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IIVUIHLL# iivwmci iiv ..9 The only solution for those 

typical clays out of the office is Badger Computers. No matter how extreme the 
conditions, Badger Computers has unleashed the most extensive line of rugged 
mobile computers available anywhere. Badger Computers offers custom 
configurations with numerous wireless connectivity options including 
ARDIS, RAM, Cellular/CDPD, Spread Spectrum, CDPD and Private 
Network. Barcode scanners and integrated CPS are also available. ( 
Products are DOSAVindows-compatible and designed for mobile \ 
data collection, distributed processing, and communications. 
Finally, a typical day out of the office has met its match! For more 09 KM 
information call 1 -800-3-BADGER. 1^1 * 

0T-4*T1 

BADGER Computers- 



TALKING TO MACHINES 
handle. The most common alternative is 
disc ret c-wonl input, where users pause 
between words. Discrete-word input sim¬ 
plifies the identification of word bound¬ 
aries. With a limited vocabulary and a fi¬ 
nite space grammar, continuous-speech 
recognition doesn't require t<x> much com¬ 
pulation. Rut fora large vocabulary with a 
statistical model, great power is required. 

Existing laboratory systems for contin¬ 
uous-speech dictation can take from three 
to 10 times as long to process a speech 
sample as the person takes to say it. Philips 
Dictation Systems’ SpeechMagie, the first 
commercial continuous-speech dictation 
system, avoids this dilemma by beginning 
its processing after the user has finished 
dictating. Greater commercial use of con¬ 
tinuous-speech dictation awaits more pow¬ 
erful, less expensive CPUs. 

Do I Know You? 
The simplest approach uses HMMs creat¬ 
ed from samples spoken by one person 
and are for use only by that person. These 
are called speaker-dependent systems. Cre¬ 
ating the model is called 
training, or enrollment. Each 
user must provide at least 
one spoken sample for each 
word in the vocabulary. Al¬ 
though this can take consid¬ 
erable up-front time, such 
systems can recognize users' 
speech very accurately. 

But speaker-dependent 
systems aren't so good for 
one-time users or a large 
vocabulary. These situations 
call for a speaker-indepen¬ 
dent system built from sam¬ 
ples by many individuals. 
Although they’re less accu¬ 
rate than good speaker-de- 
pendent models, such mod¬ 
els work surprisingly well. 
However, speech models 
created for American En¬ 
glish might not work well 
with British speakers. 

When applications de¬ 
mand large vocabularies and 
are to be used repeatedly by 
the same people, as for dicta¬ 
tion, it's useful to tune the 
models to each speaker. Be¬ 
cause users can't enroll thou¬ 
sands of words, large- vocab¬ 
ulary systems begin with 
primitive word forms called 
basefortns and modify them 
using smaller samples of a 
user's speech. This process is 
called speaker adaptation. 

A common form is called “on-the-fly 
adaptation." found in Dragon Systems' 
Dragon Dictate, it adjusts to the speaker 
during use. Another approach, known as 
“rapid enrollment" and used by IBM's 
VoiceType dictation system, requires a 
one-time enrollment process that takes 
anywhere from 45 minutes to 2 hours. 

OK, What’s It Good for? 
Speech-recognition systems are suited to 
four primary functions: command and con¬ 
trol, data entry, data access and querying, 
and dictation (see the table "Speech Recog¬ 

nition's Four Main Uses" on page 98). Most 
often, the nature of the application dictates 
what type of speech-recognition product 
and technology should be used and deter¬ 
mines what features are important. 

With command and control, you operate 
a computer or other device using spoken 
commands, such as voice-dialing and GUI- 
navigation systems. The first applications 
of this type allowed military personnel and 
factory workers to operate equipment such 
as map displays in tanks and aircraft. 

Voice command and control is now be¬ 
ing used in consumer products, including 

Hidden Markov Models 
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) consist of states connected by directional arcs or transitions 

containing probability information. A. A. Markov formulated the basic structure in 1913 to de¬ 
scribe letter sequences in Russian. Each state in Markov’s model corresponded to a single letter, 
while the transition linking A to B represented the probability that B would follow A. James Baker 
of Carnegie Mellon University first applied HMMs to speech recognition in the 1970s. 

In Markov’s original model, a state emits its unique letter, making the path easily discernible. 
What makes an HMM “hidden” 
is that it’s impossible to de¬ 
termine the path taken through 
the model on the basis of the 
intermediate outputs. Outputs 
of HMMs are simply the result 
of applying probabilities to the 
input and don’t necessarily tell 
you what state produced them. 

Speech recognition con¬ 
structs the HMM for a word 
from spoken samples of that 
word. Each state contains 
acoustic information about a 
segment of the word, includ¬ 
ing acoustic variability. Tran¬ 
sitions contain probabilities to 
determine the likelihood that 
one state will follow another 
state. Because they allow a 
recognition algorithm to move 
from one state to another 
based on the input data, 
HMMs are “nondeterministic” 
systems. 

This diagram illustrates how a speech-recognition algorithm might identify a 
word by comparing a series of input vectors (i.e., speech samples) with a five- 
state stored HMM. Here we see three possible paths, all starting at the same 
state. The orange line indicates the “best path” through this HMM, the one that 
most closely matches the characteristics of the HMM. For this solution, the first 
two inputs keep the path in the first state of the HMM. In physical terms, if this 
HMM represented the word six, the orange path might suggest that the speaker 
lengthened the s sound at the start of the word. 
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x PnP Ethernet 

Designed fop Windows 95. 

Autopilot for your network. 
New Plug & Play FL16PNP. Because it’s fully 

Plug and Play compliant, this new adapter 

works right out of the box. There’s absolutely 

no user configuration or intervention needed. 

You get all the benefits of the hot new PnP 

technology and it’s certified compatible with 

Windows 95, too. It automatically and seam¬ 

lessly integrates with Windows 95, so you 

don’t have to worry about cluttering up your 

hard disk, missing files, or missed connections. 

Plus, PnP is easily upgradeable for future net¬ 

work growth. 

So if you’re ready to put your network on auto¬ 

pilot, go for the no configuration, designed for 

Windows 95 (bmpex FL16PNP. 

Ml KG9 
w 

COMPEX 

Out-connecting the rest 

O IWC-Bfrv U ( *mft\ mU At (.tmfex mt tcv*ncl fcfc 
Al MiraMii mJ m Ar pn+rm 4 mfwwr Ukn 

USA GERMANY SINGAPORE 

COMPEX, Inc. 
4051 E. La Palma . Anaheim. CA 92807 U SA 

(714)630 7302 Fax (714) 630 6521 

ReadyLINK Networktechnology GmbH COMPEX Systems Pte Ltd 
Albert Einstein Slrasse 42.63322 Rodermark. Germany 4 Kim Chuan Terrace. Singapore 537027 

(49) 6074 98017 Fax (49) 6074 90668 (65) 288 8220 Fax (65) 280 9947 
Tlx RS 35551 POWMAT 
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TALKING TO MACHINES 
personal digital assistants, VCR program¬ 
mers, toys, and home appliances. It also 
gives hands-free control of wheelchairs 
and other equipment to disabled people. 

The telephone is arguably the most pop¬ 
ular current platform for speech command 
and control. Speech also provides a simple, 
easy-to-use, uniform interface for call man¬ 
agement and message-processing opera¬ 
tions, and it’s an important part of most 
modern telephony applications. For ex¬ 
ample, call routing is easier when callers 
can just say “technical support” or “tech 

support” to reach the appropriate line. 
Most command-and-control systems 

need small vocabularies in a simple struc¬ 
ture. Many systems require the high ac¬ 
curacy offered by gixxl speaker-dependent 
models and expect superior noise toler¬ 
ance. In most cases, commands are short 
enough to allow either discrete-word or 
continuous-speech recognition. 

Data Entry 
A data-entry speech-recognition product 
is an “eyes busy, hands busy” input de¬ 

vice that allows an individual to enter data 
while performing a demanding manual 
task. Early applications were in manufac¬ 
turing jobs, such as inspection, receiving, 
and quality audit 

Newer applications are appearing in oth¬ 
er fields. For example, several systems al¬ 
low physicians and nurses to enter data 
while examining patients. Visa Interactive 
recently deployed a speech interface for 
bill payment over the phone. Using speech- 
recognition systems, the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics has been able to expand 
its data-collection capabilities despite a 
shrinking staff. 

Data-entry applications are usually high¬ 
ly structured and can support either dis- 

\\ uzzatdoonear? Iriano 
N you think speech recognition is a simple probkm, consider the 

following as examples of normal, everyday speech, the kind 

of thing we hear all the time and never wonder what it means. 

hominyuwan? (How many do you want?) 

amina (I’m gonna [borrowed from George Carlin]) 

jeet? (Did you eat?) 

wuhjusay? (What did you say?) 

ahluv (AH of; I love; 11 have; olive [Take your pick!]). This 

raises the possibility of the folowing spoken sentence: “Ahluv, 

ahluv an ahluv, cu; ahluv aWuv ’em lil greentings.’’ 

Crete or continuous input. Vocabularies I 
can range from small to moderately large; 
speaker-modeling requirements depend on 
the size and nature of the user population. I 

Queries and Data Access 
Voice data access is used primarily over 
the telephone for gathering information 
from databases and other on-line sources. 
Banks that wanted to extend their remote 
services to customers with rotary phones 
were early users of voice data access. With 
Touch-Tone technology being rare out¬ 
side North America, speech recognition , 
permits cost-effective 24-hour support for 
overseas customers. 

The most notable application of voice- 
activated data access is in information- 
retrieval systems. For example, both West 
Publishing and Lexis-Nexis offer speech- 
recognition interfaces for searching their 
legal databases. Both companies' prod¬ 
ucts convert spoken queries into SQL state- | 
ments. 

Keyword spotting allows continuous- 
speech input and speaker-independent j 
modeling for small-vocabulary, telephone- ] 
based systems. Database-retrieval systems 
currently employ discrete-word input and 

speaker adaptation. continued 

Gain Access to the 
World of Smartcards 

In :m locmtsinglv wind world, tltousanthof pmfitaldesm:if1canl abdications 

arc just wailing to be developed... in education, tt-U v« mum micatioi l\ healthcare, 

hanking, security. You name it. By personalizing and securing data, smartcanls 

satisfy a real need of tin* Infonnation Age. 

To seize this opportunity and create successful smarican! abdications, all you need is 

ASK'" Tlr Aladdin Smariiaud Environment. ASK is an integrated development envimnnxnt 
that gives software developers an efficient, flexible and secure tool for making tlx* most of this 

new business o|)fM>rtiinity. 

Tl* ASK system Includes ASKVy/, a library of software interfaces ;uxl utilities; ASKMv, a versatile 

read/write smartcard drive unit; and ASKYz/nr/v, personalized smartcards of various types. 

ASK offersease-of-use and aslmrt learning curre, with Mandanls compliant siqiport for a wide range of smartcards. 

And ASK itxnrporaies advanced security features, including digital signature, authentication, and otlrer public 

key cryptographic functions. 

ASK Ifcwiopuient Kits - as well as stand-alone ASKDriees and customized ASIY^m/v - n now avaihihle. 

Aladdin, a world leader in software security, has more than 10 years of experience in providing advanced solutions 
lor abdication developers, in tlx* fields of security abdications, system integration, and dewlopiixul tools. 

I or more information about ASK - your key to tlx* world of smartcards call I H00-225*4277 today. 

http://www.aks.coi 
kK. b* «M m tail 7\l fm IV VM IV/. I Ml u 

i* m oi/u«wum* oi/vaw i m< 

Call for del«its of your local distributor! 

lilt !■»•*. 

ALADDIN 
vim The Professional's Choice 
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your hard drive is getting 

bigger, much, much bigger. 

Introducing PartitionMagic 2.0. 

Believe it or not, your new high-capacity hard disk may only be an illu¬ 

sion. You see, preconfigured hard drives can (and do) waste hundreds 

of megabytes of storage space because of inefficient cluster sizes. 0^' 

ACIUM AMOUNT O# WA1TI0 J.ACI OIMMOJ UKJW »M| HUA..II ANO Ml O# »OU* »»UV 

Reveal up to 40% more hard-disk space by evidently resizing clusters. 

Now with PartitionMagic 2.0, you have the power 

to easily reclaim lost disk space instantly/ With a 

wave of your mouse you can visually resize hard¬ 

disk partitions and inefficient cluster sizes to opti¬ 

mize your hard drive, secure data, and organize 

applications and operating systems in a more effi¬ 

cient way—even when using disk compression software like Stacker or DriveSpace. 

Award winning technology that makes hard-disk hassles disappear. 

PartitionMagic 1.0 won the prestigious OS/2 Magazine Editors Choice Award, and that was just 

the warm up for our next act. PartitionMagic 2.0 s user friendly interface, combined with its non¬ 

destructive resizing eliminates the perils of disk partitioning and ensures that your data—and your 

schedule—doesn’t go up in smoke. 

You’ll be amazed at how easy it is to put your hard disk under your spell. To order 

PartitionMagic 2.0, call PowerQuest today at 1-800-379-2566 and mention code 

#PQBYM95. PartitionMagic for Windows 95 & DOS is just $49 95; f°r OS/2 & 

DOS, only $69.95. Also, ask about our special 30-day money back guarantee. Patent- 

pending. For more information (and magic) visit our home page at: http://www.powerquest.com. 

version 
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PartitionMagic 
Circle 127 on Inquiry Card. 
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TALKING TO MACHINES 
Dictation: Computer, Take a Letter 

Dictation comes in two basic forms: struc¬ 

tured report generation and free-form dic¬ 

tation. Reporting systems are widely used 

in health care and are gaining popularity 

among attorneys. 

Dictation systems need big vocabular¬ 

ies—20.0(H) words or more. Frec-form 

dictation requires statistical grammars, but 

structured report generation can be imple¬ 

mented with finite-state grammars. Cur¬ 

rent technology relics mainly on discrete- 

word recognition and speaker adaptation. 

Do What I Mean, Not What I Say 

Speech-recognition technology is a long 

way from human communication. While 

figuring out what words are spoken can 

help automate many operations, it’s still 

only one part of a larger, more difficult 

puzzle—figuring out what a spoken com¬ 

munication means. 

A new field of study, known as spoken 

language understanding (SLU), aims at 

improving the verbal communication skills 

of machines. SLU research is driven pri¬ 

marily by the Defense Department’s Ad¬ 

vanced Research Projects Agency and by 

government funding from Japan and Eu- 

SPEECH-RECOGNITION FEATURES 
Reco&iition algorithm Method of representing speech and 

comparing stored models with user input 

The number and types of words included 
in the application. Vocabulary sue can 
range from two words to more than $0,000. 

Structure imposed on the application that 
defines what can be said and in what 
sequence. Possible types indude finite 
state grammar, statistical language models, 
keyword spotting, or no grammar. 

How a user must speak to the system, 
either with continuous speech or in dberete 
words with pauses in between. 

How the system gathers information about, 
and represents, users’ acoustic patterns, 
system can be speaker dependent, 
speaker independent, or speaker adaptive. 

rope. Several organizations arc working 

on speech-to-speech translation, even over 

transoceanic telephone lines. Researchers 

and commercial companies are develop¬ 

ing systems that can handle limited chunks 

of meaning that are important for natural 

conversation. We'll see significant ad¬ 

vances in the SLU field in the next few 

years, but full implementation remains a 

distant goal. 

Neural-net technology is also emerg¬ 

ing. Sensory Circuits offers a chip-level 

product used in toys and other consumer 

products. Lcrnout and llauspic (Woburn, 

MA) is licensing its neural-net technol¬ 

ogy. This will be instrumental in improv¬ 

ing noise immunity and creating more flex¬ 

ible, speaker-independent models. 

Finally, support for speech recognition 

is being provided by the development of 

API standards. Proposals covering tele- 1 

communications platforms, Windows 3.1, 

and Windows 95 standards have been for- j 

mutated and are being adopted. By the end 

of the century, all these technical advances I 

will make today’s speech-recognition tech¬ 

nology, as good as it is, look primitive. ■ 
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RETRIEVER HUNTS DATA! 
Windows Friendly Access To UNIX Databases 

SQL Retrienr offers best-ef-bned access to UNIX 

databases, so you don I hare to worry alxtnl the 

fndigrev of proprietary interfaces. 

SQL-Retriever is man’s best friend 

when you want to retrieve and 

update critical business infor¬ 

mation in UNIX databases from 

Windows applications, such as 

Microsoft Kxcel or Access. Point-and- 

click access to Oracle, Informix, Ingres, 

Interbase, and Sybase databases means 

no more learning each vendor’s propri¬ 

etary interface. Just fast and easy desk- 

top-to-database power that works right 

out of die box with virtually every 

Windows TCP/IP product. 

MM W [~iH 

SPECIAL! 
OHLY $150 
thro Nov. 30, 1995 
NEEDS HOST SOFTWARE 

Access Oracle, Informix, Ingres, Interbase, and 
Sybase databases without having to learn 
proprietary interfaces 

ODBC support for Microsoft Excel and Access 

Supports Windows 95. Windows 3.11, Windows NT 
and Windows for Workgroups 

GET YOUR FREE UNIDIRECT CATALOG TODAY TO HUNT DOWN OVER 90 PC-TO-UNK CONNECTIVITY PRODUCTS! 

1-800-613-1683 
WebSite: hnpv'/wnw.unidireif com • fox 408 461 5055 • UniFax faxback 714 453-4755 Doc#19160 • ph 408 461 4799 • Dept. 239005 

UniDiregft^ 
Where tlx* Corlxyd^worU^Y 
Connects to UNIX 
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•'.LEANSWEEP95 FOR WINDOWS95 

WILL UNINSTALL ALL YOUR 
IJBSOLETE PROG RAMS. 
I LIKE, OH FOR INSTANCE, UNINSTALLER.) 

Sorry Uninstaller, but the new Quarterdeck 

( IcanSweep 95 just swept you under the carpet. 

While you may be excellent at uninstalling those 

I tty 16-hit programs, that skill won’t get you I\ ry far in Windows 95. 

Windows 95 is big, with big 32-bit programs. 

( leanSweep 95 is smart and powerful, with native 

2-hit power to remove any program in the 

Windows 95 world - both 16- and 32-bit. 

And it does it much faster than other 

(uh-hmmm) uninstallers, so you don’t have 

' to twiddle your thumbs for hours every 

t ime you uninstall something, archive it or 

go searching for leftover hits of unwanted files. 

Quarterdeck CleanSweep 95 is also much safer 

to use than other uninstallers. Much easier, too. 

Wizards do most of the work for you - all that’s 

left to do is simply click. 

To see for yourself everything CleanSweep 95 

can do, call 1-800-683-6696 for your free trial 

edition. Or you can download a copy from our 

Web site at www.quarterdeck.com. 

Even better, pick up the real thing. You may 

also qualify for a specially priced competitive 

upgrade from any participating retailer.* 

Or you can order by phone: 1-800-683-6696. 

HURRY! UPGRADE OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 15.1995. 

•Special upgrade otter applies lo regtsleied useis ol Mcrohelp Uninstaller. Verttsott Remove ll. Landmark UninstaH tt. IMS1 WwxWetc. and. ol course. Ouaricrdeck CleanSweep Dealer prices may vary 
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DragNET 
G-men launch 
distributed database; 
criminals baffled 

PETER WAYNER Criminals beware: Every cell in your 
body is going to rat on you. With 
1 GB of DNA information for each 
cell, they're as gtxxl as fingerprints. 

Don't believe it? Just ask some police officers in 
Minnesota. They nabbed a serial rapist. There 
was blood on his jacket, but at first police couldn't 
match it to any local victims. They ran the blood 
profile through the FBI's Combined DNA Index 
System (CODIS). The profile matched a DNA 
sample from a rape victim in another part of the 
state. With additional police work, authorities 
found enough evidence to make an arrest. In the 
past, the perpetrator might have walked. This 
time, he shuffled—to a jail cell. 

But the real sleuthing came before this crime 
ever took place. The technical staff at FBI head¬ 
quarters in Washington, D.C., first had to figure 
out how to create a seamless network of data¬ 
bases that would link the DNA labs and law- 
enforcement agencies throughout the nation. The 
goal was to make it easy for the police to look 
for DNA matches and identify criminals who op¬ 
erated in different locations. The solution was a 
simple store-and-forward mechanism based on a 
commercial E-mail program that runs over plain 
old telephone system (POTS) lines and provides 
all the necessary capabilities without a WAN. 

Finding the Right Tool 

A high-speed WAN was prohibitively expensive 
for this application, and it was overkill. There 
might be 1 GB of data in a cell’s DNA, but foren¬ 
sic science had reduced the amount necessary to 
find accurate matches to about 10 integers (see the 
text box “DNA by the Numbers" on page 110). 
As a result, the amount of data traveling over the 
network was relatively small. Moreover, the lab 
work to analyze DNA takes several weeks. There was no need for 
a lightning-quick database response. 

However, this doesn’t mean the DNA network didn’t have a 
number of design peculiarities. First, the network needed to pro¬ 
vide a distributed database so police labs could perform local 
searches and also access national databases. Second, the network 
had to be easy to install and maintain by the local DNA labs and 
police departments. Third, the FBI's division in charge of com¬ 
munications security had to approve the hardware used for en¬ 
crypting communications links. 

The FBI and participating law-enforcement agencies also had 
some strict requirements for the database itself. Each lab lives tin 
derdifferent legal environments, and states treat DNA evidence 

uniquely. This places different restrictions on how the police can 
record and analyze DNA information. Some states, for instance, 
forbid trying to identify a criminal by searching through the I 
records of innocent people. Related to this, the FBI was quite I 
sensitive to the political problems of amassing a large collection I 
of DNA data on citizens for fear that abuse of the database would I 
threaten personal privacy. 

Design Complications 
In ll)l)(). a technical team from the FBI began working with a I 
contractor. Syndics (Vienna, VA), to develop the E-mail-based I 
system that would bundle DNA queries into electronic messages I 
sent over encrypted lines to central state or national computers. I 

y 
FB FBI analysts maintain DNA records of 

criminals throughout the country. Authorities 
access the data using a simple but effective 
E-mail system and secure telephone lines. 
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Low-Cost Network SOLUTIONS FOCUS 

The Network Structure 
Each lab in the network maintains a 

selection of databases that contain DNA records from different 
sources. One holds records for convicted offenders, another for 
crime-scene data, and a third database maintains information 
about the country's population as a whole. 

Three layers of computers form the CODIS network. Local 
labs use 486- and Pentium-class PCs to maintain information 
about all the cases that each lab processes (the FBI recommends 
100-MHz Pentiums with 64 MB of RAM running Windows NT; 
states are in various stages of upgrading to these machines). Each 
state keeps a central database, also stored on business-class PCs, 
with a combined record for all the DNA processed by the local 
labs. These PCs answer statewide queries. 

At the top of the hierarchy is the FBI’s central database, which 

These central servers perform the data¬ 
base search and mail the results back to 
local labs and police departments. 

Hie E-mail solution was fast enough 
for the job, and making it secure was 
easy. The team wrote software for 
maintaining the local databases and 
for interacting with the nationwide 
databases. The FBI provides this soft¬ 
ware at no cost to 42 local labs in the 
21 states (plus the District of Colum¬ 
bia) that participate in the program. 

The FBI developed custom source 
code for the DNA applications while 
relying on commercial applications 
(e.g., the Quadbase database, from 
Quadbase Systems, and Novell’s Net¬ 
Ware MIIS 1.5 E-mail program) to 
provide standard services. The ap¬ 
proach produced a solution quickly, 
but it was not without its hassles. 

While the programmers didn't have 
to write E-mail software, they faced 
problems when knitting together ap¬ 
plications from different vendors. Re¬ 
visions of these applications came 
throughout the implementation cycle. 
Incompatibilities such as DLL con¬ 
flicts would bring the system to a halt. 
But tracking down bugs was difficult 
because manufacturers pointed fingers 
at each other. “Layered architectures 
are great," says Steve Niezgoda, who is 
the CODIS program manager. “But 
you've got to know more than your 
layer or else the problems will haunt 
you forever," he adds. 

JUST THE FACTS 

The Problems 

• Link unconnected PCs throughout the country to a 

central database. 

• Find a solution that is more economical than traditional 

LANs or WANs. 

• Maintain database records according to widely divergent 

requirements. 

• Provide a secure environment that closely controls access 

to records. 

The Solutions 

• A store-and-forward system built from standard 

E-mail software and POTS lines. 

• SQL servers with custom front ends for 

custom queries. 

• Government-issue STU-III telephone/modems for security. 

The Benefits 

• A low-cost, quickly built, and easily maintained 

network. 

• System users can analyze data according to 

individual needs. 

Lesson Learned 

• An E-mail/POTS system can be more economical 

and appropriate than faster networks. 

combines records of all the state databases. This database is part 
of a LAN that includes the database server, a client, and a com¬ 
munications server. All three currently are Pentium-based systems, 
but Niezgoda says the agency will migrate to RISC-based ma¬ 
chines (probably using Alpha or Mips processors) early next 
year. The FBI’s central database runs general searches requested 
by state and local authorities. 

Local-lab databases store tests in Quadbase; Microsoft SQL 
Server for OS/2 runs the bigger state and nationwide databases. 
The database software is modular, however, and the team is up¬ 
grading to Microsoft SQL for Windows NT. Each state database 
contains all the local records, and the nationwide database con¬ 
tains all the records that the FBI receives from the participating 
states. 

The FBI built a front end on top of the database to make it 
easy for lab technicians to make queries (see the screen on page 
110). Technicians search for a match by checking the loci (or 
markers) corresponding to the lab tests that were done. States 
and labs use different combinations of tests, so the system tries to 
find the best match it can. Investigators type into data-table cells 
the integers that roughly represent the lengths of the DNA strands. 
The program then displays the matching percentage window. 
The screen shows one successful match for all four loci. A DNA 
technician performs additional analysis to confirm the quality 
of the match by examining details in the profile. 

F2ach PC in each DNA lab can search its local database for 
matches off-line. If someone wants to search statewide or na¬ 
tionwide. the local machine must send its query to the machines 
responsible for these centralized databases. The links between 
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If you’re surprised by the extent of the McGraw-Hill brands and 

companies listed above, then you’ll understand why we’ve included 

them in our name. I he change reflects the breadth of our respected 

businesses and our growing commitment to the diverse strengths of 

our people. It also expresses our pride in Ix-ing a leading information 

services organization, offering valuable analysis and knowledge to 

worldwide markets through a broad range of traditional and 

electronic media. While we will always embrace the McGraw-Hill 

values of high quality and editorial integrity, our new name serves as 

a reminder that we are equally dedicated to looking ahead. 
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ECEL’s ECS-series Booksize 
Computer With the solutions to meet your needs. 
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Power system 
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Dimension 
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Floppy Disk Drive 
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive 

Fixed Disk Drive 
2.5", 19mm max. bight removable 
HDD, local bus IDE interface 

Power Management Feature 
System management mode (SMM) 
Buid-in Intcigent Power Manager 

I/O Interfaces 
One Parallel port 
Two Serial ports 
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Cache memory 
Build-in 256KB second level Cache 

BIOS 
AMI or Award BIOS 
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SOLUTIONS FOCUS Low-Cost Network 

the machines required the most attention 
from the systems designers. Each local 
machine needed to forward queries to the 
larger databases, but the FBI decided it 
was not feasible to route the queries over 
the existing FBI WAN because of the vol¬ 
ume of traffic already passing through that 
network. Instead, the COD IS team chose to 
build an E-mail network to forward the 
queries as messages. 

This E-mail system requires much less 
overhead, such as expensive leased lines, 
than a dedicated WAN. Although some 
people believe that transferring data re¬ 
quires full-time connections among ma¬ 
chines, many applications, such as this 
one, can adequately handle the data flow 
with a store-and-forward architecture. In 
this case, the queries and responses are 
small. Therefore, maintaining dedicated 
links for small packets is wasteful. The 
network designers chose MHS because in 
1990 it was one of only a few E-mail pro¬ 
grams that was able to transfer messages 
by looking up the phone number and dial¬ 
ing another machine’s modem. 

The E-mail approach also answered se¬ 
curity concerns. The FBI can authorize lo¬ 
cal labs to use a secure government-con¬ 
trolled telephone known as the STU-III. 
This phone can encrypt voice and data and 
perform the functions of an ordinary mo¬ 
dem. Programmers can also direct an STU- 
III to accept calls only from a prearranged 
list of other STU-llls. This lets the FBI 
lock out access to the DNA database with¬ 
out doing any of the coding or security 
work itself. 

The STU-III, however, is an expensive 
device. It must be purchased by each lab 
for about $2(XX). Also, the hardware makes 
network maintenance tedious. If a new lab 
enters the system, its identity must be dis¬ 
tributed to the STU-llls at the state and 
national levels so these phones will rec¬ 
ognize calls from the new lab. In the future. 
Niezgoda hopes that software-based en¬ 
cryption will be flexible enough to be use¬ 
ful and strong enough to be acceptable to 
the FBI’s security auditors. 

Databases and Access 
The FBI is looking at keeping a record of 
DNA from victims of crimes. If a data¬ 
base of victims is practical, the FBI hopes 
that samples like the one in Minnesota can 
help police departments clear up unsolved 
crimes many years later. 

But large databases of innocent people 
make many people nervous. The FBI’s 
National Crime Information Center 
(NCIC) computer maintains records of 
criminals and unconvicted people alike. 

coni inn rtl 

DM by the Numbers The database for 
storing the DNA 
profiles is surpris¬ 

ingly easy to build. Al¬ 
though humans have an 
immense amount of ge¬ 
netic information en¬ 
coded in their DNA 
(about 3 billion amino 
acids), the FBI's data¬ 
bases need to store only 
a handful of integers to 
identify each person. The 
integers roughly measure 
the length of a DNA 
strand containing a par¬ 
ticular gene after a spe¬ 
cial set of enzymes 
slices up the DNA. 

These enzymes cut 
only the genes where 
specific genetic patterns 
occur, and the location 
of these patterns varies 
widely from person to 
person. The result is that 
the lengths of the 
strands of DNA left after 
the enzymatic cutting 
vary widely from person 
to person. The lengths of 
these strands are unique 
and as personal as fin¬ 
gerprints. 

The FBI’s DNA data¬ 
base looks for a match 
between two subjects by 
comparing the lengths of 
the strands that contain 
a particular gene loca¬ 
tion. If the lengths fall 
within a fixed percent¬ 
age of each other—2.5 
percent to 6 percent—in¬ 
vestigators consider it a 
match. The locations 
where the enzymes do 
their cutting is so vari¬ 
able that the distribution 
of the lengths of the DNA 
strands is broad, and the 
probability of two people 
matching is extremely 
low. 

For instance, one lab 
might choose to slice up 
the DNA and test the 

lengths of the strands 
that contain four com¬ 
mon genes(D2SS44, 
D157, D1580, and 
D17S79 are some popu¬ 
lar versions). If the prob¬ 
ability that two people 
produce strands with the 
same rough length is 
about 1 in 40, the odds 
of all strands having the 
same length is roughly 1 
in 2.5 million. 

The FBI’s database 
also judges the 
“strength” of a match to 
predict the likelihood 
that two people would 
have the same mix of 
genes that turn out to 
look identical to the 
test. The FBI’s system 
uses a collection of ta¬ 
bles that were developed 
by genetic scientists. 

These tables describe 
the distribution of DNA 
readings throughout the 
population. 

The database must 
hold the results from a 
variety of different genes 
because many labs use 
different selections of 
genes. At least 12 genes 
are common throughout 
the country. In general, 

though, these genes 
were selected from re¬ 
gions of the DNA that 
don’t seem to have any 
relationship to physical 
characteristics. Forensic 
scientists use these to 
avoid any future tempta¬ 
tion to use the database 
for purposes beyond 
identification. 

Technicians match 
DNA samples in the SQL 
database via a custom 
front end. After choosing 
the loci (or markers) 
used in the DNA sample, 
technicians input the 
corresponding data, and 
any matches appear on 
the screen. 

Each local lab 
maintains a database of 
samples it processes. If 
it can’t find a match in 

this collection, it 
forwards the query to the 
state database, which 
contains a copy of 
records from all other 
labs in the state. If there 
is still no match, the 
query is passed to 
Washington, D.C., where 
the FBI maintains DNA 
records for the entire 
country. 

The custom front end to the FBI’s DNA database lets technicians 

choose the loci used in the DNA sample, input the corresponding data, 

and search the SQL database for a match. In this case, the system 

found only one exact match. 
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• Battery Pack 
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SOLUTIONS FOCUS Low-Cost Network 

To Catch a Thief 

Step 1 

Local databases: 486 or Pentium 
computers running MHS 1.5 and Quadbase 

A Central state database: 486 or Pentium 
computers running Microsoft SQL and MHS 1.5 

FBI Headquarters: Pentium-based LAN with database 
server, communications server, and client; 
runs Microsoft SQL and MHS 1.5 

- POTS lines with STU-llls at each end 

Step 1: Local police departments or 
DNA labs try to match a DNA sample to 
records in a local database. 

Step 2: If investigators don’t find a match, they forward a query via an 
E-mail message sent across standard phone lines to a central state database, 
which contains a copy of records from all other labs in the state. For security, 
messages pass through STU-llls, telephones with encryption capabilities. 

Step 3: H there is still no match, 
investigators use the same methods to send 
the query to Washington, D.C., where the FBI 
maintains DNA records for the entire country. 

This system has helped with crucial iden¬ 
tifications in many investigations. Unfor¬ 
tunately, the system isn’t perfect. Some 
people who have had access to the data¬ 
base misused that privilege. One congres¬ 
sional investigation discovered that a for¬ 
mer police officer had used the database to 
track down a former girlfriend to kill her. 

The FBI tries to reduce misuse of the 

Microsoft SQL 6.0.$999 for a server; 
$149 per client 
Microsoft Corp. 
Redmond, WA 
(800) 426-9400 
(206) 882 8080 
fax: (206) 936T329 
http://www.microsoft.com 
Circle 1062 on Inquiry Card. 

NetWare MHS 1.5.$195 (10 users); 
$695 (50 users) 
Novell. Inc. 
Provo, Utah 
(800) 453-1267 
(801) 429 7000 
fax: (801) 429 5155 
http://www. novell .com 
Circle 1063 on Inquiry Card. 

Quadbase 3.1.$595 for a developer's 
kit; $100 for a single user rurvtime license 
Quadbase Systems. Inc. 
Santa Clara,, CA 
(408) 982 0835 
fax: (408) 982 0838 
http://www.quadbase.com 
Circle 1064 on Inquiry Card. 

DNA database in a number of ways. The 
most crucial is to limit access to DNA data. 
The system stores only specimen and lab 
ID numbers for each record. If you find a 
match, you must telephone the lab, identify 
yourself, and convince the lab that you 
have a legitimate need to know the actual 
name behind the sample. The search for a 
match is fast and computerized. However, 
discovering the face behind the match re¬ 
quires person-to-person interaction. While 
this may slow down the investigation pro¬ 
cess, it also encourages interaction with 
other investigators. 

The limits of database access are con¬ 
trolled by each state’s legislature. Some 
let the police routinely try to match a sam¬ 
ple from one crime against all others. Oth¬ 
ers have strictly limited the matching to 
narrow classes of records, such as those 
of convicted felons. 

Niezgoda and his team designed the 
software so that each state can modify it to 
permit or deny certain types of searches. If 
a lab technician classifies a sample as com¬ 
ing from a victim, in some states, the tech¬ 
nician might find that the software won’t 
allow a search of samples from unsolved 
crimes. Although the justice might be po¬ 
etic, people in these states wouldn’t in¬ 
criminate themselves to a crime from their 
past by falling prey to another criminal. 

Future Files 
In the future, the FBI hopes to add separate 
databases for unidentified b<xly parts and 
DNA samples from the parents of miss¬ 
ing people. Parental DNA is crucial for 
identification because half of our DNA 
coding comes from our mother, the other 
half from our father. The database lookup 
procedure can look for half-matches as 
easily as whole ones. 

The long-term goal for the DNA data¬ 
base is to do more than simply provide 
confirmation of a crime, says Jay Miller, 
chief of the FBI’s Forensic Science Sys¬ 
tems Unit. “We want to generate inves¬ 
tigative leads that place someone at the 
scene of an unsolved crime,” he says. 

From a technical viewpoint, this may 
mean building a secure subnetwork that 
would act as the carrier for the DNA data¬ 
base queries. The FBI’s forensic lab might 
push to have its own secure network de¬ 
veloped to carry all the forensic traffic 
throughout the country and closely link 
investigations. Then the dragnet around 
criminals will become even tighter. ■ 

Peter Wayner is a BYTE consulting editor 

based in Baltimore, Maryland. His WWW 

home page is http://access.digex.net/~pcw 

/pi wfHige.html. He can also be contacted by 

E-mail at pcw@access.digex.com. 
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Because we are the only online service that offers full internet access, easy-to-use email and unsurpassed content, we have 

become a vital connection between people and their dreams. And right now, you can have 10 free hours to fly anywhere 

you'd like on this powerful service. Visit over 3000 sites. Sit in on countless forums. Surf the Net. Whatever you want to 

do, you can do it free for ten hours your first month. After that, a CompuServe membership is yours for only $9.95 a month; 

and only $2.95 an hour after 5 free hours of access every month. So give your dreams wings. Give them CompuServe. 

For a free membership kit, mail the reply card or call 1-800-487-4838. CompilS0rV6 

I‘>95 CompuServe Incorporated, an MAR Block Contf»any 

Circle 68 on Inquiry Card. 



Five Great Products For 

And Disk Sharing Across 

Intergraph’s full line of 32-bit 

Windows and UNIX integration products— 

fu,|y Windows 95 and Office 95 
jJJ compatible—makes it easy to 

$ndoSs cross platforms. Streamline client/ 

oSlvSSli server networks. And simplify every 

system manager’s life. 

PC-NFS for Windows NT. 

U*ts Windows NT users access files and 

resources on UNIX servers and workstations. 

Simple File 

Multiple Platforms. 

of UNIX utilities to manage files on 

Windows seats. With Windows point- 

and-click interface. 

eXalt for Windows. 

Ixls eXalt users move quickly between 

X-based applications and Windows. 

Without cumbersome text-file editing. 

Using a Microsoft Windows, Open lix)k, 

OSF/Motif or twin look-and-feel. 

Batch Services for 

S3 Start ] 

And connect to corporate databases ;uid mail 

systems. From the fcimiliar Windows interface. 

DiskAccess for 

Windows 95. Gives Windows 95 

users easy access to UNIX files and printers. 

Written for Windows 95, it makes NFS servers 

part of your network neighborhood. 

DiskShare for Windows, 

l-ets UNIX NFS users access tiles and directories 

on Windows systems. While taking advantage 

Windows. L*Ls Windows users 

schedule, manage and reschedule 

non-interactive jobs. Ix>cally or network¬ 

wide. With the Windows interface. 

NFS Solution Bundles. 

Get NFS client and server bundles on your 

Windows system. And save 25% on the 

stand-alone package price! 

Total Support. 100% 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. OM^toWndmtllNMon I 0 

Call 1-800-291-9909 
R>r Free Evaluation CD. 

Like all Intergraph software, these integration 

applications offer the industry's top-ranked 

sii|>port. And a .SO-day, 100% satisfaction 

guarantee. Call I -800-291 -9909 for your 

nearest reseller. INTERGRAPH 
•OflilT kimxI (Ml onto rvcdmi l»y I2/2WVS Requires |>rool of owixiNlijp of any cixnpctilors iMLWiintos ImsmI NFS packa«p. 

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 

.Swifcfacl. Or Null k*>. MIN ami OSI an- tf.»bin.»ilxor ivy.i-.fcml tr.knuil-i <4 Nmi Mon 1**11*. bn Infcryrapb mil dr lUrtfrirb by., mv .yr^-n.l trak-marix 

nf hbrrgr# l nrporjlum n a tv#*™! .rrimark mi »t..Uv »ir.b^ ST ImUx ‘K. .ml tffe Wb*» k*. an tafaurix of Mknm* Gmtcaoii 
tWiif hrmh ;iml po-liM mnirx air lr»lrtnailx,4 ihrtr MfKttw .»iw\ O IW h*iRr.i«4i t jN|*«a»m NunMlr. Al. lx»M tuui 
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THE BYTE NETWORK PROJECT 

Perl Magic 
Last month we introduced the Virtual Press Rcxnn 

(vpr), a World Wide Web application that orga¬ 
nizes the press releases that pile up in BYTE ed¬ 

itors' offices. This month we'll hx>k more closely at how 
vpr works, focusing on two important techniques: us¬ 
ing hidden fields to transmit user input through a series of 
forms, and building Lotus Notes-like views of a Hyper¬ 
text Markup Language (HTML) archive. 

The vpr system (see the figure “Inside the Virtual 
Press Rixim" on page 116) comprises three kinds of files: 
hand-written HTML documents, Perl-generated HTML 
documents, and Perl scripts. As is typical of Web appli¬ 
cations, vpr documents call scripts, which call library 
routines, which write other documents, which call other 
scripts and library routines, which write other documents. 
It's gnarly, but it works. 

It's also supremely portable. Browsers on any plat¬ 
form can use vpr. I've also run the vpr back-end scripts 
on the National Center for Supercomputing Applications 
(NCSA) Web server under BSD/OS, and on WebSite 

With Perl’s parsing and array functions, you can easily 
build multiple views of an HTML document database. 

and the Netscape Commerce Serv¬ 
er under Windows NT. 

Gathering the Input 
The Submit button on the open¬ 
ing vpr form calls the Common 
Gateway Interface (CGI) script 
vprl .pi. which parses the input 
and produces one of three kinds 
of documents: a Required Changes 
page, an Optional Changes form, 
or a Preview form. 

The Required Changes page 
lists errors. If there's an empty 
field, or one that contains more 
than the maximum amount of text, 
this page tells you to use your 
browser's go-back function to re¬ 
turn to the input form and try 
again. Most browsers retain the 
state of that form, but some an¬ 
noyingly do not—a defect for 

JON UDELL 

How we built 

the Virtual 

Press Room 

using the World 

Wide Web’s 

two essential 

development 

languages, 

HTML and Perl 

DATA VIEWS IN PERL 
iblc is Perl’s 
default string, 
tore containing 
incs that arc 
cad in from 
ach HTML 

tile in the vpr 
archive. 

ft A. Extract values stored in HTML <meta> tags. 
# (See the GetMeta function, part E.) 
Smetacomp = &GetMeta($ ,“name=comp content^); 
Smetadate = &GetMeta(S ,“name=date content=”); 
Smetaprod = &GetMeta(S ,“name=prod contents); 

# B. Build a record for each view and add it 
ft to the array representing that view. 
push(@ comp,Smetacomp . . Smetaprod. . Smetadate. . Spr); 
pushj© prod,Smetaprod. . Smetacomp. . Smetadate . . Spr); 
pushj ©date,Smetadate .. Smetacomp. . Smetaprod , . Spr); 

ft E. Extract value stored in a <meta> tag. 
sub GetMeta { 

local($line,$meta) = ©_; 
if (index(Sline.Smeta) ne -1) 

{ 
©ret = split(/$meta/); 
(Sret = ©ret[1]) 
chop Sret: 

} 

else 
{ Sret = m\} 

return Sret;} 

The variable is tlx* default 
array for arguments passed 
to functions. The split 
function uses regular expres¬ 
sions to carve strings into ar¬ 
rays: here, that expression 
looks like “namc=comp val¬ 
ue^’. The operator binds 
the search and replace to 
Sret, the second element of 
the array split produces. 
The search and replace trims 
tlx trailing >. and chop trims 
the new line. 

I he push function builds arrays. 
I lx . operator concatenates strings. 

The reverse function ensures 
that the date view will appear 
in reverse chronological order. 

# C. Sort the arrays. 
©comp = sort ©comp; 
©prod = sort ©prod; 
©date = reverse (sort ©date); 

ft F. Convert an array representing a view The for each function tra¬ 
il into an HTML table of contents. verses an array representing 
sub BuildFullToc { a view. Note how spl i t. can 

local($which.@view) = © ; |(KKj a|| f(Hjr fields of a record 
Stoc = $which . “toe ; into corresponding variables, 
open (TOC. “>$root/Stoc.htnrf); 
print TOC “<htmlxheadxtitle>List of press releases<ytitle><^head>\n"; 
print TOC “<bodyxul>"; 

The main function 
passes arrays repre¬ 
senting views to the 
functions that build ta¬ 
bles of contents. 

ft D. Walk each array’s view, split records 
# into fields, and write a table of contents. 
# (See the BuildFullToc function, part F.) 
&BuildFullToc(“comp", ©comp); 

. .&BuildFullToc(“prod’’,@prod); 
'/S &BuildFullToc(‘‘date",@date); 

foreach $item (©view) 

{ 
($first, Ssecond. Sthird, Sfile) = split(/7,$item.4); 
print TOC “<lixa href=pr/$file>$first / Ssecond / $third</a>\n"; 

> 

print TOC “</bodyx/ulx/html>\n";) 
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THE BYTE NETWORK PROJECT 

Inside the Virtual Press Room 
a) Ha Mil-written HTML 

vpr him 

<hlml> 

<h1>Virtual Press Ro 
<p>Options are: 
<ol> 
<li>Submit <a href= 
<li>View <a href=/v 
<li>Search <a href 

vprsearch.htm 

<hlml> 

<form method^post 
action=/vpr5.pl 
<h1>Search form</ 
Search for:<br> 
<mput type-keywo 
<input type-submit 
</form> 

vprfocm.htm 

<html> 

<form method=post 
action=/vpr1.pl 
<input type=text n 
< select name=date 
<input type=submil 

vprhelp.htm 

<htmf><head><litl 
VPR Documentation 
<body> 

<a href=#intro>lntro 
<a hreMform>Usmg 
<a hreMrules>Vali 
<h1 introductions 

b) Pert-written HTML 
vpr archive 

000003.htm 

000002.htm 

000001.htm 

<html><head> 
<meta name comp 
value=BYTE> 
<meta name=prod 
value=Vir1ual Press Roo 
<meta name=date 
value=95 09-05> 
<title>BYTE launches Vi 
</head> 

<body background=/v 

mm i mmm mm 

vpr views 

prod.htm 

comp.hlm 

date.htm 

<htmlxhead> 
<title>VPR date view 
</headxbody> 
<h1ximg src=/vpr2.gif 
«K> 
<dd> 

<img src=/vpr.gif>95-08 
<dd> 
<icng src=/vpr.gif>9S-07 
</dl><ybody><yhtml> 

vpr preview form 

<htm!> 
I <form method=post 
\ action=/vpr4.pl 

<mput type=hidden 
<input type-hidden 
<input lype^hidden 

vpr search results 

<htmlxhead> 
<title>VPR search resu 
</headxbody> 
<img src=/vpr2.gif> 
<h1>VPR search result 
<dlxddximg src=/a 

c) Peri code 

vprl pi vpr2.pl vpr3 pi vpr4.pl vpr5.pl vprfvpl vpr7.pl 

- Called from 
vprform.htm. 

- Parse input. 
• Report errors. 
• URLencode 

input. 
• Write submit 

form. 

1 • Build full views 
by company, 
product, dale. 

[ - Build segmented 
views by 
company, 
product, date. 

I • Called from 
submit lorm. 

[ • Extracts and 
URL-decodes 
form data. 

[ - Calls & Preview 
function in 
vprlib.pl. 

| • Called from 
SPreview in 
vpr-lib.pl. 

- - Extracts. URL- 
decodes data. 

Ij -Logsdata. 
- Reports refnum. 

1 - Called from 
vprsearch.htm. 

f • Extracts search 
arguments. 

I - Invokes search 
engine. 

[ • Formats results. 

| - Administrative 
utility. 

[ - Builds form used 
to reindex the 
archive. 

1 - The form calls 
vpr7.pl. 

• Called from lorm 
written by vpr6. 

1 - Administrative 
utility. 

1, • Calls indexer. 
[ - Checks result. 

- Reports success 
or failure. 

mmm 
vpr-libpl ^ cgi-Kb.pl 

Do URL encoding, activate latent URL strings, write preview lorn, log Input Extract form variables into an assoaative array, decode URL-encoded data. 

The vpr system rests on the twin pillars of Web programming: HTML and Perl. Some HTML 
documents are written by hand (a). Most documents (b) are written by Perl scripts (c). 

which vpr does not yet compensate. 
The Optional Changes form lists warn¬ 

ings—for example, that there are H TML 
tags in the input. Why must there be no 
HTML? The vpr application wants to 
have control over the IITML formatting of 
the documents in its archive to ensure con¬ 
sistency ol look and feel. Because vpr 
automatically transforms a uniform-re¬ 
source-locator-signifying (URL) string 
(http://www.byte.com) into the corre¬ 
sponding HTML link (<a href=http://www 
.byte.com>http://www.byle.com</a>), 
there’s no need for vpr users to encode 
HTML back-links to their own sites. 

What if you need to refer to HTML- 
like strings in a document? l;or example, 
a Sun Microsystems press release on Java 
might contain an example of lire new 
<app> tag used to invoke Java applets. 
The vpr application will not reject input 
containing HTML. Instead, its Optional 
Changes form warns you that it found 
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HTML in the input. 
If you intend to use the HTML as text, 

fine. You can submit the form and go on 
to the preview. The vpr application will 
neutralize the HTML tag delimiters < and 
> by converting them into the entity ref¬ 
erences &11; and &gtIf you intend to 
use the HTML as code, too had; vpr will 
flatten it anyway, so you might want to 
go back and remove it. 

Finally, the Optional Changes form's 
action script, vpr3.pl, invokes a library 
function, ^Preview, and passes in the 
form's data. Hie KPrev i ew function writes 
another form that shows how the input 
will appear with the vpr-supplied back¬ 
ground, icon, text formatting, and auto¬ 
matic hyperlink activation. 

The First Path to the Preview 
If vpr 1. p I detects no required or option¬ 
al changes, it calls XPreview directly. 
That means there are two paths to the pre¬ 

view form. One path mils this way: i nput 
form > vprl.pl > ^Preview. The oth¬ 
er goes like this: input form > vprl.pl 
•> Optional Changes form •> vpr3.pl 

> &Prev i ew. 
On the first path, vpr 1 .pi can use the 

standard Perl CGI library that's kicking 
around on the Internet (ftp://ftp.mtcr- 
graph.com, ftp://www.proeess.eom) to de¬ 
code the form's data and transfer it into 
Perl variables. 

But wait. Decode? The two methods 
that Web clients can use to send form data 
to servers—GET and POST—encode that 
data as a URL. GET works like an ex¬ 
tended command line, calling the program 
and the name/value pairs with URL syn¬ 
tax that looks like this: 

http://egi hin/vpr1.pi 
?comp-byte&prod 
-Virtua1+Press+Room 

Here. ? means begin the list of pairs, => 
connects a name to its value, and f stands 

■ 



There's only one thing 

about our computer 

that's not in keeping 

with industry standards. 

° The performance. 

It dy Modeler. The affordable CAD/CAM/CAE solution. 

Tl res one computer in the market that runs all major CAD/CAM/CAE software. 

>pt s network standards like TCP/IP. Netware ‘ and NFS comes standard with 

ItVv idows’ and innovative workgroup collaboration software, and gives you 

ret hly powerful 3D modeling performance. 

Ii ly Modeler/ 

Si it s hardly surprising that it won the AIM Benchmark award for best price/ 

rfo nance in its class. 

It ly Modeler runs all major software including Pro/ENGINEER* Pro/JR.,’ AutoCAD' R13. SDRC 

)FA Master Modeler.' Matra Datavision Prelude and MicroStation Modeler.' 

F r more information, in Germany call 89 46 10 80. in France call 134 888 000. in the UK call 

oil ree) 0800 440 440. From outside these countries, please call 22 99 99 260. or visit us at our 

Drl Wide Web site. http://www.sgi.com/Works. 

® 199S St Ik on Graph* v In* All rtwtd Stheon Gr aph*\ n a reentered trademark and Ind> Indr Modeler and vee what! pmuble are 

trademark! ol SAton Graph* v In* Netware n a trademark o« Novel NES n a trademark ol Sun MKrowuemv Sol (Window! n a trademark ol 

Inuenu Plr©, ENGINEER and Pro/JR are trademark! ol Parametnt Tethnotec Corporation AutoCAD n a refniered trademark <A Autodesk In* I OCAS 

Hauer Modeler n a trademark ol SWK Hxrouauon Modeler rs a trademark ol Bentler Sytftrm. In* S*reen image courier ol Intergraph (orp 

see 
what's 
possible 
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HEADS, IT’S 

REAL 
TAILS, IT’S 

FAKE. 
wk 

It’s your 

A little 

W 
than 50 
percent of 
all business 
software in 
use today is 
pirated. If you 
buy it, you could 
end up with virus- 
ridden. phony software that has no 
documentation or product support. 

Selling or copying pirated software without 
authorization is against the law, with severe 
criminal and civil penalties including 
imprisonment of up to five years, fines of up 
to $250,000, or both. If you suspect the sale 
or use of pirated software, call the BS A Anti- 
Piracy hotline: 

E (800) 688-BSA1 (2721) 

fBusiness Softu are Alliance 

for a space. 
In the POST version of this transaction, 

the data reaches vprl.pl by way of stan¬ 
dard input rather than via the command 
line. The vpr 1. pi script, which accepts up 
to 5 KB of input, necessarily uses POST 
because you can't pass all that data on the 
command line. 

Either way, the transmitting browser 
must protect the class of characters that 
have special meaning in URLs, including 
?, /, <, and >. So, it encodes them like 
this: %3F, %2F, %3C, and %3E. The parser in 
the standard Perl CGI library knows how 
to decode this syntax. 

ord function gives the ordinal value of 
$1, which stands for each character] 
matched by $RE_SPEC IAL. Finally, . con-1 
catenates a % with the hexadecimal-for-| 
matted output of sprintf. 

Here’s the decoder (lifted from the Perl 
CGI library): 

Ss — s/%(..)/pack("c”.hex($l))/ge: 

Hiding Form Data 
On the second path, vprl .pi transmits 
the form’s data to the Optional Changes 
form that it writes and that vpr3.pi han¬ 
dles. Users never even see this data, but 
vprl.pl has to pass it to vpr3.pl so it 
in turn can pass it to &Prev i ew. How does 
this work?The vprl .pi script adds hid¬ 
den fields to the Optional Changes form 
using Perl statements like this: 

print “<input type-hidden 
name-company value-$company>" 

This worked fine for simple fields but fell 
apart when I fed in whole press releases. 
These required another layer of encoding 
so that special characters in the text would 
not ruin the integrity of the form's hid¬ 
den fields. And, of course, the new 
encoder needed a matching decoder. 

Sound hairy? It’s hard to think 
about (at least for me it is), but it’s 
easy to do. Here's the encoder: 

Here, %(..) matches strings such as %5C 

and %5E, and pack makes a character out 
of the corresponding hexadecimal value. I 

The vpr application employs hidden I 
fields along with this coding/decoding I 
scheme twice—once when vprl .pi I 
writes the Optional Changes form, and I 
again when &Previ ew writes the final pre-] 
view form. To the user, it looks like a se-l 
quence of dialogues typical of a normal I 
GUI application. To the programmer, it I 
would be a nightmare without the magic I 
of Perl. 

Am I becoming a Perl nut? You bet. | 
Life’s short, and what can’t get done in a 
day usually doesn’t get done at all. Perl 
is to the Web what Visual Basic was to 
Windows programming—a quick-start 
toolkit that a merely competent program¬ 
mer (like me) can use to build a really 
useful application in one day. 

Building Notes-Like Views 
In the spirit of Lotus Notes, vpr offers] 
multiple views of the press-release archive | 

Toolwatch 
Transparent GIF Page 

(http://www.vrl.com/lmaging/transparent.html) 

$s — s/( $RE_SPEC I AL )/**%" . 
sprintfr%2.21xM.ord($l ))/ge: 

© 1993 Business Software Alliance. All rights reserved. 

ts is a Perl string containing, say, 
the body of a press release. The - 
operator binds the search-and-replace 
operation to that string. The s/OLD/ 
NEW/ge function searches for the reg¬ 
ular expression between the first and 
second slashes and then replaces it 
with what’s between the second and 
third slashes. The <j modifier at the 
end of the encoder says, “replace all 
occurrences.” 

The o operator is truly magical. It 
says, “evaluate the replace string as a 
Perl expression and use the result of 
that evaluation for the replacement.” 
$RE_SPECIAL is a string, such as 
“|\x22l\x25|,” that enumerates the 
special characters to be encoded. The 

A transparent GIF is the Webmaster’s equivalent of 

a printer's em space. Aim this Web utility at any GIF 

on your site that you want to make see-through, and 

it’ll hand you back a GIF89a-format transparency., 

Booknote 
NetLaw: Your Rights in the 

On-Line World, $19.95 

r* by Lance Rose 

Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1995 

ISBN 0-07-882077-4 

A lawyer*s plain-spoken advice concerning on-line 

fraud, defamation, censorship, invasion of privacy, 

infringement of copyright, obscenity, and more. 

Serious users and operators of on-line systems 

should read and understand this vital handbook. 



"Crime" survey for 
your area. 

rObtain FREE hard data on 

(power quality in your area 

i the BEST National Power 

Laboratory • five-year 

real-world study 

Call 1-800-356-5794. 

Typical network locations in the tLS. get mugged 

by an average of 289 |X)wer disturbances yearly. 

Surges. Spikes. Sags. Brownouts. Nasty stuff 

that can corrupt your data. Steal productivity. 

Fortress' uninterruptible power systems stop this 

crime wave cold. With advanced features like 

Fortress 

scores highest. 

In the 1994 Reliability 

Ratings Survey, the BEST 

Fortress customer 

satisfaction/roliability score 

was higher than any other 

(UPS) vendor surveyed - 

4.94 average rating 

on a 1-to*5 scalo 

All surveyed would 

buy BEST again. 

Adaptive Power Tracking, Fortress—unlike some 

WUPS"—prevents any break in computer-grade 

power to your system. 

As for violent crime, 

Fortress passed grueling 

tests to earn its UL 1449 

l>adge for lightning and 

surge protection. 

(A "Double Lifetime" Warranty is standard.*) 

Plus, Fortress is loaded with intelligence. The 

front panel displays critical data like runtime 

remaining (no software needed). Customizing 

operation is a breeze. And sophisticated 

network power management is a snap. 

Serious alxmt crime prevention? 

Find out more about today's 

l)est value in serious power 

protection. Fortress. 
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for more information. 
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THE BYTE NETWORK PROJECT Come See Us at Comdex Booth #S7619 

Save Disk Space 

PKZIP version 2.0 
PC WORLD 

1992-1995 

PKWARE introduces the next generation of its award 
winning compression utility. PKZIP 2.0 yields greater 
performance levels than achieved with previous 
releases of the software. PKZIP compresses and 
archives files. This saves disk space and reduces file 
transfer time. 

Software developers! You can significantly reduce 
product duplication costs by decreasing the number 
of disks required to distribute your applications. Call 
for Distribution License information. 

Put Your Windows Executables on a Diet 
Software developers! Save disk space and 
media costs with smaller executables. You 
can distribute your software in a compressed 
form with PKLITE Professional. PKLITE 
Professional - gives you the ability to 
compress files so that they cannot be 
expanded by PKLITE. This discourages 
reverse engineering of your programs. 

PKLITE compresses Windows (.EXE, .DLL and .DRV) and DOS 
executable (.EXE, .COM, .SYS and .DRV ) files by an average of 45%. 
The operation of PKLITE is transparent, all you will notice is more 
available disk space! 

The PKWARE Data Compression 
Library products allow you to 
incorporate data compression 
technology into your software 
applications. The application program 
controls all the input and output of 
data, allowing data to be compressed 
or extracted to or from any device or 
area of memory. Not compatible with files 
created by PKZIP. 

All Purpose Data Compression Algorithm compresses ASCII or binary 
data quickly. The routines can be used with most popular DOS 
languages. Separate DOS, Windows, OS/2 32-bit, Win32, UNIX, and 
DOS 32-bit versions arc available! 

The Data Compression Experts 

9025 N. Dcerwood Drive Brown Deer, WI 53223-2437 

(414) 354 8699 Pax (414) 354-8559 

WWW: http://www.pkware.com 

PK/IH $47 Mill $4* mil! Professional $)4/> 
PKWARE Dalo Compression Library: for DOS $2/5 lor Windows $360 lot OS/2 * $360 

for UMIX vorwon of SCO. LilXi* AiX OtuAWmo or Sun Solaris) $450 
for Win32 (specify Km AM*>. Intel or R&vywPCI $360 

Please add $5 00 S&H per pocfcngo in »w* US & CuntkJo. $11 26 per packopo ovxwvxtt 
Wisconsin residents add dfxxoptKiii* sink* vrt*s fox & county sales lax 

i or Money Order in US funds, drawn on o US ixi»m tih* us ine Amam un Express Card. VISA 
ond MasterCard OCCGptecJ, no COO orders 
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it manages—by date, by company, and by 
product. Perl's powerful string-parsing! 
array-building, and array-sorting function! 
made it a snap to create multiple views of 
the database. 

How do you structure an HTML docu¬ 
ment collection so it can act like a Notes] 
database with multiple views? Here's onel 
approach. Start with an HTML form! 
When you process the form's data (seel 
“BOMB’s Away," October BYTE, for a| 
discussion of basic CGI programming us-| 
ing Perl), store the fields that will serve! 
as sort keys in the header of the HTMLJ 
document that you create. 

The HTML <meta> tag, valid within a 
document's header, is a great place to tuckj 
arbitrary name/value pairs that browsers 
won't touch but that other utilities can use. 
Here’s an example: 

<html><head> 
<meta name-company value-“BYTE”> I 
<meta name-product value-”Virtuall 

Press Room”> 

Then you parse the document and extract 
the key values into variables. Perl’s split 
function makes this easy (see the figure 
“Data Views in Perl." parts A and E. on 
page 115). Combine the keys once for each 
view and then add each combination to an 
array representing that view. Again, this 
is very easily accomplished (see part B)1 
Sort the arrays (part C). Finally, walk 
through each array, split each item hack 
into its component parts, and then write 
an ordered HTML table of contents (parts 
D and F). 

As our archive grows from tens to hun-1 
dreds of documents or more, it will be¬ 
come impractical to list each complete 
view in a single HTML document. Web 
browsers can’t fetch parts of a document as 
needed; they have to grab the whole thing. 
Therefore, vpr also builds views that seg¬ 
ment alphabetically (e.g., just the com¬ 
panies whose names begin with the letter 
M) as well as by date (e.g., just the an-1 
nounccments for August 1995). You see 
examples of this kind of segmentation all 
over the Web. 

Eventually, I may need to slide a real I 
database underneath vpr. But because Perl I 
can rapidly slurp up and sort arrays of tens 
and even hundreds of thousands of items 
on a 32-MB Digital Equipment AXP 150, 
I’m happy to keep things light, flexible, I 
and portable for now. ■ 

Jon Udell (Jude 11@hix.com) is BYTE*s exec¬ 
utive editor for new media. 
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3-D Games special report 

3-D Action 
REX BALDAZO Ot’s 1980, and you’re playing Atari Battlezone. Leak¬ 

ing through your computer’s monitor, you track down 
and destroy enemy tanks and flying saucers. The land¬ 
scape is a sickly green color, and you keep running 
into pyramid- and box-shape roadblocks. The little 

1 red status bar at the top of the screen doesn’t change: It’s a clear 
red strip taped inside the CRT. And those beeps and buzzes are 
actually the sound track. 

Cut to 1995. You're playing LucasArts’ Dark Forces or maybe 
Bungie’s Marathon. These are the new breed of games. Like 
Battlezone, they’re first-person 3-D games. But in the 15 years that 
have elapsed since Atari's venture, things have changed a little. 
Instead of simple vector graphics, these games employ texture- 

| mapped scenery. They handle thousands of colors with ease. 
Their professionally scored sound tracks employ up to 16 MIDI 
instruments, digital explosions, and speech. And instead of re¬ 
quiring a special-purpose arcade machine, these modern mar- 

I vels run on a home computer costing less than $ 1500. 

The Force Is with You 
Dark Forces takes place in the Star Wars universe created by 
Cieorge Lucas. The story is straightforward: You are Kyle Katarn, 
a mercenary hired by the Rebellion to find and help defeat the Em¬ 
pire’s newest warriors, the Dark Troopers. Along the way, you 

I must battle your way through 14 levels populated with Imperial 
forces bent on your destruction. 

Games such as id Software’s Castle Wolfenstein and Doom 
were the early masters of this genre, and Dark Forces represents 
a natural evolution—so natural, in fact, that we were surprised to 
learn that the LucasArts team that programmed the core game en¬ 
gine had never worked on a 3-D game before—not even such ear¬ 
lier LucasArts games as X-Wing or Rebel Assault. 

Under project leader Daron Stinnett, the Dark Forces de- fsign team undertook a type of clean-room approach, cx- 
I peri men ting with and mastering the techniques required 
I in 3-D action games without taking much from other 

LucasArts products. They did, however, take key com¬ 
ponents from previous LucasArts games, such as the 
iMusc music engine and the Landru cut-scene engine, 
but the majority of the engine is unique to Dark Forces. 

This engine, appropriately code-named Jedi, spends over 
50 percent of its time blasting textures onto the wall, floor, and 
ceiling surfaces of the game’s various levels. Some textures arc 
as large as 256 pixels square—thus, the engine must smcxHhly ren¬ 
der a 32-KB block of memory at 30 frames per second as you 
move around through 64,(MX) possible angles of rotation. 

But to be able to blast these textures at 30 fps, the developers 
had to make some compromises. Unlike the X-Wing and Rebel 
Assault engines, Jedi does not allow curved or sloping surfaces. 

continued 
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And with the exception of Kyle Katam’s 
spaceship, which appears in only a few 
scenes, there are no 3-D objects other than 
the walls, ceilings, and ll<x)rs. Objects such 
as enemy soldiers are simply bit maps that 
the engine rescales as you approach or re¬ 
treat. 

The developers created the objects as 
3-D models and then rendered them into 
bit maps from various angles. They did 
most of them in 45-degree intervals, which 
requires eight views to represent an ob¬ 
ject. The Jedi engine can support up to 32 
angles for each object. The additional an¬ 
gles make the object's rotation appear to be 
smoother but at the cost of requiring more 
bit maps and thus more room on the CD 
and in memory. 

Objects such as shields and keys don’t 
even bother with the pretense of 3-D. The 
engine renders them as the same bit map 
no matter how you move. Clever use of 
these components—textured surfaces, bit¬ 
mapped objects with different angled 
views, and bit-mapped objects with one 
view—lets the designers present the mar¬ 
velously real illusion of a 3-D world. 

Despite a lack of 3-D-game program¬ 
ming experience, the developers were able 
to create the core Jedi engine in less than 
two staff-years of coding. Of course, de¬ 
veloping the music, graphics, and general 
game play took another 30 staff-years. 

One of their key concerns during the 
development of Jedi was portability. The 
original Dark Forces was targeted to DOS- 
based machines with a 486 or Pentium mi¬ 
croprocessor. The team coded in ANSI C, 
avoiding any compiler-specific features. 

Programmers writing high-performance 
software generally write the code in C and 
compile it. They profile the result to look 
lor bottlenecks. The first step to eliminate 
bottlenecks is to implement the algorithms 
more efficiently. Developers may be 
tempted to hand- 
optimize the 
code to get 
add i t i o n a I 
performance. 

The Dark 
Forces team 
did that be¬ 
fore backing 
out and re¬ 
turning to the 
original C in 

A REAL OPPONENT 

Marathon, a Doom-style game for the Mac, allows up to eight 

networked users to play with (or against) each other. Why eight? 

It’s nearly arbitrary: The dialog box has room for eight selections. 

Games such as Marathon 2 may support more. 

Bungie wanted its game to run on any Apple network, including AppleTalk. 

The problem is that on AppleTalk networks, every packet your application sends 

requires that the microprocessor handle two interrupts—one for the transmis¬ 

sion and another for the acknowledgment. With a game running at 30 frames per 

second, you need to send out 30 messages per second, resulting in 60 interrupts. 

And that’s just to service the outgoing messages. Incoming messages from the 

other network players bring additional interrupts. Because network services still 

run in the 68000 emulator on Power Macs, this shortcoming affects even them. 

Bungie’s answer was to use a 32-bit vector , 

to represent the player’s keystroke every 1/30 

of a second. The game broadcasts the vector 

over the network to the other computers in the 

game. Those computers in turn are broadcasting their own 32-bit keystroke vec¬ 

tors, also 30 times a second. Thus, each computer maintains the correct state of 

all the players in the game. According to Jason Jones, lead developer on the 

Marathon project, most network games employ a similar strategy to minimize 

network traffic. 

The physics-model concept in Marathon led to an interesting problem. Because 

each computer independently computes the players’ states, they can 

quickly get out of synchronization if the different computers have 

■A different physics models. That makes the game essentially un¬ 

playable, since in one computer the players might be shoot¬ 

ing at each other, while in another they aren’t even in the 

■fc same room. Marathon 2 will correct this little glitch by dis¬ 

tributing a common physics model when starting a net¬ 

work game. 

most instances. They found that a Pen¬ 
tium-aware compiler was far more capable 
than a human at reordering instructions to 
keep the Pentium busy. And according to 

Stinnett, these optimizations had no ef¬ 
fect on 486 performance. Of course, 

those who try to run Dark Forces 
on a 386 will pay a performance 
penalty. The Pentium-ordered 
code will be significantly 

slower than if it had been 
optimized for the 386. 

Power to the Mac 
Translating the Jedi engine 
for the Mac presented sev- 

Viitu.il i-O’s i-Ktasses ($799) arc 
a rthitivdy inex|»ensive way to 
add ton> realism to 3-D Karnes 
that sum km t stereo headsets 
(e.K., percent). (Virtual i O. 
Seattle, WA; (206) 382-7410) 

eral challenges. One of the more difficult 
was a self-imposed limit. The PC version 
of Dark Forces requires 8 MB of RAM, 
and LucasArts wanted the Mac version to 
have the same requirement. The challenge 
is that on an 8-MB PC running DOS, an 
extended-memory application such as Dark 
Forces has about 7.5 MB to play with. But 
because the Mac OS has to run a GUI, 
much less memory is available, depend¬ 
ing on what extensions are installed. After 
examining some Mac setups, the team de¬ 
cided that an 8-MB Mac could reasonably 
be expected to have 4.5 MB free, so that 
was their target. 

Aaron Giles, the lone Mac developer 
on the Dark Forces team, says that the 
temptation for Mac programmers is to 
“load everything into memory.” But (hat 
would not work here. Therefore, one of 
his main programming challenges was to 
efficiently manage swapping components 



lixtracad III is an exceptional tool for creation of 
Professional bidimensional graphics, particularly 
\uitahle for design of mechanical, electrotechnical 
|ind civil plant design and in many other cases. 
I xtracad III differs from other CAD in the 
u<Howing ways: 

* Power 
Thanks to its flexibility and the use of special 
ilcvices that make Extracad III one of the fastest 
CADs currently available, on any computer! 

* Ease of use 
llccause the philosophy of the program is to main¬ 
tain the naturalness and design possibilities of the 
pencil. 

1 Efficacy 
In creating any technical drawing, thanks to the 
linear, clear and well-organised structure of the 
program. 

In addition Extracad III can: 
•+ Manage the following primitive graphies: points, lines, 

circles, arcs, ellipses, Bezier curves, text, fields, quotas 
groups 

^ Operate with the following geometrical modifiers: free, 
mean, centre, extremity, intersection, quadrant, point, 
element, tangent, perpendicular 

^ Performs heights semiautomatically for lines, circles, arcs, 
etc. 

^ Move, copy, delete, rotate, stretch, extend, break, etc. any 
object inserted into the design 

^ Import and export the Dxf graphics format 
^ Export in format Hpgl, Postscript, including in colour 
^ Work with 256 layers with different colours, thicknesses 

and sections 
^ Unlimited zoom 

Print (in colours, too) with over 200 printers and plotters 
^ Design with different units of measurement in both absolute 

and relative coordinates 
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Qvision, Oak Technologies. Paradise, S3, Trident, Tseng Labs. 
Video Seven. Weitek, Western Digital, or any VESA compatible) 
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of the game in and out of memory. 
Because LucasArts had invested much 

more effort in the game content than in 
the game engine, the goal was to bring that 
content essentially unchanged from the 
PC. That forced the game to take another 
memory hit, because the team had to add a 
MIDI module to the Mac version that 
could support the same instruments and 
mixing capabilities as the PC—eating up 
about 4(X) KB of the ever-shrinking mem¬ 
ory. To keep this memory hit to a mini¬ 
mum, the game loads only the instruments 
it needs at any particular point in the game. 

To satisfy the demanding Mac crowd, 
the developers implemented Dark Forces 
in 640- by 480-pixel graphics rather than 
the PC version’s 320 by 2(X) pixels. In es¬ 
sence, the Power Mac is being asked to 
move five times as much data through the 
microprocessor and still play as smoothly 
as a Pentium. And it can do this. 

Running a Marathon 

Marathon, from Bungic Software Prod¬ 
ucts, is available only for the Mac. It is a 
network-playable game that can run on a 
68020, though a 68040 is recommended, 
and a native Power Mac version exists. 
The scenario is similar to D<x)m—you are 
on a space station inhabited by beasts who 
enjoy shooting at you. Like Doom, and 
unlike Dark Forces, Marathon provides 
multiplayer network support (see the text 
box “A Real Opponent" on page 124). 

Even though Marathon is a Mac-only 
game, Bungie went to the same lengths as 
LucasArts by writing the game in portable 
ANSI C. The company has successfully 
run the code through numerous Mac com¬ 
pilers, such as Metrowerks and MPW C. It 
has also compiled on a number of un- 

ATARI BATTLEZ0NE 
(part of Microsoft Arcade)..$40 

Microsoft Corp. 

Redmond, WA 

(800) 426-9400 

(206) 882 8080 

fax: (206) 936-7329 

http://www.niic rosoft.com 
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San Rafael, CA 

(800) 782-7927 

(415) 721-3300 

fax: (415) 721-3344 
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Bungle Software Products Corp. 

Chicago, IL 

(312) 563-6200 

fax: (312) 563-0545 
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The effort has proven so successful that 
Bungie is considering licensing its core 
game engine. 

Unlike LucasArts, Bungic chose to use 
the Mac’s native sound support rather than 
develop its own. Sound effects can play 
on any Mac, but playing background mu¬ 
sic requires the use of QuickTime 2.0. 
Bungie developed software to create what 
it calls active-panning stereo sound. As 
the orientation of the player relative to the 
sound source changes, the sound levels in 
the speakers change accordingly, getting 
louder in one ear and softer in the other. 
Marathon 2 will take full advantage of it. 

Texture-mapping surfaces was as much 
of a performance challenge for Bungie as 
it was lor LucasArts. According to Doug 
Zartman, director of public relations at 
Bungie, texture-mapping floors and ceil¬ 
ings is especially difficult. In fact, for 
680x0 Macs, the ficx>r/ceiling texture map¬ 
ping can be turned off in Marathon, re¬ 
sulting in a significant speedup. 

Because you can install the game on a 
hard drive (Dark Forces runs the main ex¬ 
ecutable file from the hard drive but leaves 
most of the game on the CD-ROM), you 
can change the way components operate. 
Just as with Doom, third-party editors al¬ 
low you to customize every level and crea¬ 
ture in the game. But unique to Marathon 
is the physics rrnxlcl, which lets the char¬ 
acteristics of the game be changed. For 
example, you can edit the 
physics model so that the 
recoil from your weapon 

will send you flying. 
Cheats are common to many games .I 

These let you get weapons and lives with-l 
out earning them or reach certain levels] 
without having to fight your way through] 
aliens. But the only “cheats’* in Marathon] 
involve changing the physics model. 

End Game 

Game developers are a tight-lipped cabal.] 
At least one company, id Software (the! 
maker of D<x>m), makes it a policy not to] 
talk to the press. Interplay (Descent) and I 
Apogee (Rise of the Triad) didn’t even] 
bother to return repeated fax, voice, and] 
E-mail messages. Nobody wants to give] 
another company a competitive advantage.] 

'fhe two companies we did talk to were] 
always careful with how far they would] 
go in revealing their secrets. We did man-] 
age to get Bungie’s Jason Jones to admit] 
there is actually one cheat in Marathon.| 
But we had to promise not to tell. 

One thing is clear: The next generation] 
of games will be pushing the envelope] 
harder and further. Bungie’s Marathon 2| 
will feature improved graphics and a more-] 
realistic sound environment. The next ma- ] 
jor game from LucasArts, Rebel Assault 2,] 
will have cut scenes featuring real actors] 
and will let you fly the fabled Millennium 
Falcon. 

The adventure has only just begun. ■ 

Rex Baldazo is a technical editor for BYTE. 

You can am tact him on the Internet or BIX at 

rbaldazo (fl) hix. < om. 
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Multimedia Masterpieces 
TOM R. HALFHILL 

one are the days when a lone programmer would 
create a hit game while toiling in a comer of his bed- 
rcx)in. Except for a few shareware authors, the cre¬ 
ators of commercial games in the 1990s are teams of 

writers, artists, musicians, actors, directors, video- 
graphers, and programmers who often work with multimillion-dol- 
lar budgets and Hollywood production values. 

Ironically, programmers rank relatively low in this hierarchy. 
( reative control rests in the hands of directors, producers, and pro¬ 
ject managers; hired talent representing numerous artistic disci¬ 
plines generates content. Hot-shot programmers, once the kings 
ol computer gaming, are indispensable for executing the final 
product, but they’re definitely not in the director’s chair. 

Where once a game might have been based on a clever pro¬ 
gramming trick or special effect, twlay’s games are likely to be 
judged on story lines and artistic content. This is especially true 
of multimedia adventure games designed for mature players. 

Two outstanding examples: Phantasmagoria from Sierra On- 
I inc and Buried in Time from Sanctuary Woods. While both 
games will entertain you with startling effects, their real strength 
is the way they blend traditional storytelling with interactivity in 
a movie-like experience. 

PI .intasmagoria 
Packed onto seven CD-ROMs, Phantasmagoria might seem like 
the War and Peace of adventure games. But it’s actually intend¬ 
ed for relatively novice players, says project manager Mark Hcxxl. 
Sierra’s goal was to attract a broader audience. So the puzzles are 
less difficult, and the theme isn't based on science fiction. 

Phantasmagoria is a creepy tale of gothic horror, electrified 
with some truly graphic graphics. (Indeed, despite a “censor but¬ 
ton” that tones down the game. Phantasmagoria was recently ne- 
jeeted by CompUSA’s chain of computer stores.) 

Sierra began developing the game in 1993. Roberta Williams, 
a ‘founder of Sierra and autlx>r of the popular King’s Quest series, 
wrote the original story. Phantasmagoria eventually balhxmed 
into a $4 million project that involved about 50 people, not count¬ 
ing the California State University (Fresno) orchestra and choir. 
Most were artists; only eight to 12 were programmers. “I’ve seen 
our budgets go from 2 to I in favor of programming to 2 to I in 

favor of art,” says Hood. 
Unlike most companies. Sierra doesn’t 

write its adventure games with standard 
programming tools or use outside developers. Instead, in-house 
programmers use a proprietary tool called Sierra's Creative In¬ 
terpreter (SCI)—an object-oriented language that combines ele¬ 
ments of Lisp, Objective C, and Smalltalk. 

SCI is based on a procedural language that Sierra prcxluced 
in house more than seven years ago. It has two main advantages 

Hollywood talent and 
programmers create 
today's hot games 
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over standard tools: rapid game develop¬ 
ment and portability. Sierra programmers 
use the system’s interactive debugger to 
modify their code while the game is run¬ 
ning, which saves enormous development 
time. And the compiler generates p-code 
that executes on multiple run-time inter¬ 
preters. Sierra has interpreters for DOS, 
Windows, and 680x0-bascd Macintoshes, 

plus another in the 
works for Power Macs. 

Interpreted code is usually 
slower than compiled code, but 
Hood says SCI delivers good per¬ 
formance. “The interpreter has highly 
optimized routines written in C++ and as¬ 
sembly. When the program does a ‘kernel 
call,’ it directly calls those low-level rou¬ 
tines and executes as fast as any C++ or as¬ 
sembly language routine. An example of a 
kernel call is ‘Play Movie’—you just make 
the call and tell it the number of the movie 
lo play.” 

Sierra’s artists created most of the 
game’s dazzling screens on a Silicon 
Graphics Indigo 2 workstation using SGI’s 
Alias 3-D modeling software. They re¬ 
touched the images with Adobe Photo- 
Shop to make them appear less artificial. 

Videographers shot all the live video in 
a brand-new blue-screen studio that Sier¬ 
ra constructed in Oakhurst, California. It 
has blue-screen panels on the floors and 
walls, with curved surfaces wherever the 
panels would meet at right angles. Actors 
play all their parts in this studio; editors 
later composite their images seamlessly 

such as Sony's superb PlayStation 
aren’t going away anytime soon. But they 
aren’t as different from your PC as you may 
think—inside this machine are a Mips R3000A 
and a few custom ASICs. It even runs a lightweight 
version of Unix. 

with the computer-generated graphics. 
Sierra taped all the action with broad¬ 

cast-quality Bctacam SP cameras. Al¬ 
though this may seem like overkill for 
video that’s going to play back in a 592- by 
283-pixel screen window. Hood says the 
quality difference is readily apparent. The 
raw video footage, when digitized, filled 29 
CD-ROMs. About 2 hours’ worth—com¬ 
pressed with Sierra’s own proprietary soft¬ 
ware—made it into the finished game. 

Video editors used several Ux>ls to com¬ 
bine the live footage with the coniputerj 
graphics. For example, whenever a per¬ 
son opens a dcx>r in the game, the video | 
footage of the actor is composited with a 
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“Passport’s music software Rules! It’s fast, easy to 

use and my scores always look great. When I’m submitting one 

of my pieces the way it looks means a lot. Passport’s software 

gives me the winning edge, and I like to winr 

Jennifer Lane is a 17 year old high school student from 
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nationwide Composer’s Guild Composition Contest, as well as 

winning three separate awards from the Disneyland Creativity 

Challenge" Contests. 

With Passport’s MusicTime, every note you play on 

your MIDI or PC keyboard is turned magically into notation. 

Print it out and see your songs as beautiful sheet music. 

It’s that easy! 
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Babbages, Electronics Boutique, Media Play ami wherever 
fine software is sold, or 

Call (415) 726-0280 for a dealer near you. 
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Byte Magazine rated 
Sceptre's Soundx Multime¬ 

dia Pentium Notebook 
"Best Overall". Byte Maga¬ 

zine stated, "Sceptre's Soundx.ex¬ 
cels in overall performance.it's just 
th«- ystem to meet future demands. 
w» awarded the best color-quality to 

Soundx" 

PC Digest also 
rated the Soundx 

“Number 1 Overall" with a 4 star rating. 

pc □ 
RATINGS 

Digest 
gs nlporrr 

PC Magazine stated, "The Soundx Se¬ 
ries 3000 Pentium 90 and 75 stand out 
for their exceptional performance." PC 

Magazine tested 80 notebooks from other 
lending manufacturers and found 
"... (Soundx) units' performance were at 
or near the top of their respective cat¬ 

egories." 

"The full featured Soundx Pentium 90 is 
geared towards corporate power users. 
111 value-class Soundx Pentium 75 pro¬ 
vide Pentium-level power in a more cost 
effective solution.performance sets 
th< v iceptres apart from the pack." 

& ptre is, again, back to the future with 
the latest release of another advanced 
qunlity product.the NEW Soundx 
Series 3200 Pentium Notebook. In 

k« m : >ing with Sceptre's tradition for state- 
of the-art technology the slim-line Series 

3200 is lightweight, and modularized. It 
also offers an innovative "flat-pin" CPU 

ign to reduce heat, and a PCI Inter¬ 

im u for faster access speeds. 

* FREE] 
AUDIO 

CD ROM 
12/1-12/31,95 

Other Soundx features include larger 
SVGA Hi-Resolution screen display than 

previous models, excellent battery life, 
conveniently placed touchpad, hand¬ 
some attache, and a three year warranty 

In the USA. 

Stop into the future with Soundx by call- 
in i Sceptre for more information at 

800-788-2878 

EXCELLENCE FOR ALL THE WORLD TO SEE 

SCEPTRE donates a portion of all profits to the Zoological Society of San Diego 
in support of C.R.E.S., the Center for Reproduction of Endangered Species. 
O 1996 SCEPTRE Technotog**. Inc. A* Rights Rovwvod All product and brand 
names urn trademark* or regietared trademarks of their respective companies 
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special report Multimedia Games 

Most Valuable Tools 

Phantasmagoria 

GRAPHICS 

• 3-D Studio (Autodesk) 

• Alias (Silicon Graphics) 

• Photoshop (Adobe) 

VIDEO 

• Animator Pro (Autodesk) 

• Betacam SP video 
cameras (Sony) 

• Indigo 2 workstation 
(Silicon Graphics) 

• Matador (Parallax Graphics) 

• Premiere (Adobe) 

• Sierra’s Creative Interpreter 
(Sierra) 

Hi4 

Ultimatte (Ultimatte) 

VidEdit (Microsoft) 

SOUND 

• AudioStation (Voyetra Technology) 

Buried in Time 

GRAPHICS 

• Form-Z (Autodesys) 

• Kai’s Power Tools 

(HSC Software) 

• Photoshop (Adobe) 

AfterEffects (Aldus) 
l 

• Betacam SP video cameras 
(Sony) 

» Electric Image (Electric 
Image) 

» Macromind Director (MacroMedia) 

» Power Macintosh 8100/100 (Apple 
Computer) 

> Premiere (Adobe) 

SOUND 

• DECK II (OSC Media Products) 

• Metro (OSC Media Products) 
» ProTools (Digidesign) 

' SoundEdit 16 (MacroMedia) 

computer-generated door. Siena used Au¬ 
todesk’s Animator Pro and 3-D Studio for 
this frame-by-frame editing. 

The developers also made heavy use of 
a rack-mount video-compositing device 
called the Ultimatte. Although there’s a 
software version of the Ultimatte that runs 
on a Power Mac (VidcoFusion 2.0), it 
takes about 4 seconds to render each frame, 
and Sierra needed to process 72,000 
frames. Hence the rack-mount Ultimatte: It 
works in real time. They processed addi¬ 
tional frames with Parallax Graphics’ 
Matador on the SGI Indigo. 

Composers Mark Seibert and Jay Ush¬ 
er wrote the music. About half was per¬ 
formed live by the university orchestra 
and choir, and the rest was created on 
MIDI instruments using Voyetra Tech¬ 
nology’s AudioStation software. Sierra 
recorded foley effects (footsteps, doors 
opening, etc.) in a special sound room. 
Later, sound editors overdubbed these ef¬ 
fects onto the music tracks and then syn¬ 
chronized the sound and video using 
Adobe Premiere and Microsoft VidEdit. 

Hood is traveling to Sri Lanka to col¬ 
laborate with Arthur C. Clarke on Sierra’s 
next major project: an adventure game 
based on Clarke’s science-fiction novel 
Rendezvous with Ranui. 

Buried in Time 
Instead of relying heavily on video footage 
and composited graphics. Sanctuary 
Woods’ Buried in Time takes a different 
approach. All the scenes in this science- 
fiction adventure game are rendered in 
computer-generated 3-D graphics. The few 
scenes that do include live-action video 
are there for a purpose; for example, TV 
news reports and videophone messages 
provide important clues to the main char¬ 
acter, a time-traveling detective who works 
for the Temporal Security Agency. 

As a result. Buried in Time feels a little 
more interactive than Phantasmagoria. It’s 
also designed for more-advanced players. 
Buried in Time is the sequel to the Jour¬ 
neyman Project, a hit based on the same 
theme. In this installment, your mission is 
to clear your name of false charges that 
you traveled back in time to alter history. 

Presto Studios, an independent devel¬ 
opment house in Miramar, California, cre¬ 
ated Buried in Time for Sanctuary Woods. 
Most games these days are developed by 
someone other than the distributor, and 
even companies like Sierra that do in- 
house development will often assign some 
miscellaneous work to outside contractors. 

Presto Studios began working on Buried 
in Time in July 1993. It was supposed to 

fill only one CD-ROM. but multimedia 
projects tend to acquire a life of their own; 
it ended up tilling three CDs. The game 
eventually involved 16 developers (14 
artists of various types and two program¬ 
mers), 17 actors, and six testers. Before 
the first line of code was written, the 
game’s authors (David Flanagan, Phil 
Saunders, and company president Michel 
Kripalani) spent months studying the his¬ 
torical time periods re-created in the game. 

Presto did all development on Macs be¬ 

fore porting to the PC. A single program¬ 
mer wrote all the code on each platform. 
Greg Uhler, Presto's chief financial officer, 
wrote the Mac version in Lingo, the script¬ 
ing language in Macromind Director. Uh¬ 
ler also wrote the Journeyman Project, 
which was ported to the PC with Direc¬ 
tor. But the PC version of the Journeyman 
Project ran so pix>rly, says Kripalani, that 
they decided to rewrite the PC version of 
Buried in Time in C++. In the future, he 
says, they'll write both versions of new 
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BOOTH #L982 

MAG INNOVISION PROUDLY PRESENTS THE T ECHNIT RON SERIES OF HIGH PERFORMANCE 15-INCH1 

AND 17-INCH2 MONITORS WITH COLORS SO BRILLIANT. IT PROMISES TO .GIVE THE MONITOR 

MARKET A JOLT. 

AS ONE OF THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH RESOLUTION MONITORS, MAG INNOVISION 

HAS WON NUMEROUS INDUSTRY AWARDS FOR ITS INNOVATIVE DESIGN. STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGI¬ 

NEERING AND UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY. THE TECHNITRON SERIES IS NO EXCEPTION. 

Based on advanced Trinitron* CRT. the display surface is vertically flat to 

REDUCE DISTORTION AND ENHANCE IMAGE OUALITY FROM CORNER TO CORNER. THE UNI0UE APERTURE 

GRILLE PERMITS COLORS TO COME THROUGH WITH BRILLIANCE AND CONTRAST OTHER MONITORS 

SIMPLY CAN'T MATCH. AND THE 0.25 MM ULTRA FINE PITCH ON BOTH MODELS GIVES YOU 

EXTREMELY SHARP FOCUS AND DEFINITION AT EVEN THE MAXIMUM RESOLUTION OF 1280 X 1024. 

THE TECHNITRON SERIES FEATURES MICROPROCESSOR-BASED DIGITAL CONTROLS FOR 

SUPERIOR COMPATIBILITY AND FLEXIBILITY. EVERY MAG INNOVISION MONITOR MUST ALSO 

MEET OUR OWN GREEN ENERGY STANDARD, WHICH INCLUDES EPA ENERGY STAR COMPLIANT 

POWER MANAGEMENT, SWEDAC MPR II COMPLIANT LOW EMISSIONS. NO CFCS USED IN 

MANUFACTURING, AND RECYCLABLE PACKAGING MATERIALS. 

TO ENSURE THAT IF YOU CHOOSE A TECHNITRON MONITOR YOU'LL ENJOY IT FOR 

YEARS TO COME, WE OFFER YOU A 3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY BACKED BY OUR AWARD 

WINNING SERVICE, WITH OPTIONAL EXTENDED SERVICE PLANS AVAILABLE. 

AS AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER* , EACH MONITOR IN THE TECHNITRON SERIES ALSO COMES 

WITH FREE COLORIFIC COLOR MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE $0 THAT COLORS CAN BE ACCURATELY 

TRANSLATED TO THE PRINTED PAGE. 

WITH WINDOWS 95 COMPATIBILITY, THE TECHNITRON SERIES OFFERS YOU ADVANCED 

TECHNOLOGY WITH PLUG & PLAY EASE. IgjiQgQj 

TECHNITRON. IT'S THE WAY COLORS ARE MEANT TO BE SEEN. 

C*\9VflC 

2801 SOUTH Yale Strut. Santa Ana. CA 92704 • Tel 1.800-827-3998 

(1.714.751-2008 OUTSIOE THE U S A.) • FAX 1-7 14-75 1-5522 • MAGlCFAX I -714-75 1-0166 
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iXOS-JUKEMAN is the leading management system for CD 

jukeboxes and recorders. It provides simple and effective access 

to all available optical storage devices. With its unrivalled 

performance and flexibility, iXOS-JUKEBOX redefines the state 

of the art in high-performance jukebox servers. 

■ Presents a standard file system: NFS or native file 

system for NT or both 

■ Presents CD-Recordable as a standard writable file 

system 

■ Access from UNIX, Windows, Windows NT, 

Macintosh, Nextstep, VMS... 

■ High throughput thanks to sophisticated caching and 

scheduling strategies 

■ Configurable access rights for specific user groups 

iXOS-JUKEMAN 

READS, WRITES AND 

MANAGES UNLIMITED 

NUMBERS OF JUKE¬ 

BOXES AND CDS IN 

ANY LAN... 

Download your free evaluation copy from: 
http://www. ixos.de/jukeman.htmi 

IXOS Software Inc. 

1070 Sixth Ave Suite 200. 

Belmont. CA 94002. USA 

Tel: (41516108240 Fax: (4151802 95 70 

Internet: infoGbelmont.ixos com 

Software 

Projects 

Products 

Training 

Support 

IXOS Software GmbH 

Bretonischer Ring 12 

D-85630 Grasbrunn/Munich, Germany 

Tel: (491(89)46005 0 Fax: (49)(89)46005-199 

Internetofficedmunich.ixos de 

http://www.ixos.de/ We Serve our Clients 

games in C++ so there's only one code 
base to maintain. 

Generating the graphics was an inten¬ 
sive process. The artists started with a 3-D 
modeling package—Form-Z from Au- 
todesys—to create the polygon models. 
Then they used Adobe Photoshop and 
Kai's Power Tools to create textures. They 
used Electric Image, a Macintosh 3-D an¬ 
imation package, to map the textures onto 
the models and generate the animation. 

Buried in Time is so richly detailed— 
about 3(X),(XX) polygons and 30 to 50 light 
sources per scene—that rendering each 
frame required 5 to 15 minutes. With 
3(),(XX) frames in the entire game, that’s a 
lot of processing. To handle the job. Presto 
bought six Power Mac 81 (X)/100s, each 
with 140 MB of RAM and 2-GB drives. 
They crunched graphics 24 hours a day. 

Presto shot the live video with Betacani 
SP and Hi-8 cameras, then used Aldus Af- 
terEffects and Adobe Premiere for com¬ 
positing. As was the case at Sierra, Presto 
noticed that broadcast-quality Betacani 
makes a big difference. Presto also dis¬ 
covered that some video effects couldn’t be 
achieved even with the latest software. For 

c 
o BURIED IN TIME. .... $79.95 

E m 
E 

Sanctuary Woods 
San Mateo, CA 
(800) 943-3664 
(415) 286-6000 

0 
+- 
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example, computer-generated lightning 
bolts didn’t look convincing, so the artists 
added them by rotoscoping—drawing 
them by hand on every video frame. 

Bob Stewart, an outside contractor, 
composed the music and overdubbed the 
folcy effects on a Quadra 950. For sound 
sampling, digital audio recording, and 
MIDI sequencing, he used Digidesign’s 
ProTools, OSC Media Products’ DECK 
II, and OSC’s Metro. 

Now that Buried in Time is finished. 
Presto is working on an all-new version 
of the Journeyman Project for the Sony 
PlayStation and Sega Saturn, and an ac¬ 
tion game for Apple’s Pippin, a Mac-like 
game machine to be made by Bandai. 
“We’re keeping busy,’* says Kripalani. ■ 

Tom H. Halfhill (thalfhill@bix.com) is a 
BYTE senior editor. 
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Windows 95 Games special report 

Fhe Games People Write 
JOHN MONTGOMERY 

t last, Windows has been freed from Solitaire con- 
I f A finement. You can now run real games—action 

^ games, shoot-'em-up games, network games, games 
I with video. All this, thanks to Microsoft’s Win32 

game-development tools. The Game SDK can help 
create games as fast if not faster than the games we got used to un¬ 
der DOS, game designers say. Not only are they faster, they’re 
easier to develop. According to LucasArts programmer Matthew 
Russell, “Because the Game SDK provides a layer of abstraction 
between the game developer and the hardware ... it’s actually eas¬ 
ier to do in Windows what we do under DOS, especially lor 
high-resolution graphics.” 

Blowing Up Minesweeper 
The Game SDK has four main parts: DirectDraw, DirectSound, 
Direct Inpul. and DircctPlay. The first three of these APIs provide 
interfaces that enable programmers to write directly to video, 
audio, and joystick hardware. DircctPlay makes writing multi¬ 
player games easier. Let’s take a ltx>k at each. 

The DirectDraw services handle graphics functions typical of 
games, including overlays, stretching, alpha blending, and Z- 
buffer-aware block-transfer engines (biters for short). It provides 
services for managing display memory and hardware, as well as 
some memory-management features (c.g., allocation), 

v Architecturally, DirectDraw has two main parts: the DirectDraw 
0 hardware abstraction layer (HAL) and the DirectDraw services, 
j I lard ware developers write the device-dependent code (either as 

a video driver or as a separate DlX), one end ol which talks to the 
hardware, the other of which exposes the hardware’s functions to 
the HAL. Software developers write to the HAL. 

When your graphics hardware doesn’t support some feature, Di¬ 
rectDraw uses software emulation. To a game, the emulation 
looks like part of the HAL, so it doesn't need to know that Di¬ 

rectDraw is emulating some functions. This 
means that a developer can be sure that 

the same code will run on most 
video hardware, even if some 

functions must be emulat- 
K ed. Most games, howev- 

er. will probably query 
k the hardware to find 

\ out what functions it 
supports, then actu¬ 

al Iy execute 
differ- 

Playful advances in 
Windows 95 make it easier 
to develop games for 
Microsoft's new OS 

ently to make sure performance is optimal. 
DirectSound works pretty much the same way: A generic API 

call passes through a HAL, which turns it into something your au¬ 
dio card can understand. DirectSound exploits accelerated sound 
hardware, including hardware mixing and sound-buffer memory. 
Your games don’t have to ask specifically for hardware acceler¬ 
ation: DirectSound takes care of it automatically. DirectSound also 
supports 3-D audio, which is what makes airplanes in games 
sound like they’re Hying by from one side to another. 

Like DirectDraw, DirectSound allows software emulation of 
features your hardware dex^sn’t support. However, when a game 
loads, it’ll probably query DirectSound to figure out what your 
hardware supports and will then alter its functions to match the au¬ 
dio capabilities of your PC. 

The drawback with DirectSound’s emulation is that it uses 
the waveform hardware on your sound card, which poses two 
problems. First, the emulated sound isn’t going to be a perfect 
match of what the DirectSound HAL could generate. Second, 
when the emulation layer has allocated the waveform hardware, 
DirectSound is locked out, and vice versa. (According to Mi¬ 
crosoft, the next version of DirectSound should fix this.) 

Dircctlnput is mainly for joystick support, and it’s the least 
complex part of the Win32 Game SDK. According to the SDK 
documentation, Dircctlnput is in fact currently just another name 
for an existing Win32 function called JoyGetPosEx. “The de¬ 
veloper is still forced to rely ixi processing the Windows message 
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• !«" •• tor keyboard input/' sa\ Matthew 
Russell of Lucas Arts. 

Net Gaines 
Now we come to I >m» (Play, the network¬ 
enabling part ol the SDK. It works with 
Windows 95 and NT and provides a way 
for games to talk to each other without 
worrying about the underlying communi¬ 
cation protocols (network or serial). 

DirectPlay has two parts: the IDirect- 
Play interface and the DirectPlay server. 
IDirectPlay provides methods that enable 
you to create and destroy players, send 
messages to players, invite players into 
games, and so on. DirectPlay servers arc 
basically HALs for networks, on-line ser¬ 
vices, and modems. 

When you run a DirectPlay-enabled 
game, it talks to the DirectPlay object, 
which interacts with one of the servers, 
which talks to the transport. Your game 
can query the DirectPlay object to find out 
about the network (e.g., its bandwidth) to 
adjust the game’s requirements. 

Once your copy of the game is on the 
network, it kx)ks for other games that have 
the same globally unique identifier (QUID, 
which the developer creates and which is 
unique to each game). Once your copy has 
found another copy, the game sets about 
creating players for each individual. Then 
the game can begin. 

Reversi of Fortune 
There are two other APIs you may hear 
about in relation to Win32 games: Win- 
Toon and the 3-D tools. 

WinToon is a frame-based animation 
playback system. Microsoft points out that 
it’s a developer toolkit, not an authoring 
tool. Basically it enables developers to ere- 

Video APIs Under Windows 95 * 

Windows 95 s graphics architecture hinges on the unified display device driver, which the video hardware vendor 
will typically write. One end of the unified display driver talks to the video hardware; the other end exposes the 
hardware s capabilities to Win 95’s various APIs and graphics engines. Most game developers we talked to 
indicated they would usually write to DirectDraw and Direct3D, with some other calls to higher-level APIs. 

ate the foreground movie and the back¬ 
ground. But, says Ken Nicholson, direc¬ 
tor of ATI Interactive, “WinToon isn’t that 
great for games.” Performance, he says, 
is the main drawback. “WinToon is built 
on top of the graphical device interface, 
and GDI is slow. GDI is designed to move 
graphics across the bus,” which is Ux> slow 
for games. Nicholson says most devel¬ 
opers will probably find DirectDraw a 
better tool. 

Why? Because DirectDraw lets 
you get a pointer directly to video 

er interface, which is basically the 3-D 
HAL. 

But these 3-D tools aren’t going to mean 
great leaps forward for 3-D games. Nichol¬ 
son explains: “The 3-D hardware that's 
coming out doesn’t do geometry acceler¬ 
ation. Because of that, the types of games 

are going to be about what you get with 
Descent, but with better resolution. 
(The PC is| not going to be a 
PlayStation. 'Hie Pentium just can’t 

do the math to keep them moving.” 

memory and page flip (prepare a serccn The Games 
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offscreen, then tell the hardware to switch 
to that screen). It enables you to put your 
own graphics into the video card’s video 
space, which gives you some extra mem¬ 
ory to store graphics. Plus, DirectDraw 
gives you access to the biter. It can also 
do transparent bits (it knows how to copy 
irregular shapes), effectively saying “copy 
all the pixels that aren’t a certain color.” 
WinToon can’t do any of that. 

The Windows 95 game-development 
tcx)ls also include some extensive 3-D fea¬ 
tures. If you’re developing a game that 
needs a 3-D engine, you could choose to 
write to the Reality Lab 3-D API. If you al¬ 
ready have an engine, you’re more likely to 
port it to support I)irect3l) (which behaves 
pretty much like the other Direct SDK sub¬ 
systems). Basically, the architecture places 
the Reality Lab API on lop of Direct3D, 
which in turn talks to the 3-D device driv- 

So who’s creating games? Well, there’s 
id Software, with Doom for Windows 95. 
Yes, your favorite shoot-’em-up is avail¬ 
able for Windows. It runs pretty well, too, 
if the prerelease version we played is any 
indicator. Microsoft is also entering the 3- 
D action genre with Fury3, a game that 
puts you into the pilot’s seat of a fast fight¬ 
er shooting down enemies left, right, 
above, and below. 

If you prefer both feet firmly on the 
ground. Accolade’s Super Busby for Win¬ 
dows 95 will give you a treat when it be¬ 
comes available soon. Running at speeds 
ol up to 70 frames per second, Busby gives 
the DirectDraw architecture a run for its 
money as this bobcat saves the world from 
the yarn-craving Woolies. ■ 

John Montgomery (jmontgomery@hix.com) 
pilots BYTE’s features section. 
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Discover the Source 
Integrix 

SPARC"' Compatible solutions to maximize 

productivity and accelerate performance 

Reliability. Value. Satisfaction. 

IGS 

Internet 

Gateway 

Servers 

Integrix SPARC Based Workstations and Servers 

SWS20E / SWS20 Systems 

This true multi processing platform 

supports up to lour advanced processors. 

SuperSPARC* or HyperSPARC^, and 

four S8us slots. An ideal system for the 

most intensive applications. 

SWS20ESWS20 Features 
• Super SPARC or Hyper SPARC processors 

• four Situs skXs 

• Two MBu\ slots 

• Han) disks. (1) ROM & floppy all internal 

• 512 MB of memory 

• ISON interface (SWS20H) 

• 16-bit audio on hoard (SWS20) 

• 24 bit true color SX graphics (SWS20) 

The Integnx SWS5 delivers to# cost 

and high performance MicroSPARC II 

architecture. Powerful features bu*in hke 

24 tut AFX graphics and five S8US slots 

Plus, its easdy upgradable 

SWS5 Features 
• MicroSPARC II an.hilo.1urr 

• five SBus skits 

• 24 bU AFX graphics support 

• Hard dub. (1) Rom A fkppy all ntemal 

•Up to 256 MB of memory 

• 16-bit audio 

• Ouc year warranty on all Irtcpu 

manufactured products 

OEMs and VARs expand 

your horizons with Integrix 

peripherals, base systems 

and graphics cards. 

Customized HA1000s deliver unparalleled value tor 

optimum expansion posstoAties. Compact size and 

to# cost make it ideal tor integration mio database 

applications and telecom environments. 

Hot swappable flexibility and fail sale dependability 

maintain high data integrity. 

HA1000 Features 
• Complete system redundancy and modularity 

• Supports quad CPI) ctmlipiralions 

• Rob and Sun modules supported 

MJp to 19 SBus slots 

• 10 drive hays for storage 

• Two redundant universal 450W power supplies 

•ir rack mount assembly available 

i Inc Mngiu and Iw Intognx logo ant ragUnnid kadnmaln and IGS. SEC. SGX. TGX. SWS and SSC «o Iradumatks of IrUogru. Inc 
comparwr. ttmutadutod tn USA Momakonafty r^jpportod 

integrix 

Corporate Headquarters 
1200 Lawrence Drive, Suite 150 
Newbury Park, California 91320 
Tel: 800 300-8288 / 805-375-1055 
Fax: 805-375-2799 
Email: sales@integrix.com 
http: //www.integrix.com 

Asia 
Beijing, P.R.China 
Tel: 8610 253-5305 
Fax:8610-253-5306 
Seoul. Korea 
Tel: 822 515 5303 
Fax:822-515-5302 

Al otwr trodemoifcs nwntmreid .ms tn> pfopwty of «ww HKpoctwn 
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Want a better way to connect 
with your audience? Discover the 
power of Froxima. 

With a Froxima Desktop 
Projector,"* you can make a bigger 

impact with your presentations. 
Communicate your ideas more 

The Proxima DPS 100 ami the best-selling 
DP2SI0 lend the way in brightness, image 
quality, and price/performance. 

clearly. And be 

more productive. Without the limi¬ 
tations of slides and transparencies. 

Just plug a Proxima Desktop 

Projector into your PC' or Mac, and 
you’ll be able to project images 

from your computer screen onto a 

large screen or wall. Its that simple. 

Want to add audio and video 

to your presentations? Make last- 

minute changes on the fly? No 

problem. Proxima gives you the 

flexibility and performance to take 
your multimedia presentations to 
a higher level. 

PLUG INTO PROXIMA 
FINDOUTMORE 
about Proxima today. And keep 

your audience wired. 

“Get Wired With Proxima” Kit! 
Get the facts on the latest Proxima 

products. ('all for your free “(Jet Wired B 
With Proxima” Kit* Unlay! 

l-800-655-5155.mil 
* IwK on<) M |mw cirilnmm 

PROXIMA* 
Till- Desktop Projection Company 

■■ _ >iww<1l?g fy CowoRPM^I^. jeiBJ Aft/ 5600, fAX «HI«» *>/*54/ (wupaun(Mro >6.Ur.*..,I -M ftttmnt* 
liii.mm ...ICychuM «o M,pOmi<lol IWiU»|)U4iftnri Umfckip »•**«♦.» .ml I ,, it,*., * „... b.,4 |5o.nu CofWtf 

US Aral|kikMt...»i<.>b,i ftonmMCapwoton AMngN*iom.v*«I S|iKfc*mii 

* tjl 4J(AO.*4H FAX .31 43049770 
» ONUndwurto mm *»• |m>,a<.ly .4 In ' I~- IMnn 
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Jerry’s Favorite Games special report 

I’m Game JERRY POURNELLE 

really love computer 
games. My first en¬ 
counter was with The 
Colossal Cave, the orig¬ 
inal Crowthcr and 

Wood adventure game—written before 
there were any small computers. A text game, it’s 

m ^ reliably reported that when it appeared in a minicom¬ 
puter or mainframe establishment, system administrators lost 
(wo weeks per programmer. It got to me. I still remember the 
creepy feeling when I saw the shadowy figure waving at me. 

There arc still some pretty good text games, but now we want 
graphics, and not just “graphics" built out of ASCII characters. For 
a long time, graphics meant Apple. Then came the Atari and 
Amiga; but eventually, PCompatibles sported hot graphics ca¬ 
pabilities, and now Doom is ubiquitous in glorious 3-D. Doom is 
the AutoCAD of games. Real Doom fanatics go on-line and 
download toolkits that let them design new scenarios, new 
weapons, and new monsters. You haven’t lived until you’ve 
killed Barney the Dinosaur by firing frozen chickens at him. 

Doom is fine action, but I like strategy and simulation games, 
like Origin Systems’ Wing Commander. When I first got Wing 
Commander, it was so good I had trouble believing it. I felt bet¬ 
ter when Professor Niklnus Wirth, one of the best-known com¬ 
puter scientists in the world, visited Chaos Manor and stared 
openmouthed pointing out Wing Commander graphics features 

Favorite 
Pastimes at 
Chaos Manor 

DEFINITIVE WARGAME 
COLLECTION 
estimated street price ... $34 
Strategic Simulations, Inc. 
Sunnyvale, CA 
(800) 245-4525 
(408) 737-6800 
fax: (408) 737-6814 
Cade 976 or Inquiry Card. 

DISCW0RLD. 
Psygnosis, Ltd. 
Cambridge, MA 
(800) 438-7794 
(617) 497-5457 
fax: (617) 497-6759 
Cirde 977 or Inquiry Card. 

DOOM . 
id Software, Inc. 
Mesquite, TX 
(800) 434-2637 
(214) 613-3589 
fax: (214) 686-9288 
Cirde 97S or Inquiry Card. 

MASTER OF ORION 
GameTek, Inc. 
Aventura, FL 
(800) 927-4263 
(305) 935-3995 
fax: (305) 932-8651 
Cirde 979 on Inquiry Card. 

..$60 

..$40 

..$59 

MICROPROSE RAILROAD 
TYCOON DELUXE.470 
MICROPROSE SID MEIER’S 
CIVILIZATION .$70 
Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. 
Alameda , CA 
(800) 695-4263 
(510) 522-3584 
fax: (510) 522-3587 
Cirde 980 on Inquiry Card. 

SIMCITY 2000 
.$55 

Maxis 
Orinda, CA 
(800) 336-2947 
(510) 254-9700 
fax: (510) 253-3736 
Cirde 981 on Inquiry Card. 

WING COMMANDER 
.$30 

Origin Systems, Inc. 
Austin, TX 
(800) 245-4525 
(512) 335-5200 
fax: (512) 331-9558 
Cirde 982 or Inqnry Card. 

I Wing Commander 

to his wife. I gave a copy of it to science fantasy author Terry 
Pratchett on the theory that because I’d wasted so much time 
with it, I might as well slow down the competition; but it didn’t 
work. He mastered the game and increased his output. 

The latest games include movies and have budgets compara¬ 
ble to small feature films. Wing Commander’s latest version is no 
exception. All the characters in the original Wing Commander 

were animations, but Wing 
Commander III features 
Mark Hamill and a star- 
studded cast. They act out 
the role-playing part of the 
script. Then you go pilot 
your ship and slaughter 
aliens. 

Wing Commander III is worth getting, but, perversely, I much 
prefer the combat action of Origin’s Privateer—a game that uses 
the Wing Commander flight-simulator engine but is more free¬ 
form. My preference may be due to age slowing my reflexes. 
Fortunately, there arc plenty of games for us elder warriors. Mas¬ 
ter of Orion, a game of interstellar diplomacy and conquest, is one 
of my all-time favorites, and I play it about once a month. 

For those who like fantasy without violence, there's Pratchett's 
Disc world, with actor Rric Idle as the voice of Rincewynde. Fair 
warning: while this is a lot of fun, you are unlikely to solve the 
puzzles without a lot of help. You can get help from several on¬ 
line game conferences; one of the best is Scorpia's on GFnic. 

The CD-ROM has enabled the reissue of many wonderful old 
games at low cost. While simulation fans may prefer the newer 
SimCity 2(XM) to the original, many of us think the original Rail¬ 
road Tycoon is better than the upgraded Deluxe edition. If you 
don’t know about Railroad Tycoon, you have a treat in store. 

Sid Meier, the genius designer of Railroad Tycoon, 
also designed Civilization, which remains one of the 
best games ever. 

CD-ROMs have also made possible a really great 
buy: Strategic Simulations’ Definitive Wargame Col¬ 

lection. It contains two wonderful fantasy games. War¬ 
lords and Sword of Aragon; a big collection of World 
War II strategic-level games; Reach for the Stars, a 
science fiction economics/star-fleet battle game; and 
a good Napoleonic game kit. 

There's a stellar crop of games due this Christ¬ 
mas. Alas, a number of publishers are skimping on in- 

house tests. There’s nothing worse than a Christmas 
present that won't run. There arc so many wonderful old games 
in reissue that you can let someone else be a paying beta tester. 

Now if you’ll excuse me, I want to get back to Stone Prophet. 
I’ve got a monster to kill.... ■ 

Anu other things, Jerry Poumelle is a science fiction writer, se¬ 

nior contributing editor for BYTE, tmtl an advocate of spaceships. You 

can reach him on the Internet or BIX at jerryp@bix.com. 
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Muti/Cmi 

One PC serves up to 6 workplaces! 

DOS and Windows app's in text 
and graphic modes! 

NetBIOS and 
Novell 3.X/4.X 
compatible! 

- The worldwide unique and US patented 
single PC based multiuser solution 
with LAN functionality (file/record locking) 

- No maintainance costs and learning curve 
- Users only see and work with DOS/Windows 
- The only solution using ISA or PCI standard -" 

SVGA or MultiVGA cards plugged in parallel 
- Expandable to large networks with only few PCs 
- The ideal multi-workplace front end for C/S environments 
• Full featured device sharing of LPTs, COMs, hardlocks, NICsl 

Your exclusive distributor in North and South America: 

ELSNER Technologies Company 
5020 Mark IV Parkway 

Fort Worth 76106 Texas 

Call now: 1-800-243-2228 
Referred trademarks are property of their owners. 

Sfifius at; 
Network! & Interop, Atlanta 
Booth # 7364 
Comdex/Fall, Las Vegas 
Booth # A4333, # S3050/19 
Networks Expo, Boston *96 
Booth # 300 

LIGHTSTONE Multiuser Systems GmbH 
Caff your national distributor: 

NL: +31-77*736204 PL: +48-58-562595 H: +36-75-312861 

CH: +41-61-9769292 TAN: +255-51-28316 ROC: +886-2-963-0706 

KEN: +254-11-227834 CR: +42-48-487021/+42-38-31291 

Int'l Fax: +49-5643-980122 
Circle 233 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 2£J®rna,i0nal dis,'“>utors and resellers are welcome! 



3 year warranty 

3DR~ 
Intel 

msiDE 

Finalist 

Unleash the power of the 3Demonh on 
your graphics application. Omnicomp now 
brings you a PCI based graphics accelera¬ 
tor board capable of 3-D workstation class 
performance at affordable PC prices. The 
3Demon accelerates rendering with 24-bit 
2-buffering, anti-aliasing, alpha-blending, 
texture mapping and fast clear features. 
For Windows NTH the 3DEMON provides 
double buffering and optimizes OpenGL™ 
applications. Nm\\1 I \ll/////ss 

Tomorrow's Vision Today 

Powered by the 
GLINT™ 300SX 

Order today, 
1 -800-995-OM NI. 
Dealer inquiries 

welcome. 

0 SiliconGraphics, Inc. 

BRender' 
Argonaut 

For applications 

such as: 

MicroStation* 
Openlnventor 
Pro/ENGINEER 

Pro/JR.” 
AutoCAD* 
3D Studio* 
and others 

APIs and Libraries 
supported by the 

3DEMON 

Come see us at 

Booth SM 1225 
In the 

Multimedia Pavilion 
at Sands Expo 

OMNICOMP GRAPHICS 
CORPORATION 

1734 W. SAM HOUSTON 
PKWY. N. 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77043 

PHONE: 

FAX: 

email: 
imnicmptf phoenix phoenix nel 

World Wide Wet): 
hnpifphoenlx.phoenix.net:80/-onmicmp 

(713) 464-2990 

(713) 827-7540 

re^Litu 
lpib-~ 

Rt N OF M MOM I’M ICS 

RendeiWare" 

c 
criterion 

Omnicomp and 3DEMON are trademarks of Omnicomp Graphics Corporation. GLINT 300SX is a trademark of 3Dfabs Inc., Ltd Windows NT is a trademark of Microsoft. Inc. OpenGL is a 
trademark and a copyright, and Open Inventor is a copyright of Silicon Graphics. Inc RenderMorphics and Reality Lab are trademarks of RenderMorphics.Ltd BRender and Argonaut are 
trademarks of Argonaut Software.Ltd. RenderWa/e and Criterion are trademarks of Cnterion Software.Inc. X Inside is a registered trademark of X Inside. Inc. 30R is alrademark and Intel 
is a registered trademark of Intel. Inc. MicroStation is a registered trademark of Bentley Systems Inc. Pro/ENGINEER is a registered trademark and Pro/JR. is a trademark of Parametric 
Technology Corporation trueSpace is a trademark of Caiigari Corporation. 30EMON is not an Autodesk product. The Autodesk logo is registered in the U S Patent and Trademark Office 
by Autodesk. Inc All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners and are hereby acknowledged. The specifications in this document are subject 
lo change without notice. 
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CREATIVE LABS "4X BlasterCD” Kit 
Provides Ihe 
power for todays 
newest, most 
dynansc 
applications and 
games Features 
GROLIER 
MULTIMEDtA _ 

ENCYCLOPEDIA (21 Volumes). QUICKCD DOS & Windows based 
CD Music Player, IDE Interlace lor Entranced performance, 600Kbps 
data transfer, 250ms access. MultisessiorVXA ready 

STEREO-CDB 
CREATIVE LABS 4X Blaster CO Kit (MK4013) $189 

"Voyager 64" 
High Speed Graphics 
Accelerator to 1600 x 
1200 resolution PCI 
Bus. 2Mb DRAM. 
'Green PC Savings'. 

SVGP64 

Voyager 64 PCI 2Mb 
Accelerator 

$199 

NEC *‘6X MULTISpIn- External SCSI COROM Drive loaturc 900Kbps 
data transfer wilh 145ms access Award Winning Power al your 
fingertips! 
CDR-602 NEC 6X MulliSptn External CD-ROM Dnv® $649 
CD-6X TEAC 6X Inlornal CD ROM Dnve (16Bil IDE Internal) 289 
FX-400 MITSUMI 4X Internal IDE CD-ROM Drive (600Kbps) 159 

NETWORKING 
NITC 16-PORT HUB (lOBaseT) CONCENTRATOR offers IEEE802.3 Compliance. BNC 
and AUI ports arc active tor simultaneous connection. LEDs for port connection, link status, 
activity and collisions Features auto polarity detection and connection on TP ports. Wan 
Mountable. Rugged Case and Auto partitioning dtsable/reconncd UUCSAJFCC certified 
Limitations UTP (100moters/24AWG), BNC(185m/RG58AU) 
400-006-01 16- Port lOBaseT Hub $264 400-004-01 8 Port lOBaseT Hub $135 
ETHERNET COMBO BUNDLE features 8-Port Hub (400-004-01) and 4 Adapter Cards (300-017-01). 
700-003-01 Ethernet Bundle Pak (8Port Hub and 4 Combo Cards) $249 
NITC 10BASE-T/BNC Adapter Card Features software selectable VO. interrupt A PROM 
address (Jumperless) NE2000/1EEE 802.3 compliant with LED indicators for activity A link 
detection Supports NOVELL. Microsoft. Artisoft. FTP and PC/NFS 
Compatible with aU Bus systems, 10Mbps transfer A is FCC certified 
300-017-01 10BaseT/BNC Adapter (8/16brt) $39 
300-023-01 PC110 BaseT/2 Card 69 „ „ 
ETHERNET “Plug A Play “ ADAPTER Cards feature high performance A lumpcrtcss design for easy 
installation in varying Bus systems Offers 1 Link Status A 1 Programmable diagnostic LED. 
IEEE802.3 compliance, drivers for NOVELL NetWare ODI, LANtastic, NDIS, IBM LAN Server, 
Banyan Vines APCNFS. i 
BEN120 BOCALANcard Combo (16-brt) RJ45 & BNC ! 
BEN110 BOCALANcard TP (16-bit) RJ45 Only 
BENI VL BOCALANcard VLB (32-bit) RJ45 Only 
BENI PI BOCALANcard PCI (32-bit) RJ45 & BNC „ 
16-PORT 10BASETCONCENTRATOR • Reliable • Compact • Cost-effective! 
Offers Sixteen lOBaseT ports with RJ45 connectors. One BNC and One AUI port lor cascading hubs 
or connection to existing backbone, has 21 LED indicators for confirming status and c 
IEEE802.3 compliant — 

BEN220 BOCAHUB-16PLUS lOBase-T Concentrator $264 
BEN210 BOCAHUB 8 (Eight Port) lOBase-T Concentrator 135 M 
ETHERNET ADAPTER CARDs are NE-2000/NE TBIOS compatible, CSMA.IEEE802 3 protocol 
distributed bus, 10Mbps, supports PC-LAN. MS-NET. NOVELL, built in high performance transceiver 
drivers tor ODI. NDIS, SCO UNIX. TCP/IP and has 8 IROs for flexibility and on board ROM socket. 
LCS-8634MI 16-Bit NE2000 Ethomot Adaptor (BNC. SGLCNp) $27 
LCS-8634L-T 16-Bit Ethernet Jumperless Adapt (RJ45 Only) n 36 

LCS-8634TBA 16-Bit Ethernet Adapter (AUI.BNC.TP Conn.) flR I flNR^IilNP 45 

LCS-6634P-TBA PCI Ethernet (RJ45,BNC. AUI Combo) ^ 55 

TRANSCEIVERS aro IEEE8023 compiilible.on boardiumpor for SOE or hcaitbeatlransceivers. pibber 
function (watchdog ttmer<20ns),LED ndealors (power,activity, transrnt. receive, collision and SOE) DB15 
Male and RJ 45ports, weighs 4 Oru., 12VDCpower from AUI interface 5 Yr Mtg Warranty 
LCS-883T-T Transceiver 10Base-T (AUI to RJ-45) 
LCS-883T3 Transceiver for BNC Connector 

$42 

CATEGORY 5 
(UTP) Unshielded Twisted Pair 1.99* 
VDC5-4 Level 5.4 Pair. Unshielded CL-2 PVCcoll lot ^ 
VDC5-4P Level 5.4 Pair. Plenum n, coax 8 Connec Q ^ 

MP-8S 8-PmRJ45 Plug (Solid) BU prices Also! 038 

100-999' 
$0.11 
0.42 
0.30 

CATEGORY 5 (100Mbps Standards) 
Colored Cable ONLY (No Boot) 
* Simply Mm 
colon dosirod 

70 (Gray) 
74 (Red) 
Allox No. 
7306 3 
7366 -7 
7366 15 
7366 -25 
7366 -50 

with one ol loiowing cable 

73 (Green) 
72 (Blue) 
Length 

3 It 

7 It 
1511 
25 ft 
50 ft 

71 (Black) 
75 (Yellow) 

14 1049 
$4.00 $3.56 
5.25 4.67 
7.80 6.93 

11.00 9 80 
18.25 1622 

19-Patch Panels With 110 Blocks 
Partt De*c. 1-4 5-9 10* 
PP824-5 8 WVe. 24 Port $99 $96 $89 
PP848-5 8 Wire. 48 Port 209 194 181 
PP896-5 8 Wire. 96 Port 399 372 347 

CAT 5 Surface Mount Jack 
(8P8C) Each 25 
SM8-2-5 Dual $599 $4.99 
SM8-5 Single 4.50 3.90 

NETWORK MasterView 

30 Pin 

SIMM MEMORY MODULES 

Part# Each 
256KX9-70 $14.50 
256KX9-60 16.50 
1MEGX9-80 44.00 
1MEGX9-70 48.00 
1MEGX9-60 49.00 
4MEGX9-70 187.00 
4MEGX9-60 189.00 

72 Pin 
Description 
1MB SIMM Module. 70NS 
4MB SIMM Module. 60NS 
4MB SIMM Module. 70NS 
8MB SIMM Module. 60NS 

J 16MEGPS2-60 16MB SIMM Module. 60NS 
32MEGPS260 32Mb SIMM Module. 60NS 

1-800-531-5369 FAX: 210-637-3264 

UPS POWER PROTECTION 

I Part# 
1MEGPS2-70 
4MEGPS2-60 
4MEGPS2-70 
8MEGPS2-60 

Each 
$59.00 
185.00 
185.00 
355.00 
650.00 

1,169.00 

7PP LITE 

BC Personal" & ’PRO" Battery Back-Up Systems provide excolent basic power protection, 
guards against blackouts/brownouts. surges or spikes thus saving data and hardware! Designed lor 
Home or Small Office appfccation Features micro- processor controlled ‘Pulse Width Modulated 
Waveform* for increased backup time. $25K Ultimate and 2 Yr Mfg Warranty 
BCPERS-280 280VA/175W Personal UPS (2 Outlets) $104 
BCPERS-500 500VA/350W Personal UPS (4 Outlets) 
BCPRO550 550VA/375W LAN UPS (4 Outlets) 
BCPR0850 850VA/570W LAN UPS (4 Outlets) 
BCPR01400 1400VA/990W LAN UPS (6 Outlets) 

OMNIPRO LINE INTERACTIVE UPS feature Pulse Width Modulated Output A Ultimate Life 
Insurance DB9 LAN Port. —. - - 
Part# Out 
OMNIPRO280 
OMNIPRO450 
0MNIPR0675 
OMNIPRO850 
OMNIPR01050 
OMNIPRO1400 _ w IW> „ „ 

More Great Power Protection Devices from TRIPP LITE 
ISOBAR.2 Outlet. Wal Met 1 FMor Bar* $23 TERM-6 Super Surgo Alert 6 Outlet 36 O00A 
ISOBAR. 2 Outlet. 6' cord 1 Frtcr Bank_32.. .. 
ISOBAR. 4 Outlet. 6* cord, 2 Flier Banks.43 
ISOBAR. 6 Outlet. 6-cord. 3 Filler Banks.51 

ISOBAR 4 Oudot. 2 Piker Banks.50 
ISOBAR 6 Outlet. 3 Filler Banks.56 
ISOBAR 8 Ouiet. 4 Frtor Banks.61 
ModonVFax. 4 OutW.2 Fier Banks 56 
ModerrVFax. 6 Oudot.3 Filer Banks 61 

IN Port. 

Jt (Volts/Watts) NEMA5-15R Outlets 
DB9LAN 

Port 
Backup Time 

(Half Load) Lbs Each 
2807175 4 No 17 13 $149 
4507280 4 Yes 17 15.5 203 
6757425 4 Yes 17 20 254 
850570 4 Yes 21 27 355 
10507705 6 Yes 23 32 385 
1400940 6 Yes 24 39 459 

IB2 0 
IB2-6 
IB4 
1136 
IB4ULTRA 
IB6ULTRA 
188ULTFIA 
ISOTELULT4 
ISOTELULT6 
ISOTELUIT8 ModerrVFax. 8 Ouiet. 4 Filer Banks 69 CC16 P 

$32 
TERM 61 M 6 Outlet. Fa^Modom. 38 
SUPER7 7 Ouiet. 18.00QA (tog LEDS.7- cord.19 

Econo ModerrVFax kxOnckne_14 
1200W. 4 Ouiet CondMnner..139 
2400W, 6 Ouiet. 110V CondNmncr .243 
600W. 2 Outlets Low Vokage SUitxk/cr 77 
GOOW. 4 Outlets LowIFkgh Vokage_98 
Master Touch. 6 Outlets (tog LEDs.82 
Maslor Console 6 Out. 12"cord, RJI1 69 

MP 
LC 1200 
LC-2400 
LS-600 
LS604 
MT6PIUS 

CABLE ASSEMBLIES QUANTITY PRICING ■ NO PROBLEM! 

OfP U to U16 loot) 

KEC4 ft*eto Cato (6 bor) 
PS2 KEC6 PS? Keyteunr CM* (6 hot) 

PS2KA ATKofinmionPSarUCXPb 
MFC 6 Uontot C:town Cato 

PS7MEC6VGA Uontor dtofStoad 
AC komot Coto 

ACPC4B PCPommCawt W 
ACPC40 Motor fW AOjfWt. I’ 

ACPC 04 Motor IW f toman (V ? 

it to ft Drive Cal Ms Aaeatome Eack 
MODE 40S40S S«pto MX Hto One Cato $149 
OECU (toerto Ctor SeT (5 Comtekw) 795 

S7 99 S3 99 THOSE GtoOEHtoCtoCMto 799 
MW YAD4 tec Ome T Ad*** 4P 199 

SOW Cables 

$3 99 $4 99 SCSMV Ttoe 50 An SodUW ( 7) $4 95 
399 499 SCSI DC SOP* Cm* m SOP* Cm* (Uf 799 

1-9 19* SCSI-9 SOPwCrnitm jOAnfMAfc* 799(5 
S? 99 S? 54 SCSJIM 50PmH>*50rmH*P*f>(T) 79 95 
799 754 SCSF7HM SO An HP to SO-hn HP ff) 34 95 
339 799 SCSJEC6 SOPSnC**lU) SOPbCm*(F) 999 

J 7S» 775 Gertor Changers 9 Aitaptors 1-24 25 
799 744 ATSCA 9P If) b 7SP (U) Adaptor S7 49 S? 04 
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I 1 1 Ivory W.WhMe 
Parti Description 1-9 1624 25-99 
KWP-1 1 Port $149 $1.34 SI 22 
KWP-2 2 Port 1.49 134 1.22 
KWP-3 3 Port 1.49 1.34 122 
KWP-4 4 Port 1.49 134 1.22 
KWP6 6 Port 1.49 1.34 1.22 

110 Type RJ45 Jack INSERTS 
Available Color*: Ivory. Black, Red. Green. Ydlow. 

Orange A Blue 
KJ-110WH While $5.50 $500 $4 56 
Other Type Insert* Llvory W White 
KP-IN Blank insert $0.30 $0.25 $020 
KP-INW Blank Insert 0.30 0.25 0.20 
KP-BNC BNC Feed through 

Insort 3.00 2.73 2.50 
KP-BNCW BNC Feed Thru 

Insert 3.00 2.73 2.50 
KPST ST Insert 6.50 5.91 5.42 

Wait PtateMounting Boxes 
MB-IV Ivory $2.50 $2.27 $2.08 
MB-WH Whie 2.50 227 2.08 

CPU Switch aMows One Console k> ACCESS Sa Servers/CPUs Cascadcatile. buAm butter. AukyScanManual Sdcdun(3^0 sec ! 
son intervals), supports VGA to MutoSync Ported for access to Fie Servers. Troubleshooting or Routine Uonkxmg LEDwrkcators 
CS-106 AT Only (6 Port)-$279 CS-104 AT or PS2 (4 Port)_$269 

VIDEO SEPARATOR is a last tknoble sok^on hr VGA ck/pdcatun Video Signal is enhanced tor long dotance broadcasting up to 2. 
VS 104 4 to 1-$119 VS-108 8to1_$179 

1-5369 

Mail Order 800-531 5369 • Hour* 8am 6:30pm M-F, 9-5pm Sat 
1-5pm Sunday CST 

11342 IN-35 North • Sen Antonio. IX 78233 • 210637-3200 • FAX 216637 32W • 8anv6:30pm M-F. 9-5pm Sat 
I-5pm Sunday CST 

10705 Metric Blvd • Austin, Texas 71/M • (512) 632 9131 • FAX (512) l»36 1328 • tonv6pm M4,05pm Sat CST 
15207 Midway Rond • Ontlna, Texas 75744 • (214) 36M662 • f AX (2I4| 386 9182 * Bnm-7pm M F. 9-5pm Set CST 

10731 Gulfdale • San Antomo, TX 78216 • 2168284503 • FAX 2163462409 • 8am 6pm M-F. 65pm Sat CST 
2650 S.P.I.D. • Corpus Chrlsll, TX 78415 • 512 814 8882 • FAX 512 814 8812 • 8nm (pm M F. 9 5pm Sal CST 

CORPORATE. INSTITUTIONAL & GOVERNMENT 
POs WELCOME. NET 30 TERMS AVAILABLE UPON 

APPROVAL. 
TEWS For COD onto to *5 pet pxtehage Unmm $» 

Cask or CmImts Check toy For onto torn $99 to S3 
totog (tor OWn 1*9 or mow no btooq to M 

itopni n I OH to Aittorw Taus to to be toed to you 

- ‘ d 7-3N% tato to Al tom 

n A 15% 
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Up and away on the information* 
Highway! ONLINE NAVIGATION ONLINE SERVICE 

AFTER 0.8 mk 
TURN MuMT MfTO 
WtSTW NSTER 
STREET 

IRAFFIC INFORMATION 

TOC ROB P«R 

7I0BILE OFFICE 

il Iran) 

FLEET-MANAGEMENT 

M 

Mobile Assistant I™ 
- a multifunctional device for mobile communications, traffic and informa¬ 

tion management. It brings together all the latest technology such as 

radio modems, satellite navigation and computer power to give you the 

best service you can expect. 

Mobile Assistant I™ is intended for professionals in areas such as: 

Freight Carriers • Field Service Organizations • Field Sales Organizations 

• Rental Car Agencies • Police- and Fire-Departments • Emergency Road 

Service • Hazardous Materials and Security Transports • Public 

Transportation Systems. 

O Wireless Communication Computer 

O GPS, Computer, Modem 

O Just 6-Keys 

O Car Radio Size 

O Supported Networks: MODACOM/ARDIS- 

MOBITEX/RAM - GSM/CDPD 

EMERGENCY SERVICE 

ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION 

■ mi 
r;:[ c ; 

UMTSS m» 

ComRO D 
Internet: http: //www.solidinfo.com 
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Germany Headquarter: Bruckmannring 32 • D-85764 OberschleiBheim • Tel: ♦ 49-89-31 57 19-0 • Fax: + 49-89-3 15 91 46 • USA: Tel: 1-800*784*7243 



This symbol identifies energy-efficient 
computers that save you money and reduce 

air pollution by “powering down" when not in use. 
Over 2000 computers, monitors and any extra, will save money on your energy 
printers have earned the right to bear the bill, and prevent pollution from electricity 
Environmental Protection Agency's Energy generation. Be part of the solution and 
StarSM logo. These computers are so smart, look for this logo when you make your 
they go to sleep when not in use and wake next computer purchase. To receive a list 
up with a simple touch of the keyboard or of available products call the Energy StarSM 
mouse. Energy StarSM Computers don't cost Hotline at 202 775-6650. 



Experience the )oy of X. 

3B Start! 
Instant gratification? You just 

can’t get it with most PC X 

merges the unbridled power of UNIX with the 

friendly, familiar environment of your native OS, 

servers. Between the clumsy installations, the quirky whether it’s Windows 95, Windows NT or 

network hang-ups and the performance Designedly Windows 3.1. In fact, with XoftWare’s new 

anxiety, you may end up feeling, well, less Network File Manager, you can even drag 

than satisfied. Which is why Xoft Ware® for and drop UNIX files to your PC for instant 

Windows is such a joy to experience. With Windows95 file transfer and printing. What’s more, 

its one-button express installation and blazing 32- XoftWare for Windows is the first PC X server 

bit performance, XoftWare gives you the fastest, to be Windows 95-certified. Want to know more? 

easiest PC-to-UNIX connectivity in the industry. Call us at I-800-PICK-AGE. 

You’ll also enjoy an advanced user interface that (Adults only, please.) 

$991ST 

iage 
-TIME OFFER 

AGE Logic, Inc. 12651 High Bluff Drive, San Diego, CA 92130 

Tel: 619.755.1000 Toll Free: 1.800.742.5243 East Coast: 1.800.722.3702 

Fax: 619.755.3998 E-mail: sales@agc.com Internet: http://www.age.com 

XoftWare b a n'jtbkiiil iratlrmark of AGE I ofK. Inc. All cither trademark* are the property their respective owner*. 
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A playground for experts. 
Training wheels for their friends 

Traveling 
the Information 

Highway 

A new exhibit at 

The Computer Museum 

computer_info@tcm.org / 617. 423. 6758 / www.net.org 

300 Congress Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02210 

Principal Sponsor: Sprint 
Major Sponsors: Apple Computer, Hewlett Packard, Novell, 

NYNEX, Stratus, S.W.I.F.T. 

[MB 
Official 

Media Sponsor 



You'll find it in the heartland of America. 
I ...in the hot and dusty cab of a giant combine, 

using a CPS and recording crop yields 

Mr'ii laced with selecting 
l PC for control or data 
(rocessing systems, 
(♦signers usually must 
Ikk)s between a desktop 
yslem, notebook or an 
nix'll si ve single board 
idustrial computer. 

You'll find it in demanding environments 
...such as hospitals supplying critical Point-Of-Care 

information at the touch of a finger 

DATALUX now offers an 
alternative with the 
essential PC system 
components in a series 
of unique packages that 
both save space and are 
easy to integrate. 

THE DATABRICK from DATALUX 
a tough. 

S (1 Alone LCD Monitors 

DAIALUX is in its 4th year of ICO monitor 

ftu iMjfaclure and is afi industry leader Its 

new ICO Monitors use brighter 104" 

ik r tonal DualScan or TFT Color panel ina 

nigged. sealed, yet attractive housing with a 

a -ctwn of 8 wall or base mounting options 

Ri itetwn is 640 x 480 The monitors can 

tv inven directly from a Oatabrcfc or 

tf hj^i an tSA bus controller No external 

l» .ver is required An ntegraled resistive 

Touch Screen is optional with input 

tl uiugh one of the Com Ports Monitors may 

lx ojctended to 5CT from the CPU 

compact PC solution that offers the modularity of a desktop 

system and the Small SiZ6 of a notebook. rr W#* oTfall '95 

Keyboards 
The Space Saver keyboard is the smallest full 

fmdion 100 key keyboard available With 

standard left right sprung touch typing is easy 

yet the overal sue is only 6' x 10.75". 

k is available in a flat, panel monk or desktop 

model The GMepomr* pomtoig deuce is avail 

able as an option 

FAX BACK 
DATA SHEETS 
(540) 662-1675 

Databrick Vertical Systems 
The new DATALUX Databrick 

Verteal System (DVS) combmes 

the Databnck. I CO Monitor and the 

SpaceSaver Keyboard m a uraque 

endosum ter Wall. Swmg Arm. or 

Pedestal Mounbng Thealalu 

rranum housmg prwndes compact 

ness and security The monitor 

screen tilts to accommodate tie 

height ol the user A variety of 

options mdude bar code and mag 

strjie readers, speakers, or a small 

printer The UVS measues 13.5“ x 

196'x 3 2" 
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Oatabrick 56624 

The Databnck s the heart of the 0AIAIUK system In performance and tea 

tires it is more hkc a desktop ink. n sue comparable a notebook 

(1075' x 48" x H yet more rugged and more 

easily mounted than erther 

Specifications: 

4860X7/B6 or DX4/100 CPU 

2 64 Meg Standard SIMM DRAM 

Inlemal or External TOO 

Internal ICO to 540 Meg 

SVGA CRT and ICO Video forts w/l Meg 

2 Serial. 1 Extended ParaNel Raft 

Options: 

2slot PCMCIA 

10BI Ethernet IAN 

Com Rafts 3 & 4 

DC DC Rower converter 

DVS shown here 

on Rolliig Stand 

—U 

Datalux Corporation DataJux International, LTD 
155 Aviation Drive Euro House Curtis Road, 
Winchester, Virginia 22602 11 Old Water Yard 
Phone: (540) 662-1500 Dorking, Surrey 
Fax: (540) 662-1682 UNITED KINGDOM RH41E) 
Toll Free: 1-800-328-2589 Phone: 44*(1)306-8767T8 

(1 -800-DATALUX) Fax: 44*<1)306-876742 



Twice the Testing in a Fraction of the Time 
Flat Out Faster... 

Nothing in your 

shop can match the 

speed and accuracy 

of the LANTEK™ 
PRO Category 5 

cable tester. 

It defines 

performance 

by measuring 

near-end crosstalk at both ends faster than 

other testers measure just one end! 

With features like Dual NEXT™, one- 

button Autotest, (liable Expert™, Autosave, 

Mash ROM, plus Fiber Optic capability, 

you can trust the LANTEK™ PRO to locate 

faults which other testers miss. With the 

LANTEK™ PRO, you'll know the job was 

done RIGHT! «*»*«*,..* 
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Save Time & Manpower... The LANTEK™ 
PRO boosts productivity and increases 

profits. Even when you're installing or 

troubleshooting the most sophisticated 

network, the easy-to-use LANTEK™ PRO 

completes more testing in a fraction of the 

time. 

Do It Ml, Do It Fast - With Confidence!... ()thers 

promise, the LANTEK™ PRO delivers! 

Choose the LANTEK™ PRO for the fastest 

network installations and full diagnostic 

testing. You'll get the fastest, most accurate, 

reliable, easy-to-use, full-featured Category 5 

cable tester on the market. It's the first 

choice of those who know. 

Call 1-800-854-2708 
(outside the (/..V., cat/ 6 / V-279-2200) 

• Data Rates 
Up To 155 Mbps 

• Ideal for Network 
Administrators 

• Autotest Capability 
for ALL Cable 
Types 

• Fiber Optics 
Capability 

• Fast and 
Economical 

V'Avetek 

Wavetek... your partner in pnulurtwity 

for over 30 yean. 



GOOD NEWS! 

IBM has contracted i 

Vobis Microcorqgunc 

700,000 licenses of V 
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demote 

The most complete hardware palette 

✓ WIBlT-BOX for LPT, COM, ADB, as card 
for (E)ISA slots and as PC-Card (PCMCIA) 

Protection for DOS, Windows and networks 
without requiring source code modification 

✓ Win32s, WindowsNT, Mac'OS, OS/21”, DOS 

We are 
looking for 
Distributors 
worldwide 

Remote Programming of WIBU-BOXes 
via Phone, FAX or mail - 

New chances for more sales! 

Order your evaluation package now: 
Call ESC: 800-986-6578 

i 

UIBU 
SYSTEMS 

WIBU-SYSTEMS GmbH, Germany 
Rueppurrer Strasse 54, D-76137 Karlsruhe 
Phone: +49-721-93172-0, FAX: ...93172-22 
Email: 100142.1674@compuserve.com 

WIBU- 
ligh Quality in Copy Protection 

1617 St. Andrews Drive 
ffr EUROPEAN SC FIWARE Lawrence, KS 66047 

* CONNECTION Sr SUSS? 

150 IIYTK DECEMBER l‘W 
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with other CD-ROM drives 
# W- ^ 

loading Utld 

llif/i its ptUfutcd mx-Jim nutgazine. the 

Ann7 ORAMMC CDJtQlf tkmgtt 

heejts yout Jius right at your fingertips 

tvhile at the same time guarding them 

It out any Jaimtge. ,\l,iking it easy to (at- 

tgarize, organize ami utilize till «*/ y>wr 

CD-ROM* 

Put down your CD-ROMs for 

a second and think about this: 

With a Pioneer DRM-624X 

changer sitting faithfully at your 

PC's side, all the little things that can damage your discs, from yesterdays lunch to 

today’s newsprint, don’t have a chance. LI You see, along with being the fastest multi¬ 

disc CD-ROM changer on the market, the DRM-624X’s patented magazine is the 

only one that lets you pop in six discs at once and never have to touch them again. 

And, as your CD-ROM needs grow, you simply add magazines. □ So give us a call 

today at 1-800-444-0PTI and learn how you can CD PIONEER 

make CD-ROMs a hands-off operation on your PC. Pioneer New Media Technologies. Inc. 



hinking Windows? 

Windows* NT. Witxkiws 95. OS/2. All the hype about these power¬ 

ful, new operating systems overlooks one tiny fact—most PCs and servers 

simply can’t run them unless you ;xkl more memory. But Kingston 

can help you meet the ilemands of ttxlays memory-hungry software, 

matter what kind <>1 systems ycm have. 

Y«xi see, Kingston makes memory modules for more than 2,300 

kinds of IX Is, workstations, and printers. Not just all of the newest 

models from the leading brands, we make memory for all of the 

older systems too. Plus, we’re the only ones who initially rest 100% of our 

memory. And all of it comes with a lifetime guarantee. 

How can yixi find the right memory configuration ft* yixtr panicuLir 

systems.7 That’s easy. We make an electronic guide tliiit helps find the exact 

memory yixi need in seaxxk It’s called tlx' KEHER configuration guide 

atxl it comes «xi a convenient, new Windows CD. Ytxi atn get it free 

by calling (800) 251-9058. Or iknvnluxl it from txtr BBS l>y calling 

(714) 435-2636 or from CompuServe by typing (X^) KINGSTON. 

no 

Kiimstoii 
A A n-:cHNOLCir»Y coRPORAnoN 

lor information on txtr memory products, call (800) 251-9058. 

kmtrM'm lahn.4.10(4*|*N«ian, I7#xX> NrwL-t* Som. I.imm .ih VjJlqi.( A92708USA.(7M)OS-2600,(7HHIS-’mn. 
O l*W KiMram In hnio <tme+m f«»» » a mwrml .4 *«*»• 1« ««k« Al i«fcn knenni • a ..»w ml Mtfcmal ,4 MhnaU) m *r lIS ml a*n (Mn Al a*n (anh* at «m iarAr.uli^>.<i^Wi<|lulrBal,,4An>in|ir,«w Ik Aim 
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Software REVIEWS 

Virtual CDs on the LAN 
CD-QuickShare brings hard drive speed to CD-ROMs 

REX BALDAZO 

Sharing multiple CD-ROMs on a 
network can he difficult and 
costly. Even if you have quad- 

or six-speed drives, the average seek speed 
slows noticeably if multiple users access 
the same drive. 

CD-QuickShare, from Stac Electronics, 
offers a cost-effective alternative. Hie pro¬ 
gram creates an image of a CD-ROM, 
compressing it if possible, on a network 
hard drive. A small device driver runs on 
each client workstation, fooling the Mi- 

You Can Fool MSCDEX 

CDSHARE.EXE is the DOS device driver 

that gets installed in your CONFIG.SYS file 

and tricks MSCDEX into thinking a new 

CD-ROM drive is attached. Requests that 

are passed from MSCDEX to CDSHARE are 

converted into file I/O requests that are in 

turn handed off to MS-DOS. Using MS- 

DOS rather than a proprietary protocol 

assures network OS (NOS) independence, 

at the cost of some added complexity. 

This architecture means that MS-DOS 

is being asked to perform both a CD-ROM 

file I/O and a network file I/O, essentially 

simultaneously. But MS-DOS frees its crit¬ 

ical sections when it completes a network 

I/O request. CDSHARE has to extend the 

critical section to protect MS-DOS until 

the CD-ROM file I/O is over as well, espe¬ 

cially if Windows is running. 

This issue will go away once a Windows 

95 version of CD-QuickShare is available. 

Stac did not provide a shipping date for 

that release. 

crosoft CD Extension (MSCDEX) into 
thinking that another CD-ROM drive is 
available. 

An administrator creates images of the 
desired CD-ROMs in a network directory, 
and each workstation uses a Windows ap¬ 
plication to “insert" the desired image into 
the virtual CD-ROM drive. From the point 
of view of DOS or Windows, the image 
appears as if it were the original CD-ROM 
in a physical CD-ROM drive, instead of 
an image that is coming across the net¬ 
work. 

Only the administrator can cre¬ 
ate new CD-ROM images or 
remove existing ones. And un¬ 
fortunately, even though an ad¬ 
ministrator can create as many 
images as he or she wants (with¬ 
in the purchased licenses), each 
workstation has only one virtual 
CD-ROM drive and thus can use 
only one image at a time. 

The performance of this vir¬ 
tual CD-ROM drive will depend 
on the speed of your network, but 
it also depends on the type of net¬ 
work. Running CD-QuickShare 
on a peer-to-peer network is not 
as fast or reliable as running it on 
a server-based network, Stac says. 
We encountered problems testing it on a 
Windows for Workgroups network, com¬ 
prised of a mix of WFW 3.11 and Win¬ 
dows 95 machines. 

We never could install CD-QuickShare 
on two of our Pentium systems that were 
running Windows 95. The computers 
wouldn't hang right after loading CD¬ 
SHARE.EXE, which happens in the CON¬ 
FIG.SYS file; instead, they would bring 
up the Windows 95 GUI, let you log on 
to the network, and then they would hang. 
Other Windows 95-equipped Pentium sys¬ 
tems ran CD-QuickShare without a prob¬ 
lem, so we cannot pinpoint the blame as an 
incompatibility with the OS or the micro¬ 
processor. 

Our biggest complaint: We couldn't re¬ 
sume the creation of a CD-ROM image if 
it was interrupted. On occasion, in the 
midst of compressing a large CD-ROM, 
there would be a hiccup in the network, 
from which CD-QuickShare could not re¬ 
cover. It would abort the session, and we 
had to start again. 

An interesting application of CD-Quick- 
Share is in stand-alone mode, when the 
CD-ROM images are stored on a local 
hard drive instead of a network drive. This 
proved useful for portable computers. With 
a sufficiently large hard drive, you could 
store a favorite CD-ROM on your laptop, 
without having to get a portable CD-ROM 
drive or an expensive laptop with a built- 
in CD-ROM drive. 

In this mode, Stac expects that the per¬ 
formance of the virtual CD-ROM drive 

will approach or surpass the performance 
of a six-speed drive. In our subjective test 
using a popular multimedia title, we in¬ 
deed found performance of the CD-Quick¬ 
Share drive equal to or faster than that of a 
Plextor 6-Plex drive. 

Home Users Need Not Apply 
When creating an image, the administrator 
must specify how many licenses were pur¬ 
chased for the CD-ROM. CD-QuickShare 
enforces concurrent use to that number of 
licenses. There is no report-generalion ca¬ 
pability. but the administrator can view in 
real time which users are accessing any of 
the stored images. 

CD-QuickShare is clearly aimed at cor¬ 
porate customers. The cost is $500 for a 
five-user/fivc-CD license. On balance, we 
think it is worth the money. Creating a 
CD-ROM image can be a hassle, but it's a 
great solution for Windows workstations. 
It's a utility that fills a need rather than 
creating one. ■ 

Rex Baldazo is a BYTE technical editor. Yon 

can contact him on the Internet or BIX at 

rbaldazo <& bix. (:om. 

CD-QuickShare.$500 

(five-user/five CD license) 

Stac Electronics 
San Diego, CA 

(619) 794 4300 

fax: (619) 794 4570 

http://www.stac.com 
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independent, objective source 
about OpenView 

Introducing the OpenView Advisor— 
from the editors of Data Communications 

Corporate networkers who’ve made tin* move to OpenView know how tough it is to find the 
lads on the industry’s leading net management framework. And the same goes for third-party 
developers looking to crack this lucrative market. Despite all its support, HP hardly qualifies as 
an impartial source, and surfing the Internet or searching computer magazines is no way to 
plan an effective enterprise management strategy. 

The industry’s only publication devoted exclusively to OpenView 

OpenView Advisor gives users and developers exactly what they need: a monthly, vendor-indepen¬ 
dent newsletter that’s got the technical savvy to solve their most pressing problems. Written and 
edited by the staff of Data Communications and some of the top consultants in the OpenView 
community, each issue is packed with in-depth analyses and hard-hitting technology reviews that 
can’t be found anywhere else. 

lake a look at the regular roster of features that make OpenView Advisor an indispensable tool 
for net managers and ISVs: 

ANALYSIS 
Industry experts detail and discuss OpenView trends 
and technical developments 

TECHNICAL TUTORIALS 
Step-by-step troubleshooting from users and developers 
who’ve overcome the OpenView challenges 

CASE STUDIES 
Detailed profiles of actual OpenView networks, with an 
emphasis on cost analysis, product selection, implemen¬ 
tation strategies, and deployment issues 

TECH TIPS 
Concise, hands-on solutions to common OpenView 
problems from users, developers, and HP engineers 

DEVELOPER’S VIEW 
An open forum for application developers, system inte¬ 
grators, and third-party vendors 

INTERVIEWS 
No-holds barred discussions with key HI* engineers and 
product managers for the OpenView line 

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES 
Addresses the concerns of global networkers, 
including managing across WAN links, finding prod¬ 
ucts, and integrating standards and platforms 

PRODUCTS 
Exclusive coverage of new and upcoming products and 
services for the OpenView environment 

Take advantage of this one-time introductory offer from OpenView Advisor 

Act now and become a charter subscriber to OpenView Advisor f or the special price of only $495 
for 12 issues ($595 outside North America). That’s a savings of $100 off the regular subscrip¬ 
tion price, lint you have (o move quickly—this offer is available for a limited time only. 

To order, call toll-free in the U.S.: 1-800-598-0474 
To order outside the U.S. call: 615-377-3322 
Fax orders to: 615-377-0525 
Internet address: openview@mcgraw-hill.com 
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Need more horsepower? We pick the fastest 120-MHz 
and 133-MHz Pentium desktop PCs using our new 
Windows 95-based tests 
ANTHONY J. LENNON AND JOHN MCDONOUGH You can never get enough horsepower on 

your desktop. The 90- and 100-MHz 
Pentium PCs were okay for a while, hut 
if you’re still looking for more power, 
you’ll want one of the 16 Pentiums we 

tested for this report. These speed 
demons are equipped with 120- and 133-MHz Pen¬ 

tium processors that add a new level of performance. 
Plus, they can really excel at running the new Win¬ 
dows 95 applications. 

Intel’s 0.35-micron, 3.3-V Pentium chips are de¬ 

signed for high-end desktops and high-performance 
servers. As a point of reference, Intel says the 133- 

MHz processor is twice the speed of the original 60- 

MHz Pentium introduced in March 1993. Indeed, In¬ 
tel’s Pentium drive is well under way, with 75- and 

90-MHz Pentiums now at the entry point of vendors’ 
product lines and I(X)- and 120-MHz Pentiums filling 
the mainstream. 

We rank these Pentium PCs in two categories based 

on their performance, features, and usability: There 
are seven 120-MHz systems and nine 133-MHz mod¬ 

els. Overall, these systems cost an average of $4320 
with monitors. It may seem strange that, on average, 

the 133-MHz desktops cost $250 less than the 120- 
MHz systems. However, the three highest-priced 

How to use this guide 

We determine the best Pentium system in the 120- and 133-MHz categories. Systems are listed in descending order based on their overall 

ratings. Performance is our most heavily weighted evaluation criteria (60 percent), followed by features and ease of use (20 percent each). 

List price of tho as tested 
configuration with monitor. All the and the 120-mhz winner is ... Indicates how oasy It is to 
systems havo 32 MB of RAM at STC130configure and upgrade a 
least 1 GB of hard disk storage, CD* \ ,,«w< »'*»«*** tmomtn v»<Mt <«v«m m« mr * rotund c^nom system, also assesses the 

ROM drive, and PCI bated video with | ^ 

Scores reflect the presence of 
key elements for expandability, 
flexibility, and reliability. 
Higher scores indicate more 
capabilities. See the Roll Call on 
pages 166-167 for a complete 
head-to-head features 
comparison. 

indicate faster performance. 

minimum 1280- by 1024-plxol 
resolution. 

Wo put each Pentium through a 
battery of low-level and application- 
based tests under Windows 95. 
Performance ratings are derived from 
the weighted average of the indexos 
of individual tests. Higher scores 

in r«u M - 
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Inside a Speed Demon 

CD-ROM 
A high-end Pentium system 
should be configured with a 
CD-ROM drive to efficiently load 
system software (e.g., Windows 
95) and run multimedia 
applications. The systems in this 
review feature a quad-speed 
CD-ROM drive, except for the 
Compaq Desk pro XL 5120, 
which has a dual-speed drive. 

POWER SUPPLY 
Many of today's power 
supplies accept variable AC 
input (from 110 V to 240 V), 
.i convenient feature for 
international use. Having the 
proper combination of 
components and power is 
something a reputable 
systems manufacturer 
should provide. Typical 
ratings for power 
supplies are 
l>etween 200 W 
and 300 W. 

DRIVE BAYS 
Empty drive bays are essential for 
increasing a Pentium’s mass-storage 
capacity. Drive bays with frontal access 
are necessary for adding any type of 
removable media. Purchase a tower 
configuration if mass-storage capacity is 
a concern. 

PCI SLOTS 
At 33 MHz, a PCI local bus is more than 16 
times faster than the ISA bus. PCI is auto¬ 
configuring and processor-independent. Look 
for systems featuring the Triton PCI chip set. 
Intel claims Triton can boost system Windows 
performance by as much as 30 percent. 

CPU 

The 133-MHz Pentium processor is the current state of the 
art in Intel-based systems. For easy processor upgrades, 
the Compaq Deskpro XL 5120 and Digital Celebris XL 5120 
place their CPUs on proprietary processor modules. You can 
add a second Pentium processor on the Digital and Dell 
systems for use with OSes that support symmetric 
processing. Awkward placement of CPU cooling apparatus 
or cables can block access to expansion slots. 

STORAGE 
H is almost always 
cheaper to buy a 
Pentium with a larger 
hard drive than to add 
one later. All the 
systems in this review 
are configured with a 
minimum of 1 GB of 
hard drive storage, 
which is reflected in 
their list prices. Many of 
the systems offer 
integrated PCI-based 
enhanced IDE and Fast 
SCSI-2 ports, which 
frees an expansion slot. 
However, systems 
equipped with SCSI Wide 
PCI adapters (with data 
transfer rates of up to 
20 MBps) provide the 
best overall 
performance. 

SIMM BANKS 
Gi iphical 32-bit 
.indications are 
np mory hogs. The OS 
n quires at least 16 
MB of RAM to function 
adequately. The tested 
P ntiums were 
configured with 32 MB 
of RAM and support at 
least 128 MB of main 
m. mory. Extended 
data out (EDO) memory 
is i must to reach the 
Tnton's maximum 
cache data-stream 
si ed of 100 MBps. 

EVTE 

120-MHZ PENTIUMS 

BEST OVERALL 

SAG. Electronics 
STC120 
The S.A.G. STC 120 is the 

clear choice for power users. 

A SCSI Wide hard drive 

subsystem and an upgraded (to 

512 KB) secondary memory 

cache contribute to excellent 

overall performance. With 4 MB 

of VRAM, the PCI based 

Diamond Stealth video adapter 

supports up to 65,536 colors 

at a maximum noninterlaced 

resolution of 1280 by 1024 

pixels. Only two 120 MHz 

systems cost less in the test 
configuration. 

PAGE 158 

133-MHZ PENTIUMS 

BEST OVERALL 

IPC Technologies 
Austin PowerPlus 133 
The IPC Austin PowerPlus 133 

is competitively priced and 

offers excellent overall 

performance with its ATI Mach 

64 PCI based video and SCSI 

Wide hard drive. The unit 

excels in tests that stress its 
processor and memory 

subsystem. Its large tower 

chassis offers excellent mass 

storage potential. You can add 

up to 128 MB of RAM. You 

don’t need tools to access the 

tower system’s internal 

components. 
PAGE 160 

BEST 

units in the 120-MI 1/ category average $5217, and the 

133-MHz category includes more systems from sec¬ 
ond- and third-tier vendors, who tend to put lower price 

tags on their machines. In any case, you can now get a 
good deal on a high-performance Pentium. 

All the tested systems feature Peripheral Component 

Interconnect (PCI) local-bus video that provides at least 
1280- by 1024-pixel resolution. Most have a minimum 
of 2 MB of video memory. The units are configured 
with 32 MB of RAM, at least I GB of hard drive stor¬ 
age, and an MPC 2-comp I i ant quad-speed CD-ROM 

drive (except for the Compaq Deskpro XL 5120, which 

comes with a dual-speed drive). A minimum of 256 
KB of secondary memory cache reduces or eliminates 
wait states on memory accesses. 

The Polywcll Poly 133T5, IPC Austin PowerPlus 
133, and S.A.G. STC 133 provide the top overall per¬ 

formance. All three of these 133-MHz units contain 

ILLUSTRATION BRUCE SANDERS O 1996 

SCSI Wide hard drive subsystems that provide data 
transfer rates of up to 20 MBps. The similarly config¬ 

ured S.A.G. STC 120 easily outperforms the remaining 
systems in its class. 

This is the first BYTH Lab Report in which we assess 

the performance of systems running under Microsoft 
Windows 95. Windows 95 offers significant speed en¬ 
hancements over its 16-bit predecessor, such as dy¬ 

namically configured virtual-memory settings, opti¬ 
mized video-driver code, and a revised file system that 

has newer 32-bit proteeted-mode mini drivers. Al¬ 

though the 120-and 133-MHz Pentiums buzz through 
our suite of low-level InterMark and application-based 
benchmarks, remember that we use 16-bit applications 
in our tests. The next time we test Pentium machines, 

you should see a more noticeable gain in performance 
when we add 32-bit applications to our suite of Win¬ 
dows benchmarks. 
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120-MHz Pentiums 
Systems with 120-MHz Pentiums enjoyed a short run as the 

top-of-lhe-line Intel-based PCs. If manufacturers want their 
120-MHz machines to compete against the newer 133- 
MHz units, they had better look at the price of their slower 

models. The average price of the tested 120-MHz systems ($4460) 
is $250 more than the average of the 133-MHz units. Also, prices 
for the 120-MHz systems range from a low of $2899 to a high of 
$5494 with monitors. 

The S.A.G. STC 120 is the top performer in this category. It 
zipped through all nine of our Windows/DOS application-based 
benchmarks. The proficiency of the unit’s SCSI Wide hard drive 
subsystem (which provides data transfer rates of up to 20 M Bps) 
is clearly evident in our FoxPro benchmarks. For instance, in the 
DOS FoxPro test, the STC 12()’s geometric mean is 13 percent 
higher than that of its nearest competitor, the Compaq Deskpro 
XL 5120. Hie advantage of the STC 12()'s large secondary mem¬ 
ory cache (512 KB) is evident in our low-level tests and in the 
WordPerfect benchmark, which stresses the processor and mem¬ 
ory subsystem. The Triton-based unit also performs impressively 
in video-intensive tests with its Diamond Stealth 64 video adapter. 

The AT&T Globalyst 630 and the Compaq Deskpro XL stand 
out in the disk-intensive database benchmarks and in the Excel 
and Word file I/O tests. The Digital Celebris XL 5120 does very 

S.A.G. Electronics STC 120: 
Our top 120-MHz performer. 

AND THE 120-MHZ WINNER IS ... 
The S.A.G. STC 120 is the clear winner in this category by virtue of its excellent perfonnance. It averages about $1000 less 
than the top three runners-up. even with a removable 2-GB Quantum SCSI Wide hard drive and an expanded (to 512 KB) di- 
reel mapped write back secondary memory cache. With its video memory upgraded to 4 MB. the unit s PCI based Dia 
nxxxl Stealth video adapter supports up to 65,536 colors at a maximum noninterlaced 128a by 1024 pixel resolution. Tlie 
S.A.G.’s large tower chassis is mounted on four rollers and provides ample room for upgrades. An FCC Class A rating (bust 

ness only) and a standard one^year warranty are limitations: on site service and extended warranties are available. The lack of 
vendor-specific documentation and I/O connections that block an expansion slot contribute to a below par usability rating. 

PRICf »*. 

mmm 
CASE 

TYPE 

OVERALL 

PERFORMANCE FEATURES 

EASE 

OF USE 

RAM (STD/ 

MAX/EDO) 

INTEL TRITON 

PCI CHIPSET 

HARD DRIVE 

INTERFACE 

VIDEO 

ADAPTER 

S.A.G. STC 120 S4200 Tower AAAA Good Fair 16/128/Y Yes SCSI Wide Diamond Stealth 64 

Digital Celebris XL 5120 $5307 Mm-tower AAA Good Good 16/384/N No Fast SCSI-2 Diamond Stealth 64 

AT&T Globalyst 630 $4849 Mn-tower AAA Good Fair 8/192/N No EIDE S3 Trio 64 

Compaq Deskpro XL 5120 $5494 Desktop AAA Fair Good 16/144/N No Fast SCSI-2 Compaq QVision 2000 

Zenith Z-Station GT $5474 Desktop AAA Fair Good 8/128/Y Yes EIDE S3Tno64 

Kny: Ratings from 1 to 4: A is the lowest; AAAA 19 the highest. 

well in tests that stress its proces¬ 
sor and memory architecture (e.g., 
the PhotoShop and WordPerfect 
benchmarks). The Deskpro's 
QVision 2000 video adapter ex¬ 
hibits below-average performance 
in our low-level video bench¬ 
marks. 

We gave the S.A.G. STC 120 
high marks for usability. Its ex¬ 
pansive chassis makes upgrades 
a breeze, and it has some unique 
features, such as a removable 
hard drive and a door that pro¬ 
tects you from inadvertently turn¬ 
ing off or resetting the system. 
However, its overall usability rat¬ 
ing is only average because of poor documentation. 

The Digital Celebris XL finishes with the highest-overall us¬ 
ability rating in the 120-MHz category. The mini-tower’s side 
panels slide off when the unit's keylock is disengaged, and there 
is plenty of room for upgrades. The Celebris XL has vendor-spe¬ 
cific documentation that is comprehensive and indexed. 

The Tatung TCS-5210 lacks a 
reset switch. You have to remove 
its 3K-inch floppy drive to ac¬ 
cess the six SIMM slots on the 
motherboard, and drive-bay ac¬ 
cess and cabling is cramped due 
to the unit’s slim-line design. The 
just-average documentation is 
not vendor-specific and lacks 
technical-support information. 

The Tatung TCS-5120 and 
the Zenith Z-Station GT are the 
obvious choices for the space¬ 
conscious user. Their slim-line 
cases accommodate two 3Z»- 
inch and two 5)4-inch mass-stor¬ 
age devices. 

32-BIT PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES 16- vs. 32-bit Application Performance 
By the time you read this review, there will be nu¬ 

merous 32-bit applications available for running un¬ 

der Windows 95. To gauge the advantages of 32-bit 

performance, we installed and tested Microsoft Word 

and Microsoft Excel for Windows 95 on the IPC Austin 

PowerPlus 133. Using NSTL’s application-based 

benchmarks, we compared the results to the 16-bit 

versions (see the graph). 

We discovered that the advantages of switching 

from 16- to 32-bit applications are dependent on the 

application itself and the type of processing per¬ 

formed. For instance, file I/O performance improved 

by almost 60 percent in the Word benchmark running 

Word for Windows 95 in place of the 16-bit Word 

6.0 for Windows. In the Excel file test, the system 

performed an average of about 5.5 more transac¬ 

tions running the 32-bit version of the application. 

The Word search test and Excel calculation bench¬ 

mark stress processor and memory subsystems. In the 

search test, the 32-bit version of Word produces 

nearly 40 percent more transactions than the 16-bit 

version. And Excel for Windows 95 outperforms its 16- 

bit counterpart by nearly 50 percent in tire calculation 

test. The PC’s performance in the video-intensive Ex¬ 

cel scrolling benchmark actually declines by about 13 

percent. This may indicate that the default Windows 

95 video drivers have not yet been optimized to 

achieve maximum performance. 

Search 

500 1000 1500 
Iranuctiom per minute 

4 WOTM Better P 

File ■ 555 1 3% P 536.4 » 
Scrtl 

CakuUtmt ■ 921 2 m ■ 478.9 

1 1
 

i
 

1
 4M0 5000 60 

Word for Window* 95 U Word 6.0 lor Windows 

■ beet for Window* 95 ■ Excel 5.0 for Windows 

Percent chance from 16 bit to 32-btt performance 
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300 MHz, 600 Mflops 

It's a Screamer TM 

The Microway family of “Screamer” motherboards utilizes the fastest j 
processor to hit the workstation market in the last ten years! The I 

DEC Alpha 21164 not only blows away all other CPUs, hut has the I 

VLSI support needed to build memory systems that take full advan- I 

tage of its numeric speed. Microway Alpha based products set a new I 

standard in price/performance for workstations. The 266/300 MHz I 

Alpha is a clear winner in both the numerics and integer processing I 

arenas. With its ability to issue four pipelined instructions per cycle, 1 

the 21164 hits peak speeds of 1200 MOPS. Common numeric opera' ' 

tions, such as dot products, peak at mind'boggling, on-chip through 

puts of 600 megaflops! This results in Linpai k ratings that go from 1C 

to 400+ mflops (as vector lengths increase) ami scalar rates of 80 
to 150 mflops. 

Memory, Cache, PCI 
The biggest challenge to running numeru intensive ccxle on 

CPUs clocked over 200 MHz is building a cache/memory 

subsystem capable of keeping up with the (TU’s numeric 

units. The 21164 s Harvard architecture stalls with two 

32 deep 64-bit register files, followed by two 8K pri- 

mary caches and an internal 96K cache. The 

21164 s external 128'bit data bus gets fed h] 1 

to 8 MI3 of Bcache built with 10ns SRAM 

I he 256-bit wide interleaved memory sul 
system that backs up the Bcache can 
hold up to 512 MI3 of DRAM. The 

coup dc grace is the Screamer’s IX d 

bus interface, which can accommo' 

date both 32' and 64'hit PCI add in card> 

Screamer is the biggest numeric winner Mu roway has intro¬ 

duced since we made it possible to run an 8087 in the IBM'PC in 1982 

A motherboard by itself does not a system make 
Microway adds the operating systems and compilers you need 

to put the 21164 to work. These include N i l inux, DEC UNIX 
and Open VMS, which now run thousands • - 

of applications including AutoCad, Excel 

and Word. The Screamer and Microway’s 

NDP Fortran, CI C++ anil Pascal compilers 

are available to both OEMs and end users. 

II, 

NDP C)C~ Alpha 

NOP Fortran - Alpha 

DltC. Alpha. Open VMS ami DEC UNIX TM Digital. 
NT. Excel ami W«*d TM MicrtMoft. AutoCad TM Auto IVT 
Streamer. NDP Fortran and Mknnray TM Mkroway. 

Micro 
my 

Micro 
Way 

And more 
I Microway also designs DSP 

I cards based on the i860, personal 

Supercomputers that run up to 24 i860’s, Al¬ 

pha add'in cards and 32'hit globally optimized, 

RISC-scheduled compilers for the Alpha, 

Pentium and i860; running on DOS, OS/2, 

UNIX, Linux, NT, DEC UNIX and 

Microway 
Open VMS. Whether you are an end user or an OEM, our 

technical staff will gladly configure the correct solution. Since 

1982, Microway has earned a solid reputation for designing 

state-of-the-art products and following up with excellent tech' 
nical support. 

Technology^ You Can Count On 

Corporate Headquarters: Research Park. Box 79. Kingston, MA 02364 USA • TEL 508-746-7341 » FAX 508-746-4678 
mfo@microway.com • France 33 146229988 • Germany 49 6997650000 • India 91 806637770 • Italy 39 24984655 
Italy 39 27490749 • Japan 81 6 459 3113 • Poland 48 22414115 • United Kingdom 44 1815415466 

The fastest motherboard 
on the planet... 



133-MHz Pentiums 
Power users looking for the best deal will want to consider 

one of these 133-MHz Pentium models. On average, 
they retail for less than $4212 with monitors. You can 
ch(X)se from price points ranging from $2948 to $5669. 

The IPC Austin PowerPlus 133, Poly well Poly I33T5, and 
S.A.G. STC 133 are the top overall performers. All three sys¬ 
tems are configured with PCI-based Adaptec SCSI Wide hard 
drive controllers. The Polywell and S.A.G. models excel in 
the FoxPro database benchmarks, but the Austin PowerPlus 
I33’s performance in these disk-intensive tests is only average. 
I PC's system, configured with a Seagate ST32430W hard 
drive, performs poorly in NSTL’s InterMark file-write tests 
and cannot match the performance of the S.A.G. and Poly¬ 
well units in the sequential benchmarks. 

However, the IPC machine stands out in tests that stress its 
processor and memory subsystem, such as the WordPerfect 
benchmark, where it takes top honors. The Polywell and S.A.G. 
systems feature upgraded (to 512 KB) secondary memory 
caches. The proficiency of the Austin PowerPlus I33*s ATI 
Mach 64 PCI-based video subsystem is evident in the Excel in¬ 
sert and delete tests, where it outperforms the Polywell by an 
average of 15 percent. 

Except for the IX*II Optiplex IXiX, the remaining systems we 
tested offer balanced overall performance. They feature inte¬ 
grated enhanced IDE (EIDE) hard drive subsystems. They all 
perform similarly in the disk-intensive database benchmarks. 

The Gateway 2000 P5-133XL is configured with a Matrox 
MGA Millenium PCI video adapter that provides superior 
video performance, as displayed in the low-level InterMark 
tests. The proficiency of the Gateway’s video subsystem is 
clearly evident in the Excel benchmark, where the unit produces 
24 percent more transactions than its nearest competitors, the 
Polywell and All Computer Warehouse units. The USA Flex 
PT-133 stands out in the Photoshop and WordPerfect bench¬ 
marks. which stress its processor and memory subsystems. 
The ACW P5-133A, with its 512-KB direct-mapped write¬ 
back secondary memory cache, excels in the WordPerfect for 
Windows search and compare tests. 

Dell’s Optiplex IXjX offers subpar overall system perfor¬ 
mance. In fact, the S.A.G. 120-MHz Pentium model finishes 
with a higher overall performance rating (and costs $1469 less 

IPC Austin PowerPlus 133 mixes solid 
performance with excellent usability. 

IT’S A CLOSE CALL 
The IPC Austin PowerPlus 133 takes top honors over the Gateway 2000 P5133XL by the slimmest of margins. The Austin Power 

\ A P,us costs *344 ,ess than the Gateway in the‘r test configurations and earns a higher usability rating. You don’t need tools to 
\ remove the tower s side panel, and there’s ample room for upgrades. And it comes with good documentation. Low level testing 

verifies the efficiency of the unit’s memory subsystem, a configuration that includes EDO RAM and a 256-KB (expandable to 512 
KB) two way set associative write back memory cache. The Triton PCI based model also benefits from the throughput of its SCSI 

Wide hard drive subsystem. The PowerPlus 133’s efficient ATI Mach 64 local-bus video adapter contains 2 MB of VRAM and supports 
1600- by 1200-pixel resolution. 

PRICE (HI CASE OVERALL EASE RAM (ST07 INTEL TRITON HARD DRIVE VIDEO 

MONITOR) TYPE PERFORMANCE FEATURES OF USE MAX7ED0) PCI CHIP SET INTERFACE ADAPTER 

IPC Austin PowerPlus 133 $3807 Tower ▲ ▲▲A Good Excellent 16/128/Y Yes SCSI Wide ATI Mach 64 

Gateway P5-133XL $4151 Tower AAAA Excolont Excellent 16/128/Y Yes EIDE Matrox MGA Milenium 

Pofywell Pofy 133T5 $4850 II r -1 » . , , me h ivffvi AAAA Good Good 32/128/N Yes SCSI Wide Diamond Stealth 64 V 

USA Flex PT-133 Ultimate Tower $4600 Tower AAAA Good Excellent 8/128/Y Yes EIDE STB Velocity 64 PCI 

Reason Square 5 LX-TR/IE $4295 Mmi-tower AAAA 

Key: Ratings from 1 to 4: A is the lowest. AAAA is the highest 

Good Excellent 8/128/Y Yos EIDE Diamond Stealth 64 V 

as configured). The Dell lags behind Ihe other 133-MHz mod¬ 
els in video-intensive benchmarks, such as the Word for Win¬ 
dows and Excel screen tests. Low-level screen benchmarks 
verify the relative inefficiency of the Dell’s integrated ATI 
Mach 64 PCI-based video adapter. Hie system is unimpressive 
in processor-intensive tests, such as Photoshop and the Au¬ 
todesk AutoCAD Garden Path benchmark. Also, it lags be¬ 
hind in the FoxPro tests, which stress its integrated Fast SCSI- 
2 hard drive subsystem. 

The Dell Optiplex DGX is 
configured with a relatively 
large 512-KB direct-mapped 
write-back memory cache, but 
it is the only 133-MHz model 
we tested that does not feature 
Intel's Triton PCI chip set. 
Also, like the ACS and Poly¬ 
well units, the Optiplex DGX 
doesn’t support EDO RAM, 
which outperforms conven¬ 
tional DRAM at competitive 
prices. However, Dell's Opti¬ 
plex is the only tested 133- 
MHz system that supports a 
second Pentium chip, so it can 
run OSes that support sym¬ 
metric multiprocessing. The 
IX'II is also unique in that it can 
accommodate up to 512 MB of 
RAM when 64-MB SIMMs are available. Systems that use 
the Triton chip set are limited to 128 MB of RAM. 

We gave the IPC Austin PowerPlus 133 and Gateway 2000 
P5 133-XL our highest usability ratings. The IPC’s side pan¬ 
el slides off easily after you remove three hand-tightened 
screws; the Gateway's cover is held in place by six screws 
and slides off from the rear. Both units come with vendor- 
specific documentation that is clearly written, comprehensive, 
and includes numerous charts and diagrams. 

We gave the ACW P5-133A a low usability rating because 
of its ill-conceived design. The system's 3V<-inch EIDE hard 
drive is mounted over the expansion slots, which means you 

must remove the drive 
cage to install, or take 
out, an expansion board. 
Also, one side of the 
motherboard was not se¬ 
cured to the system 
chassis. The system 
lacked vendor-specific 
documentation, and 
technical-support infor¬ 
mation was not avail¬ 
able when we tested. 

Reason Technology 
offers the best warran¬ 
ty: six years on parts and 
labor. Most other ven¬ 
dors offer you three-year 
warranties. 
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TRITON-BASED 
Intel's 82430FX, or Triton, four-component 
PCI chip set was introduced in Pentiums ear¬ 
lier this year to boost performance for multi- 
media and other hungry applications. Most 
high-end Pentiums that are currently ship¬ 
ping incorporate the Triton design; however, 
its predecessor, the Neptune PCI chip set, is 
still used in some PCs. Except for the Dell 
Optiplex DGX, all the 133-MHz systems we 
tested for this Lab Report use the Triton chip 
set Three of the seven 120-MHz models in¬ 
corporate the Triton. 

Triton is the third-generation Pentium pro¬ 
cessor PCI chip. Its integrated bus master 
IDE drive controller significantly reduces CPU 
utilization, freeing the processor to perform 
other tasks. Intel states that bus mastering re¬ 
duces the CPU bandwidth required for IDE 
transfers from 20 percent to 1 percent. The 
controller supports programmed I/O (PIO) 
Mode 3 (up to 16.7 MBps) and PIO Mode 4 
(up to 16.7 MBps) and can provide data trans- 
fer rates up to 22 MBps in bus-master mode. 

“Enhanced IDE provides better throughput 
for hard drives that support the faster IDE 
mode," says Mike Feibus, a principal at Mer¬ 
cury Research, which tracks PC components. 

PENTIUMS 
“Support for EDO [extended data out) RAM 
and higher-performance PCI also improves 
performance. Clearly the presence [of PCI] 
has grown dramatically. Most of the Pentium 
PCs shipping have it, and it has become the de 
facto standard. It’s the one to beat right now." 

Triton also supports newer memory tech¬ 
nologies like EDO DRAMs. Intel claims that 
the Triton chip set can increase data-stream 
speeds to as high as 100 MBps when using 
EDO memory. With a secondary memory 
cache, it can increase Windows system per¬ 
formance up to 30 percent over a Neptune 
system with conventional DRAM, Intel says. 
The core PCI logic supports 256 KB or 512 KB 
of write-back secondary memory cache us¬ 
ing pipelined burst, burst, or standard static 
RAM. 

An integrated plug-and-play port that can 
be used for audio devices enhances usability 
by making ISA motherboard peripherals into 
pseudo-PCI devices. The motherboard devices 
are rerouted to unused system resources. The 
Triton chip set also enables native signal pro¬ 
cessing (NSP), which is a way to run PC ap¬ 
plications that demand more system resources 
for multimedia signal processing. Capabili- 

The Triton chip set supports bus mastering. EDO 
memory, and native signal processing. 

ties such as voice and data, telephony, wave- 
table MIDI audio, and speech recognition re¬ 
quire sufficient MIPS along with a real-time 
environment for this type of processing. 

The current Triton won't work with dual¬ 
processor PC configurations and doesn't sup¬ 
port parity-memory checking, which checks 
the integrity of data after it has been sent. 

Next year, Intel will unveil two new ver¬ 
sions. The Triton II is designed for high-end 
servers and will support larger amounts of 
memory (the current Triton supports a max¬ 
imum of 128 MB). The Triton VX will be aimed 
at lower-level Pentium systems. 

HONORABLE MENTIONS 
The S.A.G. Pentium units have some unique features. 

Their SCSI Wide hard drives are mounted in removable enclosures 

that are protected by a locking 

mechanism. A swinging door 

protects you from inadvertently 

turning off or resetting the system. 

The tower systems are mobile on 

their four coaster feet. 

The Digital Equipment Celebris XL 5120 and the 
Dell Optiplex DGX can lake an additional Pentium processor 

lor use with OSes that support symmetric processing, such as 

Windows NT and OS/2. The Celebris XL 5l2()*s processor and 

cache circuitry are located on a CPU module that connects to the 

main logic board. You can upgrade the module with another 

Pentium processor or even with an Alpha RISC processor. 

and works with Microsoft Sound System software. The XL 5120 

also features an integrated PCI-based Ethernet controller and a 

processor board that can be upgraded. 

The Reason Square 5 LX-TR/IE features an embedded 

sound board on its Intel Aladdin series 

motherboard. A CrystaLake Wavetable 

upgrade card was included with the sys¬ 

tem. It adds complete General MIDI 

and Roland General Synthesizer com¬ 

patibility to the Sound Blaster Pro and 

Microsoft Sound System digital capa¬ 

bilities integrated onto the motherboard. 

Duhious Acliieveiiient 

The Compaq Deskpro XL 5120 *S keyboard contains 

an integrated speaker and microphone, 

headphone and microphone jacks, and 

a mouse connector. You can 

optionally plug the mouse into the 

rear-panel connector on the system. 

A volume control is located to the 

right of the speaker on the keyboard 

The ACW P5-133A is poorly 

designed. A drive cage for two 3^-inch 

drives is mounted over the expansion 

slots, so you must first remove the bay 

when you want to install or remove an 

expansion board. Also, the left side of 

the motherboard is not secured to the 

system chassis. 
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Windows 95 

'Hie ZEOS Panlera. Now with more speed, nxxe memory, bigger hard 

drives, your clxiice of operating systems and new lower jxices. It’s todays 

modem solution to getting yair jol) done right. 

Step Up To The Best 

At ZEOS, our philosophy Is to make sure tliat you, air customer, get tlie 

best of everything And that starts with performance. '11k* heart of tlx; Pantera 

Is an awtud-winningZEOS-designed motherboard. Already 

allied “Overall performance leaders” by PC Magazine, 

the Pentium" processor-based Pantera line is now bast¬ 

ed even further with the acklition of EIX) DRAM, 

pe nt i U m synchronous burst SRAM aiclie options and CPU dmices 

all the way to tlx* ix*w 133MHz Pentium processor. In 

|)lain English, we’ve turned on tlx* afterlximers-giving vtxi performance 

unlike anything ytxi’ve seen lx*fore! 

Beyond great performana*, we also jirolixl your iim*stment. To ensure 

that yvxir new ZEOS Pantera will sene you well for years to come, we Ixiikl in 

more ^liability. expaiKlahility and upgr.idahility than anyone else. 

Rx starters, all Panlera systems provide vtxi with CPI I upgradability to a 

future OverDrive' Processor. Vcxi also get .siv memory sockets instead of fix* 

usual fcxir. 'Ilxit means more raxn to grow-witlxxit having to threw away 

perfectly gcxxi memory when it’s tinx* to upgrade, Panteras also include 

on-board PCI local Ixts SCSI aixl Etlx*nx*t options and tlx paver to run all 

tiiese gcxxlies. Believe it or ix)t, nxist companies are ixxv Ixiikling in small 

jxAver sullies of ISO watts (X less! 'Hints great fix reducing their aists, Ixit it 

sure doesn't (k) much fotyou. Pantera jxxver supplies are 200 watts standard 

;uxl they’re energy effident-Panteras aa* EPA Eix*igv .Star compliant, mean¬ 

ing tlx*v aui jxwer down ;uxl use less energy. 

Ilx* bottom line is that virtually no (xx* else gives yai any of tlxsc features 

to pnXect yair investment At ZE(\S we give you tlxin all\ 

More Than Great Hardware 

In addition to tlx* latest features, you need voir ixw system 

to arrive promptly aixl yai need it to woric in your environ- 

nxiit wlx*n vtxi get it. Tliat Is wliy ZEOS Panlera systems 

indlxie\TXl^dx)ia*()fWilxkMs, forVbkgroupsorthe ix*w 

Wiixkxvs’ ()5, :uxi tliat Ls why vtxi also get compatibility with 

* every maj(x operating system on tlx* market iixlixling Win NT", 

Netware*, Unix" ;uxl OS/2 . Tliat Ls also wliy we pioneered air 

Computers Nou^ program-many of air nxist jxijxilar config¬ 

urations aui lx* shipped tlx* ivty day you order (even 

custom-built systems can be shipped in about a week). Vxi 

axikl lx* taking delivery of yair ix*w Panlera tomorrow! 

And after yair purchase, we’ll lx* lx*re. ZEOS was tlx* first to 

provide 24 lxxir-|x*r-day, 365 day-per-year toll-free technical 

assistance, and it’s tlx* Ixjst tlx*ie is. Add to that (Xir easy ZEO$ 

accessibility tlmxigli tlx* major on-line services 

aixl tlmxigli air automated fox-back system, aixl vtxi 

aui see that we su|i|xxt yai like no oix* else. 

Unbeatable Value 

'Ilx* IxXtest performance for today and fix tomorrow, compatibility, 

reliability, bundled software, tlx* best service in tlx* industry’ and incredible 

prices that’ll leave vtxi amazed at Ixw much yai get for so little. As 

IXyGfmputing said, tlx* Pantera .. is a dad vtxi simply can’t pass up.” 

So call your ZEOS Systems Consultant ixjvv at <XOO-554-5226. It’s tlx* best 

purchase decision ytxi’ll ever make. 

* Not all coofiKiir.it iom may he certified. Call ZKOS for additional details. 

NetWare 
letted and 
Approved 

UnixWare 
bM I and 
Approved 

The Right 
Tool For 

Your Job. 
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Windows 
EXPERTS^ 

PICK 1 
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Package 2 Package 3 
Pentium* Processor-based Panteras 

75MHz 

90MHz 

lOOMHz 

120MHz 

133MHz 

CN' $1695 

$1795 

$1945 

$2145 
$2295 

► 8MB EDO RAM 

► 528MB local bits EIDE hard 
drive 

► 35" 1.44MB floppy 
disk drive 

► Diamond Stealth 64 PCI local 
bus SVGA color graphics card with 
1MB DRAM 

► ZEOS 14- 1024 x 768 Nl SVGA 
color monitor, 28mm dot pitch 

► Six-bay desktop case with two 
cooling fans 

► Microsoft Mouse 

► MS Windows 95, or MS-DOS 6.2 
& Windows for Workgroup 3.11 

► MS Works 95 or MS Works 

75MHz 

90MHz 

lOOMHz 

1 20MHz 

133MHz 

CN' $2295 

$2395 

$2545 

$2745 

$2895 

► 16MB EDO RAM 

► 850MB local bus EIDE hard 
drive 

► 4X CD-ROM drive and 
3.5" 1.44MB floppy drive 

► Diamond Stealth 64 PCI local 
bus SVGA color graphics card with 
1MB DRAM 

► /EOS 15" 1024 x 768 NI SVGA 
color monitor, .28mm dot pitch 

► Six-bay desktop case with two 
cooling huts 

► Microsoft Mouse 

► MS Windows 95, or MS-DOS 6.2 
& Wiixkyws for Workgroups 3.11 

► MS Office Pro 95 & 
Bookshelf 95 CD, or 
MS Office Pro & Bookshelf 

Included With Every ZEOS Pantera: 

► Genuine Intel* Processor. ZIF socket for easy upgrading 
to a future OverDrive* Processor.. 

► Diamond Stealth Mil load bus SVGA color graphics card 
with 1MB DRAM, upgradable to 2MB DRAM 

► Flush BIOS for easy upgrading. 

► On-board PCI local has Fast SCSI-2 and Ethernet IAN 
options. 

► TWo high-speed serial |>oris and one enhanced parallel 
|x)rt on the motherboard. 

75MHz 

90MHz 

lOOMHz 

120MHz 

133MHz 

CN' $2695 

CN' $2795 

$2945 

$3145 

$3295 

► 24MB EDO RAM 

► 1.2GB local bus EIDE hard 
drive 

► 4X CD-ROM drive and 
3 5" 1.44MB floppy drive 

► Diamond Stealth 64 PCI local 
bus SVGA color graphics card with 
1MB DRAM 

► ZEOS 15” 1024 x 768 Nl SVGA 
color monitor, .28mm dot pitch 

► Six-bay desktop case with two 
cooling fans 

► Microsoft Mouse 

► MS Windows 95, or MS-DOS 6.2 
& Windows for Workgroups 3.11 

► MS Office Pro 95 & 
Bookshelf 95 CD, or 
MS Office Pro & Bookshelf 

► Slots: Three PCI a five ISA. 

► 6 SIMM slots for low-cost memory upgrading. KIX) RAM 
expandable to 384MB. 

► ZEOS 101-kev space-saving keyboard. 

► 200 watt power supply with built-in surge suppressor 
Switchable between 1I5/230V. 

► KPA Energy Star compliant. 

► FCC Certified Class B; UL listed. 

Hottest 

Pentium* Processors 

90MHz CN! $2745 
10OMHz CN' $2895 
1 20MHz CN' $3095 

► 16MB EDO RAM, 256K synchronous 
SRAM cache 

► 1.2GB local bus HIDE hard drive 
► 4X CD-ROM drive and 

35" 1.44MB floppy- drive 

► Diamond Stealth 64 1*01 load 
bus SV(iA color graphics atrd with 
2MB VRAM 

► ZEOS 15" 1024 x 768 Nl SVGA 
color monitor, .28mm dot pitch 

► Ten-bay vertical case with two 
cooling fans 

► Microsoft Mouse 

► MS Windows 95, or MS-DOS 6.2 
& Windows for Workgroups 3.11 

► MS Office Pro 95 & Bookshelf 
95 CD, or MS Office Pro& Bookshelf 

Best MM Supreme 

Pentium* Processors 

10OMHz CN' $4245 
120MHz CN' $4445 
133MHz cN' $4595 

Hie above system modified to include: 

► 32MB EDO RAM, 256K synchronous 
SRAM cache 

► 1.6GB local bus EIDE hard drive 

► Sound Blaster* 16 soundcard, 
high-power speakers w/ subwoofer 

► ZEOS 17" 1024 x 768 Nl SVGA color 
monitor, 28mm dot pitch 

Favorite Options 

7-Bay Mini-tower Case Upgrade..Free 

lO-Bay Vertical Case Upgrade.$95 

528MB to 1.2GB HDD Upgrade.$195 

1.2GB to 1.6GB HDD Upgrade.$230 

1MB to 2MB 

Video DRAM Upgrade.$59 

Diamond Stealth 64 Video PCI 

Graphics Card with 2MB VRAM 

Fastest 64-bit accelerated video.$249 

Upgrade from a 14" to a 15" Monitor 

ZEOS SVGA Nl, 1024 x 768. flat screen.$95 

 Many 

Upgrade from a 15" to a 17" Monitor 

ZEOS SVGA Nl. 1280 x 1024 flat screen.. 

Internal 14,000 bps V.32 bis 

Modem with 14,400 bps 

Sond/Receive Fax. 

Internal 28,800 bps V.34 bis 

Modem with 14,400 bps 

Sond/Rocoivo Fax. 

SCSI Controller Chip 

For on hoard SCSI. Includes drivers_ 

ZNYX EtherAction 32 

32-bit PCI Ethernet IAN adapter Indudes lOBaseS, 
10Base2 and lOBaseT connections.$139 

Front Drive Bay PCMCIA SwapBox 

Installs into 3.5" drive bay. 2 IVpe II, 
or 1 IVpe III and 1 *fype II ...1. 

TIOOO Internal Tape Backup 
400 to 800MB (with compression), 
indudes backup software. 

$179 

.$179 

Multimedia Upgrade 

Sound Blaster 16* sound card, stereo s|x*akers...$i28 

rVAtr afJmlaMc ufgrades ami (jft/km aiwlaMv. Gill for details! 

Microsoft* Applications Included! 
All Pantera package's include 

your choice of Microsoft* 

Windows* 95 or MS-DOS 6.22 & 

Windows* for Workgroups 3.11, 

and Microsoft* Office Pro & 

Bookslielfor Microsoft* Works. 
hoduo- «r+n a* *a*«r U prwv ad „ a,LM*> m >4*1 lod 
.■■aan^«i<,lryrtlt,|bvpa^ic1 01 p-Anfc md oawr> arr irdraml, or iialmurta o< fra « 

jni <*hrr oanftm n a ityMmil iratmai. GHnptfm W it a rrjpfrmJ vmnrouri. 7 Card a a vmreaui 

ZEOS 
A DIVISION Of 

MICRON 

Its 
Mill) 

800-554-5226 
24 Hours a Day • 365 Days a Year 

CN! -We can ship today! Call for details. 

Fax Orders: HOO-362- 1205 or 612-362-1205. Phone Orders: (Xitskle II.S. and Canada: 612-362-1212. 
dowmment: HOO 245-2449, ZEOS Information Systems, Inc. GSA #<ISOOK(MA(;SS 17I*S01 Purchase 
Onlere, MasterCard. MSA. Am Ex, Discover, Z-Card, COD and aftord;il>le leasing programs 

a irainiuft«4 Mktoi ftvtraucv locOFm Mtrmi Kkc****. Inr Mtnta tJalmiKv Inc a a pubk* lfak,l nn^m tsSSolwM 
rwm*i2 

Circle 104 on Inquiry Card. 



How We Tested 

NSTl project manager Anthony Lennon tests Pentium performance, features, and ease of use. 

esting was open to all 120- and 
133-MIIz Pentiums. We re¬ 
quested that vendors configure 
their systems with a minimum of 

32 M B of RAM. at least a I -GB hard drive 
subsystem, and an MIX? 2-compliant CD- 
ROM drive. Performance is the most heav¬ 
ily weighted (60 percent) category in de¬ 
termining winners in both processor 
classes. However, we also did a head-to- 
head features analysis and a detailed us¬ 
ability assessment (weighted at 20 per¬ 
cent each). 

PERFORMANCE 

Wc determined the performance of each 
system with a suite of BYTE low-level 
DOS tests and NSTL’s application-based 
Windows and DOS benchmarks, along 
with NSTL’s low-level InterMark Win¬ 
dows tests. 

NSTL’s Windows application suite 
consists of Microsoft Excel 5.0, Mi¬ 
crosoft Word 6.0, Novell WordPerfect 
6.0, Microsoft FoxPro 2.6, Autodesk Au¬ 
toCAD release 12, and Adobe Photo- 
Shop 2.5. The DOS application suite in¬ 
cludes WordPerfect 6.0, Lotus 1-2-3 
release 3.4, and FoxPro 2.5. The appli¬ 
cation-based tests portray real-world per¬ 
formance by running macros that exe¬ 
cute common functions of each 
application. For example, the Word for 
Windows benchmark includes subtests 
that measure search-and-replace func¬ 
tions, changing fonts, scrolling by page 
and line, spelling checking, and printing 
to a file. 

Our DOS low-level test isolates the 
floating-point and integer performance 
of each system’s CPU relative to a 90- 
MHz Dell Pentium. NSTL’s InterMark 
subsystem-level Windows tests exercise 
the Windows Graphical Device Interface 
(GDI), as well as low-level graphics, 
CPU/FPU, and hard drive performance. 
The GDI component determines how 
well a system executes basic calls with¬ 
in Windows. 

We installed Windows 95 on a fresh¬ 
ly formatted 500-MB primary partition; 
we put our test files on a 5(H)-MB ex¬ 
tended partition. We ran the Windows 
tests with 1024- by 768-pixel resolutions 
and 256 colors using default video dri¬ 
vers (when possible). 

Due to the late release of Windows 
95, the application-based tests were not 

automated (but will be 
for our next system re¬ 
view). We ran each test 
three times, or until we 
achieved consistent re¬ 
sults. A fresh install of 
Windows 95 was re-cre¬ 
ated prior to each test us¬ 
ing an NSTL-designed 
utility that builds a mir¬ 
ror image of the primary 
partition. We derived the 
overall performance 
score from the weighted 
average of the indexes 
of individual tests. 

Note that performance results of the 
lest systems running under the new 32-bit 
Windows OS cannot be directly com¬ 
pared to systems in previous reviews run¬ 
ning under Windows for WorkGroups 
3.11, even though we use the same 
benchmarks. Windows 95 offers signif¬ 
icant speed enhancements over its 16- 
bit predecessor, such as dynamically con¬ 
figured virtual-memory settings, 
optimized video-driver code, and a re¬ 
vised file system featuring newer 32-bit 
protect-imxle mini drivers. We used only 
16-bit applications for testing. It is like¬ 
ly that 32-bit applications will provide 
increased performance under Windows 
95 (see “32-Bit Performance Advan¬ 
tages” on page 158). 

EASE OF USE 

For usability, we focused on two areas: 
system design and documentation. In lcx>k- 
ing at system design, we rated how easy it 
is to remove and replace the cover and 
how easy it is to upgrade the system’s 
RAM and add mass-storage devices. We 
Ux)k points off if I/O connections blocked 
an expansion slot. 

We also hx)ked for a reset button and 
clearly marked I/O ports. We went into 
each system's setup utility to see if the 
integrated hard drive controller and built- 
in I/O ports could be disabled (if ap¬ 
plicable). This is important if you want 
to use the I/O port’s interrupt settings 
or want to switch to an alternate hard 
drive subsystem (i.c., from IDE to 
SCSI). We gave top honors to systems 
with vendor-specific manuals that were 
comprehensive, had easy-to-read dia¬ 
grams, and offered up-to-date technical 
information. 

FEATURES 

We asked each vendor to complete a 
lengthy questionnaire about its system's 
features and support options. We then 
weighted each feature and calculated an 
overall features score. 

Important features to consider when 
choosing one of these systems are those 
related to expansion (e.g., the maximum 
RAM capacity, the number of floppy- 
drive bays, and available PCI and 
ISA/EISA expansion slots). 

Features related to performance in¬ 
clude the size of the secondary memory 
cache, the presence of EIX) RAM. and a 
SCSI Wide hard drive interface. Intel 
claims that use of its Triton chip set can 
significantly lxx>st system performance, 
especially when used with EDO RAM 
(see “Triton-Based Pentiums” on page 
161). Systems configured with SCSI 
Wide hard drives, which offer data trans¬ 
fer rates of up to 20 MBps, display the 
best performance in our disk-intensive 
benchmarks. 

Warranty and support policies are 
what frequently separate major IX? man¬ 
ufacturers from second- and third-tier 
vendors. The length of the standard war¬ 
ranty is our highest rated feature. 

Contributors 

Anthony J. Lennon, Project Manager/NSTL 

Siva Kumar, Technical Analyst/NSTL 

John McDonough, Technical Editor/NSTL 

Susan Colwell, Technical Editor/BYTE 

The I oh Kqtttrl is an im/ttniif! coHabttrauxr /mtjett hetxxeen 

BYTE magadne atul Natumal Sttfixvare Truing hiboratiniex 

(NSTLIl BYTE magazine anti NSTl. arc hath operating unilx 

of the hUiiraw llill ('ampoules. Inc. Contact thr NSTL uaff 

on the Internet at edilorstitnMl.com or hx plume at (ftlOl 

V4I-9600. ('ontact BYTE on the Internet or BIX at 

editors**lux t orn or at 1tiO.ll *t24-2(t24. 
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Servers • RAID • Storage 

BUILT TO 
ORDER 

High Quality Custom-Configured 
Systems At Off-The-Shelf Prices 

Precision Engineered Power Systems!—SAG file servers arc Imili wiih 
precision and offer features like multiple processing, disk mirroring. RAID 
5 fault tolerance—plus more storage capacity at prices the competition just 
can t heat. Affordable Disk Arrays. Tape Backup Solutions and RAID 5 
Technology from SAG Electronics ‘The High-End Solutions Company.** 

Wc*vc Outclassed the Competition!—SAG incorporates the highest 
quality components in all its systems like MICRONICS motherboards, 
ADAPTEC controllers and Seagate. Quantum Sc Micropolis hard drives. 
Performance, reliability and customer satisfaction is what wc*re all about. 
We are the only vendor to offer fully configured custom engineered servers 
and storage solutions. 

Compatibility Guaranteed! Expert Software Services Available!—All our 
systems are guaranteed to work with your operating software. We provide 
expert services on OS/2. SCO. Novell, and Windows NT operating systems. 

Buy Direct from SAG Expert Technicians—SAG expert technicians and 
knowledgeable sales personnel can configure a custom solution to meet both 
your technical and financial requirements. We have been satisfying the tech¬ 
nical demands and needs of our customers since 19X7. 

Top Honors 
Pentium 120 System 

October 1995 

BYTE 

NSTjL 

The SAG Tower of power 

Top Honors 
Intermit Fio Server 

JUne 1995 

SAG Terabyte 

Ifri 
Stackable 

Modular Drive 
Solution 

PC Rack Mount 
Solutions 

l 
Dual Motherboard 

16 Bay 400 Watt 
Redundant Power 

GRAPHICS 
POWER 
STATION 
133MHZ 

imagine 128. Fastest. 

Graphks. Drive. AND 

Motherboard 

90 • 100 • 120 • 150 • 166 • 

200 Pentium Support 

Available 

I INTEL 133 MHZ PENTIUM 

512K Pipeline SRAM cache 

Trinton Chipset "EDO 

Memory Option" 

16 MB EDO RAM TO 128 MB 
SLOTS: (41 PCI. (5) ISA 
A0APIEC 2940W. SONY 4X 

CD ROM 

•9 Imagine 128 Bit Graphics 
4 MB VRAM 

4 GB 7200 RPM SCSI WIDE 

Microsoft Mouse. 
101 Keyboaro 

MS DOS a Windows for 

WORKGROUPS 

Minitower 

Dual 150 
MHZ SMP 
Multiprocessing 
File Server 

Dual 133.100 MHz a 

90 Avaiable 

2 Intel 150MHz processors 

512K Cache 

32MB RAM Expandable 

to 512 K 

4GB 7200 SCSI WlOE 

SLOTS: (31 PCI. (51 EISA 

Sony 4x CD ROM SCSI 

A0APTEC 2940W 

•9 2 MB PCI VIDEO 

Keyboaro. Floppy. MS Mouse 

Tower Case 300 Watt 

Alpha 300 
Power Server 
2X FASTER THAN 
Alpha 275! 

256 Bit bus 

2M8 Cache Expandable 

to 8MB 

I DEC 300 Alpha CPU 

64MB RAM EXPANDABLE TO 

1GB 

4x CD ROM 

2MB PCI VI0E0 

4GB 7200 RPM SCSI wide 

DRIVE 

SLOTS: (3) PCI. (2) PCI ISA. 

(I I SHARED 

12 Bay Tower 300 Watt 

*13,999 
Alpha 275 

*8.390 

LHMV 
electr'onics 

Af&1 on-site and 4 year extended warranties 
•ire available. Lease options available. Returns 
may be subject lo restocking fee. RMAff must 
he acquired. 

$3799 $5499 _ 

Storage Solutions Raid 5 Solutions 

Quad 
150MHz 

SMP 12GB RAID 5 
Supports Pentium 90. 
100. 120 150 & 160 

True 128 bit Memory Bus 

Zero Wait State 

Interleaved 256 bit Bus 

64-bit CPU Bus Operates at 

60MHz with Transfer Rate 

or 480ns 

I Intel Pentium 150MHz CPU 
Expandable to 4 

512K Cache on Each CPU 
Mooule 

32MB or ECC Memory 

Expandable to I 7GB 

SLOTS: (4) PCI. (6) EISA. 
(1IISA 

3 4GB 7200RPM SCSI WlOE 
Removable Drives 

PCI RAID 5 Controller 

4x CD-ROM 

Keyboard. Floppy. MS Mouse 

14 Bat Tower Redundant 

300 Watt Power Supply 

*17499 

9GB 5400RPM 
4GB 7200RPM 
2GB 7200RPM 

Int. Ext 
8.5ms $1980 $2120 
8.5ms $1050 $1150 
8.5ms $770 $870 

6GB.$5759 

2GB .$6770 

-WCB.$17215 

We Only Build Custom Solutions! Call for Pricing 

1,800.989.3475 
',NORTH ANDOVER MA 0,845 •5006820055 

GSA Schedule a6500K95A657179 

Circle 114 on Inquiry Card. 

• Fax 508 6890100 

| Prices Change-Pleasc Call 



ROLL CALI 

ATSTCIOMI COMPAQ CONPITTt Ofll OICITAl EQUIPMENT 
All COMPVTER INFORMATION CORP COMPITER CORP 

WARENORSE SOLUTIONS RESRPROIIS120 CORP CELEBRIS GATEWAY 2000 GST/MICRO CITY 
ACW PS I33A CLOIAIYST G30 MOREL 10S0/W OPTIPLEX RGI It SI20 K-I31II AAPOCEEI000PT 

PrtCt as Irvitod without 

m.I<>*/with monitor $2683/52988 $4075/$4849 $4995/$5494 $4995*5494 $4908*5307 n.a.*4151 $2649*2948 
1’nrtoimunce rating 9.0 72 72 7.9 7 1 9.2 9.0 
I natures rating Fair Good Fair Good Good Excellent Fair 
Usability r«t«xj Poor Fair Good Excellent Good Excellent Poor 

MICROPROCESSOR 
Model 
Voltage 
Maximum processors/as tested 

Inlel Pentium 133 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 120 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 120 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 133 
3.3 V 
2/1 

Inlet Pentium 120 
3.3 V 
2/1 

Intel Pentium 133 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 133 I 
3.3 V 
1/1 

SECONDARY PROCESSOR CACHE 
Standard/max./kXal as tested 
(KB per processor) 512/512/512 256/256/256 256/256/256 256/512/512 256/256/256 256/256/256 256/512/256 

Speed (ns) 8 15 10 15 8 15 8 

SYSTEM RAM 
Standard/max /total as tested (MB) 32/128/32 8/192/32 16/144/32 8/512/32 16/384/32 16/128/32 16/128/32 
Speed (ns) 70 70 70 60 70 60 60 
EDO (extended data out) RAM O O O O O • • 

EXPANSION BUS 
Archtecturc/local'bus architecture ISA/PCI ISA/PCI EISA/PCI EISA/PCI ISA/PCI ISA/PCI ISA/PCI 
Intel Triton PCI chip set • ) O O o • • 

EXPANSION SLOTS/AS TESTED 
16-brt ISA 3/2 4/4 (V0 (V0 3/3 2(0 3/2 
32-bit EISA (VO (VO 3/3 3/3 0/0 o/o (VO * 
32-bit PCI 4/3 2/2 1/0 0/0 2/1 3/2 4/3 

I/O PORTS 
9-/25pm serial 2/0 2/0 2/0 2/0 2/0 1/1 1/1 
PS/2 mouse O • • • • • O 
IDE/enhanced IDE V# •/ ) • ) •/ ) ym )/• 
Fast SCSI-2 on motherboard ) ) • • • o o 
Ethernet pod on motherboard O O • O O o o 
MASS STORAGE 
Hard dnve manufacturer/ Seagate Western Digital IBM DPES- Quantum Seagate Western Digrtat Quantum Fireball ' 
model as tested ST31220A WDAC31600 31080 DSP3107L WDAL31600 1080A 

Total storage capacity as tested (GB) 1.1 1.6 1.05 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.1 
Interlace (IDE/SCSI) EIDE EIDE Fast SCSI-2 Fast SCSI-2 Fast SCSI-2 EIDE EIDE 
Local-bus interface • • • • • • • 

DRIVE BAYS 
Total/available 3.5-inch dnve bays 4/3 3/1 2/1 2/1 2/1 5/3 272 
Tolal/available 5 25-inch drive bays 5/4 3/2 3/1 3/1 3/1 4/3 6/3 

CD-ROM DRIVE 
Manufacturer/model as tested Mitsumi 400 Sony Matsushita NEC Toshiba Sanyo C3G Toshfca 

FX Senes COU-76E CD-503-B COR-511 XM-5201B CD-5302 
Speed 4x 4x 2x 4x 4x 4x 4x 
Disk loading Drawer Drawer Drawer Caddy Drawer Caddy Drawer 
Average access time (ms) 250 250 325 240 200 250 200 1 
Estimated maximum throughput (KBps) 700 684 300 600 600 600 600 
Buffer size (KB) 128 256 256 256 256 256 64 
Inledace EIDE IDE SCSI SCSI SCSI EIDE EIDE 

VIDEO 
Manufacturer/model as tested Diamond Stealth S3Tho64 Compaq QVrsion ATI Mach 64 Diamond Sleallh 64 Matrox MGA Diamond Stealth 

64 Video 2000 Millenium 64 Video 
Chip-set manufacturer/model as tested S3 Vision 968 S3 Trio 64 Matrox MGAII ATI Mach 64 S3 Vision 964 Matrox MGA S3 Vision 968 
Highest noninterlaced display resolution 
(as tesled)/relre$h rale (Hz) 

1600 by 1200/76 1280 by 1024/75 1280 by 1024/76 1280 by 1024/80 1280 by 1024/72 1600 by 1200/72 1600 by 1200/76 

Color depth at highest noninterlaced 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 
display resolution (bits) 

Video memory VRAM DRAM VRAM VRAM VRAM WRAM VRAM 
Standard graphics memory size/ 2/4/2 1/2/2 27272 27272 2/4/2 2/4/2 2/4/2 

max /total as tested (MB) 

MONITOR 
Manufacturer/model as tested Proton GM 1563 AT4TTX-D1751L Compaq I51FS Dell UltraScan DEC PCXBV-PF/ SonyCPD17F13 Aurora SM583 

17XE PH (14-inch) 
Highosl noninterlaced display 

rosolution/relresh rate (Hz) 
1280 by 1024/60 1280 by 1024/75 1024 by 768/72 1280 by 1024/78 1024 by 768/75 1280 by 1024/60 1024 by 768/60 

WARRANTY AND SUPPORT 
Warranty (yearsVcovorago 1/P. L.R 3/P. L.R 3/P, L.F, R 3/P. L.R 3/P. L 1L/3P 3/P. L. F 
Phono (818) 369-4181 (513)445-5000 Cal local dealer (512) 338-4400 (508)624-6400 (605)232-2000 (714) 739-0106 
Toll Iroe phono (800) 775-1953 (800)447-1124 (800) 345-1518 (800) 613-3355 (800) 642-4535 (800)846 2000 (800) 567-2764 
On-lino addross N/A pcc mfoGdayton- http;//www http://www dell com http://www.pc on CompuServe. hltp://www 

oh.atlgis.com compaq.com digital com galeway2000 primenet.com/-gst/ 
Inquiry number 1104 1105 1106 1107 1108 1109 1110 

^ - BYTE Best 

# = yes; ) ■ no; N/A = not appeal*) 

‘Scores lor monochromo performance aro actual, io.il world porformanco scores 
Warranty: 

P «= Parts L * Labor F ■ F roighi lo repair cenlor R ■ Return to customer 
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IPC TECRNOIOCKS ^ 
IRC. 
a mil 

pom erplw m 

pommi 
COMPUTERS 
INC. 

PUT 133TS 

■CASON 

TECHNOLOGY 
SQUARE S 

TI/IM2I 

■CASON 

TCCNN010CT 

SQUARES 

TV/IE-133 

SAC. ^ 

ELECTRONICS 
STC 120 

SAC. 

ELECTRONICS 
STC 133 

TATINC CO. OF 
AMERICA. INC. 

TCSS210 

USA FLEI INC. 

FLEI PT 133 

ULTIMATE TONER 

ZENITR IATA 

STSTEMS 
l STATION CT 

S3129/S3807 
9.4 
Good 
Excelent 

$4150/54850 
9.4 
Good 
Good 

$2695/52995 
6.6 
Fair 
Fair 

$3670/54295 
8.9 
Good 
Excellent 

$3855/$4200 
8.5 
Good 
Fair 

$4255/54600 
9.3 
Good 
Fair 

$2500/52899 
6.5 
Poor 
Poor 

$3985/$4600 
9.1 
Good 
Excellent 

$4475/55474 
65 
Fair 
Good 

Intel Pentium 133 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 133 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 120 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 133 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 120 
33 V 
1/1 

Intel Penhum 133 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 120 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 133 
3.3 V 
1/1 

Intel Pentium 120 
3.3 V 
1/1 

256/512/256 
15 

512/512/512 
15 

256/256/256 
15 

256/512/256 
8 

256/512/512 
8 

256/512/512 
8 

256/1024/256 
15 

256/256/256 
8 

256/512/256 
20 

16/128/32 
60 
• 

32/128/32 
60 
O 

8/128/32 
70 
O 

8/128/32 
60 
• 

16/128/32 
60 
• 

j 
»

8
|

 

8/256/32 
60 
O 

32/128/32 
60 
• 

8/128/32 
70 
• 

ISA/PCI ISA/PCI ISA/PCI ISA/PCI ISA/PCI ISA/PCI ISA/PCI IS/VPCI •_• • • • • O • ISA/PCI 

2/2 4/2 3/3 2/1 4/3 
MO 0/0 0/0 0/0 (VO 
3/1 4/2 2/1 3/2 4/2 

4/3 

0/0 
4/2 

2/1 4/4 2/1 
(VO 0/0 (VO 
2/2 4/2 1/1 

2/0 1/1 2/0 

o O O 

>/• V# v# 

3 O O 

o O o 

2/0 1/1 i 

O O o 
>/• *• v# 

O O o 
o o o 

2/0 1/1 2/0 

• o • 
)/• 

o o o 
o o o 

Seagato 
ST32430W 

Quantum Atlas 
XP32150W 

Seagate 
ST31220A 

2.1 2.1 1.1 
SCSI Wide SCSI Wide EIDE 
• • • 

Western Digital 
WDAC31600 
1.6 
EIDE 
• 

Quantum Abas 
XP32150W 

Seagato 
ST15150W 

Conner Peripherals 
CFS 1275A 

Western Digital 
WDAC31600 

Western ( 
WDAC31; 

2.0 4.0 12 1.6 1.2 
SCSI Wide SCSI Wide EIDE EIDE EIDE 
• • • • • 

4/3 
3/1 

4/2 
3/2 

2/1 
3/1 

3/1 
3/2 

(VO 
9/6 

(VO 
9/6 

2/0 
2/1 

6/4 
6/5 

2/0 
2/1 

Plextor 
PX-63C 
6x 
Caddy 
115 
900 
256 
SCSI 

Sanyo 
CRD-254SH 
4x 
Drawer 
150 
600 
256 
SCSI 

Toshiba 
XM-5302B 
4x 
Drawer 
190 
600 
256 
EIDE 

Plextor 6 
Plex SCSI 
6x 
Caddy 
145 
600 
256 
SCSI 

Sony 
CDU-76S 
4x 
Drawer 
190 
684 
256 
SCSI 

Sony 
CDU-76S 
4x 
Drawer 
190 
684 
256 
SCSI 

Toac CD55A 

4x 
Drawer 
195 
600 
64 
Proprietary 

NEC MultiSpm 
6Xi 
6x 
Caddy 
150 
925 
256 
SCSI 

Toshiba 
XM-5302B 
4x 
Drawer 
190 
684 
64 
EIDE 

ATI Mach 64 Diamond Stealth 
64 Video 

Diamond Slealth 64 Diamond Stealth 
64 Video 

Diamond Stealth 64 Diamond Stealth 64 S3 Trio 64 STB Velocity 64 
PCI 4MB 
S3 Vision 968 
1600 by 1200/80 

S3Tno64 

ATI Mach 64 
1600 by 1200/76 

S3 Vision 968 
1600 by 1200/76 

S3Tho64 
1280 by 1024/75 

S3 Vision 968 
1600 by 1200/76 

S3 Vision 964 
1280 by 1024/72 

S3 Vision 964 
1280 by 1024/72 

S3Trio64 
1280 by 1024/75 

S3 Trio 64 
1280 by 1024/75 

256 256 256 256 65.536 65.536 16 256 256 

VRAM 
2/4/2 

VRAM 
2/4/2 

DRAM 
2/2/2 

VRAM 
2/4/2 

VRAM 
2/4/4 

VRAM 
2/4/4 

DRAM 
1/2/1 

VRAM 
2/4/2 

DRAM 
21212 

Smile Austin 
(17-inch) 

Sampo710L Reason Technology 
5F5 

ADI5EP CTX1565GM CTX 1565GM Tatung CM-15VBE CTX 1785GME Noiua/ZDS 

1280 by 1024/74 1280 by 1024/78 1024 by 768/76 1280 by 1024/60 1280 by 1024/66 1280 by 1024/66 1024 by 768/72 1600 by 1200/60 
ZCM-1740 
1280 by 1024/100 

3/P, L. R 
(512)339-3500 
(800)752-1577 
http//www 
ipctechinc com 

1111 

3/P, L. F. R 
(415)583-7222 
(800)999-1278 
http://www 
polywell.com 
1112 

6/P. L.R 
(612) 780-4792 
(800)800-4860 
76040.201 0 
composerve.com 
1113 

6/P. L.R 
(612) 780-4792 
(800) 800-4860 
76040 2010 
CompuServe com 
1114 

1/P.L.R 
(506)989-3475 
(800)989-3475 
eceObac.net 

1115 

1/P. L.R 
(508) 989-3475 
(800) 969-3475 
eceOliac.net 

1116 

2/P, L 
(310)637-2105 
(800) 829-2850 
70700.3072© 
composerve.com 
1117 

3/P, L. F.R 
(708) 582-6206 
(800) 872-3539 
N/A 

1118 

3/P. L, F, 
(706)806-5000 
(800)582-0524 
http/Zwww 
zds.com 
1119 
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_i lie BYTE Edko-Dkck offers a unique direct mail approach to 
increasing sales in the $114 billion European computer market. Reach 
50,000 BYTE subscribers for under 44 per reader! ~ i ■ i—-j 

Circulation of the BYTF la «<> Dick is with this affordable, direct channel to ■ V TJl 

targeted to computer exerts in over 20 lairope. For information on the next W M M ■ 

countries in Western lairope. Take full BYTE 111 ko-I)ix:k, call Joseph Main* at 

advantage of the benefits BYTE provides 605/924-2533 or fax to 603A)24-2683. 
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Where Technology 
and Knowledge 

Come Together. 
In today's competitive high-tech business environment, knowledge is power. It's the difference between 
moving ahead and standing still. And an integral part of any equation for success is best summed up in 

Business Week. Each issue puts you ahead of what's happening in business with trends, ideas, and 
i information that goes beyond news. Business Week. The information you need today, for tomorrow. 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY AND HAVE BUSINESS WEEK DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME FREE. 

COUNTRY I-YEAR RATE 

EUROPE.. 

Austria Schllll 

itelgium BFr3344 

Denmark 0Ki628 

FMk535 

FFr552 
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£166 

l it 156500 
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Esc 16091 
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Australia A$142 

Hong Kong HKS767 

India Rs3150 

Japan Y18000 

Malaysia MS249 

New Zealand NZ$188 

Singapore S$157 

AFRICA.. 

SOUTH AFRICA R440 

OTHER COUNTRIES U.S. $90. 
Offer not valid in the U.S. and Canada. 

BusinessWeek 
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Web Publishing 
Made Easier 
Seeding text files with HTML tags is no fun. 

We looked at four programs that claim to do 

the work for you. 

REX BALDAZO AND STEVEN J. VAUGHAN NICHOLS 

BYTE OS Column Survey^ 

N«*1 

E-Mail 

Phone1 

Employer 1 

1 

I use the following Operatng Syttrmi | 

DOS Wmdow* 3 x 

Wndowr NT MaanloihOS 

SoUm HP/UX 

M&J.I I _ 
ftp i s« 1 

Wndow*951 

OS/21 

|3UX (SGI)1 

Al aS* Ln 10 Col II pRT p?r Pv^T fiftyi 

Once, text was static, and it sat 
in rigid arrays between white¬ 
spaced prison bars. Then hy¬ 

pertext and hypermedia unlocked the door, 
and the World Wide Web pushed it wide 
open. Now tens of thousands of would-be 
on-line publishers are rushing through it 
to create Web documents based on Hy¬ 
pertext Markup Language (HTML). Hot 
on their heels, software developers are rec¬ 
ognizing a golden opportunity to sell tools 
that make on-line publishing as easy as 
possible. 

Interleaf s Cyberleaf, for example, is a 
sophisticated tile translator that speeds up 
HTML document production and man¬ 
agement. Other programs are little more 
than collections of HTML macros stuck 
on the back of a text editor. In between 
are tools that vary in complexity—some 
of which require expert knowledge of 
HTML, while others attempt (and fail) to 
be complete WYSIWYG editing environ¬ 
ments. 

For this review, we passed over enter¬ 
prise-level programs, like FrameMaker, 
which have an HTML component but are 
designed primarily to handle networked 
document creation. CD-ROM publishing, 
on-line technical documentation, and so 
on. We also skipped minimal HTML-con- 
version programs (e.g., freeware products 
for Microsoft Word and Novell’s Word¬ 
Perfect). Instead, we focused on software 
that tmly automates the process of tagging 
documents for publication in HTML-com¬ 
pliant form. 

Two of the four programs we reviewed, 
SoftQuad's HolMetal Pro and InContext 
Systems' Spider, provide both authoring 
(i.e., you can use them to create an original 
from scratch) and editing (i.c., conversion) 

of existing documents. Cyber¬ 
leaf handles only the latter 
process, but it adds a major 
feature that none of the other 
products has: the ability to co¬ 
ordinate and link your HTML 
documents to create a reposi¬ 
tory. Brooklyn North Software 
Works* in mi Assistant Pro 
is mostly for authoring; given 
its limited import features, it 
is best used for creating Web 
pages from scratch. 

Most Web editors, including HTML As¬ 
sistant Pro and Hot Metal Pro, are avail¬ 
able in freeware versions that contain most 
of the features found in the professional 
releases, so you can gain a quick appreci¬ 
ation of each one’s strengths and weak¬ 
nesses. (See the Product Information box 
for the addresses of the vendor Web pages 
where you can download the freeware.) 

One thing’s for sure: All these editors 
arc worth the price of admission. While 
you can write excellent Web pages with 
only a text editor and some expert knowl- 

'! HTML (the HTML encoding is 
all done in ASCII text), even the lowliest 
of these products makes it easier to un¬ 
leash your text on the Web. 

The Problem Defined 
HTML tags are simply ASCII codes, em¬ 
bedded and visible in the text, that Web 
browsers, such as Mosaic and Netscape, 
can interpret as formatting commands. At 
a minimum. HTML authoring/editing tools 
automate the tagging process, but this says 
nothing about the HTML know-how you 
need to put the tags in the right place. 

The better tools provide guidance in this 
area, insulating you from HTML by query¬ 

From Your Word Processor to the Web 
HTML-conversion programs either import plain 

text files, in ASCII or a popular word processor 

format (above), or provide a simple word 

processor for writing text from scratch. 

ing for decisions such as whether a title is 
meant to be a section heading, where to 
place links to other documents, and so on. 
These tools check a tagged document to 
see if it's in compliance with HTML rules, 
and they can even prevent you from mak¬ 
ing an invalid choice. 

We ran the same text file through all 
four programs and watched them perform 
the major steps shown in the illustration 
“From Your Word Processor to the Web’’ 
above. In particular, we looked for com¬ 
pliance with HTML versions and exten¬ 
sions, enforcement of HTML rules, inter¬ 
operability with popular word processors 
and graphics programs, and usability fea¬ 
tures, such as an integrated browser and 
point-and-click commands. The table “Fea¬ 
tures of HTML Editing Tools’* on page 
174 is, in part, a checklist of these criteria. 

iVi- ..s. Cyberleaf: Big-Time 
[HEAD > Web Publishing 

Interleaf's Cyberleaf 1.0 
is expensive ($1595) and requires heavy- 
duty hardware: a Digital Equipment AXP, 
Hewlett-Packard 7(X)/8xx, IBM RS/WXX), 
or Sun SparcStation 2/IPX with a mini¬ 
mum of 24 MB of RAM and 129 MB of 
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Software Roundup REVIEWS 

Standard browsers read the HMTL coding and 

display the finished Web page (right). 

Click here to 
choose main 
heading tag. 

//*«//»!• UN 7.# MINrt tt • .. . 
(iimm c«Im r,^*,,u/inn x/mm> 

r<«« cmiiIm Nrttcjpr/atM • iif«/r> 

Each element is 
surrounded by 
beginning and 
ending tags. 

I7>0TII 01 C»lMfcsl«r»«v<;/N7> 

■ Ml*-r->f N.Iicmi*«i*“rMiir»i)</i»H/u><iiHi# 
IIIMI>-r)AM</l»><lt CM IIMI*-'7"XIM«I></!»></!■>< IIX |» 1,, 4 . 

nave io oe niiMi**nf^iiy«r</io><i* eM*iMi*-r-xuc»ix/t*x/i«> 
typed 
manually. 

'>1 «# IM l»llMrti| tffrKlM ly«lMn:</r> 
Mwxiaxt* c«naai*-i-xMrai irrt•-tacnn-x/iaxia cdttMi*-r>Mt 
»•><!• caimi- rxiiffi tm*-MctMr></i»)(ti cmim- »»h.«>iw 
■«/l»Xia CM(IMI*~V*XIM7«I IWI-TtM«-></l»XI» C«ltNI< t IMMwi 

Ai/iox/nxnxio CMtiMt*-i~xiir>i im- 'CMCMai-x/iaxia cMtiMi* r> 

» m</!•>«r» CMtiaai.-r-xi«rai nrri--cmcbmi x/iaxta cm »iaai-"*”>ni 
M</i»xia cainci- Txiiwi im.-mcmth/iixii cmcimi* « >at/7 
4/tax/iaxiBxia cmumi- i xiirwi im- cMciMix/iixn chiimi>t>ui 
</f»><t» CMUMi*-rxiw«i im*~CMCBMJrx/iaxi» cmumi* * >M/ai 
</r»xi» CMtiMi.-rxiimi iwtanm-x/iixit cMtiMi- t xm (Mi) 
C/(•></!■> 
</l«MI> 

ixiaxia CMtiMi--t->«tMr</iaxit CMitaai*~r><iiratx/i»x/ta> 

c/iaMi > 
ixiaxia mkicm-muum- CMttMi.-I’Kfiai im imi tmr n 
mt. I Mm raaM/TX/!•><!• MUW-HUIIir CM tIMI* TXMIICI 
t*i«H M«r-xari iMiawi/iri lawxari imommc/mi laxxari iom>im 

c/mi iaMxarnaK>iarM</Mi iaNxariiMi>«Mr</ari iMO</uucix/iax/fi> 

a ■ 5.i m 
10* (M JIM |M**ax Smwm CUMMiy 

.■IQJjsJ 

%lc 1 £u\ l„ljligl » 1 

PS | | IfcyaMi | Mtxxh | MtW'M | M*«*<m*[ HotMk* 

TIm ?*gt ConUrv* NftSVapf/HTML 3 T*s 
Jt 

BYTE OS Column Survey - 

L. .. J 
EU* [ 1 

PhoM j | 

E«rW«[ “1 

I u»r the f«kwa| Op*raM* Syttaou 

□ DOS □ W«*i»wi 3x □ Wwfcw« 95 

□ Window* NT H KlMMU fh OS □ OS/2 
J J* 
utdm 

You then employ menus and pick lists to choose high-level 

functions (e.g.f make header or align paragraph) or to directly 

insert the equivalent HTML tag (left). The underlying HTML 

coding is pure ASCII. 

<iaMixiaxia vmii im CMiraai--t-xr>»M i.mui imi •• cm 

hard disk space. The Microsoft Windows 
version, due out in the first quarter of 1996, 
will most likely have a similarly ravenous 
resource appetite. But the commitment 
should he worth it—Cyberleaf is a big- 
time publishing environment from a com¬ 
pany whose Interleaf software is a leader in 
document management. 

First things first: Cyberleaf does not 
help with the authoring portion of HTML 
(if you don’t count the Home Page Ed¬ 
itor, which lets you write new text but 
provides a minimal set of word processing 
tools). Instead, it comes ready to convert 
Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, Rich Text 
Format (RTF), Interleaf, FrameMaker. and 

ASCII files into HTML 2.0 or 3.0 formats. 
Cyberleaf can also automatically convert a 
wide array of graphics-ftle types into GIF 
format. 

With Cyberleaf, you’re not just getting 
a conversion program; you're getting a 
complete Web development and mainte¬ 
nance environment. When your Web page 
needs arc measured in megabytes and hun¬ 
dreds of links. Cyberleaf is the program 
to choose. 

In our test runs, once it was given the 
proper marching orders. Cyberleaf had 
no trouble converting a Word document 
into HTML. With its workflow-oriented 
interface. Cyberleaf excels at bringing to¬ 

gether documents from 
disparate word processors 
and desktop publishing 
(D IP) programs and quick¬ 
ly and easily converting 
them into a complete Web 
document. 

Cyberleaf analyzes a 
document and comes up 
with appropriate HTML 
equivalents. For example, 
by its enabling you to cus¬ 
tom-set a Word paragraph 

style into what you select as the best¬ 
matching HTML style, you gain more con¬ 
trol over the conversion process. Once you 
have Cyberleaf set up to your satisfaction, 
it tears through your files, converting them 
at a speedy clip. 

What puts Cyberleaf into a class by it¬ 
self is its ability to manage updates to the 
documents that make up your Web page. 
Removing a document to which others 
have pointers can result in broken links to 
external documents throughout the Web. 
Cyberleaf identifies such broken links, al¬ 
though it does not have the ability to fix 
them automatically. 

Cyberleaf does, however, automatical¬ 
ly maintain intradocument and interdoc¬ 
ument hyperlinks in your internal reposi¬ 
tory, even as you update your documents. 
Outlines and reusable conversion para¬ 
meters also help you quickly add new text. 

When it comes to graphics. Cyberleaf 
also kicks rump and takes names. It has 
excellent graphics-file translators (see the 
features table for a partial list). Our fa¬ 
vorite one automatically turns any image 
into a thumbnail-size graphic along with 
the HTML programming to let viewers 
opt to see the full-size image. 

^ continued 

Cyberleaf has the most graphical interface of the programs we reviewed. It 
offers easy point-and-click access to files in a document repository. 
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</> HTML Horrors 

Once upon a time, writing for the Web was easy. You used Hypertext Markup 

Language (HTML) for text, and Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) for images, 

and all was right with the World Wide Web. Things change, but not always for 

the better. 

Today, the Web is becoming filled with incompatible text, graphics, audio, and 

video formats. The good news is that some of these new formats enable authors 

to create documents that are much closer to their original conception than the 

bland sameness resulting from Web pages using only HTML and GIF. The bad 

news is that you must have the right browser and the right helper application 

(a program that can, say, load and display a graphics file) to see these new, im¬ 

proved pages. 

HTML compatibility alone can't guarantee consistency. There are still docu¬ 

ments floating about in the very first HTML standard (version 0.9), in version 1.0 

(the seminal version that provided rules for linking), and especially in version 

2.0 (which adds embedded images and interactive forms). So far, so good: Any 

modem Web browser can deal with these formats. 

Meanwhile, a standards group, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), is 

working to nail down specifications for the next standard, HTML 3.0, which 

promises to greatly expand the communications options available in Web 

HTML 3.0 
(proposed; aka HTML*): 

Adds tables, math, 
j text around graphics 

Netscape 
extensions: 

Most 
HTML 
features; 

adds contonng' 
blinking 

({owing toxt around gi 

t" 7 x MTMI on- “ HTML 2 0 
Specifies core features; V 

adds images, forms s 
■I 

HTML 1.0; 
Basic linking, 

headings, paragraphs, etc. 

TThe HTML family tree, including the "illegitimate" but 

influential offspring of Netscape. Only some features of 

each level are listed. 

Not for Pros Only: 
HEAD > HTML Assistant Pro 

Brooklyn North’s HTML 
Assistant Pro ($99.95) is more of an au¬ 
thoring program than an editor, because 
it cannot work directly with imported word 
processor files. The only way that we could 
use it to get our Word document into 
IITML was to do it the hard way by saving 
it in ASCII, thus losing any Word-for¬ 
matting niceties. In addition, the program 
comes without a browser of its own. It 
does, however, make it child's play to call 
up the browser of your choice to get in- 
process views of your work. 

Pro makes extensive use of toolbars. 
These are very helpful, if you know I ITML. 
Otherwise, you'll spend a lot of time with 
the help files. Fortunately, these files are 
well organized and well written. If you want 

to learn how to write HT ML, you'd he hard 
pressed to find a hotter teacher. 

Pro has its limitations, however. It di- 
rcclly supports only HT ML 2.0 or lower. If 
you want to venture into the not-com- 
plctely charted waters of HT ML 3.0 or the 
Netscape enhancements, you must add 
these options to the editor. On the plus 
side. Pro makes it easy to do just that with 
its option to add HTML tags to the preex¬ 
isting Users Tool toolbar. 

If you need to create pages in a hurry. 
Pro includes an automatic page generator. 
It’s nothing fancy, hut it enables you to 
make a basic Web page within minutes. 
After that, you can use Pro's editing tools 
to fancy-up your raw pages. 

Pro's editing utilities, once you know 
what they do, are easy to use. One nice 
feature lets you extract uniform resource 

locator (URL) addresses from 
Netscape, Cello Bookmarks, and 
the National Center for Super¬ 
computing Applications (NCSA) 
Mosaic's INI files to quickly 
place your favorite Web sites on 
a page. 

I ITML Assistant Pro is a good 
program, hut unfortunately the 
times may have passed it by. Old 
hands at HTML will find it a 
comfortable and powerful pro¬ 
gram to use. However, the rapid¬ 
ly growing new breed of HTML 
users, who want WYSIWYO and 
drag-and-drop links, will not find 
Pro to their liking. 

Like HotMetal Pro and Spider, HTML Assistant Pro offers drop-down 
menus for choosing HTML tags. 

.HEAD > 
Setting Type in 
HotMetal Pro 2.0 
We had hoped to test Hot¬ 

Metal Pro 2.0's ability to import docu¬ 
ments from such popular Windows word 
processors as Ami Pro (now called Word 
Pro) and Word. Unfortunately, a bug in 
Windows 95 caused it to balk at just about 
every document we threw at it. Still, for 
generating HTML from scratch, HotMet¬ 
al ($195) is quite competent. It displays 
HTML tags as icons around the main text 
(see the screen at right). You can optionally 
suppress the tags, hut, as with older ver¬ 
sions of WordPerfect, it's a lot easier to 
edit with the tags visible. 

HotMetal is smart about tag pairs: If 
you start to select the beginning or end¬ 
ing tag of any pair, it automatically high¬ 
lights the entire tag. This makes it easy to 
cut, copy, and paste elements. However, 
editing tag attributes requires using the 
nonintuitive F6 key, not double-clicking 
or right-clicking to bring up an attribute 
dialog box. In addition, the editor displays 
HTML tags inconsistently. When gener¬ 
ating a table, for instance, instead of dis¬ 
playing the tag pairs. HotMetal puls up an 
actual table, and you add your text within 
the cells of the table. 

Unfortunately, the table editor is prim¬ 
itive. No matter how many columns or 
how much text is in them, the cells remain 
at a fixed width. Long text lines wrap, mak¬ 
ing the cells taller; a browser would at¬ 
tempt to make the column as wide as pos¬ 
sible to accommodate the text. And there's 
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documents. Tentatively included in the specification are rules for flowing text around 

graphics, displaying math formulas and graphics with captions, and improved linking. 

Alas, rather than waiting for the IETF to complete the 3.0 standard, Netscape, maker 

of the leading Web browser and server software, is boldly adding its own additions to 

HTML, which are incompatible with other browsers. Netscape extensions add a few ad¬ 

ditional controls, such as the ability to center text and to make it blink on and off. 

Since Netscape Navigator is the most popular browser on the market, Netscape- 

enhanced pages are appearing everywhere—much to the despair of users of other 

browsers. Browsers are programmed to ignore unrecognized HTML tags, but they can 

still incorrectly display a richly designed Web page that uses a lot of nonstandard fea¬ 

tures. At best, users of, say, Air Mosaic will get 99 percent of a Netscape-enhanced 

page. At worst, all they’ll see is a muddle of indecipherable garbage. 

The four HTML editors reviewed here play it fairty safe. All support at least up to 

HTML 2.0. HotMetal Pro and Spider, with support for HTML 3.0 and Netscape 

extensions, are pushing the leading edge more than Cyberleaf and HTML Assistant Pro 

are. This approach provides some insurance that you’ll have the right tools to publish 

in whatever standard takes off, but the final form of any standard—de facto or de 

jure—is likely to differ from what’s included in the current versions of HotMetal Pro 
and Spider. 

no way to add rows or columns to a tabic 
besides using a text editor to add the lines 
and then reimporting the new text File into 
HotMetal. 

HotMetal supports some Netscape and 
HTML 3.0extensions, but there’s no strict 
way of enforcing which version of HTML 
you can create. There is, however, an op¬ 
tion to check your code, which generates 
a report detailing the HTML 3.0 and Net¬ 
scape extensions used in your document. 

Generating an HTML page with Hot¬ 
Metal Pro 2.0 was, on occa¬ 
sion, a frustrating experi¬ 
ence. It initially looked like 
a rich tool set but fell short 
in implementation. Nonethe¬ 
less, of the tools we tested, 
this is the one we’re most 
likely to use to create Web 
pages. Then we’ II move to a 
text editor to refine and 
maintain the HTML code. 

Spanning the Web 
[HEAD> with Spider 

Spider ($99), from In- 
Context Systems, is really two programs. 
There’s Spider, which is the HTML editor, 
and Spider Mosaic, which is a customized 
Mosaic browser. InContext has done some 
work to integrate the two, but they too of¬ 
ten expose their heritage as separate prod¬ 
ucts. 

Spider uses a two-pane window to dis¬ 
play the page under development (see the 

OCElNmON TERM | 

* 
^ OCF (NITON TERM I 

A DEFINITION TERM 

^ DEFINITION 

€>£><D<B 

(©Shortcoming* <£□ 
OOPoniw critonx fa wol intuitive cTH <7^1 

©Windows 95 Support .jq 

© fL>Dn« and Drop frV) 

0^'° TW uppicuikw docs not respond you <fca« an UTM! file onlc 
window. (Sec dso ©Scrap <£) below). <3g) 

(©Scrap 

(©No You cannoi a selection lo the elrafclop, no* can von drat a serai 

*<g> 

Windows 95 Support 
Drag and Drop 

Partial Spider does, but Spider Mosaic does not 

Scrap 

No You cannot drag a selection to the desktop, nor can yo 

Uninstall 

No 

ToolTips 

fvNo 

HotMetal Pro (left) lets you choose clearly 
worded formatting options from a pick list or 
from the toolbar. It then inserts iconized HTML 
tags while reformatting the text to be closer to 
its final form. In contrast, Spider’s automated 
tags (above) appear in a separate window and 
can get out of alignment with the text, although 
the right-hand window is more representative of 
the Web page. 

screen below). You can adjust the relative 
sizes of the panes hy sliding the border 
between them. The left-hand pane is the 
logical view, showing the HTML tag struc¬ 
ture of the document. Icons supplement 
the tag names, hut we found them to he 
annoyingly cute after extended use. 

The right-hand pane holds the text that 
appears between the tag pairs. Anchors in 
the text are bracketed by left and right ar¬ 
rowheads. Editing them is straightforward: 
A right mouse-click causes a dialog box to 
pop up with the appropriate attributes. Un¬ 
fortunately, as with most of these editors, 
you must understand HTML to know how 
to apply the correct attributes. 

One nice feature is that the Web pages 
(and their associated links) that you browse 
through Spider Mosaic can be imported 
directly into documents that you’re editing 
in Spider. So, if you happen to he brows¬ 
ing, say, http://www.byte.com/, you can 
import any of the links on that page into 
your own document using the Web Man¬ 
ager option in Spider. 

Unfortunately, that’s the extent of inte¬ 
gration between the two tools. Where Spi¬ 
der Mosaic supports drag and drop to open 
HTML files. Spider docs not. And Spider 
Mosaic exhibits a problem when it mini¬ 
mizes under Windows 95: The title bar re¬ 
mains on the desktop. It’s more an annoy¬ 
ance than anything else, and InContext is 
working to resolve the hug. 

We also found that Spider balked at 
reading documents produced by some 
other HTML editors, because it’s finicky 

about the Document Type Defini¬ 
tions (DTDs) specified in the op¬ 
tional DOCTYPK tag. Deleting this 
tag is the easiest workaround, or you 
can edit it to use one of the DT Ds 
supplied with Spider. 

In addition, the interface in Spi¬ 
der needs a workaround. There are 
no tool tips for the toolbars, and giv¬ 
en the large number of cryptic but¬ 
tons on the toolbars, it’s difficult to 
figure out what to do next. The in¬ 
terface has additional quirks, such 
as not allowing you to delete by us¬ 
ing the Delete key (you must type 
Ctrl-D instead). Ultimately, we have 
to question the usability of Spider’s 
interface when working on lengthy 

or numerous Web pages. 

The Denouement 

The best HTML-con version tool of the 
four, irrespective of price, is Cyberleaf, 
hands down. While two of the other three 
products, HTML Assistant Pro and Hot- 
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FEATURES OF HTML EDITING TOOLS 

CYBERLEAF HOTMETAL PRO HTML ASSISTANT PRO SPIDER 

HTML features 
HTML versions supported 2.0, 3.0 0.9. 1.0. 2.0. 3.0 0 9. 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 0.9, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 

Supports Netscape HTML extensions O • • • 

Enforces HTML rules • • • • 

Supports forms creation • • • • 

Templates included • • • • 

WYSIWYG view of entire Web page • O1 O* • 

Preview graphics in WYSIWYG form • o1 • • 

Integrated Web page viewer • o1 o O 

Number of file formats supported 30 30+ 4 1 (HTML only) 

Major file formats ASCII. HTML. GIF. ASCII. HTML. ASCII. HTML. ASCII. HTML, 
JPEG. RTF. PostScript. GIF. JPEG. RTF. GIF. JPEG GIF. JPEG 

Can set HTML preferences during import 

FrameMaker. WordPerfect. 
Interleaf 
• 

Ami Pro, Word. 
WordPerfect 
• O 

Automatic insertion of URL addresses • O o • 

Word processing features 
Word processor formats supported Word. WordPerfect, Word Pro. Word. None3 None3 

Spelling checker 

Interleaf. FrameMaker 

O 

WordPerfect 

• • • 

Thesaurus O • O O 

Supports macros • • • O 

Standards-compliant table editing • • • • 

Provides document management • O o o 

General features 
OSes supported Unix (SunOS. Solans. Windows 3.x, Windows 3.x, Windows 3.x 

Minimum RAM requirements (MB) 

HP/UX. AIX. OSF) 

24 

Macintosh 

8 4 4 

Hard disk requirements (MB) 65 15 1 7 

1 Available using a separate browser 2 Not a menu choice, but available via Spider's DOC TYPE DTD utility 

3 Can import ASCII files oxporled from word processor. • = yes: O ■ no. 

Metal Pro, don’t even come with a brows¬ 
er for viewing pages. Cyberleaf makes it 
easy to monitor your progress with full- 
color, integrated viewers. 

Cyberleafs lack of authoring tools is a 
design decision, not a shortcoming: Inter¬ 
leaf figures that serious Web publishers 
will want to use some of the formatting 
and layout of their existing word processor 
files, so Cyberleaf conies with the best 
import features of the group. In addition, 
Cyberleafs repository management pro¬ 
vides a whole layer of functions that the 

Cyborlonf 1.0 $1595 
Interloaf. Inc. 
Waltham, MA 
(617)2900710 
http://www.ilenf.com 
Circle 1130 on Inquiry Card. 

HotMotnl Pro 2.0.$195 
SoftQutid. Inc. 
Toronto. Ontario, Canada 
(800) 387 2777 
(416) 2394801 
http://www.sq.com 
Circle 1131 on Inquiry Card. 

others don't attempt but are necessary for 
large-volume enterprises. And it’s more 
automated than the other packages, con¬ 
verting documents with little intervention 
on your part. 

If you’re experimenting with Web pub¬ 
lishing, have a small number of documents, 
or plan to use a database manager or oth¬ 
er program to oversee your document re¬ 
pository, one of the low-priced HTML ed¬ 
itors may be preferable for you. 

Of these, our favorite was HotMetal Pro. 
Unlike HTML Assistant Pro and Spider, it 

HTML Assistant Pro.$99.95 
Brooklyn North Software Works 
Bedford. Nova Scotia. Canada 
(800) 349 1422 
(902) 493 6080 
http://fox.nstn.ca/~harawitz/index.html 
Clrclo 1132 on Inquiry Card. 

Spldor .$99 
InContext Systems 
Bethcsda, MO 
(800) 2630127 
(301) 571 9464 
http://www.incontext.ca 
Clrclo 1133 on Inquiry Card. 

can import Word, WordPerfect, and Word 
Pro files, so you can retain more of the 
value of existing layouts. (The other two 
don't compensate for this shortcoming by 
packing word processor features into their 
authoring environments.) HotMetal lags 
behind Spider in graphics viewing, but 
overall, we're more comfortable working 
in HotMetal. 

HTML-conversion tools will evolve 
rapidly as standards solidify and software 
vendors scramble to provide the right com¬ 
bination of file compatibility, HTML au¬ 
tomation. and document management. 
These tools are also sure to grow more 
popular as the demand for Web publishing 
continues to explode. ■ 

Rex Baldazo is a BYTE technical editor who 

works on the magazine's Internet publish¬ 

ing ventures. Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols is 

a freelance writer and consultant who spe¬ 

cializes in Internet and other communica¬ 

tions issues. You can contact them on the 

Internet at rbaldazo GP bix.com and sjvn @ 
ichange. < om, respectively. 
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CALL ANYWHERE. TALK FOREVER. NEVER PAY LONG DISTANCE. 

JHfOrTE 

p 
w THIRD PLANET PUBLISHING. INC 

DIGIPHONE is software for the Internet that lets you talk long distance for the price 

of a local call. You'll need a PC, an Internet connection and the rebellious desire to quit 

wasting your money paying long distance. Because you don't have to anymore. Local 

access gets you long distance. DIGIPHONE gets you talking. So. Are you going to sit 

there like the Czar, or join the DIGIPHONE revolution? 

For the facts, try us at http://www.planeteers.com or visit your nearest software 

retailer. Full-duplex, natural two-way phone system software for the Internet. 

17770 PRESTON R0A0 DALLAS. TEXAS 75252 A SUBSIDIARY OF CAMELOT CORPORATION (NASDAQ SYMBOL CAML) 

Circle 128 on Inquiry Card. 



WHEN IT COMES TO CD-ROM.. 
OTE THE BOOK 

BYTE Guide to CD-ROM, Second Edition 
by Michael Nadeau 

Includes One CD-ROM Disc 
$39.95 USA 

ISBN: 0-07-882104-5 

Now Fully Revised & Expanded! 

This Exclusive 
Book/CD-ROM Package Includes 

• CD-ROM Buyer's Guide with Over 
400 Reviews of CD-ROM Titles 

Demos & Samples of CD-ROM Applications 

Part buyer's guide, part standards guide, 
and part trouble-shooter, the BYTE Guide to 

CD-ROM, Second Edition discusses all 
aspects of this burgeoning technology so 

you can take full advantage. 

Visual Basic 

nuts 
“BOLTS « 

Experienced 

Programmers... 

— 

:d-rom 
SECOND EDITION 

Enknm Book/CD ROM 
Pockoqe Include*. 

vrr 400Renews of (D ROM Idles 
'Demos and Sanyks of 

(D ROM Appkcattons, suchas 
Broderbund's KidPu Studio, 

Game lech 's Quarantine, 
ond Knowledge 

Everything You 
Always Wanted 
To Know About 

CD-ROM and More! 

Visual Bask Nuts & Bolts: For 
Experienced Programmers 
by Gary Cornell and Troy Strain 
$24.95 USA 
ISBN: 0-07-882141-X 

Visual FoxPro Programming Basics 
by Tom Steams and Leonard Steams 
$24.95 USA 
ISBN: 0-07-882092-8 

The Programmer's Job Handbook: The 
Skills You Need to Stay Ahead in the '90s 
by Eugene Wang 
$24.95 USA 
ISBN: 0-07-882137-1 

□ S B D R N E SifitS Available now at your local book and computer stores or call 1 -800-822-8158. 

Use your American Express, VISA, Discover, or MasterCard. 
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pj NATIONWIDE STORES 

ALABAMA 
Madison 
Madison Books & 
Computers 
PH: 205 772 9250 
FAX.205 461 8076 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix 
Computer Library 

PH: 602-547-0331 

CALIFORNIA 
Berkeley 
Cody's Books Iik. 

PH: 800 479 7744 in (A 
PH:800 995 1180 
Nationally 

Citrus Heights 
lower Books 
PH 916 961 7202 

Cupertino 
Computer Literacy 
Bookshops 
PH: 408 973 9955 

Dorrs 
UCD Bookstore 
University of California 

PH: 916 752 2944 

los Angeles 
A5UCLA Students Store 
PH: 310 206 0763 

Mount am View 
Printer's Inc. 
PH41S961 8500 

Pah Alto 

Printer's Inc. 
PH 415 327 6500 

Stanton! Bookstore 
PH 800 673 2348 

5orramento 
lower Books 
1600 Broadway 
PH 916 444 6688 

San Francisco 
Stacey's Professional 
Bookstore 
PH 800 926 6511 
EMAIL: staceysbkMaoi.com 

San luts Obispo 
Earthling Bookshop 
PH 805 543 7951 
FAX.805 543 8488 

Santa Barbara 
Chaucer's Bookstore 
PH 805 563 0010 

IX SB Bookstore 

The University of California 
Santa Barbara 
PH: 805 893 2082 

Sunnyvale 
Computer literacy 
Bookshops 
PH:408 730 9955 

COLORADO 
Boulder 
University Book Center 
CU Boulder 
PH:303 492 6411 
FAX: 303 492 0421 

“TC/OSBOfiNcb 
% 

Colorado Springs 
The Chinook Bookshop 
PH 719 635 1195 
FAX: 719-635 0792 

MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis 
University of MN East Bank 
Bookstore 

PH:612 625 3005 Denver 
BiblioTek 
PH: 303 534 3460 

FAX:612 625 1861 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
longmont Hanover 
United Techbook Col Dartmouth Bookstore 
PH: 303 651 3184 PH 800 624 8800 (outside 
FAX: 303 651 3405 NH) 

PH: 800 675- 3616 (in NH) 
CONNECTICUT 
jUma/ 1/iKnn /wtiv noven 

FAX.603 643 5170 

Yale Co Op NEW JERSEY 
PH 800 Ell YALE New Brunswick 
FAX: 203-7/2 J66S Rutgers University 

Bookstore 
FLORIDA 
Gainesville 

PH 908 246 8448 

Construction Bookstore NEW MEXICO 
PH 904 378 9784 Albuquerque 
FAX 904 378 2791 Page One, Inc. 

PH:505 294 2026 
GEORGIA 
Atlanta NEW YORK 
Oxford Bookstore Buffalo 
PH 404 262 3333 Village Green Bookstore 
FAX. 404 364 2729 PH: 716 884 1200 

FAX 716 884 3007 
HAWAII 
Honolulu 
University of Hawaii 

Huntington 
Books Revue 

Bookstores PH:516 271 1442 
PH: 808 956 4338 
FAX 808 956 4323 

FAX:516 271 5890 

New York City 
ILLINOIS Ben>amin Books 
Naperville PH:212 432 1103 
Books and Bytes 

PH: 708 416 0102 
FAX: 212-432-1104 

FAX: 708 416 0375 Coliseum Bookstore 
PH: 212 757 8103 

MARYLAND 
College Park 

FAX. 212 489 0925 

Maryland Book Exchange J&RComputer World 

PH: 301 927 2510 
FAX: 301 209 7118 

PH 212 732 8600 

McGraw Hill Bookstore 
Boston PH: 212 512 4100 
Chailesbank Bookshops 
PH 617 236 7442 

FAX: 212-512-4105 

FAX:617 236 7418 New York University 
Computer Store 

Burlington 
SoftPro Books 

PH: 212 998-4591 

PH 617 273-2919 Rochester 
FAX 617 273 2499 Campus Connections (RIT) 
EMAIL: books* 
softproeast.com 

PH: 716-475-2504 

Cambridge 
Quantum Books 
PH:617 494 5042 
FAX 617 577 7282 

Village Green Bookstore 

1954 West Ridge Road 

PH: 716-723-1600 

FAX: 716 723 1669 

EMAIL 

quanbookMworld.std.com Village Green Bookstore 
716 Monroe Avenue 

Newton Highlands PH: 716 461 5380 
New England Mobile FAX: 716 461 9333 
Bookfair 
PH:617 527 5817 Syracuse 
FAX'617 527 0113 Syracuse University 

Bookstore 
MICHIGAN PH: 315 443 1654 
Kalamazoo 

Western Mkhiaan 
University Bookstore 
Western Michigan 
University 
PH 616 3«7 3930 
FAX:616 387 3941 

OHIO 
Cleveland 
Business Outreach 
PH 216 348 1744 
FAX: 216 348 0375 

% 

Dayton 
Wilkie's Downtown 
PH 513 223-2541 
FAX: 513 223 2869 

Wilkie's Fairborn 
PH.513 429 1677 

Uma 
Readmore 
217llanders 
PH 419 225 5826 
FAX 419 225 5537 

Readmoee's Hallmark 
3330 W.EIm Street 
PH 419 225 5826 

Youngstown 
Youngstown State 
University Bookstore 
PH:216 742 3589 
FAX:216 742 3145 

OREGON 
Beaverton 
Powell's Bookstore at 
Cascade Plara 

PH: 503 643 3131 
FAX 503 641 1554 

lugene 
Book Mark 

PH 503 484 0512 
FAX 503 484 3130 

Portland 
Powefs Technkal Books 
PH: 503 228 3906 
FAX: 503 228 0505 

PENN5YLVANIA 
Doylestawn 
Village Green Bookstore 
PH:215 230 7610 
FAX:215 230 7615 

Erie 
The Erie Book Store 
PH 800 252 3354 
FAX:814 456 2702 

Bookstore of the Universe 
of Pennsylvania 

PH 715 898 4900 
FAX. 215 898 6997 

Pittsburgh 
Rook Center 
University of Pittsburgh 
PH:412 648 2321 
FAX. 412 648 1902 

Saanton 
Paperback Booksmrth 
PH: 717 346 9162 

RHOOE ISLAND 
Providence 
Brown Bookstore 
PH 401 863 3168 
FAX: 401 863 2233 

TEXAS 
Arlington 
Taylor's Technkal Books 
PH:817 548 TECH 

Austin 
University Co Op 
PH:512 476 7211 

Dallas 
Taylor's Technkal Books 

PH: 214 239 TECH 

Houston 
Brown Book Shop 
PH: 713652 3937 
FAX: 713 652 1914 

VIRGINIA 
Blacksburg 

University Bookstore, 

Virginia lech 

PH: 703 231 5991 

FAX: 703-231 3410 

Vienna 
Computer literacy 
Bookshops 
PH: 703 734 7771 
EMAIL 

salesMtc.cNwoks.com 

WASHINGTON 
Bellevue 
University Bookstore 

PH: 206 646 3300 
FAX: 206 646 3340 

PuHman 
Students Book Corporation 
PH: 509 332 2537 
FAX: 509 332 8239 

Seattle 
Tower Books 
PH 206 283 6333 
FAX 206 285 2188 

Facoma 
Tower Books 
PH: 206 473 3362 
FAX: 206 473 9141 

WISCONSIN 
Madison 
University Bookstore 

PH.608 257 3784 

FAX 608 257 9479 

Milwaukee 
University of Wisconsin 
Milwaukee 

PH 414 229 4201 
FAX 414 229 6194 



whin u Comes 

Datapro's On-Site IT Training will put you into the 21st century today 

In today's business environment, technology is changing so fast even your most talented peo¬ 

ple are hard-pressed to keep pace. Downsizing has got everyone busy doing two jobs—when 

they're not doing three. And the only thing tighter than time these days is your travel budget. 

Relax. Datapro's On-Site Training stretches your budget, not your employees. We bring the 

industry experts to you—where and when you need them. That means you can say goodbye to 

scheduling hassles and time wasted traveling to off-site classes. 

Benefit from customized training programs 

With Datapro's On-Site Training you can tailor your high-tech curriculum to suit your compa¬ 

ny's specific needs. Our skilled instructors will develop an individualized training program 

including state-of-the-art teaching aids and 

hands-on instruction. The bottom line: Data¬ 

pro's custom curriculum means you never have 

to pay for information your employees already 
know or won't really use. 

It's easy to understand why leading companies 

have been taking advantage of Datapro's On- 

Site Training for more than 23 years—among 

them AT&T, CODEX, EDS, IBM, McDonnell- 

Douglas, MCI, Prime Computer, Unisys, and US 

West. There's no better way to get the most from 

your training budget. 

For more information on Datapro's 
convenient, on-site training call 
Judi Rustin at 1-800-328-2776, ext. 
2896 or 2857. 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR TRAINING CURRICULUM 
FROM THESE COMPREHENSIVE COURSES 

• Advanced PC Troubleshooting 

• Client/Server Computing 

• Computer Telephony Integration (CTI) 

• Database Tools 

• The Internet 

• Object-Oriented Programming 

• PC-LAN and Data Security 

• Platform Development Skills 

• System Engineering 

• Unix Fundamentals 

• Visual BASIC 

DATAPRO 
Information Services 4X^ 
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Software REVIEWS 

The Penthouse Suite 
Microsoft Office 95 moves up to true 32-bit native code and delivers 

improved integration, full OLE 2 support, and binders 

f!ff— 
STAN MIASTKOWSKI 

Despile the hype surrounding 
Windows 95, the application 
software that people use daily 

remains the truest measure of the new op¬ 
erating system’s relevance. Not surpris¬ 
ing, Microsoft is first out of the gate with 
an upgraded suite of true 32-bit applica¬ 
tions tuned to the abilities of Windows 95. 

Office 95 is packed with new features, 
but it is the usability that sets this suite 
apart from competitors. Microsoft claims 
to have spent some I4,(XX) hours testing 
the new capabilities, observing a wide 
range of users, sending out specially in¬ 
strumented versions to selected users, log¬ 
ging support calls, and employing eon- 
textual inquiry—a technique based on 
social anthropology—to research how peo¬ 
ple work. The results show. 
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Office 95 is tightly tied 
to the Windows 95 envi¬ 
ronment; hut overall, it re¬ 
flects a natural evolution— 
not revolution—from the 
Office 4.3 suite for Win¬ 
dows 3.1. All Office 95 ap¬ 
plications—Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, Schedule*, 
and Access (in the Profes¬ 
sional version)—are 
true 32-bit native appli- S*arter replaces the old File Open. Office 95 presents 

cations developed using 
the Win32 API. This 

FtIxI 
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makes Office 95 compatible with both 
Windows 95 and Windows NT. The 
newest addition to the mix is the Office 
Binder, a format that lets you work with 
multiple documents and applications from 
within a single “binder” file. 

As developers know, “32-bit” doesn’t 

Inside Help 

Office 95’s natural-language help system employs Bayes’ Rule, an equation often 

used in artificial intelligence systems (including speech and pattern recognition, 

decision analysis, and expert systems) to infer probabilities. 

You start with known probabilities and causal relationships. For instance, let’s 

say someone has a headache and you want your system to diagnose the reason for 

the malady. The patient is a hopeless hypochondriac and thinks his headache indi¬ 

cates a brain tumor. You know some basic facts about these conditions. For in¬ 

stance, the probability that a person with a brain tumor will have a headache is 

90 percent, or in proper notation: >( headache | bra in tumor) .9 
You also know the random probability of a person having 

a headache (let’s say 10 percent) and of a person having a 

brain tumor (one in 1000). From these two unconditional 

probabilities and the causal relationship, Bayes’ formula 

derives an unknown probability; in this case, the probability 
of a person with a headache having a brain turnon 

P(brain tumor|headache) - (P(headache|brain 
Lumor)*P(brain tumor))/P(headache). or 

P(brain tumor|headache) - (.9*.001)/.1-.009 

Using Bayes’ formula, we now know that nine out of every 

1000 people afflicted with a headache actually have a brain 

Cmtmtt | Mm | frd 

l Type your rcqwii. and then ekek Scwch 
IWimlwUcnfttM'l 

2. Select a topic, and then click I)i»play. 
HEi- 

Cwai.iMai 

tumor. More to the point, we have derived an unknown probability from two known 

independent probabilities and a causal relationship (or joint probability). 

Bayesian updating lets us add new information dynamically (one piece at a time) 

until we reach an acceptable level of certainty. The system can then determine if 

new information is needed or if a reasonable decision can be made with the cur¬ 
rent information. 

J I 

guarantee better performance, but Mi¬ 
crosoft claims it has wrung out some real 
improvements by taking advantage of the 
new environment. The company has op¬ 
timized the most-lrequently used code in 
Office into small segments. A prime ex¬ 
ample is the Excel recalculation engine, 
completely rewritten in 32-bit assembler. 
Common operations go faster and memo¬ 
ry is handled more efficiently. In addition, 
Olllce 95 can detect a Pentium and take 
advantage of its separate instruction and 
data pipelines, boosting performance. 

Tasks and Threads 

Performance is a balance of many tech¬ 
niques, including the efficient use of mul¬ 
titasking, multithreading, and shared code. 
True preemptive multitasking is perhaps 
the greatest enhancement to Windows 95. 

Multitasking multiple Office appli¬ 
cations is clearly faster and more sta¬ 
ble under Windows 95. Office 95 
also takes advantage of multi¬ 
threading, essentially allowing you to 
execute multiple commands at the 
same time within a single applica¬ 
tion. Threads are used in the Pow¬ 
erPoint Slide Sorter, for background 
printing in Word and PowerPoint, 
and in Access queries. However, Ex- 

_I cel recalculation docs not use 
threads; instead, the optimized 32-bit recalc 
engine is called as a separate task. 

Shared code allows Office applications 
to look and work alike. Office indexing 
works across all document types, and the 
spelling checker is common to all the suite 
applications. Shared DLLs are prevalent; 
for example, there’s a single container 
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(MSOFC95.DLL) for shared dialog boxes. 
The Office Binder represents a culmination 
of a shared environment. You can store 
multiple documents—including Word 
files. Excel spreadsheets, and files from 
any other Office 95-compatible applica¬ 
tion—within a single hinder. Clicking on 

any document in the hinder 
exposes the menu structure from the cre¬ 
ating application. 

Developers, Grab an Object 
Office 95 has become a serious develop¬ 
ment tool. The entire suite is essentially a 
group of objects tied together with OLE 
2. Users and developers have access to 
more than 300 of these objects through 
Visual BASIC for Applications (VBA), a 
full-bore programming language incorpo¬ 
rated within Excel and Access. (Word still 
includes the WordBASIC development 
language.) Using VBA from either of these 
programs, you can put together custom 
software that employs available objects 
from any Office application. For example, 
your VBA-developed application can 
make use of the Access Report Object or 
the Excel Chart Object. The Bank of New¬ 
port (Rhode Island) used VBA and Ac¬ 
cess's Open Database Connectivity 
(ODBC) abilities in the Jet Database En¬ 
gine (another object) to create an Office 
95 front end for tellers to access the bank's 
mainframe computers. 

For more-involved projects, especially 
for third party developers who want to cre¬ 
ate products that both look like and work 
like Office 95, it’s worthwhile to join Mi¬ 
crosoft's Office Compatible program (for 

Microsoft Offico for Windows 95 

Standard Edition.$249 

Professional Edition 

(including Access 95).$349 

Microsoft Corp. 

Redmond. WA 

(800) 426 9400 

(206) 882 8080 

fax: (206) 63^6100 

http://www.microsoft.com 

Circle 1103 on Inquiry Card. 

information, phone (8(H)) 765-7768 or send 
E-mail to offcomp@microsoft.com). 

Office Intelligence 
The idea behind Microsoft's Intel I i Sense 
technology is to streamline tasks by com¬ 
pleting them automatically or making sug¬ 
gestions interactively. In Office 95, Intel- 
liSense takes advantage of multitasking, 
multithreading, and shared code. For ex¬ 
ample, AutoCorrect, the automatic spelling 
checker in Word that now works across 
applications, continually checks your 
spelling as you type. You can immediate¬ 
ly right-click on the word to get spelling 
suggestions or you can keep on typing. In 
any case, the final check will be much 
faster since the dictionary kx>k-ups have al¬ 
ready been done. 

AutoForniat automatically generates 
bulleted lists and horizontal borders from 
common entries (for example, making a 
border from multiple dashed lines). Start 
typing an entry in an Excel 7.0 worksheet 
and AutoComplete finishes the entry for 
you, based on existing cell entries. Auto- 
Calculate lets you quickly sum a few cells 
by simply highlighting them. 

The automatic features of Office 95 can 
sometimes appear uncanny. If you've ac¬ 
cidentally hit your Caps lxx:k key and type 
something like “tHIS" to lead off a 
sentence, AutoCorrect not only 
changes it to “This," it turns off 
Caps Lock. If you find some of the 
automatic features annoying, you 
can shut them off. And because Of¬ 
fice uses Windows 95 registry files 
instead of INI files, different users 
of a PC can each have their own 
customized Office settings. 

stratc how to 
insert columns 
in your Excel 
worksheet, the 
system shows 
movement of 
screens instead 
of a series of 
static images. 
This approach 
makes it much 
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easier to learn new tasks. 

technology at the heart 

of Office 95 allows a 

new document type 

called a binder. Binders 

are single documents 

that can contain files 

from different Office 

applications or from 

certified Office- 

compatible applications 

Big Space Required 
Office 95 is large. Very 
large. A full installation 
of the standard package (sans Access) re¬ 
quires 89 MB of hard disk space; a typical 
installation takes 55 MB; a compact in¬ 
stallation, 28 MB. And it's hungry, too; 8 
MB of RAM is a minimum, and that will 
allow you to run only two applications 
concurrently. You'll need 16 MB for de¬ 
cent performance. You'll also want to have 
a 486/50 or faster processor. 

Easy Upgrade 
In corporate environments, the question 
of upgrading from Windows 3.x to Win¬ 
dows 95 is a thorny one, but doing the ac¬ 
tual upgrade to Office 95 isn't as much 

Shared Office 95 OLE Server Components 

Data Map 

Imager 

Analyzes data geographically 

Imports and edits images; provides 
TWAIN scanner support 

Query Accesses data from worksheets or 
databases 

Graphing Tool 

ClipArt Gallery 

Creates, edits, and manipulates graphs I 

Provides location for viewing the 1000+ 

Help on the Way 
When using Office 4.3, we often 
found ourselves hunting, some¬ 
times futilely, through longs lists 
of help topics. The Answer Wizard is the 
solution, and it works surprisingly well 
across Office 95 applications. The Answer 
Wizard lets you type in a plain-text 
query—like “How do I print this side¬ 
ways?"—and up pops a list of related top¬ 
ics. It's not foolproof, but it’s pretty ac¬ 
curate. Answer Wizard uses decision 
theory—Bayes' Rule specifically—to 
parse your query and connect it to help 
topics by creating a stack of rules based 
on probability. 

Once you’ve beckoned Answer Wizard 
to locate the topic you want to explore, 
the help system uses innovative ways to 
explain concepts. For example, to demon- 

included images 

Word Art 
Equation Editor 

Creates special effects with text 
Works with mathematical elements 

of a problem. File formats for Word 7.0 
and Excel 7.0 are identical to earlier ver¬ 
sions. PowerPoint has a new format, but 
the program comes with an import utility 
for files created with earlier versions. And 
the cutting-edge help technology will re¬ 
duce—if not virtually eliminate—train¬ 
ing costs. 

The bottom line is that Office 95 pays 
for itself in increased productivity. ■ 

Stan Miastkowski is a BYTE consulting edi¬ 

tor. lie's coauthor of the Windows for Work¬ 
groups Bible (Addison-Wesley, 1993), You 

can reach him on the Internet by sending E- 

mail to stantn<&bix.com. 
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Access 95 Advances Database Design 
Microsoft Access for Windows 95 replicates desktop databases and 

adds nifty productivity tools tor users and developers 

RICK DOBSON 

The new version of Access from 
Microsoft isn’t just a repackaging 
job with the Windows 95 l<x>k and 

feel. The program’s replication technolo¬ 
gy advances the state of desktop databas¬ 
es by managing multiple remote copies of 
a database. Alter working extensively with 
a late beta version, we can say Access’s 
replication is easy to apply, and it’s also 
highly programmable. Access can even 
replicate database objects, such as mod¬ 
ules and forms, which you can't do with 
most high-end database products. 

Access 95, along with Lotus Notes and 
Oracle, is leading the charge for database 
replication. The upcoming Notes 4.0 will 
offer more granular, field-level replica¬ 
tion—as compared to Access’s row-level 
replication. Personal Oracle 7 for Win¬ 
dows 95 provides a more complex set of 
replication rules that scale up to the parent 
Oracle database manager. Access doesn’t 
yet have the equivalent for its enterprise 
counterpart, Microsoft SQL Server. (The 
Technology Focus on page 182 explains 
Access 95 replication in greater depth.) 

Developers will benefit from other en¬ 
hancements, including Access 95's ability 
to be an OLH Automation Server, a switch 
from Access Basic to Visual Basic for Ap¬ 
plications (VBA), and some new “wiz¬ 
ards." Among other things, the wizards 
build databases automatically; allow de¬ 
velopers to view ASCII data during im¬ 
port; convert data tables from flat, legacy 
designs to relational ones; and simplify 
getting security settings right. 

To get all these new features, though, 
you have to switch to Win 95. Access 95 
won’t run on Windows 3.1. 

Wizards of Productivity 

Access 95 introduces wizards that speed up 
application development. The most im¬ 
portant ones handle database design and 
use of legacy tables. 

A new Database Wizard offers about 
20 preset designs for operations ranging 
from contact managing, asset tracking, and 
ledger keeping to maintaining lists of wine 
and music collections. Bach design in- 
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The new Table Analyzer Wizard converts 
flat-file databases to relational. Shown 
here are the database container and 

Relationships window after 
the Table Analyzer has 

created a relational design. 

The original flat table, named 
Addresses, has been renamed 

Addresses OLD, and two new 
relational tables have been 
built. The wizard also creates 

a new query (not shown) that 
ties the two relational tables 
together to reproduce the 
records in Addresses. 

eludes tables, forms, reports, and event 
procedures. The preset applications in¬ 
clude sample data sets and custom forms 
and reports for viewing data. 

IXvelopers can use these designs to ex¬ 
pedite the early steps in building custom 
applications. But for those who prefer 
working without design templates. Access 
95 oilers the Performance Wizard, which 
reviews database objects to suggest im¬ 
provements. Access can then carry out 
some of the recommended actions, such 
as indexing a field, modifying the code in 
a module, or converting a macro to Visu¬ 
al Basic for Applications. 

Two wizards dramatically improve pro¬ 
cessing legacy tables. A new Import Wiz¬ 
ard readily converts ASCII and spread¬ 
sheet tables to database tables. We liked 
being able to view data while scrolling 
through the screens in which you decide 
how to import the table fields. The wiz¬ 
ard lets you set indexes, specify data types, 
and decline to import fields. 

The Table Analyzer converts any Hat- 
file table into a set of relational tables (see 
the screen above). The user can now pro¬ 
cess a query that has the same name as the 
original table; the difference is that the 
new query is tied to a new, relational set of 

tables. In addition to improving 
the basic database design, the 
Table Analyzer creates lookup 
lists for quickly adding records 
or editing fields. 

Access 95 replaces Access 
Basic with Visual Basic for Ap¬ 
plications. furthering Microsoft's 
goal of a common scripting lan¬ 
guage that works in every Office 

application and in Visual Basic. Besides 
improving Access’s interoperability, the 
change in language brings improvements 
in programming, setting start-up options, 
and debugging. 

Form and report modules now serve as 
class modules, thanks to VBA (in Access, 
a module is a container for one or more 
procedures). Developers can construct 
methods and properties for custom classes 
with these modules. Sub functions define 
custom methods, and new Property Let, 
Get, and Set statements let you set and 
read custom properties. The reserved word 
New lets you create instances of custom 
classes. Still, as desirable as the class mod¬ 
ules are, many Access developers will long 
for the full class-construct functions that 
Microsoft built into Visual FoxPro. 

A new Startup Dialog lets programmers 
control an application’s start-up sequence. 
The same dialog also permits disabling of 
shortcut menus. You can impose security 
restrictions that prohibit users from mod¬ 
ifying these settings. 

The nK)ve to VBA also results in an eas- 
ier-to-understand module window that has 
enhanced debugging features. Access 95 
dramatically improves the readability of 
modules by using continuation lines and 
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Replicating Access Databases 

Access 95 lets you drag an entire database to the Windows 95 Briefcase, cre¬ 

ating a replica that can be moved to a floppy or a laptop for use at a remote site. 

This makes it necessary to ensure that changes made by remote users of repli¬ 

ca databases are reflected in 

Access 95 has three important security 
enhancements. First, it grants permission to 
replicate a database. Second, it lets you 
set a password for a database. Third, it 
grants access to the startup properties of a 

database. 

Precision Copy Machine 

Replica 1 

i 
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the original database. Access 

95 solves this problem with 

data replication: the ability to 

coordinate changes in two or 

more copies of a database. 

Access replication is deferred 

and asynchronous, which 

means a database copy may be 

changed at any time without 

coordination. To avoid data¬ 

base copies getting out of sync 

between replication cycles, 

higher-end products like Mi¬ 

crosoft SQL Server 6 and Ora¬ 

cle use synchronous replica¬ 

tion, which requires constant 

communication between data¬ 

base copies, restrictions on 

which copies of a database may 

be changed, or both. Access's 

lack of such restrictions makes 

conflicts possible among its co¬ 

equal databases. 

Access replication happens at the row level; Oracle and the upcoming Lotus 

Notes 4 are more granular, with field-level replication. When changes are made 

to a single field, Access copies the entire row containing the field to the other 

replica's equivalent row, erasing any data that was there. Replicating only the 

changed records is more economical than managing multiple copies of the en¬ 

tire database. 

Managing replication adds substantial overhead. Each table that is a replicated 

object has at least three new fields added to it (Memo and OLE object fields re¬ 

quire still more fields to track their update status). In addition, the database gets 

at least three new tables and a fourth category of tables to track update conflicts, 

which occur if two replicas change the same record after it has been updated. 

Replica 2 

Changed field 

Access 95 uses a row-level replication scheme to coordinate changes 
in copies of a database. Changes may occur in both directions. 

color coding to distinguish comment lines 
and keywords from code. The basic Im¬ 
mediate Window is also better, with a new 
Watch pane for tracking the value of key 
expressions as a procedure runs. You can 
specify how an application responds when 
it reevaluates a watch expression, telling it 
to either show the value or stop. 

Security Access 

Access 95 simplifies security. A new 
workgroup information file—its format is 
not compatible with Access I .x and 2.0— 
offers control of new fea¬ 
tures, such as who can 
create replicas or set the 
Startup dialog controls. 
However, these and other 
improvements come at the 
expense of file-level back¬ 

ward compatibility. 
In addition to the traditional user-level 

security in previous versions. Access 95 
introduces database password security. 
This is very appropriate for departments 
where anytxxly in a workgroup has total 
access to a database but those outside the 
department have none. Database password 
security is similar to the share-level secu¬ 
rity in Windows for Workgroups. 

A Security Wizard, available from the 
Tends menu on the database menu bar, au¬ 
tomates the process of setting basic user- 

level security. It re¬ 
duces the chance that 
developers will leave 
routes to database ob¬ 
jects open to users 
who are not supposed 
to access them. 

Accobs for Windows 95 
Microsoft Corp. 
Redmond. WA 
(800) 426 9400 
(206) 882 8080 
http://www.microsoft.com 
Clrclo 1052 on Inquiry Card. 
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Now Serving OLE 

Two of Access 95\s most 
significant improvements 
are new OLE Automation 
features and better menu- 
ing capabilities. As an 
OLE Automation Con¬ 
troller, Access 2 could 
readily tap the exposed 
functionality in other ap¬ 
plications, such as Excel 
and Word. Access 95 
builds on this by making 
itself available as an OLE 
Automation Server. Now, 
any program that can he an 
OLE Automation Con¬ 
troller, such as Visual Ba¬ 

sic, Visual C++, Excel, and Project, can 
launch Access and manipulate its objects. 

Developers will like the expanded cus¬ 
tom menuing that they'll be able to incor¬ 
porate into the applications they build. 
Adding shortcut menus is no more com¬ 
plicated than invoking the familiar Menu 
Builder. You then use the new SetMenu- 
Item action in either macros or pnx'cdures 
to make custom menu items appear gray or 
deselected. 

No-Brainer Upgrade? 

Access 95\s interoperability with the nest of 
Microsoft Office makes the upgrade de¬ 
cision almost automatic for organizations 
that will standardize on Office 95. This is 
even more true in companies that need 
database replication for mobile workers. 

Companies that haven't made the move 
to Windows 95—but that have a substan¬ 
tial need for data replication among their 
mobile workers—have a more difficult de¬ 
cision. Should they adopt Windows 95 in 
order to get the advantages of Access 95? 

If you are a Windows shop that has no 
existing replication solution, you should 
adopt Windows 95 and reap the replica¬ 
tion benefits of Access 95. But if you cur¬ 
rently use Oracle or Sybase replication 
servers, then stick with the solution that 
works for you now. ■ 

Kick Dobson is president of CAB. a consul¬ 

tancy specializing in database development 

and Windows 95. You can reach him at 

Kick Dobson <£> msn. com. 
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Symantec C++ Differences 
Smart distributed compiling and Windows-compliant tools make 

Symantec C++ 7.2 an enticing alternative for serious developers 

The new Integrated Development and Debugging Environment (IDDE) offers 

tabbed access to several levels while cramming information onto each screen. 

RAYMOND GA COTE 

Symantec has shaken itself awake 
with the release of Symantec 
C++ 7 for Windows. This new 

version is a graphically pleasing environ¬ 
ment that offers fast compile times and a 
slew of features that ensure compatibility 
with key Windows standards. 

Symantec C++ has always been the 
“other" Windows-based C++ compiler be¬ 
hind Microsoft's and Borland's market 
dominators. On the Macintosh, it went 
from being the leader to losing hordes of 
customers to Metrowerks’ CodeWarrior, a 
fall that was due partly to Symantec's lack 
of PowerPC support hut more to a feeling 
that the company wasn't listening to its 
customers. With this new C++, plus a 
PowerPC upgrade (sec “What's New for 
the Macintosh'' below), Symantec is again 
a contender. 

Comfortable Environment 

A good way to try out a new compiler is to 
import code already written in another com¬ 
piler, hut the conversion process can really 
he a pain. It's easy with the new Symantec 
C++, as we found out when we tested both 
the pre-Windows 95 version 7.0 and the 7.2 
update, which includes final Win 95 code. 
The package provides a Microsoft-com- 

What’s New for the Macintosh 

The latest version of Symantec’s C++ for 

the Macintosh environment adds PowerPC 

support for Apple’s Power Mac computers. 

Release 8 ($399) is a PowerPC-native ver¬ 

sion of the latest 68K version of Symantec’s 

Macintosh C++ compiler (release 7, which 

is included on the CD-ROM). The new inte¬ 

grated development environment and com¬ 

piler require a PowerPC, so you can’t build 

new applications on older S8K-based sys¬ 

tems. However, the latest version of Visual 

Architect (an application generator) and the 

resource editors run on either 68K or 

PowerPC platforms. 

Although Symantec provides development 
tools for both Windows and the Macintosh, 

it makes no pretense of supporting true 

cross-platform development. The two prod¬ 

ucts separately follow their own life cycles. 

putihie version of 
Nmakc, as well as a 
Resource Editor that 
is compatible with the 
Microsoft Foundation 
Classes (or MFC). 
There's also code for 
MFC 2.5 and MFC 
3.0. The debugging 
output from Syman¬ 
tec's compilers and 
linkers is fully com¬ 
patible with Microsoft 
formats, which lets 
you continue to use 
your favorite debug¬ 
ging software, such 
as CodeView from 
Microsoft or Bounds- 
Checker from Nu- 
Mega. Moving your 
files manually into the Integrated Develop¬ 
ment and Debugging Environment (IDDE) 
does take some work, but we were able to 
move 100 project files in about 10 minutes. 

Once you've looked, will you stay? Per¬ 
haps. Symantec’s IDDE does a nice job 
of using the tab metaphor to pack lots of 
information on the screen. By selecting 
individual tabs, you move among several 
different workspaces: editor, browser, and 
debugger (see the screen above). 

The IDDE has all the tools you expect 
from an up-to-date environment. You can 
configure the integrated editor for Win- 
dows-style control keys and for the stan¬ 
dard Brief and Epsilon editors. A built-in 
version of Basic provides macro process¬ 
ing. The Resource Editor is quick, easy to 
use, and can exchange resource files with 
a Visual C++ project. Executables arc 
linked using a new 32-hit multithreaded 
version of Optlink 6.0 that is lightning fast. 
A new link option compresses the code 
within the executable, which, according 
to Symantec, results in faster load times. 
This option may be helpful on slower ma¬ 
chines, but we saw no improvement on a 
66-MHz 486 running Windows 95. 

Various compiler options and settings 
let you build applications for DOS, ex¬ 
tended DOS, Windows 3.1, Win32s, Win¬ 
dows NT, and Windows 95. The package 
also supports Visual Basic extensions. 

DLLs, static libraries, and OLE custom 
controls (OCXcs). 

Behind all these programming tools is 
the integrated Multiscope 3.0 Debugger 
(one of the tabbed workspaces). On Pen¬ 
tium machines, this new version of Multi¬ 
scope provides multithreaded debugging 
and hardware watchpoints under Windows 
NT and Windows 95. 

The one item delightfully missing from 
Symantec C++ 7.0 is yet another frame¬ 
work. What a relief. The company is in¬ 
stead focused on fully supporting MFC 
2.5 (the 16-bit version) and MFC 3.0 (the 
32-bit version). 

Agents, Not Wizards 

Where Microsoft uses Wizards to help you 
through tasks, Symantec delivers Express 
Agents. C++ 7 provides four types of these 
helpers. The ProjectExpress agent sets up 
an initial project file and environment con¬ 
figurations for anything from DOS to Win¬ 
dows 95 as well as libraries. There's also 
an option for a simple command line-style 
interface under Windows. 

Once you've established your project 
directories and settings, the ProjectExpress 
agent can invoke AppExpress, which gen¬ 
erates a skeleton application. You simply 
tell the AppExpress agent if your applica¬ 
tion requires a simple form or a multiple- 
document interface. Perhaps it is an OLE 
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Distributed Compiling Speeds Development 

Recompiling (building) hundreds of source files total¬ 

ing, say, 5 MB, can take a dozen hours. It’s a produc¬ 

tivity killer that programmers perform as infrequently 

as possible. Reducing this compile time could let de¬ 

velopers see the results of their changes daily instead 

of weekly. 

The new NetBuild feature in Symantec C++ 7 lets 

you distribute compilation chores across the network 

to computers that are less busy than yours. Compiles 

formerly done serially on one machine are now hap¬ 

pening in parallel on several machines. This poten¬ 

tially speeds up some compiles by a minimum of 100 

percent (assuming you’re using at least five 90-MHz 

Pentium PCs). 

Before starting NetBuild, you must go to each can¬ 

didate machine on the network and install a small 

control program. Whenever you run NetBuild, the ad¬ 

ministrative routine on your local PC checks the de¬ 

pendencies of your project file to determine which 

source files need to be compiled. Then, the first file is 

fed to the local compiler. The administrator looks for 

any machines that are free. When it finds one, it 

passes the remote machine the full path of the file to 

be compiled. The remote machine then logs on to 

your local ma¬ 

chine, mounts 

one of its drives 

for accessing the 

particular file, 

and begins the 

compilation. 

You can be 

even more effi¬ 

cient on large projects by designat¬ 

ing one computer to be a build 

server. This server would contain 

precompiled headers (the Windows system files and 

other commonly accessed housekeeping code) that 

otherwise would be compiled for each source file. 

NetBuild won’t always be faster than a single-ma¬ 

chine build. On projects of roughly 25 or fewer 

source files, you’re just as well off going the tradi¬ 

tional route, Symantec says. 

NetBuild does little to analyze the resources on 

each networked computer. It can, however, redis¬ 

tribute work on the fly if a node goes down. Syman¬ 

tec plans to add intelligent scheduling and resource 

“sniffing” in later versions. 

NetBuild 

distributes source 

files to other 

machines for 

faster, parallel 

Control. After you have made all your se- 
leetions, you can preview a live version 
of the application, then go back and ad¬ 
just your agent's parameters until the ap¬ 
plication has the right feel. AppExpress 
finishes by generating the initial source 
code along with a basic help file. 

Anyone who works with the Microsoft 
Foundation Classes knows the hassles in¬ 
volved in starting a new project. It's not so 
much the number of classes you have to 
write—it’s all the typing. The ClassEx- 
press agent helps cut down the amount of 
labor by letting you de¬ 
fine new classes for vi¬ 
sual elements and map 
them to Windows mes¬ 
sages. Even so. we're 
still waiting for a tool 
that will let us look at 
individual screens from 
the final program and double-click on 
screen elements to see the coding struc¬ 
ture behind them—a Visual Basie design¬ 
er for C++. 

Our favorite Symantec agent is VBX- 
Express, which builds C++ wrappers 
around Visual Basic extensions. VBXEx- 
press extracts the extensions' properties 

directly from the VBX. so there is nothing 
to configure manually. You only have to 
name a new class for the VBX, as well as 
the header and source file, and press Gen¬ 
erate. Presto! You can now talk with the 
VBX using familiar C++ syntax. We were 
able to use one of the Visual Basie grid 
extensions in about 15 minutes the first 
time we tried it. 

Browsing the Source 
No C++ developer environment is com¬ 
plete without a class browser. Symantec 

provides a typical 
Smalltalk-stylc brows¬ 
er for viewing and 
editing source code. A 
project database main¬ 
tains class declaration 
and usage locations for 
quick retrieval. A 

background parser that scans source files 
whenever they change keeps this central 
database up to date. You continue working 
while the parsing occurs. We had to wait a 
minute or two the first time we opened a 
large new project while all the files were 
parsed and the database was updated. 
However, after the initial pass, we noticed 

only a slight slowdown while parsing in¬ 
dividual files. This is a simple yet sophis¬ 
ticated way to ensure your browser is al¬ 
ways up to dale. 

A Contender Again 

The maxim that whatever doesn't kill you 
makes you stronger applies to Symantec, 
which has a strong new product in C++ 7. 
The company still has much work to do 
to convince disgruntled developers that 
they’ll get the support they need. But tech¬ 
nologically, Symantec C++ 7 is a serious 
competitor to the Borland, Microsoft, and 
Watcom products. Windows developers 
will like the tightly integrated develop¬ 
ment environment and special tcx>ls such as 
the VBXExpress agent. Macintosh devel¬ 
opers will sigh with relief that they can fi¬ 
nally move their existing applications 
based on the Think Class Library to the 
PowerPC platform. ■ 

Raymond CiA Cote is a BYTE consulting ed¬ 

itor and vice president of product develop¬ 

ment for Appropriate Solutions, a software 

company based in Peterborough. New 

Hampshire. You can reach him on the Inter¬ 

net at rgacote@apsol.com. 

Symantec C++ 7.2.$399 
Symantec Corp. 
Cupertino. CA 
(800) 441 7234 
(503) 4658470 
fax: (503) 334 7400 
http://www.symantec.com 
Circle 1050 on Inquiry Card. 
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Software REVIEWS 

Systems Design in ObjecTime 

mike bienvenu 

II you use* a C ASH tool to design and 
develop large-scale software projects, 
you should consider a move to Ob¬ 

jecTime. With it. you can create and edit an 
object-oriented system from the top down 
and then run the design in an interactive 
environment with lull monitoring and de¬ 
bugging capabilities. Good programmers 
who understand ObjecTime arc able to 
work three or four times faster than they 
could in any similar environment, such as 
Rumbaugh/OMT (Object Modeling Tech¬ 
nique). 

ObjecTime generates complete, com¬ 
pilable C++ code directly from the design 
diagrams. You can compile this code with 
ObjecTime run-time libraries to create ap¬ 
plications that will run independently of 
the ObjecTime tool. As a result, you can 
build commercial applications within the 
ObjecTime environment that your cus¬ 
tomers can execute without their having 
lo buy the complete ObjecTime tool. The 
Objec I ime microRTS (run-time system) 
d(H?s become part of your application in 
this case, however. It costs about $2(X) per 
copy. 

ObjecTime is not cheap. Licenses are 
granted on either a fixed-node (runs on 
only one workstation) or a floating-node 
(runs on any workstation on the network 
but on only one seat at a time) basis. They 
cost on the order of $2(),(XX) to $25.(XX) 
per seat. 

Objects in an ObjecTime system under 
construction can access existing libraries of 
other code (which does not have to be 
C++). Consequently, you can create an 
object-oriented framework for existing 
code that isn't object-oriented, and your 
migration to an object-oriented develop¬ 
ment environment can occur gradually, as 
time and resources allow. 

ObjecTime is based on the real-time 
object-oriented modeling (ROOM) meth¬ 
odology (see the Technology Focus on 
page 190), which was developed by engi¬ 
neers on a network-switching project at 
Bell-Northern Research in 1986. The tcx>l 
became commercially available in 1992 
with the formation of the company called 
ObjecTime. ObjecTime runs on Unix plat¬ 

forms, including 
the IBM RS/6(XM) 
and workstations 
from Sun Micro¬ 
systems and Hew¬ 
lett-Packard. 

The Whole 
Ball of Wax 

One of the great 
failures of design 
methodologies in 
general (not just 
object-oriented) is 
that there has rarely 
been any direct 
translation from the 
design methodol¬ 
ogy to the code. 
Many, if not most, 
of the design errors 
in projects occur 
because the design 

was ambiguous or not properly translated 
into the software architecture and eventual 
code. 

ObjecTime eliminates these translation 
steps by creating a methodology and a Ux>l 
that let a team seamlessly move from high- 
level design all the way down to code, with 
n° translation steps. High-level systems 
architects and designers use the tool at the 
abstract level, defining sequences of op¬ 
erations between the major parts of the 
system or software under construction. 
I he more-detailed portions can then be 
added in the same tool, in the same meth¬ 
odology. Everyone sees the same dia¬ 
grams, and problems can easily be traced 
to either ccxling errors or design errors. 

In addition, ObjecTime is one of the 
cleanest, best-designed tools we've seen 
in the C ASE market. The company pro¬ 
vides excellent 24-hour technical support. 
Also, the tcx)l is designed so that, if you 
manage to crash it (not an easy feat), it 
generates an exception file as it's crash¬ 
ing and automatically sends that file back 
to ObjecTime technical support. 

SEESSiSSZr*- independent, communicating 

states (rounded rectang.es, and the possib,. 

ObjecTime at Work 

Working in the ObjecTime environment 
consists primarily of creating and editing 
actor, protocol, and data classes (explained 

in the Technology Focus), the sum total 
of which forms the design of your system 
or application. Actors are tied together 
with bindings that represent a connection 
over which a certain set of messages can be 
exchanged (i.e., a protocol). Once you’ve 
defined your system's structure and be¬ 
havior, you execute and debug your de¬ 
sign in ObjecTime’s RTS. 

The RTS incorporates numerous de¬ 
bugging features, including actor state 
monitoring, variable inspection, and mes¬ 
sage tracing and injection. Message tracing 
lets you follow the flow of messages into 
and out of an actor's ports; injection lets 
you “insert” a message on the fly and ob¬ 
serve the system's behavior. Additionally, 
as the RTS executes, you can watch tran¬ 
sitions “fire” (as an actor’s internal con¬ 
dition moves from one state to another)— 
they turn bold momentarily, thus providing 
a valuable quick check on the execution 
process. 

Extensive drag-and-drop programming, 
along with built-in automated error check¬ 
ing, makes for fast and error-free design. 
ObjecTime will not let you drop things in 
the wrong places. Furthermore, the sys¬ 
tem s drag-and-drop features minimize ty¬ 
pographical errors. 

Because ObjecTime can communicate 
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REVIEWS Systems Design in ObjecTime 

with other Unix processes via messages 
over a standard TCP/IP socket, a separate 
GUI process can talk to your ObjecTime 
application. We used both UIM/X and 
XVT GUIs successfully in this fashion. 

Finally, ObjecTime models can incor¬ 
porate legacy code. We used this capabil¬ 
ity extensively in a project that depended 
on a large amount of legacy FORTRAN 
code. It enabled us to create an initial 
working system that used ObjecTime as 
the overarching event handler and simu¬ 
lation executive. This gave us time to ad¬ 
dress the replacement of individual legacy 
portions with updated code at our leisure. 

For Example 
We used ObjecTime as the design tool and 
final development environment for a traf¬ 
fic management test-bed design project. 
The traffic management modeled the over¬ 
all traffic loads on a network of surface 
streets and freeways as demand (i.e., rush 

All the World’s an Actor 

Real-time object-oriented modeling 

(ROOM) handles objects as either actors 

or data classes. When developing in 

ROOM, you usually turn larger objects— 

such as systems and processes—into 

actors. Passive objects that either ma¬ 

nipulate or encapsulate data become 

data classes. Both actors and data 

classes have methods and support full 

inheritance, with optional overrides and 

exclusions. 

You can think of an actor as the fun¬ 

damental execution unit within ROOM. 

An actor is an object that encapsulates 

data (in this case, state variables) as 

well as actions (or what the ROOM 

methodology refers to as the actor’s be¬ 

havior). To put it simply, actors do 

things. 

Actors communicate with their envi¬ 

ronment via ports. (You might find it 

helpful to think of an actor’s ports as be¬ 

ing analogous to the I/O ports on your 

computer.) A port is an interface into the 

actor through which messages pass. It’s 

the medium of communication among 

actors. A message is com|M>sed of an 

identifier (i.e., this is a SetThennostat 

message), as well as message data (i.e., 

what temperature to set the thermostat 

hours) and/or road con¬ 
ditions (i.e., accidents) 
changed. 

This project had an in¬ 
teresting collection of re¬ 
quirements that Objec¬ 
Time easily addressed: the 
reuse of legacy FORTRAN 
code, software and hardware in the loop 
capabilities (meaning that other hardware 
or software systems could be incorporated 
into the system for testing under real-world 
conditions), and a distributed-processing 
hardware suite. In addition, we had to have 
a GUI process running on a PC, while the 
major test-bed processes ran on Unix plat¬ 
forms. This project used both the design 
and code-generation features of Objec¬ 
Time. 

Pitfalls 
Based on our work with ObjecTime. we’ve 
noticed several potential pitfalls. First is 

to). The valid message types that are 

able to move through a port define a 

protocol. 

Another important feature of ROOM’S 

actors is that they can be nested; a sin¬ 

gle large actor that performs various 

jobs can actually be a container of multi¬ 

ple smaller actors. The internal actors 

are bound to one another by their ports. 

Ultimately, some of the internal actors’ 

ports are exposed to the outside world, 

where they appear as the ports of the 

container actor. 

In a ROOM-IkisoH system, an application consists 

of communicating actors. The entire application is 

therefore treated as an actor that contains other 

actors. Actors communicate via bound ports— 

shown as solid lines connecting the representative 

boxes. Notice that, in the ObjecTime run-time 

system, bindings flash to show the exchange of a 

message l>etwcen actors. 

the “runaway program¬ 
mer" effect. Programmers 
find themselves making 
progress at a much faster 
rate than they're used to, 
with the immediate feed¬ 
back of seeing their de¬ 
signs execute. Hie upshot: 

Programmers become so entranced with 
getting ObjecTime to do neat things that 
they lose sight of what the project needs. If 
good programmers work three or four 
times faster in ObjecTime. they can also di¬ 
verge that much faster if they are not prop¬ 
erly managed. 

Second, some projects can stress the 
message-passing capability of Objec¬ 
Time \s interactive environment. For the 
most part, this occurs when an actor has a 
large replication factor (i.e., many in¬ 
stances of the same class) and those in¬ 
stances all send messages at the same time. 
We have noticed a slowdown in the mes¬ 

sage exchanges between other actors 
in different parts of the model when 
this occurs. 

Finally, ObjecTime's screens, while 
perfectly suitable for those who really 
understand the system under design, 
are not what you want to exhibit at big 
demonstrations. Most managers and 
customers will need to see something 
less technical than the raw ObjecTime 
screens. You'll need something that 
helps them visualize the operations of 
the system. 

The Object 
ObjecTime is not the only design en¬ 
vironment that can directly derive exe¬ 
cutable files from the diagrams, but it is 
the only tool we've seen that offers such 
a complete environment for the entire 
development project. ObjecTime has 
significantly better applicability than 
other methodologies to design-only 
projects, too, because the design can be 
verified through execution without hav¬ 
ing it prototyped into code. 

If you're Ux>king at the development 
of new systems, or significant redesigns 
of your existing systems, ObjecTime 
translates into increased programmer 
prixluctivity. ■ 

Mike Hienvenu has been working in ob¬ 

ject-oriented systems design since 1992. 

He is w ith the Washington, D.C., office 

ofS/kirta, Inc., and has a Ph.IXfrom Rice 

University in electrical engineering. He 

can be reached at mpbQPmclean, sparta 

.com or on IIIX c/o “editors. ” 

ObjecTime.... S20.000-S25.000 
per seat 

ObjecTime. Ltd. 
Kanata. Ontario. Canada 
(800) 567 8463 
(613) 591 3535 
fax: (613) 591-3784 
sales@objectime.on.ca 
Circle 1051 on Inquiry Card. 
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Software REVIEWS 

More RAM for Win 3 Holdouts 
Some RAM doublers work, some don't, and Win95 doesn't need them 

JOHN M. GOODMAN 

If you’re not making the move to Win¬ 
dows 95, you can get more out of 
Windows 3.x with a RAM doubler 

utility. We surveyed the field and tested 
the four most promising products: RAM 
Doubler from Connectix Software, Hur¬ 
ricane from Helix Software, MagnaRAM 
from Quarterdeck, and SoftRAM 95 from 
Syncronys Softcorp. (Quarterdeck released 
MagnaRAM 2.0 as we were going to press. 
Like SoftRAM 95, it works with Windows 
3.x and 95.) We then compared their mem¬ 
ory-management skills with Windows 95. 

Our tests show that RAM Doubler and 
Hurricane are proficient at getting full use 
of your RAM, as is Win 95. Depending 
on your PC. there can be a performance 
trade-off with RAM doublers and Win 95: 
Programs take longer to load from disk. 
But the delay doesn't offset the benefits 
of better-managed memory. 

What’s the Problem? 

When running in 386 enhanced mode, 
Windows 3.x lets you run more programs 
than can fit in physical memory by swap¬ 
ping currently unused program data to disk 
and then pulling it back in when needed. 
This scheme is called virtual memory. 

However, several architectur¬ 
al snags typically keep you 
from using all of even the phys¬ 
ical memory you have. 

First, there's the limitation of 
global DOS memory. Although 
Windows runs in protected 
mode, it runs DOS and other 
real-mode code in Virtual-86 
mode. In real mode, the CPU 
can address only the lowest I 
MB of RAM. Windows itself 
and every Windows application 
needs a small chunk of that 
megabyte to run. Unfortunately, 
Windows does nothing to re¬ 
serve the lower I MB for certain 
critical uses. For example. Win¬ 
dows loads all DLLs as low in 
memory as possible, even though they 
would work line in extended memory 
(above I MB). Until DOS memory is full. 
Windows doesn't pul them higher. 

A more infamous Windows limitation is 
the paltry amount of memory dedicated to 
system resources. In 64-KB memory re¬ 
gions called local heaps, the Windows 
components USER.EXE and GDI.EXE 
keep track of each item (such as menus, 
titles, icons, and buttons) that makes up a 
Windows display. When any of the heaps 
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The Helix Hurricane Control Center lets you switch on or off 10 distinct 
features of the product. The software uninstalls easily. 

gets ten) lull, Windows stops working. 
Even with adequate DOS memory and 

resource space, your system may still resort 
to virtual memory. Typically, virtual mem¬ 
ory is 10.000 times slower than RAM. So 
anything that can free up more physical 
RAM can greatly increase performance. 

MagnaRAM and SoftRAM 95 both try 
to expand the apparent amount of total 
Windows memory. They first set the 
PageOverCommit variable in Windows' 
SYSTEM.INI file to a large value to make 
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Alter Picturo Publisher 
loaded (with running macro). 
PowerPoint would crash. 

Alter American Henlago 
Dictionary loaded, Word wouldn't 
display embedded image. 

Windows 95 could 
load more applications, 
but use became 
unacceptably slow. 

It look livo extra copios 
of Excol (with Huge data 
file and running macro) 
lo finally (ill Windows 95. 

I Startup utilities 

Microsoft Word 6.0a 

Microsoft Excel 5.0a 

Microsoft PowerPoint 4 0a 

Microsoft Access 2.0 

DellaGraph Pro 3.5 

75-MHz 486DX4 with 8 MB ol RAM 

H Startup utihties 

Microsoft Word 6.0a 

Microsoft Excel 5 Qa 

Microsoft PowerPoint 4 0a 

Microsoft Access 2.0 

Procomm Plus for Windows 2 0 

WoMram Mathematica 2.2.3 

Adobe Acrobat Reader 2.0 

Micrografx Picture Publisher 5.0 

American Hentago Dictionary. 2nd ed. 3.6a 

Mcromalh Scientist for Windows 2.0 

60 MHz Pentium with 16 MB ol RAM 

Hurricane and RAM Doubler let Windows 3.11 run more programs at once; SoftRAM 
and MagnaRAM did not. On both an 8-MB Sharp PC-8800 notebook (75-MHz DX4) 
and a 16-MB Zeos Pantera |60-MHz Pentium), Windows 95 loaded the most 

programs into RAM. But more thorough memory management does exact an initial 
loading penalty. The size of the block representing each application is proportional 
to the memory resources consumed, as reported by Microsoft’s Sysmeter utility. 
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The virtual memory manager 
(VMM), a VxD running in 
Ring 0. assigns physical 
RAM lo each 4-KB page 

of linear memory as needed 

Windows create more linear memory (hy 
increasing disk swap space). Then they set 
aside part of physical RAM as a buffer in 
which they can compress data that other¬ 
wise would go to the swap file. They also 
may recover RAM that’s no longer need¬ 
ed by programs but 
that the Windows 
virtual memory 
manager (VMM) 
wouldn’t know to 
recover. 

'I’llis strategy can 
substantially lessen 
Windows’ reliance 
on the swap file. 
I lowever. both pro¬ 
grams spend a lot 
of time compress¬ 
ing data. If your 
hard disk is fast, 
and especially if your processor is rela¬ 
tively slow, it may take MagnaRAM and 
Soft RAM 95 longer to compress your data 
than it would to store it in the swap file 
uncompressed. Worse, by enlarging lin¬ 
ear memory (which requires more RAM 
for the tables to track it), and by taking a 
substantial chunk of physical RAM for 
their buffer, these programs drastically re¬ 
duce the amount of physical memory that 
the VMM can use for Windows programs. 

Neither program helps with the prob¬ 
lems related to global DOS memory or 
system resources. We couldn’t load any 
more programs with them than we could 
without them. SoftRAM 95 doesn’t do any 
better with Win 95. MagnaRAM 2 works 
with Win 95 but, according to the compa¬ 
ny, the new product is built on the same ar¬ 
chitecture as the Windows 3.x version. 

Double Your Fun 

Connectix RAM Doubler works well. It 
takes a minimalist approach by providing 
no user-settable parameters. The program 
reports only one number; namely, how 
much worse off you would be in terms of 

GDI.EXE 

Windows’ Memory Dance 

When Windows 3.x starts, it creates a hypothetical space called linear memory. 

Windows programs request memory from the Windows KERNEL module, which al¬ 

locates linear memory. It’s not physical RAM, but programs address linear memo¬ 

ry as if it were RAM, even though there may initially be no RAM at those address¬ 

es. Windows maps the virtual 

addresses from the program’s 

address space to physical pages 

of memory. The program sees 

only the linear memory. When a 

program accesses a memory ad¬ 

dress that isn’t physically pre¬ 

sent, a page fault interrupt trig¬ 

gers Windows’ virtual memory 

manager (VMM), which cleverly 

places RAM just where and when 

it is needed. 

Allocated linear 
memory for a 

particular program 

4-KB page of actual 
V RAM being attached to 

linear memory space 

Virtual memory (disk 
swap file) holds unique data 

not currently in use 

Windows programs ask for memory and get allocations of linear memory. The Windows virtual memory 
manager makes sure physical RAM is paged to each location in linear memory when a program needs it 

Hurricane 1.0 

Helix Software 
Long Island City. NV 
(800) 451 0551 
(718) 392 3100 
Circle 1134 on Inquiry Card. 

RAM Doubler 1.0 

Connectix Corp. 
San Mateo. CA 
(800) 950 5880 
(415) 571 5100 
support@connectix.com 
Circle 1136 on Inquiry Card. 
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$99 

free memory resources without RAM Dou¬ 
bler. Though it uses compression, it does 
so differently than MagnaRAM or Soft¬ 
RAM. RAM Doubler lets you load more 
programs by helping with global DOS 
memory as well as system resources. 

Helix Hurricane, in comparison, doesn’t 
use compression, but it manages to free 
up significant amounts of physical RAM. 
which is just as gcxxl. It is the only one of 
the group we tested that can move free up¬ 
per memory into the pool of physical mem¬ 
ory that the VMM uses. 

Hurricane’s WinGauge utility monitors 
critical memory factors, and the included 
Discover for Windows is one of the finest 
PC exploratory tools we have seen. 

On the downside. Hurricane’s com¬ 
plexity can work against it. Because it 
works more invasively than RAM Dou¬ 
bler, you’re more likely to run into com¬ 
patibility problems. We couldn’t, forex- 
ample. get its all-important Heap Expander 
capability lo work with Dell Dimension 
XPS90 and Gateway P5-120 Pentium sys¬ 
tems. Also, we noticed more Windows 
program crashes when using Hurricane 

MagnaRAM 1.0 .$44.95 

(Version 2 now available; free to owners of 1.0) 
Quarterdeck Corp. 
Marina Del Rey. CA 
(800) 683 6696 
(813) 523-9700 
http://www.quarterdeck.com 
Circle 1135 on Inquiry Card. 

SoftRAM 95 2.0 

Syncronys Softcorp 
Culver City, CA 
(800) 691 7981 
(310) 842 9203 
Circle 1137 on Inquiry Card. 

. $99 95 

—J ■■ 
than when using RAM Doubler (almost 
always when near memory capacity). 

Performance Hit 

Windows 95 does the best job of providing 
plenty of system resources, but it takes the 
most lime to load programs. Among the 
real RAM doublers. Hurricane provided 
better performance than RAM Doubler on 
a system with 16 MB of memory. On a 
memory-constrained 8-MB notebook with 
lots of PC Card drivers, RAM Doubler 
was the better performer. 

Our testing found that, compared to 
unadulterated Windows 3.11, applications 
loaded 10 to 50 percent slower with the 
RAM doublers installed and 80 to 100 per¬ 
cent slower under Windows 95. All the 
Windows applications loaded with larger 
data files that often included OLE links 
(Word, Excel, and PowerPoint). Word, 
Excel, and Access also executed macros 
upon loading. 

These performance hits arc acceptable, 
tIk>ugh. It’s much more important that Hur¬ 
ricane and RAM Doubler enhance Win¬ 
dows 3.x multitasking. 

If you want better performance—espe¬ 
cially if you want to know what is hap¬ 
pening inside your PC or want to tweak it 
to a tec—buy Hurricane. If you just want 
to make Windows 3.x more stable with¬ 
out a lot of low-level control hassles, get 
RAM Doubler. Either way, Windows 3.x 
will run more applications than you prob¬ 
ably thought it could. ■ 

John M. Goodman, a Ph.D. in physics, is tlic 

author of Memory Management for All of 
Us (Sams, 1993) and other hooks. You can 

contact him at agoodman(fPrealm.net. 
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Software REVIEWS 

Data to the Nth Dimension 
An.^ly^is S„rv„r 3.2 «,„ps „„ 

and otter front nndn with n.oltidi.teteiote! data display and analysis 

ing spreadsheet applications. 
Other applications that f ront 

for hssbase include Cog nos’s 
PowerPlay, Trinzic’s Forest & 
Trees, Andync's Pablo, and .sev¬ 
eral Comshare programs. You 
can develop your own front end 
for Hssbase using Arbor's pub¬ 
lished API (and API Reference 
Manual) with Visual Basic or 
other development tends. 

Up and Analyzing 

I o access Essbase from your 
spreadsheet, you first run the 
Spreadsheet Client program on 
the client system. Launching 
Excel 5.0 starts Essbase auto¬ 
matically as a nonintrusivc add¬ 
in, producing an lissbase menu 
in the Excel menu bar and a 
handful of Essbase icons on the 
toolbar. 

First, you must connect to the 
Essbase server by giving a user 
name and a password and then 

Microsoft Excel - GRAPHS.XLS 

F ssbasi? 

fin! Betricvc 

Zoom fn 
Zoom Out 
Piyot 

7 
Actua/ 

Gtr? Otr3 Qfr4 
74 5673 5997 4956 
32 4388 8316 5208 
69 5052 6692 6071 
11 4826 6539 4803 
49 5011 7582 4757 

Flashback 

Options... 
Member Selection.. 
Currency Report... 
Cascade... 

Retrieve & Lock 
Lock 
Unlock 
Send 
Calculation... 

Connect.. 
Disconnect... 
SQL Drill Down.. 

Qtr3 

Essbase can use many popular spreadsheets as client front 
ends. These include Excel for Windows 4.0 or higher (shown 

here). Excel for Macintosh System 7.1-23 for DOS release 
2.4, and 1-2-3 for Windows release 4.0. 

you want it to appear. The whole table au¬ 

EDMUIMD X. DEJESUS 

With Arbor Software’s Ess- 
base Analysis Server 3.2, 
you can quickly construct 

data-query applieations to satisfy the most 
detail-hungry data analysts as well as the 
most computerphobic members of upper 
management. You can deploy a variety of 
front ends, including the spreadsheet that 
you re probably already using for data- 
analysis chores, and you can load data 
automatically from many relational data¬ 
bases and data warehouses. 

Or, should you feel the urge, you can 
drill through the consolidated multidi¬ 
mensional data with automatically gener¬ 
ated SQL calls to access the underlying 
raw data. At $43,250 for five concurrent 
user licenses, Essbase is pricey, but you 
get a complete solution for your money 
that offers a combination of speed and 
power. 

Essbase supports a variety of client front 
ends, including such popular spreadsheets 
as Excel for Windows 4.0 or higher. Excel 
for Macintosh System 7, 1-2-3 for Win¬ 
dows release 4.0, and 1-2-3 for DOS re¬ 
lease 2.4. By using existing spreadsheets, 
you can minimize your training and de¬ 
velopment costs by retaining your exist- 

You can explicitly define dimensions, members 

of dimensions, calculation formulas, and field 

name aliases in Essbase Application Manager s 
Outline Editor. 

selecting from a list of the applications 
and databases to which you have access. 
Member selection is probably your next 
step. Here you can specify which of the 
many dimensions in your database you 
want to examine. You can also view the 
“outlines” that define dimensions, their 
members, and any underlying formulas 
(using the many internal Essbase func¬ 
tions). 

Selecting Retrieve returns the data for 
the dimensions you've specified (all data 
resides on the server) and populates the 
spreadsheet with labeled values. You de¬ 
cide how to handle missing values, deter¬ 
mine which language aliases for database 
field names to use, apply formatting, and 
control many other options. The data val¬ 
ues retrieved are real numbers, not point¬ 
ers to locations, so you can distribute the 
resulting spreadsheet to anyone who needs 
the data—without their needing access to 
Essbase (handy for use on laptops). 

Double-clicking on data or labels zooms 
you in to the next-lowest level of detail. 
Pivoting between row and column displays 
of any member is as easy as dragging the 
member label to the row or column where 

tomatically rearranges instantaneously to 
accommodate your changes. 

To break out child levels of a member 
(e.g., individual sales territories) as sepa¬ 
rate spreadsheets, you select Cascade. A 
combination of Essbase data calls and 
spreadsheet macros performs the task au¬ 
tomatically, producing individual spread¬ 
sheet files that you can distribute. 

I he macro capabilities of your spread¬ 
sheet can combine with Essbase functions 
and Visual Basic for Applications to create 
attractive and powerful applications with¬ 
in the spreadsheet. All the power of ad¬ 
vanced spreadsheet graphing is at your 
disposal. You can specify that Essbase 
saves any changes made to the spreadsheet 
back in the Essbase database, or you can 
make the data read-only. 

The SQL Drill 

One new feature in version 3.2 is the op¬ 
tional SQL Drill Through. This lets you 
drill through the displayed numbers to 

examine the underlying database data (e.g., 
point-of-sale transaction records). The 
server creates SQL statements and sends 
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Data to the Nth Dimension 

them to tlu* soiim « il.ii.ih.i . I ssluse can 
ini|>oii data Irom many sources, including 
sprcatlsh* vi*. II.it ASCII files, and rela- 
Ii*mmI databases, such as dBase, DB/2, Or¬ 
al I' Sybase, and most any other SQI.- or 
Open Database Connectivity compatible 
(ODBC) database. 

lissb&se can load data automatically, ac¬ 
cording to schedules that you determine, 
using data-load rules that you specify to 
select and filter the data. It can automati¬ 
cally construct multidimensional outlines, 
determining the dimensions, members of 
dimensions, and many other features by 
itself. 

Alternatively, you can hand-craft out¬ 
lines, deciding on levels of consolidation 
along dimensions, calculation formulas 
(including mathematics and logic, as well 
as conditional and multiple-pass opera¬ 
tions), zoom levels, field-name aliases, 
and myriad other options. Essbasc sug¬ 
gests denseness/sparsity labels for data 
(see the Technology Focus box below). 

but you can override its suggestions. 
An administrator can assign access to 

users down to the individual cell level, 
ensuring that folks don't see what they 
shouldn't. You can also assign read and 
write privileges at several levels. Essbase 
Application Manager lets administrators 
assemble multidimensional databases, han¬ 
dle user access, and set up data-loading 
Irom other databases. You can run Appli¬ 
cation Manager from a client machine. 

Professional data analysts may find the 
2-D world ol a spreadsheet confining. 
That's why Arbor Software has formed 
partnerships, ensuring that Essbasc can 
use a variety of other third-party, multidi¬ 
mensional, on-line analytical processing 
(OLAP) client tools, such as the afore¬ 
mentioned PowerPlay, Forest & frees, 
Pablo, and Comshare programs. These 
tools enable the company to offer an as¬ 
sortment of slice-and-dice and display fea¬ 
tures. You can also write custom applica¬ 
tions to Essbasc's published API. 

Essbasc Analysis Server 3J2 . . .$43,250 
Arbor Software Corp. 
Sunnyvale. CA 
(408) 727 5800 

www.arborsoft.com 
Circle 1120 on Inquiry Card. 

No Free Lunch 

Though expensive, Essbasc is a solid in¬ 
vestment. You get a complete solution for 
your money, with a combination of speed 
and power, open client/server front-end 
and database access, automated data load¬ 
ing and handling, and administrative and 
security features. 

These strengths are all fueling Arbor's 
explosive growth. They’re also making it 
the standard against which similar prod¬ 
ucts must be measured. ■ 

Edmund X. DeJesus is a BYTE senior edi¬ 

tor. He has been a professional program¬ 

mer for over 15 years. You van contact him 

on the Internet or BIX at edejesusQbix.com. 

Handling Sparse Data 

Suppose you have sales data for the past 1000 time periods, for 

100 salespeople selling 100 products in 100 geographical 

I areas. You’re talking about a four-dimensional database with 

j 1 billion cells (i.e., possible intersections of dimensions). 

Of course, the Topeka office just opened last summer, young 

I Farnsworth has been selling for only a few months, and they 

don’t handle ski boots at the Fort Lauderdale office. Such con¬ 

siderations make the original billion possible cells dwindle 

to a mere 100 million actual cells. 

This is an example of sparse data: The actual number of data 

values is but a fraction of the theoretically possible number. 

And the amount of wasted space grows exponentially with the 

number of directions. 

Handling sparse data is a major problem of multidimensional 

databases, multidimensional analysis, and on-line analytical 

processing (OLAP). Different vendors 

have different ways of dealing with 

sparsity. Most, including Arbor Soft¬ 

ware, use some form of data com¬ 

pression. 

Most also use some system of 

metadata that keeps track of where 

the populated cells are in some effi¬ 

cient way. But you don’t want to 

waste more time interpreting the 

metadata and retrieving data than 

you would by simply wading through 

those empty cells. 

Essbase first divides its vast theo¬ 

retical hypercube into dense dimen- 

HVI »!•( I MIil K I *>*>S 

Theoretical 
Data 
Hypercube 

Sparse data 
combined to form 
lull subhypnrcutx? 

| l>4ll.l 

Donso 
data forms 
subliy|Mirciit>e 

sions and sparse dimensions. Dense dimensions have values in 

most cells. Sparse dimensions don’t have values in most cells 

(as a rule of thumb, less than 20 percent of sparse-dimension 

cells have values). The trick is to avoid wasting space on the 

sparse dimensions and to allow rapid access to the data in the 

dense dimensions. 

Arbor has a patented storage method to maximize perfor- 

mance in both dense and sparse dimensions. Combinations of 

dense dimensions form data blocks, packed tight with values. 

Essbase also creates data blocks for combinations of sparse di¬ 

mensions—if there’s anything in them. It doesn’t allocate data 

blocks for empty combinations of sparse dimensions. 

In effect, the data blocks thus gerrymander the mostly empty 

hypercube into mostly full subhypercubes. Some of these can 

be quite large. For instance, the data block 

of your earliest 10 products 

sold by your first 10 sales¬ 

people in the original 10 

cities produces a very 

dense subhypercube of 

1 million values. 

There’s a certain amount 

of overhead involved in de¬ 

scribing the details about 

each of these dense data 

blocks. But this is dwarfed by 

all the cells that are not represent¬ 

ed at all. Since Essbase keeps its 

entire data-block index in memory, 

access is very fast. 



Software REVIEWS 

The Better Virtual PC 
With 486 emulation and 33-MHz 486 speed, SoftWindows 2.0 run 

enhanced-mode Windows apps on Rower IVIacs 

Windows 3.11 running under System 7.5.2 on a Power Mac. thanks to 486 

emulation by SoftWindows 2.0. The Windows File Manager shows icons for 
network drives and a networked COROM (currently selected). 

TOM THOMPSON 

You like Macs, hut PCs dominate 
your work environment. You’ve 
got a problem. You can’t run 

the PC software needed to access a net¬ 
worked CD-ROM data source, for exam¬ 
ple. Or worse, your company depends on 
custom in-house DOS and Windows ap¬ 
plications. You want to take advantage of 
the Power Mac’s performance and usabil¬ 
ity benefits, but you’ve got to run those 
critical DOS and Windows apps. 

Hardware solutions like Apple’s DOS- 
Compatible Power Mae hybrid system (see 
“One Box, Two Computers,” April 
BYTE), or one of the PC-on-a-card prod¬ 
ucts from Rely or Orange Micro, can give 
you DOS/Windows compatibility with 
486-level performance. But there’s a less- 
expensive software solution that requires 
less commitment: Insignia Solutions’ Soft¬ 
Windows 2.0 ($499 list; $299 estimated 
street price). 

In this latest release. Insignia has boost¬ 
ed its PC-hardware emulation technology 
so that it now acts like a 486 processor in¬ 
stead of a 286. Now that it supports pro- 
tected-modc x86 code, SoftWindows can 
run the most eclectic DOS or Windows 
applications. Insignia also bundles drivers 
that give the program access to the Power 
Mae’s Ethernet port, sound hardware, and 

CD-ROM drive, so 
that SoftWindows 
literally becomes an 
emulated PC sys¬ 
tem, complete with 
CD-ROM drive and 
network connection. 

Though it costs 
less, software emu¬ 
lation does raise a 
performance issue. 
SoftWindows is an 
emulator that, at 
times, runs on top of 
another emulator 
(some of the Mac 
OS code it relics on 
runs inside a 680x0 
emulator). On faster 
Power Macs, we 
found that SoftWin¬ 
dows 2.0 provides 

roughly one-quarter of the integer perfor¬ 
mance of a typical 90-MHz Pentium sys¬ 
tem; in other words, it’s like using a 33- 
MHz 486 (see the graph of BYTEmark 
32-bit test results below). 

SoftWindows 2.0 can run Windows 95, 
too, but very slowly. One reason for this 
sluggishness is just the bulk of Win 95; 
another is that Insignia Solutions optimized 
the SoftWindows environment for Win- 

(more if you increase the simulated DOS 
drive’s size beyond the 33-MB default), 
12 MB of RAM, and a Power Mac run¬ 
ning System 7.1.2 or later. 

When you launch SoftWindows, it cre¬ 
ates a window of the size specified in the 
setup with 8-bit color depth. This window 
can be as big as 800 by 600 pixels, but the 
program does not support higher color 
depth. From this window, you get to watch 
the weird but impressive sight of a virtual 
PC system booting DOS. At this point, 
you can continue working in DOS or you 
can start Windows. 

SoftWindows comes with drivers for 
Ethernet, Token Ring, and LocalTalk net¬ 
work interfaces. It supports AppleTalk, 
TCP/IP, and IPX protocol stacks. Soft¬ 
Windows includes client software for Nov¬ 
ell NetWare 3.1.x and 4.0, Microsoft LAN 
Manager 2.2 and Windows for Work¬ 
groups 3.11, Banyan Vines 5.5.2 and 5.5.4, 
PC NFS v4 and v5, DEC PathWorks 4.0 
and 5.0, and PC/TCP 2.3 and 3.x. 

A NFTBATCH subdirectory contains 
batch files that automatically install the 
client software at Ixxit time. On a Power 
Mac 85(H)/120, all we had to do to gain 
access to BYTE's NetWare servers was 
add a line in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file 
to mn the NetWare Ethernet batch file. On 
Apple s DOS-Compatible Mae, you must 

uows o.i coae. it you re using the enu 

lation package to ink 
grate a Mac into 
networked PC environ 
ment, and all the P< 
users are moving t< 
Windows 95, hang ii 
there: Insignia is tuninj 
SoftWindows for Wii 
95 (but has not sai< 
when it will be ready) 
In September, Insigni; 
released Soft Window: 
2.0 for various flavor 
of Unix. 

Plug-n-Play Setup 

-, SoftWindows comes 
On a Power Mac 8500/120. the SoftWindows 2.0 emulator posts raw Oil floppies or CD- 
integer performance roughly equivalent to that of a 33 MHz 486 (half that R( )M. Basic system re- 
of a 66 MHz 486). Floating point speed is a different story, but that doesn't quirements are 38 MB 
have an impact on general Windows performance. Gf )larj drive Spacc 
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REVIEWS The Better Virtual PC 

Implementing a Virtual Machine 

Emulating a complex processor like the 486 with its pro¬ 

tected memory modes and memory paging is no simple mat¬ 

ter. For this version of SoftWindows, Insignia Solutions dis¬ 

carded its 286 emulator code and started from scratch. 

Making the emulation task even more complex is the fact 

that DOS-based applications often write directly to other 

hardware components of the PC architecture. SoftWindows 

must also trap direct accesses to hardware, interrupt calls 

to the PC BIOS and to DOS, and make them work on the 

Power Mac hardware platform. For compatibility, the emula¬ 

tor must imitate some of the PC hardware, such as the flop¬ 

py controller. For good performance with Windows apps, 

SoftWindows must also handle calls to Windows functions. 

Emulating the 486’s complexity takes a performance toll. 

Insignia Solutions’ software engineers offset this perfor¬ 

mance hit in two ways. First, they had access to the Win¬ 

dows source code and could eliminate certain processor- 

specific algorithms, such as checks for a certain 386 bug. 

Second, they used custom device drivers to route certain 

low-level operations to native portions of the Mac OS. For 

Insignia Solutions modified the Windows operating system to optimize it for the 

PowerPC/Power Mac environment 

example, the graphics driver maps Windows GDI calls to 

native QuickDraw calls, and the sound driver maps some 

operations to the native Mac Sound Manager. The keyboard 

and mouse drivers relay most of their data through the Mac 

Event Manager, which can suffer degradation because this 

Manager is still emulated 680x0 code. 

use a different protocol stack for each sys¬ 
tem (that is, the DOS Card must run the 
IPX or TCP stack if the Power Mac is run¬ 
ning AppleTalk). With SoftWindows, the 
PC emulation can run the same protocol 
stack as the host Macintosh, which sim¬ 
plifies access to network resources. How¬ 
ever, pioneering Power Mac 95(H) users 
will need Open Transport 1.0.6 or a later 
version to take advantage of SoftWindows’ 
network functions. 

We were able to run a remote batch 
script on the Power Mac for setting up ac¬ 
cess to a data source on a networked CD- 
ROM drive. Our queries 
to this data source 
worked line, although a 
tad sluggishly due to (he 
network and the emula¬ 
tion overhead. To access 
the Power Mac’s CD- 
ROM drive, all you have 
to do is type the command USECD, which 
will automatically load the DOS 
MSCDEX CD-ROM driver. After doing 
this, we copied files from a PC-formatted 
CD platter into the simulated DOS hard 
drive without any problems. 

We could also run the search engine for 
the BYTE CD-ROM, another PC-format¬ 
ted platter, from the Power Mac. This 
search engine requires 386 enhanced 
mode, which proved the 486 emulator’s 
capabilities. The performance of this Win¬ 
dows app was decent: we did searches. 

and the system displayed both text and 
graphics with only minor delays. 

Running Doom under DOS was yet an¬ 
other test of 386 enhanced mode. While 
the game performed admirably, it was hard 
to steer due to the time lag of keyboard 
events reaching the program. You 
shouldn’t run time-critical programs un¬ 
der SoftWindows, but since most programs 
of this ilk are games, this limitation prob¬ 
ably suits management just fine. 

Performance: Respectable, Not Overwhelming 
We ran the 32-bit version of the BYTE- 

mark tests under SoftWin¬ 
dows 2.0 on both a Power 
Mac 8500/120 and a Power 
Mac 9500/132. The raw 
x86 performance is hardly 
overwhelming, but it’s re¬ 
spectable considering the 
complexity of the emulator: 

Speed is roughly half that of a 66-MHz 
486 for the integer operations that domi¬ 
nate most applications. However, using 
our results as a guide to the actual perfor¬ 
mance you*II see is tricky. Where possible. 
Insignia uses the Windows source code to 
map certain operations to native Power 
Mac OS functions, which can result in a 
performance boost (see “Implementing a 
Virtual Machine” above). 

In other areas, execution goes through 
two layers of emulation and performance 
suffers. The consensus among BYTE ed¬ 

itors is that SoftWindows’ DOS emula¬ 
tion runs acceptably on a Power Mac- 
71 (X)/8() or better, while the Windows em¬ 
ulation needs a Power Mac 85(M)/I2() or 
better. Our 7 KKV80 test system didn’t have 
a level 2 cache—you would get better 
Windows performance with a cache card 
installed in this machine. 

Even then, a Windows application's per¬ 
formance can vary, depending on how well 
the app is written, how compute-intensive 
it is, and how many of the Windows API 
calls it uses that map to native PowerPC 
code. If you want to run custom DOS ap¬ 
plications with SoftWindows, you'll need 
at least an 80-MHz 601-based system from 
Apple or Power Computing. Such systems 
are fairly inexpensive; Apple’s low-end 
Power Mac 7200/95, for example, costs 
about $1600. 

For Windows work, you'll need a 604- 
based machine running at 120 MHz or 
faster. These systems aren't cheap; Ap¬ 
ple’s basic 604-based Power Mac 85(H) 
costs around $4(HH). But if you’re already 
buying serious Macs to perform other du¬ 
ties, then SoftWindows 2.0 should fit your 
business needs. ■ 

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior technical 

editor. He has a B.S.E.E. front the Universi¬ 

ty of Memphis. He is also an Associate Apple 

Developer. You can reach him on Apple!Jnk 

as T.THOMTSON or on the Internet at 

tom _thompson (<*> hix. < orn. 

SoftWindows 2.0_$499 
Insignia Solutions 
Mountain View. CA 
(800)8487677 
(415)335 7100 
fax: (415) 335-7105 
http://www.insignia.com 
Circle 1022 on Inquiry Card. 
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POURNELLE 

JERRY POURNELLE 

A New Mutation 

By now, you’ve probably heard about the first truly 
multiplatform, multi-OS virus. It can strike if you download an 
infected Microsoft Word document that has Word BASIC 
macros. It’s called WinWord.Conccpt. As I write this, the only 
version known outside the lab has the annoying but not fatal ef¬ 
fect ol transforming your Word documents into templates, mak¬ 
ing it impossible to edit them without changing them back; but 
it’s clear that a similar virus could have a nastier payload that 
deletes or corrupts files. 

I learned about this virus in a fax alert. S&S International 
sends out virus alerts to subscribers to Dr. Solomon’s Anti- 
Virus Toolkit. The alert included instructions for download¬ 
ing a remedy. 1 his was several days before the news exploded 

on the Internet and over a week before Microsoft announced a remedy. 
1 he virus is unusual in that it operates from inside Word, meaning that it is 

t angerous for Mac and Windows users. Worse, you can be infected even 
though all you ve done is download and open a Word document; it will then 
spread to any other documents you have (hat 
use that document’s template. Worst of all, it 
points the way to other ways of transmitting a 
virus through downloading embedded objects. 

Phe situation is now under control, but every¬ 
one is nervous. My conclusion is that it’s time to 
subscribe to a good antivirus service that does 
alerts. I recommend Dr. Solomon’s. They have 
a good track record or early detection and dis¬ 
arming of new virus threats, and I like their ap¬ 
proach. I know Dr. Solomon, and I’m confident 
that he II continue to invest in virus analysis, 
detectors, and remedies. 

I’m still using Windows 95. Until this morning— 
it’s 4:00 a.m.—I’ve been mildly unhappy. The 
problem was that no matter what I did. I would 
get hesitations in my y&A Write DOS charac¬ 
ter-based text editor. I'd also get them in Word 
lor Windows and Procomm Plus 2 under DOS. 
It wasn’t a terrible situation, but every few min¬ 
utes, I would type two or three letters, and they 
wouldn't appear on-screen for about half a sec¬ 
ond. Thai glitch broke my flow. 

ILLUSTRATIONS: MARIAN HEKKL O 1995 

I tried disabling every multitasking program, 
including Norton Utilities, and closing every 
window but the one I was working in, but it did 
no good, finally, I decided there was nothing 
lor it: I probably had some old Win 95 beta code 
that was never properly removed, and the only 
way to get rid of it was to scrub the Windows Di¬ 
rectory entirely and install from scratch. 

I his would let me install my shrink-wrapped 
shipping copy ol Win 95. It’s supposed to be 
identical to the gold beta version I have installed, 
but this way I can be sure I’m running what you 
have. So here I go. 

Four hours later, and Tin done. Some of my ad¬ 
ventures are instructive. 

My first move was to make a DOS 6.2 hoot 
floppy disk complete with the DPT and Corel 
SCSI drivers so the system could find the opti¬ 
cal and CD-ROM drives. Then I hooted in DOS, 
copied the parts of the Windows subdirectories 
I thought I'd need, gulped hard, and deleted the 
Windows Directory and all its subdirectories. 

Next I had to install Windows lor Workgroups 

As usual, 

Windows 95 is 
the focus of 

attention at 

Chaos Manor. 

But first, a new 
virus. 
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3.11, because I have only an upgrade ver¬ 
sion of Win 95. The installation didn’t take 
long, but when I went to set up the screen. 
I found that I had somehow managed to 
delete the drivers for ATI Technologies’ 
Graphics Pro Turbo Mach 64 card. Down¬ 
loading a new set from ATI’s BBS Kx>k 
about an hour. Incidentally, we’re ex¬ 
tremely happy with that card in Windows 
3.x. 95. and NT. 

Windows worked, but for reasons I do 
not understand, W4WG 3.11 refused to 
access my optical drive. It believed there 
was a removable-medium drive there, but 
it refused to believe there was a disk in it. 
I could access it from DOS just fine. On 
the other hand, the network worked splen¬ 
didly, and I was able to access my other 
machines. 

Installing Win 95 was a bit of a bear; 
I'm glad I had it on a CD-ROM. First, I 
tried running it from DOS. The Setup pro¬ 
gram launches a Scandisk program, and 
that promptly found a bunch of programs 
with long filenames. It tried to fix those 
but gave up after a while. It also insisted on 
scanning my E drive, which is the optical 
drive. It never found any problems but 
wouldn't continue unless I let it do its thing 

on all the hard drives, including that one. 
Next, it wanted me to exit Setup and 

run it from within Windows. I tried that; 
and Setup said it was doing a routine check 
of my hardware. Half an hour later, I was 
locked up to hardware reset. This wasn’t 
encouraging, so I launched Setup from 
DOS again. Once again it complained I 
ought to run it from Windows, but I told it 
to go ahead from DOS, after which things 
went pretty fast. 

However, when Win 95 started up, it 
complained that my Intel EtherExpress 
card wasn’t working properly. Since that 
card had just been working in W4WG, this 
didn’t seem likely; but Win 95 couldn’t 
find my network. It seemed pretty clear 
that Win 95 had the wrong settings for the 
EtherExpress card, but the Win 95 Net¬ 
work icon in Control Panel didn’t offer 
any way to change settings. 

I fooled around with help for a while 
and eventually learned about the Device 
Manager. Once I got to that, I was able to 
see what was wrong: Win 95 was assum¬ 
ing that my EtherExpress card was set for 
interrupt request (IRQ) 5, when it was set 
at IRQ 10. Once I told it to look for IRQ 
10, the network came up fine. 

There was one other glitch. Although 
the Device Manager saw Valiant, the Val- 
uePoint machine, and saw that Valiant had 
a printer named HPLASERJ, it didn't see 
Valiant in its printer’s browser list. When 
I manually typed in Wval iant\hplaserj 
for the printer name, it found it just fine. So 
it goes. 

My hesitation glitch is gone, and so is 
the Q&A paste error I told you about in 
October. Win 95 is working very well in¬ 
deed, so my problem must have been some 
leftover beta code. I advise all former Win 
95 beta testers to terminate the old code 
with extreme prejudice. 

Now to reinstall Norton Utilities for Windows 
95 and hope that it doesn’t bring my glitch 
back. 

I consider NU an indispensable acces¬ 
sory to Win 95.1 have always trusted Nor¬ 
ton Disk Doctor more than the DOS 
CIIKDSK or Scandisk utilities, and while 
I haven't often needed UNDELETE, the 
few times I did, I needed it a lot. 

NU for Win 95 has a bunch of other 
features, including a neat display of CPU 
resource usage that helps tune up pro¬ 
grams. Q&A Write, if allowed to run in 

".'.Ir- 
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the background, will eat up l(X) percent 
of your CPU resources even though it has 
been made into an inactive icon on the 
toolbar. The remedy is to go into the pro¬ 
gram's properties and check the “always 
suspend” button to tell Win 95 not to run 
Q&A in the background. This docs no 
harm—after all, a word processor doesn't 
do anything in the background. 

NU lor Win 95 also showed me that 
WinWord was eating l(X) percent of my 
resources. 1 never did learn why; the prob¬ 
lem lixed itsell when I shut down and re¬ 
booted. Earlier, I couldn't find WinWord 
at all. That is, I could see the WinWord 
icon on the toolbar and could click on it, 
but nothing would happen. If I right- 
clicked, I could maximize it and all would 
be well, but if I then tried to reduce it to an 
icon, it would vanish. 

This happened while I was on the phone 
to the chief technician at Symantec, and 
we puzzled over it for half an hour. I tried 
things like cascading windows. Nothing. 
Finally, in desperation, I did a right-click 
on the t(X)lbar and chose minimize all win¬ 
dows. Then I did it again, ch<x)sing to undo 
the minimizations. Voila! There was Win¬ 
Word in a window where it belonged. 

If you run Win 95, you really need Nor¬ 
ton Utilities. It will help you tune up and 
avoid disasters. 

My conclusions remain about the same. 
Of the new OSes, OS/2 Warp Connect is 
technically superior, but Win 95 is good 
enough, now that I don't have half-sec¬ 
ond glitches in my DOS editor. Of course, 
I never did have them on the OS/2 ma¬ 
chine. 

I like OS/2 Warp Connect. Unfortunately, 
it is published by a firm with less-than- 
optimum marketing capabilities. IBM pro¬ 
motes OS/2 Warp Connect for corporate 
customers and gives game compatibility 
a low priority, while Microsoft has a gam¬ 
ing fanatic as part of the Win 95 design 
team. 

While some Win 95 installations are 
difficult, most are smooth because of Mi¬ 
crosoft's attention to legacy hardware. I 
don't understand why Win 95 didn't au¬ 
tomatically find my EtherExpress card's 
IRQ setting, but the error wasn't fatal— 
and I had no trouble with the CD-ROM 
drive and the optical drive. Some OS/2 in¬ 
stallations go easily; but far too many are 
a nightmare for unsophisticated users. 

No one, even IBM, is working very hard 
to develop software for OS/2, while most 
major companies are working full speed 
on stuff for Win 95. On the other hand, as 
yet there aren t any Win 95 applications 
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language to the other using Globalink's integrated 
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processors that The Wall Street Journal 
called "...Slick, Powerful...” and The New 
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more than one language, Accent is 
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There is an AccentDuo just "write" 
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you can’t live without. 
This suggests a possible strategy. OS/2 

Warp Connect isn't expensive. It runs DOS 
and most Windows applications just fine, 
and it networks easily to W4WG as well as 
other OS/2 Warp Connect machines. As¬ 
suming you don’t have major installation 
problems, OS/2 could be a pretty good 
place to wait while the Win 95 dust set¬ 
tles, Microsoft gets out the inevitable main¬ 
tenance release, and we see what IBM will 
do about Win 95 compatibility. 

Having said all that, I continue to use 
Win 95, but I still print and do communi¬ 
cations with an OS/2 system. 

I’m giving up on the eraser-head mouse sub¬ 
stitutes. I gave the Lexmark Classic Touch 
with Integrated Pointing Stick keyboard a 
g(x)d try—long enough that the rubber cap 
on the pointing device hits worn through— 
and I’m going back to a mouse and my 
good old Northgate Omni Key Plus key¬ 
board. 

We also gave extensive trials to Cirque’s 
GlidePoint fingerpad or mushpad, which 
we liked better than the eraser head. It 
works, and if you like it, you may like it a 
lot. It takes up less room than a mouse. 
Next I’ll be trying several flavors of Log¬ 
itech trackballs. 

I’m trying to be fair. Certainly track¬ 
balls, fingerpads, and eraser heads work, 
and one or another may be preferable for 
certain applications. The eraser head on 
my Gateway 2000 Liberty portable saves 
space and is certainly gcx>d enough for the 
road. Alex likes both the eraser head and 
the fingerpad, and he uses both more than 
I do. But the fact remains that for overall 
mousing. I haven’t found anything I like 
better than the Microsoft “Big Teardrop” 
Mouse 2.0, with the older Microsoft “Dove 
soap bar” Home Mouse a close second. 
Your mileage may vary, since it’s all very 
personal. 

If you have Win 95 and you like playing with 
your system, Martin Matthews’ Windows 
95 Power Tools (Random House, 1995) 
may be useful. It tells you where to find 
tcxds for editing the Win 95 registry. Alas, 
it’s very skimpy on how the registry works 
or what you can do with it, which is a lot. 
At the Microsoft Win 95 dog and pony 
show, they were using the registry to do 
some amazing things. 

The lxx>k has a better explanation of the 
System Policy Editor and what you can 
do with that, and a gixxl section on net¬ 
working. There’s also a CD-ROM of 
shareware. Some of it is extremely useful. 

Windows 95 Power Tools is about the 
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best book of its kind I have seen so far. I 
expect better ones in the future. 

Tapedisk is an idea whose time came a while 
ago. Now that gigabyte hard drives cost 
only a few hundred dollars and multigiga¬ 
byte drives cost well under a thousand, 
there aren't many who will 
need this. 

Tapedisk will convert just 
about any SCSI tape drive 
into what looks to your sys¬ 
tem like a big hard drive. It 
does this in the only way 
possible, by caching the file 
allocation table (FAT) and 
directory information in 
memory. Thus, when you 
are done writing to your Tapedisk, you 
must close things properly before you shut 
down; otherwise, you are in for some grief. 
You can recover from a shutdown with¬ 
out proper closing, but you won’t like do¬ 
ing it. You don't want to use this without 
an uninterruptible power supply (UPS). 

Tapedisk will work across a network; 
if you can see drives on the remote ma¬ 
chine, one of those drives can be a tape. 
This works with W4WG networks. 

Tapedisk is surprisingly fast and, once 

properly installed, easy to use. You can 
write to a tape drive from inside a DOS 
or Windows application, as, for instance, 
“Save As*’ in Word, even over a network 
(provided you've mapped the remote tape 
to a drive letter on your local machine). 
It's cheap storage, and with a digital au¬ 

diotape (DAT), you can 
archive a large amount of 
stuff. You could have a 
whole library of tapes, each 

one looking like a big hard 
drive. 

Accessing the informa¬ 
tion is easy. You can use 
XTnee, Norton Commander, 
or almost anything else to 
find, access, and copy files 

from tape to disk. This is a lot faster than 
going through an archiving system like 
Palindrome’s Network Archivist. You can, 
lor instance, create special directories to 
store older copies of files that will change 
and get at them quickly. You can also store 
your whole disk image and get it back by 
booting with a floppy disk. 

Having said that, I will still use Net¬ 
work Archivist on my DAT drive. Net¬ 
work Archivist protects me from stupid 
blunders, and there are times I need that 

protection. I am rather angry at its han¬ 
dling of drive volume labels, but I sup¬ 
pose I'll get over it. 'Ilie solution is to write 
down the exact volume label of your hard 
drive before you need to restore to it. 

The bottom line for me is that it’s easier 
to add a new gigabyte hard drive to the 
system if I want a place to keep tempo¬ 
rary files I have to get at quickly and use 
my DA F drive lor true backup and archiv¬ 
ing. If you have a SCSI tape drive you're 
not getting much use from, Tapedisk may 
be the way to go. 

The English historian Thomas Babington 
Macaulay introduced competitive exami¬ 
nations for civil-service positions to the 
Western world, modeling them on Chi¬ 
nese Mandarin examinations. The notion 
caught on, and competitive exams can 
make a real difference in people's lives. 

Although the SAT is not quite as im¬ 
portant in American life as its equivalent in 
Japan, your SAT score has a lot of impact 
on what university you can attend and what 
kind of scholarship you can get, and that 
can make a real difference in later life. 
They’ve recently changed the SAT tests. 
Many experts say the changes make it eas¬ 
ier to study for the SAT. continued 
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There has always been a practice effect 
in taking exams; it’s easy to show there 
are test-taking skills that ean he learned 
independent of the specific test. There’s 
also strategy. Should you guess, and if so, 
under what circumstances? 

Princeton Review Management has a 
program called Inside the SAT. The com¬ 
pany is not associated with Princeton Uni¬ 
versity, hut they 
have a lot of ex¬ 
perience with 
SAT courses; 
and they’ve put 
much of that 
knowledge into 
this program. 
They also in¬ 
clude a book on 
college admis¬ 
sion and how you 

ean better your chances of getting in. Mow 
useful it is will depend on how sophisti¬ 
cated you already are, hut it won’t hurt 
anyone to read it. 

No computer program or crash course 
ean substitute for sound preparation and 
good study habits; but this package ean 
take a lot of the initial shock out of the 
SA T. I’ve had some experience with both 
tests and test preparation, and I believe 
that while this program won’t perform 
magic, it can help you in two ways. First, 
it provides practice in test taking, and that’s 
always important. Second, the vocabulary 
and math coaching sections can help fill in 
any gaps in specific knowledge and capa¬ 
bilities. 

In these competitive times, even a small 
edge can he important. I think Inside the 
SAT will provide at least that. 

If you read general business magazines like 
Business Week, you’ve seen a lot about 
Oracle. You probably know that Oracle is 
a DBMS capable ol building and main¬ 
taining enormous relational databases on 
client/server systems. You may or may 
not know that the company has expanded 
into publishing tools that can he built into 
business management systems and appli¬ 
cations. 

If you don’t know what a relational data¬ 
base is, or you do but know little about 
Oracle, you need Oracle: A Beginner s 
Ouide by Michael J. Corey and Michael 
Abbey (Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1995). 
The book starts with how a relational data¬ 
base differs from a flat-file system. It con¬ 
tinues through SQL, data objects. Oracle 
tools and applications, and what Oracle 
does and how it does it. When you finish, 
you probably won’t he able to install Ora¬ 
cle unaided, hut you might; and you will 
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Circle 75 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 76). 

“With grueling competition... 
SuperTU* [Suite]* 

pulled ahead to gamer 
Communication 

Week’s MAX Award.” 
-Communications Week. April 24, 95 

Frontier's SuperTCP [Suite]for Windows 

boasted the most applications of any product 

we tested\ yet it was among the easiest pack¬ 

ages to set up." 

-Data Communications, Fob ‘95 
Tostor's Choice Award 

'This product is the Swiss Army knife of the 

TCP/IP client: It has an implement for 

every application. [Including NFS, X 

Windows and Internet AccessJm 

-LAN Magazine, April ‘95 
Product of the Year 

Great reviews. Now judge for yourself. 

Call today for your free eval CD 

1-800-929-3054 

See us at 
COMDEX 

Booth 648 

Frontier 
Technologies' 
Corporation 

10201 N. Port Washington Road. Meqoon. Wl 53092 
EMAIL SuperfCP@frontienech.com 

World Wide Web: www.frontiertech.com 

Your Guide to Leading Edge Web Sites 
The BYTE Advertiser Index brings you the complete listing of BYTE 

advertiser’s web sites. From advanced systems to Unix products, you’ll 

find the addresses of the industry’s top players all in one place. 

The BYTE Advertiser Index. Check it out on The BYTE Site today. 

BYTE I he BY IE Site. I he World’s Online lechnolo^v Authority. 

understand why Oracle is so popular. 
If there’s another book like this. I don't 

know of it. Oracle: A Beginner's Guide 
is on my reference shelf. Recommended. 

You may recall I was recently the keynote 
speaker at a Canadian convention on tech¬ 
nology in education. One of the awards 
given there was to SIR (for Simulations 
and Interactive Resources), a DOS VGA 
demonstration program that does chem¬ 
istry experiments developed by Professor 
John Martin at the University of Alberta 
(John.Martin@ualberta.ca). The intended 
use is with a projector, so the program can 
function as a kind of animated blackboard. 
You can show Torricelli’s mercury barom¬ 
eter, illustrate ideal gas laws, heat mercury 
without having the health physics people 
rush in to clean up your classroom, and 
show chemical reactions, including titra¬ 
tions. There’s a neat periodic table from 
which you can extract information on de¬ 
mand. All told, it’s like having an assis¬ 
tant drawing frantically with colored chalk 
as you lecture, and it’s more legible. 

Although it’s meant for class use, SIR 
could be used as a lab supplement. I’d 
think every high school honors and col¬ 
lege freshman chemistry teacher could 
make good use of this. SIR isn’t fancy, 
but it will make a good teacher more ef¬ 
fective, which is what electronic teaching 
aids are usually best at. 

There’s a new-and-improved version of Ac¬ 
cent, the word processor that works in 
many languages. Accent Professional 
comes with a thesaurus in 11 languages, 
the ability to do bidirectional Arabic and 
Hebrew, 150 fonts, beaucoup keyboard 
layouts, spelling checkers in 16 languages, 
and the ability to import and export into 
popular word processing programs. The 
interface is good. There’s really nothing 
like Accent Professional; if you need it, 
you need it bad. 

The UPS business is extremely competitive. 
It’s also very hard to “review” a UPS with¬ 
out serious test equipment. For most of us, 
a UPS either works or it doesn’t, and most 
of them do. 

American Power Conversion has nifty 
software that monitors the status of your 
UPS and power line. This can be handy if 
you’re in a location with bad power and 
you need to prove it to the local power 
company—or for that matter, to justify 
more UPS equipment to your bosses. 

PowerChute Plus software works with 
Windows, NetWare, UnixWare, SCO 
Unix, and IBM LAN. It shows UPS status 
(including battery charge), gives remote 
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control of distant-site servers, and can 
make a full power-quality log. 

The first book of the month is by Robert L. 
Forward, Indistinguishable from Magic 

(Baen Books, 1995). The title comes from 
Arthur Clarke’s phrase, “Any sufficiently 
advanced technology is indis¬ 
tinguishable from magic.*1 
I)r. Forward is a former se¬ 
nior scientist at Hughes, an 
authority on gravitation, and 
one heck of an imaginative 
writer. 

The second book of the 
month is by Richard Pipes, 
Russia Under the Bolshevik 

Regime (Random House, 
lc>95). It's part of his history of the Seventy 
Years War (formerly called the cold war) 
and tells a grim tale of what happens when 
idealists and cynics fight over power. 

I he CD-ROM of the month is Mi¬ 
crosoft’s Composer Collection, three CDs 
on Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert. I’ve 
written about these musical biographies 
before. They're a great and painless way to 
learn about composers, their times, and 
major works. 

I he game of the month is Interplay’s 
Dungeon Master II: The Legend of Skull- 
keep. It’s not as good a game as the orig¬ 
inal Dungeon Master, and the early parts 
get close to boring. However, it’s different 

enough to be interesting if you like crea¬ 
ture-bashing games and don’t have the re¬ 
flexes for the straight arcade variety. 

We’ve received a new firewall box from 
Network Systems. It's called The Security 
Router. It’s a lot more security than we'll 
ever need, but it will let us set up our own In¬ 

ternet interface with some confi¬ 
dence. A lot more another 
time, but if you need secure 
ways to the Internet, talk to 
Network Systems. They lit¬ 
erally wrote the book on the 
subject. 

We also just got the 
Zenith CruisePad, a portable 
pen-based radio-link inter¬ 

face to my network. It’s not 
the pocket computer I invented for The Mote 

in God's Eye, but it’s getting there. ■ 

Jerry Bourne tie holds a doctorate in psy¬ 

chology and is a science fiction writer who 

also earns a comfortable living writing a/x>ut 

computers present and future. Jerry wel¬ 

comes readers' comments and opinions. Send 

a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry 

Poumelle, c/o BYIE, One Phoenix Mill lime, 

Peterborough, NH 0345H. Please put your 

address on the letter as well as on the enve¬ 

lope. Due to the high volume of letters, Jer¬ 

ry cannot guarantee a personal reply. You 

can also contact him on the Internet or BIX 

at jerryp<& bix.com. 
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There’s really nothing like Accent Professional 
2.0 ($399); if you need it. you need it bad. 
Contact Accent Software International, Inc.. 
Exton. PA. (800) 800 5256; fax (800) 53* 
5257. Circle 1121 on Inquiry Card. 

Microsoft’s Composer Collection ($54.95) is a 
great and painless way to learn about 

| composers, their times, and major works. 
Contact Microsoft Corp. Redmond. WA. (800) 
429 9400 or (206) 882^080; fax (206) 883 
8101; http://www.microsoft.com. 
Circle 1122. 

I recommend Dr. Solomon's Anti-Virus Toolkit 
7.5x (single user version for most OSes, 
$125). They have a good track record of early 
detection and disarming of new virus threats, 
and I like their approach. Contact S*S 
International, Inc.. Burlington. MA, (800) 701 
9648 or (617) 27*7400; fax (617) 27* 

7474; http://www.us.drsolomon.com. 
Circle 1123. 

Dungeon Master II: The Legend of Skullkeep 
(about $40) is different enough to be 

interesting if you like creature bashing games 
and don’t have the reflexes for the straight 
arcade variety. Contact Interplay Productions, 
Inc.. Irvine. CA. (800) 468 7752 or (714) 55* 
6655; fax (714) 252 2820. 

http://www.interplay.com. Circle 1124. 

Inside the SAT (for Mac and Windows. $29.95; 
on CD ROM, $54.95) provides practice in test 
taking, and the vocabulary and math coaching 

sections can help fill in gaps in specific 

knowledge and capabilities. Contact Princeton 
Review Management Corp., New York. NY. (800) 
955 3700 or (212) 874^8282; fax (212) 874 
0775; chris.tprg@review.com Circle 1125. 

The Norton Utilities for Windows 95 ($119) will 
help you tune up your system and avoid 
disasters. Contact Symantec Corp., Cupertino, 
CA. (800) 441 7234 or (503) 334-6054; fax’ 
(503) 334-7474; http://www.symantec.com. 
Circle 1126. 

PowerChute Plus 4.2 (Windows. $69; OS/2, 
Windows NT. and NetWare. $99; Unix, from 
$149) software monitors the status of your 
UPS and power line?. Conten t American Power 
Conversion Corp.. West Kingston. Rl. (800) 
800 4272 or (401) 789 5735; fax (401) 789 
3710; http://www.apcc.com. Circle 1127. 

I’d think every high school honors and college 
freshoiiin chemistry teacher could make good 
use of SIR ($50). Contact The Journal of 
Chemical Education: Software, Madison. Wl, 
(800) 991 5534 or (608) 262 5153; fax (608) 
2620381; http://www.jchemed 
.chem.wisc.edu. Circle 1128. 

Tapedisk 6.4.0 ($249.95) is surprisingly fast 
and, once properly installed, easy to use. 
Contact Tapedisk Corp., Oshkosh. Wl. (800) 
827 3372 or (715) 235 3388; fax (715) 23* 

3818; http://www.tesser.com/tapedisk/. 
Circle 1129. 

Subscription 
Problems? 

If you have a problem with 

your BYTE subscription, 

let us know! For best ser¬ 

vice, provide a brief descrip¬ 

tion of the problem and a 

copy of a recent magazine 

mailing label (if available). If 

your label is unavailable, just 

give us your subscription 

account number along with 

your name, address, and zip 

code where your BYTE sub¬ 

scription is currently being 

sent. If you have a change of 

address, be sure to provide 

both your old and new 

addresses. If the problem 

involves a payment, be sure to 

include copies of your can¬ 

celled check (both sides) or 

your credit card statement. 

Please include a “business 

hours” phone number if pos¬ 

sible. Send to: 

BYTE Magazine 

Subscriber Service 

PO Box 555 

llightstown, 1\J 08520 

Fax: 609-426-7087 
Phone: (9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

Eastern Time, 

Mon. - Fri.) 

800-232-2983 (H.S.), 

or 609-426-7676 

A Division ofThc McC.rawHiU ('/mpanics 
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UPGRADE TO RAID 
Single or dual RAH) controllers 
with opt tonal automatic 
tail over 

Nr I tront removable load shar 

ing power supplies dedicated lo 
each RAtO controller 

LCD panel and keypad lor 
RAID status display and 
contKjuration 

True hot pktg drive modules 
from 500M8 to 42GB 

Up to 336GB per (3u) EIA. 
modular ty cxpamLible 

Cold. warm or hot spare drives 

Up to 200GB ol RAID in a 40- 
rack. 

Optional Syfimx unit lo rack 
mount a desktop SPARC*. HP or 
SGI workstation lor network 

addressable RAID 

Battery backed audible and LED 
alarm indicator panel lor power 
and temperature monitoring 

RAH) levels 0.3. or 5 with up to 
28 drives, and 32MB cache per 
controller 

Individual, tront removable, disk 

power supplies lot further redun 

dancy and tault toterancc 

LCDAcypad tor disk 

information display and 
setting 

Complete flexibility m RAID set 
definition 

Lynx 

LynxStnk 

Lynx Tower 

Without the lip-front Investment. 
Incrementally grow your system 
Irom desktop storage to RAID 

based on Zy hx modules 

Artecon's new A|mxRAID,m enables you to 
upgrade from desktop mass storage to desk 
side or rackmounted RAID with 100% invest¬ 
ment protection. With ZifnxRAID, you can 
incrementally grow into RAID by utilizing your 
existing Zvjmx desktop units and expanding 
your system as your needs grow 

Every Zsfoc subsystem features options such 
as true hot plug drive modules from 500MB to 
4.2G8, individual front removable power sip 
plies and LCD/keypads -£ijmx units can be 
stacked for desktop RAID or racked into a high 
ly modular RAID system for maximum reliability 
and redundancy on SPARC®, HP, SGI, RS6000, 
Mac or PC platforms 

At the heart of each XiptxRAID configuration 
is a fault-tolerant, RISC-based RAID controller 
subsystem, which occupies a mere 5 25* of 
vertical rack space and can support either one 
or two independent or dual loadsharing RAID 
controllers. Each controller is available with up 
to 32MB built in cache, supports RAID levels 0, 
3 and 5 and fast-narrow, fast-wide and fast¬ 
wide differential host interfaces 

The LCD panel and keypad give access to RAID 
status display and configuration. A battery 
backed alarm panel provides both audible and 
LED alarm indication of potential voltage, cur¬ 
rent, temperature or controller failure 

In addition, each controller is equipped with 
two front removable loadsharing power sup 
plies and removable fans for maximum fault 
tolerance XvjhxRAID Towers can sipport up 
to 29GB of RAID storage each. Single controller 
XijhxRAID rack configurations offer up to 
100GB in a 40* rack, while dual controller sys¬ 
tems can expand to 200GB in tfie same foot¬ 
print. 

So when you think about RAID, think about 
protecting your investment with a solution that 
grows with you. Call Artecon today for infer 
mation on XvptxRAID configurations 

1 -800-USA-ARTE 
Enterprising solutions for your enterprise.™ 

1-800-872-2783 

Artecon 4 
PO (km 9000, CUiihlNMl. CA 9?01fl 9000 

<*»I1 VrfXI I AX (1,19) 'Ml 

A MrnnlNM ol Ntmfc: Ohm*, ol (UwnfuniM 

Artecon, ( anada, (416) 487-7701Artt‘cwn- JaPan #1*3-32*0-1210 Artecon, trance 33-1-49-1818-50 Artecon. Knrope 31-53-83-2209 
Artooon and •» Ailaoon logo a*o ragntarad kadmuA* d Artncon. Inc AA dhn kadMuik pn^mtUy lo »m tmfNw fry* rrv*xi(AClura<m 
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Not Just Another Free Uni 
FreeBSD is fast and open, and it 

powerful tools and applications, 

yes, the OS is free. 

JORDAN HUBBARD 

The frcc-softwarc world has attracted a growing army 
of highly talented engineers, many of whom turn out 

soltware that rivals or surpasses commercial products. 
Add to that the increased preoccupation with the Inter¬ 
net, which has led to a resurgence of interest in Unix and 
its strong networking abilities. These forces have helped 
produce a market for several free Unix-compatible OSes. 

FreeBSD is one of them. We will show how it can be 
used lor everything from providing commercial Internet 
service to a home-desktop solution, all with relatively in¬ 
expensive PC-based equipment. 

A Brief History of FreeBSD 

In 1974, an early release of Unix was distributed to the aca¬ 
demic community, including the University of Califor¬ 
nia at Berkeley. Students and faculty were quick to see its 
potential. They distributed a version of Unix called BSD, 
for Berkeley Standard Distribution. The first release was 
prepared by Bill Joy (later to gain fame as the author of the 
v i editor and a colbunder of Sun Microsystems). It came 
out in March 1978. 

Under tin; auspices of the Computer Systems Research 
Group (CSRG), and funded by a Defense Advanced Re¬ 
search Projects Agency (DARPA) grant to develop net¬ 
working lor the ARPANET (later to grow into the Inter¬ 
net), BSD grew and flourished. The very foundations of 
modern TCP/IP networking were developed for BSD. 
I he CSRCJ also added other important innovations: de¬ 
mand-paged virtual memory, job control, the fast file sys¬ 
tem (with long filenames), and 32-bit addressing. 

I he BSD releases had a strong influence on the com¬ 
mercial Unix world, as reflected by Sun’s SunOS and 
Digital Equipment’s Ultrix. Unix Systems Laboratories 
(USL) was quick to bring many features of BSD into its 
own System V version of Unix. 

Die CSRG also Kx>k what was then an unusual step in 
releasing two versions—BSD and BSD Lite. The latter 
version was BSD with all the AT&T-licensed code re¬ 
moved, making it legal to distribute it freely. 

BSD releases from the CSRG ended in 1992. when the 
group disbanded. However, tire spirit of what it tried to ac¬ 
complish refused to die. Several groups began working 
where it left off, including the I'reeBSI) Project, which is 
composed of volunteers from industry and academia. 

In July 1994. some former members of the CSRG came 

runs 

And, 

together briefly to release BSD 4.4 Lite, the 
last chapter in a successful saga. Many features 
(c.g., stackable file systems, 64-bit file-system 
sizes, and “portals”) were added to 4.4 Lite. 
The FreeBSD Project was quick to adopt 4.4 
Lite with FreeBSD 2.0, released in January. 

Iliere have since been two further releases of 
FreeBSD, 2.0.5 and 2.1. FreeBSD 2.1 repre¬ 
sents a significant project milestone in terms 

of stability and overall systems integration. We will talk 
a little about using it in real-world applications and about 
what the future holds for the FreeBSD Project. 

Installing FreeBSD 

I he installation ol FreeBSD is fairly straightforward. It 
may nonetheless be useful to give some slart-up tips to 
those who have never installed it before. 

FreeBSD offers many kinds or canned installations 
aimed at beginners, power users, developers, and mini¬ 
malists. If you don't like one of these canned options, 
you can create a custom installation ol your own from 
the available pieces. 

lire equation gets slightly trickier when trying It) tailor 
a FreeBSD machine to a specific application. Are you 
running a World Wide Web server? What kind of hard¬ 
ware should you get? How much memory do you need for 
a serious NFS server box? What sorts of Ethernet cards arc 
appropriate for an IP router? These are all somewhat dif¬ 
ficult questions to answer given that they’re so broad, but 
you can follow some useful 
mies of thumb. 

If you’re using FreeBSD '^*,ere to Got Fro p 
in an application where lots FreeBS0 is available ha anonvmnm m . °BS° 
of I/O is involved, such as ^ FreeBSO.org/pub/IS 

an NFS or Web server, go a complete list of mirror FTP is 
with SCSI peripherals. ^ F lomfowfreo Jl 
SCSI is more expensive \ Fre«K>D is also ararlaWe on j h.°?n 
than IDE, but for gixxl rea- ftr S39.9S from Walnut Creekrn nnu 

son SC’S I dri ves and con- Send E-mail to ordersi. cdrom com 

(rollers arc more intelligent, and its Web site at 
they oil-load a good deal of over¬ 
head in transferring data from the CPU. 

Don't buy a no-name mother- 
hoard. What works under DOS may 
work only because DOS doesn't 
push the hardware to its limits. 
FreeBSD will attempt to extract 
every ounce of performance from 
your hardware and will probably 
push it as it’s never been pushed 
before. Motherboards with an in¬ 
terior cache design or broken 
DMA invalidation logic do exist 
in depressingly large numbers. If 

WfpV/wrw.cdrom.com. 
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you own a motherboard (or system) certified for another version 
of Unix, you’re likely to have far less trouble with it. If you’re still 
unsure, ask a local Unix expert. 

If you’re going for serious packet routing, use Peripheral Com¬ 
ponent Interconnect (PCI) and PCI Ethernet cards. The latest 
l*CI Ethernet cards based on Digital’s DC21()4() chip set are im¬ 
pressive and are offered by a number of manufacturers, f urther¬ 
more, they are available in both 10- and l()()-Mbps (i.c., the 
1X^21140) configurations. Therefore, you can go from warp I now 
to warp 10 later by swapping a card and hooking to the faster 
hub. 

If you intend to support many simultaneous users or FTP ses¬ 
sions, don’t skimp on memory. For every 10 users, add 16 MB. 
Configurations supporting up to several hundred on-line users 
with a simple 90-MHz Pentium machine are possible, but you 
need adequate memory for it. 

Using FreeBSD for Internet Service Provision 
It’s no secret that FreeBSD is increasingly popular with Internet 
service providers (ISPs). One reason for this is the robust TCP/IP 
networking. A fundamental requirement for any ISP is the abil¬ 
ity to route packets and provide TCP/IP-based services 24 hours 
a day, often under some of the most intense loads imaginable. 

'Phis means that the OS of choice not only needs to provide ro¬ 
bust and reliable service, it also needs to scale well because an 
ISP's needs often exponentially increase. PCs are actually well 
suited to this given that they’re comparatively cheap ami powerful. 

Providing Web service requires little more than installing a 
server and writing some content in Hypertext Markup language 
(HTML), There are many good books on writing HTML, so we 
won’t go into any detail here. 

There are four popular Web (i.c., HTTPD) servers to choose 
from: European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN), Na¬ 
tional Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), Apache, 
and Netscape Commerce server. The Apache server supports a 
number of advanced features, and it’s free. Hie others will prob¬ 
ably work just as well, and if you need encrypted transactions, the 
Netscape server is your only option. 

Configuring the X Window System 
Starting with a graphics card, a 17-inch (or larger) monitor, and 
the XFree86 software from the XFree86 Project, it is possible 
to build a reasonably high-quality graphics workstation for CAD, 
simulation, or 3-D-modeling purposes. Even with a 15-inch mon¬ 
itor and a I-MB generic VGA card, X remains comfortable at res¬ 
olutions of up to 1024 by 768 pixels. 

The XFrce86 package provided with FreeBSD supports a wide 
array of IX’ graphics cards. Because the X server alone is not 
enough to provide a truly comfortable environment, the pack- 
ages/x 11 category provides precompiled versions of many pop¬ 
ular window managers and utility software for everything from 
viewing QuickTime movies to developing GUI applications. 

C’onliguring one of the X servers for your graphics card is not 
always an easy task, and a thorough reading of the X documen¬ 
tation is recommended. The xf86conf 1g utility provided with 
XFree86 may be of assistance. 

Remember to keep it simple when trying to configure the X 
server—if you can’t achieve your initial target resolution, fall 
back to 640 by 480 pixels. See if you can get it to work there 
and then move up gradually. Also, do not start the X server and 
clients until the server is known to work. Run the X binary by it 
self, first, and then move on to use the x i n i t or startx scripts. 

Using FreeBSD as a Software Developer 
FreeBSD comes with a rich set of compilers and debugging aids, 
with support for languages as diverse as Scheme, TCL, or Forth 
in the packages/lang subtree. Out of the box, FreeBSD supports 
ANSI C and C++ compilers, as well as FORTRAN 77. 

Full source symbolic debugging is provided by the GDB de¬ 
bugger, and utilities such as xxgdb and ddd even provide a graph¬ 
ical interface for it. The industry-standard vi editor is provided, 
and favorites such as emacs and jove are readily available add¬ 
ons from the packages/editors collection. 

Because FreeBSD is based on the same BSD code base that 
greatly influenced many commercial versions of Unix, porting 
software to FreeBSD is usually a painless exercise. Many software 
developers use FreeBSD at home to augment their development 
environments at work. Where many accounting departments balk 
at the thought of providing a developer with a $ l(),(XX) worksta¬ 
tion for home use, a $2(XX) PC is often easier to justify. 

Many other tends of interest to the software developer are pro¬ 
vided in the packages/development collection. The software for 
FreeBSD is provided with a tightly integrated build environment 

Hardware Requirements 

If you want to do this: You should have this: 

Bask installation 386 PC, 4 MB 

Packet routing PCI Ethernet cards (Digital DC21040- or 
DC21140-based) 

Simultaneous FTP sessions 16 MB for every 10 users 

Internet ISP Pentium, SCSI, multiport modems 

that may be of interest to developers hx>king for existing models 
on which to base software-development methodologies. 

The Future of the FreeBSD Project 
It’s difficult to predict the future with any great degree of accu¬ 
racy where any volunteer project is concerned. But if enthusiasm 
and drive have anything to do with it, the FreeBSD Project has a 
bright future indeed. Far from resting on its laurels, the team is 
looking for fresh challenges. Having split development into two 
branches, “-stable” (i.c., semi frozen) and “-current” (i.c., in flux), 
a large number of developers have been freed to concentrate on 
new solutions without sacrificing stability. Innovative work is 
being done in the areas of dynamically loadable device drivers, 
full PC Card support, support for more than one processor, dis¬ 
tributed processing, and much more. 

There are far more desired projects than there are people to do 
them, so volunteers are always welcome. Those interested in 
joining in the development of FreeBSD should send E-mail to 
hackers@frcebsd.org, which is open to all. You can also sub¬ 
scribe to this mailing list, along with a number of others, by 
sending E-mail to majordomo@freebsd.org and saying “sub¬ 
scribe hackers” in the message body. 

Free software has always been a powerful concept, but orga¬ 
nized free software has proven considerably more powerful still. 
As long as there are people willing to pledge time and energy 
to keep the organized efforts alive, growth and quality in the 
free software world will continue at a rapid pace. ■ 

Jordan Hubbard is a member of the FreeBSD Project. He can be 

reached on the Internet or IHX at editors^ bix.com. 
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Two Turbocharged PowerPCs 
IBM and Motorola rov up the 603e and 604 

and reduce the chips’ hunger tor power 

TOM THOMPSON 

IBM and Motorola have cranked up the performance 
of the PowerPC 603e and 604 CPUs. 'Hie companies re¬ 

cently disclosed an enhanced version of the 603e, called 
the 166-MHz 603e, that sports a number of significant 
improvements. Its predecessor, the 100-MHz 603e, peaks 
at 120 MHz. The companies have also revealed an en¬ 
hanced PowerPC 604, called the 166-MHz 604e. Its 100- 
MHz sibling tops out at 133 MHz. The new processors not 
only operate at higher clock rates—they also run certain 
operations faster. 

IBM and Motorola have now exceeded the performance 
targets they set lor themselves in February. Not only that, 
but they’ve accomplished this without approaching any 
limits in these processor designs. 

Both chips are made with a 0.35-micron five-layer- 
metal CMOS process. A 0.5-micron version of this same 
process dramatically shrank the original PowerPC 60l’s 
die (which used a 0.65-micron four-layer-metal process) 
from 121 mm2 to 74 mm2 and enabled it to run at 120 
MHz. While this process costs slightly more, the size re¬ 
duction confers important benefits. Smaller circuits re¬ 
sult in a smaller die, which raises the yields per wafer 
and can result in savings that more than offset the in¬ 
creased process cost. Or, the designers can pack more 
features on the same-size die. 

Size reduction can also mean a boost in the processor’s 
performance. 1 he reduced size of the processor’s circuits 
means that signals travel shorter distances between logic 
gates. It also lets the circuits operate at lower voltages. 
I hese lower voltage levels allow the logic gates to switch 
faster while consuming less power. Thus, the 166-MHz 
603e and the 166-MHz 604e can run at higher frequencies 
yet dissipate less or the same amount of power as their pre¬ 
decessors. For more details on die 
size, check the table at right. 

Despite operating at the higher 
clock rate, the 166-MHz 603e con¬ 
sumes only 3 W (typical) at 166 
MHz, the same as a 100-MHz 
603e running at 100 MHz. Simu¬ 
lations show a dramatic perfor¬ 
mance improvement: At its named 
clock rate, the 166-MHz 603e 
posts an estimated 3.0 to 4.0 
SPECint95 and 2.5 to 3.3 
SPECfp95—about the same as a 
l(X)-MHz 604. At its named clock 

rate, the 166-MHz 604e typically dis¬ 
sipates an estimated 10 W, significant¬ 
ly less than a 133-MHz 604. Prelimi¬ 
nary estimates by IBM peg the 
166-MHz 604e at 5.0 to 6.0 SPECinl95 
and 4.0 to 5.0 SPECfp95 when running 
at 166 MHz. On top of the capabilities 

bestowed by a new fabrication process, each chip has key 
features added to its design that also boost performance. 

603e Little Endian 

Hie 166-MHz 603e contains 2.6 million transistors, ap¬ 
proximately the same as the 100-MHz 603e. 'Hie design re¬ 
duces power consumption by running the processor core 
at 2.5 V, while the bus and I/O interface still operate at 3.3 
V. It’s pin-compatible with the l(X)-MHz 603e. The new 
chip, with its higher clock speed, supports a wider range 
of clock multipliers (2:1,5:2,3:1,7:2,4:1,9:2,5:1,11:2, 
and 6:1). This enables PC designers to build notebook 
systems that use modest clock speeds (such as 25 or 33 
MHz) to conserve power, while the CPU runs at 150 MHz 
or 166 MHz to meet performance goals. 

A modification to the 166-MHz 603e’s load/store log¬ 
ic provides better performance and support for little-endian 
addressing modes under Windows NT. Formerly, when the 
PowerPC operated in little-endian mode and software ac¬ 
cessed misaligned data (such as when a 32-bit word strad¬ 
dled a 32-bit word boundary), an exception would occur 
and a millieode exception handler would held the access: 
see What the Heck Is Millieode?” on page 210. Put an¬ 
other way, the processor first had to perform two access¬ 
es to read data crossing a word boundary. The chip would 
access the lower-address word first, regardless of the 
memory-addressing mode. The processor then spent ad¬ 
ditional cycles in a millieode handler that determines the 
endian order of the data. 

With the 166-MHz 603e, the hardware keeps track of 
the data order. With the overhead of a millieode handler 
absent, misaligned data accesses complete several cycles 
faster. As a result, load/store operations now take the 

THE POWERPC FAMILY: GETTING SMALLER, RUNNING FASTER 

PROCESSOR 

Die size 

Nurntxrr of transistors 

On-chip cache size 

Current maximum clock speed 
Voltage 

Power dissipation (at max speed) 

SPECint95 (max. clock speed) 

SPECfp95 (max. clock speed) 

* estimated 

100 MHZ 603E 166-MHZ 603E 100-MHZ 604 166 MHZ 604E 

98 mm7 81 mm7 196 mm7 148 mm7 
2.6 million 2.6 million 3.6 million 5.6 million 
32 KB 32 KB 32 KB 64 KB 
120 MHz 166 MHz 133 MHz 166 MHz 
3.3 V 2.5 V (core) 3.3 V 2.5 V (core) 
3 W 3 W 14 W 10W 
2.5-33* 3.0-4.0* 4.55 5.0-6.0* 
2.1-2.8* 2.5-33* 3.31 4.0-5.0* 
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siiinc number of cycles regardless of the endian addressing mode. 

166-MHz 604e: Faster Fetching 

Even with its smaller die. the 166-MHz 604e packs additional 
transistors that not only add new features but also enlarge its on- 
chip cache size from 32 KB to 64 KB. The new 604e has 5.6 
million transistors, of which 3.8 million implement the on-chip 
caches. Fhc 166-MHz. 604c has separate code and data caches, 
each 32 KB in size, while the 100-MHz 604 had two separate 16- 
KB caches. 'ITie caches are logically organized as four-way set as¬ 
sociative using 256 sets, instead of the 128 sets on the 604. By 
keeping the cache organization as four-way. the 166-MHz. 604e 
is pin-compatible with the l(X)-MHz 604. The processor core 
operates at 2.5 V, and it supports proccssor-to-bus frequency ra¬ 
tios of 1:1, 3:2,2:1,5:2,3:1, and 4:1, which can simplify a sys¬ 
tem design. 

The CPU designers beefed up the logic of the load/store unit to 
reduce the number of cycles spent fetching and writing data. The 
cache logic forwards a subsequent nonspeculative load opera¬ 
tion immediately to the load/store unit, rather than waiting for the 
cache 1111 to complete (as it does on the l(X)-MHz 604). Like the 
166-MHz. 603e, the 166-MHz 604c provides improved hardware 
support for little-endian misaligned data accesses. 

proveinenl. However, because a processor spends its time either 
executing instructions or shipping data in and out, these faster op¬ 
erations add up to a significant performance lx Hist. 

The improved little-endian addressing support makes these 
processors capable of hosting any operating system, regardless of 
its addressing mode, without performance degradation. This is es¬ 
pecially important for Windows NT. which operates in little-en¬ 
dian mode. You can expect to see the 166-MHz. 603c and 166- 
MHz. 6<)4e at the heart of any system based on the PowerPC 
Common Hardware Reference Platform (CHRP). 

For notebook computers, a 166-MHz. 603c will mean 604-lev- 
el performance but with longer battery time. (At BYTE we test¬ 
ed the battery lile ol an Apple PowcrBook 53(X) equipped with a 
l(X)-MHz. 603c ( PU, active-matrix color display, and lithium-ion 
battery. It ran for nearly 7 hours.) 

A 166-MHz PowerPC 604c. armed with both the 604’s spec¬ 
ulative execution and branch prediction logic, and the improved 
load/store instruction performance, should endow a desktop sys¬ 
tem with processing power beyond that of any system based on 
Intel’s new P6. It’s important to note that the 166-MHz clock 
speed is only the starting point. IBM and Motorola engineers 
say these enhanced processors have the potential to reach a clock 
speed of 200 MHz. ■ 

Room to Grow 

I hese new processors offer performance benefits beyond just 
faster clock speeds. The reduction of a few clock cycles here 
and there on load operations might not seem like much of an im- 

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior technical editor. He's the author of 

Power Macintosh Programming Starter Kit (Hayden Books. 1994). 

You can contact him on the Internet at tom_thompson@bix.com. 

What the Heck Is Millicode? 
Microcode, nanocode, and now 

millicode. What are these things? 

icrocode is an on-chip program 
that decodes various processor in¬ 

structions and operates the appropriate 
portions of the processor’s logic to im¬ 
plement the requested action. Ergo, mi¬ 
crocode is a sort of program embedded 
inside the processor. In v ery complex 
processors, separate programs— 
nanocode—operate sections of the pro¬ 
cessor, such as the floating-point unit 
or the integer unit. 

Millicode, as its name implies, operates 
at a level outside the processor. It imple¬ 
ments highly efficient routines for fre¬ 
quently called functions. Normally, when 
a program calls a function on a PowerPC 
system, it uses a set of rules that organize the 
target function’s temporary storage into a re¬ 
gion of memory known as a stack frame. 
(See the figure at right.) This stack frame 
serves as a container that preserves any non 
scratchpad registers, the function’s local 
storage, a parameter (or argument area), 
and a linkage area. One such rule places a 

number of the function’s arguments into 
processor registers. Additional arguments 
(if any) spill over into the stack frame’s ar¬ 
gument area. Another rule adjusts the link 
register (LR) to point to the target func¬ 
tion’s address, while the LR’s original con¬ 
tents get stored into the link area of the stack 
frame. Once the program sets up the stack 
frame, it executes a branch to the function, 
based on the address in the LR. When the 
function exits, it restores the LR (which ef¬ 
fectively creates the return address) and ex¬ 
ecutes another LR-based branch. 

I o reduce overhead, millicode doesn't 
follow these conventions. Instead, you 
place arguments in specific registers and 
use a branch absolute then link instruc¬ 
tion (bla) to jump to the function. This 
convention reduces the function-call over¬ 
head to several register loads plus a single 
I) 1 () instruction. A register-based branch 
(using the LR) returns execution to your 
program when the function exits. Such 
unconditional branches typically take zero 
cycles to execute Ivcause the processor’s 
branch unit can resolve them well in ad¬ 
vance. Previous 603, 603e, and 604 
processors used millicode to resolve lit 

PowerPC Stack After a Function Call 

> 

Calling 
function 

Called 
function 

Stack ^ 
pointer * 

A typical PowerPC function stores temporary data 
in a structure called a stack frame. Millicode 
function calls don’t use a stack frame. 

tle-endian addressing. As efficient as mil¬ 
licode is, it can aikl substantial overhead if 
the routine gets called frequently. The 166- 
MHz 603e and the 166-MHz 604e now 
handle these addressing issues in hard¬ 
ware, thus boosting the efficiency of the 
load/store instructions, which in turn in¬ 
creases the speed of the processor. 

Parameter area 

Linkage area 

Saved registers 

Local variables 

Parameter area 

Linkage area 

Stack grows 
down 
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How to Build an Internet App 
A little Visual Basic code, a 

connection to the Internet, and you've 

got your own weather cha.. 

BRETT GLASS 
/ 

scnsus a true standard. (You can obtain RFC’s 
via FTP front the Internet site NIC.DDN.MII.. 
Or you can gel them on CD-ROM from Walnut 
Creek; phone (800) 786-9907.) 

I ave you been thinking about writing software for the 
I Internet? Perhaps you’re worried that the conven¬ 

tions and protocols would require years to master. As it 
turns (Hit, programming for the Internet is quite simple I’ll 
demonstrate that fact in this article. In the process, with just 
a bit of pointing and clicking and about a pagc-and-a-half 
of code, you’ll learn how to create a potentially life-sav¬ 
ing Internet application. First, I should explain how Internet 
programming got to be so simple. 

Muftiplatform Simplicity 

In the early days of wide-area networking, research in¬ 
stitutes wanted to connect hundreds of different brands 
ol micros, minis, and mainframes to what was then the 
ARPANET, an experimental research network (which is 
now the Internet). At that time, far more hardware archi¬ 
tectures and operating systems were in use than Unlay 

For example, the time sharing system of choice at many 
colleges and laboratories was the DECSystcm-20 super¬ 
minicomputer (DEC-20 for short). This unusual machine 
had a 36-bit word size, ran several powerful operating 
systems, and processed text as 7-bit ASCII characters. 

Other machines on the Net included mainframes, Unix 
boxes, VAXen running VMS, Macs, IBM PCs, Apple 
lls, and even CP/M machines. To minimize the effort re¬ 
quired to bring networking to all these platforms, no In¬ 
ternet protocol could make many assumptions about the 
underlying architecture of the machine. Each Internet pro¬ 
tocol was designed to be so simple that a capable gradu¬ 
ate student could reimplement it on a new type of ma- 
chine in a matter of days or weeks. 

,ntcmct standardization process was also unique 
loday, standards are established largely by fiat: A big 

company (say, Microsoft) introduces a product whose 
file format or communication protocol is adopted by oth¬ 
er companies. 

This was n<>t true on the ARPANET, whose population remote hosts) the 
of scholars and computer hackers had little to gain from the application layer is 
promotion of complex, proprietary standards. A new pro- where the action is 
Uicol s author would first implement and test the protocol, 
then write a descriptive paper known as a Request for Com¬ 
ment (RFC). This paper was “posted”on the network, where 
other programmers could comment on it. Only alter many 
sites had implemented the protocol, found it useful, and 
provided their input would the protocol become—by con- 

TCP/IP and the OSI Reference Model 

I lie protocol suite that emerged from the 
ARPANET standards process is TCP/IP (every 
other standard created through ARPANET, in 

one way or another, is connected with TCP/IP). TCP/IP 
has "layers” ranging from the physical signals that travel 
along wire or liber to the messages or commands sent to 
one another by application programs. The International 

iiicifiw Organization’s Open Systems Interconnect 
(OSI) Reference Model, a generic set of protocol layers 
helps to put the parts of TCP/IP into perspective (sec the’ 
fable below). 

Il\ the Internet Protocol, implements the network lay¬ 
er, which handles routing of information between net¬ 
works. TCP, the Transmission Control Protocol, imple¬ 
ments the transport layer, which paces transmissions, 
keeps the data in order, and ensures that it arrives without 
errors. UDP, the User Datagram Protocol (and another 
part ol the TCP/IP suite), sends “raw” datagrams, or mes¬ 
sages without error checking. In a sense, it’s a “null” im¬ 
plementation of the transport layer, which is why it’s 
sometimes called the Unreliable Datagram Protocol. 

I he I CP/IP suite contains many application-layer pro- 
tocols—-conventions that applications use to talk to other 
applications. These include the Simple Mail Transfer Pro- 
tocol (SMTP), Telnet (terminal emulation), FTP (file 
transfer protocol), network news transfer protocol (NNTP), 
Gopher (the University of Michigan’s distributed, text- 

ba^"lcnu sys(cm)’ and lhc Hypertext Transport Proto¬ 
col (HI 11>) that, together with the Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML), implements the World Wide Web. 

Since many com¬ 
puters already come 
with complete im¬ 
plementations of 
TCP, UDP, IP, and 
Berkeley Sockets (a 
handy API that 
makes it easy to es¬ 
tablish sessions with 
remote hosts), the 

Virtually all the in¬ 
novative new Inter¬ 
net programs work 
with existing appli¬ 
cation-layer proto¬ 
cols or create new 

l_Z OSI Layers 

Physical Network and 
communications hardware 

Oatafe* Reliable data transmission 
across physical link 

Network Establish and maintain 
connections across networks 

Transport Transfer of data between 
endpoints 

Session Establish and maintain 
connections between 
applications 

Presentation Transform data to provide 
application interface 

Application Actual services for users 
of the OSI environment 
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• Hit’s Most Internet application-layer protocols are very simple and 
« nd messages in formats easily readable by humans, making 

them a joy, rather than an ordeal, to implement. I’ll use one of the 
simplest protocols of all—Gopher—to retrieve information in 
the sample application that follows. 

Where’s Felix? 

To demonstrate how easy it is to write Internet software, I recently 
developed a timely Internet application in 30 minutes in front of a 
live audience at One BBSCon in Tampa, Florida. At the time. Hur¬ 
ricane Felix was raging in the Atlantic, and southeastemers from 
the Carolinas to Florida were concerned that it might be headed 
their way. So, to allow them to track the hurricane easily, I devel¬ 
oped a Windows program that would display information about 
the storm, with updates every 15 minutes. Ilie application included 
an “instant update” button, which the user could click to re¬ 
trieve the absolute latest information. 

Because I had only about an hour for my entire lecture, 
I used Microsoft’s Visual Basic 3.0 in conjunction with a 
shareware VBX (Visual Basic control) cal led IPPort, pub¬ 
lished by devSoft Inc. (Research Triangle Park, NC). You 
can get this and other VBXes from devSoft’s Web site at 
http://www.dev-soft.com. IPPort interfaces to WinSock, the 
Windows variant of the Berkeley Sockets API, and in do¬ 
ing so insulates you from the complexity of dealing di 
rectly with WinSock. (WinSock and Berkeley Sockets aie session- 
layer APIs for TCP/IP.) 

The source code for the hurricane tracker, including copious 
comments and subroutine headings (generated by Visual Basic), 
is only 90 lines long. (You can download the complete source 
from the BYTE Web site at http://www.bytc.com.) The appli¬ 
cation starts by establishing a connection to a Gopher server at the 
University of Indiana that contains frequently updated hurricane 
information. Making the connection requires only three lines of 
code, which set properties in the I PPort control: 

IPPortl.HostName - "wx.atmos.uiuc.edu” 
IPPortl.Port - 70 ’Gopher 
IPPortl.Connected - True 

A property is a variable associated with a Visual Basic com¬ 
ponent or control. Usually, when you assign a new value to a 
control’s property, it has side effects: For example, setting a but¬ 
ton’s property might 
cause it to change col¬ 
or. In the above listing, 
assigning a host’s do¬ 
main name to the IP 
Port control’s Host 
Name property causes 
the control to look up 
the name, determining 
its IP address in prepa¬ 
ration for a connection. 

The second statement assigns an IP port number for the con¬ 
nection. In TCP/IP lingo, the word port has an unusual meaning: 
It specifies the process or application with which you’d like to 
communicate on the remote host. Opening a connection with 
port number 70 indicates that your program would like to talk to 
the host’s Gopher server (if one is running), while connecting 
to port numbers 23 and 79 invoke Telnet and linger, res pec 
lively. The numbers which, by convention, invoke standard 
TCP/IP applications are known as “well-known ports.” 

'Ilie third statement starts the conversation with the remote 
machine. When the Connected property is set to True, the cus¬ 
tom control “makes it so” by attempting a connection to the re¬ 
mote machine. 'Ilie program can read the Connected property to 
determine whether a connection actually has been established; a 
trappable run-time error occurs if there is a problem. 

Ilie first three statements in the box below watch for a suc¬ 
cessful connection (yielding control to other Windows apps in the 
interim), place a message in the text box to indicate that a con¬ 
nection has been made, and request data from the Gopher server. 

Asking a Gopher server for information is as simple as setting 
one other property—the I PPort control’s Da taToSend property— 
to a siring containing the text of the request. To retrieve infor¬ 
mation from a Gopher server, the client just sends a text string in¬ 
dicating what it wants. (Most often this string is in the form of a 

filename.) The server delivers the data and ends the connection. 
When data begins to flow in, it triggers a Visual Basic event han¬ 

dler—a procedure that responds to events such as mouse move¬ 
ments, keystrokes, and incoming network data. Ilie event handler, 
a subroutine with the name I PPort 1 Da ta I n, places the incom¬ 
ing data in the text box: 

Sub IPPortl_DataIn (Text As String, EOL As Integer) 
If EOL Then Text - Text A Chr$(13) A ChrS(lO) 
tResponse.SelStart - Len(tResponse.Text) 
tResponse.SelText - Text 
End Sub 

If the L01 parameter has the value T rue, it indicates that the data 
was followed by an end-of-line character (an ASCII 10) and 
causes the program to start a new line in the text box. Ilie inser¬ 
tion point is moved to the end of the text, and the new text is 

added to the contents of the box. 
When the incoming data stops, the user can ma¬ 

nipulate the scrolling text box to review the hurri¬ 
cane information (sec the screen shot). No code is 
lequinxl to provide this fealuic, since this functionality 
is already built into the text-box control. Another 
control, a Visual Basic timer, causes the process to re¬ 
peat every 15 minutes. The button at the top of the 
window starts the polling process again and lets the 
user get an instant report. 

All Done 

Thai’s all there is to it. Development tools like Visual Basic 
make building the GUI side of Internet applications a snap; dev- 
Soft’s IPPort VBX takes care of the rest. Armed with some easy- 
to-use tools and some basic knowledge of the Internet, you can sit 
down and quickly write nontrivial programs for the Net. ■ 

Brett Glass (mf?ue(& well.com), a 15-year resident of the Internet, is 
a writer, computer consultant, and teacher in !m ramie, Wyoming. 

’Wait until we are connected 
Do Until IPPortl.Connected: DoEvents: Loop 
tResponse.Text - “Polling gopher server_” A 

Chr$(13) A Chr$(10) 
’Send request 
IPPortl.DataToSend - 

”0/Hurricane Advisories and Images/Atlantic-Discussion” A 
Chr$(10) 
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Untangling Fast Ethernet Cables 
Tho Fast Ethernet standard specifies 

support for a wide variety of media 

RAUL CUNNINGHAM 

ET asI Ethernet, also kiH>wn as IEEE 8()2.3u or KXtBasc- 
® I • *las the polcnlial lo quickly become the successor 
to Ethernet as the networking topology of choice. This 
year about I million Fast Ethernet network interface cards 
(NICs) will ship, according to market-research firm In¬ 
ternational Data (Framingham. MA). And next year, the 
number is expected to inerease to about 4 million, about 
four times as many NICs as is predicted for the other l(X)- 
Mbps Ethernet alternative, KXIVG-AnyLAN. 

fhe reason lor Fast Ethernet's |x>pularily is that it otters 
10 times the speed of Ethernet for a small premium in 
price over today’s lOBase-T adapter cards and hubs. In ad¬ 
dition. Fast Ethernet is compatible with traditional Ether¬ 
net, using the same CSMA/C’D method to arbitrate ac¬ 
cess to the cable. However, questions still remain in the 
minds of many about how to implement Fast Ethernet— 
and what type of cables to use with it. 

With such concerns in mind, the IEEE standard for 
Fast Ethernet details cabling specifications for a wide 
range or copper cabling, as well as optical fiber. The Fast 
F-themct standard provides for three distinct cabling sys- 
tems (see the table “100Base-T Fast Ethernet Cabling 
Guide below). Each of these systems has its merits and 
is appropriate for different situations. In addition, each 
standard specifics the use of cabling types, which are 
themselves based on industry-approved definitions. 

Hie standards for twisted-pair copper cabling arc called 
KXIBasc-1X and l(X)Base-T4; the standard for fiber-op¬ 
tic cabling is called 100Base-FX. These standards can be 
intermixed within an organization, and in combination 
they address virtually all 

ideations” on page 214). It’s important to note 
that the terms Category and Level arc sometimes 
used interchangeably. IBM is responsible for the 
“Type” cable standards, such as Type I, Type 
2, and so forth. 

Strictly speaking, a cable specification does not 
include the connector used to terminate the cable; 

however, both IBM and the El A define specific connectors 
for use with twisted-pair cable. For example, with Cate¬ 
gory 3, ( ategory 4, and Category 5, the connector standard 
is EIA-568, which specifies an RJ-45 connector. For Type 
I cable, the connector type is DB-9. 

Most l-.ibernet installations use cable based on EIA 
standards, and most installations of IBM or Token Ring 
equipment tend to use cable that meets IBM cable stan¬ 
dards. The notable exception to this is that many Token 
Ring installations use Category 4 unshielded twisted-pair 
(UTP) cable. I he I (X)Base-FX standard specifics the use 
ol the same type ol fiber-optic cabling system that’s used 
by the fiber-optic Ethernet standard (IOBasc-FL) and 
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI). 

Flexibility Is the Key 

The l(X)Base-TX method requires two pairs of high-qual¬ 
ity, data-grade twisted-pair wiring, one for transmission 
and one for reception. This cable type can be either UTP 
or shielded twisted-pair (STP), provided it meets the re¬ 
quired performance specifications. The most common 
examples of cable that meet these requirements arc Cate¬ 
gory 5 UTP and IBM Type I STP. 

The l(M)Basc-l4 method requires four pairs of ordi¬ 
nary-quality twisted-pair wiring: one dedicated to trans¬ 
mission. one dedicated to reception, and two bidirection¬ 
al pairs. Essentially, the l(X)-Mbps data signal is divided 
over three pairs of cable. Thus, the effective data rate re¬ 
mains the same as with other methods, but the cable fre¬ 
quency is much lower. continued 

cabling needs 
There are two gener¬ 

al sources of specifi¬ 
cations for twisted-pair 
cabling: the Telecommu¬ 
nications Industry As¬ 
sociation (TIA) branch 
of the Electronic Indus¬ 
tries Association (EIA), 
which is referred to as 
the EIA/TIA (or simply 
the EIA), and IBM. 'Hie 
EIA is responsible for 
the “Category” cable 
standards (see the table 
“EIA/TIA Cable Spec- 

100BASE-T FAST ETHERNET CABLING GUIDE 
Cabling specification 

100Base TX 

V 
100Base T4 

100Base-FX 

Cable type 

Category 5 UTP 
(uses two pairs) or 
IBM Type 1 STP 

Category 3, 4, or 5 
UTP (uses four pairs) 
or IBM Type 1 STP 

Multimode fiber (uses 
one pair of 62.5-/125^ 
micron fiber) 

Advantages 

Full-duplex mode 
offers 200 Mbps 
transfer rate: requires 
only two pairs of cable. 

Operates on virtually any 
existing twisted pair cabling; 
adapters are less expensive. 

Allows for extended distances 
between devices; immunity to 
electromagnetic interference; 
added security; uses same 
cabling as FDDI. 

Disadvantages 

Category 5 cabling might 
not be installed; patch 
panels and jumper blocks 
must be rated for Category 5. 

Requires four pairs of 
cabling; cannot support 
full-duplex operation. 

Connectors are more 
expensive than copper 
alternatives. 
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This means that you can use a less 
sophisticated cable with this method. 
This type of cable is sometimes re¬ 
ferred to as voice-grade cable. Most 
often, this means Category 3 UTP. 
It’s important to note, however, that 
I00Base-T4 is not limited to voice- 
grade cable. It can also be used with 
better-quality cable, including Cat¬ 
egory 4 UTP, Category 5 UTP, and 
Type I STP. 

Pluses and Minuses 
Bach of the cabling specifications 
has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of lOOBase- 
T4 arc that it will operate on virtually any preexisting twisted-pair 
cabling, its adapters are about 10 percent less expensive than 
those for other specifications, and it can use less-expensive Cat¬ 
egory 3 cabling. Meanwhile, l(X)Base-TX uses only two pairs of 
twisted-pair cabling and supports full-duplex mode for up to 
2(H)-Mbps rates into the servers. 

The disadvantages of each of these two specifications are vir¬ 
tually the strengths of the other. For instance. IOOBase-T4 cannot 
support full-duplex mode (which might be desirable for servers 
but is unneeded in workstations) and requires four pairs of wiring. 
Meanwhile, l(X)Base-TX suffers from a temporary shortage of 
Category 5 cabling, which was caused by a resin-supply problem. 
Additionally, for l(X)Base-TX to be used, all patch panels and 
jumper blocks must be rated Category 5. 

There's no clear right or wrong in chinking between l(X)Base- 
TX and l(X)Base-T4. The right system fora given network de¬ 
pends on several factors, the first of which is the installed cable 
type. If properly installed Category 5 or Type I cable is not avail¬ 
able, you must use l(X)Base-T4 or install new twisted-pair wiring. 
If the quality of the installed cable is unknown or questionable, 
l(X)Base-T4 is a better choice because it offers the flexibility of 
running on more eable types. 

A second consideration is budget. You can save a substantial 
amount of money if you can use l(X)Base-T4 adapters and Cat¬ 
egory 3 cabling. (A quick survey of cable costs shows four-pair 
Category 3 plenum cable priced at 9 to 25 cents per foot, and 
four-pair Category 5 plenum cable at 23 to 37 cents per foot.) 

Finally, you must take your future needs into account. If you 
must have full-duplex mode now, or if there's a chance that you 
might want it in the future, you'll need l(X)Base-TX. 

Meanwhile, l(X)Base-T4 is best suited for use in workstations, 
where cost is an important issue. l(X)Base-T4 also runs over the 
more commonly installed types of cabling, and workstations are 
not likely to need full-duplex connections. 100Base-TX, on the 
other hand, is more desirable for network servers, which can 
take advantage of full-duplex mode, and in situations where it's 
easier to control the quality of the cabling. 

The Fiber Alternative 
The l(X)Base-FX fiber-optic option for Fast Ethernet offers the 
same types of advantages in traditional Ethernet and FDDI net¬ 
works as fiber does. Namely, 100Base-FX offers extended dis¬ 
tances, electromagnetic immunity, and increased security. 

Like lOBase-T, 100Base-T allows a maximum distance of 
MX) meters between a repeater (i.e., a hub) and a node. Using 
fiber-optic cable, l(X)Base-FX increases this distance to a max¬ 
imum of 185 meters. Between a server and a workstation, the 

maximum distance (with no repeat¬ 
er) is increased to 4(X) meters, and 
it can be as much as 2 kilometers 
when full-duplex mode is used. 

The standard cable type for 
100Base-FX is multimode fiber with 
a 62.5-micron core and 125-micron 
cladding. Only one pair of fibers is 
required—one for transmission and 
one for reception. This is the same 
type of cable that's commonly used 
in lOBase-FL Ethernet networks 
with ST bayonet-style connectors. 

However, the new EIA-preferred 
connector is the SC-plug style. An SC connector has the advan¬ 
tage of being a push-on/pull-off connector (with no twisting re¬ 
quired). Since it's keyed, there's no possibility of incorrectly 
connecting the transmit and receive cables. If your installed fiber¬ 
optic cable is already terminated with FDDI-compatiblc MIC 
connectors, then you can use an inexpensive MIC-to-ST con¬ 
verter. 

The l(X)Base-FX standard will find its primary niche in the 
interconnection of repeaters to form a fiber-optic backbone. A typ¬ 
ical company using this standard will have Fast Ethernet re¬ 
peaters on each fkx>r or in each department. Each of these re¬ 
peaters will support l(X)Base-TX or l(X)Base-T4 workstations. 
The repeaters will then be interconnected using 100Base-FX 
links. When repeaters on different flcx>rs are connected, the fiber¬ 
optic cabling will provide protection from the electromagnetic 
noise often associated with elevators, and it will also enable 
longer cable runs between buildings. 

Migration Strategies 
Today there are many networks based not only on twisted-pair 
cabling, but also on thin-coaxial cabling with BNC connectors. 
Clearly, there must be a strategy that will allow today's networks 
to simx)thly migrate to Fast Ethernet. 

Many companies want to protect their investment in the cabling 
and connectors they’ve already installed. These companies should 
consider auto-sensing network adapters for their workstations. 
Such adapters can be used Uxlay for l()-Mbps Ethernet (either 
coaxial or UTP), and they can be used in the future for l(X)-Mbps 
Fast Ethernet. Such auto-sensing cards allow workstations to 
automatically switch to Fast Ethernet (when, for example, the 
servers and repeaters are upgraded) without the need for a LAN 
administrator to pop open each PC on the network and recon¬ 
figure DIP switches on the adapter card. 

For those who are ready to install Fast Ethernet Uxlay—and 
need to do so gradually and keep some 1()-Mbps devices—a 
number of options exist. Perhaps the simplest is to install a Fast 
Ethernet adapter in the existing server, alongside the l()-Mbps 
Ethernet adapter, and use this connection to support a Fast Ether¬ 
net repeater and workstations. 

The Fast Ethernet standard is designed to provide flexible so¬ 
lutions for a wide variety of cabling situations. With the avail¬ 
ability of 10/100 adapters, 10/100 adapters with BNC/coaxial 
support, and 10/MX) switches, organizations should be able to 
migrate in a manner of their choosing. ■ 

l\ud (wuiingliam is director of product marketing for Cogent Data 

Technologies, Inc. (Friday Harbor, WA). He can be reached on the 

Internet at paid(f*cogentdata.com or on IIIX c/o "editors. ” 

EIA/TIA CABLE SPECIFICATIONS 

Cable type Common uses 

Category 1 Telephone service and low-speed data 

Category 2 ISDN and Tl/El 

Category 3 Data up to 16 MHz (including lOBase-T 
at 10 Mbps and 100Base-T4 at 100 Mbps) 

Category 4 Data up to 20 MHz (including Token 
Ring at 16 Mbps and 100Base-T4) 

Category 5 Data up to 100 MHz (including 
100Base-TX and 100Base T4 at 100 Mbps) 
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The Art of Smarl 

SmarTerm® is a fine art form. High-end host 
connectivity and TCP/IP make SmarTerm the corporate 
standard of choice for DOS, Windows, Windows NT, 
and Windows 95. Whether you need VT, TN3270 Data 

General SCO Console. ANSI BBS, TCP/IP, LAT, PPP, or SUP-SmarTerm is your very own maslerpiece. 

! series of Sm‘lrTorm emulations, added a completely Windows-based TCP/IP 

SmarTerm for Windows 
offers a true MDI interface 
and automation tools to 
reduce support costs. 

SmarTerm's TCP/IP stack 
offers drag-and-drop FTP 
and an FTP file viewer for 
easy file transfers. 

TCP Addition™ for SmarTerm 
provides a sophisticated 
PPP/SLIP dialer for efficient 
remote access. 

Call us today at 1-800-TCP-3130 
to qualify for a 90-day evaluation. 

k ' PO 801 44953’ Mod,!on. Wisconsin 53744 4953 USA 
S^2^4000- Fo> ^27WM7' Soles: I 800 EMUIAIE « solcs©pc,sol. com, 

•Vortd W*do Wob: wwwper softcom 

lle&se .See Us at 

COMDEX n«Hiih #c*7.w 

persaff 
^A^ININt^NVIl Y bULUIIOr 
DOS • Windows • Ethernet • Token K 
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WHflfSNEW Hardware 
PREVIEW 

HP Combines Color Copying with Printing 

Color images are an integral part of business documents, but for 

many businesses, buying both a color copier and a color printer has 

been too expensive. Now, Hewlett-Packard has designed a com¬ 

bination color ink-jet printer and digital color copier for depart¬ 

ments that use one or more color printers and have occasional 

need for color copies. The first-of-its-kind CopyJet is based on an 

enhanced DeskJet 1200C color printing engine and the ScanJet 3C 

scanning engine. 

You use the CopyJet’s copier function like a traditional copier. 

On the top, it has a double-hinged removable document cover 

and a full-size flatbed copy surface, which can handle documents 

of up to 8.5 by 14 inches. The front panel, which has print settings 

grouped on the left side and copy settings grouped on the right side, 

lets you adjust color, reduce 

originals by 50 percent or 

enlarge them by up to 400 

percent, adjust lightness 

and darkness, and make up 

to 99 copies. The front load¬ 

ing paper tray holds up to 

180 sheets of plain or 

glossy paper or 50 sheets 

of transparency film. The 

output tray, which is located 

on the front of the unit, 

holds 100 sheets of paper. 

The standard CopyJet has 

5 MB of memory. The unit 

BYTE tested had 8 MB of 

extra memory. 

The CopyJet makes 

copies at a resolution of 

300 dpi. We copied a color 

document in normal mode 

and found it to be near-pho¬ 

tographic quality, which 
should be more than adequate for most businesspeople. The 

CopyJet offers buttons for Original Is Photo, Emphasize Light Col¬ 

ors, and High Quality, so you can make adjustments for betterqual- 

ity copies. Next, we printed a bit map screen capture, which included 

a color bar graph, monochrome text, and four scanned color pho¬ 

tographs; an eight-page Excel spreadsheet; and a document with 

monochrome text—all in nonnal mode. The CopyJet took 1 minute 

and 52 seconds to print the screen capture, 8 minutes and 34 sec¬ 

onds for the eight-page spreadsheet, and 19 seconds for the one- 
page document. 

The CopyJet provides high quality color copies and color ink-jet 

printing for companies that now take their color copying jobs to ser¬ 

vice bureaus or for individual departments who want more color 

capability. —Martha Hicks 

CopyJet Color Printer-Copier 
Base price. $2949; 
as configured for testing with 8 MB 
of extra memory. $3074 

Hewlett Packard Co. 
Santa Clara. CA 
(800) 7520900 
Call local HP dealer 
fax: (800) 3331917 
http://www.hp.com 
Circle 998 on Inquiry Card. 

133-MHZ PENTIUM NOTEBOOK 
Tadpole’s PI300 (from $6995) 
features S to 128 MB of RAM, a 
256-KB secondary write-back 
cache, a 64-bit memory inter¬ 

face, up to 1.2 GB of removable 
SCSI-2 disk storage, a high- 
hand width PCI local bus. an 800- 
by 600-pixel 10.4-inch active- 
matrix TFT color screen, a PC 

Card slot supporting one Type 
III card or two Type I or II PC 
cards, a pointing stick, an exter¬ 
nal 3K-inch floppy drive, and an 
internal NiMH battery. A mini¬ 
docking station ($1695) provides 
the direct I/O ports and addi¬ 
tional interfaces for SCSI, stereo 
audio I/O, an external keyboard, 
and a serial port. A full docking 
station ($2995) offers multiple 
mass-storage options, network 
connectivity, and add-in-card ex¬ 
pandability. 
Contact: Tadpole Technology, 
Inc., Austin, TK, (800)232 
6656 or (512) 219-2200; 
http://www. tadpole, i om. 
Circle lOOl on Inquiry Cnrd. 

COMPUTER-TO-TV 
ADAPTER LINE 
With Presenter TView ($449), 
you can display Mac- and PC¬ 
generated images on standard 
TVs and, with a VCR, record 
presentations directly to video¬ 
tape. The external adapter is 
compatible with RGB, multi¬ 
sync, and VGA monitors. It 
produces a stable and clear im¬ 
age in composite and S-Video 
signal modes. The Electronic 
Marker software lets you high¬ 
light computer-generated pre¬ 
sentations as you would over¬ 
head transparencies. 
Contact: Consumer Technol¬ 
ogy Northwest, Inc., Heaverton, 
OR, (MX)) 356-3983 or 
(503) 643-1662. 
Circle 1002 on Inquiry Card. 

300-MIPS WORKSTATION 
Powered by a 64-bit, 275-MHz 
Alpha 21064A microprocessor, 
the Viper 275 delivers 347 MIPS 
and runs under Windows NT, 
OSF/1, and VMS. The worksta 
lion includes 512 MB of RAM, 
2 MB of static cache memory, 
PCI video with 16(H)- by 1280- 
pixel graphics, up to 28 GB of 
internal disk capacity without 
RAID, two PCI and three ISA 
expansion slots, 10 internal stor¬ 
age bays, and a 450-W power 

supply (from $28,(XM)). 
Contact: National Computers 
Plus, Tulsa, OK. (MX)) 522- 

2910 or (9/8) 664-0690; 
http://www. nepi. com. 
Circle 1003 on Inquiry Card. 

TWO FLAT-PANEL 
LCD MONITORS ▼ 
The 10.4-inch M104 active-ma¬ 
trix color monitor ($2850) allows 
you to simultaneously access 
262,144 colors for true-color dis¬ 
play and photo-realistic full-mo¬ 
tion video. The M104m, which is 
a 10.4-inch monochrome moni¬ 
tor ($735), uses STN technology 
for a high-speed refresh rate and 
display clarity with 28 levels of 
gray scale. 
Contact: Qume, Inc., San Jose, 
CA, (8(H)) 457-4447 or 
(408)473-1500; 
http://www. qume.com/qume/. 

WINDOWS 95 TRACKBALL 
The WinTrac 95 ($139) system 
combines a MicroSpced track¬ 
ball and software. The hardware 
includes a trackball, a track- 
wheel, and three buttons. For 
drag-and-drop operations, an 
auto-drag feature lets you drag- 
lock any button when holding it 
down for a fixed time interval. 
The software includes the Mi- 
croSpeed Protected Mode Win¬ 
dows 95 32-bit device driver, the 
WINTRAC.CPL control panel 
for Windows 95, and the Win¬ 
Trac applications interface soft¬ 
ware for Windows 95. 
Contact: MicroSpced, lnc\, 
Fremont, CA, (8(H)) 438-7733 
or (510) 490-/403; 
http://www.microspeed.com. 
Circle 1017 on Inquiry Cnrd. 
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Desktop Z-Stations 
The Z-Station VP systems support Win¬ 
dows 95, Plug and Play technology, 
and DDC1. The machines include a 66- 
MHz 486DX2 or a 75- or 90-MHz Pen¬ 
tium; 256 KB of cache memory; 8 MB 
of RAM; a 540-MB, 850-MB, or 1.2- 
GB hard drive; 1 MB of video DRAM; 
and a standard desktop, space-saver 
desktop, or mini tower cabinet (from 
$1585). You can add a quad-speed 
CD-ROM drive, 16-bit Sound Blaster 
audio, speakers, a microphone, a write-back cache, and mem¬ 
ory, CPU, and video-DRAM upgrades. 

( ontact: Zenith Data Systems, Buffalo drove, /L, (900) 

533-0331 or (70S) 808-5(XX); http://www.Zjds.com. 
Circle 999 on Inquiry Card. 

mind yourself Co take a break at times, an MTBF racing of 
25().(XX) hours, and data transfer 
rates of 3.5 MBps for the MI 

MULTIMEDIA 
PENTIUM NOTEBOOK 
ThcChemBook Model 5400 and 
5d Model 4I(X) notebooks (from 
$3450) come with double-speed 
or optional quad-speed CD- 
ROM drives, an 11.3-inch dual- 
scan or 10.3-inch TFT active- 
matrix screen, a touchpad, a 
joystick, a Microsoft Sound Sys¬ 
tem- and Sound Blaster Pro- 
compatible 16-bit stereo sound 
system with a microphone and 
speaker, I MB of VRAM (ex¬ 
pandable to 2 MB), and a 32-bit 
PCI video bus and Windows ac¬ 
celerator. Standard features in¬ 
clude a 75-, 90-, I ()()-. or 120- 
MHz Pentium processor; 256 
KB of L2 cache memory; 8, 16, 
or 32 MB of RAM; removable 
340-MB, 500-MB, 810-MB, or 
l-GB hard drives; a removable 
1.44-MB floppy drive (to ex¬ 
change an MPEG Plus video 
module); a high-speed serial 
port; PC Card slots; and power 
management. 
Contact: Chem USA Corp.t 

Hayward, CA, (S00) 866-2436 
or (510) 785-8080; 

fived@hoked. net. 
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a RUGGEDIZED HAND HELD 
COMMUNICATOR 
Operating on Motorola’s 800- 
MHz Private DataTAC network 
using MIX? or RD-LAP proto¬ 
cols, the Forte Wireless Comm- 
Pad (about $55(X)) provides real¬ 
time access to information when 
and where you need it. The 4- 
pound device includes a 486 
CPU; a VGA-compatible LCD 
screen; an internal radio modem, 
communicating at up to 19.2 
Kbps; support for two PC Card 

Type II slots or one Type III slot; 
a microphone; a voice-quality 
speaker; and Windows 3.1 with 
Pen Extensions. An optional ve¬ 
hicle docking station simulta¬ 
neously charges the battery and a 
spare battery and provides a se¬ 
rial port. 

Contact: Motorola, Inc., 

Schaumburg, ID (BOO) 247- 

2346 or (70S) 576-/(MX), 

http://www. mot.com. 
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NUMERIC KEYPADS 
FOR PORTABLES 
The Micropad 627 (about $85) 
offers 21 keys, three of which 
you can assign as the Windows 
95 special-access keys, and a 
pass-through serial interface. 
GcnCalc, an included pop-up 10- 
key adding-machine program, 
provides the functionality of a 
paper-tape adding machine on¬ 
screen. 

The AddPoint combines the 
Micropad 627 with a GlidePoint 
trackpad. In addition to high¬ 
speed numeric input, you can 
move, click, drag, and highlight 
by simply moving your finger 
across the high-resolution sur¬ 
face. The AddPoint 628 is for 
PCs (about $120); the AddPoint 
629 is for Macs (about $128). 
Contact: denovation, Inc., 

Irvine. CA,, (B(X)) 822-4333 or 

(7/4) 833-3355; 

http://www.genovatum.com. 
Clrclo 1005 on Inquiry Card. 

PROGRAMMABLE 
TRACKBALL FOR THE MAC 
Turbo Mouse 5.0 ($109.99) of¬ 
fers four programmable buttons, 
which you can program inde¬ 
pendently to perform common 
tasks and to group together fre¬ 
quently used commands. You 
can adjust the movement of the 
mouse on-screen, instantly jump 
to predefined hot spots on the 
screen, automatically move the 
cursor to the default button in 
any dialog box, and monitor 
mouse and keyboard use to re- 

specified intervals. 
Contact: Kensington Mi¬ 

croware, Ijd., San Mateo, CA, 

(B(X)) 535-4242 or (415) 572- 

2700; info@kensington.com, 
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COLOR PRINTERS FOR SILICON 
GRAPHICS WORKSTATIONS 
Two color printers provide dye- 
sublimation and thermal-wax 
printing technologies for Silicon 
Graphics workstations. The Pro¬ 
fessional ColorPoint 2 RSF 
Models 4 and 14 include high¬ 
speed SCSI connectors, raster 
controllers, and Silicon Graph¬ 
ics’ Iris Impressario 1.2 driver 
plug-in to optimize the worksta¬ 
tion’s output capabilities. The 
Model 4 ($6999) prints up to A- 
size bleed, and the Model 14 
($12,499) prints up to B-size 
bleed. Some key features include 
high-resolution 300 dpi in both 
modes and single-sheet bypass. 
Contact: Seiko Instruments 

USA, Inc., San Jose, CA, (B(X)) 

888-08/7 or (408) 922-5900. 
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PC CARD HARD DRIVES 
FOR P0WERB00KS 
Compatible with System 7.5, two 
IX? Card hard drives for Apple 
PowerBooks offer 12-ms access 

PocketDrive 170MB ($429) and 
5.7 MBps for the Ml Pocket- 
Drive 260MB ($649). 
Contact: Memory Interna¬ 

tional. Irvine. CA, (8(X)) 266- 

0488 or (7/4) 453-8(X)8. 

Circle lOlO on Inquiry Card. 

PUT PAPER TO WORK 
PaperPort Vx for Windows and 
the Macintosh offers business- 
card management with Corex 
CardScan software, copy-ma¬ 
chine functions with Picture¬ 
Works Copier, document edit¬ 
ing with Caere OmniPage Lite, 
and auto-launch technology that 
configures PaperPort Vx to move 
scanned documents instantly into 
the programs you use most. It 
also includes more than 20 new 
links to fax, word processing, 
(X'R, copy. E-mail, spreadsheet, 
forms, document management, 
business-card, contact manage¬ 
ment, and image-editing soft¬ 
ware. The AnyPort interface al¬ 
lows you to connect PaperPort 
Vx ($369) to serial or parallel 
ports, and the SharpPagc tech¬ 
nology improves fax quality. 
Contact: Visioneer. Inc., Palo 

Alto, CA. (800) 787-7007 or 

(415) 843-3999. 

Circle lOll on Inquiry Card. 
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WHAT’S NEW A Message 
to Our 

Subscribers 

From time to time we make the BYTE 

subscriber list available to other 

companies whose products or 

services would be of interest to our 

readers. We take great care to screen 

these companies, choosing only those 

who are reputable. Furthermore, 

subscriber names are made available for 

direct mail purposes only; telemarketing 

calls are strictly prohibited. 

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this 

carefully managed program, and look 

forward to receiving information of 

interest to them via the mail. While we 

believe this information is of benefit to 

our subscribers, we firmly respect the 

wishes of any subscriber who does not 

want to receive promotional literature. 

Should you wish to restrict the use of 

your name, please send your request 

(including your magazine mailing label, 

name, address, and subscription 

account number) to: 

BYTE Magazine 

Subscriber Services 

PO Box 555 

Hightstown, NJ 08520 

S3 
A Division of The McGmw-HiU Companies 

n * 
/ 

A MOUSE/TRACKBALL 
ALTERNATIVE 
Designed to conquer the prob¬ 
lem of repetitive-stress injuries. 
Pelix ($111)) is an input device 
that has a finger-activated han¬ 
dle that moves 
within a I -inch- 
square tracking 
system. Pelix au¬ 
tomatically ad¬ 
justs to any size 
screen or screen res¬ 
olution. and it requires no mouse 
pad or special surface. 
Contact: Altra, Rawlins, WY, 
(8(H)) 726-6153 or 
(307) 328-/342. 
Circle 1015 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

QUAD-SPEED 
SEVEN-DISC JUKEBOX 
The CDJ 7004 ($399) supports 
CD-ROM. Cl) DA. CD-ROM 
XA. and Photo CD (multises¬ 
sion) discs. It features push-but¬ 
ton loading, a 128-KB buffer, a 
data transfer rate of 0(H) KBps 
(sustained quad-speed) or 2.8 
MBps in burst mode, and an av¬ 
erage access time of 340 ms. Hie 
front panel sports controls for 
audio CDs and a stereo head¬ 
phone jack; the rear panel has 
RCA-type phono jacks. The unit 
automatically selects discs with¬ 
out requiring you to know the 
slot number. 
Contact: Smart and Friendly, 

6-ppm Laser Printer 
Up to three users running Windows for 
Workgroups 3.11 can share the KX- 
P6500 ($595), a 2400- by 600-dpi 
laser printer. Up to 25 users can share 
it via an optional software upgrade. 
You can adjust brightness and con¬ 
trast, print on both sides of the page in 
book or report style, overlay an image 
on any document printed in GDI mode, 
print two or four pages on a single let¬ 
ter-size sheet, and enlarge or reduce the print page from 10 per¬ 
cent to 500 percent. The multipurpose paper tray accepts up 
to 100 sheets of 20-pound paper, 10 envelopes, 30 labels, or 
30 transparencies. 

Contact: Panasonic Communications Sc Systems Co., 
Secaucus, NJ, (8(H)) 742-8086 or (201) 348-7000. 
Circle) lOOO on Inquiry Cnrd. 

Chatsworth, CA. (8(H)) 9.59- 
7(H)I or (818) 772-9001; 

75162,2367(&( 'ompuserve. < :om. 
Circle 1013 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

8-MM TAPE BACKUP KIT 
FOR LANS 

j A tape-drive kit for NetWare 
and Windows NT users con¬ 
tains the EXB-8700, an exter¬ 
nal 8-mm tape drive with 14 
GB of compressed capacity (7 

GB native) and a transfer rate of 
60 MBpm (compressed, 30 
MBps native); a CD-ROM that 
lets you select backup software 
from a choice of Arcada Back¬ 
up Exec for NT, Arcada Back¬ 
up Exec for NLM. Cheyenne 
ARCserve for NetWare (Win¬ 
dows edition), and Palindrome 
Backup Director for NLM; an 
Adaptec SCSI-2 host-adapter 
card and Adaptec EZ-SCSI soft¬ 
ware; Adaptec Cl/O software, 
which allows system adminis¬ 
trators and network managers to 
remotely profile performance 
and diagnose problems of SCSI 
devices from a Windows-based 
client; an Exabyte 12c cleaning 
cartridge; Exabyte’s Exatape 
160mXL 8-mm data cartridge; 
cables; and media ($2695). 
Contact: Exabyte Corp., 
Boulder, CO, (800)392-2983 
or (303) 442-4333. 
Clrclo 1021 on Inquiry Cnrd. 
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FULL-MOTION/FULL-SCREEN 
DIGITAL PLAYBACK 
Powered by S3’s Trio64V+ chip, 
which provides GUI accelera¬ 
tion, video scaling, signal mix¬ 
ing, RGB/YUV conversion, syn¬ 
chronization, and DAC output to 
the CRT, the Powergraph 64 
Video PCI controller displays 
video output from NTSC/PAL 
tuners or decompressed CD- 
ROM video on SVGA monitors. 
In the 2-MB DRAM configura¬ 
tion ($229), the controller sup¬ 
ports 64-bit graphics resolutions 
at refresh rates of up to 160 Hz. 
The Powergraph 64 is available 
in an upgradable I-MB version 
($189). It supports a daughter- 
card option for MPEG-1 au¬ 
dio/video hardware playback. 
Contact: STB Systems, Inc., 

Richardson. TX, (2/4) 234- 

S750; http://www.stb.com. 

Clrclo 1020 on Inquiry Card. 

FAST ETHERNET STARTER KIT 
First-time 100Base-T users can 
evaluate the technology for $995. 
The Fast Ethernet Starter Kit in¬ 
cludes Grand Junction's Fast Hub 
100 VL four-port 100Base-TX 
repeater and two 100Base-TX 
Intel FtherFxpress Pro/100 PCI 
adapters. 

Contact: Cirand Junction 

Networks, Inc., Fremont, CA, 

(MX)) 950-3365 or (510) 

252-0726; 

info® ftrandjunction.com. 

Circle 1014 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

RAID SUBSYSTEM ▲ 
Providing up to 20 GB of mag¬ 
netic storage, the RAIDworks 
1000 subsystem mounts its IDF 
drives in frame-based carriers 
that connect to the hardware con¬ 
troller through a PCB-hased slot 
connector. The only cable nec¬ 
essary is the one from the sub¬ 
system to the SCSI host adapter. 
There are two models. 

The C5 l()-xx (from $5616) is 
an internal or external five-drive 
model with drive capacities rang¬ 
ing from 850 MB each up to 
1.624 GB each, resulting in 6.4 
GB of total drive capacity. The 
CIOIO-xx (from $8274) is an ex¬ 
ternal 10-drive unit. 
Contact: Crane/. Inc., 

Columbus. OH, (MX)) 2RR- 

3475 or (6/4) 43/-MXX); 

http://www. cranel.com. 
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RUGGEDIZED RACK-MOUNT 
TOUCH MONITOR 
The TruePoint IC-20 ($3850) 
combines MicroTouch’s capaci¬ 
tive touchscreen technology with 
a 20-inch Intecolor F02I54 mon¬ 
itor. flic unit is optically bonded 
for added strength ami gasket- 
sealed for water tightness. It has 
a protective glass overcoat for 
scratch and wear protection. The 
capacitive analog touch technol¬ 
ogy is immune to interference 
from factors such as dirt, vibra¬ 
tion, and ambient light. The 
monitor has a maximum video 
resolution of 1024 by 864 pix¬ 
els, a video bandwidth of 75 
MHz, a vertical scan frequency 
of 45 to 90 Hz, a horizontal scan 
frequency of 30 to 56 kHz, and a 
touchscreen resolution of 1024 
by 1024 pixels. 
Contact: MicroTouch Systems, 

Inc., Methuen, MA, (SIX)) 642- 

76H6 or (50S) 659-9000; 

touch Q MTS.CompuServe, com. 

Clrclo 1012 on Inquiry Card. 

DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL 
For simultaneous multiuser drive 
access to information, the Hot- 
Swap SCSI TowerDrives come 
in three models. Seven drives are 
in the MiniTower range, up to 
16 drives in the TowerDrive 
range, and up to 32 CD-ROM 
drives in the TwinTower range 
(call for prices). In addition to 
CD-ROM drives, the systems are 
able to house I - and 2-GB hard 
drives, 2-GB MO drives, and 4- 
mm DAT and 8-mm tape drives. 
Contact: 1 AC Systems. Inc., 

Huntsville. AU (205) 721- 

1976; http://www.tacsys.com. 

Circle 1018 on Inquiry Cnrd. 

Make no mistake about it! 

The most fully-featured, 

automated data entry 

software is nmr the 

most accurate. 

TEUFORM" 4 WITH TRI-CR. 

The technology behind 

our latest success .story is 

Automated 
Data Entry. 

Accuracy 
From 

A to Z. 
Tri-CK. Our new 

powerful character recogni 

lion softwrarr provides you 

with even greater accuracy. 

Whether your forms 

contain hand print 

or machine print text, 

you’re assured the 

highest level of accuracy 

available. What’s 

more, it’s affordable 

loo. Teleform 4 with 

our new cutting-edge 

technology is just $1495. (all 

800-659-8755 today to order 

or for more information. 

liiffotMartoasscs | 
HdSIRAnON rotMS. 

SAIfSOttXRS. TIME 

CAKOS, CLAIMS. 

I SURVEYS AND MOtf I 

NobleNet EZ-RPC 
Sets The Standard For Easy-to-Use 

Middleware Development Tools 

The award winning NobleNet EZ-RPC does all the RPC coding 
today—fast and easy—that the standards bodies only promise. 
It partitions and distributes APIs among all the key platforms. 
From and to AIX, HP-UX, Macintosh, NetWare. Open VMS. 
OS/2. SCO UNIX. Solaris, Sun/OS. and other popular UNIX 
systems, Windows 3.x, and Windows NT (Intel and Alpha). 
Clients AND servers. Without retooling, retraining or recoding. 

• Distributes C and C++ code with no source modification 
• Buffers developers from complex network coding 
• Supports fast code partitioning tor rapid prototyping 
• Automatically generates WinSock-compliant DLLs and makefiles 
• Includes complete ONC RPC libraries (or NT. Macintosh & Windows 

Call Today For Your Free Evaluation Copy 

II you're coding Windows client-side applications with VisualBASIC. 
Power Builder, Visual C++, or any standard 4GL and want fast 
connectivity to any UNIX or Windows NT server-side applications— 
call today tor your free EZ-RPC Evaluation Copy. 

1-800-809-8988 

NobleNet 
\| NobleNet. Inc., 337 Turnpike Rd. Southboro. MA 01772 

1 508-460-8222. FAX 508 460-3456 E-mail: safest NobleNet com 
Regional Distributors in Europe and Pacific Rim 
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WHAT’S NEW Software 
PREVIEW WINDOWS 95 FAX SOFTWARE 

WinFax Pro 7.0 Delivers More-Reliable Faxing 

Windows fax programs have many advantages over stand-alone 
fax machines. With fax software, you can easily schedule fax 
broadcasts for off- 

F. jr^fia 
rill »mi»i i 

Dear Mark and Kathy Padfidd 

Thanks for your excellent work on the driveway 
The cracks arc al fitted in and now my brother 
Charlie can play basketbal without having the ball 
bounce at an odd 

Sincerely. 

Dave Andrews 

WinFax Pro 7.0.$129 
Delrina Corp. 
Toronto, Ontario. Canada 
(800) 268-6082 
(416) 441-3676 
fax: (416) 4410333 
http://www.delrina.com 
Circle 1024 on Inquiry Card. 

peak hours, main¬ 
tain multiple phone 
books, and create 
fax cover pages. 
However, too many 
times when I used 
Windows 3.1-based 
fax programs, a fax 
operation that was 
running in the back 
ground (e.g., send¬ 
ing a big fax) would interrupt an ap¬ 
plication running in the foreground 
(e.g., a word processor). As the fax 
program monopolized my system, I 
found myself staring at the dreaded 
hourglass as I tried to use my fore¬ 
ground application. 

Delrina's WinFax Pro 7.0 for Windows 95 changes that. Thanks 
to support for Windows 95’s improved multitasking, the beta ver¬ 
sion of WinFax Pro 7.0 that I previewed, which should be released 
this month, had no problem sending a fax in the background with¬ 
out interrupting me as I checked spelling on my word processing 
document in the foreground. Version 7.0’s improved multitask¬ 
ing is good news if you use a PC as your primary fax device. 

Version 7.0 also makes use of multithreading for smoother op¬ 
eration. Many tasks such as file I/O, printing, and compression are 
now performed on separate threads. For example, the program can 
print a hard-copy confirmation of a successful fax transmission 
seamlessly in the background, a feature that makes it easier to 
track faxes for billing purposes than the two-step process of cut¬ 
ting and pasting from WinFax's send log. The same is true for 
WinFax Pro 7.0’s support for MR compression, a standard for 
sending faxes up to 30 percent faster. 

Other new features include consistent support for gray scale 
faxing; integration of Xerox's TextBridge 3.0 OCR engine, for bet¬ 
ter fax-to-text conversion; and integration with other messaging 
software through MAPI, which lets mail-centric users access Win¬ 
Fax capabilities through Microsoft Exchange. 

If you send a lot of faxes from your PC, WinFax Pro 7.0 pro¬ 

vides a compelling reason to upgrade to Windows 95. 
—Dave Andrews 

FINANCIAL FORECASTING 
FOR WINDOWS 

With Cashe ($1995), you can an¬ 
alyze common business issues, 
such as preparing a strategic 
business plan, evaluating an ac¬ 
quisition/merger. understanding 
how much debt or equity you can 
raise, or analyzing a price or 

product mix change. You can 
produce pro forma statements, 
sensitivity analyses, and valua¬ 
tion models, graphs, and reports 
to obtain a clear picture of the 
future course of your business 
and to adjust plans and resources 
to achieve desired targets. 
Contact: Business Matters, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, (S00) 99.?- 

3600 or (617) 899-8700; 
info <& hmattcrs.com. 
Circle 1038 on Inquiry Cord. 

MANAGE WORK FLOW 
OVER THE INTERNET 
Willi Track-lt and a World Wide 
Web browser, team members 
from remote sites can complete, 
assign, negotiate, collaborate on, 
communicate about, and partici¬ 
pate in various work processes 
through the Internet. Track-lt 
($800 per license) is available 
for DOS/Windows, OS/2, and 
Unix platforms. 
Contact: UES, Inc., 
Dublin, OH, (614) 792-999.?; 
http: //www. columbus. ucs. com/. 
Circle 1027 on Inquiry Card. 

DESKTOP TO UNIX 
CONNECTIVITY 
Fully X Window System 11 re¬ 
lease 6-complianl. XoftWare 
4.0’s ($395 for a single-user li¬ 
cense) user interface transforms 
the Unix desktop into a Windows 
95-like application. Remote file 
management and connectivity 
applications include Network 
File Manager with drag and drop, 
OLE 2.0 compliance, and im¬ 
proved printing, sorting, file 
transfer, and messaging ca¬ 
pabilities; remote-access util¬ 
ities; NF'S; VT320 terminal 
emulation; and VxD-based 
TCP/IP software. 
Contact: AGE Logic, Inc., 
San Diego, CA, (800) 742- 
5243 or (619) 755-1000; 
http://www. age.com. 
Circle 1028 on Inquiry Card. 

COMPUTER/TELEPHONE 
INTEGRATION KIT 
Show N Tel 3.0 (two-line ver¬ 
sion, $995; with support for four 
lines or more, $2995) helps you 
build voice, fax, call-processing. 
E-mail, speech-recognition, call- 
center. and multimedia-messag¬ 
ing applications under OS/2 and 
Windows NT. New graphical 
program design objects provide 

tighter PBX and switch control, 
in-chassis switching, text-to- 
speech messaging, and interac¬ 
tive fax functions. Version 3.0 
provides support for more than 
25 desktop, server, and main¬ 
frame databases; a graphical de¬ 
bugger, with break and watch 
points; a graphical navigation 
utility; advanced event handling; 
a graphical voice recorder; and 
message-storage and retrieval fa¬ 
cilities. 
Contact: Technically Speaking, 
Southhorough, MA, 
(508) 229-7777. 
Circle 1030 on Inquiry Card. 

NETWORK DESIGN TOOL 
FOR WINDOWS 
Using object-oriented technol¬ 
ogy, NetSuite::Professional De¬ 
sign ($495) builds intelligent 
models of your organization’s 
network devices and media. The 
package supports logical and 
physical representations of 
LANs. WANs, and MANs; al¬ 
lows real-time validation of de¬ 
signs from topology to trans¬ 
ceivers, and connection and 
domain validation for major net¬ 
work protocols; and prepares 
work-order activity logs and bills 

of materials. You can easily 
query the design database or use 
it to prepare asset management 
and other reports. NetSuite::Li- 
brary (per year. $295) contains 
over 50 vendor product families 
and over 25(X) devices, adapters, 
and accessories. 
Contact: NetSuite, Wa viand, 
MA, (508) 647-31(X): ' 
littp://www. net suite, com. 
Circle 1032 on Inquiry Card. 
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Software Update 
VISUAL INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT FOR 
WORKGROUPS 

Vineyard 2.0 (single-user ver¬ 
sion, $295) transforms a LAN 
into a repository of shared infor¬ 
mation lor all members of your 
workgroup. You can manage 
contacts, projects, and docu¬ 
ments; send and receive H-mail; 
write letters and memos; perform 
calculations; and manage files 
produced with Windows appli¬ 
cations. Three levels of protec¬ 
tion determine access privileges 
for users, and Vineyard 2.0 can 
grant privileges in any combina¬ 
tion. In addition. Vineyard 2.0 
encrypts all messages sent over 
the network. 

Contact: Data Fellows, lnc.t 

San Jose. CA, (40H) 244-9090; 

http://www. DataFellows.com/. 

Clrcto 1033 on Inquiry Card. 

BACKUP AND RESTORE FOR 
SILICON GRAPHICS USERS 
FalconPastBack can back up 
multiple file systems concur¬ 

rently on 8-mm and DAT tapes 
at a rate of 45 MB per minute. 
The backup is portable to most 
Unix systems. In addition, you 
can access Falcon f ast Back 
($2499) locally or remotely, 

FalconFastBack can restore 
crashed drives with automatic 
drive reconfiguration, auto¬ 
matic drive recovery, auto¬ 
matic hoot-disk set construc¬ 
tion, automatic snapshot of 
drive geometry, and hands¬ 
free recovery after crash/drivc 
replacement. 
Contact: Falcon Systems, Inc., 

Sacramento, CA, (SIX)) 326- 

1002 or (9/6) 92S-9255; 

http://www.falcons.com. 
Clrcto 1034 on Inquiry Card. 

ENTERPRISE-WIDE DRAWING 
AND DIAGRAMMING 
Visio 4.0’s ($249) and Visio 
Technical 4.0*s ($399) opti¬ 
mization for Windows 95 in¬ 
cludes Quick View previews of 
Visio drawings and diagrams ami 
true preemptive multitasking. Vi¬ 
sio 4.0 includes perspective 

block diagrams and mind-map¬ 
ping charts its well its flowcharts, 
organizational charts, project 
time lines, network diagrams, of¬ 

fice layouts, quality management 
diagrams, geographic maps, 
database connectivity, and the 
ability to associate detailed data 
with shapes in a diagram. 

Visio Technical 4.0 lets you 
create and share 2-D drawings 
and technical schematics with 
enhanced AutoCAD integration. 
An append option allows you to 
add information on top of an im¬ 
ported DWG file. New drawing 
tools include a fixed grid for in¬ 
creased accuracy, object-snap ca¬ 
pabilities for exact placement of 
geometry, new intersect and sub¬ 
tract commands, and a B-splinc 
tool. 
Contact: Visio Corp., 

Seattle. WA, (SIX)) 24H-4746 or 

(206)521-4500; 

http://www. visio.com. 
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INTERFACE OPTICAL DRIVES 
UNDER SUNOS 
With MO-SOL 5 and a host PC 
running Solaris 2.x or SunOS, 
you can access gigabytes of in¬ 
formation stored on one or more 
optical disks using erasable me¬ 
dia. The package ($450) includes 
a device driver, operation and di¬ 
agnostic utility programs, and a 
GUI. An optional developer’s 
package includes C libraries for 
building applications that need 
to closely interact with the opti¬ 
cal drive. 

Contact: Instar Corp., Cal- 

ftary, Alberta, Canada. (405) 

264-7274; sales(p>instar.com. 

Circle 1039 on Inquiry Card. 

Help Authoring for Windows 95 
Whether you are creating hetp systems for Windows 95, 3jc, and 
NT or moving your current Windows 3.x help systems to Win¬ 
dows 95, WinHelp Office 95 may interest you. The package 

($599) includes RoboHdp 
95, SmartHelp OLE Con¬ 
trol, the WinHelp Video 
Kit, the WinHelp Tool Kit, 
Mastering WinHelp, the 
WinHelp HypetVtewer, and 
the Moving to WinHelp 95 
Kit (also available sepa¬ 
rately for $199). 

RoboHelp 95 supports 
such Windows 95 help en¬ 
gine features as Contents 

. „ . Tab, What’s This?, Con¬ 
text Help, A-ltnks, K-links, multimedia, authorable buttons, 27 
new macros, secondary windows, and secondary window start¬ 
up macros. The WinHelp Video Kit includes a software video¬ 
camera that lets you capture on-screen actions and create 
“live” video product demonstrations and tutorials. 

Contact: Blue Sky Software Corp., hi Jolla, CA, (BOO) 459- 

2J56 or (619) 459-6365; http://www.hlue-xkv.com. 
Clrcto 1025 on Inquiry Card. 

Available in F;nglish, French, 
German, and Japanese, 
StatView 4.5 for the Macintosh, a 

da(a-analysis program, in- 
eludes survival analysis, 
quality control. Fixed 
read/write capabilities, data 
management, more than 20 
new analysis and graphing 
templates, criteria labels, im¬ 
porting and speed enhance¬ 
ments, and an implementa¬ 
tion of Apple Guide. $595. 

( ontact: Abacus Concepts, 
Inc., Berkeley, CA. (S00) 
666- 7S2S or (510) 540- /949; 
info (& abacus. com. 
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The Boxer/DOS, Boxer/TKO, and 

Boxer OS/2 text editors are 
now available in version 7.0. 
They include a macro-list in¬ 
terface for simultaneously 
loading and accessing up to 
100 macros, an anchor-list in¬ 
terface for defining and ac¬ 
cessing up to 20 text anchors, 
file locking, a paragraph re¬ 
format command, an undo 
granularity command, previ¬ 
ous change and next change 
commands, a reset changes 
command, and a save-as 
command. Boxer/DOS, $50; 
Boxer/TKO and Boxer OS/2, 
$89 each. 

Contact: Boxer Software. 
Peterborough, Nil. (SIX)) 
9S2-69J7 or (603) 924-6602; 

http.V/www.boxersoftware 
. (:om/users/dhamel. 
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Able to read single-page 
forms with unlimited zones 
and up to 255 data fields, as 
well as multilingual text, 
handwritten numerals, bar 
codes, and check marks, 
Recognita Form 2.0 lets you 
scan and process/prtx>f at 
separate workstations within 
a network, with three meth¬ 
ods for correcting recognition 
results. $25(X). 

Contact: Recognita Corp. of 
America, Sunnyvale. CA, 
(MX)) 225-4627 or 
(40S) 241-5772. 

Circle 1049 on Inquiry Card. 
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WHAT'S NEW Software 
TRITEAL ENTERPRISE DESKTOP 
An implementation of the Com¬ 
mon Desktop Environment, TED 
4.0 ($425) has features such as 
TEDvision, an Internet browser; 
TEDsecurc ($2(X)), an optional 
NSA Fortczza-based security 
solution; TEDfax; and GWM, a 
graphical workspace manager. 
Version 4.0 includes WinTED, 
which lets you run a Unix ses¬ 
sion and a Windows session con¬ 
currently at native speed on a PC, 
and LocaJTED, which runs TED 
clients locally on X Window 
System terminals, optimizing 
speed and communication be¬ 
tween an X terminal and a host 
system running TED. 
Contact: TriTeal Corp., 

Carlsbad, CA, (800) 874-8325 

or (619) 930-2077; 

info (0 triteal. com. 
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32-BIT DISTINCT TCP/IP SDK 
The 32-bit version of Distinct 
TCP/IP SDK Visual Edition 
contains OLE controls for Win¬ 
dows Sockets, telnet, FTP, TCP 
server, SMTP, POP2/POP3, 
NNTP, RCP, Rlogin, Rshcll, 
Rexec, and VT220. Therefore, 
you can quickly integrate Inter¬ 

net-type activities into your ap¬ 
plications. The package ($295) 
provides a networking solution 
for building customized 32-hit 
TCP/IP and Internet applications 
for Windows 95 and NT. 
Contact: Distinct Corp., 

Saratoga, CA, (408) 366-8933: 

http://www. distinct, com. 

Circle 1040 on Inquiry Card. 

32-BIT VIDEO 
SPECIAL EFFECTS a 

With PhotoMorph 2 for Win¬ 
dows NT, you can utilize RISC 
workstations to produce videos. 
The program provides such 
effects as video transitions and 
distortions, morphing, chroma 
keying, blue screening, alpha- 
channel overlays, and video 
colorizing. PhotoMorph 2/NT 
($399) includes support for 
symmetric multiprocessing, 
support for digital video in all 

effects, nonlinear video editing, 
256,(XX) combinations of transi¬ 
tions and wipes, titling of video 
clips with support for TrueType 
and PostScript fonts, multiple 
layering of image effects, and 
storyboarding and composition 
of multiple clips. 
Contact: North Coast Soft¬ 

ware, Inc., Harrington, NH, 

(603) 664-6/XX): 

http://cbix. unit, edn/ncs. htm. 
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COLLABORATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
FOR WINDOWS 95 AND NT 
A collaborative development 
system for Windows 95, NT, and 
3.11, StarTeam (call for price) 
integrates version-control, de¬ 
fect-tracking, electronic-confer¬ 
encing, auditing, and reporting 
systems that include charting ca¬ 
pabilities. In addition, StarTeam 
integrates into Microsoft Visual 
C++, so you can access version 
control, defect tracking, and elec¬ 
tronic conferencing within Vi¬ 
sual C++. 
Contact: Star Base Corp., 

Irvine, CA, (7/4) 442-441X); 

http://www. starlntsecorp.com. 
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GROUP CONNECTION FOR 
NETWORK WINDOWS USERS 
Multiple Windows users can 
share screens and keyboards 
across Novell LANs or WANs 
and still retain that same group- 
connection capability in DOS. 
One Ckwe-Up/LAN Pro (basic 
package for two users, $399) 
user simply selects from a pull¬ 
down menu to initiate connec¬ 
tion to an entire group. All users 
can then view and control the 
same Windows and DOS appli¬ 
cations running on a host PC. A 
modem version lets you access 
your network from home or 
when you’re on the road. 
Contact: Norton-/ximbert 

Corp., Santa Bar/ntra, CA, 

(80S) 964-6767; 

72662.327(d> (ompuserve. < om. 
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Software Update 

The Disk Manager 7.0 disk- 
installation utility supports 
Windows 95, Windows NT, 
and OS/2 Warp; configures 
disk drives larger than 528 
MB; eliminates the need to 
manually select drive models 
and parameters; automati¬ 
cally configures drives for the 
highest performance setting 
allowed by the drive con¬ 
troller; and enables IDE disk 
drives to read and write mul¬ 
tiple sectors of data at one 
time. $124.95. 

Contact: Ontrack Computer 
Systems, Eden Prairie, MN, 
(800)752-1333 or 
(612) 937-1/07: 
http://www. ontrack. com. 

Circle 1046 on Inquiry Card. 

A browser companion tcx>l 
for Windows and the Mac, 
GrabNeft 2.0 provides a hierar¬ 
chical list of folders and ob¬ 
jects. It lets you export Grab- 
Net objects as HTML, 
rearrange the initial order of 
folders and objects from the 
browser, and paste text or im¬ 
ages into existing GrabNet 
objects. $19.95. 

Contact: The ForeFront 
Croup, Inc., Houston. TX, 

(8(X)) 867-1101 or (713) 
961-1101; info (0Jfg.com. 
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Kurzweil Voice for Windows re¬ 

lease 1.5 is a voice-recogni¬ 
tion system that allows you to 
am your Windows-based PC 
using voice. It comes with a 
continuous digit recognizer 
running simultaneously with 
an enhanced discrete speech- 
recognition engine, on-line 
knowledge (including 
acoustic recognition models), 
and spellings for up to 
2(X),(XX) words. With an 
Mwave WindSurfer sound 
board and a Shure VR 230 
headset microphone, $995. 

Contact: Kurzweil Applied 
Intelligence, Inc., Waltham, 
MA. (800) 380-1234 or (617) 
893-5151, 

http://www. kurz-ai. com. 
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Visual Special Effects for Windows 
An image-editing and visual special-effects program, Sentfac- 
tor Paint ($149.99) offers drawing, painting, and cropping 

tools. It also features 
image-manipulation 
capabilities, modifica¬ 
tion of image attri¬ 
butes, and special ef¬ 
fects (e.g., emboss, 
pixelate, color wash¬ 
out, and stain). You 
can input live video 
capture from boards 
and scanners, copy 
one area of your image 
to another, expand or 

compress irregularly shaped sections of an image, and cre¬ 
ate tiled backgrounds out of bit-mapped images. 

Contact: Sentfactor, Inc., LakelandFL, (941)647-3220: 
74774.3465(0 CompuServe, com. 
Clrclo 1026 on Inquiry Card. 
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Communication boards for ISA and Micro Channel meet 

synchronous, asynchronous, serial, and parallel communi¬ 

cation requirements with protocols such as RS-232, RS-422, 

RS-485, Current Loop, and IEEE-488. Intelligent and copro¬ 

cessor adapters arc also available. Data acquisition products 

add analog to digital, digital to analog conversions, and digital 

I/O capabilities in 8 to 16-bit resolution. Other boards 

provide the capabilities for digital multimeters, digital 

frequency synthesizers, arbitrary waveform synthesizers, 

and IEEE-488 GPIB interfaces. 

CP QUATECH 

Foreign Distributor Inquiries Welcome 

For more information and a free 1995 Handbook, call 

a Quatech sales representative today at 800-553-1170. 

Quatech, Inc. 662 Wolf Lodgos Parkway, Akron, OH 44311 International Distributors: Australia/lntorworld Electronics & Computer 61-3-9563-5011. Austria/ 

Megadata 43-1-523 42 12, Belglum/Acal NV/SA 32-27 205983, Brazil (Sao Paulo)/lntercomp 55-11-8532733. Brazil (Rio do Janeiro)/Modusa Sistemas e Automacao 
55-21 -2554745, Canada(Western)/1ntorworkJ Electronics 800 663 6001 (Toronto offico 800-465 0164), China/Quatech China 86-1 -205-9030, Denmark/Jes Rasmussen 
ApS 45-4281-6838. Finland/Lab Hi-Tech OY 358 0 682 1255, France/Cloxo 33 1 69537020. Germany/Jupiter Electronic Systems GMBH 49-61-8175041, 
Hong Kong/Brio Technology Ltd. 852-581-1111. India/Comsguare Network Pvt Ltd 91-11-224-5159. Israel/Mihvision Lid Div 972-9-500623. Italy(Non-PCMCIA)/ 
N.C.S. Computer Italia 39-331-770016, ltaly(PCMCIA Only)/Komol Consulting S r i 39-6-77207000, Japan/Nictrix Corp (Now Jorsey) 201-947-2220. Korea/Sam 
Boo Systems 82 2 5384001. Netherlands/ACAL Auriema 31-40-502602, New Zoaland/Advancod Portable Technologies 64-4-3852838. Pakistan/Rastek (PVT) 
Limited 92-21-4551881 Saudi Arabia/Integrated Computor Operations 966-3-895-1827, Singapore/Bliss Services Pte Ltd. 65-338-1300. South Africa/Eagle Tech¬ 
nology 27-21-234943. Spain/Santa Barbara SA 34-3-418-81-16, Sweden/Systoc 46-13-310140, Switzerland/Tochnosoftwaro 41-64-519040. Turkey/Logic Group 
90-212-2747197. PC/XT. PC/AT, PS/2, and Micro Channel are registered trademarks of the IBM Corporation All othor trademarks are of their respective companies 

Having trouble keeping up with the ever-changing world 

of technology? Quatech can help. We arc committed to 

providing our customers with quality products and exceptional 

service and support. We manufacture a complete line of 

communication and data acquisition products for PC/XT, 

PC/AT, PS/2, and PCMCIA systems. Just tell us your appli¬ 

cation, and we'll find the solution that’s right for you. 

Quatech's communication and data acquisition PCMCIA 

cards provide maximum flexibility for your application. 

Communication PC cards include single and dual channel 

RS-232 and RS-422/485, EPP, and synchronous adapters. 

Data acquisition PC cards provide 12 and 16-bit analog 

input, 8 channel analog output, and 24 digital I/O. Add 

PCMCIA capability to your desktop computer with our 

Internal Interface Adapters. Each adapter supports Type I, II 

and III PC' cards, and is available in several configurations. 
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Buyer’s Mart 
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organized by subject so you can easily 

locate the right product. 

257 
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COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE’ 

NEC Versa" 
V/50D 
Superior performancet 
flexibility and value 

♦ SI ^enhanced IntclDXS™ SOM Hz CPU ♦ 4MB RAM md.. 

20MB max ♦ :!.'iOMIl hard dnv«* ♦ 9.6* dual Mean color 

di»|dnv ♦ PCMCIA nlain: two 1\|»* II «»r one Type III 

♦ Front-mounted Vent* Track trackball ♦ NiMH battery. 

3 to S hour life ♦ Three-year warranty 

$1499.00 cow 44296 

Hurry, supplies are limited! 

WHY PAY 
RETAIL? 

CD)N Sells 
For less 

FREE Lotus SmartSuite on CD* 
A $399 value! 

IBM ThinkPad” 701C 
✓ IntelDXr SOM Hz CPU 

✓ 4MB RAM. 20MB max. ✓ 10.4“ active- 

matrix color diaplay ✓ Lira I I»um video 

with I MB RAM ✓ PCMCIA »k**: 2) Type 

II or 1) Type III ✓ Built-in 14.4K bp# 

fax/modem with voice and tele|>hony 

✓ Full-size. 85-key. expandable 

"Butterfly” keyboard ✓ Keyboard 

inteKrated TrackI’oint III ft pointing 

device ✓ Super NiCT) battery ✓ 3 year warranty 

✓ Lightweight and compact: 4.5 lb*. 9.7" x 7.9" x 1.7“ 

360MB hard drive .. $2199.00 CDW 51788 
•Offer fulfilled directly by lltAI elm mail-in coupon 

on purcbaeca between WlftS and IV3I/9S. 

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
NETWORKING PRODUCTS 

HNOVELL 
Netware V4.1 

sum* co___Aten 
I0U-..,(U 1395*4 
25 User CO.   ,WM» 
V0 User CO... 77*4.34 
1<XHK.«(D 37*6 44 

NETWARE 4 1 upgrade* 
5 User lo V liter CO.. 774 *5 
S Otar to 10 User Cl)..„. 1019 4* 
V l Her In 7S User CE) 1641 14 
10 Otar to 10 User CD_J6160 
to Uter to 25 Uter CO 1147 51 
tO Uter to SO Uter CO 1475 07 
75 Uter to 25 Uter CO....... 2*7.7* 
25 Uter to SO Uter CO... 14** 77 
25 Ueer to 100 Uter CO 7566 43 
50 Uter to SO Uter CO ..1*74 51 
50 Uter to 100 Uter CO.2142 44 
100 Uter to tOO User CO 14*9 77 

Netware V3.12 
S Utor 3 V* 615.5* 
. . - < . 13*7 V? 
25 Uter 3 5’. 2065 70 
SO User 3.5*... 27*9 61 
100 Uter 3.5*.-.JNUI 

3Com 
3C503 Etoortmk It com_154 44 
3C5090 Etoerkr* IN coax...112 04 
3CS090 Etoorte* MconSpH...472.70 
3CS090 Etoertr* M 10BT....10* 54 
3C50*0 Etoerkr* M (OUT bpk.444.41 
3C5O0O Etoerknk M oombo.. 124 44 
3CS090 ElwM IN combo 5pk...... 514 05 
3CV79 Etoerknk IN EISA coax . 22*.*7 
3C5791 toerknk IN EISA 10OT. 232.45 
3C1627 12 port Imfcbrddof I0BT .*2126 

Artiso/I 
Nodeftonrm/SI 7000*_J7.13 
NodeitunnerTSI 20001 73 62 
Geoknt Station N 34*13 
T Rumor 8 port 10HT ___179 99 
T Humor 12 port I OUT.... 199 62 
Seitay LANlatbc ttator M 143 79 
LANtotacV60   7*50 
LANtatkc V60 5 uter.329 *7 
lANIatfecVGO Stator K4. coax . 22*13 
l ANUtNc \A6 0 adden M. coax 117*6 
l ANIasbc Vt> 0 add-on ke, 10BT.117 *6 

==ASP 
Mubprotocol prv* server IOOT IN* MK).249 93 
Mubprotocol p*rt server I0OT pocket 29* 21 
Metognrtf AutoSwOch. 7 comp to 1 prmler .....MM 
InleWgoal AutoSwxtch. 4 comp to 1 printer.39.55 
SNAP stater tot 2 computers. 1 printer....119.10 
SNAP ad*on Naatitator..4*50 

IBM 
Token Ikng Adapter N 16.4 ISA... .29*13 
Token Ikng At*. Ad.*** 16/4 ISA 73* 57 
HIM Token Ikng MAlf.J*M2 

iniel 
WlMipilll PRfrIOOMbpe PCI 21* I* 
EVtcrExpress MHVIOOMhfr'. PCI Vpk 977.14 
I toed xprett PRO lOOMbpt t If »A 746 57 
EtwrExpress PftO/10 Fhh IOOT to* 01 
EtoerExpress PHOIO f hh tOOT flpk 419*16 
E*»erExprett PINVIO Mth I04IT :*U|* 1494 74 
EtoerExpress PRO 10 Hth combo 115 07 
EtoerExproM PftCyiOFhhcrimbo 5pk 472 00 
EtoerE xprett PI KV10 f hh combo 2l)pk 173* 70 
EtoerCxprett 16 lOftt 99 33 
E*wrE xprett 16 1011 I •<* 46* VO 
EtoerCxprett 16 10111 AH* »»►*• 30 
EtoorE xprott MCA I0»1 166 62 
EtoerE xprett 16 combo t!6 77 
EtoerE xprett 16 combo Spk 540 72 
EtoerE xprett EISA, coru 409 00 
I toetE xprett I Hh combo 12* 79 
EtoerExprett FHh combo Spk 5*1 05 
TakenCxpmts PIN) ISA LAN adaptor 749 04 
Netpodixpresv 11 Etoemel 37*90 

III iiVl'ixLtlil'ldiL-i’IIHE— 

Bay Networks 
<m 800 10U? 6-port hub.20* 24 

SynOpOct System 00044 IOOT * port hub 539.70 

SMC 
EtoerE/ 108? 
EtoerE/coax 
EtoerE/ oombo 
1 empower IOOT PCI 

107 06 
13*11 

Etoorpower coax PCI. 149.67 
IMr.ilt) 1toemet coax 91.4* 
(Mr.ilb mix fink 509 18 
UNralG IOOT 6pk .45*34 
UNralG I0BT 24pk ... “* 1429.27 
UNm 16 Etoernet combo 107.71 
ligcdtub T»*6 6 port ♦ AUI 167*4 
Tmerttub 11*60 6 port « BNC_ _161 99 
Tigodtub TPI2 12 port ♦ AUI... .364 *9 
38d* E toemet 8 port hub 1001 29*25 
3512 Etoamel 12*2 port hub 10BT .54*56 
PC600WS AHCNt T coax. .. I_11AM 

229 41 ARCNE T 6 port ackve tub ev 
TahenCard EMe 1674 22127 

A 
TJNUB 

TC6247 AHCNE T 8 M coax_ 
TC6245 AIM.NI I coax .. 
TCS055 Ethornet 8 port hub I08T 
TCVG045 Anyt AN ISA adapter .. 
TCVG045 Anyt AN ISA ad*** 6pk 
TCV0047 Any! AN EISA adaptor. 
TCVG047 Anyt AN EISA adapter 6pk 
TCVG060 Anyt AN 100VG ?4^or1 hub 
TCVQ020 Arryt AN SNMP Mon processor 

_179*9 
tte tm 

214.38 
.117*40 

2*7.50 
1367*4 
3099*4 
•26 31 

Unk MC80 1 
UrkMCSnrr 

TERMINALS 

Xircom 
PI 310I1C pocket I toemet coax 
PI 310112 pocket r tootivrt coax 
»*( 310UT pocket I toemet IOOT . 
PT3I6CTP pocket Taken Ikng Ml „„ 
PPX03 Per.NM pari mubptoxut 

h/.U 11x1 OTfJ 11 III VlLl'ldi'i i I 

.2172* 
.27721 
27721 
47523 
.7720 

JUmbo 360 mtern.il 

Tiakker 350 pataM pod._ 
T lokker 700 parukot pon 
T1000 800MB Travan 
Power Tnpo 1 1G8 SCSI internal 
Power Tape 2 400 SCSI mtornol 
PowvrTapo 2 400 SCSI external 

639.57 
*37.50 

1077.9* 

C^aratr-o 

Tape'Stor 420MB internal.. 
Tape’Stor 470MO peraBat 
Tape'Stor 800MO Truvan mtomiN 
Tape'Stor 800MII Turnn prwaflel 
I.ipe’Stor 8V0MII internal .. 
Tape'Stor 8V0MH pur .MU__ 
Tape'Stor 400 internal HE_ 

Iomega 
/p*M I00MII itoraOel eNedoco 
/Vdnee lOUMtl SCSI Meriece 
/*H*tfct I00MII. k* 
tMki 420MO Liam ikwe taenwN 
IMki I aty 19**21 Tioven la|m <krve e 
(Mtot atyMflM11 raven tape drive m 

199 00 
4**5 

149*5 
14*95 

mu: i 1,1 LiMVj ji L'.M’JM ‘i.ik'i a 
MICROSOLUTIONS 

Backpack 22* 1 44M0 koppy pemOal_14*22 
Backpack 250610 tape backup paraOel_ 259 65 
Backpack 800MB Travan par eta...237.74 

EXABYTE 
EXB-t 500 680MO tape backup vitemal_123.97 
EXB 8506X1 708 lape backup Intern* 1999 67 

SyQuest 
E/135 136MB eitemal IOC taerlec*_1*4 *4 
E/136 136MB extenta SCSI mtedac* 234 49 
E/136 136MB cartodge _1**7 

— I'lhll I I I I II | | III 1 
Creative Labe 

Oxtcovery CO 4x PnP mutomedM M ..2M2* 

Muanvxka Home CO 4* k* xWornal __...44*9* 

Btoaler CO 4x tut. 1*424 

Sound Blester Value CO 4x k«.29**9 

Sound Btotler Pedormence CO 4x u.42*49 

Phone Bkister 14 4K internal w tottwore 140 53 

Modem Matter 14 4K___ _4*75 

Modem Matter 28 •(.....   .154.13 

Sound Matter 16 value erNNon (OC)..94.96 

Sound Matter 18 SCSI-2.174 *9 

Sound Matter AWE 32 .. 269 63 

Sound Matter AWE32 (IOE)__164 *9 

Wave Btotler II GamePek _144.44 

w.i:iti it! a 

AOS VGA to TV EM# internal 

AOS VGA to TV EMe extanal 

Advent PP570 tpaakem 36W 

Advent PP270 tpeakert 25W... 

Advent PP170 tpeakert 5W 

Advent PP622 tpk/t tubwoder 

.24597 

.11*78 

Adec lanttag ACS500 turround tyttom .20*1* 

Dromond MUWnede KM ULTRA 8X CO .27523 

Oramond Mulhmede KN 4400 4X CO M.294 69 

Diamond ktakmeda Ka 4000 4X CO M .29*7* 

Jenten JPS3S tpeakert VW__242* 

Jeneen JPS45 tpeakert 10W 99 93 

khcroaoMuna 4X CO paraNel . 

bhcroeoluhone 4X CO paraiel w/tound 

NEC 6X1..... 

NEC 6Xe . 

Pioneer ORM624X 6 <*ac 4X changer 

Plextor 4ptex quod external ___ 

Plextor 4pte> quad Mamal 

Plextor 6X eHemnl_ 

Srgme Oetignt ReaNdegic Lae _ 

Srgma Oeeigna ReolMagK MPEG 

Sony 4X aitomal w UX interlace 

Sony 4X ntomal wSCSI 2 interlace 

Taac SuperOuad 4X enamel .. 

.2*7.75 

...29*1* 

Toehtoe 3601 SCSI 4X mtomtN .. 

Turtto Beach Monte Carlo _ 

309*4 

.24.71 

Turtto Beech Trope/ 193 67 

Turtto Beach Monterey .316.94 

ALPS 

Ca/Comp 
DOM 12X124 button.. 
MINI 12X12 16 button.. 
MINI 12X12pretture pen 
Orawerg Slate N 12X12 4 liuNon a 

EPSON 
ES-1000C.. 
ES-1200 PioPC 

.727.70 
.1127.46 

m 
HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

ScanJet 3P document leedar 
ScanJet 3C W/1SA eNertae 
‘Van lot 3C document lacrhir 

MICROTEK 

.477.46 
749 96 

ScanMaker IN color..... 
ScenmaAer 3ST tfcde tcermor_ 

Surmagraphics 

2409.95 
6*2 56 

Summaiketch IN 12 X 12 16 button 243.13 
Summe sketch IN 14 X 12 4 button_ .444.33 

MaglnnovruonOXIM 37*28 
Mag kinowton DX17P -r 

Mag Innnmxxi MXP17F 

67*64 

..26321 

Mag Innovwton MX21F __ 

Magnavox CM2089 14* 28 _ 

Magnevox CM2099 14* 28 NE_ 

16*947 

.237 56 

249.57 

Magnavox CM2015 15* 1004_ 322.7* 

Mapravox CM4015 15* 12*0___ ...37524 

Magnavox CM4017 IT .31 609.25 

Magnavox CM40I8 IT 28 .274*7 

Magnavox 20CM64 20* 10*729 

NEC XV14 14* . . 311.43 

NEC XV15 15* 46725 

NEC XVI7 17*. 74426 

NEC XEIS 15*. . .275.77 
NFC XF 17 17* 99*26 

NEC XI 21 21*. 1769 2* 

NEC XP15 15*. 579.64 

NEC XP17 17*. 1046.34 

NEC XP21 21* 21*9.43 

Samsttog ISGli IS’ 467.00 

Samsung 1700 17*. 79600 
Kotnumg I7G1U IJV.-... 94800 

Sony CPO-1425 14*_ 2M39 

Sony 1SSF IS*___ 4*9 77 

Sony I7SF1 17’ 659.14 

Sony 20SE1 20' 19292* 

VWnvSontc 15GS 15* ..43520 

VtowSontc 17GS 17*. 757.64 
V row Some >IPS »t» 1693 70 

All Graphics Xpretttoa ISA 2MO 

All GrapNcs Xpretton VLO 7MU 

ATI GrapNcs Xpresuon PCI 2MB 

ATI GrapNcs Pro Turtto ISA 2MB 

ATI GrapNcs Pro Turtto VLB 2MB 

ATI GrapNcs Pro Turtto PCI 2MI1 

ATI GrapNcs Pro Turbo PCI 4MB 

Dromond SpeedStar Pro ISA 1MB 

Diamond SpeedStar 64 ISA 2MB 

Diamond SpeedStar 64 ISA 1MB 

Diamond SteaNh Video VLB 2MB 

Diamond SteaNh Video PCI 2MB 

Intel Smart Video Recorder Pro 

31*97 

31**7 

31**7 

153.55 

.23*21 

If You Find a Better 
Price, Call CDW* 
Before You Buy 
(800) 959-4CDW 

NASDAQ 
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 

CDW8 IS A NASDAQ 
TRADED COMPANY 

No surcharge for crodlt cards 

i crawim 
COW TELEPHONE 

HOURS 
Sotoe 700 900CST Mon la 

mi—i srtN 
Tech Support tor Cuttomarx 

800700CST MorvFrl 

MM ■'« SI I 

MOST ORDERS 
SHIP THE 

SAME DAY 

CDW Computer Centers, Inc. • 1020 E. Lake Cook Road • Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 



TOSHIBA 
T1960CT 
Toshiba quality, 
exceptional value 
✓ 3.3 wilt |»t«lDX2*M 'iO.Mlix CI*U 

<MB RAM Mid.. 20.MH max. 

* SOQAIB hnrd drive ✓ H.r 
artiw matrix o4or dinplnv 

* One 14.5mm Typr III PCMCIA 

idol ✓ MirmuiA Hull IVent Mourn. £J) 

^ I jn*«r warranty 

.$1499, 00 COW 42628 

Hurry, supplies ore limited! 

WHY SETTLE 
FOR LESS? 

CDW® 
SERVICES YOU 

BETTER 

TOSHIBA 
T2400CT 
The ultimate SOMHz 
color notebook value 
♦ lnteU>X2~ SOMHx CPU 

♦ 4MB HAM Mid . 20MB max. 

♦ 2.rt4l\IB hard ilnvc ♦ 8.4" active 

matrix odor riinplav ♦ One Type III 

and one Tv|m* II PCMCIA kI,a ♦ 
K«-v»NMrd mi.Tr:il. d Amihiint" 

puinlini: device ♦ 3 year warranty 

-$1589.00 COW 43342 

Hurry, supplies are limited! 

CDW- CARRIES OVER 20, 

TOSHIBA 
T2I IOCS DX4/75 330MB pas «** I*MM 
T2I30CS DX4/75 500MB pot color 233ft 45 
12130CT 0X4/75 500MB act color 2409 49 
T2I50COS OX4/75 5O0MB pm color CO 2892 89 
400CS 5/75 772MB pm cdor ..3485 99 
400COT S/75 7720 ad odor CO.. 42HJI 
IVwloge 6I0CT V90 720MB ad color.49m ff 

AST 
Ascentka portables 

Asconka 910N 4/75 510MB pm cdor 2279 93 
Awr** 910N 4/75 5I0MR ad ?S44 48 
Asonnfea 910N 4/75 700MO ad color 303341 
Ascenba 9iON S/75 S00MB pas color.2655 14 
Aacenka 9508 V75 800MB pat color_.. 380347 
Asconka 950N V75 1 2GO pm odor 327104 
Asconka 950N 5775 800MB act odor M31 47 
AsconOa 950N 5/75 I 2(10 ad cdor* 4209 40 

A^araao^2s!W I^GBAMB CO^'^TtMe 89 

s»s:si!!2:ss:2gs uss 
V75 8MB. B60Ml?5n!s(,{»Sd**lrtOP* CALU 
S/7S 0MB. 850MB CO WIN 95 CALL 
5775 16MB 1 2GB WW 95 CALL 
5/100 8M0.8S0MBWM 95 CALU 
5/100 0MB. 850MI) CO WIN 95 CALL 
V100 16MB 1 2GB WIN 95 CALL 
5/120 16MB. 1 2GB WIN r. CALL' 
5/120 16MB. 1206 CO WIN 95 CALL! 
5/133 16MB. 1 206 WWI95   CALL! 

COM/ado comm a raff*** Mr ot 
AST Buno LAn, Tom** 

EOMDCD Starloo 900 

910 5775 9MB 850M6CO wS*?"*'* 1699.00 
a «*0M0 cowm 95 1999 00 

5775 8MB, 1 2QBCOWM95 .2199 00 

940 5/133 16MB! 1 2G8 CO WIN 95 

IBM 
Aptlva multimedia mtnl-lowors 

M53 5/100. SMB. 1 6GB Cl) 
M6I 5/120. SMB. 16G8CO 
M7I 5/133. 0MB. 1 6GBCO_ 

ThinkPad portables 
701C 0X2/50 360MB ad odor 2199 00 
7D1C 0X2/50 540MB ad odor . 2399 00 
70ICS 0X4/75 S40MB pm color 2949 09 
70ICS 0X4/75 360MB pat odor !!-SS 
701C 0X4/75 360MB adcdor 3199 9ft 
70IC 0X4/75 540ftlB ad cdor. 
756CSE 0X4 100 340MB pat color 
755CSE 0X4/100 540MB odor 
7S6CC 0X4/100 540MBadcdor 
756CC 0X4/100 610MB ad cdor 
755CO 0X4/100 540MB ad Cdor CO 4749 00 
755CO 0X4/100 610MB ad cdor CO 5149 00 

755C X 5/75 540MD ad color 4649 00 
756CX 5/75 810MB adcdor . 5249 00 
755CV 4/100 540MB ad cdor 5249 00 
7SSCOV 4/100810MBadeSor'cbZZT 6349 00 

PC3007700 Sarlm dasklopt 

g|o8??@S5i:. S3 £ 
i^^ISSSSSmb —'SSS 
ess ffSo'aa.^00— ias 
PC750 5/133 16MB. 1GB..  ...334600 

NEC 
Versa V 4/50 4MB. 250MB dud dr  .1499 00 
Vorsa V 4/50 4MB. 340MB dud dr. 1599.00 
Versa V 4/50 4MB 340MO ad ck. 1*9000 
Versa 20000 4/75 4MB. 350MB dud CA 199000 
Versa 2000C 4/75 4MB. 350MB ad dr 2299.00 
Versa 2000C 4/75 8MB. 350MB ad ck 2599 00 
Versa 2000C 4/75 6MB 54OM0 ad ck 2799 00 
Versa 40000 5/75 540M8 dud cA CO 379900 
Versa 4000C 5/75 720MB ad color 3999 00 
Vonui 4050C 5/90 720MB ad cdor CO 4449 00 
Versa 4050C V90 610M0 hi res cA.479900 

FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
FOR CDW* CUSTOMERS. 

BTLL'lilJJ 
* Tl xah Iksiki mi nis 

£*»"“ 0X4775 340MB dud cdor 172223 
Edense 4501 DX4/75 340MB act cdor 2100.11 
E dense 550 5775 524MB <lud cdor 239203 
t dense 55000 5775 524MO dud cA CO 2965.30 
E dense 550COT 5/75 S24MB act cA CO 344205 
TM4000M 0X4' 75 455MB dud cdor 2449 33 
TM4000M 0X4/75 S24MB ad cdor 2784 50 
TM4000M 0X4/100 S24MB 10 4 ad cA 2924 36 
TMfiOOO 5/75 524MB dual cdor 2973 30 
TM5000 5/75 810M0 ad cdor 4097 99 
TM5100 V90 1 208 ad cdor 4643 90 

184 Turbo 226.07 
ML 320 31920 
ML 321 449.70 
ML 380 22446 
Ml 305 1009 56 
ML395C 1006 93 
ML 520 305.15 
ML 521 49984 
ML 500 440 59 
ML 501.. •09.39 

Cai 
BJ30 mono 26998 
BJC70cotor.... 355 65 
BJSOOex_ 195.34 
0JC210_ CALL! 
BJ230. 391.55 

OtgDATA 
Pacem.uk 34101264.14 
m 4inc in n 

OL810 
OL8I0E . 
OI830Pk 
CXI 200 

79909 
39909 
904 90 
709.33 

107651 
1115 80 

[ «» ATA 116.17 850MB Fast ATA 207 09 
425MB Fast AT A 155.79 1 2GB Fast ATA 279 53 
540MB FaslATA 17767 

MltROPOLIS 
4221 2GB 8 
1936 3GB S_ 
3243 4 3GB SCSI 2 

909 25 
1313.90 
1399.79 I938AV 3 02GB Fast SCSI-2 ZZZ 

CCr*rrVkr? 

WOMB Fasl ATA 233.45 1 27GB Fasl ATA 299 94 

ea Aadd naked nonyidd 

CUimUKI'lJl.'i.iim 

American Power Conversion 

144 42 Back UPS Pro 200 Plug and Play 
Back UPS Pro 420 Plug ami Play w 

-29627 
SmarlUPS 700.. .399 70 smwiups moo..  :..:z::::;srw 
SmsnUPS 2200 

946.79 
...1109.79 
.1757.74 

&& Seagate 

OJCOOOe cdor 479J4 
BJC6I0 549.00 

EPSON 
J-X300-174J2 Of XS000 Plus 1520 29 

OEX8000 2559 89 
Slykrt 1000 479J4 

fS'*25 .~~ «5S Cdor 484.90 
« Stylus Cdor« . .. 449 00 

^K^r.iOoSS 
L02550 93&09 AcAonLaser 1400 495.53 

LEXMARK LASER PRINTERS 
ExecJel lie 

428MB Fasl ATA 164 80 1GB Fasl ATA? 249 99 
848MBI am ATA 189.39 1GB Fast SCSL2 395 S 
855M0 FaM-ATA2199X9 ^ « 

WESTERN OKUTAL 

Caviar 540MB E NX 177.94 Caviar I 2GB E NX 30935 
Caviar 853MB ENX 199.99 

CONTROLLERS 
Aoede^ f.N)l 1. w/on trord BIOS 
Accutoac SNX 4. »m (M(ne 
Aeate SNX 4VI ftx I65*se«d 
Accdo^c iSAppon ;^;si 2 
Maplac 1542CP Metier K4 
Adaplac AVA1505 SCSI 2 CO M . 
Adap«oc AVA?»?*. VIB SCSI 2X NX_ 
Adaptec 2842 VLB SCSI-2 . _.. 
Proms#2300* INN VLB 

.09.79 
12662 
259.73 

SurgoArreM Pro. 
SurgeAnetl Nehvoik * Phone 

BC2S0 
BCPERS420 
BC P1K) 550 
Kg mm 

Tripp Lite 

BC PRO 1050 
BC PRO 1400 

SMART UPS SERIES 

SMART 290 LAN.. 218.30 
SMART 450 LAN 273m 
SMART 675 IAN 313 69 
SMART 850 LAN .   meTa 
SMART IONIAN 45507 
SMART 1400 LAN .."Se 
Isobar 4 OUTLET.. 
lMib.M 6 OUTLET 

Opka R. I6ppm 153091 

Panasonic 
MOO.. 
2023 

133 57 

2130 
2135 Cdor 

204 80 
_91799 

4400 Laser 
751 80 
454 90 

5400 Laser 
KXSP100 prvWwt.11/copHir 77994 

TfcXAS 
Instruments 

rrvcroLaser 600 986.10 
1197 02 
1365 49 
1599 76 

iwcroLater Pk> 600 PS23 

McroLaeer Power Pro 600 PS65 

fXJl HEWLETT 
KI PACKARD 

(Ittiobotics 
14 4K oilerrai win 
28 8K V 34 miiwiai mtai 
28 »(V34e.terrvNw1.u 
Vi 14 4K eNenvil w la. A votco 
Vi 14 4K e.lernal w la. A 

3Com FL__ 
Maptoc APA1460 SCSI 2 
Mayas EZJacfc 14 4 w las 

2114)7 

Vi 28 8k V 31 mlorrval w Lu A 
£ V 34 e.lerrvN wda. A 
VIOSVO V 34 mtemal w la. A voce 

COUKII R UOfXMS 
V34aNamdwta. 
V 34 e.lomal w/ln. 

177.42 

^EZtedvSifc JSiJ 
16 I* audw .tdapter .. 239 95 
14 4 daUrtAs.1 NSW_'349A0 
Token f9na 19M_BttJI 
" c“---- 139 96 Imktvt Etiemet combo 

Megdmtr 14 4K deteda 

(D Hayes 
ACCURA 144 riierrol win. 
ACCUFIA 144 eilivivN w1a> 
ACCURA 288 V 34 wNernal wla. 
ACCURA 288 V 34 e.ternd w la. 
OPTIMA 144 e.lerrvN wla. 
OPTIMA 288 V 34 eNernal wla. 
OPTIMA 288 V 34 e.lerrvN wla. 

±>*fPRACnCAl 
. I't/W'NiHAlS 

Mtmnwrfta Voice Modem 14 4 eNemal 
Otena I .praea 14 4 memd wta. 
Onkna li iprese 14 4 e.temai wta. 
V 34 28 6 vNrvivN wla. 
V 34 28 8 e.temai wta. 

MICROCOM 
DoikpoitefaMI «, v M.-8 8 
Oeskpurto F aM EP V 34 28 8 .. 

91X7 
10981 
183 76 
21688 
374.30 
365 14 
419.44 

75.10 
157.33 

179.94 
239 99 

--k «ii 
Mer>i»wri/ XJack Gold 14 4 dafavla. 199.70 
Megahertz V 34 XJack dddLu ... 29729 

S" SCS* ? hot!.. 197 92 
"T" **** vJammaraound card 229 48 

—..42999 
Smple Tech 14 4K modem ♦ voice_ 11999 
Senpln T«ch EVwmet I08T adaptor__"*12290 
SernNo Tech SCSI adapter_.... "*13397 
Smipte Tech 130MB hard dove_ZZjm3& 

em..::9799i 
SMC Lite I tvvnd 10BT__ 120.12 
SA4C F;Mo Etimnd combo _ 173 77 
Tudo Beach Auko Aim...- ns 96 

25^E.v,:s.r0*uvi~ 
Xvoomrwrmd.modem 10OT ' ■ 
Xacom EVwmd.modem combo 

riYUa'.i'i i i.i iiti 
hNet OvorOwve DX2/50_ 
InSiN OverOnve 0X296. 
kNd OverDrive OX477S. 
Intel OverDrive 0X4/100 
Intel Over Owe PenOum 63MH/ . 

^*^h-efOwePprW.yTi 83S4Mz 

_12794 
_14791 
_199.94 

OotkJd 340 portible 
OeskJdOOO 
OetfcJel 66OC 
OetkJetOSOC 
OetkJd 1000C 
Later Jot 5P 
Later Jet 5L 
Later Jel 4 Pkn 
LaaerJd 4Si 
LaserJet 4V 
LaserJet Color 

LatretWrNer XL WIN COSTAR 
laboiWriler XI Pkn WIN 

41793 
309 75 
294 33 

PUREDATA 
Sakef AX8on 400. nterrW. . 794 39 
Sabtl AXkon 400.. o.terrvN 32499 
Samr AXkon 200. 9600 bps ertomaJ 21997 

/.( H B 
14299 

V 34 FaiModem eiterivN 108.97 
Vow# FaiModem VFP 14 4VH vNomai 
Voice FaiModom VFX 14 4V external 
14.4 V 32tvs w 1*. mlerrvN 

94 32 
.148.30 

70.74 

CDW Sells for Less and Services You Better! 

(800) 959-4CDW 
FAX (708)465-6800 OIOOSCOW^^CceivdeiCenters, tec BYTE 1507 

- CALL! 
. .   CALL! 

Compeq Proknea 16MB.  CALLI 
HP LaserJet 4P 4MB . CALLI 
HP LaaerJd 4P DM0 ---li .CALU 

_CALL! 

«M irmfcPad 756 8MB CALL! 
«M ThmkPad 755 16MO CALL* 
NEC Versa 4MB._I CAU1 
NEC Versa 8MB   CALLI 
NECVersa 16MB CALL* 

I°^B,S?4a00 4M0.-.- CAL»-» 
Toshtea 19004600 8MB CALL* 
Toshka 1900 4600 16MB. CALL! 
TosIMm T2I00. T2150 4MB CALLI 
ToshkM T2100. 12150 8MB .   CALL! 
Toshka T2I00. T2I50 16MB . CALL! 

CALL FOR FREE 
CDW® CATALOG 

Circle 129 on Inquiry Card. 



WE CAN BARELY 
CONTAIN OUR 
ENTHUSIASM! 

It’s the next generation from 

DPT! SmartCache IV. Feature 

rich. Bursting at the seams with 

the latest advancements in I/O 

technology. Packed with signifi¬ 

cant breakthroughs in design, 

performance and ease of use. 

And providing the industry’s only 

upgrade path to both Caching and 

RAID. SmartCache IV-the 

Smart Choice for all your 

storage requirements! 

II DPT 
Distributed Processing Technology 

1 -800-322-4378 

Circle 135 on Inquiry Card. 



Deliver the Goods 
with Consolidated 

Control! 

Season s (greetings 

from CybexJ 

AutoBoot Commander 
Personal Commander 

The industry standard AutoBoot 
Commander allows you to 
monitor and control up to 96 
PCs or file servers with just one 
keyboard, monitor and mouse. 
For desktop control of smaller 
installations, give our Personal 
Commander a try! 

Cybex Corporation 
4912 Research Drive Huntsville, AL 35805 USA 

(205) 430-4000 (205) 430-4030 fax 
http://www.cybex.com/ 

PC is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Mac is a registered 
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Sun is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems. Cybex AutoBoot 
Commander, Slimline, 4xP and 1 xP are trademarks of Cybex Corporation Y 

Slimline Commander 
Magnum Commander 

The most streamlined members 
of the AutoBoot family, these 
Commanders are designed spe¬ 
cifically for all your rack mount 
applications. Choose the 1.75" 
(1U) Slimline for 19" racks, or 
the 3.5" (2U) Magnum for 19, 
23, or 24" racks. 

AutoBoot Commander 
4xP/1xP 

The most advanced AutoBoot 
products yet, the 4xP and IxP 
add multiuser, multiplatform 
and multimedia capabilities to 
the Commander worid. Control 
PC, Mac and Sun computers 
from one location! Use the 4xP 
for larger installations; try the 
1 xP for desktop control of 
smaller configurations. 

Circle 130 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 131). 



TOSHIB 

Tecra 700 
■ Pentium I20MI Iz processor - fastest available 

on a notebook! 
■ PCI hits architecture (infernal& external) 
■ 113", 800x600 high asolulKHt display 
■ OjXKHiaU\0)K()MI)nw 

(swap floppy & CD-ROM) 
■ Multimedia docking stalkm with I’d bus 

(optional accessory priori separately) 
■ ikiilt in l(> bit stxmu. microphone. 

2 speakers & MIDI 
■ lll'GE, 1.26GB hand drives 

U 
Portege 61 OCT 

Satellite Pro 400 & 
Satellite Pro 410 

Buik-in 4X q> K(X\I Drive CD-ROM) 
I.YtneunlrhuK (ptuduilkialxanl 
Buikin IMisoiiid,micniilm‘^x^T& MIDI 
Q X) RAM mouuy; exp. k»4*MB (Sal ftt>4 lOonk) 
fknh in.ACadaplLT ^iull >iui.(kv^i\rukudwirfH 
Ink’gr.id Vupmil siiuill. accurateX e®y kuw 
Ijtliiiiii kvihcilen kilumli^ 

— ■ Ikiilt inii^nuulInrvnai^aiiMUiuiialMb 

Satellite Pro 400 
□B 
Pentiu 
Pentiu 
Sal 
Pentiu 
Pentiu 

[ ] METRO 

wVvW.- 

Satellite Pro 400 

Processor Screen HD Price 
$3479 

4359 
Pentium 75 10.4' Dual Scan 772MB 
Pentium 75 10.4'Active 772M8 
Satellite Pro 410 
Pentium 90 11.3'Dual Scan 772MB (All 
Pentium 90 11.3'Active 772MB (AIL 

Satellite 2110/2130 
Processor Screen HD Price 

486DX4/75 10.4’Dual Scon 330MB $1979 
4860X4/75 10.4’ Dual Scon 500MB 2339 
486DX4/75 10.4’Active 500MB 3059 

■ «3* 

Processor Screen HD Price 

Pentium 120 11.3' Dual Scan 1.26GB (All 
Pentium 120 11.3’Active 1.26GB (All 

Port6g6 61 OCT 
■ IVnlium 90MHz processor 
■ 9.5" True Color display for optimum odor 
■ Built-in 16 l)itMxmd(Souii(IHIasliTlVo 

compatible), microphone & speaker 
■ Lithium Ion battery technology 
■ Accii|X)int slick for easy control 

essor Screen HD Price 

Pentium 90MHi 9.5' True Color 720MB $4259 

Versa 2000 
■ Lithium Ion battery technology 
■ YercaGlide touch pad pointer - simple 

& accurate 
■ Built-in, upgradable 14.4 fax/modem 

((Hi selected nxxlels) 
■ LOADS i >f FREE software preinstalled 

Processor Screen HD Price 

486DX4/75 9.5’Active 350MB $2299’ 
4860X4/75 9.5'Active 350MB 2599 
4860X4/75 9.5'Active 540MB 2799 
74.4 lox/madem Ml built-in 

Versa A 

NEC Versa 4000 
■ Built in CILKOM Drhe! (Standard <xi some mod* | 

(ptiiiialunollkis) 
■ Kiitium 7$ and Pentium 90 processors 
■ 256KB Ixsd 2 Cache to uptimiA* performance 
■ I Jnbebevjtte dqitos - 65k color Dual Scan, 

16.x million dor vine (lligli resolution Vine Matnx 
displays available - 800x600 ns.) 

■ limit in IM>it vkiihI, mienphone. MIDI and 
2 built-in speakers 

■ Mukiiuuba d ding witli outstanding Altec Lining | 
4$peakLTamn ((ptinnal aoceamy (mdaponlely) 

Processor Screen HD Price 

Pentium 75 10.4’ Dual Scon 540MB $3499 
Pentium 75 10.4’ Dual Scan 540MB 3799* 
Pentium75 10.1'Active 540MB 3999 
Pentium90 10.1’Active 810MB 4649* 
Pentium 90 10.4' High Res. 810MB 4799 
‘ Features built in CD-ROM drive standard 

^ Texas 
Instruments 

Extensa 550CD 

Extensa 550/550CD 
75Mllz Pentium w/PCJ bus& 256KB cache 
Huik in 2XQ) ROM dnw (optional on sour- models) 
Built in 16-hit sound. micnpliorr^sjieaker 
Integrated touchpad pointer 
10.4" Actiw Matrix dfaplay/10.4" Dual Scut 
Built in infnirvd for \vid(sscommiimcatknb 

Processor Screen HD Price 

Extensa 450 
■ 10.4" Dual Scan & 9 5" Actiw display 
■ (ilidePad pointing device 
■ Advanced battery pro 
■ Built in infrared for no-hassle 

printer C(xu lections 

Processor Screen HD Price 

486DX4/75 10.4’ Dual Scon 340MB $1769 
4860X4/75 9.5’Active 340MB 2039 

TravelMate 
5000/5100 
■ 75Mllz or 90Mllz Pentium with I’Ll Ike to 

optimize Pentium processor performance 

■ 10.4" Actiw Matrix display with 2MB Video RAM 

■ 10.5" Dual Scan display with 2MB Video RAM 
■ 65K colors on notebook dtsfday 

■ 16 hit Sound Card. Speaker. Micmplionc & MIDI | 

■ I pgradabk* hard driw e:isil\ add more storage 

■ Built-In Dual lithium Ion batteries 

■ Built-in infrared for no-hassle printer cormectk 

I Pentium 75 10.4" Dual Scan 574MB $2449* Pentium 75 10.4" Dual Scan 500MB $2969 1 
Pentium 75 10.4" Dual Scan 574MB 2939 Pentium 75 10.4" Active 772MB 3999 

| Pentium 75 10.4" Active 524MB 3519 Pentium 90 10.4" Active 1.2GB 4649 1 
'CD ROM Drive h on optional accessory on this model 

at PCs COMPLE AT V ^®w®st Price v/30-Day Money ^Free Tech ’'Free Software ^Free 
VWifirfcKMI /> Guarantee Back Guarantee Support Installation Configuration 



COMPAQ. 

Look foi- ouf _ 
Great J#** 

Holiday 
Voluofi! 3» ^ 

Authorized Reseller 

L 

Ascentia 950N 
® 75 MHz & 90MHz IViilmm (fir Mazing puJonnancv 
■ I0.-I" Actiw ^ Dual Semi 
■ High Kes displays KOOxfiOO rvs. on notebook 
■ Built in 16-bil sound, miaophone & speaker 
■ Lithium Ion batten technology 
■ Built-in mframl for no-hasie prinkT ciMmoclions 

Processor Screen HD Price 
Pentium 75 
Pentium 75 
Pentium 75 
Pentium 75 
Pentium 75 
Pentium 90 
Pentium 90 
Pentium 90 
Pentium 90 

10.4" Duol Scan 
10.4' Dual kon 
10.4"Duol Scan 
10.4'Active 
10.4'Active 
10.4'Dual Scon 
10.4'Dual Scan 
10.4'Active 
10.4'Active 

500MB $2639 
800MB 2879 
1.2GB 3249 
800MB 3799 
1.2GB 4199 
800MB 3259 
1.2GB 3639 
800MB 4199 
1.2GB 4579 

| AST, AST logo are trade¬ 
marks ot AST Research. 
Inc. All rights reserved 

xm 

Advantage Adventure Desktop 

Advantage Adventure 
Multimedia 
MX CD-ROM) NEW for Windows 95 
■ QuadSpftMfJTW)MI)riw 
■ Advanced Telfpliom - 14.4 or 2X.X fax/knodem, 

telephone answering system, ant ^nktt pirn- 
(DiffersIn modelCall fordelaiLs) 

■ Integrated 3-D surround stxmd system 
■ Loads of FREE software painstailed 
■ Windows 95 kevbnanl for increased productivity 
■ AST Works it navigation software - talunng **SKTT 
“ Intel P6 Overdrive 

ktop (614) Pentium 100 850MB $1889 
Minitower (812) Pentium 100 1.2GB 2089 
Minitower (814) Pentium 100 1.2GB 2379* 
Minitower (818) Pentium 133 1.6GB 2989‘ 
Monitors priced separately 7 6MB RAM standard 

COMPLEAT 

800-298-4727 

IBM* 
Call about 

ThinkPad 755 Pentium 
& 

ThinkPad 365 Models. 

ThinkPad® 701 
■ Amazing pop-up, full sized koboanl w/ 

iigsaw design 
J 10.4" Active & I )ual Scan 
■ Onh'4.5 Ihs. in subnotdxxik form factor 
■ 14.4/ax/modem, sjx*akm>lKMie. answering 

maching voicemail 
■ Built-in lb-bit scmhnI. 

micmpfxMie. sjieaker & MIDI 
■ Built-in infrared for ik> hassle 

primer connections 
■ JO FREE software litkN preinstalled 

Processor Screen HD Price 

486DX2/S0 10.4" Active 360MB $2199 
486DX2/50 10.4" Active 540MB 2399 
4860X4/75 10.4" Ouol Scon 360MB 2649 
4860X4/75 10.4* Duol Scon S40MB 2949 
4860X4/75 10.4* Active 360MB 3219 
486DX4/75 10.4' Active 540MB 3499 
4860X4/75 10.4’ Duol Scon 720MB 3299 
4860X4/75 104" Active 720MB 3879 

ThinkPait 760 

ThinkPad® 760 
■ Pentium 90S liOMli/ wiih local hets 
■ III" Actiw disnicin with XOOxtiflO uniIiiIiihi 

(selected models) 
I 4X CD-ROM Driw. MPEG-2 support. & full 

inotimi video OliinkBadTbOCD only •) 
■ Built in iX.Xfax/iiKideiii 
■ SrHUklBl.istef-aMiipatilile audio & kdq>lwHi\ 
■ Lithium Ion batten technology 

Processor Screen HD Price 
Pentium 90 10.4’Active 720MB $5349 
Pentium 90 12.1'Active 720MB 6049 
Pentium 120 12.1’Active 720MB 6599 
Pentium 90 12.1'Active 1.2GB 7449’ 
'Features built-in CD-ROM drive 
WIH 95 models ovoiloble. Coll for details. 

Contura 420/430 
Prodwt differs slightly from photo 

Confura 420/430 
H 10.4'* Actiw & Dual Scan 

I 1‘asl 4H6DX4/7S or 486DX4/100 ixrtKxrssors 
optical trackball - smoother & more reticle 
High capacity drives - (if> to 720MB 

■ Compaq, 3-year worldwide warranty 

86DX4/75 10.4'Dud Scan 420MB $2459 
’86DX4/75 10.4'Active 420MB 3029 
<860X4/100 10.4' Dud Scan 720MB 2839 
86DX4/I00 10.4'Active 720MB 3499 

ITi 5000 

ATE 5000 ' 
■ L'p to I2iltz Pentium pour wyFQ bus A 2$6ARcadir 
■ 52-bit Hit IxraJ bus graphic* 
■ XMB RAM exp. to 72MB 
■ Built in l6Asound.inicniiilinnfiV 2 speakers 
■ MuhiBav -holdsGD-ROM, 2ndIDH>. Ik*™ 

or 2nd l«0er> 
Jl I p to 135GB lianl dm© (2.7GB max. onadty) 
1 Built-in infrand witless oxninunicalDns i 
■ Supports ViMH&latlmim lonbanerics(iM)io8his.) 
I Optional MI1!(i and video adapter ■ 

DeskJet 340 
$289.99 

Pentium 75 10.4’ Duol Scon 510MB $3799 
Pentium 75 11.3* Dual Scon 810MB 4439 
Pentium 75 10.4’Active 810MB 4729 
Pentium 90 10.4’Active 
Pentium 90 10.4" Active 
Pentium 120 104" Active 
Fealutn Svill In (0 ROM dine 

810MB 5289 
810MB 5549' 
1.35GB 6329 
■ Byte 12/951 

HP OmniBook 5000 
“1 Pentium 90MHz with 32 bit PCI Local bus 

I 1.2GB drives available for high 
opacity storage 

■ High resolution - 800x600 resolution 
(hi iKilidMKxk dtsfday 

Buill-in 16-bil schiikI, microphone & speaker 

Processor Screen HD Price 
Pentium 90 10.4'Active 1.2GB $5579 
Pentium 90 10.4'Active 1.2GB 6239* 
*16MB RAM standard 

HP DeskJet 340 

HP LaserJet Printers 
HP LaserJet 5P printer (IBM, 6ppm, 600dpi). $879.99 
HP LaserJet 51 printer (IBM, 4ppm, 600dpi) .. .479.00 
HP InkJet Printers 
HP DeskJet 340 printer (portoble).$289.99 
HP DeskJet 600 printer ..289.99 
HP DeskJet 600C printer ..299.00 
HP DeskJet 660C printer .389 99 
HP DeskJet 660(se printer..399.00 
HP DeskJet 855C printer .549 00 
HP DeskJet 1600C printer.1349.99 
Home Office Products 
HP OfficeJet. $599.99 
HP OfficeJet LX. (8999 I 
HP FAX-700 ..549.99 

Circle 147 on Inquiry Card. 



When software can make the difference 
between life or death, you need a 
serious development tool. 

r® 

When you choose the DataFlex application 
development system, you can count on delivering 
powerful solutions. DataFlex's greatest strength is 
in the language, a 4GL strong enough to sustain 
anything you can build on it. Powerlul enough to 
take you tar beyond the point at which most other 
products leave you stranded. 

Over 350,000 installations and 2,000,000 users 
in 40 countries make DataFlex a proven solution for 
a wide range of business applications lor 
companies like Mercedes-Benz, Coca-Cola, and 
Streetgard. 

“In the business of saving lives, no other 
development software offers the performance 
and reliability we need. Clients also like the 
fact that we can transparently port to any 
hardwareoroperatingsystemtheymayhave. 
The power of DataFlex's language and data¬ 
base have shaved two minutes off Para¬ 
medic response time for the St. Louis 911 
operators. We would not consider applica¬ 
tion development in anything but DataFlex:’ 

John Rich, Streetgard 

DataFlex means business. We speak your 
language because we want you to speak ours. Call 
us today for a free information kit. 

In the United States, Phone 1-800-451-3539 For Sales Information 
- + » 

Country Telephone Fax 
Australia 1-800-65-3545 (09)481-1874 

1-800-63-3539 (03)888-9950 
Belgium/luxembourg (02)270.27.60 (02)270.27.50 
Brazil (011)872-9266 (011)653-899 
Canada 416-226-2181 416-226-4341 
Denmark 36724646 36724647 
England 0181-426-1416 0181-866-3725 

0181-742-8055 0181-742-7843 
01222-763773 01222-763774 

Germany 06172-9568-0 06172-9568-12 
Greece (1)6517945 (1)6536891 
Italy (0184)231.606 (0184)231.243 
Japan (3)-3296-7324 (3)-3296-7329 

Country Telephone Fax 
Malta 356-241246 356-230631 
Mexico (525)631-4663 (525)631-4538 
Netherlands 074-55 56 09 074-50 34 66 
Northern Ireland 01762-362002 01762-362003 
Norway (22)55 99 66 (22)562825 
Poland (42)307643 (42)307646 
Scotland 0141-554-1185 0141-554-6183 
Spain (1)372-95-17 (1)372-81-56 
Sweden (0)300-19530 (0)300-70910 
Thailand (02)276-2559 (02)275-9156 
Trinidad (809)628-9330 (809)628-9259 
Wales (01222)763773 (01222)763-774 

DATA ACCESS 
CORPORATION 

CompuServe: GO DACCESS - Internet (WWW): http://www.daccess.com 
Phone (305) 238-0012 



HARD DISK EXCHANGE 
BUY, SELL OR UPGRADE 

YOUR HARD DISK & PC (714)505-3157 
Int I Orders/Tech A—letance Inquiries 

HARD DISK 
PRICES SLASHED 

uaivEitsmr, schools, 
GOVERHMEHT 4 

CORPORATE P.O.'S WELCOME 

IDE ESDI 
5°**®.<5© Micropolu 1355 $99 ✓ 
.***** ^cropoht 1553 $199 

120MB ............ $79 XT 4380E . $129 
210MB.$129 XT 8760E ... $399 ✓ 

Maxtor, Seagate ST 4766C . $499 
Available Connar A Maxlor AvmIMk 

LOOKING FOIL SOMETHING SPECIALT 

ASK US! 

MFM/RLL 
ST-225 20MB_%39 / 

ST-251 40MB_$70 

ST-151 40MB.$120 

ST-400® 80MB __$100 ✓ 
Priam-185 71MB .$70 ✓ 
ST-238R 32MB_$50 

ST-277R 85MB.$00 

XT-2100 145MB ....$200 

XT-1140 120MB.$270 

© 

Blow Away Prices 

NEW 

HARO DRIVES 
©£*3.5* 

SCSHI 

$180 

$100 

38S0Mln1acrtba..$50 40MBFHMFM 

MEMORY 
for 

WINDOWS 95 

SCSI COMPAQ 
ST-225N-$49 CP4021.  $140 
ST-277N..... $89 CP4041_ $209 
ST-4380N ....$129/ CP2121_.‘$179 

Quantum A WD Available 

fo* *HAKD-TO-FIHD’ HAM DISKS 
CAU MATT OK HANDY 

WE BUY 

IBM PS/1, PS/2 CORNER 
Please Contact Mandy 

II Jd‘K-1 IJri'l ~ SUPER SPECIAL P572 II MM 
IBM 665, 667, 669 - All Models 

OrIh $59 - limited Qty. 
THINKPADDRIVES T 
Model360/750/755 WD -380S.$69 

340MB..$375 ST-1771_$99 
540MB-$475 WD-3158_$149 
810MB-$599 

A$k for Think Pad Memory & Value Point Memory... 

»■ We Cany PS/1 & PS/2 Keyboards 4 Floppies 

CPU 
486DX-33 
4860X2-66 
4860X2-80 

256x9.. 
1x3-70 . 

,.$11.99 
.$36.99 

2.10GB 

400GB 

MEMORY SIMMS & HARD DISKS 
Call Perry, Mandy or Matt 

(714) 505*3157 

CONTROLLERS, ETC 

$59 

««qx4.ioo — 

**» 230MB Pentium 90.. 
Pentium 100.. 
12Q/133.. 

WIDE SCSHI 

210G6 

410GB 
$1000 
$1508 

^B-^^zzzzz:**m£ |rmonitor - Refurb.'jH 
8MB - 72 Pin*................._$289 99 1 ^ I 

■“:SSa===fSK I00*"* $169 vg*i~!£ 

womb::: 
CALL 540MB ... 

810MB. 

. $159 
$199 

16MB 
32MB-72 Pins_CALL 

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES '-- 

^u£t5m!zeT5uFp£!s‘ 
PC 486DX2/661 PENTIUM 100 

For ages 3-99 
Q Mini Tower 80 200♦ watts p/suppty 

DX2-66CPU 
M/B with 4 VESA. 
3 ISA slots 

LJ IDE Controller w/2 
serial. 1 parallel ports 
2MB RAM 
1 44 FDD 
540 MB Hard Disk 
256K VGA Card 
One Year Warranty 
Reasonable Pnce 

ONLY $499 
While Supplies Last 

For Adults Only 
Q Mini Tower 8U 200+ watts p/supply 

Pentium 100 CPU 
PCI Motherboard 

□ PCI F/HD Controller 
U 2senal. 1 parallel port 
□ 144FDO 
□ 8MB RAM 
□ 12GB HDD 
□ 4 speed CO ROM 

&speakers 
□ 16 bit sound card 
□ 1MB PCI graphics card 
□ CPU cooling fan 
□ 101 Keyboard 

O One Year Warranty 

PC 486DX4/100 Ridiculously Low $1299 
For Working Men A Women 

U Mini Tower 
y 200♦ watts pVsuppty 

iy DX4-100CPU 
iy M/B with 4 ISA. 3 VESA slots 
|U 2 serial. 1 parallel ports 

4MBRAM 
2 FO/2HD Controller 
144 FDD 

iy 1 2GB HD 
IP 256KCache 

256K VGA Card 
CPU Cooling Card 
101 Keyboard 
One Year Warranty 

| FOR MERELY $699 
EXCELLENT PRICE M 

□ 
□ 
□ 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

DX4/100 
STARTER SYSTEM „ Misers Special 
Q Mini Tower 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

In-Between Choice 
□ 4MB RAM 
□ 1.44 FDD 

□ 2S/1P/1G 
□ 540 HDD 
□ 2X CD-ROM 
Q 16 bit sound card 

□ 256K VGA Card 

□ 101 Keyboard 

FOR ONLY $649 
(Monitor not indodod) 

SCSI 8 Bit ... 
scsneBit.... mM 
ESD116 Bit (300MB). 

. $19 
$49 

SPECIAL 
240MB Maxtor. 
65MB. 

$399 
$599 

$199 

Math Co. 
$39 __ - 
$89 387SX... $29 
$49 

ESO116 Bit (1GB).  *$140 
Adaptec 1542. *$219 
Adaptec 2940. $239 
IDE VLB__Zl(29 

387DX.. $29 

| MOTHERBOARDS 
CPU INCLUDED 
486 DX2/66. tiio 
486DX2/80. .... $129 
Pentium 100. .... $499 
Pentium 120/133 . ..... Cell 

SPECIAL 
DX4-100MB with 256 Cache, 
Fen & CPU. ..$229 | 

TAPES, CD, EXT. HDD 
Ext. Printer Port Tape Tracker 

250MB.$159 
350MB-$229 
750MB_  $29Q 

11-2GB Hard Disk-EXT 
] Plug-In Printer Port. $499 

2 speed CD ROM Kit (Int).. $99 
4 speed CD ROM Kit (Int).$199 

DATA 
RECOVERY 

By Experts 

UNIX. DOS. MAC, OS/2. 

NOVELL 

Almost 

100*o Success 

CALL FOR ESTIMATE 

Mo Recovery - Mo Charge 

Ask tor 

Matt or Mandy 

SIMM CONVERTER 

$39 ea from 32 lo 72 Pm... 

200* watts p/supply 
2F/2HDO Controller 
2senal. 1 parallel ports 
3 VESA 4 ISA Slots 
Motherboard 
W/486DX4/100CPU 
1 44FDO 
101 Keyboard 

Give away Price 

ONLY $299 
Limited Quantities Only 

4MB, 1.44 FDD, 
2S/1 P/1 G Ports, 

540 HDD, 
2X-CD-ROM, 

16 Bit Sound Card 
256 VGA Card 
101 Keyboard 

SRAM/CACHE MEMORY 
32K x 8. 64K x 8 & 
128K x 8.CALL! 

What 
A Steal a 

CALL 
FOR 

REPAIR 

ESTIMATES 
Laser Printers. 

All types of PC's, 
(AST, COMPAQ. 

IBM & More) 
& Monitors 

CREDIT CARD ALERT! 
Beware Fraudulent users are caught by our 
security system - 40 convictions pending. 

sm. 
LET US HELP YOU 
CONFIGURE YOUR 

SYSTEMS... CALL TODAY\ 

For Customer Service Call between 
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. PST 

at (7141 505-3031 

INTERNET: ashtek@AOL.com 

800-801-9400 
Call Toll Free for Orders Only ASHTEK INC. 

2600-B WALNUT AVE., TUSTIN.CA 92680 
THESE ARE CASH PRICES A SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

SHIPPING BY FEOCRAL EXPRESS AMO UPS. COJ).- (There la a 30% restocking charge ) ' 
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All computer equipment will 
eventually fail... 

It may take years before your hard drive crashes. 

It may be months before you have any serious data loss, 

problems with your memory or experience chip failure. 

Then again, it could be today! 

At MICRO 2000 we are constantly thinking ahead to 

provide you with the products you’ll need to protect 

yourself from hours of frustration and downtime. Our 

expanding line of products can assist you to recover data 

from a crashed disk when all the others have failed. 

We can help you diagnose what’s wrong with your 

PCs in a flash, on-site or remotely—without a modem! 

Tech Support you can count on 
in the crunch... 

Good products are one thing, but how about some¬ 

one to walk you through the tough stuff? Even though a 

large percentage of our clients are professional techni¬ 

cians and power users, we regularly receive calls from 

novice users who need help getting started. After all, 

these are tomorrow’s power users and technicians. 

Advanced technology based on 
what you need... 

You can help us to serve you. If you use any of our 

products, please let us know what you like about them, 

or what improvements we could make. We will try to 

fulfill as many needs and wishes as possible, because 

your business and success are important to us. Give us a 

call or write to us with any comments or suggestions. 

call now lor Pricing on our complete rrofloci list: 

fooiproot data 
recouery tor 
everyone... 

The only comparable 
service to 911-RECOVER is a 
professional data recovery 

company, which could lake several weeks and cost yon hun¬ 
dreds or thousands of dollars. Avoid the downtime and worry by 
using 911 -RECOVER right in your own office. 911-RECOVER reads 
right down to the bit level even if the directories and file Allocation 
Tables are damaged. It can even be used to recover data that has been 
damaged by other “recovery software.” Does not need IX)S intact to 
function. If the data is physically on the drive, it can be recovered. 

• Don’t redo or re-input all your lost work—911 RECOVER it! 
• Automatic data recovery its well as highly advanced Technician- 

Level diagnostics and manual recovery techniques. 
• Easy to use—saves time and money. Call for pricing today! 

Micro-scope client is a must- 
have REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS 

TOOL for PC Service Technicians every¬ 
where. Supply your customers with this 
inexpensive software and let CLIENT 

diagnose what’s wrong with their PCs w itliout leaving your 
office! When your customer calls you with a service problem, simply 
have him boot his PC with the Micro-Scope CLIENT floppy disk in 
drive A and select either the Quick Test or the Extensive Test. Then just 
look tip the resulting error codes in the CLIENT manual and you’ll 
know exactly what’s wrong and he able to bring the correct replace¬ 
ment chips, drives, cables, etc. CLIENT also reports the exact system 
configuration so you can insure compatibility. Saves time and money! 

[ RO-SCOPE CENSUS LETS YOU 
keep track of hundreds or even 

thousands of computers and know' 
each one’s exact hardware and system 
configuration at a glance. Many techni¬ 

cians and MLS Directors use this software tool to save hours 
of dow ntime in companies with multiple computers. 

Simply load the supplied disk into each computer on site (up to 
100 PCs recordable on each disk). CENSUS automatically records 
complete system information and assigns each PC a unique ID num¬ 
ber. The data can now be downloaded from the disk into any 
database program so it’s ready to retrieve at a moments notice. For 
even greater productivity and speed, use CENSUS in combination w ith 
MICRO-SCOPE CLIENT to remotely diagnose 
each PC and arrive with the exact parts 
required, fully compatible. You’ll Ik* in and 
out in a flash with a greater profit margin. 

IVIIGRO 
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Get the nest, 
most accurate 
diaonostlcs lor 
problem pcs... 
Loui-Leuel Formats IDE Drives! 

'^Universal 
Diagnostics 

TOOLKITS 
compatible with any pc & operating System! 

i)ii'i ^ 

I’rji 
"1 

cktr 

COMPATIBLE 

mm nrll 

[kill m m ill) HI 
or Fax (818) 54/ 0397 s a fn 
1 too East Broadway, Suite 301, Glendale, California 
Phone 818/547-0125 • Fax 818/547-0397 
Web Page: http://www.micro2000.com 
International Orders please call: 
Micro 2000 Australia.61-42-574-144 
Micro 2000 IK.44-462-483-483 
Micro 2000 Amsterdam.31-206-384-433 

New Releases: 
Call about our Tutorial 

and Troubleshooting 
es on video cassettes! 
A wealth of technical 

help at your fingertips. 

miriai > >dro rrmmsMctm i .*mi 

-UMVTOU Univers^ 
Diagnosti diagnostics 

TOOLKIT TOOLKIT >, 

Ds 
P VaftrStOMIOI MOMTV 

■ It . .. *- —-- 
n. nm***"**"* 

tuitvtitsAi Tiacnostu soTwtfi 

Fully o/s independent 
diagnostic software... Call far ufignMjmcing & 

complete new features list! 

IICKO-SCOPE Universal Computer Diagnostics was developed to satisfy 
Itlu* expanding need for accurate system diagnosis in the rapidly growing 

desktop computer market. Patterned after super mini and mainframe diagnos¬ 

tic routines, MICRO-SCOPE runs independently of any standard operating 

system, and is therefore at home on any machine in the Intel world Speed 

ease-of-use, and razor sharp ACCURACY are a few of the advantages that arise* 
from this system independence. Jerry Poumclle awarded MICR()-S(X)PE K 
POST-PROBE the User's Choice Award in the May 1994 issue of Byte Magazine 

mtain PCs you’ll love it." 

♦ LOW-LEVEL FORMAT—Performs Low-level format on all drive types 
including IDE drives. This function cannot hurt IDE drives. ♦ TRUE IIARD- 

VI ARE DIAGNOSTICS Accurate testing of CPU, IRQ’s. DMA s, memory, hard 
dnves, floppy drives, video cards, etc. ♦ IRQ CHECK—Talks directly to hard¬ 

ware and show* I/O address and IRQ of devices dial respond. ♦ O/S INDE¬ 

PENDENT—l k>cs not rely on O/S for diagnostics. Talks to PC on hardware 
level. All tests are full function regardless of O/S (i.e. Windows, Novell, UNIX, 

OS/2) ♦ irq DISPLAY—Show hits enabled in IRQ chip for finding cards that 
an* software driven (Network, Ta|>e Backup, etc.). ♦ MEMORY EXAMINE— 

Displays any physical hit of memory under I Meg. Very useful for determining 
memory conflicts and available memory space. ♦ AND MUCH MORE 

We don't have enough space here for everything this software can do! 

Pint Peer Halt,aunt D f) C T r..j t an •/.< 

Use tins Power-On Self-Test card to debug 
"dead” pc that won t boot... 

“T'"s ls 'I'1’ only card that will function in every system on the market. The 
X (lociunentaiion is extensive, and not only covers the expected POST 

(.odes for different BIOS versions, Inn also includes a detailed reference to the 

Inis signals monitored by the card.' —Scott Mueller from Ins globally 
recognized Inmk. (pgmdhig & Repairing PCs. Second lull Hon1 

♦ Includes pads for voltmeter to attach for actual voltage testing under load 

♦ • LEDs monitor +5vde -5vdc+l2vtlc -I2vdc. ♦ Monitors Hi & Lo dock and 
O.M. cycles to distinguish between dock chip or oysial failure. ♦ Monitors I/O 

"riu' a,ul ^‘"-'d to distinguish between write and read emirs. ♦ Accurately 
monitors progress of POST for computers without POST codes. ♦ Reads POST 

codes front any IBM or compatible that emits POST codes. ISA/EISA/MCA. 

♦ Compatible with Micro (flannel computers. ♦ Dip switch allows easy selec¬ 
tion of I/O imrts to read. ♦ Includes tri-state LOGIC PROBE to determine 

actual chip failures. ♦ Manual includes chip layouts and detailed POST proce¬ 
dures for all major BIOS’s. ♦ AND MUCH MORE.. .call for more details 

iviicro 
Skkvk :k News 
emlfia-rm'tMi MOMtN 

Govt. Sen. *: GS-OOK-94AGS-5396 
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Up to 4 Users can Access 
Multiple PC, Macintosh and 

Sun Computers from a 
Central Location! 

• Multiuser 
Up to 4 users have simultaneous access to any 
attached computer! 

• Multiplatform 
Supports any combination of PC, Macintosh and Sun 
computers; use any platform's peripherals to access 
any type of computer in the system. 

* Multimedia 
Every user has full multimedia 
capabilities; supports keyboard, 
mouse, video, speakers, 
microphone and 
serial port. 

See us at 

COflU^f 8/Fall '95 
VntirtBl.H7.IW 

bstcg&NnidilSA 

Booth #L4554 

An 

AUTOBOOT /v_ 

Commander 
Cybex Corporation 
4912 Research Drive • Huntsville, AL 35805 USA 
(205) 430-4000 • FAX (205) 430-4030 

Company 

http://www.cybex.com/ 

PC is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer,Inc. 
Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems. Cybex, Commander, AutoBoot and 4xP are trademarks of Cybex Corporation. 
Dealer Program Avialable Made in USA 
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The RAID Company 

Competition livens up business! 

Concerning: Competition 

Do you as a VAR or OEM think 

that a little bit 

Relative Performance 

60% 70% *0% 90% 100% 

XSTVt TSiS,er 01 (°Pying " l00MB ji,c’ usi”9 "'More's 
32MB ram 2“ZTi NetWare,41 “rver. 120MHz Pentium, 

RAM, RAID 5 disk array with three XP3I070L hard dkfc 

OAC960P3 CDT6530 J, ,()MB Fusl PageVeD^M. 

more competi¬ 

tion in the SCSI 

Disk Array Con¬ 

troller market 

wouldn't hurt? If 

so, you should 

take a closer 

look at the new 

PCI to SCSI Disk 

Array Controllers from ICP. We 

have benched the competition. 

The results speak for themselves. 

Our Disk Array Controllers are not 

only particularly fast, they are 

also technologically advanced, 

and fulfill your highest require¬ 

ments. ICP Disk Array Controllers 

are Made in Germany. W% not lest 

them yourself? You'll be convinced. 

Intelligent Computer Peripherals 

ICP 
°!"Putersysteme GmbH • Falterstr. 51-53 

/JUZi Flem • Germany • Phone: +49-7131-5972-0 
Fax.. +49-7131-255063 • Mailbox +49-7131-5972-15 

-mail: salesC^vortex.de • CompuServe: 100015,330 
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Lightning does strike twice! 
Combine DPT’s PCI SCSI 

performance with the power of 
your Pentium, and watch your 
system sizzle. Of course you 
can install your DPT PCI SCSI 
adapters with confidence be¬ 
cause they are lully compatible 
with the latest version of the PCI 
specification, and we have tested 
compatibility with thousands of 
products and operating systems. 

For even faster performance, 
you can easily add hardware 
caching and RAID support with 
optional plug-on modules. 

Installation couldn’t be easier: 
all DPT PCI SCSI Adapters are 
Plug-and-Play ready and come 
complete with Storage Manager,"* 
DPT’s award-winning setup and 
maintenance software. 

Order a DPT PCI SCSI 
Adapter today and find out for 
yourself just how fast lightning 
really is. 

1-800-322-4378 

BiDPT 
Distributed Processing Technology 
140 Candace Drive, Maitland FL 32751 

Circle 134 on Inquiry Card. 



flllMicro, the leader in troubleshooting tools and utilities 
FIND THE SOURCE OF RECOVER DATA FROM RESOLVE ANY IRQ OR 

The Troubleshooter™ is the 
most advanced PC diagnostic 
software available that really 
finds the bugs. The Trouble¬ 
shooter bypasses DOS & tests 
all major hardware components 
directly for true accuracy. Works 
with Windows. Windows NT. 
Windows 95. Novell. MS DOS. 

0S2, etc. — fully 0/S independent. Loaded with all the 
tests you'll need to accurately isolate the source of PC 
failures. Priced far below all competitors. Call now for 
full list of latest features! 
NEW UPGRADED VERSION/ 

RESCUE Data Recovery Soft¬ 
ware™ is the only program to 
easily recover lost data from 
crashed floppies & hard drives 
even when DOS can’t read 
them! RESCUE recovers data 
other recovery programs 
cannot. RESCUE automatically 
recovers DOS & Windows files 
including data from compres¬ 

sed drives. Be prepared for any problem. RESCUE is the 
insurance and security you need to safeguard your valu¬ 
able data. Call now! Don’t wait until your data is lost! 

The Discovery Card™ is the 
first tool to accurately resolve 
any IRQ or DMA conflict. 
18 LE D. lights (11 for all 
interrupts and 7 for all DMA) 
immediately report actual 
usage thus saving time when 
configuring, upgrading or 

l debugging PC's. Software 
alone cannot detect DMA usage and is often wrong 
when reporting IRQ conflicts! Call now. save time 
and end the frustration! SfUiMrvwin 
"The Discovery Card will be the most iMllNDCmS 
valuable tool in your diagnostic kit" ms win too 

Skylight™ is the #1 rated Win¬ 
dows diagnostic (PC Magazine) 
that tunes optimizes & trouble¬ 
shoots Windows for maximum 
speed and performance. Edits 
all INI files safely. Graphically 
displays how Windows is using 
memory, system re¬ 
sources. system 

metrics. G D I. heap usage plus much more 
with hundreds of reports! A must for all 
Windows users! Call now for full list of 
features! CHOICE 

mi 

DrivePro™ provides fast, pre¬ 
cise installation and mainten¬ 
ance for any hard drive. Over¬ 
ride BIOS limitations for user- 
definable drive types. DOS 
format any size hard drive in 
under 30 seconds IDE drives 
can be installed in less than 60 
seconds. Allows the use of IDE 

drives with MFM/RLL or ESDI drives in the same system 
Retrieves the manufacturers’ recommended specs from 
the drive itself, plus much more! Call now for full list 
of features! 

The Alert Card™ is the only 
add-on card that monitors and 
diagnoses power and temper¬ 
ature changes in a PC or File 
Server. L E D. lights and an 
audible alarm alert you 
whenever a system’s power or 
temperature goes out of a safe 
operating range. Ideal for 

troubleshooting hard to find intermittent failures in any 
PC. A must for every file server to pinpoint problems 
before they occur. Call now for complete specs! 

DESIGN OR UPGRADE 

LANDesigner™ is the first 
network design software that 
makes creating and installing a 
network easy, fast and inexpen- I | sive! Exposes protocol viola- 

T m\ lions. Issues warnings where 
s «t* * designs lead to spec violations. 

installation problems or outstrip 
site power and cooling. Provides 

reports for bill of materials, installation sequence, instal¬ 
lation time estimates, tool requirements, spare parts 
inventory, site energy. HVAC infrastructure and much 
more! Call today for full specs! 

ORDER TODAY AND RECEIVE 

911 BACKUP"! 
Emergency Boot Disk for Windows! 

When Windows crashes 911 BACKUP will restore 
system files and configuration information auto 
maticalfy, it even ensures the total restoration of 
program groups, icons and system settings 
A most for every Windows user! ($40 value) 

This offer is limited so call now! 

VITAL HARDWARE SPECS 

MICRO HOUSE 
The Micro House Technical • 
Library™ on CD-ROM is com¬ 
piled from over 50.000 pages of 
technical hardware manuals! 
Contains complete configura¬ 
tions. specifications, diagrams, 
settings, component locations 
and other vital hardware tech¬ 
nical information all at your 

fingertips on CD-ROM Includes main boards, 
network interface cards, hard drives, control¬ 
ler and I/O cards A must for any service mmm — 
department. Call today for special pricing! o®^*» 

PINPOINT THE CAUSE 
■ ufu anw 

Don’t throw away expensive 
motherboards, use PocketPost™ 
to debug dead PC’s Feature 
packed diagnostic add-on card 
displays B I O S. P.O.S.T. codes 
and tests 9 critical bus and clock 
signals. 300+ page manual has 
all the BIOS. manufacturer 
codes you need to isolate the 

source of failures. Includes detachable logic probe for 
optional component level testing. Call today and start 
saving money! 

Free Technical Support o Next Day Shipping « Performance Guaranteed 

(800) 053-4033 
«• 3 

International: (813) 
BBS*: 813-535-9042 • Ir 

All Micro,Inc. 
18820 U.S. Hwy. 19 N, ^21 5, Clearwater, FL 34624 

, 539-7283 • Fax: (813) 531-0200 
nternet: ALLMICRO@IX.NETCOM.COM 

C l995AnM,c,0>K f'« ^Rocowo,y So,'w2'° T'!° Cant. The Troubleshooter LANDesrgner and The Mod Card aro tradomarks d AkMrcro.Inc 
All Rights Reserved Other names aro trademarks of their associated owners Specifications subfect lo change without notice BM 
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WE WILL TRY TO MATCH OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE. CALL FOR IATEST PRICING!! 
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HARD DISK DRIVES 

310-539-0019 
PAX: 310-539-5844 

SECURITY WIU 
CAU WINDOW 

NOW OPEN 

CAU 

TOLL FREE 1-800-433-3726 
(US and Cnntda) 

%WM9 CPtMM 
•MM4 Ot DM 
I74M Of I//W 

ESTAB. 

1985 
Prkev ft Availability .. 
Subject to Change Mon-Fn, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PST 

Without Notice S**- 10:00 * m-to 19:00 noon 

PRICES MAY FLUCTUATE. CALL FOR LATEST PRICING!! 
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The Micro International 7600 Notebook. 

THE BEST NOTEBOOK VALUE 
COMES FROM HOUSTON! 

Raw power is just the 
beginning of what 
you get for only 

$2480. 
Built-in multimedia speakers 
for the built-in soundblaster 
compatible 16-bit soundcard! 

Two type II PCMCIA card 
slots (equal to 1 type 3) 

340mb removable local bus 
HD (up to 8 lOmb available) 

8mb RAM (up to 40mb using 
user-upgradeable modules) 
and 256K L2 cache! 

Brilliant 10.3' Dual-scan 
Passive Matrix Color 
screen (Active Matrix 
also available). 

Mic in / Speaker / 
Headphone out jacks 

3.5‘ floppy drive 

19mm trackball in 
just the right spot 

Dependable 
NiMH Battery 

ft focus on service and support since 1984! 
a ®d9wfndnwffe rr t0"'free tech support- We Pre'oad the latest versions of DOS 

d Windows for Workgroups, including all video, sound, and PCMCIA card utilities 
ur Year Parts and Labor Warranty* includes an outstanding 48 hour warranty service 

turnaround time, proving that we understand how you depend on our products. Our 

fnr nn m0ney b°ck 9uarantee is Pretty simple: you get a refund* if you're not satisfied 
for any reason. Our RealHelp disk included with every notebook allows us to service 
your technical configuration files by remote access. Our 48-hour+ extensive burn-in 
and testing period on every single notebook, before it leaves our facility, ensures an 
absolute minimum of failures in your notebook. Anything less is just not mint! 

•Optional extended and cross-shipment warranties are also available 
Shipping and handling charges will be withheld from all refunds. 

i-ax (/ ivi) 495-7791 Hours 8-6 Monday-Friday. Call today toll free- 
Pentium Is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation y 

1-800-967-5447 
Circle ±44 on Inquiry 



ears 
I975-I99i> A 

MOCK TURTLENECK 
^ Outer Banks 100% cotton mock 
I turtleneck. White. Sizes 

teSjf M1BYT 4). l.(BYT 5), XUBYT 6) 

95% cotton. 5% polyester. Ash. Sizes 

BYTE 

with 

(BYT 97 $34.50 

SWEATSHIRT 
11 oz. cross grain Lee sweatshirt features 

generous athletic cut and side gussets. 

XHBYT 3 . S31.00 

Hard top mouse VECTOR PEN 
pad. 7.5‘ x 8.5” Parker Vector 
(BYT 7) $5.25 

MUG 
lloz. ceramic 
mug with logo 
on both sides. 
(BYT 8) $4.50 

BASEBALL CAP 
Soft brushed cotton flee 
form cap with adjustable 
Velcro closure back. Black. 

11 BYT 111 HE| 

M BYT 1). L(BYT 2) 

COMPUTER TOOL KIT 
Deluxe computer device 
tool kit in black vinyl 
zipper case features. 
2 nut ifHvens, 3-prong 
parts retriever, torx 
driver. 1C extractor. 1 
Phillips and two slotted 
screwdrivers. (BYT 12) 
$20.00 

[BYT 10) $6.25 

Call 1-800-676-4256 

100% cotton Oneita Power-T. White. 
Sizes L(BYT 13). XL(BYT 14). $8.00 

or 1-708-647-4906 in Illinois, 8:30 a.in.-5:00 p.m. Central Time. 
We accept VISA, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover. 

Merchandise in stock will ship within 3 days of receipt. HA-LO notifies customers of out-of-stock items and 
gives the option to back order, substitute, or cancel the item. Sales tax additional where applicable. UPS 

ground shipping on domestic orders: up to $50 - add $5.75. $50 to $100 • add $7.75. over $100 - add 8%. 
Additional shipping charges apply to international orders. 



Back up 

Before all 

Why risk losing a single bit of 
your valuable data when its 
so easy to BACK UP with a 
backpack 800TD printer port 

tape drive? The backpack 
QIC-80 800TD stores up to 
800MB of data on a single 
Travan TR-1 tape and uses 
all QIC-80 tapes too. 

No slots? No problem. 
There are no cards to install. 
You don't even have to open 

your hard work 
the drain. 

backpack* 
800TD 

Mic resolution s 

Call Toll Free - 800.295.1214 

goes down 
Please see us at 

COIIIDtEf/Fal '95 
Booth S7I3S 

vour computer. Plug the 
backpack 800TD into your 
computers printer port; plug 
your printer into the port pro¬ 
vided on the back of the 
tape drive (WindowsrM and 
DOS backup software is 
included free). 

Join the backpack drive family 
today... Easy plug and play 
tape back up, CD-ROM, hard 
disk and diskette drives. 

trwan 

btNnn n a kocirmuA ci 3M 

132 W. Lincoln Hwy. DeKalb, Illinois 60115 • Telephone 815.756.3411 • FAX 815.756.2928 

Circle 138 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 139). 



FOR MEMORY! 
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW IS THE NAME OF YOUR PC!* "* 

| Our upgrade experts have detailed configuration information on thousands of computers and printers, from the 
I oldest to the latest models. We provide you with an "Easy Upgrade" by providing you with the following information: 

I 1. Your System Memory Features 2. 11<*\ Much Memory You Really Need 3. Memory Products Available for Your S\Meui 
I 4. 11k* Most Cost Effective l |^nuk* Path for Your System 5. Your Systems Minimum and Maximum Metuoiy Capabilities 
| First Source International takes the confusion out of your memory purchase. 

Take advantage of our service and the savings! 

PERSONAL COMPUTER MEMORY CACHE CHIPS 
LJ2x* 15ns i. 15ns 

WE SET THE 
STANDARD! 

-I ► 100% guaranteed 
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Memory Guaranteed - 100°.. 

('.ompatihlc in form, fil \ function 

►■LIFETIME WARRANTY 
On all Paragon Mcniorx & 

Kingston Technology products 

►■EASY TO INSTALL 
All products user installable, 

installation instructions included 

with most memorx products 

IMREE SUPPORT 
Free technical support & direct dial 

lines for immediate response 

► SPECIAL PRICING 
Government & educational pricing, 

special volume pricing 

►■plus ... 
Overnight delivery available 

No surcharge on credit cards 

Corporate PO’\ AIH VI'IHTs \t denote 

WHY SETTLE 
FOR LESS! 

rm •>« 
• BE jar Mil IBIWW 
rm 

I LXICMI JIM «' 
maa lanfakn *.M iiB 
I l\r»M Jilt <W *• 
ma lanPMn •• A ««£ 
I LX PhI JIA «W Wi 

Call the Upgrade Experts 
ORDER TODAY! 800-764-9866 
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SIMMS MODULES 
■ SPEEDS AVAILABLEI 

1X3-70.$ 35.00 

1X9-70.$37.00 

4X3-70.$130.00 

4X9-70.$134.00 

Convert Your 
30 PIN SIML 

■:c 

72 PIN SIMM 
with : 

SimmVincp 

’X32-70.$134.00 4X32-70.$455.00 

1X36-70.$138.00 4X36-70.$499.00 

2X32-70.$257.00 8X32-70.$1025.00 

2X36-70.$277.00 8X36-70..,..$1099.00 

ONLY 

w5 

MOTHERBOARDS 
SUPERMICRO P55 PCI 

256K Cache upgradeable to 1 MB; Supports Pentium 75Mhz 
through 188Mhz; Supports EDO Memory: Integraded IDE 1/0 with 
high speed Serial Ports and Bi-Directional Parallel Ports; Supports 
1.44 MB & 2.88 Floppy; Inlared Wireless Data Transfer; Intel Triton 
Chip Set; 2MB lo 128 RAM Support; 4-72 PIN Sockets 

P55 CMS PCI PIPELINE BURST CACHE.$ 325.00 
P55 CMA PCI. c oqq aa 

PENTIUM- INTEL TRITON 
^ PCI & 4 ISA Slots; 4-72 PIN Sockets: Enhanced 

PCI IDE I/O; Award Flash BIOS; ZIF Socket.$255.00 

INTEL 486 
256K Cache; 3VL. 5ISA Slots: AMI-BIOS; Opli-Chip Set ZIF Socket- 
4-30 PIN/3-72 PIN Sockets (Also Available in 8-30 PIN Sockets) 

486DX2-66.$219.00 

486DX4-100... $26900 

Mother Board without CPU...$120 00 

CPUS 
INTEL 

486DX2-66. ...$109.00 
486DX4-100. ...$159.00 
Pentium 75Mhz. ...$199.00 
Pentium 90 Mhz. ...$309.00 
Pentium lOOMhz. ...$379.00 
Pentium 120Mhz. ...$525.00 
Pentium" 133Mhz. ...$605.00 

CD ROMS 
MITSUMI 

FX400 Internal 
Quad Speed IDE. ...$155.00 

TOSHIBA 
360IB Internal 4.4 Quad 
Speed “SCSI- NEW. 
5302 Internal 

...$295.00 

Quad Speed IDE. .$155.00 
SONY 

CDU77E Internal 
Quad Speed IDE. ..$149.00 

MANY MORE' 
PRODUCTS 

in stock nr 
CALL TOLL FREE 

FAX MODEMS 
INTERNAL 

Rockwell v.42 14 4k.$ 59.00 
Cirrus Logic w/Voice 14.4k $69 00 
US Robotics 14.4k. oq 
US Robotics 28.8k ..$ 190 00 

EXTERNAL 
Rockwell v.42 14 4k. $89 00 
Cirrus Logic w/Voice 14 4k. $99 00 
US Robotics 14 4k.$109 00 I 
US Robotics 28 8k.$229 00 

Also Available: 
Multimedia Kits • EDO Memory 

Tape Drives • Floppy Drives 

CONTROLLER BOARDS I 
PROMISE 

PR2300* VESA Enhanced IDE 

I/O Controller. Up lo 4 IDE Drives; 

Hi-Speed I/O; On Board BIOS. $5500 

PR4030VL VESA Cacfvng IDE 10 ContfoEer Up 

to 4 IDE Olives: Uplo 16MB ct RAM.$99.00 
PR4030+ VESA 32bil Enhanced IDE I/O 

Conlroller. 1 High Speed Parallel; 

t Game Port; Up to 16MB.$135.00 

ADAPTEC 

AD1542CKIT ISA SCSI Conlroller..$199 00 

AD2842KIT VLB. Fast SCSI-2 
With CBL; Up to 2 Floppy Drive.$229.00 

AD2940 PCI FAST.$24500 

AD2940W WIDE.,"’,"..$289.00 

MISC CONTROLLER CARDS 

IDE I/O Card With 2 Serial. 

I Parallel. I Game Port.$ 15.00 

IDE I/O Card VLB with 2 Serial. 

1 Parallel. I Game Port.$25.00 

I IDE I/O VLB Enhanced.S35 00 

SOUND CARDS 
CREATIVE LABS 

Sound Blaster VIBRA IDE.$69 00 

Sound Blaster AWE32.$249.00 

ound Blaster AWELite..$149.00 

fm 

m 

K 
ft 

HARD DRIVES 
CONNER IDE HARD DRIVES 

Model Size 
CFS850A 850MB fo™ 
CFS1275A 1.27GIG 0ms 

rcD,nQncCONNER SCSI HARD DRIVES CFP1080S 1.08GIG 95ms 
CFP2105S 2.14GIG aims 
CFP4207S 4.29GIG fms 

SEAGATE HARD DRIVES 
850MB 11 ms 

1.20GIG 9ms 
„ SEAGATE SCSI HARD DRIVES 
ST31230N 1.20GIG 9ms 
ST32430N 2.14GIG 9ms 
ST32550N 2.50GIG 11 ms 

MAXTOR IDE HARD DRIVES 
MAX7540AV 540MB 12ms 
MAX7850AV 850MB 2ms 
MAX71260A 1.26GIG ifms 
MAX71630A 1.60GIG 12ms 

ST5850A 
ST31220A 

WESTERN DIGITAL IDE HARD DRIVES 
WD2635A 635MB nms 
WD2850A 853MB gmc 
WDAC31200 1.28GIG i0mf 
WDAC31600 T60GIG 9™ 

QUANTUM IDE HARD DRIVES 
Ft5>t?a^ 540MB 14ms 
LT730A 730MB 12ms 
FB1080A 1.08GIG 12ms 

n 

Price 
$183.00 
$233.00 

$359.00 
$669 00 
$999.00 

$210.00 
$255 00 

$430.00 
$780.00 
$965.00 

$175.00 
$190.00 
$254.00 
$379.00 

VIDEO CARDS 
I Speedstar Pro 1MB ISA $13500 

I SpoiHlSl.il Pro 1MB VLB $13500 

SloaKh64 I MB PCI VII) |0H.iml $139 00 

| Slea"hG4 ;>MB PCI VLB (D-Ram) $10900 

ACCESSORIES 
KEYBOARDS 

A.M E. 101 Keyboard... ....$17.00 
Microsoft Ergnomic. 
KEYPRO. 

MICE 
A.M.E. Generic. 
Microsoft w/Software. ...$45.00 

CASES 
Mini-Tower. 
Mid-Tower. 
Full-Tower. 
Desktop. 

Stea«i64 IMB VLB (V-Ram)...$139.00 

Slealth64 2M8 VLB (V-Ram).$285.00 

Steallh64 4MB PCI (V-Ram).$499 00 

$175.00 
$190.00 
$290.00 
$439.00 

$163.00 
$195.00 
$259.00 

ADVANCED 1 

- > Hi L:-uu. 'Hi Vc >.l!ull 

HOURS 
7am-5pm Monday-Frida 

10am-1 pm Saturday 

(619) 236-8482 ■ Fax (619) 236-8289 
6S5 Fourth Ave • Suite 64 ■ San Diego, CA 92101 

. wt Ifytr 
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with a Rose keyboard monitor switch 

Call today for free catalog 

♦ Print servers 
♦ Data switches 
♦ Keyboard/video control 

800-333-9343 

P.O. Box 742571 ♦ Houston. Texas 77274 
TEL 713/933-7673 ♦ FAX 713/933-0044 

Streamline your computer room by reducing excess equipment. 

Access up to 256 CPU’s from a single keyboard, monitor, and 

mouse. ServeView is our best-selling switch, has every feature 

you can imagine, and installs in minutes. Compare price, fea¬ 

tures, performance, quality, and support and you’ll find Rose 

can’t be beat. 

Call us to discuss your application 
or to receive your free information kit. 

246 IIYTK DECEMBER IW5 



This speedy, cost-effective modem HQ 
will help you retrieve data faster and HRfl 
more efficiently! 

• 8-bit PC compatible ISA card 

• 28.000 bps modem and 14.400 bps tax J 

• Hayes AT command-set. MNP2-5. 
CCITT V.42bis/V.42/V.34/V.FC/V > N1 
32bis/V.32/V.22bis/V.22/V.21 data 
plus CCITT V.29/V.27ter/V. 17. 
Group III. EIA Class 1 and 2 fax compatible 

MCT-288IF ... j 

Listen to your favorite FM 
broadcast while working at ItSKS 
your computer! The Windows E 
software displays a realistic- H 
looking interface. ~_ 

• 8-bit PC compatible ISA card 

f Features autoscan and manual tuning 

• Stores up to 10 station presets 

• Alarm, snooze, plus digital clock display 

FM CABO .. 

flu (JIC80 tape drive 

use:. 250/340MB* ^ 010095 *5* 
taoes. plus the new 01 Du ^- 
790MB* Travan tapes! §Tti 

• ■> 1 I' internal half-heigh tr^^^ 
PC compatible; DOS. Novell. LANtastic 
and Windows for Workgroups compatible 

• Reads QIC-40; reads/writes QIC-80 & 790MB* 
Iravan tapes; stores to 790MB* using 750* Travan 

l,0<K,;Ji .$169.95 
Maximum tape capacity using data compression 

This unit converts VGA 
output so that you can 
connect to a big-screen 

Add multimedia capability to your system! These 
bundles combine a CD-ROM drive, a SoundBlaster 
compatible sound card and stereo speakers! 

• 16-bit PC compatible ISA card with 
CD-ROM interface 

• 300kB/sec dua. 600kB/sec quad, or 900kB/s 
6 speed CD-ROM drive uses IDE interface 

JDR-BMMK-2 With 300kB/sec drive. $i 

JDR BMMK 4 With 6O0kB/sec drive . $2 

JDR BMMK 6 With 900kB/scc drive . $3 

TV or other NTSC monitor tK . fl 

• Supports Windows 3.0 and^^^^^^^ 
higher; compatible with all VGA cards 

• Supports all IBM standard modes up to 
640 x 480 Hi-Color (NTSC) 

VGA NTSC . $ 

Note Outputs S- video and composite video 
lor use with TV or video recorder 

JDR Price Guarantee 
If you purchased any item from 

JDR Microdevices in the last 30 days 

and we've lowered our price, call us 

with the details and we'll promptly 

refund the difference. 

FREE JDR CATALOGS! 
PC PRODUCTS 

AND ELECTRONIC K WS#** 
COMPONENTS 

CALL US 
TOLL-FREE! ** ^l 

1 -800-538-5000 IHH 

Upgrade to a new. high-quality. m 
high capacity Seagate hard drive' 

• As low as 25c a meg! 

• Fast ATA and Fast SCSI-2 
drives accelerate performance 

ST 3660A 545M8, 14ms. Fast ATA. 35C/MB 

ST 5850A 850MB, 11m, Fast ATA-2. 26C/M6 
SPECIAL FOR BYTE CUSTOMERS ONLY 

ST-51080A 1 08GB. 11ms.FasI ATA-2.25</MB 

ST 32430N 2 1GB. 11ms. Fast SCSI-2.42c/MB 

In addition to monitoring 
Power On Self Test 
(POST) codes, this card 1 
also displays DMA and 
IRQ activity 

• 16-bit PC compatible 
ISA card 

• Supports BIOS's that generate POST codes. 

• Includes AMI diagnostic software 
J0R-PDU . 

This device monitors your^^H 
computer system s ^^H 
temperature 
and sounds a loud alarm 
if the internal temperature 
exceeds 110 degrees Fahrenheit! 

• Warns of inadequate cooling to 
help you prevent damage 

• Draws power from a drive cable 

110 ALERT ..... 

Display PC Video on Your TV! JDK .Multimedia Upgrade Kits 

Seagate Hard Drives 

High-Performance Motherboards 

J Sewing you oUtcc f979 

mmBDR Microdevices 
■ ■ 1850 SOUTH 10TH STREET, SAN JOSE CA 95112-4108 

Upgrades to Run Windows '95 Efficiently 

Special Prices for 
Byte Buyers! 

Good Through 1/31/96 
T$ receive these special 

~ 'ces. foe must meet! 
he, cole #1072 

Using the Intel Triton chip set. these motherboards are 
prepared to deliver performance into the future' 

• 75MHz, 90MHz, 120MHzor 133MH/ Intel Pentium Pmt.ev.o, 
with 16kB internal cache memory and Triton chip set 

• RAM expandable on board to 128MB. with 4 SIMM sockets 
using standard or EDO 1M x 32. 2M x 32. 4M x 32 or 
8M x 32 70ns 72-ptn SIMMs in multiples of 2 (OkB installed) 

•4CT-T586-75 75MM/vmion S54Q nn 
SPECIAL FORBYI MS ONLY 5^49 00 

MCT T586-90 90MH/ version t/09 on 

--JJ5J6'120 170MHz version $1099 00 
T-T586-133 IMMHgWfMon $1199 00 

Pari# Type Size Speed Price 

1MX9-70X3 1Mx9 1MB 70ns $45.95 
1MX9-60X3 1Mx9 1MB 60ns $46.95 
4MX9-70X9 4Mx9 4MB 70ns $184.95 | 

72-Pill SIMMs 1 
1MX36 70 1Mx36 1MB 70ns $179 95 
4MX36-70 4Mx36 16MB 70ns $699 00 
1MX32EDO 60 1Mx36 EDO 4MB 60ns $199.95 
2MX32ED0 60 ?Mx36 EDO 8MB 60ns $359 95 

sales 1- 
■■■ 

MCT-P486 100 100MHz 486 version $399 95 
W/SIS chip set and 3 PCI slots, uses standard 
72-pm 36 bit SIMMs 

Expandable System Case 
This space-saving upright case is 
ideal for high-capacity power 
systems that require room for 
multiple hard drives, floppy drives 
a tape drive. CD-ROM. etc. 

• Includes cutouts for 8 card slots, 
two DB25 & two OB09 connectors 

• Uses 230 or 300 watt compact 
power supply (not included) 

• 19-1/4‘H x 7-3/4*W x 16-1/2*0 
CASE-175 .$79 95 

Tol!,'FornHo^r„dnerin0 Local/international 2/j-Hours-fl Dav #3** 
TE .| , 1-800-538-5005 1-408-494-1400 By PYione or Fax 
•ppllcbl# MlMtai. rrlCMs»9bj«c!"t0*U?? J**Ptmch,,B"_C0"Ile, m*•'” »• •«ouot. CA rttldmu mutt i.cl.4. 
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1 MEMORY 1 rn "TTTTT □ 
Ihard drive! [77? 1 J * [ 81 Tg 
1-800-636-6792SSKBST-JW 1-215.922-Olh 

GOVERNMENT EDUCfXTION/M., CORPORATE 
A INTERNATIONAL ORDER CPECIALICTE 

- 213 022 0050 CXPRMSS International Order Line 
• 213 9220600 IMP BOMB Technical Support 
•213 022 0110 OMPROOB PAM - Domestic - international 
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Accessories/Supplies • Add-In Boards • Bar Coding ■ Bar Coding - Comminlations/Networkina 
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For a FREE Catalog call 408 730-0673 

Circle 197 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 198) 

SERIAL/PARALLEL I/O ADAPTERS 

RS-232/422/485 • Dual Serial 
Quad Serial • Serial/Parallel 

16550/16650 Buffered UARTs 
Flexible Address and Interrupt Capability 

Ask about our new PCI I/O Products! 
t>y f I yvv 

Glbhx^t * Made in USA • Lilelime Warranty 
• Unlimited Technical Support 

ocni; r _ Globetek, Inc. 
350^ 90O^l2inRdo ,Siec^c*c®,0aC,view H,s- OH 44147 _ 800 229 4640 • 216-526-8550 • Fax: 216 526 8817 

Circle 199 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 200). 

Cast-metal cases protect the 
products and allow them to 
work reliably in harsh 
environments, hutch is 
designed to 111 in the palm 
of your hand. 

Videx manufactures portable, 
durable, and programmable data 
collectors for applications such as: 

inventory • warehousing 
• security • asset tracking 

field inspections 
and vitually any application 
requiring data collection at the 
work site. 

x ^ Call for a free 

information kit today! 

See us at COMDEX, Booth HI. 155 
1105 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330 

503-758-0521 • Fax 503-752-5285 

Circle 162 on Inquiry Card 
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Circle 205 on Inquiry Card. 

M W.o 

NOW 
SHIPPING 

Computer Telephony 
Voice Cards 
Developer Kits 

$ 3 leader in Computer Telephony Integration 

platforms, PIKA is not only redefining technolo¬ 
gy standards hot also the standards of vendor 
commitment to Cll software developers. 

Contact us to fiffout about our latest offerings • 
in DSP based multi-line voice cards wilhjevel- 
oper liits for DOS. Windows. OS/2 and Iff v 

PIKA TECHNOLOGIES INC/ 

155 letence Matthew Cres. “• 

k’anate. Ontario X7M PAS. Canada 
Tel: 1-61,3*591- 1555 
fa*: 1 -613-591 -1488 
F ma iLpika info@pilia.ca 

Circle 175 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 176). 

W STARVIEW « 
Control up to 216 Servers 
with just 1 Monitor, Keyboard, and Mouse 

• Supports SVGA, VGA, and Multisync Monitors 
• Keyboard or pushbutton CPU selection 
• A I ■ I 4 life* W »fl . .. _ I   I • . 

• Cascadable 

SVfcil 

SV4.fl 

K A1 

rs/i 4_ 

in. 
r.i 

SI4S 

S14-I 

USA/C anada: 800-265-1844 (ext 211) 
frame. O %90 U*l/irk:O HOO 'H, T7IO ' 

Fax (519) 438 6555 / Intomol E Mad stmlocti computot 0ortknosys com 

StarTech 
( omtuiir ntnncxrs 
USA • C jmwmLi • Uk • 

• **"•**«•* 

Europoanflnlcfnatlc_........ 
um Fax of Inlcfrx-I 

or CafcOlt) 43M8» (««t231) 

Circle 195 on Inquiry Card. 
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BY
TE 

Communications/Networking Communications/Networking • Computer Systems 

CONTROL 
ALL YOUR SERVERS 

FROM ONE KEYBOARD, MONITOR AND MOUSE 

MasterConsole0 
Save space, time and money 

• Kcyboard/Mousc Limitation 

• AtriX)$CAN'M 

• Front Pind & 
Keyboard Selection 

• Remote Access to 150’ 

• IVsklop or Rack Mount 

Strmt*COMI)EX/FaN. 
ha IVjflru. fttHHh HMUMi 

CALL TODAY! 800-RCI-8090 x 71 

• 2 * 64 Computers 

• Any mix of PCs; 
PS/2 & Serial Mouse 

• Add Mac & Sun 

RCI Europe (31)* 10*458*6673 RCI Taiwon: (886) 2-218-1117 

fax (31)10-451-9610 fox (886) 2-218* 1221 

Call RCI for local phone numbers of International Dealers in: 

Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 

Irelond, Italy, Japan, Korea, Lebanon, Mexico, Netherlands, Slovenia, 

Switzerland, Syria, Turkey, United Kingdom, Uruguay 

International Dealers Inquiries Welcome 

RARITAN COMPUTER. INC. (908) 874-4072 Fax (908) 874-5274 

10-1 llene Court. Belle Mead. NJ 08502 ■ saleswraritan.com ■ http://www.raritan.com 

30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE FULL I-YEAR WARRANTY 

Circle 179 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 180). 

Cf 
RCI 

Rhetorex 
Voice Processing boards 

make CTI a reality. 
If you're asking “what's 

CTI,” you’re missing one 
of the hottest new 
technologies going. 

Computer Telephony 
Integration links PC- 
based computer appli¬ 
cations to the telephone 
network, providing voice/ 
fax mail, interactive voice response, voice/fax servers 
and more. 

Interested? Maybe you’re already developing a CTI 
application. Then it’s time to discover Rhetorex."* 

For the best value in CTI technology-from our 2 and 4 
port DSP-based voice and fax processing boards, to our 
24-port platform-give Rhetorex a call. And start making 
CTI a reality today. 

See us at 
COMDEX 

RHETOREX 

Rhetorex, Inc., 2(X) E. Hacienda Ave., Campbell, CA 95008-6617 
Tel. (408) 370-0881; Fax (408) 370-1171 

All trademark* identified by the 1U symbol are trademark* of Klictiwe*. Inc. 
All cither trademark* belong to their respective owncrv 4) 199.1 Khetorex, Inc. 

250 BYTE DI-CliMBER 1995 
Circle 160 on Inquiry Card. 

LET YOUR COMPUTER DO THE TALKING! 
Integrated 

Voice/Fax Mail 
integrate* major voice/fax applications pin* 

program control into one full featured high 

performance software. PC-AT/386/486 based. 
Menu driven, liasy to use. lull support for 

Khetorex. New’ Voice. Dialogic, Kicom, INka. 1*11 
and Intel voice ami fax liardware. Supports up 
to 32 voice lines and up to 8 fax lines. 

1 lard ware ♦ Soft w are Kits (^CQC 
2 voice lines kit starts at y 

Fax-on-Dcman<J linos: 818-368-4566 or 
818-368-8848 

SiginaTech Software 
Tel: (818) 368-6132 Fax: (818) 368-7859 
10801 Bismarck Ave., Northlfcjgtr. CA 91326 TSA 
(Rodk-rv IVakfs OHMs Private lalvl* an* welcome) 

■ Automated Attendant 

■ Unlimited Audiotex 

■ Voice Mail 

I Talking Yellow pages 

■ Telemarketing 

■ Fax Mail 

I Fax-on Demand 

■ Fax Broadcasting 

■ Date/Party lines 

■ Inf I Call Back 

Circle 170 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 171). 

Break Into Windows! 
♦ Voice Mail 

♦ Auto - Attendant 

♦ Fax - On - Demand 

♦ Programmers' Tool Kits 

For Sales & Information CALL: 

800.605.4304 
We Sell Wee Space. Ask U»l 
(Mopi/MHrmiinmUk) nU HI MIIX (00 

TALKING TECHNOLOGY. INC 

1125 At/unite Avenue, Alameda. Cal/lorma. 94501 

Voico: 510.522.3800 Fax 510.522.5556 

Circle 161 on Inquiry Card. 

Industrial Stivngtli PC Solutions - Made in USA 
Rack Mount Products Designed. Bull n USA 
• Rack mount Systems • 386 lo Dud Pentiums 
• Rock mount Chassis * Up to 20 Slots 

Custom Design 8 Modifications available 
• Rack mount Monitor Up lo ?(T 
• Rock mount Chetry 101 Keyboard 
• HDD / CfrROM Enclosure • Hoi Swoppoble 
• NEMA 4/12 Workstation 
Single Board Computers 
► 386/4 86/Pentium ISA / [IAS / VESA / PCI 
► Passive Backplanes • from 3 slots lo ?0 slots 

Segmented Bodplone Avoibble 

20 Slot Hot Swap Redundant PS 

800-927-5464 
408-452-9200 • 408-452-9210 FAX 

|VLL or FAX lor Full Catalog 
2032 Bering Drive • San lose. CA 95J3I 
In-House Design • In-House Manufacturing • Custom Configurations 

Circle 166 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 167). 

Let your "TRUE COLOR3 MINE 
THROUGH" when you advertise your 

computer products in the 

BVTE 
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SHOWCASE 

For more information call your BYTE 

sales representative (see listing, 

page 263) or fax 603-924-2683 



Computer Systems Data Acquisition 

Drawer. Shelf & 

Panel from $85 
• Excellent Air Flow & Cooling 

• Accepts Most Motherboards and Passive Backplanes 

• Pack & Desk Models • Up to 20 Slots • Rugged. Modular Constmction 

• 200. 300 & 400 Watt Supplies. UL. CSA. TUV • Made in U S A. 

Call or write 
for descriptive 

brochures, prices 
or applications 8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia. CA 93291 

“ 209/651-1203 fax zmsuissa 
PC*eU • 386486 M* • On** ini ctxrvMt boards rtf rWUixJ 

INTEGRAND 

Circle 156 on Inquiry Card. 

Rackmount Solutions 
RACKMOUNT COMPONENTS QTY ?5 PRICING 

Racfcmour* Chassis 19*xrxir $131 
Rackmourt VGA Monitor $f,31 

Rackmount Monitor Shell $113 

Kackrnounl Cherry Keyboard Drawer $?00 

RACKMOUNT PI ATIORMS Oty 1 Pricing 

RMS486DX? 66 E ISA $1693 RMS486SX 33 $915 

RMS486DX-33 $1136 RMS386SX 33 $665 

RACKMOUNT CHASSIS - 15 Models up lo 20 Board Slots 

SIOT CPU BOARDS f ISA/ISA 486. 486SX. 386. 386SX 

RACKMOUNT MONITORS Super VGA & Monochrome 

RACKMOUNT Kl YBOARDS - High Qualrty Cherry KB 

RACKMOUNT SWITCH Video/KB up lo 1? CPUs 

RACKMOUNI CABIN! T Modular from ?1* lo 96’ high . 

Exclusive Inter national Distributor Program now Avadabfc 

n» MUfr 
TECHNOLOGY LHC 

2468 Armstrong Street. Livermore CA 94550 
(510)447-2030 FAX: (510) 447-4559 

Industrial PC Solutions 
Rackmount PCs 

Industrial PC Chassis 

Industrial Workstations 

Panel Display PCs 

Pentium/486/386 CPU Cards 

RS-232/422/485 Interface 

Analog and digital I/Os 

Data Acquisition 

Call 800-800-6889 to 
receive a FREE 100- 
page Solution Guide for 
your OEM or system 
integration needs. 

Advaktech 
750 E. Arques Avo. 
Sunnyvalo. CA 94086 
408-245-6678. Fax 408-245-8268 

Portable 1 
Data Acquisition 

dry. 

rWIIII 

Circle 153 on Inquiry Card. 

Our new DSP-based, 1M sample/s 

portable digitizer offers the 

fastest notebook PC-based data 

acquisition available. Its SS&H 

and programmable low-pass filter 

options accommodate a variety of 

transducers. DOS, Windows', 

and icon-based software support 

included. From $2,495. 

(216)439-4091 • Fox (216) 439-4093 

IDibcH £r 
DOSI m vymmf nfcrwii if VkrwA Crjftrmr 

Circle 157 on Inquiry Card. 

INTELLIGENT DATA ACQUISITION 
from 

Microstar 

(MW.W‘ with onboant l)X4 

• High Speed I/O 
• Digital Signal Processing 
• Multiprocessor Systems 
• Most PC Software 
• DAPtools for HPVEE 

Laboratories X 
the imhtHird intelligence asm/tany 

• Control Coop < I ms 
• Windows, OS/2 Warp 
• External Expansion 
• DLL, VBX, Delphi 
• DASYLab, LabVIEW... 

206-453-2345 — 206-453-3199 fax 
info@mstarlahs.com — www.mstarlahs.com/mstarlahs/ 

IHX'I-Mlil-K 1995 liVI'E 251 

Circle 165 on Inquiry Card. 
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Data Acquisition • Keyboards 

FREE 1996 Instrumentation Reference 

and Catalogue 

The National Instruments 19% catalogue features new versions 
of the company's LabVIEW®, LabWindows®/CVI, and HiQ® 
application software products. Other new software products 
include Measure™, a new spreadsheet add-in for direct data 
acquisition and control and Virtual Bench™, a family of 
Windows-based turnkey virtual instruments. New hardware 
products include GPIB, DAQ, and VXI interfaces for PCI-based 
computers; new PCMCIA interfaces; new MXI-2 interfaces; and 
serial interfaces for industrial communications applications. 

National Instruments 
6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, Texas 78730 

(512) 794-0100 (800) 433-3488 (U.S. and Canada) 
Fax: (512) 794-8411 E-mail: info@natinst.com 

WWW: http://vvww.natinst.corn 

Circle 158 on Inquiry Card. 

LOW COST/FAST A/D BOARD 
Model AD-8H50AT for PC/AT ISA ttus 

50 MSPS, 8 bit 
$3,595 with 1 MB 
Up to 4 MB Memory 
Versatile Function 
Easy Programming 
Free Demo Program 

Worldwide agent - Sci Tran Products 
1734 Emery Drive. Allison Par*. PA 15101 U S A. 

Tel: (412) 367-7063 Fax: (412) 367-7063 

Headquarters - Thamway Co., Ltd. 
3-9-2 Imaizumi. Fujtshi. Shizuoka 417 JAPAN 

Tel: (0545) 53-8965 Fax: (0545) 53-8978 

Circle 203 on Inquiry Card. 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR KEYBOARD 
• Custom Key Imprinting - all brands! 
• Custom Colored keys for IBM*. DEC®1, 

Wyse®, Key Tronic®, Cherry®, and more!| 
• Custom and stock keytop label kits for 

software support & languages. 
• Full color keyboard templates made to 

your exact specifications. 
• Word Perfect Keyboards. 
• Cyrillic, Arabic, Hebrew, etc. Keyboards 

CUSTOM HOTLINE 800 937-1337 
from the leader in Keytop Innovations" 

HOtD 
■ | CORF CORPORATION 

Depi. BYTE, 260 Justin L>. 
Cottonwood, AZ 86326 

520 634-7515 
FAX 520 634-4620 

2S2 It V'1*1-: DI-CIMlilK IWS 
Circle 155 on Inquiry Card. 

Disk & Optical Drives • Keyboards 

Custom cast 2( SCSI Tools 
SCSI ActiveFrom: 
Terminator Option*1 

Benefits: Remote Dhpky 
• Improves SCSI Bus Performance 
• Less Errors; More Reliable Data Transfer 
• Diagnoses Problems • Analyzes Signal Quality 
Features: 

1 Active Regulation • Supports 68 Pin. 50 Pin 
• Status Indicators • Gold Contacts 

From: 

Fast 20 & Ultra 

Over 

( SCSI!/ue~ Gold 
I Benefits: Diagnostic Cables 

• No Loss Of Important Data 
• Faster Performance • Test Cable Integrity 
Features: 
• Diagnostic Indicators • Large Ferrite Filters 
• Triple Shielding (Unique Cable Design) 
• Double Gold 20u" Plated Connectors 

Stock * Extra Heavy 26 Gauge Wire, SO & 68 Pin 

SCSI I/ue" Teflon 
Custom Internal Cables 
Benefits 
• Less Errors. Ultimate Performance 
• Silver Wire Improves Signal Quality 
Features 
• Perfect 90 Ohm Impedance Match Custom Internal Cables in 1 DAYI 
• Triple Pronged Connector With Gold contacts 

SCSWue'Active 
Digital Switch 

Benefits: 
• Share SCSI Devices Between 2 Computers 
• Attach up to 14 Devices to 1 Computer 
Features: 
• 2-1 Active Digital Switch/Rcpeater 
• Regenerates SCSI Signal for Long Runs 

Granite The SCSI Solution Company 
3101 Whipple Rd. « Union City, Ca. 94587 > Ph: 510 471 6442 * Fax S10-471-6267 

Circle 172 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 173). 

Industrial standard PC 

packages from ELMA are: 

• EMI/RFI shielded 
• IP 54 (NEMA-12 front panel) 
• Available for passive 

blackplane or motherboard 
• PC packages in numerous 

versions 

• Available for private label 
• PCI backplanes 
• PENTIUM. 486. 386 single 

board computers 
• 19" keyboards 
• 19" enclosures for desktop 

monitors 
• 19" drive units lo accommo¬ 

date drive mechanisms 

/".. ELMA Electronic Inc. 

— 44350 Grimmer Blvd.. Fremont. CA 94538 
L.——, rV Phone (510) 656-3400. Fax (510) 656-3783 

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 247). 
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LAN Hardware • Memory/Chips/Upgrades 

Zero Down Time Server Solution 
'I w/ Hoi Swop Redundant Power Supply 

I 18 Bay File Server Case 
jmm • 8 Open Drive Bays 

• Removable Motherboard Rack 
• 3 System Cooling Fans ■ Hot-Swap Redundant Power Supply 
• Lood Sharing Design 
• Power Fault Alarm/LED/Signol 
•N+I Redundancy 
Also available other Server & RAID Coses 

ANTEC 
INCOK 1*0 K ATII) 

2859 Boyvtew Drive, fremonl, CA 94538 
(510)770 I 700ext3l3 Fax(510)770 1288 

Come 

«- I H 
’S3644F 

Circle 1110 on Inquiry Card. 

SimmVerter “ 
The easy and affordable way to con vet t your SIMMs ! 

For onlyT 

✓ Cowarts tom .» pm SMMs lo one 7? pm SIMM 
✓ (kw aril ml lo vwnK hi any PC system using 1? (Mi <aMM *< 
✓ Vltorks along wrth other 36 M and even V M ? JMftfo 
✓ 4 models lo choose Irom lo Id any system < l.i» ■ i... • 
✓ Designed m the USA (Patent pondmg) 

To Order cal 
Denim end (ll»lrllHiloi .. 

SimmVirtm 30: four JOptnbriu e»(*< A»u . . 
Si mm Verier 17: !mi tf/WituO* -tm AM . 

‘ AddSSfoi shtpptng end hendMng end u 

Circle 192 on in 193). 

Ix‘l your 
"true colors shim 

when you mlv< n mr 

computer prodm -he 

M 

HAKI)WAKi:/SOI I Vkl. 
SHOWt’ASI 

our ncvvrsl, .ill 
4-color advn ii • 

For more infumiiil i- 

sales rcprcNmloi 

page oi In 

At liaxltybt. you q«7 tin 

exact ml cm for your 

needs. He baix tnrr SO 

models m stock, so you 

aren't limited to just a 

fr? products. Your order 

is shipped in less 

than 24 hours, 

zxnrldzruk. Huyiny \ 

presentation equipment 

doesn't grt any more 

Memory/Chips/Upgrades • Multimedia 

Buy with confidence from one of the largest and most 
knowledgeable It IC )s dislr iluilnrs. Most with features such as: 

Convert 30-pin SIMMs into 72-pin SIMMs. 
Add 72-pin SIMM slots to your system. 

Plug & Play installation 

486. Pentium & Mac compatible 

Totally transparent 

Will fit virtually all systems 

On board logic ICs 

Each adapter individually tested 

Lifetime warranty 

Manufactured since 1993 

http://www.8imm8tnck.com 

1751 Second Avo., Now York. NY 10128 T#l (21*2)410-1597 Fax (212)410-0452 

Circle 201 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 202). 

[ ROMBKXS l I ’GRADED 
Ai lUORizri) AMi & Mil III OS Dm nun tons! 

Usi K DEFINABLE DKIYI- nn s 

Kmi wt:d IDE mjppoki 

EBA (>528mii) si/ppoki 

32-bit block mode i k \nm i « 

Sk i i p bi ii hn ROM 

MHI . HIM ( OMP\11BU it 1 

I* \ss\mm<i> Puon cnoN 

si ppokj i ok upto4i>kim s 
Bool Sl ut KNC E SI I.ICllON 
(>i \u w11 tin lowest prices! 

Full documentation & support included for hnsslo-troo installations. 

Maixim>.\i<ixs/ Drivks/ .Mk.m.TTOTOTI 

I li lot. 88S-6SO /OU) 
144*. IH>nloo SI. «•) I j\ OOVI..II ». .i . | 
Vrnfuij ( a.'» UHi t ■■ 

MI urn ton ( 

BBS # I-80S-6S0-204S 

Circle 174 on Inquiry Card. 

TO Z 

convenient. And our 

iO day money bad 

guarantee means 

then's absolutely no risk. 

So rby ~ah' Pick up the 

phone, (util today! 

CALI BOXUCHT! 

**•* nmrfr mJ fwtrl m .fc.4' 

UmAn iStmmgS I,Ur,, tai \/m Tmm 

Circle 186 on Inquiry Card 
(RESELLERS: 187). di:(’i:miu:r iws i*Y*ri«: 253 
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Multimedia • Programmable Hardware 

If We Don’t Sell It, 
It’s Not Worth 

Looking At. 

M 

Panelight is your one stop shop for all 
LEADING BRANDS • SALES, RENTALS, & LEASES 

Money-back guarantee • Overnight shipping. 

Panelight offers 

THE BEST IN SELF-CON¬ 

TAINED LCD PROJEC¬ 

TORS, LCD PROJECTION 

PANELS, SUPER-BRIGHT 

OVERHEADS, MULTI- 

MEDIA MONITORS, AND 

ACCESSORIES FROM THE 

WORLD’S LEADING MAN¬ 

UFACTURERS; Hitachi, 

in Focus, Proxima, 

NEC, nView, Polaroid 

and others. 

Call the experts at 
Panelight 

Display Systems, Inc. 

CALL 

Panelight for 
OUR 

FREE catalog: 

1-800-726-3599. 
MON.-FRI., 

6:30am*S:30pm P.S.T. 

24-hr. Fax: 415-986-3817 

nc light display Systems. Inc.. 
PO BOX 100040. 

San Francisco, ca 041 is. 
OR CALL 41S-772-5SOO. 

Circle 204 on Inquiry Card. 

Tape Storage Solution for Windows 95 
• Turns a SCSI tape drive into a Logical “disk". 

• W orks with W indows 95 - Long file names. 
• CODE BLUE Disaster recovery for W indows 95. 

•TDWIN GUI for Windows95. 
• Backup & Secondary storage. 

• Random Access Tapo liles 

• Rcad/wnto Mes directly to tapo. 

• Supports SCSI DAT. 8MM. QIC 

• Crash Guard protects your data 

tfcomixrtmg 

MVP I TAPE-DISK 
Voice 715-235-3388 • 715-235-3818 l ax 

Circle 181 on Inquiry Card. 

FASTEST INTfii.LlCiENT UNIVE 
No Adapter Requirod For Any DIP Device 
Up To 48-Pins Guaranteed! 

» Prmtor-Port Connochon 
* F/tsloM Programming Sp*od 

(1Mbit EPROM < 20 seconds) 
1 Usor-Changeable Programming Paramatart 
> TRUE 48-Pin Univorsnl Pm Onvor 
1 Comparos Devices with iho Memory 

Ekrflor and Lists fho Differoncos 
1 Optional ROM Emulator for up to 4Mtxt Chips 

DOS A Windows Soltwaro 
LHotime Free Software Support 

AMREL / Amoncan Reliance 

11801 OokJring Road 

Arcadia. CA 91006 
(000) 654-9838 Phone 

(818) 358-3838 Fox 

SI.795 

Coll For FREE CATALOG ond Demo Disk 
Toll Fre, 1 800 654-9838 

254 BYTE Di:n:Mm;k i«m 
Circle 164 on Inquiry Card. 

Programmable Hardware • Security • Tape Drives 

Use ourSmartCoreas 
a shortcut to a custom- 
designed controller. It 
is a C-programmable 
microprocessor core 
with memory, super¬ 
visor, DMA, and clock 
already built in. Just 
add your own interface 
and control logic. 

1724 Picasso Ave. 
Davis. CA 95616 
916.757.3737 
916.753.5141 FAX 

Call our AutOFAX 916.753.0618 
from your FAX. Request data 
sheet /34. Also ask about our 
$99 evaluation kit! 

Circle 163 on Inquiry Card. 

IF YOU THOUGHT A MODEM 
SECURITY SYSTEM COST TOO MUCH, 

THINK AGAIN. 
Don’t lot your modem 

lines be an o|x*n door 
far crime. Use MODEM 

LOCK with its powerful 
hardware I)KS encryption to 

protect your business. According to 
the* FBI, comixitir crime costs business 

millions of dollars e*ae*h ye*ar. Call our 
Fax-Back numbeT now to k*am more* 

about how MODEM LOCK works with 
your hardware* to lock out intruders. 

ADVANCED ENGINEERING CONCEPTS, INC 

Circle 189 on Inquiry Card. 

Tape Solutions 
...The Tape Experts 

• 9 TRACK 

• 3480 • 3490 • 3490E 

• LIBRARIES 

Qualstar Corporation 
6709 Independence Avenue 

Cdnogd Pdrk, CA 91303 

FAX (818) 592-0116 TEL (818) 592-0061 
(800) 468-0680 

Circle 159 on Inquiry Card. 

PC/Mainframe/Mini Information exchange 

• Tapo Translor and Formal Conversion 

• EBCDIC «-* ASCII Data Manipulation 

• AS/400. TK50. and %m QIC Doves 

• UNIX Tar and DEC Savo Sot Options 

• Reseller Inquiries Invited 

Qu/ckCopy Tape Duplication 

READ/WRITE 9-TRACK 

3480 • 8MM • DAT on 

YOUR PC NOW! 
7Yi ... (S/7J 742-2077 m 

CORPORATION 
FAX: (317) 

1-800-248-3475 
http://www.shaffstall. com/info 

Circle 177 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 178) 



Database • Educational 

Factory Data Collection 

The TransTerm 5 is a work station data entry/display terminal 
for on-line shop floor data collection into PC/AT/PS-2 systems. 
The unit is one of a family of such terminals which feature LC 
displays for operator prompting and data entry via sealed touch 
keys or an optional barcode scanner or badge reader 
i Code39,UPC+). A multi-terminal network controller (up to 250 
stations) and a dBASE IV compatible software package are also 
available. System costs start below $300 per station. Options 
include display backlighting, barcode scanning, counter inputs 
control output. 

COMPUTERWISE. 
302 N. Winchester • Olathe, KS 66062 

913-829-0600 • 800-255-3739 • FAX 913-829-0810 

Circle 154 on Inquiry Card. 

plus the complete 

So You Wanna Be a CNE?' e-*"***"** 
gmilWfW • • NEW CNE PROGRAM 

announced Apni 11,19% 

► Train all your LAN managers 
for one low price. 

► Study in the convenience 
of your home or office. 

► Learn at your own pace. 

► Save hundreds of dollars 
compared to live instruction! 

Six months tree on-line support trom 
live instructor via BBS included 

CALL 1-800-877-4889 .*.28 

■ NetWare 3.1 x Administration 

■ NetWare 3.1x Advanced Administration 

■ NetWare 3.lx Installation & Configuration 

■ NetWare 4 Update 

■ Service and Support 

■ Networking Technologies 

■ TCP/IP 

United Education Centers 
50 South Main. Pleasant Grove. UT 8406? 
801-785-7900 ext 28 

Circle 190 on Inquiry Card. 

Comm./Networking*Graphics»Programming Languages/Tools 

S “ INTERNATIONAL CALL BACK 

* LONG DISTANCE RESELLER 

’ PREDICTIVE DIALERS 

I “ DATE-LINES \ CHAT LINES 

| * CONFERENCING 

MTlctfiMTED LVJL 
VOICE-MAIL 

AUTO-ATTENDANT 

I " FAX-ON-DEMAND 

: AUDIOTEX 

ZjJO'-OUTDIALING 

™ ^ u TELEMARKETING 

► ‘•‘APP-GEN & MORE 

"Very good product for VARs" 
Computer Telephony. Mar 94 

H3HL 
Circle 191 on Inquiry Card. 

CGM 
for MS Windows 

The Computer Graphics Metafile is the ISO/ANSI standard for 
the system independent storage of vector and raster based 
graphical information. Our Windows solutions give you easv 
access to this technology. 

MetaPrint: The CGM printer driver for MS Windows. Is 

installed and functions as a standard MS Windows printer 
dnver. MetaPrint gives you immediate print to CGM capability 
from any application that uses the GDI print function. 

HSIview: The CGM interpreter for MS Windows. Views and 

5**? and WMF fi|es and also translates CGM to/from 
WMF. HSIview was developed for Microsoft for use with 
Word. PowerPoint, etc. and is available as both an enduser 
application and a developer DLL. 

Besides CGM. EMATEK supports other ISO/ANSI standards 
Based on the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) and Computer 
Graphics Interface (CGI) standards our GSS graphic tools 
enable you to develop portable, device independent graphic 
applications. Call for an info pack today. 

EMATEK GmbH 
Subbelrather Strafle 17 
D-50823 Cologne, Germany 
Phone: +49-221-512074 
Fax: +49-221-529666 

Email: gsscgi@ematek.de 

Circle 184 on Inquiry Card. 

Learn C++ 8t Windows-Based Programming... 
Simply, Quickly! 

With the OML Learning 
Series * you can learn 
C/C++, object 
technology and 

Windows '-Based pro¬ 
gramming quickly and 
conveniently in the 
privacy of your home 
or office. The OML 
Learning Series 
features: 

Visual Series \ 
C/C++ Series' 

OOA/OOD Series ”, 
OLE Series" 

Each series: S249* (rcg S400) 
Any 2 series: S399* dog szso) 
Any 3 series: $549* (rcg siosoi 
All 4 series: S649* (rcg S»JOO) 

LAN version: Call 
• ImM tw» OtWf 

800-6789-OML 
Circle 185 on Inquiry Card. 

Object 

Management 

Laboratory 

TEL: 805 373 8111 
FAX: 805 373 8116 

IW5 IfV'I'K 255 
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On-Line Services 

INTERNET 

Why pay through the nose to access the Internet with those big, bland 
on-line services? (Especially since they censor what you can see and do.) 

•IDT believes you have the right to unregulated & uncensored information & entertainment. 
•For $15 monthly we deliver unlimited and uncensored usage with free customer support. 
•We also provide free Netscape™ the ultimate WEB browser with every Slip/PPP account. 
•Plus, it's always a local call. 

To sign up call anylimo: 

1-800-743-4343 I DTI 

/NO PER MINUTE CHARGES 
/ALWAYS A LOCAL CALL 
/UNLIMITED E-MAIL 

• For 56k or T1 call 201-863-7932 • 

Windows 

Technical Graphics 
Data Analysis 

The Ultimate Solution 

CfvuUtd wiin Oogin s 3D Contouf MoouH» 

• 2D, 3D and contour graphics 

• Point and click interface 

• Multi-layer layout system 

• Statistics, FFT, curve fitting 

• Scripting language, hatch processing 

|V/f IPrDPCtl )'"• Roundhouse Pla/.i Tel 4HoHf> .*01 .‘I 
1V1 1 C I \JCdl Northampton MA01060, USA Fax411-585-0126 

Circle 168 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 169). 

SIMPLY THE BEST RESOURCE 
FOR DIRECT BUYERS! 

Use BYTE’s fast, convenient card deck to find the best deals on computer products and 

services. Each mailing is loaded with essential hardware and software product informa¬ 

tion for making purchases direct from the manufacturer - arid it's absolutely free! 

The BYTE Deck is your #1 resource for: 

• CD-ROM • Networking 

• Multimedia • Windows and More! 

The next edition of the BYTE Deck mailing will arrive in your mailbox soon. 

Don’t miss it! 

Advertisers: 
Call Brian Higgins today at (603) 924-2596 or fax your order to (603) 924-2683 

256 IlY I !•: I >I ( I MHI |< 



A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

THE BUYER S MART is a unique classified section 
organized by product category to help readers locate 
suppliers. Each ad has Inquiry numbers to aid readers 
requesting information from advertisers. 

o?T'L0?.MAJAlach ad wiH *** ^signed and typeset by 
by it. Do NOT send logos or camera-ready artwork. 
Advertisers should furnish typewritten copy. 2"x1'/i*" 
ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), de¬ 
scriptive text (300 characters is the maximum 
recommended) plus company name, address, tele¬ 

phone and fax number. 2"x2V ad has more space for 
descriptive text (850 characters is the maximum recom¬ 
mended). 
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months 
prior to issue date. For example: November issue 
closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment 
to. THE BUYER’S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Kx 

Mill Lane. Peterborough, NH 03458. For more 
information call: Your BYTE Sales Representative (See 
Listing pg. 263) or FAX: 603-924-2683. 

RATES (Jan. 1995) 
3-5 611 12 

_ Issues Issues issues 

13d $731 $701 $614 

2 ads/issue - - 584 

3 ads/issue - - 556 

lad $1,462 $1,402 $1,228 

2"*2*A" 2 ads/issue - - i i69 

3 ads/issue - - itm 

.-COLOR - Add $100. 

ACCESSORIES 

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE, AUDIO 

Exlond signals lr<xn PC with EXTENDER 
Split signals with COMPANION/PC EXPANDER 
Switch signals among PCs with COMMANDER 

Boosts signals up to 600 tool Control up lo 96 PCs 
with ono keyboard, monitor and mouse 

CYBEX CORPORATION 
4912 Rosonrch Dr.. Huntsvillo. AL 35805 

Phono: 205-430-4000 Fax: 205-430-4030 

Inquiry 451. 

STABILANT 22 
CONTACT ENHANCER 

"Hijjriry rocommondod * Jony ftoumnto 

contort 
trootmonl. Stobtont 22 substonfcoly improves tho rofaituMy 

Plcono^to^jcontorts lor compu»«Ks. too mocftcal 
wodromcs. kriocom, avionics, process control. CATV vtdoo 

aucko. and automotive equipment 

D.W. Electrochemicals Ltd. 
97 Newkirk Road (North) Unrl 3. Richmond HO 

ONono L4C 304, Canada (905) 506 7500 

Inquiry 452. 

BAR CODE 

Portable Reader 
* AA Battery Operated. 64K or 256K 

★ Display messages and optional votce messages 
toll operator whal to do Messages are easily 
rocorded (like answering machine) m any 
language. This unit is EASY' 

♦ Double duty as Non portable Reader 

★ 4x20 Supertwist LCD Display. 35 Rubber Keys 

* 2 Built-In Inventory Programs or create custom 

♦ Download tables and Pick Lists 

♦ Wand. CCD. or Laser Scanner Input 

★ Serial Interface and Keyboard Interlace 

* Reads 2ol5. UPC/E AN. 128. Code 39. ole. 

★ 2 year Warranty on Reader A Wand 

★ 30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

★ 64K Completo with Steel Wand - $799 

* Small Sizo and very long battery life 

Worthington Data Solutions 
3004 Mission Slroot • Santo Cm/. CA 95060 

406 456 9938 FAX 408 454 9964 800*345-4220 

BAR CODE 

Portable Bar Code Reader 
► Use as a PORTABLE. WEDGE, or SERIAL 
► 9V Battery Operation with Lithium Backup 
► 2x16 Suporlwist LCD Display 

► 54 Key Keyboard with Separate Numeric Keys 
► Real time Clock Supports Dato & Time Stamps 
► Reads al Popular Bar Codes (16 types) 
► Wand. CCD, Laser, or Serial Input Devices 
► Built-In Program Generator 
► Croalo Your Own Custom Programs 
► 6 Built In Inventory Programs 

► Up to 250 Programs Can Reside to Memory 
► Creato up to 250 Data Files per Program 
► Up lo 250 Look-Up Files in Memory 
► Built-In Calculator 

► Supports HAYES Compatible Modems 
► 64K Momory with Data Compression 
► 30-day $$ Back Guarantee - 1 Year Warranty 
► Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $795 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 Rogal Parkway. Euless. TX 76040 

(100) 648-4452 (8171571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

SVGA Splitters 
Corwoct 2. 4. or moro monitors lo your con^Mitof 
Bright and crisp prosontation simultaneously 
Of) All nuvuliui . 

• Works with nl VGA. SVGA, and RGB monitors 
• Supports 1260 x 1024 MADE IN USA 
• Spocuil VGA oxtonsion cabtos to 250 It 

HALL RESEARCH flnn 0,Q . .,0 
Santo Ana. CA (714)641 6607 OUU"V5y-64o9 

Inquiry 453. 

BAR CODE 

Bar Code Readers 
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Macintosh 

and Serial Terminals 
★ Attaches as 2nd Koyboard. no software changos 

A Roads 2of5. 128. UPC/EAN. Code 39. etc 

★ External or Internal attachment on PC 

★ Wand. CCD. Slot Badge. Magstripe or Laser 

★ Supports DOS. Novell. UNIX. Mac OS. etc 

★ 100k Configurable Options 

w Supports USA & International Keyboards 

★ 2 Year Warranty. 30 Day $$ Back Guarantee 

★ Direct From Manufacturer 

★ Top Rated by Independent Review 

★ Complete with CCD Scanner - $599 
w Complete with Laser Scanner - $655 

★ Completo Wand only Reador- $329 

Worthington Data Solutions 
3004 Mission Street • Santa Ciu/. CA 95060 408 458-9938 

800-345-4220 

Labeling Software 
For 00S and Windows with dot-matrix. LaserJet or 
DeskJet Easy WYSIWYG design Any lormat/si/e Mix 
big text, bar codes, and PCX graphics Focmals for A1AG 
KMart Sears. MIL-STD. Penneys. WalMart File Input 
LabelRIGHT for DOS-J279. labelRIGHT for Wlndows- 
$295. 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Worthington Data Solutions 
(408) 458-9938 800-345-4220 

RF Terminal 
2 way to Serial Base Station from 

150-600 ft. Relay units extend rango to 4000 ft 
1-16 terminals por base station Koyboard. wand. 
CCD or laser scanner input. 16 Selectable 
frequencies. Small size and low weight - 12 oz 
with battonos Base Station $795. 
Torminal - $1095. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
MOW 458-9938 (800)345-4220 

Windows Bar Code Fonts 
Add bar codes lo any font based Windows 
program. Fonts designed for dol matrix, 
DeskJet and LasorJet. Print Codabar. 2 of 5 
Code 128, UPC/EAN and Code 39 inside your 
Windows program. TrueType fonts, bitmaps 
and metafile support included. Only $199. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
(408) 458-9938_ (800) 345-4220 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, & Serial Terminals 
► Emulates Keyboard. Works With Any Software 
► Data Appears as Keyboard Input 
► Uses Enhanced Decoding Algorithms 

► Accepts Wand. Slot/Badge. CCD. Laser 
Magnetic Stripe Reador. & RS232 Serial Inpul 

► Roads All Popular Bar Codes (16 types) 

► Roads HIGH. MEDIUM. & LOW donsity codes 
► Auto-Discriminates Betwoon Bar Codo Types 
► Easily Programmed with a Bar Code Menu 
► Over 140 User Configurable Options 

► Daisy Chain Up to 96 Roaders 
► Supports NOVELL Networks 

► Supports US & INTERNATIONAL Keyboards 
► Direct From Manufacturer 

► 30-day $$ Back Guarantee. 1 Year Warranty 

► Completo Unrt with LASER Scanner - $645 
► Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $299 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 Regal Parkway. Euless. TX 76040 

(800)648-4452 (817)571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

Bar Code Library DLL 
Bar Code Library sends bar codes to the display 
Windows clipboard, bitmap file, or printer. Bar Code 

Library supports most applications with a built-in 
programming language that can call a 0LL $329 
32 Bit version $649 

StrandWare, Inc. 
715-833-2331 Fax: 715-833-1995 
_ 800-552-2331 (in US) 

Inquiry 454. 



THE BUYER’S MART 
BAR CODE 

Bar Code Printing Software 
LabelWorks for Windows 

► Pnnts all Popular Bar Code Typos (19 Typos) 

► Desktop Publishing Foalures: WYSIWYG. 
Scalable Fonts. Ftulcrs. Guidos. Lines. Shapes. 
Page Zooms (25%-400%). Templates 

► Rotates Text. Bar Codes, and Graphics 

► Supports Windows Compatible Fonts 

► Choose From Over One Hundred Popular 
Label Formats or Design Your Own 

► Rich Text Support: Mix Styles. Types. & Sizes 

► Automatically Prints Serial Numbers 

► Imports & Exports Graphic Files: 
TIFF. GIFF. BMP. PCX. WPG. WMF. TARGA 

► Supports Virtually aN Windows Compatible 
Pnntors (PostScript. Laser. & Dot Matrix) 

► 30-day Money-Back Guarantee. $295 

• * * CALL FOR FREE DEMO SOFTWARE • * * 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 Regal Parkway. Euless. TX 76040 

(800)648-4452 (817)571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

BARCODE & MAG. STRIPE SYSTEMS 
• Keyboard Wedge with HP 

Stamloss Steel Wand/Mag Stripe Reader >249 
• Keyboard Wedge with SYMBOL LS2000 

or SP400 Laser & Mag Stnpe Reader 
• Keyboard Wedge with PSC OuickScan 

Laser/Mag Stnpe Reader 
• Software Wedge Decoder with HP Stainless Steel 

Wand or Laser Scanner (oos a wn-rs-23? a ponflri) 5189 ♦ 
• All Wedge Packages include a Wand or Laser Holder 
• Mag. Stripe Encoder/Reoder (3 Tries) 

w/Soltwaro 
• Printing Software (dos.wm.unk...) 

• Portable Data Terminals (tax-a aue) $599 + 

• Complete POS System: 486 40Mhz. 
■4MO RAM monitor. POS Sobwaro SP2I2 Rcca** Pmtor. 
M S Cruft Drawer, pole dufiay. HP stotriass steel wand 
and magneto: stnpe reader wtft decoder 

• Application Software: inven. Asset. Tools. Tune & Anond 
• Radio Frequency Torminals (spread spctnwn/iurroe tunii 
• Bar Code Printing Software (DOS) included wftti 

each purchase 
• Made in the USA • 30 Day $$ Back • Spanish 

Dept Avail • Direct from Mfg. 

BARCODE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS (BIS) 
12140 Sovorn Way. Rrversido. CA 92S03 (909) 270-0016 Inti 

(800)653 4252 US •(800)219-5178 CAW - FAX (909)2^0920 

Inquiry 455. 

CD-ROM 
We Buy. Sell & Trade 

CD-ROMS & MEMORY CHIPS 
Resellers Wanted 

Call or write for a free product update 

Consolidated CDROM Inc 
102 Greenwood Ave. Wyncote PA 19095 USA 

+ 1-215-572*9831 / +1-215-572-9832 fax 

_1 -800-8-CDRQMS 

Inquiry 458. 

INTERNET on CDROM! 
GAMES lor DAZE 2 CO Set $30 
X2FTP Archive, hundreds of games & demos' 

WORLD WIDE WEB Catalog on CD ROM $30 
See the Web without bemg on-line' 
LINUX Developers Resource 4 CO Sot .$25 
Complete OS. Source Code Siackwaie & more' 

MOO TIFF CO ROM $99 
Complete development sys, 100% OSF/Motrt 

INTERNET Tools CO ROM $30 
Networking tools & utilities lor DOS & UNIX 

BSDisc (NotBSD 8 FreeBSD) $35 
Ready to use formats with install scripts 

USENET 2CO Sot  $25 
comp sources & ai sources ♦ many FAQ's from other groups 

SOURCE COOE CD ROM $30 
4 4 BSO Lite. XIIR6. MACH. Andrew Windowing 

PERL 8 TCL/TK CD-ROM $35 
Utility tang « command tang 8 toolkit tor X Wiodows 

STANDARDS 2 CD Sot $30 
RFCs. It Ns. CCITT/ITU Blucbook. Windows Sockets 

MC visa ft amex 1 -800-800-6613 
lei +1-520-526-9565 

InfoMagic tax: +1-520-526-9573 
P0 Boi 30370. Flagstift A/86003 03ft) infoGinfomagic.com 

Inquiry 459. 

CD ROM TOWERS & 
JUKEBOX SERVERS FOR 

ALL OPERATING SYSTEMS! 
No Device Drivers/ MSCDEX needed. 

Completo Kit Notworks CD Roms, 
unlimited user license. DISCPORT. 

"JES, NONE BETTER AT ANY PRICE" 
Call NOW: 1 (800) 482-1866 305-597-3980 

Inquiry 460. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Frame Relay, X.25, BSC, HDIC, SDIC, PPP 
Rock solid, compliant, meipensive and robust PC APIs aad 
router implementations On board protocol support roducos 
PC overhead 

• For MS DOS. Windows. Win NT. Una. OS/2. Netware and others 
• Routers interconnect any PC systems or LANs 
•Cardslor 56kbpstoT1/E1 
• Powerful management and lest utilities 

Sangoma Technologies Inc. 
(BOO) 388 2475 • (905)-474 1990 • Fax: (905) 474-9223 
E -Mari dm4bsangoma com • Wet) www sangoma.com 

COMPUTER BOOKS 

BOOKS FOR PROFESSIONALS 
Easy online searching & ordering in our online stores 

& electronic catalogs Computer books Irom 300* 
pubis. On the Web. httpv/www conipubooks.com/. On 
CompuServe. GO CBK Worldwide shipping by UPS or 
USMail MC/Vtsa/AmEx/Novus/JCB cards. FTP catalogs 

from ftp compubooks com/books. 

CompuBooks M Online Bookstores 

512-321-9652 Fax 512-321-4525 800-880-6818 

COMPUTER INSURANCE 

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER 
SAFEWARE Computerowner’s coverage provides 
replacement ol hardware, modia and purchased 
software As little as $49 a year covers accidents, 
theft, power surgos and more. One call does it al 

1-800-800-1492 
SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 

PO Box 02211. 2929 N High SI . Cokunbus. OH 43202 
Now available In Ontadolll 

Inquiry 462. 

COMPUTER MEMORY 

WE'LL PAY YOU FOR YOUR OLD MEMORY 
Simms. Dips. Laser Punier, t Megx9.4 Meg»9. DRam Chips 

— ANY MEMORY — 
M Memory Mas Value'Don! let your old memory codec* dust 

Cull or lax what you have available 

1-800-718-7755 
THE MEMORY LIQUIDATORS 

“The company that buys memory back 

531 Mam Si Ste 1174. El Sogundo. CA 90245-3060 
Ph 310-676-3074 Fax 310676 3076 

CAD 
Circuit Design Software for Windows 
Easy-to-use schematic entry. PCB design, and 
simulation software, starting at $149 each. 
Complete PCB package with schematics, 
autoroutor. and layout for 2-layor circuit boards. 
$399. Enhanced version with autoplacement, 
moro symbol libraries, and up to 16 layers. $649. 
CAM file outputs 

Mental Automation, Inc. 
5415 t36«ft Place. SE-Bebovuo WA 96006 

(206) 641-2141 FAX (206) 649-0767 BBS (206) 641-2846 

Inquiry 456. 

CAD/CAM 

CONTOURING MOTION CONTROL 
FROM A PRINTER PORT! 

Indoxor LPT'“ software 
NEW VERSION 3 V1SA/MC 

• Controls up to si* slop motors simultaneously 
• Linear and Ocular Interpolation 
• Now loaluros lo accommodate maeftmo control. 
• Easy-to-use DOS dovico driver Supor Manual 
• CAD CAM mtorlaco .ivadaMe 

_ , Corporaton. 1422 Arnold Aw 
Ability Systems p* «»>i ww-tm 

9 9 FAX: (215)657 7815 

Inquiry 457. 
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WALNUT CREEK CDROM 
Clca MS Windows. 4000* Windows programs, games. 

drivers, fonts, shells, sre Quarterly updates .$29.96 

Hobbes OS/2. 600 M8 current Free 8 Shareware drivers. 
apps. etc OS/2 Mag’s product ol the year1 $29.95 

Slacfcware Linui. 2 <hsc ‘OFFICIAL * Slackware 2 3. 
Internet s lavonte Quarterly updates $39 95 

FreeBSD Rock sofcd Berkeley Una for PC w/src $39.95 

Simlel MSOOS 7 discs premier Free/Shareware. $34.95 

Ready-to-Run Hobbes. Instaled emacs. GCC $39 95 

Source Code. 650 MB mostly C UNIX 8 OOS $39 9b 

Internet inlo. 17.000 docs FAQs. FRC s 8 BA $39.95 

Ada. ? discs Ada compders tore ol sic A docs.139.95 

Nebula tor NEXTSTEP. 650 MB Ouad Fat programs $59 95 

Scientific Library. Teduucal shareware DOS/Wm $39.96 

Space and Astronomy 1000‘s NASA images 8 data.$39.95 

C User s Group Library. C source code 8 articles.$49.96 

POV-Ray Ray bacmg unages. src. documentation $39 95 

CDROM Caddies ldetune Guarantee . $4.95 

All our products are unconditionally guaranteed! 

1-800-786-9907 
4041 Pike Lane. Sle 0-213. Concord. CA 94520 

♦1-510-674-0763 Visa/MC/AMEi. Fax: +1-510-674 0821 
orders@cdrom.com http://urww.cdrom.com/ 

Inquiry 461. 

DATA RECOVERY 

We Can Save It! 
All Platforms - All Storage Devices 

Proprietary techniques so advanced we 
rescue data others simply abandon. 

DriveSavers 
Restoring data since 1985 

1-800-440-1904 
_415-883-4232_ 

Inquiry 463. 

The Leader in Data Recovery 
• Expertise in virtually ovory operating system 

& media storage device 

• 24-Hour support 6 emergency services avadablo 

• Call for a FREE consultation! 

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY 
MN: 1-800-872-2599 • CA: 1-800-752-7557 

DC: 1 800-650-2410 • Europe: *44 (0)181 974 5522 

Inquiry 464. 



DATA/DISK CONVERSION FLOW CHARTS 

THE #1 CHOICE 
in disk & tape conversion 

lor many loading corporations, govornmont agencies, 
law firms, and compamos m every industry world-wide 

Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed 

Graphics Unlimited Inc. 
3000 Second St North. Mmnoj*>ofcv MN 55411 

(612) 566-7571 FAX: (612) 588-8783 
1-800-745-7571 

Inquiry 465. 

CONVERSION SERVICES 
Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from 
over 6000 formats Including 3*/ST, 5!4", 8" disk 
formats & word processors. Disk-to-disk con¬ 
versions also available. Introducing CD-ROM 
conversions. Call for more info. 

Pivar Computing Services, Inc. 
165 Arlington Hgts Rd . Dept »B. Buffalo Grove. IL 60069 

(800) Convert (708) 459-6010 

WE WROTE THE BOOK! 
Doal direct with the company who developed 
the systems that most others use 
?H A F F STALL! Tape/Diskotto 
Transfer/Conversion/Duplication. PC/Mini/ 
Mamlrame/Workstation Tape Transfer WP to 
WP Document Conversion Sorvices. 

1-800-357-6250 
Shaffstall Corporation 

317-842-2077 
(Fox) 317 842 8294 

Inquiry 467. 

EDUCATION 
B.S. S M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE 

Tho Amoncon InsMuto For Compulor Sciences odors on m 
doplh homo study program lo oarn your Bactwlor oI Science 

nl homo B S sublets covorod aro MS/DOS. BASIC. 
PASCAL. C. C*r. Data f Ao Processing. Data Slructuros A 
Operating Systems M S program include-, subplots in 
Soflwaro Engineering and Artificial InloNigoiMo Ada ,»itd 

World Mentor 

AMERICAN INST, for COMPUTER SCIENCES 
2101-BY Magnolia Aw.. Soda 200. Birmingham. Al 35205 

1-800-767-2427 • 1-20S-323-6I91 

EMBEDDED CONTROLLERS 

✓ MAKE A DATALOGGER FAST! 
TDS2020 - the ideal low-power micro-controllor 

lor building a datalogger From only $199 (100s) 

/ Fast development with high-level Forth- no emulating* 

✓ Application software library provided - easily laikired* 

✓ Save lo h/b RAM. PCMCIA cards or mini hard dnve* 

/ Take 10/12 bit analog signals, digital or ASCII data* 

Call today lor details: (716) 425-3753: -3835 (lax) 

SAELIG CO 1193 Moseley Rd. Victor. NY 14564 

Inquiry 468. 

FLOPPY DISKETTE 

_3.5 FLOPPY DISK 
RELIABLE & DURABLE 

Capping Level 
• Av.iX.it4r products 7HD. 200. video Upe. CO JMMfcy box 
• Oar own brand MM .A Of M or bu«i pack ate also jvjiUtAr 
• Dupfccalors A wfxAruAers are welcome 

YHC Cassette Ind Ud INMARK IND. LTD 
75 SaMstlwy Square 1A Man fooog Industrial B 

Scarborouoh. dm / Cheung Lee Sli«t. 
K1 Canada Chat Wan. Hong Kong MivanTL.^, 

Tel: (416)321-1179 
Fax: (416)321-8451 

Tel: (8522) 5582203 
c(8622)1 Fax )8973700 

Inquiry 469. 

r COBOL STRUCTURE CHARTS 
PoworStructure I or Windows creates incredible 
structure charts DIRECTLY from your COBOI 
sourco. PoworStructuro will diagram your 
spaghetti code in seconds. Now includos an 
integrated COBOL source editor For more 
information search COBOL in the WWW Just 
$149. 

CyberMetrics 
5541 S. Marine Drive. Tempe, A2 85283 

Phone: (602) 838-3310 Fax. (602) 838-3322 

Inquiry 470. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Foreign Language Software Leader 
IjrjtcM selection of Translation, dk tionary. language 

taming, fonts, word processing, (KIR etc fnim any 

company! Best prices. Satisfaction guaranteed! 

Free 52-page Catalog. 

http://www.biiui.coni/cl J( 

Character Language Resources 
WXMNMMM03 FAX .410-996-2J»3 

2130 Sawlclk- tltvd Sic. VMA. Ia» Angrlcs. CA *70025 

Inquiry 471. 

HARDWARE 

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc™ 
THE Independent Provider, serving thic Dealer. 

Professional, Corporate. Government, and 
Educational Buyer since 1985 

APPLE II* & MACINTOSH* 
SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS 

(Mlfora Catalog... 800-274-5343 
INT L: 617-275-4600 • FAX: 617-275-4848 
205 Bum INGTON ROAD » BEDFORD. MA 01730 

Inquiry 472. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 
Buy - Soil - Trade 

LasorJol CofcxPro 
DoskJol DraltPro 
RuggedWrtter DratiMastor 
Eloctrostatic Plotters DesignJet 

HP 9000 Workstations and Voctras also available 

Tod Dasher & Associates 
4117 Second Ave . S IterrwMjtum. AL 35222 

Phono (205) 591-4747 Fnx: (205) 591-1108 
(800) 838-4833_E-moll: sal— •dashor.com 

Inquiry 473. 

LANS 

Little Big LAN 
The most flexible network 

Peer lo Peer I AN lo 250 nodes 
$75 total software cosl. nol per node* 
Link via serial, parallel, or Modems 
Also via Elhernef or Arcnel. or mix* 
Typically only 40k ol RAM 

Information Modes 
817-387 3339 / P O Draw* F Denton TX 78202 

Fax 817-382-7407 OmnlOMSI 7908 

Inquiry 474. 

MANUFACTURING SOFTWARE 

Manufacturing Software 
I Z-MRP'“ is comploto maforial roquuomonls planning 

'llw.iro lor tho PC Includes bdl ol materials. material 
l-t.mnmg makrvbuy calculalion capacity planning, purcli.iv. 
or dors, labor distribution. yob costing, physical mvortfo/y 

AutoCAD mlorlaco. and moro Tho host entrylevol 
' 11 luring solution Complete lor $2,995 Spoctal In. 

vwwon lor $995 Cafl lor mlormabon 

Alliance So«wareUrin9 
(800) 490-2520 (805) 565-5126 

Inquiry 475. 

NETWARE 

NOVELL NETWARE PROM-PRICES 

Nuntor User version 3.12 version 4 I 

ft UMM $ 435 $ 435 

IOimmm $ 895 $ 995 

2ft user $1,295 $1,395 

SO UMH $1,795 $1,895 

100 • »-.*►« $2,595 $2,695 

2ft0 user $3,895 $3,995 

NOVELL UPGRADES 

UP TO 50-60 % OFF LIST! 

Free shipping 

lor .ill Novell Netware purchases! 

Wc carry a lull line ol nclwork connectivity 

products Irom all rnanulaclurers. Call lot quotes1" 

1-800-373-2485 
VANDY MICRO C0RP 

Fax 1-714-768-1063 Visa Mastercard - Am. Ex. 

Inquiry 476. 

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

The Fastest xBASE Engine... 
for C. C++. Visual Basic and Delphi programmers. 
Got multi-user compatibility with FoxPro. Clipper 
and dBASE files. CodoBaso is portablo between 
DOS. Windows and UNIX! Includos client/server 
option as wofl as data-aware custom controls and a 
visual report writer* 

FREE 30 day trial 
Call Sequiter Software Inc. for details! 

Phone 403 437 2410_FAX 403 436 2999 

Inquiry 477. 

SECURITY 

Leaders in Software Serurity 
EVE BLOCK and EVERKEYII copy protection 
Foafuros includo Encryption. Serialization. 

Memoir 'ly rosotlablo access flags, dale limits, 
execution counts and network usor limits - 

and much more! Froe demo available 
Call today and ask about our low cost Trial Kits! 

Ax-Tech Software, Inc. 
201 East Franklin St.. Richmond. MO 64085-1883 

(800) 227 0644 (816) 776-2700 FAX (816) 776-8398 

Inquiry 478. 

THE ULTIMATE SOFTWARE SECURITY 
*IJSSSSE? SUL" UNCOPlABLE copy protect**, 
• STOPV1EW software encryption 
• NE TLIMIT network home metering 
• DOS. Windows. Macintosh. OS/:* .import 
• No source corlo changos roguwod lor ANY ol our 

products in ANY onvwonrnom 
• Our products destroy ALL ol our compoMnn 
• Call lor FREE do mo disk, or lo discuss our products' 

MANY upkons 

BBI Computer Systems, Inc. 
14105 Montago Lano. S4vor Spring. MO 20906 

Mi/TRYAMI > ISO/I7t ?724 » 381/17110M » FAX 301/460-7545 

Inquiry 479. 
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THE BUYER’S MART 

Inquiry 480. 

Cop's CopyLock II 
Professional software protection with 

TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe 
DOS. OS2, Networks. Windows. Trace 3000. 

DialCOPS Access Control for mass 
distribution via CD-ROM or Internet. 

Known and used world wide since 1984. 

LINK Data Security 
Int i: + 45 3123-2350 Fax: + 45 3123-8448 

CRYPTO-BOX™ locks in Vow Profits! 
The Marx CRYPT0-B0X is the result of 10 years 
experience m effective software protection. 
• microprocessor controls ID codes, memory, dynamic 

algorithm and high speed data encryption 
• remote access to passwords and counters 

• license metering in networks single key per LAN 

MARX International, Inc. 
20 EwcUrve Park West. Sarto 70?/. Atlanta GA 30370 

404-371-MM 1-800 MARX-INT tax 404 371 0/60 

Visit our Home Page: http://www.marx.com 

Inquiry 481. 

KEY LOCK™ SECURITY 
Software Piracy Provonhon — Survival 13 years proves 

oWfteftvwM ol powerful rnuftteyorod security AJgorWvmc 

response, programmable memory, counters, lease control, 
remote update OOS.WINOOWS/NT YVINtXJWSWvUNIX Low 

pnang ($13 96/1000. (18 95/100. $71 9V50. $24 95/75. 
$29 9S/10. $37 95/?) No startup cods No IO on devnos 

Aho. ACCESS CONTROL systems and &%k drwe/systom LOCKS 

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
3167 E Otoro C«do. lIMon. CO 80127 

1 0OO-4KF YT.OK (303)770-1917 FAX: (303) 770-1863 

Inquiry 482. 

SOFTWARE PACKAGING 

FREE SOFTWARE 
PACKAGING CATALOG 

fvcwyttariQ you writ mwd lo Package. (Mlnbuto. and Stop Your 
Software*1 From manual, and bmdars lo and styppors 

LABELS • LABELS • LABELS 
For your dtekottos. plain or custom pnnlod 
dot matrix or laser punter Iroo somptos 

•••FREE CATALOG*•• 
Hice & Associates 

8586 Monlicofto (> . Wmd Chester OH 45069 

Phone/Fax: 513-779-7977 

Inquiry 483. 
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SOFTWARE/BUSINESS 

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE 
Full foaturod. hoads-down data entry 

with two-pass verification, edit language, 
operator stats, batch control, on-line help, 
output record reformat, free lech support. 

For the PC. PC LAN. S/36. AS/400. 

FREE 30 day trial 
Computer Keyes Tel: 206-776-6443 
21929 Makah Rd. Fax: 206-776-7210 
Woodway. WA 96020 USA 800 356-0203 

S-W/DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

DWG and DON Access Technology 

C.S.I.’s Engineering Data Access Technology 
(EDAT'“) provides programmers with complote 
access to CAD drawing information Use EDAT to 
road, quory. write, and modify AutoCAD DWG 
(including R13). DXF and MicroStation DGN 
formats. EDAT is avaitabto on Windows. Win 32s. 
UNIX and DOS. 

Cimmetry Systems Inc. 
(800) 361-1904 Tel: 514 735 3219 Fax: 514 735-6440 

Inquiry 484. 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

Circuit Simulation 
New LOW COST SPICE Tools 

Introducing ICAP/4Lite 

Affordable SPICE 
Experience Analog and Mixed signal simulation 

like you ve never seen before 

“Just like being at the Bench” 

includes: 

• New lsSpice4; Real Time Interactive Display 
• UNLIMITED Circuit Size! 
• Integrated Schematic Editor 
• Model Libraries, more than 500 Parts 
• Windows. Windows NT 

Ful SPICE programs starling at $95. Completo 
systems with schematic entry. IsSpice4. models, 

and waveform graphics only $595. 

Call or Fax for your Free Demo kit 

P.O. Box 710, San Pedro. Ca 90733-0710 

Tel (310) 833 0710 • . 
FAX (310) 833-9658 ItiTUSOTT 

Inquiry 485. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

The Ultimate Imaging Toolkit 

AccuSoft Image Format Library 5.0 

Programmers: Add support lor 36 raster 
file formats instantly! 

TIFF. JPEG. PCX. TARGA. DIB. OCX. GIF. BMP. 
WMF. PICT. WPG. EPS. PNG. Group 3. Group 4 

New Formats: Photo CD. Photoshop. ASCII. 
KoFax. RLE. LasorData. CALS. ATT. CLP. XWD. 

IMG. IFF. SUN. XBM. ICO. IOCA. CX2. XPM. 
CUT. Brooktrout. MAC. MSP 

Guaranteed to road all raster images in existence 
in the bsted formats1 

♦ Import, expoit. scanning, conversion, compression 
$ Printing, display, image processing 

Support all Languages 
♦ Fax formats and multi page images 
♦ Rotate, zoom, scale, color reduction 
♦ Thumbnails, sharpen, special-effects 
♦Multi-Platform Support 

Wm 3 x,Win95\NT. DOS. DOS 32. VOX. OCX. OS/2. FoxPro. 
Sun OS. Solans. HP-UX. AIX. SGI. SCO. Mac. PowerMac 

♦ Pro Gold versions loi Windows as a Dl L. VOX. OCX 
Wm 95\ NT OS/2, UNIX and Macintosh platforms 

AccuSoft Corp. Call 800-525-3577 
laoWnltxxuughRu&messPftk Wntxxougfi MA 01561 
TEL (508) 898 2770 FAX (508) 898-9662 

CompuServe: GO ACCUSOFT http://www.accusoft.com 

Inquiry 486. 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

SAUNA: 3D THERMAL ANALYSIS 
• Models: PCBs. slacked plates, heatsinks, multiboard 
onclosuros. • All hont trnnslor modes convection, 
radiation, conduction • Interactive menu (!mv«m> 
• Thormal parameters library • Fast *What if 
{fcmoosion. mafl. fviish. analyses • Easy to team & use 
• IBM PC & Mnonfoeh II 

Call or FAX for freo evaluation program 

Tatum Labs, Inc. 
1287 N Sfto Ridge Ortve. Arm Arbor. Mi 48108 

313-663-8810 FAX 313-663-3640 

Inquiry 487. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

Autodesk’s DWG OEM 
♦ Programmers’ Toolkit to Road/Wnto AutoCAD DWG 

& DXF F4es. 
♦ Obtoct or ion tod. modular, databaso-liko accoss lo 

CAD data 
♦ Vtow. Print. Plot and Pick Modules 
♦ Available for C/C++ for DOS. X-OOS. Windows. Sun. 

and other Umx sysloms. 

Autodesk OEM Sales 
1301 Marina Village Parkway. Alameda. CA 94501 

Phono (510) 337-7203 Fax: (510) 523 2880 

Inquiry 488. 

Viewing 
■Vtow' enable your application with the most oxtonsivo 
viewing libraries - Viewing A Conversion Enabling 
Technology Add viewing capabftitios lor over 150 filo 
formats wittan your Windows application m a matter of 
hours. The same technology usod m AutoVue® and 
olhor loading viowing and documont management 
software 

Cimmetry Systems Inc. 
(800) 361 1904 Tot: 514 735 3219 Fax 514 735 6440 

Inquiry 489. 

C/C++ NEW RELEASE C/C++ 
TG-CAD Professional v.6.0 

For Win 95. Win 32. Win NT. Win 3.1 A 2D & 30 
kbrary of CAD routines (16 & 32 bit versions) lor *C 
programming Draw. Fill. Shade Dimension. DXF. 
Fonts. Color A moro included Free Demo A 
Technical Paper avalubte. 

. P 0 8ox941 IS?. Plano. Texas USA /SOW 

I JV^I fail 714 473 7788 Phot 800 6357/60 

W 1 88S 1-714-881 9377 

OtSK S0MWARI INC 

Inquiry 490. 

uadTools 
The com prehensile imaRhifi ileretofnnent toolkit for 

BITONAL, GRAYSCALE & COLOR! 
huy In Use’ linegrating LEADTOOtS b quick A easy l»y 

single function mipk-nKiiUlion One call kmlVuvn 

supported formats 

Surrs you time1 With l.EAI)T(K)LS. you get example 

MMirce trek-' 

Performance? linage processing features all 

ofMinM/etl fur speed 

/ llonnie r uri/m/.' Our experience Mi llie software i«m»ILii 
husMM-ss lu-lped us create 2<X>« higli level functions to 

cut development lime 

< mnprehentlee Solution? Supports 404 file (urinals 

including Jl*l< i 

Different Coding Styles? <»el llie advantage of using 

I l-.AD's registered class. MM . OLE Custom Control 

(OCX) A pure (A ♦♦ code 

Call today for FREE imaging application built 
with LEADTOOLS 5 

800-637-1835 
LEAD_ 
TECHNOLOGIES 

NX IP 5537 I lai) AM 3/7 8161 CIS GOUAQKQr fftp//wretea>oohcaiy 

Inquiry 491. 



SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC VIDEO CAPTURE YOUR AD HERE 
VT^X Scientific Desktop Publishing 

• Scalable f ools • Font effects • Typeface customization 
• Equations • Tables • Graphics • Foreign languages 
• Multi lingual spell & hyphenation • IOE • On line help 
• Dos. Dos 32 and Windows versions • From $199 

of Tomorrow' Notices of AMS. March 1991 
Call now for a FREE DEMO DISK 

MicroPress, Inc. 
68-30 Harrow Street, Forest Hills, NY 11375 
Tel (718) 575-1816 Fax (718) 575-8038 

Inquiry 492. 

SOFTWARE/VOICE/FAX 

Computer Telephony ‘C’ Libraries 
Multi-Voice V4.0 and Multi Fax V2.0 Toolkits give you the 
most powerful solution to integrate telephony to your C' 
applications Unique design based on multi-tasking; DOS 
Extender; Supports most major voice and fax boards. 
Commented source code; Royalty free; Best value 
Also available: Windows based application generator 

ITI SOFTWARE 
Tel: 514-835*3124 Fax: 514-835-4772 BBS: 514-835-5945 
Fax-On-Demand: 514*635-2216, E-mail: ggagnontrcam.org 

Check our home page: h1tp:/Awww.cam.org/-ggagnon 

Inquiry 493. 

Capture with Digital Fotovix 
captures 35 mm Mm m undo* 10 seconds 

Databaso imagos. add them into your mullimodta 
presentations or mako your own product catalogues 
Modem images lo clients or capture lor FPO purposes 
Grab other video sources through HIS D s S video input 
Photoshop Ptug-in and driver software nckjrind 

Tamron Industries 
90 Souvtew Bhrd . Pod WmNngfton. NY 11050 

516-484-8880 

Inquiry 494. 

WINDOWS 

‘FREE INTERNET 

217-322-1111 
Full Access 14.4K 8/N/1 All Nodes 

Service is FREE ‘You Pay L.D. Charge 

Voice Help 1-217-322-1212 

Inquiry 495. 

THE ULTIMATE BBS 
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 

Latest Windows and DOS Utils, Pgms. Source 
Code. Lively CHAT, onlino games. Intmnot Accoss 
and moro and all FREE. Call Irorn homo or oftico 
up to 14.4K and download lor FREE (n/8/1) 

217-792-3663 
Customer Sorwco 415 2BI -4420 

Inquiry 496. 

ADD IMPACT 
WITH 

COLOR 
IN THE 

BUYER'S MART!! 
Attract the attention 
of your customers 
with the addition of 

color to your ad. 

Call 
Your BYTE 

Sales Representative 
to start or upgrade 

your advertising today! 

(See Listing pg. 263) 

for rates and details 

or FAX 603-924-2683 
Inquiry 497. 

Something Missing? 
Complete your BYTE eolleetion by ordering Batk Issues today! 

1992 1993 1994 1995 
Special l\\uc\ l!.S. Delivery $3.00 Foreign $4.00 

1990 - 1995 U S Ddiury $b SO Foreign $8.50 Cauda & Mexico $7.00 

January 

All Issues prior to 1990 t S. Delivery $$00 Foreign $4.00 

All check* must hr in IIS. Funds and drawn on a ILS. bank. 

February 
The above prices include postage (US), surface mail (foreign). 

Mart'll 

Please indicate which issues you would like by checking(\) the 

boxes. Send requests with payment to: 

April 

May 

June 

Charge: I 1 MasterCard □ VISA [ 1 American Express 

Card H 

Hxp. Dale 
July 

August 
Signature 

September 

October 

Name 

November 
Address 

December 
at) 

Special 

Issues 

Windows ’92 Window* 1) All orders must be prepaid. 

Please allow four weeks delivery. 
Portability 92 1 fcotfr Soommt 94 

State 7Jn - 
■ Lutdr raM 9S /Jp-- ^7 

A Division of The McGraw-Hill (xmtpanies 

DHCliMBER 1995 l*Y'll«: 203. 



ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION 
To order products or request FREE information, call advertisers directly or send in the 
Direct Link Card by mail or fax! Let them know you saw it in BYTE! 

Inquiry No. Pago No. Phono No. Inquiry No. Page No. Phono No. Inquiry No. Pago No. Phono No. 

A 70 COREL DRAW 6 37 613728-0826 
oxt 3060 J 

117-1 IS ACCENT SOFTWARE INTI 200 ♦44-1923-208435 206 COREL TOYMAKER 122 613-728-0826 JORMICROOE VICES 247 800-538-5000 

189 ADVANCED ENGINEERING 
0x13060 

U0 
CONCEPTS 254 310-379 1189 109 CREATIVE LABS INC 21 800 998 5227 K 

151-152 ADVANCED MICRO ELECTRONICS 245 800-82? 9688 706-707 CYBEXCORP cm 205-430-4030* * 79-80 KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY 77 714-438 1850 

227-228 AGE LOGIC 145 619-755 1000 130-131 CYBEXCORP 229 205-4384030" 208-209 KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY 152 714 435-2600 

62 63 ALADOIN S/W SECURITY INC 66 212-564-5678 132-133 CYBEXCORP 236 205-430-4030" ■ 
244-245 ALADDIN S/W SECURITY INC 102 212-564-5678 L 
143 ALLMICRO 239 800-663-4933 D 145-146 LATRADE 240 8084333726 

221 ALTEX ELECTRONICS 142 800-531 5369 • DATA ACCESS CORP 232 808451 3539 233-234 LIGHT STONE SYSTEMS GMBH 140 ♦485643-9801 22" 

153 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 251 800 800 6889 • DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

22-23 718-719 LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
ASSOCIATES 40IS19 800 949 7567 

• AMERICAN POWER 154-155 

CONVERSION 32A-B 401-788-2797 222 OATALUX CORP 147 800 OATALUX M 
MAG INNOVISION 

* AMERICAN POWER 
CONVERSION 32A-B 800600-4APC 

DATAPRO 129 
215-216 133 808827 3998 

dpi A? 122 OATASONIX 76 8083282779 • MCGRAWHILL CORPORATE IT). 186 
64 AMERICAN POWER • DO 185 508-470-3880 

CONVERSION 32-33 800-600-4APC 732-733 MOI SYSTEMS LTD 40IS 17*44(0)1368850678 
dpi A? 734-735 DIGICOM 109 ♦886 2 9179099** 

142 MICRO 2000 234-235 800 864 8008 
164 AMREL TECHNOLOGY INC 254 800654 9838 736-737 DIGICOM 111 ♦886 2 9179099** 

138139 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROO 243 808295-1214 
196 ANTEC 253 510-770-1200 

ml 313 
128 DIGIPHONE (CAMELOT) 175 

168169 MICROCAL SOFTWARE INC 256 808969-7720 , ANTHROCORP 96 800-325-3841 
72 DIGITAL WINOOWS NT 8-9 808DIGITAL 

144 MICRO INTERNATIONAL INC 241 808967 5667 

166-167 APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC 250 800-927-5464 
728-729 OISTMCT CORP 40IS8 408 366 8933 

110 MICRON COMPUTER C81 208-465-3434 

118 ARTECON 206 800-8722783 
134 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSORS TECH 238 407 830 5522 

• MICROSOFT CORP 15 808899-0435 
135 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSMG TECH 228 407 830 5522 dopt YU6 

148 ASHTEKMC 233 800-801-9400 
MICROSTAR LABORATORIES 251 • 206-453-2345 

• AVIATION WEEK 58-59 E • MICROWAY 159 508 746 7341 

B 
246-247 ELMA ELECTRONIC 252 510656 3400 8887 MINUTEMAN 78 214-446-7363 

184 EMATEK GMBH 255 ♦49221529666 * 726 MIT AC INTERNATIONAL CORP 93 ♦8882 501-4265 
113 BADGER COMPUTER 99 800-3-BADGER 

708-709 EUTRON 40IS16 ♦39 36 201003 . MOTOROLA 8881 
238-239 BAYNETWORKS 64-65 512-218-3868** 

73-74 EXABYTE CORP 19 800-EXABYTE . MOTOROLA 82-83 
65-66 BEST POWER TECHNOLOGY 118 800-356-5794 

ext 111 F 242-243 MRT 62 ♦47-638-92020 

450 BIX 267 8086984775 

N 718711 FAST SECURITY AG 40IS 7 .49 88894221-40" 
205 BLUE QUETZAL 249 ♦353-1-287 4711" 

188187 BOXLIGHT CORP 253 808762 5757 
748741 FINSON 125 ♦39 2 6698 7036 158 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 252 512-794-0100 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE ALLIANCE 118 
723 FIRST INTERNATIONAL 

COMPUTER 40IS2 ♦8882-7182782** 
81 NOBLENET 219 506 4683456" 

BUSINESSWEEK 169 138137 FIRST SOURCE t4T\ 244 714-4487750 
82 NSTL 203 610-941-9600 

BYTE CIRCULATION 7876 FRONTIER TECHNOLOGIES 204 800 929 3054 
83 NU MEGA TECHNOLOGIES 61 603 889 2386 

FIELD REPS 40IS20 

BYTE EUROOECK 168 603-924 2533 G 0 
67 BYTE ON CD ROM 223 609 426 5502** • GATEWAY 2000 72A-X 8082783094 

185 OBJECT MANAGEMENT 
LABORATORY 255 8006789 0ML 

BYTE PU0L STATEMENT 202 • GATEWAY 2000 72-73 8082703094 718717 OLIVETTI SPA 12-13 ♦39-2 724-11-211 
BYTE REPRINTS 187 603-924-2525 198200 GLOBE TEK 249 808229-4640 714-715 OLIVETTI SPA 35 ♦382-48361 
BYTE SUB MESSAGE 205 172-173 GRANITE DIGITAL 252 518471-6442 223-224 OMNICOMP GRAPHICS CORP 141 713-464-2990 
BYTE WEARHOUSE 242 800-6784256 712 GREY MATTER LTD 40IS 13 .44 <0)1364-53071 724 ON TIME MARKETING 40IS 19 ♦49-48437472 
BYTE WEBSITE 128 Mlp//www brio com 

OPEN COMPUTING H • 188 
BYTE WEB SITE 204 

84-85 OPTKXJEST 75 908468-3750 

c 
155 MOOLEONCORP 252 528634 7515 

. OSBORNE MCGRAW HILL 178177 8088226158 
713 HUMMINGBIRD COMM LTD 95 416-496 2200 

118116 CALIFORNIA PC PROOUCTS INC 94 8083944122 ■ P 
192-193 CAMELEON TECHNOLOGY INC 253 8084487466 1 204 PANELIGHT 254 808726 3599 
112 CARDIFF SOFTWARE 219 618931-4500 • HM APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT 31 

210 PASSPORT DESIGNS INC 130 415-7280280 
742-743 CHICONY 86 ♦888 3 323 5743" • KIM DATA MANAGEMENT 42-43 

147 PCS COMPLEAT 238231 5086246400 
738731 COMBYTE INC CIV 9782290660 * 

KIM OS/2 4847 
68 PERSOFT INC 215 800 TCP-3130 

703-704 COMPEXINC 101 714-6387302 IBM STORAGE SYSTEMS 44-45 
720 PHK.IPS MONITORS 11 ♦3140 733983" 

68 COMPUSERVE 113 808487 4838 128121 ICL(EMBLA) 74 703 648 3326" 
178176 PttA TECHNOLOGIES 249 613 591 1555 

129 COMPUTER DISCOUNT • ©T 256 8087434343 
WAREHOUSE 228227 808959 4CDW 

156 INTEGRAND RESEARCH 251 208651-1203 
89-90 PINNACLE MICRO 1817 714-727-3300 

197-198 COMPUTER GATE 249 408 730 0673 211-212 PIONEER NEW MEDIA 
207 INTEGRIX MC 137 808300-8288 TECHNOLOGIES 151 808444-OPTI 

705 COMPUTER QUICK 40IS10 415-861-8330 . INTEL CORP 2829 808538-3373 91 PKWARF INC 120 414 3546699 
154 COMPUTERWtSE 255 808255-3739 

77-78 INTERGRAPH CORP 114 205-730-5499 92 PKWARE INC 199 414 354 8699 
COP1A INTERNATIONAL LTD 201 708 682 8898 

157 IO TECH 251 2184394091 127 POWEROUEST 103 808379-2566 
69 COREL CD-ROM 7 613728-0826 

ext 3060 218220 IXOS SOFTWARE GMBH 134.488846005 199** 218214 PROXIMACORP 138 808447 7694 
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ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION 

159 

93-94 

Page No. Phone I 

OUAi STAR CORP 254 800 468 0680 

OUARTEROECK OFFICE SYSTEMS 105 310 392 9851 

OUATECH INC 224 800 553 1170 

Inquiry No. Page No. Phnnm No. 

• SOFTWARE PUBLISHER'S ASSOC 246 

97 SOFTWARE SECURITY 201 

231-232 SOLO COMPUTER GMBH 143 

195 STAR TECH COMPUTER PROOUCTS 249 

203 656 393?" 

49 89 3159146" 

800 265 1844 
•■1231 

Inquiry No. 

U 

Page No. Phone No. 

124-125 UNOOECT 

190 UNITED EDUCATION CENTERS 

R 96 STATSOFT 69 918 583 4149 

721-722 RAIMA CORP 40IS11 206 557 0200 
108 SYMANTEC 2-3 800 628 4777 162 

9API3 
237 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 89 800 852 8569 105 SYMANTEC 53 8006284777 

101-102 

123 RAVE COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 198 800 966 RAVE 9AP9 149-150 

179-180 RCI 250 800 RCI 6090 106 SYMANTEC 55 800-628 4777 
ort 71 9API1 

160 RHETOREX NC 250 408 370 0681 107 SYMANTEC 57 800 628 4777 

140-141 ROSE ELECTRON** 246 800 333 9343 
9AP12 • 

103 s T 725 226 

114 SAG ELECTRONICS 165 506 682 0055 
191 talk* 255 800 TALKIE 4 

229-230 

217-218 SCEPTRE TECINOLOGIES 131 800 788 2878 161 TAI KING TECHNOLOGY INC 250 000 685 4884 
235-236 

203 SCI TRAN PROOUCTS 252 412367 7063 181 TAPE DISK CORP 254 800 827 3372 . 

201-202 SERMAX 253 

177-176 SHAFFSTALL CORP 254 

170-171 SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE 250 

• SILICON GRAPHICS 117 

188 SAICONRAX 251 

738-739 SOFT 6 NET DSTOUTKX SA 401S 14 . 

8002097126 

800-248-3475 

8183686132 

8006368184 
0440 

800 700 8560 

4 151 794 3684 

TEKTRONIX 91 

165 

174 

THE BOSTON COMPUTER MUSEUM 146 

THE MCGRAW HILL COMPANES INC 108 

TOSHIBA AMERICA NC 84-85 

TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC 251 

TTI TECHNOLOGIES NC 253 

800 835 6100 
OH 1240 

800 457 7777 

510-447-2090 

800-541-1943 

V 
V1DEXNC 

SYS TE ME S GMBH 

w 
WALKER. RICHER 8 QUINN 

WATCOMOC** 105 

W0RL0W10E TECHNOLOGIES 

z 
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL 

Z WORLD I NGINt f RING 

* Correspond duocOy *4h conyany 
" Mcatos FAX Number 

104 800 755-UNIX 

255 800-877 4889 
ml 28 

249 503-7S8-0521 

237 .49 7131 256063" 

39 206-217-7100 

27 519-886 3700 

148 800 854 2708 

150 .49 721 93172 22" 

149 800 544 4756 

248 215-922-0116" 

162-163 

254 

800 554 5226 

916-757-3737 

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF 
John M Gnttm, V.P. ol Sales. One Phoenix Mill Lane. Peterborough. NH 03458. Tel: (603) 924 2663. (212)512-2367. Fax: (603) 924-2683 
Diane Ueberman, Advertising Director. One Phoenix MiH Lane. Peterborough. NH 03458. Tel: (603) 924-2518. Fax: (603) 924-2683 

NEW ENGLAND 
CT. MA. ME. NH. Upstate NY. Rl. VT. 
Ontario. Canada. Eastern Canada 
Sanford L. Fibish (617) 860*6344 
Merle Model (617) 860*6221 
The McGraw Hill Companies 
24 Hartwell Avenue 
Lexington. MA 02173 
FAX: (617) 860-6899 

MID-ATLANTIC 
DC. DE. MD. NC. NJ. NY. NYC. PA. 
VA. WV 
Michael Feinberg (212) 512*4811 
John Ferraro (212) 512-2555 
Margot L. Swanson (603) 924-2651 
The McGraw-Hill Companies 
1221 Avenue of Americas- 
28th Floor 
New York. NY 10020 
FAX: (212) 512*2075 

CENTRAL U.S. 
AL. AR. FL. GA. IA. IL, IN. KS. KY. LA. 
Ml. MN. MO. MS. NO. NE. OH. SC. 
SD. TN. Wl 
Lori Silverstein (614) 899-4908 
Jeanne Beeson (617) 860*6349 
The McGraw Hill Companies 
921 Easlwmd Drive. Suite 118 
Westerville. OH 43081 
FAX: (614) 899-4999 

SOUTHWEST, ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
CO. OK. TX 
Jennifer Walker (214) 701*8496 
Jeanne Beeson (617) 860-6349 
The McGraw-Hill Companies 
14850 Quorum Dr.. Suite 380 
Dallas. TX 75240 
FAX: (214) 991-6208 

NORTH PACIFIC 
AK. Northern CA. HI. ID. MT. OR. 
Silicon Valley. UT. WA. WY. 
Western Canada 
Roy J. Kops (415) 513-6861 
Susan Rasleilini (415) 513-6951 
Lisa Farrell (415) 513-6862 
The McGraw Hill Companies 
1900 O'Farrell Streef. Suite 200 
San Mateo. CA 94403 
FAX: (415) 513-6867 

SOUTH PACIFIC 
A2. Southern CA. NM. NV 
BethDudas (714) 753-8140 
Mark Speros (714) 753-8140 
The McGraw Hill Companies 
15635 Alton Pkwy . Suite 290 
Irvine. CA 92718 
FAX: (714) 753-8147 

Peterborough, NH Office: 
Inside Sales FAX 603-924-2683 
Advertising FAX 603-924-7507 
■YU Dock 
Brian Fkggms (603) 924-2596 
BYTE 
Ono Phoere* MB lane 
Peterborough. NH 03458 

EURO-DCCK 
Mabo (603) 924-2533 

On® Phoere* MB Lane 
Peterborough. NH 03458 

Retforwl AdvarllftJn* Section* 

Brum Hagms (603) 924 2596 
BYTE 
Ono Phoora* MA Lane 
Peterborough. NH 03458 

NEW MtDIA/ONLINt PRODUCTS 
Brad Duon (603) 924-2574 
BYTE 
Ono Phoenix MR Lane 
Peterborough NM 03458 
FAX (603)924 2683 

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SALES STAFF 
L. Bradley Browne. International Sales Dttedot. One Phoenix Mill Lane. Peterborough. NH 03458. Tel: (603) 924-2501. Fax: (603) 924-2683 

UNITED KINGDOM, BENELUX 
Jonathan McGowan 
The McGraw HM Comparer* 
34 Dover St. 
London W1X4BR 
England 
Tel: 444 171 495 6781 
FAX: *44 171 4956734 

GERMANY. SWITZERLAND, 
AUSTRIA 
Jurgen Hen® 
The McGraw MB Compare®® 
Iretogstrassu 19 
D 60323 Frank lull 
Germany 
Tel: *49 69 7140 7140 
FAX: *49 69 7140 7146 

ITALY, FRANCE. SPAIN. 
PORTUGAL, SCANDINAVIA 
Zona CoupO. Amanda Blaskolt 
A Z Inter national Sates Lid 
70 Chafc Farm Road 
London NW1 SAN 
England 
Tel *44 171 2843171 
FAX: *44 171 2843174 

TAIWAN 
Janet Wang 
Tlwd Wave Pubbshmg Corp 
2nd FI . No 19 2. Lano23t 
Fu Hsmg North Road 
Taipei 105. Taiwan 
ri&c 
Tel: *886 2 7136959 
FAX: *886 2 7189467 

Subscription Customer Service 
U.S. 1-800-232-2983 

Outside U.S. +1-609-426-7676 

For a New Subscription 
U.S. 1-800-257-9402 

Outside U.S. +1-609-426-5526 

ISRAEL 
Dan Aronowc 
DARA International 
41 Ravutsiu 
Raanana 43220 
Israel 
Tel: *972 9 919544 
FAX: *972 9 981934 

HDNG KONG 
ZOO Yon 
Thad Wave PubhsJvng Corp 
Ur* 2.6FHmgWah Center 
82 84 To Kwa Wan Road 
Kowtoon. Hong Kong 
Tel: *852 764 3830 
FAX: *852 764 3857 

KOREA 

Young Sooh Chmn 
JES Mocha International 
Glh FI. Donghye Bldg 
47 16. Myungri Dong 
KangdongGu 
Seoul 134 070. Korea 
Tel: *82 2 4813411 
FAX: *82 2 4813414 

JAPAN 
Hvokaru MortU 
Japanese Advertising 
Commurecabons. Inc 
Throo Star BuBhng 
3-10 3 Kanda Jmbocho 
Chiyodaku. Tokyo 101 
Japan 
Tel: *81 3 32614591 
FAX: *81 3 32616126 

AUSTRAUA 
Pt* Bush 
National Advorbsmg Services 
7-13 Parrawoen Slror-t 
Cromorne NSW 2090. 
Australia 
Tel: *61 2 906 9329 
FAX: *61 2 953 8274 

SINGAPORE, INOIA, 
INDONESIA. PAKISTAN. 
PHILIPPINES. OTHER ASIAN 
AND PACIFIC COUNTRIES 
Janet Wang 
Thed Wave PubfcsNng Corp 
2nd FI . No 191. Lane 231 
Fu Hsmg North Road 
Taipei 105. Tarwan 
R&C 
Tel: *886 2 7136959 ext. 226 
FAX: *886 2 7189467 

MALAYSIA 
HK.bm 
Server (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd 
5lh Floor. Bona Tower 
160. Jalan Ampang 
50450 Kuala Lurr^ur 
Malaysia 
Tel: *60 3 2624592 
FAX: *60 3 2624591 
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INDEX TO ADVERTISED PRODUCTS 
For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the 
corresponding inquiry numbers on the response card! 

To receive information for an entire product category, circle the category 
number on the response card! 
Category No. 
Inquiry No. Pa*° No 

HARDWARE 
1 ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES 
• ANTHROCORP * 

197*196 COMPUTER GATE 2*9 

2 ADD-IN BOARDS 
192*193 CAMELEON TECHNOLOGY INC 253 

199*200 GLO0ETEK 249 

• MICROWAY 159 

223*224 OMNICOMP GRAPHICS CORP 161 

95-96 QUATECH INC 224 

161 TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC 250 

149-150 VORTEX COMPUTERSYSTEMES GMBH 237 

3 BAR CODING 
205 BLUE QUETZAL 249 

162 VIDEX INC 249 

4 COMMUNICATIONS/ 
NETWORKING 

221 ALTEX ELECTRONS 142 

236-239 BAY NETWORKS 64-65 

206*209 KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY 152 

606*607 MAXTECH CORP (NA) 101 

605 MEGAHERTZ CORP (NA) 95 

175-176 PIKA TECHNOLOGIES 249 

179*180 RCI 250 

160 RHETOREX INC 250 

140*141 ROSE ELECTRONICS 246 

170*171 SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE 250 

231-232 SOL 10 COMPUTER GMBH 143 

195 STARTECH COMPUTER PROOUCTS 249 

161 TALKING TECHNOLOGY NC 250 

225*226 I 3 t 148 

5 COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
166-167 APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC 250 

113 BADGER COMPUTER 99 

• COMPAQ PORTABLES (NA) 22-23 

222 DATALUX CORP 147 

• DELL COMPUTER CORP (NA) Clll 

• OELL COMPUTER CORP (NA) CIV 

• DELL COMPUTER CORP (N A) 58-59 

• DELL COMPUTER CORP (F1000) (NA) cm 
• DELL COMPUTER CORP (F1000) (NA) CIV 

734-735 DIGICOM (WTL) 109 

736-737 DIGICOM (MT1) 111 

233-234 ELSNER TECHNOLOG IOES (US.) 140 

• GATEWAY 2000 72A-X 

• GATEWAY 2000 72-73 

• IBM CLIENT SERVERS (N A) 154-155 

• IBM RS6000 (N A) 126-129 

156 INTEGRANO RESEARCH 251 

207 INTEGRIX INC 137 

• INTEL CORP 26-29 

233*234 LIGHTSTONE SYSTEMS GMBH (INT*L) 140 

110 MICRON COMPUTER CD-I 

82 NSTL 203 

147 PC'S COMPIEAT 230*231 

615 POLYWELL COMPUTERS INC 240PC1 

612 POLYWELL COMPUTERS INC 240SO1 

123 RAVE COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 198 

Category No. 
Inquiry No. Page No. 

114 SAG ELECTRONICS 165 

• S8.ICON GRAPHICS 117 

188 SILICONRAX 251 

231-232 SOLID COMPUTER GMBH 143 

165 TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC 251 

104 ZEOS WTERNATIONAL 162-163 

6 DATA ACQUISITION 
153 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 251 

157 10 TECH 251 

• MICROSTAR LABORATORIES 251 

158 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 252 

95-96 QUATECH MC 224 

203 SCI TRAN PROOUCTS 252 

53 DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT 
142 MICRO 2000 234-235 

7 DISK & OPTICAL DRIVES 
151-152 ADVANCED MICRO ELECTRONICS 245 

119 ARTECON 206 

146 ASHTEK INC 233 

172-173 GRANITE DIGITAL 252 

• IBM OS/2 (tin.) 46-47 

79-80 KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY 77 

136-139 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROO 243 

89*90 PINNACLE MICRO 16-17 

114 SAG ELECTRONICS 165 

9 FAX BOARDS/MACHINES 
617 SUPRA CORP (N A.) 111 

11 KEYBOARDS 
222 DATALUX CORP 147 

246-247 ELMA ELECTRONIC 252 

155 HOOLEON CORP 252 

12 LAN HARDWARE 
196 ANTEC 253 

703-704 COMPEX INC (INTI) 101 

130-131 CYBEXCORP 229 

132-133 CYBEXCORP 236 

706-707 CYBEX CORP (INU> Clll 

• DATA COMMUNICATIONS 240PC 2-3 

• OATA COMMUNICATIONS 240SO 2*3 

• DATA COMMUNICATIONS (INTI) 22-23 

• DATA COMMUNICATIONS (INTI) 154*155 

233-234 ELSNER TECHNOLOGIES (U S.) 140 

136-137 FIRST SOURCE tin 244 

233-234 LIGHTSTONE SYSTEMS GMBH (tITl) 140 

231-232 SOLID COMPUTER GMBH 143 

149-150 VORTEX COMPUTERSYSTEMES GMBH 237 

225-226 WAVETEK CORP 148 

13 LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS 
742-743 CHICONY (INn> 86 
• COMPAQ SYSTEMS (N A) 186-187 

• DELL COMPUTER CORP (NA) 168-169 

• DELL COMPUTER CORP (NA) 96NA3 

723 FIRST INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER 40IS2 

• JOR MICROOEVICES 247 

606-607 MAXTECH CORP <N A) 101 

144 MICRO INTERNATIONAL INC 241 

726 MITAC INTERNATIONAL CORP (INTI 93 

714-715 OLIVETTI S PA (INTI) 35 

Category No. 
Inquiry No. W No 

147 PCS COMPIEAT 230-231 

217-218 SCEPTRE TECHNOLOGIES 131 

100 TOSHIBA AMERICA INC 84-85 

604 WINBOOK(NA) 11 

104 ZEOS INTERNATIONAL 162-163 

14 MAIL ORDER 
221 ALTEX ELECTRONICS 142 

129 COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE 226-227 

614 COMPUTERLANE UNLIMITED 240PC4 

613 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY 240NE 2-3 

147 PCS COMPIEAT 230-231 

15 MEMORY/CHIPS/UPGRADES 
• ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES 96NA 6-7 

151-152 ADVANCED MICRO ELECTRONICS 245 

192-193 CAMELEON TECHNOLOGY INC 253 

136-137 FIRST SOURCE INTI 244 

• IBM PPC CHt> (N A) 42-43 

• IBM PPC CHIP (NA) 44-45 

• IBM PPC CHIP (NA) 46-47 

• INTEL CORP 28-29 

208-209 KWGSTON TECHNOLOGY 152 

145-146 LA TRADE 240 

201*202 SERMAX 253 

174 TTI TECHNOLOGIES INC 253 

• WORLDWIDE TECHNOLOGIES 246 

16 MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE 
115-116 CALIFORNIA PC PROOUCTS NC 94 

• MOTOROLA 80-81 

• MOTOROLA 82*63 

17 MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS 
• JOR MICROOE VICES 247 

606-607 MAXTECH CORP (NA) 101 

605 MEGAHERTZ CORP (N A) 95 

617 SUPRA CORP (N A) 111 

18 MONITORS & TERMINALS 
222 DATALUX CORP 147 

215-216 MAG INNOVISION 133 

720 PHILIPS MONITORS (tITl) 11 

602-603 SAM T RON DISPLAYS WC 96NA6 

101-102 VIEWSONIC 71 

19 MULTIMEDIA/CD-ROM 
186-187 BOXLIGHT CORP 253 

109 CREATIVE LABS INC 21 

• DATAOSC (NA) 35 

242*243 1 MRT 62 

204 PANELIGHT 254 

210 PASSPOR! DESIGNS INC 130 

211-212 ! PIONEER NEW MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES 151 

213-214 1 PROXIMACORP 138 

• SILICON GRAPHICS 117 

181 TAPE DISK CORP 254 

20 PRINTERS/PLOTTERS 
613 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY 240NE 2-3 

716-717 OLIVETTI S PA (tITl) 12-13 

99 TEKTRONIX 91 

21 PROGRAMMABLE HARDWARE 
244-245 ALADOIN SOFTWARE SECURITY INC 102 
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INDEX TO ADVERTISED PRODUCTS 
Category No. 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

164 AMREL TECHNOLOGY INC 254 

• DATA ACCESS CORP 232 

710-711 FAST SECURITY AG 40IS7 

• JOR MIC ROOF VICES 247 

237 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 89 

220-230 WIBU 150 

163 Z WORLD ENGINEERING 254 

56 
134 

RAID DRIVE ARRAYS 
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH 238 

135 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH 228 

114 SAG ELECTRONICS 165 

149-150 VORTEX COMPUTERSYSTEMES GMBH 237 

22 SCANNERS/OCR/DIGITIZERS 
732-733 MDI SYSTEMS LTD 40IS17 

52 
189 

SECURITY 
ADVANCED ENGINEERING CONCEPTS 254 

62-63 ALADOIN SOFTWARE SECURITY INC 66 

244-245 ALADOIN SOFTWARE SECURITY INC 102 

710-711 FAST SECURITY AG 40IS7 

237 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 89 

229-230 WIBU 150 

23 
730-731 

TAPE DRIVES 
COMBYTE INC (INTI) CIV 

122 DATASONIX 76 

73-74 EXABYTE CORP 19 

138-139 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROO 243 

159 QUALSTAR CORP 254 

177-178 SHAFFSTALL CORP 254 

181 TAPE DISK CORP 254 

24 UPS/POWER MANAGEMENT 
AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 32A-B 

64 AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 32-33 

65-66 BEST POWER TECHNOLOGY 119 

86-87 MINUTEMAN 78 

84-85 OPTIQUEST 75 

SOFTWARE 
25 BUSINESS 
112 CAR0IFF SOFTWARE 219 

740-741 FINSON (INTL) 125 

• IBM APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT 31 

213-214 PROXIMA CORP 138 

235-236 WITCHOESK INC 149 

27 COMMUNICATIONS/ 
NETWORKING 

227-228 AGE LOGIC 145 

703-704 COMPEX INC (INTI) 101 

128 DIGIPHONE (CAMELOT) 175 

728-729 DISTINCT CORP 40IS8 

136-137 FIRST SOURCE INTI 244 

75-76 FRONTIER TECHNOLOGIES 204 

120-121 ICL(EMBLA) 74 

81 NOBLENET 219 

88 PERSOFT INC 215 

738-739 SOFT 6 NET DSTIBUTION SA 40IS14 

191 TALKS 255 

• WALKER. RICHER 8 QUINN (WT1) 39 

29 DATABASE 
154 COMPUTE RW1SE 255 

• IBM DATA MANAGEMENT (INTL) 42-43 

• IBM DATA MANAGEMENT (NA) 108-109 

• IBM STORAGE SYSTEMS (INTL) 44-45 

I Category No. Category No. 
Inquiry No. Page No. inquiry no. Page No. 

30 EDUCATIONAL 45 UNIX 
190 UNITED EDUCATION CENTERS 255 227-228 AGE LOGIC 145 

• COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD 201 
31 ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC 728-729 DISTINCT CORP 40IS8 
718-719 LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOCIATES 40IS19 713 HUMMINGBIRD COMM LTD (INTI) 95 

120-121 ICl (EMBLA) 74 
33 GRAPHICS 77-78 INTERGRAPH CORP 114 
69 COREL CD ROM 7 219-220 IXOS SOFTWARE GMBH 134 
70 COREL DRAW 6 37 81 NOBLENET 219 
206 COREL TOYMAKER 122 721-722 RAIMA CORP 40IS11 
184 E MATE K GMBH 255 738-739 SOFT 4 NET DSTBUTION SA 40IS 14 

210 PASSPORT DESIGNS INC 130 124-125 UNIDtRECT 104 

213-214 PROXIMA CORP 138 * WALKER. RICHER 4 QUINN (INTI.) 39 

235-236 WITCHOESK INC 149 

46 UTILITIES 
35 MAIL ORDER 143 ALLMICRO 239 

151-152 ADVANCED MICRO ELECTRONICS 245 142 MICRO 2000 234-235 

129 COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE 226-227 91 PKWARE INC 120 

705 COMPUTER QUICK 40IS10 92 PKWARENC 199 

712 GREY MATTER LTD 40IS13 127 POWERQUEST 103 

93-94 QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEMS 105 

36 MATHEMATICAL/STATISTICAL 105 SYMANTEC 53 

98 STATSOFT 69 106 SYMANTEC 55 

107 SYMANTEC 57 

37 MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE 181 TAPE DISK CORP 254 

740-741 FINSON (INTI) 125 

724 ON TIME MARKETING 4WS 19 47 WINDOWS 
• COPIA NTERNATIONAL LTD 201 

38 ON LINE SERVICES 728-729 DISTINCT CORP 40IS 8 

450 BIX 267 75-76 FRONTIER TECHNOLOGIES 204 

68 COMPUSERVE 113 712 GREY MATTER LTD 40IS13 

• GLOBAL NETWORK NAVIGATOR 40A-B 168-169 MICROCAL SOFTWARE INC 256 

* IDT 256 738-739 SOFT 4 NET DSTIBUTION SA 40IS14 
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The Internet connects you with 

more than 10 million people , at 

universities, companies, and other 

online services. Now, get full access 

to the Internet free of charge when 

you subscribe to BIX! You'll also 

get expert assistance from BIX 

moderators who can help you find 

your way around the Internet. 

These experts can guide you through 

the many services and features 

available, and help you find the 

information you're looking for. 

Anytime you need help, just join our 

special 'internet' conference and get 

fast answers to your questions. 

As you become more familiar with the 

Internet, you'll be able to download 

files from all over the world using FTP, 

connect to other sites and services 

through telnet, read and reply to 

Usenet Newsgroups, access utilities 

like finger and whois, and much more! 

BIX and the Internet together provide 

the largest and most effective technical 

resource for computing professionals. 

And with over 600 local access 

numbers in the U.S., plus telnet access 

via the Internet, BIX makes it easy to 

connect. Try BIX today through our 

special 5 for Free offer - and become 

part of the top technical team! 
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COMMENTARY James Martin 

CyberDavid Rocks Goliath 
In today's business world, 

ttio technology-smart 

newcomer can topple the 

stodgy giant 

The cybercorp revolution will bring many David- 
and-Goliath stories. Small and nimble compa¬ 
nies can attack old and arthritic corporations and 

win. 'Hie old corporation, like Goliath, often reacts with 
scorn to the newcomer rather than with appropriate cau¬ 
tion. There are many opportunities for entrepreneurial 
Davids. 

In the Bible, David took a major risk that would not 
have looked good in the strategy meetings. A cybercorp 
newcomer needs less raw heroism than that exhibited 
by the biblical hero; it can use new ideas to exploit an old 
company’s weaknesses. It can use newer technology, 
virtual mechanisms, and electronic marketing. Because 
of its size, it can build a cozier relationship with cus¬ 
tomers. David can win in many corporate situations be¬ 
cause Goliath is loaded down with the baggage of an 
earlier era. 

Old corporations often have old cultures, inappro¬ 
priate to the mercurial cybercorp age. They have cum¬ 
bersome structures and politics. Their computers are 
snarled up in spaghetti-like software that is murder to 
change. They pay lip service to reengineering them¬ 
selves but make only mechanical changes within the 
present structure—when that structure ought to be 
scrapped. 

Is there a better Goliath analogue than IBM in the 
1980s? That was when IBM was confronted with a fab¬ 
ulous opportunity. Personal computers would be on every 
desk and linked with networks. OSes and office soft¬ 
ware would sell in huge numbers. Customers needed a 
leader to set the standards. We know how the story turned 
out. Goliath was outmaneuvered and outmarketed by 
David: Bill Gates and Microsoft. 

Some corporations in the I99()s have grown at a rate 
that’s never seen before. Netscape, which makes the 
popular Internet browser software, went public when 
the company was only 16 months old, with a valuation 
of $2 billion. Marc Andreessen, the 24-year-old who 
originally programmed the software, had shares worth 
$58 million. 

New corporations arc evolving with radically new 
types of organization. They grow from the start with vir¬ 
tual-office space. E-mail—not snail-mail, a boundary-less 
culture, Internet connections. World Wide Web pages, 
and electronic links to trading partners. They are cyber¬ 
corps from the beginning. 

Today’s technology makes possible virtual space and 

virtual operations. A 
small company does 
not need expensive 
offices; some em¬ 
ployees can work at 
home. Key players 
may live in different 
cities but be linked 
electronically. A 
small company can 
be a virtual company. 

A start-up may 
want to build some¬ 
thing unique and in¬ 
teresting but cannot 
do it all. It may out¬ 
source part of the design; it may work jointly with com¬ 
ponent suppliers; it may use students to create brochures 
or software. The founders try to hire only the brightest, 
most dedicated people, with unique talents, and out¬ 
source everything that does not need much skill. The 
company focuses on what it is brilliant at. It should 
have a policy of owning everything with a high return 
on investment and outsourcing everything with a low re¬ 
turn on investment. 

Start-ups often have a turbulent ride. They don’t do the 
right thing first time and may need to switch direction 
fast. They may plan for this by avoiding fixed or ex¬ 
pensive resources. 

The David corporation may be a start-up or a spin-off 
of an old corporation. Where an established corpora¬ 
tion is proving resistant to business reengineering, its 
best chance of moving into the cybercorp age is to start 
new units. The dog may be too old to learn new tricks— 
but it can have puppies. A spin-off sometimes has ma¬ 
jor advantages that a start-up does not have, including ac¬ 
cess to money, services, specialized skills, and existing 
customers. 

In his 1993 book Managing to Survive, Sir John Har¬ 
vey-Jones, ex-chairman of the giant chemical company 
ICI, reflects on a lifetime of beating organizations into 
shape: “Although everyone complains of overmanage- 
ment and obsolete controls, it is extraordinarily difficult 
to fight free. Over time a sort of cat’s cradle is devised, 
so that as one frees oneself from one entanglement, it is 
only to find oneself in another.” 

It is much easier to start new David operations than to 
change Goliath. ■ 

James Martin is a consultant and writer on information 

technology. He spent /9 years working for HIM and then 

went on to found James Martin and Co. Known as "the fa¬ 

ther of CASE,M he has written more than SO hooks, includ¬ 

ing The Wired Society. You can reach him on the Internet 

or BIX at editors@bix.com. 
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Control up to 96 file servers 
with just 1 keyboard, 
monitor and mouse! 

■ Works with nil 100% IBM compatible computers; built- 
in support lor both PS/2 and serial mice 

■ Integral Sun and optional Macintosh support available 

■ Key Scan" feature for keyboard-controlled scanning 

■ Add a set ond control center up to 150 feet away 

■ Autolloot ' feature boots computers without operator 
Intervention 

An 

Inc. 
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I >  . ii ...i tvllle. AL 35805 USA 

<20\M»* * (/OS) 430-4030 fax 
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CylM . iks of ( ybex Corporation. IBM, PC and PS/2 
( orpoidUfl * l|fitl< <!«• C ornputor, Inc Sun is a trademark of Sun 

are registered trademarks of International Business Machines 
Microsystems. 
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When just a floppy won 't cut it! 

• Industry standard floppy and 
QIC80 tape formats . 

• Copy or move files to tape 
in Windows File Manager. 

• Tape librarian keeps track of 
files on all your tapes. 

• 3 year warranty. Q^y 
QIC-WIDE 

en 
Available through: 

United Kingdom - CMS Peripherals - 44 0171 704 0202 • Netherlands - ICP - 31 02940-30636 

Germany - CTT - 49 089 420 9000 • Germany - M&S Elektronik -49 6028 944 128 
South Africa - Systems Integration - 27 11 886 4431 • Australia - Dawn Technologies - 61 2 906 1822 
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